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P r e f a C e

the protagonist of this book, the sienese jurist lancellotto Politi, better 
known as Ambrogio Catarino, figures most prominently in sixteenth- 
century Italian historiography as the author of Compendio d’errori et 
inganni luterani (Compendium of lutheran errors and deceptions), 
written in 1544 in reply to the best seller of the Reformation in Italy, 
the Beneficio di Cristo crocifisso (venice, 1543). the sienese dominican 
was presented by Carlo Ginzburg and Adriano Prosperi as the antihero 
of their Giochi di pazienza (un seminario sul Beneficio di Cristo, 1975), 
a fascinating and suggestive volume in which Politi’s Compendio was 
read as a litmus test to verify the accuracy of the hypothesis of the 
two editions of the Beneficio di Cristo. Politi’s name has appeared many 
times in studies dedicated to the diffusion of heretical doctrines on the 
Italian peninsula. he has for the most part, however, been connected 
to the image of heretic hunter, implacable adversary of Italian hetero-
doxy; and his writings have been read more to call attention to the doc-
trines and texts refuted by him than to comprehend his own thought.

the aim of my research has been to lift the veil that obscures Politi 
as a person, restoring him to the complexity of his biographical and 
intellectual journey. In some respects the outcome of my work has been 
surprising. From his entry into the dominican order in 1517, after a 
sudden savonarolan conversion that diverted him from an incipient 
career as a jurist and lawyer, Politi displayed an independence of judg-
ment and freedom of thought unusual for a novice. his maturity and 
solid juridical formation reinforced in him a character both indepen-
dent and headstrong, encouraging a path of doctrinal and theological 
learning free of the rigid precepts of the schools of theology. the strong 
Marian devotion inherited from his sienese birth soon guided him to 
the reading of works extraneous to dominican culture, such as those 
of duns scotus and William of ockham, which Politi took in avidly 
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along with the writings of saint thomas. the assignment to compose 
one of the first polemical responses to the Augustinian friar Martin 
luther was given to him in 1520 while he was still intent on completing 
his theological studies. he finished them under the pressure of the con-
troversy. the eclecticism of his thought and his polemical instinct led 
him more than once to bitter encounters with leading members of his 
order, among them Cardinal de vio and the Master of the sacred Pal-
ace Bartolomeo spina. the clamorous accusations of heresy directed 
against him by spina between 1542 and 1546, then repeated in the 
Council of trent by his fellow dominican domingo de soto during 
the controversy on the certitude of grace, not only testifies to the level 
of hostility that surrounded him but also offers a measure of Politi, a 
figure who could not be reduced to any one system, who did not adhere 
to any single one of the opposing theological schools (thomist, scotist, 
dominican, Benedictine, Jesuit, etc.).

In the same years in which he began to distinguish himself as the 
most pugnacious anti- lutheran polemicist, we find him absorbed in 
spiritual conversations with vittoria Colonna and involved in intense 
epistolary exchanges with Jacopo sadoleto. he was also a fervent 
admirer of Cardinal Gasparo Contarini, of whose doctrinal positions 
he became, at least for a time, a faithful advocate. until the publica-
tion of Beneficio di Cristo announced the beginning of a phase of open 
proselytism and propaganda by the viterbo group, Politi, despite his 
severe tone, left open a channel of dialogue and argument, convinced 
that it was both possible and necessary to find a meeting point even 
on those doctrinal questions that luther had arbitrarily appropriated. 
And in the years that followed he never abandoned the hope of leading 
the most convinced dissenters back to orthodoxy. his aspirations and 
his attitude solidified in the course of his activity in the early 1540s in 
the noninquisitorial resolutions of numerous cases of heresy,  activity 
Politi carried on with the collaboration of some members of the Com-
pany of Jesus, above all Alfonso salmerón. this strategy tended toward 
the art of persuasion rather than the use of weapons of repression 
in order to lead heretics back to Catholic orthodoxy. It deliberately 
offered an alternative to inquisitorial activity, moving “beyond the 
inquisition.” In addition, while the Beneficio was directly opposed by  
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the Compendio, at the Council of trent Politi shared his battles with 
personages such as the Benedictines luciano degli ottoni and Isidoro 
Cucchi da Chiari, colleagues of Benedetto da Mantova, author of the 
Beneficio. Readers will be able to judge for themselves whether these 
apparent contradictions are the fruit of an intellectual incoherence, 
a circumstantial opportunism, or instead, as I believe, a reflection of 
the variety and fluidity of doctrinal options that characterized the reli-
gious crisis of the 1540s and of the fragility of those historiographical 
interpretations that have used excessively schematic categories (e.g., 
the Intransigenti and the Spirituali) to study the furious encounters of 
those years on central themes of religious debate such as justification 
and the certitude of grace.

Certainly, Politi never hid his career ambitions and always suc-
ceeded in winning the sympathy and benevolence of the most influ-
ential personalities in the circles he chose to frequent, beginning with 
the popes he had the fortune to know. After all, his ecclesiology, cen-
tering on papal primacy, could only lead him in that direction. his 
choices and his comportment were, however, almost always guided by 
his innermost convictions, which he did not know how to forswear, 
even in the most delicate quandaries of his life’s course. In the single 
case in which he was constrained to rethink in critical terms a choice 
made in his youth, that of his savonarolan loyalties, which engaged 
him in a long and tormented process of self- reflection, he found a solu-
tion only in the last years of his life. And only then, when the name of 
his old master savonarola was paired with that of his bitterest enemy, 
Bernardo ochino, did the circle of his existence seem at last to close.
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C h a P t e r  1

Formation and 
Religious Choices

Si e n e se  L aw y e r

lancellotto Politi was born in 1484 to a prominent sienese family.1 
With the completion of his studies in philosophia civilis at the age of 
seventeen he was awarded the degree of doctor of laws and launched 
a brief but active career as a jurisconsult.2 this culminated a few years 
later in his appointment as an attorney of the consistory. the few 
sources we have of his activities in the law create an impression of a 
marked tendency toward controversy and contentiousness.3 Just what 
family influences or features of personality shaped this tendency, so 
prominent throughout his career, are difficult to determine, but no 
doubt his sienese roots played a central role in directing his personal 
and religious choices. the high incidence of conflict that character-
ized sienese political life from the late fifteenth to the early sixteenth 
century shaped, to some degree, the character of this young, ambitious 
lawyer: first, the clashes between the noveschi and representatives of 
the Monte del Popolo; and second, the long, violent struggles of France, 
spain, and Florence for influence in sienese territory. If, on the one 
hand, these made Politi sensitive to the sources of political factional-
ism, on the other, the future dominican controversialist learned from 
them the nature and value of passionate defense of a cause.4
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the principal legacy Politi inherited from his fellow sienese was 
their devotion to the Immaculate Conception.5 Politi’s first literary 
effort gives significant testimony to this. La sconficta di Monte Aperto 
of 1502, which he wrote shortly after he received the doctor of laws 
degree, is an homage to his native city as well as early evidence of the 
solid Marian devotion that he as a good sienese had absorbed from 
adolescence.6 the choice of theme was quite deliberate, it appears. the 
battle of Montaperti of september 4, 1260, was siena’s greatest victory 
over its eternal rival, Florence. this was an event so exceptional in the 
panorama of the city’s foreign relations that in their accounts of the 
battle sienese chroniclers used the same title employed by Politi, La 
sconficta di Monte Aperto, to focus attention on the defeat of the Floren-
tines and to remind the sienese that their own city was not invincible. 
It had been defeated before and could be defeated again. For so clever a 
young sienese as Politi it was not difficult to transform the story of the 
defeat, so often recited by his elders, into an opportunity for literary 
renown and the regard of his fellow citizens.

Without losing ourselves in the pages of a work of little originality 
or coherence, it is still interesting to note that from the very first lines 
of the preface some of the principal features of Politi’s character and 
intellect are already on display, namely, personal ambition—proudly 
ostentatious in one place, maladroitly disguised in another7—habitual 
predilection for the contradictory, and what might be called a visceral 
need to present questions in polemical terms.8 It also shows his very 
powerful devotion to the virgin, in whose name some years later he 
would broach the question of his membership in the dominican order. 
“only then,” he wrote, explaining to the reader the underlying mean-
ing of his literary effort, “simply informing all and sundry and espe-
cially the city of siena, of the benefit to be received from that illustrious 
and radiant queen of the whole world and of heaven, so that our sienese 
compatriots may render sincere homage to her with heart and voice, 
and so that to others she may be the most famous example of profound 
clemency and compassion toward those who humbly seek her help.”9

We will be able to follow closely the means by which these three 
characteristics—his ambition, polemical stance, and Marian devotion—
gave form and substance to Politi’s professional and religious choices.
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After traveling through Italy and France, visiting “all the famous 
schools [of theology], defending a thousand conclusions which he pro-
posed for ‘public debate’ with the most famous jurisconsults of the 
time,”10 Politi decided to become a teacher. First at siena, then at Rome, 
he served as professor of law. In those years he published his four prin-
cipal juridical works. the Commentaria super difficillima legis Filium 
concerning testamentary inheritance was published in siena in 1513 
with a dedication to his pupil, sixtus della Rovere, bishop of saluzzo.11 
the Tractatus substitutionum was published several years later at lyon 
but was probably written in 1513–14. It is a work of no particular origi-
nality and characterized by an acerbic and polemical spirit. In it Politi 
offered the first example of his personal intolerance of the moral cor-
ruption of the times and the vices that afflicted the church. echoing 
the tone of the Libellum ad Leonem X, he protested the grave corrup-
tion of the church to the pope himself, to whom he had dedicated the 
book.12 the Commentaria super difficillima legis Re coniuncti de lege III 
was published at Pavia in 1516 and centered on questions of inheri-
tance and patrimony. It was dedicated to leonardo della Rovere, the 
senior penitentialist.13 Finally a brief treatise, De officio advocati, was 
published in 1516 on the occasion of his nomination as consistorial 
advocate. Politi had moved to Rome in 1513 and beginning the fol-
lowing year occupied the chair of law at la sapienza.14 there he had 
assiduously frequented the curial circle and dedicated his writings to 
high ecclesiastical personalities, shrewdly cultivating his relations with 
the papal court and eventually earning the esteem and benevolence 
of the pontiff. the young sienese quickly harvested the fruits of his 
political shrewdness. In the course of a trip to Bologna in which he had 
followed the papal party on its way to a meeting with Francis I, king of 
France,15 he stopped briefly in Florence, where he was named consisto-
rial advocate.16 It was then, to celebrate his nomination, that he wrote 
De officio advocati in which he instructed his colleagues in the qualities 
required to be a good consistorial advocate17 and in the vices that were 
to be avoided by all means: greed, pride, ambition, and servile timid-
ity.18 these vices, together with the ostentation and curial abuses of 
Renaissance Rome, heightened his indignation and lack of sufferance 
for the worldly circles he frequented. his mounting dissatisfaction led 
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him to cut short his career as a jurist. In the sermons of savonarola, 
encountered by chance during a brief sojourn in Florence, Politi was 
to find a remedy for his misgivings. savonarola’s invective against the 
corruption of the times and the moral degeneration of the clergy gave 
Politi an outlet for his growing anger and offered him the occasion 
for redemption. In the promise of savonarola’s message Politi saw a 
means for an effective synthesis of two seemingly irreconcilable but 
equally demanding needs: his longing for spiritual regeneration and 
his innate ambition.

Fl or e nc e

In these years Florence was home to Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, arch-
bishop of the city and future Clement vII. Among those attracted by 
the cultured, serene ambience around this authoritative personage 
and his refined secretary, Giberti,19 was nicholas von schömberg. A 
few months before the arrival in Florence of Politi and the papal court 
schömberg had decided to quit the office of master of the sacred pal-
ace, which he had held since 1510, to enter Medici service.20 Politi was 
acquainted with schömberg from the time they had both taught at la 
sapienza,21 and it is likely that it was he who now introduced Politi 
to the court of Giulio de’ Medici,22 arranging for his lodgings “in the 
house of a citizen who was one of those called Piagnoni.”23 Cardinal 
de’ Medici, in fact, had never concealed his savonarolan sympathies; 
on the contrary, he had gathered about him many exponents of the 
Piagnoni party. Politi himself was to recall, some decades later, the 
importance of those days in determining his future biographical and 
spiritual path.

In the time of Pope leo X, when he [the pope] left Rome for a meet-

ing with the king of France in Bologna, I, following the court, found 

myself in Florence with it, and for the few days we remained in that 

city I was assigned lodgings in the house of a citizen who was one of 

those called Piagnoni. As I was at leisure from my law studies and had 

nothing to do, my host set before me the sermons and other works of 
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frate Girolamo. Reading them to pass the time gave me no little conso-

lation, and I thought them precious pearls.24

Weary and bored by the verbose, arid books of law, Catarino dis-
covered the “precious pearls” of the great Ferrarese preacher offered 
him by his unexpected host.25 he did not disclose the man’s name, but 
it is very probable that this Florentine Piagnone was Girolamo Benivi-
eni,26 who in 1520 was to write a letter to the attorney Antonio negus-
antio of Fano that Politi inserted as a preface to the Apologia pro veritate 
catholica.27 during the long period of Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici’s resi-
dence in Florence, Benivieni often accepted pressing invitations from 
him, frequenting the table and court of the prelate, wishing to consult 
him even on political matters.28 this hypothesis affords insight into 
Politi’s remarkably premature capacity to always put himself at the 
center of the political and cultural life of the places where he was liv-
ing, to form influential friendships that could shield him from snares 
and dangers and at the same time guarantee him visibility and success.

Girolamo Benivieni, the older brother of the noted humanist 
domenico,29 who translated various savonarolan works, was a clear 
example of a fervent savonarolan perfectly integrated into the Medici 
mechanisms of power, reconciling his new political orientation in the 
regime with a coherent, passionate Piagnone profession of faith.30 In 
1513, immediately after the Medici restoration, he paid homage to the 
newly elected Medici pope, leo X, with a Frottola pro papa Leone in 
reno vatione Ecclesiae in which he expressed the hope that this very 
Medici might be the Papa Angelico foretold by savonarola, capable of 
realizing through direct divine inspiration the greatly hoped for reform 
of the church. despite the Medici crackdown following the conspiracy 
of 1522, Benivieni succeeded in saving his position and authority and 
was even proposed as the tutor of the future duke Cosimo.31

one of those who put Benivieni forward was, as previously indi-
cated, the archbishop of Florence, Giulio de’ Medici, cousin of the newly 
elected leo X and himself a Piagnone sympathizer and promoter of a 
policy of conciliation toward the supporters of the previous regime. 
Against the most intransigent Medici faction, it seems to have been 
Giulio who promoted an atmosphere of openness and dialogue even 
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in those most delicate moments of Florentine history when extrem-
ists violently attempted to reverse the political direction of the city and 
involved him personally. the first hard challenge to his policy was the 
Boscoli- Capponi conspiracy of 1513. the Convent of san Marco came to 
be involved in the plot, and Giulio de’ Medici was constrained to imme-
diately dispatch a trusted agent reclaiming the right to inspect the inte-
rior of the convent. the incident in effect marked the beginning of the 
spiral of repression by Medici authority that culminated in the decrees 
of 1516–17. yet, even in these changed circumstances, Giulio de’ Medici 
gave proof of his moderation and liberality. Although perfectly aware 
of the savonarolan overtones of the conspiracy, he did not give way to 
the new climate of repression many tried to impose. In december 1513 
he contacted his nephew lorenzo, asking him to monitor the repercus-
sions of the preaching in Florence of the Franciscan Francesco of Mon-
tepulciano. he bid his correspondent not to exaggerate the matter and 
minimized its significance.32 Although it is not known what position the 
cardinal took with regard to the repressive action coordinated by leo X, 
it is known that after the decrees of 1516–17 Giulio de’ Medici continued 
to pursue his usual conciliatory policy, despite the general hostility of the 
more intransigent Medici supporters.33

the cardinal continued to cultivate popular consensus supported 
by Benivieni, frequently yielding to demagogy while dealing with the 
Piagnoni sympathizers. the response came soon: “to manifest effec-
tively his popular sympathies, he began to gather and preserve the rel-
ics of the friar’s devotees [among whom Girolamo Benivieni]. they, 
celebrating and extolling the cardinal’s generosity, went so far as to 
claim that this was the man and this was the moment of Florentine 
liberty prophesied by the padre.”34 When the Piagnone Francesco de’ 
Ricci, inspired by a divine revelation, assigned Giulio de’ Medici a sal-
vific role in the destiny of the city, his investiture followed promptly.35 
thus, in a city destabilized by continuous political upheavals, Giulio 
de’ Medici and Girolamo Benivieni represented a guarantee of conti-
nuity. It was an association destined to endure for some time. As late as 
1530, after the tragic siege of Florence and the cardinal’s election to the 
papacy, Benivieni sent him an impassioned letter recording their com-
mon savonarolan past: “your holiness can recall what I told you years 
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ago about fra Girolamo savonarola and of the things he predicted.”36 
Benivieni’s appeals on behalf of a papal intervention to promote 
democratic reforms in view of the new Florentine government went 
unheeded. yet, apart from its more ingenuous aspects, Benivieni’s pro-
posal was evidence of the solid relationship between two personalities 
who, however diverse, nevertheless were linked by a common disposi-
tion toward conciliation. In a Florence characterized by hatreds and 
divisions, both of them sought to pacify hearts and promote savonaro-
lan aspirations for reform of the church.

not until the failed conspiracy of the orti oricellari of 1522 did 
Giulio de’ Medici choose to end the dialogue permanently. A few months 
later, in Rome for the conclave that was to elect him pope, he left Flor-
ence in the hands of the cardinal of Cortona, silvio Passerini, promoter 
of a definite hardening toward the Piagnoni opposition. Politi, however, 
was already distant from Florence. he had left the city before the con-
spiracy to begin a long peregrination to various dominican convents of 
tuscany. on March 6 he was already at the Convent of santo stefano 
in Pistoia. Politi left Florence barely in advance of his Medici “protec-
tor,” whether because he had had an inkling of the change of climate 
in Florence, or because of the hostility of the pro- Piagnoni party that 
had leaked into the conspiracy against Giulio de’ Medici, or because of 
the stiffening of Giulio’s attitude toward the Florentine Piagnoni. Politi, 
therefore, is to be connected by a double thread to Benivieni and Giulio 
de’ Medici. In the tutelage of the first and the protection of the second 
he had found the best way to consolidate his position as a dominican 
novice in the difficult Florentine universe. the benevolence of the car-
dinal had given him the necessary protection for his savonarolan con-
version, making it possible for him to pass safely through the violent 
anti- Piagnoni storm that blew from Rome (and from Florence) in the 
years 1516 and 1517 when he decided to enter the dominican order.

A  Savona rol a n  C on v e r sion 

Politi’s conversion, as I have indicated, apparently began casually but 
was expeditious: only fifteen months passed between his first reading 
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of savonarola and his formal entry into the dominican order. during 
the course of his travels in the entourage of leo X, with its extended 
stop in Bologna while the pope and his court were engaged in negoti-
ating and signing the concordat with Francis I, Politi had been able to 
continue the reflections he had begun in Florence between december 
22, 1515, and mid- February 1516. In all likelihood this provided a new 
opportunity for him to deepen his contacts with the Piagnoni circles in 
which he had first begun to read savonarola’s works.37

In these same months the followers of savonarola had come 
under heavy repression. In the case of the monk theodore, the Medici 
authorities began serious questioning of the savonarolans’ orthodoxy, 
demonizing their message as doctrinally irregular and increasingly 
dangerous to the stability of the political order.38 theodore filled his 
preaching with millenarian and prophetic themes and savonarolan 
reminiscences that culminated in proclaiming himself the new Angelic 
Pope. It took no more than a few months of theodore’s preaching 
before the archiepiscopal vicar initiated a proceeding against him. In 
a short time (January 12 to February 11, 1515) this proceeding con-
cluded with a public abjuration by the accused. But his incrimination 
was above all the occasion for increasing the severity of penalties that 
had been invoked after the Boscoli- Capponi conspiracy. on April 7, 
1515, leo X sent to Giulio de’ Medici, archbishop of Florence, and to 
the chapter of santa Maria del Fiore a breve in which he added to his 
condemnation of the monk theodore a condemnation of two other 
preachers separate in time, Pietro Bernardino and Girolamo savo na-
rola. on May 4 of the same year, during the tenth session of the Fifth 
lateran Council, two papal bulls were issued prohibiting in the arch-
diocese of Florence unauthorized preaching and confession, free inter-
pretations of the sacred text, visions of the divine, and veneration of 
images and unauthenticated relics, with particular reference, naturally, 
to those of savonarola.39

during that same Florentine sojourn of december 1515 to Feb-
ruary 1516, leo decided to confront the question more comprehen-
sively in the Provincial synod of Florence that was to be convoked in 
october 1516.40 the pontiff intended to obtain a condemnation of 
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savonarola that could be used as a model and be ratified by the Fifth 
lateran Council sitting in Rome since 1512. But this objective was only 
partially achieved. In the eleventh session of the council, on decem-
ber 19, 1516, the bulls Supernae maiestatis praesidio and Dum intra 
mentis arcana approved a disciplinary norm for all preachers. It was 
decreed that preaching of the Gospel conform to patristic interpreta-
tion and that it avoid any suggestion of future calamities and tribula-
tions,  setting a clear limit to Piagnoni  friars and their followers. next, 
in January 1517, the Florentine synod condemned the preaching and 
works of Francesco da Meleto, with that author’s abjuration and the 
burning of his writings.41 Although the vigorous Piagnoni reaction that 
followed was unable to prevent the issuing of other repressive provi-
sions, it did manage to avoid the explicit condemnation of savonarola.

Politi was to offer a fundamental contribution on that occasion. As 
he himself emphasized, this was the context in which he made his final 
decision to abandon his activity as a jurist and enter the dominican 
order, becoming “[savonarola’s] partisan and defender against all who 
impugned him.”42 one can easily imagine him dedicating himself to 
employing all his rhetorical and polemical abilities at the side of the 
most intransigent savonarolans of san Marco, above all luca Bettini43 
and Zaccaria di lunigiana.44 At that moment the profound diversity 
of attitudes toward the Medici regime disappeared in the common 
battle in defense of the friar’s memory. Politi’s letter of May 5, 1520, 
to the young Cervini, the future pope Marcellus II, gives us the first 
testimony of the spiritual motives that had brought him to the deci-
sion to enter the order three years earlier. the specific purpose of that 
letter was to convince the young jurist to follow his path, abandoning 
the “secular” road for that which was “more secure,” that is, the “reli-
gious” road.45 Politi’s argument, however, despite its mildly pedagogi-
cal tone, seems to have been a fairly accurate mirror of his sentiments 
and state of mind. the dissatisfaction he felt for the corrupt life that he 
saw around him and by which, as he had already indicated, he seems 
to have felt himself contaminated was one of the principal spurs that 
turned him toward the religious life. “If you humiliate yourself,” he 
wrote, obviously referring to himself,
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and live purely, serving [God] with good will, with assiduous prayer, 

fleeing sin and especially fleeing pride, vainglory and jealousy, and 

meditate frequently on death, worldly vanity, the mutability and 

instability of states, riches and honors, while maintaining a modest 

level . . . of living, of your actions and aims[,] . . . if you devote your-

self to thinking often about God’s incarnation, his passion, his life, 

his teaching, about those who have imitated it, of their flight from 

pleasures, and of the brevity and moderation of their sweetness, of the 

continuous suffering that followed them, of their flight from prophe-

cies and how they are not suitable to future glory lasting forever . . . 

you will at last be able to set your mind on reaching that . . . treasure 

of purity and innocence of soul, of quiet and peace, that one acquires 

in our holy religion.46

“to deny yourself and your will,” “take the holy cross and fol-
low it manfully with a humble, true and sincere heart”: this was the 
path Politi had chosen, guided by the prophet savonarola to enter the 
“Congregation of saint dominic,” “the order of good men of wonder-
ful discretion . . . founded to assist God’s work, that is, the salvation of 
souls.”47 A path of purification by the abandonment of the vices of his 
former worldly life and a radical abjuration of the pride, vainglory, and 
envy that had characterized his activities and his ambitions as a jurist 
should have brought him to a profound, contemplative meditation and 
to the gift of eternal salvation.

however, this primary, sincere level of commitment and spiritual 
inspiration obscured another type of motivation, of which at first he 
probably was unaware (“Which, however, I didn’t know myself,” he 
later wrote of those years).48 this was decidedly more materialistic 
and worldly than the first. only some ten years later did it reveal itself, 
and in an explosive, scarcely manageable way. the Discorso contro la 
dottrina di fra Girolamo Savonarola, published in 1548, was not only, 
or even primarily, an anti- savonarolan work; it was heavily autobio-
graphical. “In the first [part],” Politi began, “I will give all the reasons 
that persuaded me to believe, and for a long time nourished me in that 
faith.”49 the first fifty pages were entirely devoted to reconstructing 
the motives that had brought him to commit what in retrospect he 
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considered the greatest mistake of his life, that is, his decision to enter 
the lists on the side of the friar of Ferrara.50 “I am not so indignant 
toward him as toward myself. What a wretch, what a fool I am!”51 In 
conclusion he added, “everything I have written I have written against 
myself because I don’t forgive myself anything, and I want to imitate 
the just man of whom it has been written ‘the just man is the first 
to accuse himself.’ ”52 It was, then, an act of personal liberation rather 
than an exercise of controversial polemic that as the pages unfolded 
became an increasingly tormented discourse on self- knowledge and 
self- purification before God’s severe tribunal.53

the initial tone was no different from that of the letter to Cer-
vini. Politi recalled his “ignorance” of doctrine and the guiding role 
of savonarola’s writings, as well as his former admiration for the friar. 
At that time, he wrote, “I knew nothing of scripture nor was I familiar 
with the writings of the holy Fathers and other ancient doctors.”54 For 
him, savonarola’s works had truly been an introduction to Christian 
teachings, which in a brief time had led him to convert to Christ: “In 
those readings I learned a great deal about Christian doctrine which 
I had not previously known, having always been immersed in secular 
studies, and, loving him as my teacher, step by step I became inclined 
to put all my faith in him.”55 to savonarola’s “teaching of the articles 
and dogmas of the faith[,] . . . which I was soon persuaded were good, 
holy and without error,” were then added “the opinion and fame of 
his good and holy life,”56 that is, the moral example of his life to which 
everyone who had known him could confidently give witness.57

After this first glimmering of his doctrinal apprenticeship and 
admiration for savonarola’s teaching and moral qualities, the qualities 
of the friar that most engaged Politi’s attention and imagination began 
to emerge. the “intrinsic light his innocence gave him,” the “serenity 
of conscience” and “the great certainty he had of his prophecies”; in 
sum, if “the testimony he gave of himself” appeared, on the one hand, 
to be “excessive,” on the other, it had intimidated him and “inclined 
him to believe it.”58 “the certainty of his prophecy” was so instilled in 
him that “there was scarcely a sermon that did not contain the same 
refrain” as to appear an irresistible siren, he maintained.59 An ambi-
tious young man dominated by “a curiosity stemming from human 
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pride,” so ambitious “that he wished to know the future, usurping that 
which belongs to God,” could only be attracted to that “little man” as 
to a magnet.60

to be sure, savonarola offered a solution to Politi’s concern for the 
reform of the church, which had preoccupied him since his first works 
on jurisprudence.61 “We cannot deny,” Politi wrote, “that the Church 
of Christ has for many many years suffered a very great malady due 
to poor governance and the bad example of many of its pastors and 
almost all the clergy, false monks and other friars regular.” “For this 
reason,” he added, “I have come to believe in the coming wrath of God, 
or, even sooner, the compassion he employs in sending tribulations, 
wars, plague, hunger and other misfortunes, so that many wretched 
sinners recognize their sins and come to penitence at least by way of 
a scourging, thus obtaining eternal salvation.”62 still, it was not indig-
nation alone that stimulated Politi’s conversion. there was something 
else that made the choice of savonarola absolutely irresistible. “It is 
also worth considering,” he declared explicitly, “that [savonarola] had 
prophesied on behalf of his Congregation, as if to say that it had been 
particularly elected by God for the renovation of the Church.”63 to enter 
the dominican order in response to the words of savonarola signified 
for Politi the opportunity to have a special position in that project of 
church reform in which he believed so completely. What Politi found 
irresistible was the presumption of being in possession of truth, the 
certitude of belonging to a community of elect. It was just those “char-
acteristics” that now, at a distance of three decades, he attributed with 
detachment and disdain to “the followers of fra Girolamo,”64 those very 
qualities that had at one time “nursed him in that belief.”65

thus, in attempting to flee a worldly society and a legal profession 
now become corrupted by vices and money,66 Politi, in his choice of a 
spiritual life, had let himself be guided by another set of worldly desires, 
namely, glory and personal ambition. “In their pride and self- love, their 
desire for glory and worldly honors are worse than love of material pos-
sessions, pleasures and carnal delights,”67 he reflected bitterly some years 
later. “o foolish credulity paired with love of earthly glory.”68 Political 
motivation played no part in this: “What did I have to do with Piagnoni 
or Arrabbiati, fool that I was?”69 And even if his choice of savonarola had 
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made it possible for him to enter one of the most prominent circles of 
Florence, that of Cardinals Medici and schömberg and of Benivieni, his 
main goal was to ally himself with the party of “the just,” so as to assure 
himself of divine grace and eternal salvation. “Fra Girolamo repeatedly 
included in his preaching . . . that since all those who didn’t believe in 
him were wicked, infamous, reprobates, regarded as barbarians, tepid, 
and other peculiar names . . . he called them Arrabbiati. so, having 
already entered in that circle . . . I concluded with him that it was better 
to join the circle of the good, which however one entered by believing in 
fra Girolamo, than to be with his enemies.”70

the “foolish credulity” that had induced him to identify himself 
with savonarola,71 and convinced him that he had earned “the light of 
grace and . . . our salvation,” was also to be the greatest obstacle to his 
recovery of himself. Fear of losing that hard- won “salvation” held him 
“bound” for “a long time”: “I believed that whoever let go of that faith 
would return into the shadows, lose God’s grace, be reprobate, done 
for, singled out and barred from the ark when the flood came.”72

the course of emancipation from savonarola would be long73 and 
exhausting,74 an unremitting struggle to demystify the friar’s persona 
and his prophecies. “those claimed certainties and declarations must 
not have been so powerful in me as to hold me in that belief,” Politi 
wrote. “When I challenged them there were, without doubt, unanswer-
able arguments to persuade me of the contrary, and I discovered them 
day by day.”75 the memory of that deception was to mark strongly 
Politi’s mental universe. his self- enlightenment was, in the years that 
followed, his daily mission. Just as he had been deceived by savonarola 
when he was “simple and ignorant,” so now many other “simpletons 
and ignoramuses” were at risk of being deceived by the new word of 
lutheranism. Politi thus faced a dual task. he had to continue to work 
toward his own emancipation, demonstrating to himself the com-
pletely illusory nature of savonarolan prophecy; and at the same time, 
he had to devote himself to keeping the faithful from being entangled 
in the lutheran deception. In other words, just as he saw himself as 
having gone through a parabola from deception to liberation, so he 
now saw deception as the key to understanding the danger posed by 
the newly emerging heresies.
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the more deeply he had invested spiritually and emotionally in the 
savonarolan deception, the more painful and exhausting it was to free 
himself from it. seven years later, in 1524, Politi was still spending his 
energy defending the value of savonarolan prophecy against its detrac-
tors. At siena he published an Italian translation of Vita miracolosa 
della seraphica santa Catarina da Siena. Composta in latino dal beato 
padre Raimondo da Capua già maestro generale de l’ordine de’ predi
catori, et tradotta in lingua volgare dal reverendo padre frate Ambro
sio Catherino da Siena del medesimo.76 to present it to readers he not 
only translated the latin text with the usual dedicatory preface, but 
eliminated some parts77 and added “some others (especially necessary 
for our times) drawn faithfully from the learned, divine letters of the 
same saint, or from other truly proven testimonies.”78 In particular, in 
the third part of the work, after chapters dedicated by Raymond da 
Capua to Catherine’s prophecies about the renovation of the church, 
the scourging of its leaders, the conversion of the infidels, the coming 
of a reforming pope, and more about the fruits of his work,79 Politi 
inserted a long Digressione del traductore circa le verità profetate dalla 
sancta nostra, ove si assegnano dodici ragioni contra le opinioni dei con
tradictori.80 this was, in fact, a true and proper apology for prophecy: a 
careful listing of “twelve reasons . . . why the world does not believe in 
prophets, and particularly in the truth of the coming renovation of the 
Church,”81 with the single aim of demonstrating their lack of founda-
tion. In several points Politi seemed to be echoing the treatise against 
the astrologers by his master savonarola, recalling attention to the 
need to distinguish “the true” prophets from “the many lying proph-
ets and those who expounded scripture out of their own heads,”82 in 
other words, from all those “men who earn their living with lies[,] . . . 
enemies and mockers of the wisdom of Christ, [who] invent many cal-
umnies against true prophets and easily spread them among the crowd 
and, since the rabble are always ready to believe the worst, take faith 
from prophecies that are true.”83 Politi’s Digressione thus presented 
itself as an apology for the true prophecy of savonarola, developed in 
pages where the friar of Ferrara was vividly present although never 
explicitly named.84
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unless we fully comprehend his investment in this idealized spiri-
tual and psychological portrait it would be impossible to understand 
why Politi’s conversion to anti- savonarolanism was so passionate and 
violent, or why it took him so long to arrive at that point. I will try to 
follow the gradual evolution of this second conversion which, as late 
as 1541, during his stop in Florence on the way to France, had seen 
him engaged in searching for evidence and proofs that might discredit 
one of the numerous prophecies that had so fascinated him a couple of 
decades earlier.85

there is, however, another significant indication that can be drawn 
from the Discorso contro la dottrina . . . di fra Girolamo Savonarola. In 
the preceding pages I briefly noted that in Politi’s earliest writings his 
taste for the contradictory went well beyond that of a healthy com-
petitive spirit. this predilection for controversy had found an impor-
tant outlet in his youthful choice of legal studies and in his activity 
as a trial lawyer, but soon controversy became more than a career: it 
was the meaning and purpose of his life. Indeed, a passing note con-
cealed among the pages of the Discorso gives us further perspective 
on this. “And the more I warmed to disputation,” he wrote about his 
becoming a savonarolan, “the more certain I became; it seemed to me 
that I always overcame my opponents with reasons I learned in his 
books.”86 this observation is especially interesting when we relate it 
to the historical moment Politi chose to enter the dominican order. 
that moment, as already emphasized, coincided with one of the stron-
gest campaigns against them that the followers of savonarola ever had 
to face.87 Above all, however, Politi’s words reflected the characteristic 
mental mechanism of his methods: the intuition, the acquisition, the 
knowledge he drew from books was reinforced by his public polemic 
against the opponents of savonarola, until his ideas were transformed 
into solid conviction. Grasping a concept, adhering to a doctrine, this 
was only the first step of a gradual process of self- conviction. next he 
made a passionate and polemical defense of that idea or position but 
then challenged the idea or position, consolidating the new ideas he 
had acquired. In other words, Politi assimilated a given position by 
submitting ideas to counterargument, in the process strengthening his 
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convictions. Without it they would have been weaker (if they did not 
disappear altogether).

this was the complex of reflections and choices with which the 
relatively mature Politi (he was over thirty) entered upon his new call-
ing. on April 5, 1517, precisely fifteen months after his first Floren-
tine sojourn, he took the habit in the Convent of san Marco from the 
hands of fra Filippo strozzi, vicar general of the congregation.88 Politi’s 
maturity, his brilliant academic career, and his fame as a jurist con-
tributed to distinguishing him from the other, much younger novices. 
It is plausible that his superiors at san Marco allowed this impressive 
recruit certain freedoms not usually permitted by the rigid rules of the 
order. his novitiate, conducted by niccolò Biliotti, the deputy master 
of the novices, was unusually brief. After barely six months,89 he took 
his solemn vows.90 his choice of name formally indicated his definitive 
passage to a new phase of life: the former jurist lancellotto Politi now 
assumed the vestments of fra Ambrogio Catarino, having cast off the 
garments he had worn until that time.91

In the first period of his convent life Catarino Politi dedicated 
himself to the study of scripture and to the necessary preparations 
for preaching, as required by the rules of the order.92 however, he 
was exempted from following the regular course of theological stud-
ies (which generally could be pursued in one of the order’s provincial 
houses or in the theological faculty of one of the neighboring universi-
ties), indicating that his training must have been very flexible and indi-
vidualized.93 the atypical nature of his novitiate and the early years of 
his life in the convent explain, at least in part, the particular charac-
teristics of his theological formation. he had developed an ambiguous 
mode of thought difficult to categorize and variously interpreted by 
historians as generalist rather than eclectic or as original or incoher-
ent. But there was another element. the important assignment Politi 
was given barely two years after his entry into the order, that is, the 
task of replying in writing to the young Augustinian Martin luther, 
impeded the novice Politi from completing and perfecting his for-
mation of a mature theological position. the anti- lutheran Apologia 
produced in 1520 marked Politi’s career in two respects: it linked his 
name with one of the early attacks by Rome against the saxon monk, 
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and it saw to it that he completed his theological training in the con-
text of controversy.

Ag a i ns t  Lu t h e r

Politi was later to recall in his autobiographical notes that his first theo-
logical work, written “when [I was] still a novice knight in the order” 
was “a juvenile pamphlet . . . against luther’s heresy which I dedicated 
to Caesar.”94 exactly twelve days after Ambrogio Catarino Politi made 
his solemn profession in the Florentine Convent of san Marco (octo-
ber 19, 1517) luther, in a distant part of Catholic europe, began cir-
culating his theses among bishops and university colleagues. thus in 
the very days in which the dominican began a new religious life the 
German Augustinian friar opened Christianity’s greatest fissure. the 
destiny of these two men who at the time seemed so remote from each 
other was to intersect very quickly.

Between January and March 1517 Politi’s own German associates, 
together with Archbishop Alberto di Magonza, denounced the rebel-
lious friar to the Roman authorities. In May 1518 the first trial,95 actu-
ally a preliminary inquest, began against Martin luther.96 Master of 
the sacred Palace silvester (Mazzolini) Prierias was asked to prepare 
a first response to luther’s ninety- five theses. A few weeks later, in 
June 1518, Prierias’s In praesumptuosas Martini Lutheri conclusiones de 
potestate papae dialogus was ready for the press.97 luther was ordered 
to appear in Rome at the beginning of July to answer five accusations 
of heresy. Prierias’s Dialogus and the court citation were sent to Augs-
burg, where since the spring of that year Cajetan was papal legate to 
the Imperial diet with the explicit objective of obtaining financial 
support for a projected crusade against the turks. luther refused to 
obey the summons and, with the assistance of the principal elector, 
Frederick of saxony, obtained permission to meet Cajetan in Ger-
many. Meanwhile, the battle with Prierias continued at long range, 
via replicationes and responsiones.98 While Cajetan took the path of 
what has been described as “paternalistic” dialogue,99 Prierias instead 
chose to launch a frontal attack.
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the negative reactions that Prierias’s Dialogus and the successive 
stages of his anti- lutheran polemic aroused in Roman circles have been 
noted. the decision to receive luther’s theses as conclusions instead of 
as debating points as luther intended seemed all too blatant. Prierias 
offered only two alternatives: either this was the proposal of a jealous 
friar who would have held different views had he received a bishopric 
for himself or an indulgence for his church, or it was the assertion of an 
impenitent heretic who in criticizing the practice of issuing indulgences 
was denying papal authority. either the one or the other.100 this seemed 
to many a gross strategical error. Prierias was reproved for having aggra-
vated a situation until then still fluid, for having treated propositions 
luther put forward only for debate as categorical, thereby transforming 
an erroneous point of view into a heresy.101 At Rome a search for a valid 
successor to Prierias was quickly begun. however, it would be stretch-
ing a point to connect the ensuing choice of Politi as Rome’s official 
controversialist to curial dissatisfaction with the work of Prierias.102 By 
the time Politi was chosen to write his Apologia the context had changed 
radically. events had accelerated in just a few weeks. on June 15, 1520, 
with the bull Exsurge Domini, luther had been formally condemned 
and ordered to retract within sixty days. on January 3 of the next year 
he would be excommunicated by the bull Decet romanum pontificem. In 
the meantime, on July 17, 1520, Girolamo Aleandro was chosen by leo 
X as papal nuncio to promulgate the bull in Germany. he was accompa-
nied by eck, the newly appointed apostolic protonotory.103

It was nuncio Aleandro himself who suggested Politi to the pope.104 
In his long years in the service of Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, Alean-
dro had probably had various opportunities to know and personally 
evaluate young Catarino Politi. the latter’s comfortable relations with 
schömberg, his friendship with the Piagnone Girolamo Benivieni, and 
his strong ties to the Florentine court all explain the agreement on the 
choice by Aleandro, Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, and schömberg him-
self.105 schömberg had been Politi’s colleague when the latter still occu-
pied the chair of civil law in Rome, and Aleandro and Giulio de’ Medici 
had known him in Florence at the time of his nomination as consisto-
rial attorney and had closely followed his lively dispute with numerous 
opponents of savonarola. All these ecclesiastical personages had had 
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opportunities to evaluate Politi’s reputation as jurisconsult and legal 
disputant as well as his ability as a fervent polemicist, the qualities they 
would look for in a person to oppose luther.

Politi’s lively and unusual career would have counted in his favor. 
even his deficient theological preparation turned out to be an asset. 
luther had already been officially condemned, so there was no need 
to engage the German monk on narrowly theological grounds as an 
exponent of new doctrines replacing Catholic orthodoxy. the ques-
tion of heresy was no longer under discussion, at least not in luther’s 
teaching. Instead, he was to be engaged on the same polemical ground 
he himself had chosen, the interpretation of certain Catholic truths. 
to press the case the men at the summit of the ecclesiastical hierarchy 
needed a talented and skillful polemicist, adequately prepared at the 
doctrinal level, not a learned and sophisticated theologian.106

thus, between the end of the summer107 and december 1520 Politi 
worked on his Apologia pro veritate catholicae et apostolicae fidei et 
doctrinae.108 In those months he read luther’s theses on indulgences, 
luther’s response to Prierias’s De potestate papae, the Acta augustana, 
the leipzig disputes, luther’s Comment on the Letters to the Galatians, 
his treatise on the ten Commandments, and his reply to the facul-
ties of louvain and Cologne109—some but not all of luther’s rapid- 
fire production during that period. Between August and december 
of that year, while Politi worked diligently on his assignment, luther 
was to send to the press his celebrated trilogy, To the Christian Nobility 
of the German Nation, On the Babylonian Captivity (between the end 
of August and early september), and On the Liberty of a Christian (in 
november). Clearly, his rate of publication was speedier than that of 
Politi, the professional polemicist, and the latter, as luther promptly 
taunted him, was unable to keep up the pace. In the early 1520s, while 
Catholic controversialists were kept on the defensive, the choice of suc-
ceeding moves was in the hands of their adversary. thus, while the 
Catholics often lost themselves in marginal details, their opponent had 
already occupied new positions. As he said ironically in On the Babylo
nian Captivity: “I will keep ahead of them, so that while they celebrate 
their glorious triumph over one of my heresies (as they call them), I 
will be preparing another.”110
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Politi’s Apologia was a baptism by fire for him.111 Most important, 
it gave him an opportunity to test and sharpen the rhetorical and 
polemical skills he was to employ so fully in the decades to come. In 
fact, we can easily retrace in this work many of the stylistic and seman-
tic characteristics, as well as the polemical arguments, refined in the 
works of controversy of the 1540s. Published by Giunti in Florence, 
the text was subdivided into five books. the first was dedicated to a 
detailed exposition of the eleven artifices with which luther intended 
to deceive the ignorant public.112 the second and third were on the pri-
macy of the Roman papacy, a theme to which luther was to dedicate a 
great deal of attention in his reply. the fourth centered on the theme 
of penitence and Purgatory. the fifth was presented as a kind of com-
pendium of luther’s doctrine, in part schematically reviewing other 
aspects of his thought.113

the first reply Politi offered in his work was methodological in 
nature. In confronting the pestiferous lutheran doctrines, it was not 
enough for the Catholic religion to be proven and demonstrated; it 
required defending by reference to its sources, the Bible and the holy 
Fathers, as well as conciliar decrees and papal canons.114 It was, there-
fore, not necessary to follow luther’s lead in offering a radical defense 
of the church’s scriptural foundations, ignoring the Fathers, tradition, 
councils, and popes. “As I say,” Politi wrote, “these matters are clear 
in holy scripture, defined by the Fathers and great popes in infalli-
ble synods, reconfirmed by many of the highest and holiest of popes 
and by many unimpeachable oracles.”115 the most original contribu-
tion of Politi’s Apologia, however, is its attempt to expose the artifices 
luther used to capture the attention of “simple” and “unsophisticated” 
people.116 Already in his dedication to the emperor Charles v,117 Politi 
insisted on this aspect: “A certain Martinus, luther by name, perverse, 
bold and tenacious sower of leprous new doctrines, who, as is well 
known, seduces Christ’s vulnerable sheep with pestiferous, poisonous, 
wretched and noxious teachings.”118 In the first chapter he examines 
the question in detail, identifying in luther’s strategic propaganda no 
less than eleven insidious deceptions. the saxon reformer had lied 
to conceal his persistent error in his recent letter to leo X.119 he had 
invoked “a council of diabolic vanity,” implicitly eulogizing Christian 
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schism,120 not hesitating to use the moral weakness of church leaders 
in order to cast disdain upon them for having introduced doctrinal 
errors,121 spreading dispute everywhere and with everyone, without 
discussing the principal questions.122 he had flaunted a lofty vocabu-
lary full of words like “Christ,” “Paul,” and “Pauline,” a clever strata-
gem to capture the attention of the weakest people,123 using aggressive, 
acrimonious, or the most satirical tricks of speech sure to attract the 
attention of “perverse human nature.” this was a semantic artifice to 
hide his intention of introducing new heretical blasphemies.124 he con-
tinually referred to saint Augustine, distorting his doctrine to defend 
his own errors125 or exaggerating divergences between interpretations 
furnished by the ancient doctors and by some of the more recent, such 
as thomas Aquinas,126 thus betraying the profoundest teaching of the 
church. luther chose a passage from one of the Fathers to set against 
another, in this way obliging the faithful to choose one church father 
rather than another, disrupting the consensus that Rome had created 
among their interpretations of the sacred scriptures.127 Approaching 
the end of his harangue, Politi accused luther of attributing nonex-
istent vices and habits to his adversaries.128 luther loved to present 
himself as the sole defender of truths in order to amaze the ingenu-
ous.129 But when the facts were known, said Politi, these truths proved 
to be shared completely with luther’s opponents. thus one had only 
to reread correctly the writings of the church fathers cited by luther to 
be able to demonstrate that they moved in a direction radically oppo-
site to his. (Politi did not fail to give himself the satisfaction of put-
ting in the mouths of the authors cited by luther—origen, Jerome, 
Chrysostom, Gregory, Ambrose, Bernard—the quotations that would 
discredit his adversary.)130 In some cases the employment of a rhetori-
cal tactic of the law courts proved effective: he used the very quotation 
luther did in order to refute him with his own words.131 Politi’s Apolo
gia won the applause of leo X, who, it was said, spent several hours of 
his day reading the work.132 Aleandro and Cardinal de’ Medici repeat-
edly exchanged copies of the book. on February 6, 1521, Cardinal de’ 
Medici promptly sent Aleandro an early copy (“I send you one of the 
books of frate Ambrogio, as you requested”).133 Aleandro, the papal 
nuncio at Worms, received the book a few days later.134
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By the end of that February the Apologia had already arrived in 
nüremberg and, thanks to Wenze linck, was turned over to luther, 
who mentioned it immediately in two letters to linck himself and to 
spalatin.135 the response was not long in coming. on April 1, 1520, 
luther was struck by papal excommunication, Decet romanum pontifi
cem, effective January 3. on the same day, preparing to go to Worms 
to defend his cause before the German national diet and the newly 
elected hapsburg emperor, Charles v, he threw down his Responsio ad 
librum eximii magistri nostri, magistri Ambrosii Catharinii, defensoris 
Silvestri Prieratis. In it he reiterated his absolute refusal of a dialogue 
with the papacy, which he labeled a direct emanation of diabolic power 
and true incarnation of the Antichrist.136 however, luther’s Responsio 
did not appear until June. Before then, at the end of April, Politi was 
able to publish a second anti- lutheran tract, the short Excusatio dispu
tationes contra Martinum ad universas Ecclesias,137 with which he apolo-
gizes for having given leeway to such a significant heretic. Actually, this 
work was evidence of Politi’s steady disengagement after luther had 
burned the first bull and received the papal excommunication, elimi-
nating all room for dialogue.138 Politi reiterates his position on the mat-
ter of papal authority and infallibility, on papal power to determine 
the authority of sacred scripture, to set the laws of the church, and to 
correctly interpret the sacred text. not missing the occasion to recon-
firm the falsity of luther’s contentions,139 he then encourages the pope 
to withstand the outrage perpetrated on him personally, encouraging 
him to continue giving his good example to his “flock.”140 his custom-
ary polemical spirit was tempered by his bitter realization that the battle 
was over. now there was not the slightest reason to continue the long- 
range  dialogue.141 having reached that point, he concluded, “I therefore 
let the case rest and I return and commend it to God Almighty.”142

It was not long before Politi’s Excusatio was in the hands of Cardi-
nal de’ Medici. In May of the same year the cardinal was able to send a 
copy to Aleandro.143 For a few months the exchange of copies contin-
ued at a frenetic pace. At Florence the receipt of luther’s Responsio was 
acknowledged and other copies of Politi’s writings were sent.144 this 
was Politi’s main objective: what counted most to him was the approval 
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and gratitude of the holy see. his Apologia had already achieved public 
recognition;145 the Excusatio must also.146

Th e  C on t rov e r s y  ov e r 
t h e  I m m ac u l at e  C onc e p t ion

during the 1520s Ambrogio Catarino Politi dedicated himself to itiner-
ant preaching.147 Although the documentation is sparse, it allows us to 
follow his tracks to the various dominican convents in which he stayed, 
all of them houses of the Congregation of san Marco of Florence to 
which he belonged. After passing his early years in the Florentine con-
vent where he fought his pen battles with Martin luther,148 on March 6, 
1522, he was at Pistoia where he took part in the chapter meeting in the 
Convent of san domenico.149 After this first Pistoia sojourn he spent 
about two and a half years in the Convent of santo spirito in siena, 
and between at least June 1522 and May 1524 he resided in his native 
city,150 dedicating himself, among others things, to the translation into 
Italian of the Vita miracolosa della seraphyca santa Catherina da Siena 
by the Blessed Raymond of Capua.151 After a Florentine sojourn in the 
Convent of san Marco,152 he participated on september 14, 1525, in the 
chapter meeting of the Convent of santa Maria del sasso at Bibbiena. 
there it was decided that his next destination would be the Convent 
of san domenico of Pistoia.153 he arrived there a few weeks later and 
took part in the convent chapter meeting on december 1.154 Politi was 
preceded by the echoes of his polemic with Cardinal de vio, one of 
the order’s major authorities, a learned theologian who had taken part 
with him in the earliest anti- lutheran battles.155 In March 1525 de vio 
(Cajetan) had published his first exegetical work, the Ientacula Novi 
Testamenti,156 in which he laid the foundations for a method of exege-
sis clearly based on literal interpretation with obvious erasmian influ-
ences, employing a somewhat radical critical attitude.157

Faced with Cajetan’s decision to debate and confront erasmus and 
luther on their own battleground, Politi was unable to continue in 
a polemical vein. “I confess, I dared at first to spread talk about this 
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matter among the friars,” he admitted some years later.158 the leaders 
of the order had responded unanimously: no one should dare criti-
cize their most renowned theologian. the general of the order person-
ally intervened to silence Politi, forbidding him to publish anything 
against Cajetan “under pain of a more serious punishment,” at least 
without permission of de vio himself.159 this was only the first act of a 
long- lasting drama. In these same weeks, the asperities of an encoun-
ter around the cult of the Immaculate Conception were superimposed 
on the polemic with de vio.160 soon after his arrival in Pistoia Politi 
happened to witness a miraculous cure brought about by a (supposed) 
intervention of the virgin.161 In response to his fervent reaction and, 
presumably, to the flurry of devotion that surrounded this event, local 
spokesmen for the dominican order reacted firmly, identifying Politi 
as their principal target. “heretic,” “charlatan,” superstitious, proud 
son of lucifer: he received every sort of insult, even “in your custom-
ary refectory sermons your boys [novices]” made fun of him. he was 
firmly warned “never speak good or ill of conception,” on pain of 
expulsion from the order and prison.162 these were obvious signs of a 
hostility that gave no sign of diminishing during the months he passed 
in the dominican Convent of Fiesole.163 the dominican order, follow-
ing the teaching of saint thomas, had always been opposed to recog-
nizing and celebrating the Immaculate Conception. Politi, however, as 
he himself was candidly to admit, was in no way disposed to abandon 
the deep devotional fervor rooted in his sienese culture. If anything he 
was inclined to find further nourishment for it in the pages of authors 
who were traditionally averse to thomist orthodoxy.164 General of the 
order Francesco silvestri da Ferrara, in the wake of the silence imposed 
on Politi, directed an absolute ban on any recurrence of the celebration 
in any form by the friars of the sienese Convents of san domenico and 
santo spirito.165

As was predictable, that ban was followed by a long string of 
polemics, particularly at siena, where the Florentine Congregation of 
san Marco soon found itself having to contend with the magistrates  
of the sienese government in a contest with significant political impli-
cations. the important role of the virgin in the affairs of the city of 
siena has already been noted.166 the political- military events of spring 
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1526 (a siege in which the Medici- pontifical forces surrounded the city 
of siena in order to overthrow the government installed after the kill-
ing of Alessandro Bichi and restore the sienese exiles to power) had 
given to the Marian devotion a clear anti- Florentine and anti- Medicean 
coloration.167 A Franciscan tertiary, Margherita Buonsignori Bichi, a 
woman with an aura of sanctity and great popular esteem, when ques-
tioned as to the outcome of the battle, presented a memorandum to 
the Balìa in which she claimed that she had had a revelation according 
to which victory against the Medicean- papal troops would be guar-
anteed upon the formal acceptance of three conditions. the first was 
the promise to renew the ancient dedication of the city to the virgin 
Mary with a solemn symbolic ceremony. the second was the pledge 
to celebrate the future victory “with a feast of the Immaculate Con-
ception, a feast more solemn than any other.” the third, most impor-
tant of the conditions (and most controversial) was to deny anyone the 
possibility of contesting the Marian privilege that the city reaffirmed 
for itself.168 the sienese victory of July 25 and the feasts that followed 
marked the beginning of a long standoff. the dominicans of the two 
sienese convents, san domenico (member of the Roman province) 
and santo spirito (member of the Congregation of tuscany, i.e., san 
Marco) in observance of the commands of the general of the order, 
rigidly abstained from all celebration. For the friars of santo spirito the 
decision was a precise political signal as well. the convent was closely 
allied to the Florentine interest, the majority of its friars Florentine. 
their refusal to celebrate the virgin was also a refusal to join in cele-
brating the defeat of their native city.169

the political roots of the convent’s resistance were dealt with firmly 
by the sienese magistrates. After a few months, in mid- november 1526, 
the prior of the convent, Zenobio Pieri, was forced to leave the city with 
the other Florentine fathers. In spite of everything the show of force did 
not change the substance of the argument: the santo spirito friars per-
sisted in their course. on July 28, 1527, they refused to celebrate the first 
anniversary of the sienese victory. the following december 8, Pieri’s 
replacement, fra Zaccaria di lunigiana, blocked any kind of celebra-
tion for the Feast of the Conception, giving as his motive the inflexible 
censures with which the general of the order had threatened anyone 
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who might dare participate in those rites.170 At this point, the sienese 
convent seemed to be gravely threatened with definitive expulsion.171

searching for a remedy for a situation that was getting dangerously 
out of hand, the Congregation of san Marco, in its chapter meeting 
of May 2, 1528, decided to send fra Ambrogio Catarino Politi and fra 
tommaso da san Miniato, prior of san domenico of Fiesole, to siena 
to find a compromise with the sienese magistrates.172 Politi’s selection 
was risky but was at the same time the choice with the greatest likeli-
hood of success. his Marian sympathies were well known, as were his 
close ties with the sienese Balìa of which his brother Giovan Battista 
was prior.173 the san Marco fathers probably counted on or at least 
hoped for Politi to use this occasion to recover his personal position 
in the order, employing all his influence and ability to provide grist for 
the dominican mill. events took a different turn.

Politi, in fact, used all his rhetorical and juristic skills to convince 
the magistrates of the illegality of the expulsion, achieving complete 
success. however, with seeming ingenuousness he proposed that 
the Balìa should leave the dominicans of santo spirito in peace and 
instead turn to the competent ecclesiastical authorities, that is, to the 
holy see directly, to obtain an official dispensation from the censures 
threatened by the general of the order in 1525. In this way sienese friars 
might also celebrate the virgin.174 Politi’s effort was rewarded. the Balìa 
followed his suggestion and, thanks also to his personal mediation at 
the Roman Curia,175 on october 13, 1528, the pope issued a breve. this 
breve did not go so far as to command Marian celebrations (as the 
sienese magistracy and probably Politi himself had requested). But it 
guaranteed to them that “in celebrating they do not incur excommu-
nication from their superiors,” nor if their superiors did excommuni-
cate them would the excommunication be valid.176 In reality, the breve, 
removing the power of censure from the general of the order behind 
which the Florentine dominicans and their prior had taken cover, only 
deprived the Congregation of san Marco of its formidable alibi. Flo-
rentine opponents of the Immaculate Conception now had to assume 
all responsibility for their position and Politi would feel freer to follow 
his own conscience and personal convictions without fear of incurring 
the anger of the order’s leaders. In a long letter to niccolò Michelozzi, 
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prior of san Marco in Florence, Politi indirectly replied to the com-
plete refutation of the papal breve by Zenobio Pieri, now vicar general 
of the order.177 Politi was trying to convince Michelozzi to relax the 
intransigent position of his superior. he emphasized the political and 
moral motives in favor of accepting the celebration of the Immaculate 
Conception. there was the invalidity of the censures in the first place, 
then the irritation of the sienese magistrates at what appeared to be the 
useless stubbornness of presumptuous friars. Also in France not only 
did the dominican order solemnize the Conception, but even more 
important the university of Paris had made it an indispensable condi-
tion that teaching in the faculty required a formal oath to uphold it.178 
notwithstanding this dedicated effort at persuasion, Politi had no illu-
sions as to the readiness of his dominican interlocutors to heed him.179

In effect, it was as bad as Politi had feared. the same day on which 
the Balìa met to enjoin Zenobio Pieri to conform to the pontifical breve 
by december 8, Pieri was responding point by point to the argument 
advanced by Politi in his letter to Michelozzi.180 his conclusion left no 
room for negotiation:

to repeat, keep in mind not to celebrate the Conception, but rather 

leave the convent in peace and come to Florence. this is my will, often 

restated, as above. And if you should act counter to my will I will be 

forced to remove all the friars and thus leave the convent empty, grate-

fully restoring it to those who gave it to us.181

disobeying the vicar’s explicit ban, Politi chose to remain faithful 
to the instructions of the magistrates of his native city, thus ensuring 
par ticipation of the Convent of santo spirito (of which he had become 
prior)182 in the local celebrations of the Immaculate Conception.183 
the serious dispute that followed increasingly took the form of a battle 
between the dominican order on one side and on the other the gov-
ernment of siena and Politi. Facing a choice between his order and his 
sienese roots, between religious and political loyalties, Politi did not hesi-
tate. he felt even more legitimized by the breve issued by the holy see. 
In the course of this dispute, at its most critical moment, after Pieri had 
tried to remove him as prior of santo spirito,184 he appealed to the highest 
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ecclesiastical authority.185 the establishment of the Florentine republic in 
1527 had weakened the power of Clement vII, already seriously threat-
ened by the violent trauma of the sack of Rome, and Politi probably 
sensed that Rome favored an anti- Florentine alliance with siena.

When he arrived in Rome in 1530, however, Clement vII was ill 
and unable to receive him. the pope’s poor health was not the only 
reason for Politi’s lack of success: the opposition of Cardinal de vio 
(Cajetan) once again proved decisive.186 thus, instead of the triumphal 
welcome he expected, the Roman sojourn stretched to five months,187 
as the vicar general of the order, Paolo Botticella, together with Politi, 
patiently awaited definite word that was supposed to come from 
Cajetan on the whole question.

Cajetan’s verdict was in many respects predictable. to the insistent 
voices that circulated in the mid- 1520s concerning Politi’s manifest 
hostility toward Cajetan’s Ientacula, which certainly did not predis-
pose him to benevolence toward Politi, was added the circumstance 
that Cajetan was a convinced opponent of the Immaculate Concep-
tion. Pieri and Michelozzi, accused of heresy by Politi, were completely 
exonerated.188 nor was this all. While Politi was forced to accept his 
own removal as prior, on october 27, 1530, his adversary was promoted 
provincial prior of the new “reformed Roman province,” the result of 
the fusion of the Florentine Congregation of san Marco and the Con-
vents of Minerva and Perugia.189

As clearly emerged from this long and painful contest, Politi did 
not have a strong sense of belonging to the order. his loyalty, his life 
choice, as he himself frequently noted, had been made with regard to 
a man, the prophet savonarola, much earlier than his adhesion to a 
doctrinal and religious tradition. Without taking full account of this 
fact it is very difficult to comprehend the individual and theological 
freedom with which he moved within the order. the sienese polemi-
cist often showed himself, as in the circumstances reconstructed here, 
more sensitive to the traditions he had absorbed in the formative years 
of his youth than to the rules he learned during his brief dominican 
novitiate. Moreover, as a theologian he dedicated his life to the search 
for “truth” rather than to the observance of a tradition. Initially, he 
thought he had found this truth in the works of savonarola (which, 
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however, he either did not know very well or did not follow to the 
letter).190 once his long journey to emancipation was completed, he 
would from time to time return to the search with absolute originality 
and freedom.

For Politi nothing remained but to return to his studies and to dispel 
in his writings the anger provoked by this stinging defeat. In that same 
year, 1530, Cajetan had published a new edition of Ientacula novi Testa
menti in Paris and gave to the press in venice his In quattuor Acta apos
tolorum and Liber Psalmorum ad verbum ex hebreo versorum.191 In 1532 
he published in Paris the Epistolae Pauli et aliorum apostolorum ad grae
cam veritatem castigate. Finally, in Rome in the same year he published 
Opera omnia quotquot in sacrae Scripturae expositionem reperiuntur.192

What better occasion for returning to his work than his deep theo-
logical reservations regarding the exegetical work of Cajetan, now rein-
forced by personal rancor toward Cajetan for his most recent denial of 
the Immaculate Conception. Politi, returning to his desk with some-
thing less than peaceful intentions, wrote, “After reading his most 
recent volumes I confess before the entire Church, I am nauseated by 
the radical and deviant opinions, especially those erasmus teaches, 
that [Cajetan] has taken from these new dogmatists.”193 datable some-
time between 1531 and 1532 is a first unpublished draft of the Annota
tiones against Cajetan’s writings (a work he was to publish at Paris in 
1535) titled Pro receptis veritatibus circa libros Scripturae sanctae quae 
negantur aut dubium vertuntur disputatio.194 dedicated to Clement vII, 
the book represented only the first stage of a more comprehensive work 
of opposition to Cajetan’s scriptural interpretation. Politi warned of 
the dangerous assonance with erasmus of Rotterdam’s revolutionary 
exegetical method. this despite the fact that Politi had been formally 
warned against publishing anything against the learned Cajetan.

Consequently, he attacked Cajetan in “privatim,” that is, in manu-
script; “publicly” he would dedicate himself, a little later, to recon-
structing the lengthy polemic in which he was seen as protagonist 
and, among other things, to taking pleasure in some small victory. In 
the span of a few months, in fact, the situation changed noticeably. 
Zenobio Pieri died on october 11, 1531, and was succeeded as Roman 
provincial by Angelo Cattani da diacceto.195 the fire that broke out 
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between december 4 and 5, the eve of the Feast of the Immaculate 
Conception, in the church of san domenico in siena seriously dam-
aged the relics of the Blessed Ambrogio sansedoni and the sacred cra-
nium of saint Catherine. this revived the old arguments and induced 
the sienese magistrates to resume their pressure on the leaders of the 
dominican order to press their sienese members into celebrating the 
Immaculate Conception along with the rest of the city. this time they 
found respondents who were much more flexible and better disposed 
than their forerunners. Both diacceto and Fenario, now vicar general, 
pronounced themselves open to reconsidering their predecessors’ rigid 
refusal, even showing their intention to extend permission to the entire 
order to celebrate the Immaculate Conception.196

In this markedly relaxed climate Politi wrote his Disputatio pro 
veritate Immaculatae Conceptionis beatae Virginis ad patres ac fratres 
ordinis praedicatorum eiusdemque expositio controversiae inter ipsum et 
quosdam de patribus eiudem ordinis exortae.197 this was a historical- 
doctrinal work delineating the theological foundations of the Mar-
ian privilege, sweeping away the objections of its adversaries as well 
as negating the suspicions against him that had accumulated in the 
course of the dispute with his Florentine superiors.198 to do this he 
carefully reconstructed the matter. First, after defending the Marian 
privilege against the objections of its adversaries, Politi offered a pre-
liminary sketch of his noted “theory of the pact” and a preliminary 
reflection on the nature of justice and of original sin.199

these were doctrines that he would have numerous occasions to 
develop in the early 1540s, but in this case they seemed to be solely 
aimed at excluding Mary from the transmission of original sin. they 
enable us to date his scotist readings to the early 1530s and to establish 
for the first time that Politi read duns scotus in relation to the Marian 
question. In other words, as already suggested, it was this search for a 
theological basis for solid devotion to the patroness and protector of 
siena that led him out of the confines of thomist tradition, and also 
nourished his career as theologian and polemicist.

on May 19 the dominican chapter general met in the Roman 
Convent of the Minerva to elect a new general. this was just eight 
days after Politi had submitted his Disputatio pro veritate Immaculatae 
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Conceptionis to the press in violation of the order’s warning against 
publication.200 Although it cannot be documented, Politi may have 
been reassured by the general in pectore that he could avoid the order’s 
sanctions. he and the general may even have agreed that publication 
of the book might actually support the new feelings in favor of the 
Immaculate Conception appearing in the order. As foreseen, Giovanni 
Fenario was unanimously elected.201 his election was accompanied by 
the firm proposal to extend to the entire order the instruction given to 
Raffaelle Risaliti, prior of santo spirito, namely, that he coordinate with 
other religious communities of siena in carrying out the stipulations 
accompanying the vote of 1526. once again, however, Politi’s hopes 
were dashed. the failure to extend to the entire order the instruction 
to honor the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, despite Fenario’s 
promises in this respect, together with his simultaneous confirmation 
of the personal prohibition of Politi’s publication against Cajetan202 
were a sign to Politi that the situation was not destined to improve and 
that, notwithstanding Fenario’s favorable predisposition toward him, 
resistance within the order would continue to be very strong.

We know little about Politi’s movements in the months that fol-
lowed. he departed siena for lyon, but we are unable to date precisely 
when he left Italy.203 the first certain testimony that he was in France is 
the document of his formal assignment to notre dame de Confort in 
lyon by a decree from Rome on March 6, 1534.204 the document sug-
gests that although his request for a transfer to France had been made 
sometime earlier, it was only granted in that year.205

Pa r is i a n  S ojou r n

Whether Politi had decided to spend the months in siena following 
the conclusion of the Immaculatist querelle is difficult to say, given 
our lack of sources. despite Fenario’s renewed confidence in him, 
the climate there was now less comfortable. Perhaps it was the news 
arriving from France that induced him to leave his city immediately 
for more welcoming shores.206 Certainly he knew that in France the 
work of Cajetan was not well received, although the first attempts at an 
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explicit condemnation by the Paris Faculty of theology had not gone 
well. Already in 1512–13 and again in 1516 the Faculty had argued with 
Cajetan about the doctrine of the pope’s supremacy over councils,207 
and soon after, on June 8, 1532, following the lead of nöel Beda,208 
the sorbonne had appointed five magistri to examine Cajetan’s errors 
in his writings “on the psalter and the new testament” and present a 
detailed report to the Faculty.209 For his part, Clement vII, informed 
of what had happened by Aleandro, intervened immediately, charging 
Cardinal Gabriel de Gramont, his legate in France, to order the Paris 
doctors to wait for the permission of the holy see before forming any 
judgment.210 Actually it was Cardinal Antoine du Prat, legate a latere 
and chancellor of France, who then advised Beda and the other mem-
bers of the Faculty of the pope’s order. the Faculty accepted his medi-
ation, although procedural difficulties delayed resolution of the matter 
until April 1, 1533, when the text of censure drawn up by the magistri 
against Cajetan was ready. dr. Jean de Gaigny offered to accompany the 
text with letters from the pope and Cajetan.211 despite Beda’s strenu-
ous efforts,212 papal intervention succeeded, at least for the moment, in 
blocking the sorbonne. the question was put aside in the months that 
followed. It is easy to imagine the apprehension and disappointment 
with which Politi followed the development of the matter in Paris, even 
though we do not know when he decided to profit from the more favor-
able cultural climate for him that was developing in France.

Already at lyon, as Politi himself was to recall, he received instruc-
tion from the vicar of the dominican order that rekindled his hopes.213 
According to what Politi later said, Clement vII granted him the 
right to publish his work against Cajetan on condition that he receive 
approval from any authority of the Paris Faculty of theology.214 Politi 
chose to interpret the pope’s words as the sign he had long been wait-
ing for. thus, in the spring of 1534, at Fenario’s suggestion, he left lyon 
for Paris.215 he was greeted by the principal spokesmen of the order, 
thomas laurent, Jean Benoist, and Étienne Paris d’ orleans. these 
three dominicans, among the most influential theologians of the Paris 
Faculty, were his main contacts there. the first had been secretary of 
valentin levin, inquisitor general of France and briefly his succes-
sor before he was replaced by Matthieu ory.216 the second was, with 
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laurent, author of the Expositio in Exodum iuxta quadruplicem sacrae 
Scripturae sensum217 of 1534 and, a few years later, of the Introductiones 
dialecticae dedicated in 1538 to Giovanni Fenario.218 the third, Étienne 
Paris, was elected the provincial of the French dominicans in 1539.219 
Politi sought them out in the dominican Convent of saint Jacques 
where he took lodging. together with Matthieu ory, the convent 
prior,220 Benoist and laurent gave courses on thomist doctrine there. 
Among those who attended were Ignatius loyola and his first spanish 
companions.221 these learned dominicans lost no time reading and 
appreciating Politi’s Annotationes. In fact, they had been among the 
protagonists of the censorship action recently directed against Cajetan’s 
Commentarii, interrupted by the pope’s decisive intervention. the 
French dominicans therefore advised Politi to turn to the sorbonne 
immediately for permission to publish.222 For the Faculty as well, this 
would be an opportunity to return, albeit indirectly, to the decision 
taken to circumvent the papal injunction. the suggestion of the three 
dominicans prevailed. on February 1, 1535, “having heard the report 
of our magistrates, de Gouvea, Maiilart, laurence, Benedict, through 
the voice of our honorable master Jacques Berthelemy about the book 
entitled Annotationes fratris Ambrosii Catharini Politi de ordine fratrum 
predicatorum adversus quedam reverendissimi domini Cajetani cardi
nalis San Sixtus dogmata [Annotations of Frater Ambrosius Caterinus 
Politi of the order of Friars Preachers against Certain teachings of the 
Most Reverend Master Cajetan Cardinal of san sisto]” permission was 
granted “that the said book be published.”223 At last, after long years of 
waiting and frustration, Politi was able to give his work to the press; it 
saw the light in April, barely two months later, under the title Anno
tationes in excerpta quaedam de commentariis reverendissimi cardinalis 
Caetani Santi Sixti dogmata.224 the Faculty of theology had offered 
him its authoritative endorsement and some of the most important 
members of the French dominican order had supported him. For its 
part, the sorbonne gained a small victory over the holy see and pre-
pared to reengage in the quarrel over the prohibition of Cajetan’s works 
with the drafting in 1544 of the first official Index225 and in 1547 dis-
cussions about the second.226 In the cases of both indexes, however, 
Rome’s judgments were destined to prevail. In the case of the first index 
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of 1544, pressures from the dominican order pushed for the ratifica-
tion of a list of errors approved by the sorbonne that could be inserted 
into Cajetan’s works without banning them altogether.227 In the second 
case, the Index of 1547 and the discussions that preceded its approval, 
decisive intervention by Cardinal tournon, at the explicit request of 
the nuncio, succeeded in shipwrecking the efforts of the sorbonne.228 
the publication of Politi’s work against Cajetan was thus destined to 
remain the limit beyond which the contest between Rome and the 
Paris Faculty over Cajetan’s work could not go.

In the very months that Politi spent in the Convent of san Jacques 
waiting for permission from the sorbonne to publish his work against 
Cajetan, the French capital and the whole country were unexpectedly 
awakened to the danger of Protestantism. during the night between 
october 17 and 18, 1534, hundreds of placards were posted on every 
corner of the capital and in many other cities. At orléans, Amboise, 
Blois, tours, noyon, and Rouen the squares, walls, and houses were 
covered with placards printed with Gothic characters under the 
explicit title, “true Articles on the horrible, Great and unbearable 
Abuse of the Papist Mass Aimed directly Against the holy supper of 
our lord, sole Mediator and savior Jesus Christ.” Copies were found 
even in the chamber of Francis I, evidence that the Calvinist heresy 
had now reached the court itself. this was not the first time that Cal-
vinist and lutheran doctrines had been diffused in French territory,229 
or that repressive measures had been taken by the sorbonne and the 
French civil authorities. however, l’affaire des placards marked a new 
level of awareness of that diffusion, and of the troubles that could result 
from it, in primis for the monarchy. Above all, the event was a signal 
for a severe tightening of the inquisitorial grip.230 All evidence indicates 
that Politi had witnessed these events before he finally left Paris in 1535 
and that they contributed to his resumption of antiheretical polemic.

In June of that year, moreover, as he was returning to the Con-
vent of notre dame de Confort in lyon, the irresistible call of the old 
youthful polemical passions heard during his French legal studies 
detained him in toulouse for a time. It was occasioned by the attack 
on him by the noted humanist and jurist Jean de Boyssoné, teacher 
of Étienne dolet,231 who while dealing with the question of hereditary 
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substitution had attacked one of his old writings, recently republished 
in lyon.232 It was but a brief parenthesis, just enough time for a duel 
on a point of law with this new adversary. As usual, Politi’s rhetorical 
abilities were to earn the favor of the public, if what he himself wrote is 
true: that he had to leave the city in order to avoid accepting the hon-
ors that Jacques de Minut, first president of the toulouse Parliament, 
wanted to bestow.233 lyon awaited him.

Lyon

At lyon, as in the French capital, l’affaire des placards had unleashed 
a violent wave of suppression. until that incident the king’s attitude 
had been ambivalent, guided more by the political considerations of 
the moment than by a clear strategy of control. the first intimations 
of the reform went back at least fifteen years, to the beginning of the 
1520s. At that time the inquisitor valentin levin had presented himself 
at the hôtel commun, armed with letters patent of Francis I to fight 
“scoundrels and heretics,” and a few years later, in 1524, the king had 
launched another attack, ordering (to the annoyance of Charles v) the 
arrest of a group of spanish and German merchants suspected of her-
esy. then came the arrival at lyon of Marguerite d’ Alençon, sister of 
the king, whose noted evangelical sympathies softened Francis I’s atti-
tude and allowed reformed doctrines to make headway in lyon. Four 
years later there was another change of course, this time directed by 
the provincial council. on March 21, 1528, the council, with Claude de 
longvie, bishop of Mâcon, presiding, issued no fewer than four repres-
sive decrees that initiated a spiral of arrests and condemnations. these 
reached an apex in the months immediately following l’affaire des plac
ards. nevertheless, due to its commercial, banking, and publishing 
activity, as well as its strategic geographic location, lyon remained a 
place of ceaseless exchange and circulation of ideas, a free zone that the 
inquisitorial authorities found difficult to control. Repressive action 
was limited by the high standing of lyon’s humanist printers; their 
activity was essential for the economic prosperity and cultural pres-
tige of the city. From the beginning of the 1530s the city had become 
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home to a lively humanist circle around the publisher sébastien Gry-
phe.234 In 1532 Rabelais arrived from Montpellier and published his 
Pantagruel the same year, the Gargantua in 1534.235 on August 1, 1534, 
Étienne dolet arrived from toulouse,236 closely followed by ortensio 
lando237 and Cornelius Agrippa in 1535.238 All were hired as correctors 
and editors at the Gryphe press where they were also to publish some of 
their own most important works. the Italian contingent of this lively 
humanist circle included illustrious names. Aonio Paleario published 
his first work, De animorum immortalitate libri III,239 in 1536. Iacopo 
sadoleto, who had been exiled at Carpentras since 1537 and between 
1533 and 1541 stayed periodically in lyon, published fifteen volumes 
with Gryphe, including the noted Epistola ad Senatum populumque 
genevensem, qua in obedientiam romani pontificis eos reducere conatur of 
1539.240 Agostino steuco, the Piedmontese humanist, had already pub-
lished with Gryphe in 1531 his Veteris Testamenti ad veritatem hebrai
cam recognitio, reprinted two years later, and in 1533 the In Psalmum 
XVIII et CXXXVIII interpretatio, containing, among other things, an 
epistolary exchange with erasmus; and in 1535 he would publish his 
Cosmopoeia vel de mundano opificio.241 hebrew culture found its men-
tor in sante Pagnini of lucca who had been settled in lyon since 1527. 
sante Pagnini was very close to sadolet and Jean du Bellay, to whom 
in 1536 he dedicated his monumental Isagogae ad sacras litteras,242 and 
was the translator of the hebrew old and new testaments published in 
lyon in 1527, as well as the author of a monumental hebrew dictionary 
dedicated, significantly, to another lyonnais exile, the future cardinal 
Federico Fregoso, who died in 1541 under suspicion of heresy.243 using 
the lucchese sante Pagnini’s meticulous work of biblical translation, 
the Florentine Antonio Brucioli, who had probably met sante Pagnini 
during one of his lengthy sojourns in lyon between 1522 and 1526, 
was entrusted with the preparation of the entire Italian edition of the 
sacred text. It was published in venice by lucantonio Giunta in 1532. 
years later the translation was seen by the Roman censors as contain-
ing many heterodox elements.244 during his sojourn in lyon Politi may 
have become aware of the biblical translation Brucioli had sent to the 
press at venice in 1532 and already begun to nurture suspicions of it. 
In fact it was Politi himself who in his Compendio d’errori et inganni 
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luterani of 1544 denounced the unorthodox content of Brucioli’s Com
mento al Nuovo Testamento shortly after it was published in 1543–44. 
he emphasized that “this author had diligently read the latin books 
of those German heresiarchs,” “especially Bucer’s, because he, Politi, 
recognized that he had translated word for word long passages of 
that wretched heretic.”245 he suggested that Brucioli’s opera omnia be 
included in the 1545 lucca list of forbidden books, in a successive Flor-
entine edition of March 28, 1552, and in the Index of Milan of 1554.246

to imagine the remarkable cultural climate in which Politi found 
himself in lyon in the 1530s it is enough to know that Bucer, the 
very “heresiarch” he referred to in his denunciation of Brucioli, was 
instrumental in opening a line of credit for Jacopo sadoleto, who had 
recently published In Pauli epistolam ad romanos commentariorum libri 
III. the work, sent by sadoleto to the theologians of the Paris Faculty, 
had been censured by them as semi- Pelagian.247 After a careful read-
ing, Bucer had formulated a series of criticisms, concluding his analy-
sis, however, with the surprising declaration of doctrinal affinity and 
points of contact that connected him with sadoleto, especially on the 
theme of justification by faith alone. Bucer’s efforts at a dialogue with 
sadoleto, however, should be ascribed to the politics of conciliation 
favored in those same months by Francis I, who, after the fervor of 
suppressions following l’affaire des placards, had once again turned to 
searching for an interconfessional dialogue. those attempts were not 
to end well. sadoleto himself, while recognizing the king’s intent, con-
tinued even in those years to maintain a confrontational stance toward 
the Protestant faction,248 and kept his distance from his interlocutor. 
Among other things he took part in a meeting at lyon with the bishop 
of Geneva in 1536 organized by Cardinal tournon to devise a plan for 
the restoration of Catholicism in that swiss city. We can well imagine 
how attentively Politi followed those events. In lyon he was a privileged 
observer, having already had the opportunity to press his strong ties of 
friendship with sadoleto, as we shall see.249

As a bare list of names can tell us, the cultural ambience in lyon 
was not completely homogeneous but had a common denominator 
in the passionate study of letters, usually accompanied by an open-
ness to new religious doctrines. to understand which way the wind 
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was blowing in the city of lyon we can consider the successive posi-
tions taken on the matter of justification: the unorthodox doctrines of 
Aonio Paleario, prosecuted at siena in the early 1540s; the unequivo-
cally heretical opinions of ortensio lando; the spiritual propensities of 
Cardinal Fregoso; the reforming positions of Rabelais himself.

Alongside this lively and variegated universe of humanists and 
literati was the world of the Florentine exiles, a dynamic community 
of anti- Mediceans who after leaving Florence cultivated a rich cultural 
identity in French soil. the memory of savonarola, the antityrannical 
plots, and lutheran contamination formed unexpected combinations. 
since the second half of the fifteenth century lyon had been the pre-
ferred destination of Florentine merchants. From the first decades of 
the sixteenth century changing political events in tuscany had given 
a strong political coloration to that migratory stream. the Florentine 
nation taking shape in lyon in the first half of the sixteenth century 
had close ties with the local dominican Convent of notre dame de 
Confort, where Politi had lived since 1534. At lyon he might have 
encountered luigi Alamanni, an anti- Medici exile who had long fre-
quented the Rucellai Gardens, where he nourished his republican faith 
alongside niccolò Machiavelli (who dedicated to him his Life of Cas
truccio Castracani). Alamanni had been one of the organizers of the 
plot of 1522 against Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, future Pope Clement 
vII.250 since then, except for the republican interval of 1527–30, he 
had been in exile at lyon in France where at the house of Gryphe he 
edited his edition of his Opere Toscane (1532–33) dedicated to Francis 
I. here he began to engage in strong anticurial polemic,251 which at the 
end of the thirties he was to share with his friend Pier Paolo vergerio, 
the future apostate.252 together with his companions in flight, Zanobi 
Buondelmonti and Giovan Battista della Palla, Alamanni had redis-
covered in foreign lands the lost ideals of liberty, gathering with his 
fellow citizens around the charismatic figures of the three Florentine 
cardinals, Ridolfi, salviati, and Gaddi.

the memory of savonarola still pulsed in the consciousness of the 
Florentine community at lyon and in various ways wove itself into the 
Florentines’ political creed. For some exiles the memory was still fresh 
and easily revived, especially in the spiritual ambience of lyon. With 
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this radical spiritual creed the merchant della Palla had hoped in the 
1520s to tempt the refined palate of Marguerite of navarre.253 Moreover, 
in the first half of the 1530s the recollection of savonarola was nour-
ished by a miscellaneous collection of writings frequently reprinted by 
sébastien Gryphe after the first, 1530 edition: in 1533 and 1534 and, 
with Politi’s stay in lyon, twice, in 1536 and 1537. Among several anon-
ymous works, this collection included three of savonarola’s writings: 
commentaries on Psalms lI, Miserere; lXX, In te Domine speravi; and 
lXXIX, Qui regis Israele intende. the reader was also offered Domini
cae praecationis pia admodum et erudita explanatio, which opened the 
miscellany and gave it its title, as well as the Exegesis paraphrastica sym
boli apostolici, texts with obvious echoes of lutheran doctrine. this 
work recalls the 1523 edition by luther of savonarola’s commentary on 
the Miserere. luther’s edition was published at Wittenberg with a major 
preface,254 apparently trying to legitimize a line of continuity between 
savonarola’s prophetic antipapal criticism and luther’s doctrinal work. 
As discussed later, it was owing to Politi’s tireless polemical ardor that 
the nexus savonarola- luther gained momentum in curial circles and 
among Catholic controversialists of the 1550s and soon led to a care-
ful examination of savonarola’s works by the censors.255 It is possible 
that Politi’s reading of this work led to the first elaboration, or at least 
the first germ of a reflection, that he would pursue more completely 
around the mid- 1540s. In any case, during his sojourn in lyon as in the 
years immediately following, he made no mention of this text, much 
less indicate publicly that he was reflecting on it.

At lyon Politi made contact with the three Florentine cardinals, 
Giovanni salviati, niccolò Gaddi, and niccolò Ridolfi. After the death 
of Clement vII (and up to the battle of Montemurlo in 1537) they had 
become the points of reference for the Florentine anti- Medici commu-
nity in exile.256 In Rome they had made common cause with Filippo 
strozzi and the other Florentine exiles, investing their hopes in Cardi-
nal Ippolito de’ Medici as successor to duke Alessandro. After Ippolito’s 
death in 1535 they had continued to develop their anti- Medici projects 
with the support of the king of France. When news of the tyrannicide 
of Alessandro by lorenzino in 1537 reached lyon the three cardinals 
negotiated with Cardinal tournon, with the mediation of Bartolomeo 
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Cavalcanti, the possibility of French intervention in Florence. the lieu-
tenant of Francis I sponsored the Florentine cause with the king, allud-
ing to the enormous advantages France would receive from influence 
in that city. however, events took a different turn: Cosimo succeeded 
in keeping the rudder of government solidly in Medici hands, so that 
the efforts of Cavalcanti and tournon did not attain their planned 
objective.257 the disastrous battle of Montemurlo would finally extin-
guish the Florentine exiles’ dreams of glory.258

through the agency of the three Florentine cardinals Politi entered 
into contact with Cardinal tournon. (he may, however, have already 
met tournon through ory and been introduced by him to the cardi-
nals.) tournon was to exercise a decisive influence on Politi, contribut-
ing to the resumption of his antiheretical polemics. In an environment 
such as that of lyon, deeply marked by heterodox activity, Politi rec-
ognized in tournon a dependable guide.259 Influenced by the French 
cardinal’s clear antiheretical position, Politi rededicated himself to 
the battlefield. Although tournon had long cultivated a reputation 
as a humanist and man of letters and although he had given no sign 
of hostility to the reformers of the Meaux circle during the 1520s and 
early 1530s, he had ranged himself faithfully on the side of the sover-
eign at the time of the severe crackdown ordered by the French king 
after the placards affair. Within a few months he became one of the 
fiercest enemies of the reform heresy, steadfastly maintaining this 
position even when Francis I was trying to find space for a political 
 dialogue with the Protestant side.260 For instance, he opposed a visit to 
France by Melanchthon in the spring of 1535, although it was favored 
by Francis I himself,261 with the strong support of Cardinal tournon, 
and by his friend Matthieu ory, a member of the sorbonne commis-
sion appointed to study the possibility of a colloquy with Melanch-
thon himself. this was the same ory who the following year was 
recommended by tournon to Chancellor du Bourg for appointment as 
inquisitor general of the realm.262

In 1536 Francis I decided to transfer the royal court to lyon, better 
to follow the course of the war in Piedmont. tournon was named his 
lieutenant general. Between 1536 and 1537 the cardinal resided at lyon 
where, although his principal duty was to direct military operations 
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against the imperial forces, he concerned himself with maintaining 
order in the city, steadily expending his energies against the reform 
heresy. nor did he limit his actions to the confines of the realm; he 
quickly set his sights on unifying the forces of Christianity against the 
dangers that threatened it. From this perspective he participated in a 
colloquy with Cardinal sadoleto and the bishop of Geneva, Pierre la 
Baume, for the project of restitution of Catholicism in Geneva, city 
of Calvin and Farel. thus tournon’s collaboration with ory remained 
constant, so that we can assume he approved and supported all the 
repressive measures of the French inquisitor.

Politi, who had probably come to know ory in Paris during his stay 
in the Convent of saint Jacques where the future dominican inquisi-
tor was the prior, must have immediately felt an understanding with 
tournon. In 1537, as a seal of that understanding, Politi dedicated his 
Oratio de officio et dignitate sacerdotum christianique gregis pastorum 
to tournon.263 this was the official oration delivered to the diocesan 
synod, which had recently met at lyon.264 to the oration Politi added, 
with an explicit indication of his support for tournon’s antiheretical 
activity, a Brevis dissertatio pro auctoritate ac potestae pastorum adver
sus hereticos.265 With the very first lines of his dedication to tournon, 
Politi aimed his polemic at the scourge of heresy, that “unhappy calam-
ity,” the “sad and horrendous spectacle” that roused the divine ire 
against them all.266 Priests, according to Politi, in virtue of their regal 
and divine quality, had been called to deal with that deplorable situ-
ation: “you are the elect people royal priests, holy race, the people to 
whom it has been given.”267 they were the elect destined by God to 
announce his word to the people.268 And yet the details of the matter 
were not simple. Before the “genus electum” might apply remedies to 
the spread of heretics, schismatics, and hypocrites so that the divine 
anger might not be unleashed against mankind, it was necessary that 
they conduct themselves truly without reproach. “It is necessary that 
the episcopacy be irreproachable, a single word, but it says it all.”269 
this was completely contrary to what took place in reality, where the 
vice and corruption of the clergy were in full view: avarice and the love 
of money,270 personal ambition that aspired more to individual than 
to divine glory,271 sensuality and the search for carnal pleasure,272 the 
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disdain for and neglect of “the divine mysteries,”273 and the ignorance 
and violation of sacred teachings,274 all of which made it impossible for 
priests to carry out the mission to which they had been called.275

only after this long introduction did Politi at last arrive at the cen-
tral point of his argument. Clerical corruption and the deterioration of 
society’s moral fabric were the best weapons that the Catholic Church 
could put into the hands of its enemies.276 It followed that the only way 
to blunt the arms that Catholics themselves had handed over to the here-
tics was to emend their own lives with the “apprehensio disciplinae” 
and the “zelus . . . et cura vigil pastorum.”277 the theme Politi chose was 
most timely. echoes of his savonarolan indoctrination— manifest, for 
example, in his invocation of divine wrath upon the corrupt church—
joined with reverberations from the reform project, which in those 
same months was advanced by a commission of cardinals Paul III had 
impulsively summoned and charged with penning the famous Consil
ium de emendanda Ecclesiae.278 his friendship with Cardinal sadoleto, 
a leading member of that commission, probably made it possible for 
Politi to follow events in Rome closely and to harmonize with the mood 
in the Curia.

the authority and power of priestly and episcopal pastors, under-
stood to be the last bastion of defense of Catholic truth, was also the 
theme he chose for the second part of his work, the Dissertatio pro auc
toritate ac potestate pastorum, adversus hereticos, which Politi wanted to 
add to the text of the oration he delivered during the diocesan synod 
in lyon. however, the matter that received most attention was how to 
unmask the distorted use of sacred scripture by the enemies of Rome. 
taking up the same theme of his anti- lutheran writings of the now- 
distant early 1520s, Politi demonstrated how the heretics’ principal 
stratagem was to bend the sense of the Bible to make it harmonize with 
the new dogmas and paradoxes they had invented while treating them 
as the most faithful and truthful interpretations of the sacred text.279 
Ambition and cupidity were the mainsprings of their actions,280 and 
these innovators were the authors of an operation of falsification of the 
sacred text that Politi considered truly contemptible.281

Politi wrote that the heretics used the words of the prophet Isa-
iah, “the people honor me with their mouths but their hearts are far 
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from me, teaching human doctrines and mandates,” to claim that “no 
one ought to submit to scripture without first submitting to God him-
self.”282 Politi, perhaps thinking of the Anabaptists or of the theological 
reflections of Wycliffe and hus, described the most radical among the 
heretics as declaring that human laws are to be condemned: “these 
radical heretics have insistently preached that even the laws made by 
those in positions of command are contemptible.” others, speaking 
more mildly, and thus more capable of deceiving, taught that human 
laws were not to be condemned or disdained, but only to be subordi-
nate to divine law, for human laws, unlike divine law, were in no way 
determinative for salvation.283 According to Politi both these dogma-
tists284 were far from the truth.

the arguments Politi proposed for confuting his adversaries were 
confused and not very incisive. often he seemed to operate on dif-
ferent, overlapping levels of reflection, for example, with a series of 
biblical passages that might demonstrate how the term “human” had 
always been used in negative terms when contraposed to “divine,” but 
then without interruption introducing a reflection on the corruption 
of human nature before the discovery of divine grace, following saint 
James. the reader was thus induced to follow the first rudimentary 
train of thought that would in the early forties arrive at the formula-
tion of the well- known theory of double justification but which in this 
text remained irremediably isolated and detached from the general 
context.285

one point alone emerges clearly at the end of these confusing 
reflections: heretics, according to Politi, identified human law with the 
whole of episcopal law without distinguishing those laws that are con-
trary to divine law from those that are not.286 they erred grievously 
when they maintained “that the lord has taught that the mandates of 
prelates whether they are good or evil, superstitious or not,”287 are to be 
condemned. In his opinion only the teachings and the laws contrary to 
the laws of God, those that are “evil and superstitious,” ought to have 
been condemned.288 All other “dogmata” and “decreta” protected by 
“the apostles and priests or bishops” should be observed and followed 
by the faithful. In fact, only solid restoration of the episcopal hierarchy 
could guarantee the maintenance of religious orthodoxy.289
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these are frequently disjointed pages in which Politi seemed to 
piece together unevenly the radical arguments of his opponents drawn 
from evangelical passages, pages in which he indicated thematic con-
nections of great depth only to abandon them soon afterward. In 
them can be seen indications of still vague and incoherent doctrinal 
reflections that Politi was to develop more systematically in the years 
to come. In other words, these were pages in which, notwithstand-
ing the relevance of the theme introduced initially, the only message 
that emerged forcefully and clearly was the need to obey the episcopal 
hierarchy as the principal remedy for the proliferation of heresy. how-
ever, with the dedication to Cardinal tournon, we can say that Politi 
was taking the first step of his return to anticlerical controversy, the 
activity that would quickly become his main commitment when he 
returned to Italy. As if he had intuited the direction of the wind that 
blew from Rome, Politi chose to cross the Alps together with one of the 
most tenacious defenders of Roman orthodoxy, the future inquisitor of 
the holy office, Rodolfo Pio da Carpi, bishop of Faenza, papal emis-
sary in France in the second half of 1530 and again in May 1533, and 
papal nuncio from January 1535 to July 1537 and from december 1537 
to April 1538. Pio da Carpi had been named cardinal by Pope Paul III 
in 1536 together with Giampietro Carafa, Giovanni Maria del Monte, 
Reginald Pole, and Iacopo sadoleto.290 Politi may have been attracted 
to da Carpi’s powerful personality, which reminded him of the work of 
the cardinal’s father, Alberto Pio, a humanist even before he became 
a diplomat, whose learned anti- erasmian invective Politi must have 
shared.291 Politi attached himself closely to the new Cardinal Rodolfo, 
deciding to return with him to Italy in the summer of 1537.
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C h a P t e r  2

origins of the Polemic 
against Heresy

C on t rov e r s y  i n  S i e na

Politi’s first Italian stopover could only have been his beloved siena. 
the few years of exile in France were not nearly enough to weaken 
the strong sentiment that bonded him to his city. his decision to take 
lodging with his sister Gentile, abbess of the Benedictine house of 
saints Prospero and Agnese, rather than to return to the dominican 
Convent of santo spirito was altogether natural.1 despite the easing 
of the tensions that had persuaded him to depart from santo spirito, 
the memory of the encounter that had set him at odds with his fellows 
must have remained.2

While there is no documentation of this visit to siena, a fragment 
discovered in that city’s archives sheds a ray of light on his daily activi-
ties. the fragment deals with the donation of a Benedictine convent, 
saint Catherine of Montecelso, to the sienese Capuchins in exchange 
for a small payment. Politi figures as the intermediary promoter of the 
donation. the text reads, “I, fra Ambrogio Catharino Polito of siena 
of the order of Preachers have written the present in my own hand.”3 
this would seem to be a mere notarial act with no historical signifi-
cance, yet behind the hastily written signature can be perceived a dense 
fabric of civil and religious connections, revealing relations with and 
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among different religious orders within the sienese microcosm. Politi’s 
rapport with the Benedictine nuns is easily traced to his sister Gentile. 
less evident is the thread that connects him to the young Capuchin 
order. Among the signers of the act of donation were four little- known 
friars: fra liberio of domodossola, fra liberale of Colle val d’elsa, fra 
Michele Bergeron, and Francesco Ripanti da Jesi, provincial commis-
sioner at the time.4 Ripanti, the future general of the Capuchin order, 
called in 1542 to close the fracture provoked by the flight of Bernardino 
ochino, and a much more complex personality than is found in Capu-
chin historiography has characterized him until recently. he was the 
author of an anonymous mystical work titled Circolo del divino amore, 
which during the 1580s was to undergo censure by the Roman authori-
ties.5 Known to the historians of his own order as the anti- ochino, he 
was in fact much closer to the apostate than they cared to believe.6 Per-
haps it was through Ripanti that Politi came into contact with ochino, 
who would soon become one of his bitterest enemies. Certainly in 1537 
the divisions and fractures that only a few years later would irremedi-
ably separate the lives of men united by a common past seemed far off, 
almost unimaginable. the document that links the names of Catarino 
Politi and Ripanti in such an apparently casual way thus reconstitutes 
a fragment of siena’s religious community at the end of the 1530s. It 
shows men side by side who within a few years’ time would take radi-
cally diverse paths. From the ranks of the Benedictine and Capuchin 
orders for whom Politi served as middleman would come the writings 
that would further inflame the polemical vein of sienese controversy in 
the years immediately following.

In the days of Politi’s arrival, siena became the theater of a  
 violent doctrinal argument. A few months earlier, in February 1537, the 
 Augustine hermit Museo of treviso had been invited by the Balìa to 
present a cycle of sermons in the cathedral. After some weeks the Capu-
chin Giovanni da Fano, appointed for a lenten cycle in the Church of 
the observance, had launched serious accusations of heresy against 
him, provoking the opening of an inquisitorial investigation.7 At ven-
ice, where he had in the meantime taken refuge, Museo was overtaken 
by an arrest order and the matter was assigned to Rome by order of the 
pope himself. the trial that followed concluded with full absolution 
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signed by Girolamo Aleandro and tommaso Badia. thanks to the 
eight propositions to which he subscribed before the investigating reli-
gious authorities, and to the defensive Apologia he had composed dur-
ing his venetian imprisonment, Museo was wholly rehabilitated. on 
February 26 of the next year the archbishop of siena was personally 
informed by Paul III that Museo could resume his preaching activity 
without restriction.8 however, the episode was bound to set off a con-
troversy that went far beyond his own destiny. the sienese man of let-
ters lattanzio tolomei, an old friend of Politi, was the first to broaden 
the discussion of what had happened in siena by involving “with great 
passion” the venetian cardinal Gaspare Contarini. Cardinal Contarini 
told ercole Gonzaga:

tolomei has made known to me that in that city a great commotion 

has been stirred up by certain preachers who have preached on the 

freedom of the will and predestination, about which they have caused 

great confusion, having put it into many heads that salvation and 

damnation are predetermined, not contingent, and, yet that people 

can do evil and take pleasure as they choose.9

this was not the first time that Contarini was asked to pronounce 
upon dubious teaching. on June 12, 1537, he had vigorously intervened 
in defense of Marco of Cremona,10 the cultured Benedictine admired 
and esteemed by Reginald Pole, who had given public lectures in the 
Paduan Monastery of santa Giustina on the letters of saint Paul. Marco 
had won the attention of university students, among others, who were 
generally little inclined toward “sacred studies.” his public success and 
the content of his lectures had attracted accusations by a certain zealot 
who “wanted to remove this good fruit,” demanding that “he should 
no longer be read.” Contarini, connected to santa Giustina by old ties, 
had pronounced in favor of Marco, “that man of the holiest life and 
good doctrine,” joining ranks against the accusers

who, because luther has said diverse things on God’s grace and free 

will, have turned against everyone who preaches and teaches the 

greatness of grace and human weakness; and believing that thus they 
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contradict luther, instead they contradict saint Augustine, Ambrose, 

Bernard, saint thomas; and, in brief . . . they deviate from Catholic 

truth and come close to the Pelagian heresy and agitate the people.11

on the contrary, the “greatness of grace” and “human infirmity” taught 
by don Marco by way of saint Paul were part of the common patrimony 
of the most authoritative Fathers of the church. those who allowed 
luther to appropriate these themes not only distanced themselves from 
“Catholic truth” but risked falling into the “Pelagian heresy.”

the sienese querelle to which tolomei was soon to turn his atten-
tion seemed to repeat the terms of the polemic at Padua. In siena too 
a successful preacher, Museo, had aroused the suspicions of a zealot 
and was accused of lutheranism. there was, however, a new element 
that caused Contarini to reconsider his positions to a certain extent. In 
the case of Museo it was not a matter of “lessons” but rather of pub-
lic preaching. he had not preached to a group of university students 
but before a diverse group of public citizens, among them merchants, 
artisans, and workers, ordinary believers eager for answers to satisfy 
their daily concerns even before their spiritual needs were met. Con-
tarini valued the objections that Gregorio Cortese had made to him in 
the discussions that followed the Paduan case. Cortese had dissented 
from Contarini’s enthusiasm regarding a theological discussion that 
extended from cloisters and convents and from very select learned 
circles to groups such as those of Paduan students. he reminded 
Contarini of the “tumults” that that type of teaching had provoked 
at Padua and verona where tullio Crispoldi read the Gospels and the 
dominican Reginaldo de’ nerli the epistles of saint Paul, or at Mantua 
where the dominican Pietro Bertano also read saint Paul.12 “out of 
these controversies,” Cortese warned, “. . . poor illiterates gain nothing 
but uncertainty about themselves.” At the time those arguments of the 
Benedictine abbot did not seem to affect the self- assured Contarini’s 
convictions; now they reverberated in his mind. to tolomei’s concerns 
about the popular “inferences” stirred by Museo’s sermons, Contarini 
replied in a long letter, practically a separate treatise.13 his invective 
against the “catholics” who “come close to Pelagian heresy” ended with 
a polemic against those who “after reading a bit of saint Augustine . . . 
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mount the pulpit and propose questions and doctrines of extreme 
difficulty to the people who misunderstand them, and they explicate 
them in paradoxical statements.” the inevitable consequence is that 
“from good seed . . . is born not grain but miserable chaff and sterile 
oats.”14 Contarini’s entire little treatise was an attempt to find a middle 
way between Pelagians and Augustinian- lutherans, but as has recently 
been suggested this was a diplomatic effort before it was a theological 
compromise.15 “this is Christian doctrine,” Contarini affirmed, indi-
cating the right path to follow, “this is the whole point of being Chris-
tian: to know oneself as extremely weak and to have recourse to Christ 
for faith, despising all confidence in ourselves and trusting only him; 
this is how we should exhort Christians, this above all other things. . . . 
not our free will, made weak and servile by sin, not our own works, 
but only Christ who alone can liberate our will from this servitude.”16

original sin had “corrupted” man’s free will, staining the “per-
fection and excellence” with which God had originally endowed 
man; only the profound knowledge of this “illness” inherited from 
Adam’s pride and diffused by the generation and origin of all humans 
descended from him could prepare man to receive the salvific “benefi-
cence of Christ.”17 to explain the theological connection between pre-
destination and freedom of the will Contarini resorted to the concept 
of foreknowledge. this was not the first time that the term was used in 
contemporary theological debates. tullio Crispoldi, faithful collabora-
tor of Giberti at verona, had used it to very similar purpose in his Som
mario de le prediche fatte ne la visita di Verona del MDXXX, quale faceva 
quel santo vescovo di Verona messer Gianmattheo Giberti.18 he strove 
to find a point of equilibrium between the defense of the amplitude of 
divine grace (“God wants all men to be saved”) and the view of a rigid, 
immutable divine will (“that which must be is already destined for 
eternity, and this cannot be changed”). “As for the foreknown,” from 
the pages of his Sommario had emerged an ambivalent solution accord-
ing to which “no one or very few” are “destined to certain damnation” 
while “some . . . few,” the fortunate beneficiaries of “a superabundance 
of grace,” are destined for divine election. All the “others,” the major-
ity of humans, can save themselves “if they wish and do what he [God] 
has decided for them”; in other words, if they “accept and make [no] 
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resistance to divine grace and inspiration.”19 Crispoldi’s design perhaps 
did not shine with clarity or coherence, but it demonstrated a doctrinal 
sensibility that he was able to develop in the course of subsequent dis-
cussion with Contarini. 

When Contarini wrote his long letter to tolomei in which he had 
recourse to the concept of foreknowledge, he probably had at hand, 
besides Crispoldi’s Sommario, the manuscript pages that Isidoro Chi-
ari had just sent to him. (they were to be printed just three years later 
at Milan thanks to the interest of the erasmian publisher, Francesco 
Calvo.) that “exhortation to concord” which Cochlaeus had not con-
sidered opportune to publish in Germany in 1538 for fear it would 
offer the lutherans still another opportunity for polemic against the 
esoteric propensities of Catholic theologians20 were therefore speedily 
submitted by Chiari to the judgment of Contarini.21 the Adhortatio 
ad concordam, as the title indicates, was an irenic manifesto in which 
it was affirmed that there were only a few things essential to faith. the 
other matters could be freely discussed since the differences between 
lutherans and Catholics were fewer than their points of agreement.22 
Beginning from these very elements they could serenely search for doc-
trinal convergence. It is easy to imagine the enthusiasm such a message 
aroused in Contarini.

the correspondence of his views with those of Chiari, however, 
was not limited to a common desire for reconciliation. In Chiari’s 
pages Contarini must have rediscovered the conviction that was 
maturing within him in those very months: the necessity of distin-
guishing carefully between the learned and the half educated, between 
those allowed to discuss and deal with delicate theological questions 
and the uneducated multitude that should be kept away from such 
discussions lest they distort and abuse those questions.23 In the Adhor
tatio Contarini must have also rediscovered an important stimulus to 
reflection on the theme of prescience.24 God, Chiari had written, fore-
sees all; nothing happens that God has not willed or that he does not 
think necessary. Man, according to Chiari, plays a very marginal role 
in his process of salvation.25 short of denying that man has some part 
to play, Chiari emptied the concept of free will of all its significance so 
that it became a hollow term, useless.26 Cardinal Contarini dwelled on 
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this point, hoping to undo complicated formulations and excessively 
obscure discourse:

Praiseworthy God inwardly moves the heart of all men enough so that 

they are able to shatter their obduracy and strive to turn to him; but 

some of them willfully harden their hearts again, so that by their own 

guilt they are foreknown for eternal damnation and then reproved by 

divine justice; in this category fall those who don’t wish to be restored 

to the group receiving mercy; and these others are chosen neither on 

account of their works nor their will, nor their previous inclination 

to their true end, but only out of divine mercy, which precedes any 

thought or intention on their part.27

this was “the means” that “satisfied him most.” Contarini firmly 
ended all discussion. For the moment he did not intend to follow it fur-
ther. “I do not wish us to continue on this road,” he wrote. It was on the 
pastoral level that he intended to continue the dialogue. While on the one 
hand he recommended that “in no way ought we preach against predes-
tination and divine election because that would be against truth,”28 on 
the other he was concerned that through concepts such as justification 
by faith alone we instill in the people a dangerous notion of innocence.29 
For this, he thought, the only path was that middle way he traced out at 
the beginning of his long letter. turning to tolomei he wrote, “exhort 
our beloved citizens to drive these two kinds of proud and diabolic doc-
trines out of their city.” “Against the first,” that is, the “Pelagian Catho-
lics,” let them do it in such a way that “the grace of Christ and faith in 
this grace is exalted as much as possible and that confidence in our own 
works, in our knowledge, in our own will be reduced as much as pos-
sible.” Against the second, that is, against the “unrestrained” Augus tini-
ans, let them see to it “that they do not preach to the people about these 
questions of God’s predestination and prescience, especially in such a 
way as to lead people to unrestrained madness”; and if they cannot avoid 
dealing with these subjects, “let them turn to the fruit and intention of 
such matters, not to the subversion of the people.”30

the preoccupations of pastoral care shown here, introduced into 
the theological debates of those years by the Benedictines Gregorio 
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Cortese and Isidoro Cucchi of Chiari and developed most completely 
by Gasparo Contarini, were destined to have a profound influence on 
the polemical work of Ambrogio Catarino Politi. In the course of his 
controversial activity in the first half of the 1540s, as will be observed 
later on, he would always keep in mind the distinction between the 
learned level of discussion, rigorously conducted in latin, and the level 
of apologetics directed to a broader public, carried on in the language of 
the people to which he reluctantly turned following the publication of 
the Beneficio di Cristo (and a little earlier with the Trattato della giustifi
catione, a kind of intermediate step between the two levels).

As he was to write in the dedication of his treatise De praescien
tia ac providentia Dei quod rerum contingentiam non tollat) addressed 
to Cardinal Rodolfo Pio da Carpi, it was in the wake of the polemics 
aroused by the sienese preaching of Museo that, on the suggestion of 
the cardinal of siena, he began to concern himself with themes of pre-
science and predestination.31 he began to assemble those reflections 
into the treatises published at lyon in 1541–42. From 1537–38 until 
the beginning of 1543, Politi participated fully in the fierce theological 
debate that was to lead to an important split within the Curia. he rig-
orously adhered to the pastoral example of Contarini who wanted the 
“uneducated” crowd left out of the discussion and preachers carefully 
to avoid any “subversion of the people.”32

Th e  Rom a n  Tr i a l  of  Ig nat i us  L oyol a  
a n d  H is  C om pa n ions 

After the stopover of almost a year in his native city, Politi went to 
Rome between spring and summer of 1538. together with some broth-
ers, he established himself in the residence of Cardinal Rodolfo Pio da 
Carpi (probably the palazzo in Campo Marzio), the former nuncio to 
France with whom he had returned to Italy the preceding year. there 
he spent months in leisure and study.33

 during the same months he also found time for intense preaching 
activity. he preached in various Roman churches, from san silvestro a 
Monte Cavallo, where in lent of 1539 he expounded the letters of saint 
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Paul,34 to the Church of san Agostino, where he continued the cycle 
begun on the quirinale.35 he may also have preached at the Minerva 
some time after the summer of 1539,36 since he was not received into 
the dominican convent until June of that year. It is possible that he had 
carried on part of his preaching activity directly under the auspices of 
Paul III.37 In any case, the event that best marks his Roman stay was 
certainly the trial of Ignatius loyola and his companions, the future 
members of the society of Jesus, in which Politi found himself involved 
as friend and witness.

Politi had probably first come to know loyola and some of his 
companions in France about the middle of the thirties. While there is 
no explicit evidence of this, existing documentation allows us to affirm 
with a good degree of certainty that in Paris in the years 1533–34 Poli-
ti’s path converged repeatedly, through mutual friends, with that of 
some of the future Jesuits. thus during the Roman trial of 1538, when 
Politi spoke of the bond between himself and diego laínez, Alfonso 
salmerón, and Pascasio Broët,38 he was referring to the “familiarity” 
that had developed in France. When the vicar general of the domini-
can order informed him that he would sanction the publication of his 
works, provided that they had first been duly examined and approved 
by the French censors,39 Politi immediately went to the French capital 
to obtain approval from the Faculty of theology.40 In Paris he spent 
the months required for this approval, received in February 1535,41 
while lodged in the dominican Convent of saint Jacques.42 Its prior 
was the future inquisitor general, Matthieu ory, consultor of the 
Faculty of  theology from 1530 to 1536. A promoter of the Chambre 
Ardente as well as of the severest repressive measures against the dif-
fusion of lutheran ideas, ory had been named inquisitor by Francis 
I on May 30, 1536. some years earlier, in 1530, he had conducted an 
inquest against Ignatius of loyola and, after he had personally verified 
the inconsistency of the suspicions that had amassed against loyola, 
became his fervent supporter.43 thus it was that in the Convent of saint 
Jacques, during the months when Politi was awaiting the reply of the 
Faculty of theology, Ignatius loyola was regularly following a course 
on the doctrine of saint thomas given by ory and two dominican 
teachers, thomas laurent and Jean Benoist, with whom Politi himself 
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was soon to have closer relations.44 But this was not the only network 
of friendships and relations involving Politi and the first Jesuits in 
French territory. After leaving Paris in early 1535, almost at the same 
time Ignatius left for his last trip to spain, and after having spent some 
time in toulouse, Politi returned to lyon in the spring of 1536. there 
he approached Cardinal tournon, the lieutenant of the king who had 
decided to transfer the royal court to lyon in order to follow military 
operations in Piedmont more closely.45 tournon was a very powerful 
supporter of ory’s candidacy for the post of inquisitor general, and he 
profited from ory’s efforts to mount a rigorous struggle against heresy 
in lyon. Perhaps it was through ory that tournon became acquainted 
with Ignatius and his companions. In July 1542 tournon was to inter-
vene energetically with the lyonnais civic authorities in defense of 
Alfonso salmerón and Pascasio Broët. Returning from Ireland (where 
they had been sent by Paul III as apostolic nuncios) exhausted and with 
their clothes in tatters, these two men had attracted the suspicion of 
royal officials, who sent them to a civic prison.46 tournon’s interven-
tion demonstrated his solid relationship with the early Jesuits, a rela-
tionship destined to grow in intensity until he became one of the most 
dedicated supporters of the presence of the Company of Jesus in French 
territory, a sanction finally obtained at Poissy on september 15, 1561.47

Between Paris and lyon, then, thanks to the dominican ory and 
Cardinal tournon, the friendship of Politi and the first Jesuits was 
solidified. there is no explicit evidence of the latter’s participation 
in ory’s antiheretical activities in those years. It is possible that the 
mention Politi made during the Roman trial of 1538 of the zeal dem-
onstrated by the Jesuits in the preceding years “against all heretics, 
both old and recent,”48 may refer to that same Parigian period and to 
the participation of some of these Jesuits in the French inquisitor’s 
measures of suppression. two of the friendships developed in France 
continued to be consolidated when Politi returned to siena, where he 
stayed for a considerable time during 1537. salmerón and Broët were 
active in siena between september of that year and April of the next,49 
in a city still shaken by the lenten preaching of the Augustinian Agos-
tino Museo.50 traveling back and forth between siena and Rome, in 
a few months Politi wove a tight web of relations in which the future 
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Jesuits occupied a prominent place. Cardinal Rodolfo Pio di Carpi, 
nuncio in France between 1535 and 1537, had accompanied Politi on 
his return trip to Italy in June 1537 and introduced him to his Roman 
circle a few months later.51 Carpi was to be appointed cardinal protec-
tor of the newly minted Jesuit order barely three years after his return 
to Italy, showing how close were his relations with Ignatius loyola and 
his companions.52 It is not surprising, therefore, that on september 26, 
1538, Politi was a witness in the Roman trial of the future Jesuits that 
was held within Carpi’s very walls.53 during this period in the sienese 
circle in Rome and in siena, Politi enjoyed a brotherly friendship with 
lattanzio tolomei, the sienese noble (“part of my soul,” as Politi was 
to describe him some years later).54 tolomei was known to salmerón 
and Broët from their preaching in siena in 1537. Ignatius was soon to 
form a close friendship with them while frequenting the papal city. In 
Rome tolomei was representative of the sienese Republic, and there 
he was introduced to the practice of the spiritual exercises.55 the men 
were also united by their common friendship with vittoria Colonna, 
marchesa di Pescara. In 1537 at Ferrara she had heard and appreciated 
the preaching of simon Rodriguez and Claude le Jay, and she had 
gone to considerable trouble to find them a welcoming residence.56 she 
was to maintain a special relationship with the Company of Jesus in 
the years to come. she also had excellent relations with Politi, assidu-
ously following his Roman sermons at san silvestro on the quirinale 
in the late 1530s.57

Politi’s relationship with the future Jesuits was thus doubly solid. 
First, it was cemented by a common theological approach, that “eclec-
tic nature within a theological tradition” which, as has been written,58 
characterized the teaching of the Parisian colleges where the early  Jesuits 
refined their studies and where the encounter with Politi had taken 
place. Although they named thomas Aquinas official teacher of scho-
lastic doctrine, a decision Ignatius sanctioned in the Constitutions, the 
Jesuits nevertheless aimed to defend their autonomy and their freedom 
of theological reflection. According to a later affirmation of salmerón, 
they wished never to be greater friends of thomas than of truth.59 this 
declaration was perfectly in accord with the thought of Politi. he was 
a dominican who had chosen saint thomas as his guide, as he said on 
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numerous occasions, but, in the name of the same truths that salm-
erón claimed, he often abandoned the narrow confines of thomism 
and approached doctrinal positions that were scotist in inspiration but 
others that were entirely original and personal as well.60 second, the 
friendship and the intellectual companionship between Politi and the 
Jesuits were solid because they were based on a common predisposition 
that could be called both character and strategy. these moved Politi  
on one side and the Jesuits on the other to draw together and conquer, 
in different instances and with different methods, the favor of the most 
influential people in their circles. this was true both in France and in 
Rome and the other Italian cities the Jesuits frequented at the end of 
the 1530s.61 the testimony of Ambrogio Catarino Politi in defense of 
the Jesuits,62 together with two names already cited, lattanzio tolomei 
and Matthieu ory,63 represented the crowning of a previously consoli-
dated relationship, a gesture owed by a friend and admirer.

G a spa ro  C on ta r i n i

one of the important authority figures frequented by both Politi and 
Ignatius loyola in those years was Gasparo Contarini. loyola was pre-
sented to Contarini, the venetian patrician, by the latter’s cousin, Piero 
Contarini, whom loyola met at venice in 1536, and by lattanzio tolo-
mei.64 Within a few years, Gasparo Contarini became one of the most 
convinced devotees of loyola’s spiritual exercises and a major advocate 
for the Jesuit order to Paul III.65 through their mutual friend tolomei, 
Politi was able to meet Contarini during his stay in Rome, between 1538 
and 1539,66 as Politi himself recorded in his dedication in 1541: “some-
times you allowed me, insignificant person that I am, to speak with you 
privately and to listen to you about serious matters.”67 listening and 
speaking to him “about serious matters,” Politi was able to confirm per-
sonally the qualities that he had heard praised by “worthy” and “out-
standing” men, tolomei foremost among them.68 A man so cultivated, 
learned, knowledgeable, and at the same time so modest immediately 
aroused his wonder.69 Politi never tired of emphasizing his amaze-
ment and admiration for Contarini’s “knowledge” and “modesty.”70 
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Generally, in fact, “knowledge . . . is disassociated from prudence and 
generosity.” Arrogance, pride: these were the qualities that commonly 
accompanied knowledge and erudition and were often repaid by the 
disdain and derision of others.71 Judging by what he wrote a few years 
later about the unbearable “conceit” of his old Ferrarese master, fra 
Girolamo savonarola, Cardinal Gasparo Contarini figured in Politi’s 
mental universe as a real and proper “anti- savonarola.” Perhaps this 
was the first time in his career as jurist and man of religion when the 
grand knowledge of things human and divine that so attracted him 
(with his insatiable thirst for knowledge and his boundless ambition), 
presented itself to him in the robes of a modest, charitable man of the 
church rather than in the trappings of a perfervid apocalyptic preacher 
who claimed the monopoly of absolute truth, present and future.

to this wise and humble cardinal Politi decided to entrust him-
self completely. Before anyone else it was to Contarini that he submit-
ted the writings he intended to publish, eager that they undergo his 
authoritative “censorship” and confident that, among other things, 
the cardinal’s approval guaranteed a broad public consensus.72 And to 
gratitude for Contarini’s help in trying to reestablish his relations with 
the general of his order,73 he added his thanks for the putting aside of 
“the serious matters” that Contarini was discussing in those months 
with Flaminio and Crispoldi.

In the course of his colloquies with the cardinal, one of the things 
Politi had probably learned about was the correspondence Contarini 
had carried on with Crispoldi and Flaminio after his long letter to 
tolomei.74 the terms of the question were clear enough. Crispoldi’s 
main objection, which can easily be deduced despite the absence of 
Contarini’s original letter, had returned the discussion to the theo-
logical level. Contarini summarized Crispoldi’s point of view thus: 
“to you it seems that if we don’t assume that the damned lack some 
particular help from God without which they cannot be saved, we are 
obliged to attribute to the predestined something which is not from 
God but from themselves, so that they may glory in themselves, not in 
God.”75 hastening to Crispoldi’s aid, Flaminio would felicitously syn-
thesize: “Without particular grace, and help from God man does not 
fail to oppose this blessed light.”76 
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to these observations that summarize a predestinationist view 
much more rigid than his own, Contarini had replied by insisting 
on the abundance of “divine generosity” and defending the power of 
free will.77 the difference was no small matter. to maintain that “the 
reprobate lack . . . some particular help from God without which they 
cannot come to salvation,” that is, “that that help is not sufficient,” is 
equal to saying “from that mass of perdition God has wanted to choose 
some and leave the rest to its perdition.” this view, concluded Conta-
rini, “makes the greatest difficulties for me and many others.”78 the 
dialogue had continued but not for long. If it is true, Flaminio had 
written, that everything that leads us to eternal life is the consequence 
of predestination, “then why do we not wish to believe that to put no 
obstacle to grace is also predestined?”79 Contarini had sketched a first 
reply, drawing upon his philosophical resources rather than on his per-
sonal theological knowledge.80 the distinction he advanced between 
“dispositions” and “occasions” might have been more effectively put 
in the context of “prescience,” which he had also referred to in his first 
long letter to tolomei. now, weary of a discussion that had gone off the 
desired track, he no longer thought it opportune to continue. he was 
only interested, as he had often repeated, at the pastoral level.81 Politi 
on the other hand continued to gather evidence on the themes he had 
heard in the cardinal’s account, following the path that Contarini had 
so brusquely abandoned.

Beginning with his dedication to Cardinal Rodolfo Pio da Carpi of 
the treatise De praescientia ac providentia Dei quod rerum contingentiam 
non tollat, Politi, in fact, seemed to emphasize his continuity with the 
thought of Contarini. “the good God,” Contarini had written, “moves 
all men internally with enough power to break their stubbornness and 
press them to turn toward himself.” then it is up to men whether they 
“voluntarily” consent or not “to the order of compassion.” Contarini 
had exalted man’s free will; but he safeguarded, with the concept of 
prescience, the divine omnipotence that “has preceded all his thought 
and will,” and thus he has already “predisposed man’s damnation or 
election.”82 Politi returned to these same concepts, proposing “to dem-
onstrate the immense grace and mercy of God, not to the few, as they 
[i.e., those who favor predestination] wish, but to all men, except for 
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those who are so unworthy as to commit sins on their own behalf.”83 
divine compassion is so abundant that all men possess it, except those 
who voluntarily resist it, Politi maintained. Controversialist that he 
was, the dominican did not hesitate to enter the lists of the barely con-
cluded theological dispute, ranging himself on the side of Contarini. 
Clearly alluding to Crispoldi and Flaminio, in De praedestinatione Dei, 
he wrote that if it was true that “divine predestination is such that from 
the beginning of time, without taking into account everyone’s merits 
and demerits, only a small part of humankind is destined to eternal 
life, while another part, surely more numerous, has been abandoned 
to perdition,”84 then the whole of scripture is invalidated; “or scripture 
exalts the compassion of God the Father for all his works, calling him 
father of misericordia and God of consolation . . . and affirming that he 
has compassion for all and pardons all, and he wishes no one to perish 
but rather that all be saved.”85

the exaltation of divine compassion and of the amplitude of 
“divine generosity” did not, however, agree with the affirmation of uni-
versal predestination to salvation. God foresees everything ab aeterno, 
distinguishing according to nature and according to the passage of 
time.86 “God locates all time in the eternal,” Politi wrote. In a sort of 
eternal present, he previews all contingencies, including the free choices 
that man will make.87 Replacing the concept of predestination with 
that of prescience, Politi postulated a God as spectator ab aeterno of the 
free human actions rather than a God who distinguishes inscrutably 
between the elect and the reprobate from the beginning of time.

Predestination, which imposes a definitive ordering of salvation, 

implies a necessary cause of a necessary effect. But prescience implies 

no cause; in fact, it is not that someone is saved because it is foreknown 

that he is saved, as if the predestined is saved because it is predestined. 

on the contrary, in foreknowledge it is in fact already known that one 

is saved because in the eyes of God, who locates all time in eternity, he 

is already saved.88

According to Contarini, who had already begun this line of argu-
ment, the reprobate are so, not by an inscrutable judgment of God, but 
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rather in consequence of their actions. this is true even in the case 
of Judas.89 Following in Contarini’s footsteps, and once again refuting 
Cajetan’s thomist position (which repeatedly beset him in doctrinal 
matters),90 Politi succeeded in preserving both human free will and 
divine omnipotence. thus, in attempting to offer an adequate ordering 
of the theological concepts at the heart of the discussion, he gradu-
ally developed his own position. For example, unlike Augustine, he did 
not totally reject the term “predestination”; he reinterpreted it, not in 
terms of divine predestination to punishment, but rather as predesti-
nation to eternal life.91 understood in this way, Politi explained (with 
ample recourse to his readings in duns scotus) that the concept of pre-
destination could only be applied to a very few: the virgin, some of the 
apostles, and Christ. For everyone else the applicable term was “fore-
known,” in which were included the “reprobate” and the “saved.”92

It was one thing to discuss predestination and prescience with 
learned theologians, another thing to discuss them in pastoral terms 
intended for the indoctrination and education of the masses. even 
Crispoldi was determinedly opposed to Contarini’s position on the 
theological- doctrinal level. however, later, attempting to formulate his 
position on the pastoral level, he had no reluctance to embrace Conta-
rini’s cautious view. Called to testify in the trial brought by the veronese 
authorities against the cleric ludovico Mantovano of serravalle, on 
Janu ary 27, 1539, he had not hesitated to brand as “not very prudent” 
the circumstances in which the accused had spoken of the question of 
free will and predestination before an ignorant public. Crispoldi dis-
tanced himself not so much from the doctrines preached by Mantovano 
as from the way in which they had been disseminated.93

Contarini’s pressing exhortation to caution in the mid- 1530s soon 
became a tacit agreement to which the major religious personalities of 
the time, despite their doctrinal differences, were to adhere. the tacit 
agreement demonstrated their capacity for restraint, at least so long as 
the authority of him who had inspired it acted as a guarantee, or that is, 
until Contarini’s death in mid- 1542. Politi and Contarini on one side, 
Crispoldi and Flaminio on the other: all, or most of them, adhered to it.

there were in fact some who dared to ignore that tacit agreement. 
this was not so much in the name of a broad popular consensus on the 
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“vain, useless . . . subtlety intelligible only to the few” as in the name of 
that “learned ignorance,” incessantly (and antihumanistically) exalted 
as the condition in which “God is more surely known and loved.”94 
the Capuchin friar Bernardino ochino, beginning in the mid- 1530s, 
circulated among the pulpits of Italy’s leading cities spreading the mes-
sage of “Christ crucified which contains all the treasures of the wis-
dom and knowledge of God”95 before masses of “unlearned, simple and 
good Christians.” It was in defense of the tacit accord that Ambrogio 
Catarino Politi had made the Capuchin ochino his principal adver-
sary. on one side, Politi voiced the firm conviction that “to persuade 
the common man that he was adequate to the divine mysteries” was 
the most serious sin committed by Martin luther. on the other side, 
ochino maintained the proud claim that no one better than the “igno-
rant” was able “to know God and to love him.” An unbridgeable dis-
tance separated the mental universe of the two sienese. And the effects 
of that distance would soon be manifested.

R e t u r n  t o  A n t i h e r e t ic a l  Pol e m ic

In the summer of 1537 Politi returned to his native city of siena where 
in July he probably met his fellow sienese, Bernardino ochino. ochino 
was on his way to Ferrara after preaching the lenten sermons in san 
salvatore, venice. such an encounter would have been occasioned by 
Politi’s relations with the sienese Capuchins, their mutual friendship 
with the sienese man of letters lattanzio tolomei (with whom Politi 
seems to have been staying for a brief time),96 and their mutual visits to 
the marchesa di Pescara.97 Politi must soon have become aware of the 
distance separating him and ochino, who, again in Italy in mid- 1537, 
was already dominating the scene. everywhere his sermons met with 
enthusiasm, but his popularity also began to foster the first suspicions 
and accusations among the most zealous defenders of Catholic ortho-
doxy. As early as 1536, at naples, after some sermons in san Giovanni 
Maggiore, certain “religious scholastics,” members of the theatine 
order, had reported “some licentious remarks” to viceroy don Pedro 
de toledo, insinuating that “fra Bernardino in his sermons secretly 
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disseminated lutheran heresy.” only the “bold” defense ochino 
improvised from the pulpit in the presence of the vicar of naples “suc-
ceeded in ending any scandal around him.”98 three years later, again 
in naples, the theatines launched new accusations against him.99 the 
same thing happened the next year at Modena: “he speaks a great 
deal of Christ,” they said, “and not once does he mention san Gemi-
gnano,”100 early bishop and patron of Modena.

vittoria Colonna was one of the first to rally in defense of Ber-
nardino ochino. From the mid- 1530s the noblewoman had established 
an intense spiritual dialogue with him, to be broken off by ochino’s 
flight in 1542. In 1536, to lessen the suspicions against him, she had 
spoken to Cardinal Contarini in his favor.101 even two years later, in 
september 1538, she did not hesitate to direct severe, almost insolent 
words to the same pontiff who in those very weeks was accumulating 
charges of heterodoxy against ochino.102

At the time the marchesa di Pescara was living in the women’s 
monastery of san silvestro at the quirinale. there, like many women 
of her rank, she organized encounters and occasions for conversa-
tion, with the monastery offering hospitality.103 Around this refined 
noblewoman, as has recently been emphasized, “was created an ambi-
ence that made those meetings and encounters at san silvestro a 
real and proper ‘school.’ ”104 It was there that Gasparo Contarini and 
Reginald Pole developed the habit of meeting with her. the circle 
steadily increased until it included many reformers: “the ‘school’ of 
your excellence and of my most reverend cardinals Contareno, Pole, 
Bembo, Fregoso, totally united,” as described by Pier Paolo verge-
rio, at the time papal nuncio in France, writing to Colonna herself 
in 1540.105 to Contarini, Pole, Bembo, and Fregoso might have been 
added Iacopo sadoleto and Michelangelo (together with Fracastoro, 
sannazzaro, and navagero), all of whom recognized in the marchesa 
di Pescara their point of contact and, perhaps, of union.106 Although 
Ambrogio Catarino Politi cannot be considered a full- fledged member 
of this school, he was a constant presence on the quirinale hill. the 
little Roman Church of san silvestro a Monte Cavallo (as the quiri-
nale hill had been rebaptized after the statues of Castor and Pollux 
together with their horses were gathered in the space adjacent to the 
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church)107 was entrusted to the dominicans of the Congregation of 
san Marco in Florence. there, among other topics, Politi expounded 
on the letters of saint Paul during lent of 1539.108 Between sermons he 
loved to hold long conversations with the marchesa.109 the meetings 
between the two reached such a point of intimacy that Politi decided 
to publish their contents, even choosing to dedicate to her the first 
antiheretical work he wrote after returning to Italy, the Speculum hae
reticorum,110 specifically recording the debt he had incurred during 
those long walks on Monte quirinale. In his dedication he recalled 
the climate of spirituality that surrounded those places, in contrast to 
the pomp and carnival excesses (“wild spectacles”) committed in the 
vicinity of san Pietro.111 during this “conversation . . . born among 
us,” as Politi termed it, their mutual friend lattanzio tolomei, the 
sienese man of letters, was also present. Among them arose nuances 
and different points of view. each of them, noted Politi, expressed in 
his or her own way “zeal for the faith.”112 the marchesa underscored 
the moral corruption that afflicted the clergy and the Church of 
Rome; she even went so far as to justify those who vacillated in the 
faith to the point of approaching the “contrary side.” these were con-
cerns that she had already expressed to Contarini and Pole. When she 
requested information on the fate of Consilium de emendanda Ecclesia, 
the reform project approved in 1537 by a commission nominated by 
Paul III, she received only an embarrassed shrug, signifying the pow-
erlessness with which the two important cardinals had witnessed its 
burial by the most conservative sector of the Roman Curia.113

In the conversations with Politi the marchesa returned to the mat-
ter. We cannot be surprised, she confided provocatively to her inter-
locu tor, if some of us pass to the side of the enemy. the “heretics” are 
right to denigrate us and cover us with insults, she observed.114 Politi 
took issue with the marchesa di Pescara. to be sure, he shared her reflec-
tions on the moral degeneracy of the clergy. two years earlier in his 
lyonnais Oratio he had already highlighted the serious internal prob-
lems of the Church of Rome.115 nonetheless, he was unable to accept 
the marchesa’s provocation. he found it difficult to justify anyone who 
adhered to the godless lutheran faction.116 to acknowledge one’s own 
faults did not warrant indulgence of the enemy. however greatly the 
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Roman clergy deserved criticism and however much the need for a 
reform of its habits was undeniable, the more necessary it was to bar the 
passage to the lutheran heresy and condemn any possible contagion. 
the distance between the two positions was obvious. It was not diffi-
cult to read in this dialogue the very different assumptions and diver-
gent paths taken. Politi was getting closer to donning the robes of the 
most aggressive anti- lutheran controversialist of the 1540s, while the 
marchesa was preparing to abandon ochino’s dangerous path, if only 
to come under the more secure protection of Cardinal Pole at viterbo. 
And yet, until 1540, the destinies of Ambrogio Catarino Politi and vit-
toria Colonna, through the teaching of Gasparo Contarini, continued 
to be intertwined, thanks to a common passion for theological reflec-
tion and shared deep religious interests. In his dedication to Colonna, 
Politi wrote of conversations “which often came near to dispute and 
many times even went beyond, but which did not vex us.” Without 
engaging in any explicit disputes, the lutheran enemy appropriated 
many Catholic doctrines dishonestly. such deceit had to be exposed, 
stripping the enemy of the clothes he had stolen and demonstrating it 
to everyone by means of the luminous lens of holy scripture and the 
teachings of Christ.117

In the pages of the Speculum Politi had developed these points for 
reflection. In the first of eight “considerations,” ten in the following 
year’s edition, continuing with those written in his lyonnais Oratio, 
Politi had turned to the bishops, identifying in their authority the 
orthodox Catholic bastion for confronting the lutheran peril. It was 
their duty to protect their flocks from the “perfidious heretics,” separat-
ing the “bad seed” from the good, the chaff from the wheat,118 defend-
ing ignorant people from those “rapacious wolves” who masquerade in 
“the guise of sheep.”119 episcopal ineptitude was obviously the prime 
cause of heresy.120 the “ignorant plebs” must be able to trust episco-
pal judgment;121 otherwise, if the “ignorant and uncertain crowd” 
seizes the instrument of judgment that belongs to its own pastors, the 
orders of society are destined to decompose and the heresies to shed 
their poison. today, wrote Politi, scripture “shows up . . . in everyone’s 
hands,” and they all, “the illiterates, the Godless, little females,” want 
to gab about difficult theological issues.122 Instead, Politi reminded his 
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readers, obedience to and respect for the hierarchy were fundamen-
tal.123 the lutheran heresy began just when the vernacular translation 
of scripture was served as a meal for ignorant believers, the “ignorant 
crowd,” to chew on, and luther had transformed the laity into judges 
of the church, undermining “God’s order.”124

one of the deceptions they used to confound simple folk, per-
haps one of the most effective, was frequently to pronounce the word 
Christ.125 this was a theme Politi had used in his anti- lutheran Apo
logia of 1520 and which he continued to highlight in his successive 
works of controversy. In this one he limited himself to mentioning the 
theme, supporting it with a well- known biblical citation: “not all who 
say to me, lord, lord, will enter into the kingdom of heaven,” but 
the polemic seemed only deferred.126 In this context he was interested 
in recording the doctrines circulated by Martin luther, demonstrat-
ing to readers how the criticism of ecclesiastical degeneracy was the 
direct path to heresy. In the case of indulgences, for example, the severe 
criticism of abuses committed in Catholic lands immediately led to a 
complete denial of the treasury of merits of Christ, the virgin, and 
the saints and then into a downward spiral leading to the questioning 
and then to the denial of papal authority,127 ultimately to contempt for 
every external deed.128 the danger was around the corner. not only 
did the wolves corrupt the ignorant plebs, but the bishops were them-
selves transformed into wolves, ridiculing the spectacle of the sale of 
indulgences that was under their eyes and taking part in a metaphori-
cal feline banquet to the harm of the “ignorant plebs.”129

the first edition of the Speculum appeared in 1540, but the manu-
script must have been ready a year earlier. According to the dominican 
provincial of Poland, Martin sporn, it was during the general chapter 
of the order held in Rome in 1539 that Politi showed him, perhaps at 
the end of a cordial conversation, the unpublished text of the work. 
Politi may have intended to wait some months before publishing it, or 
even decided to restrict it to a manuscript version circulated within a 
circle of friends.130 In any case sporn, struck by the acuteness and the 
timeliness of the text, decided to copy it day and night, without the 
knowledge of the author.131 As soon as he returned to his homeland 
he hurried to publish it. the book appeared at Cracow the following 
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year.132 Politi’s reaction is hard to gauge. Perhaps the theft and unau-
thorized publication were orchestrated by Politi himself, or perhaps the 
sporn incident was a literary fiction conceived by Politi to attract the 
attention of readers. the only certain fact is that the next year, 1541, he 
decided that he would republish the Speculum in a version identical to 
the first, adding to it two other works he had recently composed: De 
perfecta iustificatione and De casu hominis et peccato originale.133 the 
only relevant change in this second edition was the disappearance of 
the dedication to the marchesa, significantly, replaced by a letter of 
dedication to Pope Paul III. evidently what had appeared to Politi a 
dutiful homage to his “inspiring muse,” barely a year later he saw as 
compromising. Indeed, something had changed in that spring of 1541, 
not so much in the pope’s judgment of the marchesa di Pescara, who 
continued to enjoy his esteem, as in the political- diplomatic relations 
between the pope and the Colonna family. According to the terms of 
the treaty of nice, Paul III had occupied the Colonna feudatories and 
donated them to his heirs. Ascanio Colonna had been forced to flee to 
naples, and in the autumn his sister vittoria had left the Monastery 
of san silvestro on the quirinale, retiring to the Convent of san Paolo 
at orvieto, then transferring to the Convent of santa Caterina under 
the protection of Cardinal Reginald Pole, recently named legate to the 
Patrimony of saint Peter.134 In this delicate war of nerves between the 
papacy and the Colonnas, Politi evidently chose the side of Paul III: 
better a dedication to the pope than repeating homage that would risk 
compromising himself in the eyes of the highest powers in the church. 
the marchesa could be abandoned, particularly at a moment when she 
seemed increasingly absorbed in her soul’s mystical ascent and union 
with God. she was guided by Politi’s bitterest enemy, Bernardino 
ochino, and, through Pole, Juan de valdés,135 teacher of them all.

In this second edition Politi added two new “considerations”136 and 
developed concepts already mentioned in the first eight; in particular 
he returned to the subject of “pseudo- prophets,” the wolves who hid in 
sheep’s clothing.137 here he insisted on the need to distinguish between 
true and false prophets. only the first, he emphasized, were able to 
interpret correctly the concepts of scripture, certain not to err.138 to 
them God had given the ability to understand his will, “in humility, in 
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holy fear, and with every solicitude.”139 still, it was very easy, he con-
tinued, to fall into error. the “ignorant crowd” is easily deceived by 
the many pseudo- prophets who usurp the duty of leading their faith 
and who are totally “vacuous.”140 the “learned men” (among whom 
it is easy to imagine that Politi included himself) should have guided 
them, teaching them how to make good judgments.141 to fight her-
esy, he continued, God in his infinite generosity did not only give his 
church “pastors and guides for his sheep,” but also “teachers and those 
who pondered the spirit” who as “guard dogs who guide their sheep 
wisely” were called to ferret out those “wild beasts” who tried to hide 
themselves by every means.142

But to erect barriers against heretical contagion did not only mean 
hunting down enemies; it also meant understanding their reasons, 
replying to their objections, putting forward replies and clear and 
convincing doctrinal proposals. someone might well object that not 
everything the heretics taught or professed was necessarily false. on 
the contrary, on some of their themes the versions they offered even 
seemed clearer and more convincing. Moreover, his adversaries told 
him that on many fundamental points the Catholics were still divided 
or not yet in agreement. Much confusion remained among them on 
many things, from the question of grace and free will to predestina-
tion, from the relation between faith and works to questions of the 
sacraments and religious vows.143 It was probably to respond to objec-
tions of this sort that Politi had already decided to develop further the 
theological and doctrinal reflections that arose in the aftermath of the 
Museo affair and the polemic that followed. to this end he published 
two writings on original sin and on justification together with a new 
version of Speculum.144 then, the following year in the peace of his resi-
dence in lyon, he gave his Opuscula to the press, thus offering a com-
plete picture of the most debated doctrinal questions of the time.

Before examining the contents of Politi’s doctrinal proposal there 
is a final question about his Speculum haereticorum: what were its 
polemical targets, and, a problem connected to that, when did he begin 
his anti- ochino battle? In fact, it is not easy to determine whether Politi 
had precise polemical aims in mind, cautiously unstated, or whether 
this was generic invective. one of the few documents independent of 
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the text that we have for answering these questions is an autobiographi-
cal extract he wrote some years later recounting the beginnings of his 
polemic against heresy, with particular reference to the long silence 
between his anti- lutheran Apologia and the resumption of his activity 
as a controversialist in the second half of the 1530s:

Indeed I then kept silent for more than sixteen years, not even mur-

muring about it, although many heretics in Germany had already writ-

ten books on lutheran doctrine, disseminating them anonymously 

among the crowd. When I saw that everyone was keeping silent, and 

after many requests, I was compelled to take up my pen. I did a book 

in which I described the true colors of the impious apostate brother 

Bernardino ochino who was spreading his stories around Italy, to 

make known his cruel hypocrisy and his murder of simple souls. thus 

I wrote the book which I called Speculum haereticorum.145

According to him the renewal of his antiheretical polemic, at least 
sixteen years after his last anti- lutheran work (1520), coincided with 
the launching of his challenge to “brother Bernardino ochino the 
impious apostate.” Alarmed by the growing number of lutheran or 
pseudo- lutheran vernacular editions and their dissemination, Politi, 
as he himself told it, was warmly invited to take up his pen to write “a 
book” against ochino. he was to title it Speculum haereticorum. Politi’s 
reconstruction of events was inaccurate at various points. For example 
he dates the Speculum to 1537. In fact, on that date he gave to the press 
his first short antiheretical brief, but this was not the Speculum, first 
published three years later, in 1540, but evidently the Brevis Dissertatio 
adversus haereticos published in the appendix to the text of the lyon-
nais Oratio dedicated to Cardinal tournon. this mistaken dating also 
leaves significant doubt as to the identification made by Politi of ochino 
as the polemical target of his Speculum.146 It may be that Politi was 
already aware at the time of the drafting of the work in 1539 of the dan-
ger posed by the acclaimed Capuchin preacher and that he had already 
identified him as the preferred target but succeeded in completely dis-
simulating his aversion behind an altogether generic polemic. But it is 
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also possible that the autobiographical reconstruction was spoiled by 
the preponderant role ochino was to play in the controversial writings 
of the years immediately following 1540. By introducing ochino at that 
point, he moved up the date of his polemic against him.

In its lack of precision Politi’s autobiographical extract indi-
rectly supplied another important indication about the strategies for 
controversy employed by the Roman authorities and, following their 
example, by Politi. his long silence, he wrote, had lasted until he (and 
others with him) had had their eyes opened by the considerable diffu-
sion of those books that, behind a strategy of anonymity, were spread-
ing the lutheran pestilence among the common people. At the end of 
the 1520s and especially in the course of the 1530s, the Italian market 
offered a wide range of anonymous books in the vernacular that were 
merely translations, often partial, of lutheran texts disguised behind 
seemingly innocent titles. The Appeal to the Christian Nobility of the 
German Nation, for example, had become the pious Book on the Emen
dation and Correction of the Christian State (Libro de la emendatione et 
corretione del stato christiano), and On the Freedom of a Christian had 
taken on the highly Catholic guise of The Divine Work of the Christian 
Life (Opera divina della christiana vita).147 to the complete absence of 
reaction by controversialists criticized by Politi (“so to see that every-
one is silenced”) there had been one significant exception. Already in 
1532, an acute preacher, first a member of the observant Franciscans, 
then from 1534 a Capuchin friar, by the name of Giovanni Pili of Fano, 
had published his Opera utilissima vulgare contra la pernitiosissime her
esie lutherane per li simplici intended to fill just that void of which Politi 
complained. “Many of the most eminent doctors of approved life and 
doctrine,” Pili wrote on that occasion, Politi among them, were dedi-
cated to confute, with their learning, lutheran errors; but none had yet 
thought about the “ignorant, illiterate and simple” who are not up to 
“their sublime literary high style.” the arms of luther and his followers 
had been refined in the course of the years, and it was not difficult to 
understand how, in the hands of “the most dedicated enemy of messer 
Iesu Christo,” the use of the vernacular might become, or perhaps had 
already become, a terrible instrument of diffusion and propaganda:
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luther’s diabolic care . . . which to better satisfy his master, and sow the 

most copious dissension among good grain, and draw the most souls 

with him to the eternal shades, has had his devilish heresy composed 

in the common tongue, so that the ignorant, the women and children 

are ensnared by such a perverse dogma into open damnation.148

Borrowing with both hands from the Enchiridion locorum com
munium versus lutheranos of Johannes eck,149 from Politi’s own Excu
satio disputationis contra Martinum ad universas ecclesias,150 and even 
from the Assertionis lutheranae confutatio of John Fisher, Giovanni of 
Fano offered the uneducated reader a luther skilled in controversy, a 
 violently anti- Roman, systematic theologian and subverter of tradi-
tion,151 presenting, together with a “clearer notice” of the fundamentals 
of Catholic doctrine, a fully detailed picture of lutheran errors.

even if that controversial treatise could have escaped Politi’s atten-
tion, which is difficult to believe, behind his criticism of the failure of 
Catholics to react to the proliferation of lutheran doctrine was the 
complaint that the strategies adopted until then were inadequate, even 
mistaken. to confront in the vernacular every false criticism, or the 
individual points of the theological debate, “difficult speculations that 
presuppose much information,” as Giovanni of Fano had done, might 
even be dangerous. As the dominican tommaso Badia, future master of 
the sacred palace and cardinal, had declared in that same year of 1532, 
“difficulties in the Catholic faith should not be passed on to the ignorant 
populace.”152 the “unlearned crowd” should be kept from the complex 
theological questions that had brought about luther’s breakaway from 
Rome. the only useful instrument to fight the diffusion of those books 
was the latin language. employing the language of the learned and 
turning to them, the bishops could be made aware of their responsibil-
ity for the cure of souls in the face of the danger of heresy. they must be 
induced to involve themselves personally to find a solution for the situa-
tion. In other words, it was the bishops who must find suitable reme-
dies to propose to their own flocks. Individual controversialists must 
not derogate to themselves a right that they did not possess. some years 
later, in very different circumstances, Politi was finally converted to the 
vernacular, offering proof of his capacity to adapt to a changing reality. 
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For the moment, however, the battle had to be fought with traditional 
weapons that did not involve the crowd in difficult theological questions.

Na pl e s

one of the stages for Politi’s intense preaching activity before his second 
trip to France was naples. here he was able, perhaps for the first time, 
to enter into direct contact with that complex universe of Italian reli-
gious dissent that he had repeatedly proposed to fight against and eradi-
cate with his preaching and his controversial books. Indeed, it was in 
naples in 1540 that a heterodox group of select persons formed around 
the figure of valdés. Flaminio had already left Giberti’s verona in 1538, 
and transferring to naples, he had begun a close comradeship with the 
spanish mystic. he was to share valdés’s friendship with the Florentine 
notary Pietro Carnesecchi, with soranzo, donato Rullo, the sienese lat-
tanzio Ragnoni, the Calabrese Apollonio Merenda, and Iacopo Bonfa-
dio of Garda; with di Capua, sanfelice, Alois, Brancaccio, and other  
neapolitan nobles who were followers of valdés;153 as well as with the 
Augustinian Pietro Martire vermigli, Marchese Galeazzo Caracciolo, 
and many other heretics and suspected heretics. It was Carnesecchi who 
recalled the climate of the exchange of ideas and writings that char-
acterized the days of that diverse group gathered around valdés, the 
spanish exile, a climate exactly captured in the following description 
from the judgment against him: “And before 1540 in naples [you held 
and believed many different heretical and erroneous opinions], intro-
duced there at some time by the spaniard Giovanni valdés, Marc Anto-
nio Flaminio, and Bernardino ochino da siena. And you conversed 
with them, and with Pietro Martire, and with Galeazzo Caracciolo, and 
many other heretics and suspected heretics,” reading Beneficio di Cristo 
and the writings of valdés himself.154 In this way Politi came into con-
tact with a world of individual conversations and group encounters, of 
readings and biblical commentaries (such as the public readings of the 
epistles of saint Paul given by valdés in 1540 in various noble palaces), 
of “spiritual conversations” nourished by heterodox texts that for the 
time being were entrusted to prudent circulation in manuscript. Among 
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them the works of valdés were prominent. there were also anonymous 
writings destined for great success, such as the Beneficio di Cristo in the 
Benedictine monk Benedetto of Mantua’s first redaction.155 very prob-
ably it was in naples, where Politi was preaching the lenten sermons at 
the Church of san domenico, that he saw a copy of that proto- Beneficio. 
In addition to Carnesecchi’s testimony, the circulation of the Beneficio 
in manuscript was confirmed in a noted letter of January 29, 1544, from 
Beccadelli to Cervini in which Cardinal Contarini’s former secretary 
affirmed that he had seen it “already three years ago.”156 In any case it 
was at naples that Politi began to understand the very close connec-
tion uniting ochino to valdés and to his neapolitan group, a spiritual 
brotherhood that endorsed and circulated the opinion that valdés was 
the true and personal director of ochino’s preaching, as Carnesecchi 
would record some years later during his inquisitorial trial: “Fra Ber-
nardino ochino . . . was then preaching in naples to everyone’s admi-
ration and was making a practice of taking a theme common in many 
of valdés’s sermons by means of a leaflet that valdés sent the evening 
before the morning he was to preach.”157 Politi must have realized that 
he and ochino, who was preaching a few hundred meters away in the 
Cathedral, were engaged in a duel of sermons. It was in that context 
that Politi’s feeling of aversion toward ochino grew, fed perhaps by ill- 
concealed envy of the “greater audience” regularly enjoyed by his fellow 
citizen. According to the autobiographical pages of the Jesuit Bobadilla, 
“the year 1540 Master nicolaus Bobadilla was sent by the high Pontiff, 
Paul III to Calabria as vicar General of the Bishop of Bisignano, Fabio 
Arcelli, neapolitan Apostolic nuncio. In that year Bernardino ochino 
of siena was preaching lent in naples with a maximal audience in the 
neapolitan Cathedral church, and Ambrogio Catarini in san domingo. 
Master Bobadilla heard both of them during that lent.”158

Ne w  S ojou r n  at  Lyon

Preaching was probably one of Politi’s last activities in Italy before 
setting out on a trip to lyon. on october 2, 1540, he was named 
“Commissioner and vicar of the lyon convent.” A dispute had arisen 
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between the friars of the Convent of notre dame de Confort and the 
Florentine merchants; Politi seemed the best possible mediator for 
settling the quarrel.159 he departed between late 1540 and early 1541, 
stopping only a few weeks in Florence to determine the validity of one 
of the last of savonarola’s prophecies.160 the controversy was evidently 
more complicated than foreseen. the “two months” Politi had been 
given to resolve the quarrel proved to be insufficient, but his mediation 
must have had a positive outcome. on April 21 of the following year a 
confirmation of the letters patent of the previous october arrived from 
Rome, together with his official assignment to the Convent of notre 
dame where he would be able to stay as long as he thought opportune.161 
on May 1, 1541, in the presence of Politi among others (“Ambroyse 
Polite liseur docteur en saincte théologie”), a formal “contract between 
gentlemen of the Florentine nation and the Convent of notre dame de 
Confort de lyon”162 was signed. Politi, therefore, must have decided to 
remain in lyon after the settlement of the dispute. he took advantage 
of the tranquility in lyon to dedicate himself to study and scripture, 
reflecting on the principal theological questions that were at the center 
of debate in Italy. In these months, from 1541 to 1542, he occupied 
himself with original sin, justification, prescience, and predestination, 
not overlooking the sensitive question of the fate of infants who died 
unbaptized. he decided to publish the results of his reflections in that 
capital of French publishing.163

I ac op o  Sa d ol e t o

the relationship between Ambrogio Catarino Politi and Iacopo sad-
oleto seems to have begun in the years of Politi’s first stay in lyon. In 
1536–37, in exile after the profound disagreement with his order, Politi 
had his first contact with the new cardinal. sadoleto habitually trav-
eled from Carpentras to lyon to see his writings through the  Gryphe 
press.164 the first of the four letters from sadoleto to Politi that have 
come down to us, dated november 30, 1538, testifies to a relationship 
that had been in progress for some time. sadoleto began with an ironic, 
occasionally affectionate reproof, complaining of the lack of recent 
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news from his friend.165 one would have expected at least a fleeting 
affirmation of benevolence, he wrote. Instead Politi’s silence made 
sadoleto almost suspicious that someone or something had filled him 
with pride and turned him against him.166 It was important not to for-
get one’s friends, he warned half seriously.167 the affectionate reproach 
mirrors the closed and hypersensitive character of his correspondent. 
sadoleto shows that he was seriously interested in having news of 
 Politi’s activities: “I would very much like to hear what you are doing. It 
seems to me that you are involved in study. For what other business do 
you have now? truly if you give me some idea of the work you have in 
hand I would be very grateful for this token of trust.”168 Apart from the 
friendship and affection that he felt toward Politi, sadoleto was looking 
for exchange and intellectual debate. the cardinal did not fail to report 
to him on his pastoral activities and the work he had completed,169 but 
he particularly hoped that Politi would inform him of his work plans. 
Although he let a long time pass,170 Politi did respond to the cardinal’s 
request. soon after he published De peccato originali he sent a copy of 
the book to the cardinal, who replied enthusiastically. he had barely 
scanned the index of the volume, but he already relished the pleasure of 
reading it, certain that he would find there “many other fine things.”171 
In the weeks following, Politi pressed sadoleto with very cordial letters, 
anxious to receive a more detailed judgment from his authoritative 
correspondent. the cardinal’s response was even more enthusiastic 
than the previous letter could have led him to expect. “I like every-
thing of yours very much,” he wrote. the sentences he directed to Politi 
could not have been merely polite expressions: in the dedication of his 
unpublished treatise De peccato liber to their mutual friend niccolò 
Gaddi, sadoleto was careful to restate his intellectual debt to Politi, 
recalling the feeling of admiration that he shared with Gaddi himself 
while the latter was his guest at lyon.172

this did not signify that sadoleto adhered to Politi’s positions in 
all respects. For example, in one of his missives, while declaring that he 
felt deeply connected to his writing, almost carried away by his argu-
ments, he maintained his distance from some of Politi’s ideas.173

still, it was not difficult, comparing the two treatises, to recognize 
assonances and affinities, even if within their respective visions they 
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did not always coincide. Politi was not new to the theme of original 
sin. Already in 1532 in the second part of his Disputatio pro veritate 
Immaculatae Conceptionis Beatae Virginis he had tried to demonstrate 
that the Madonna never submitted to original sin. he had sketched 
the theory according to which man expiates in terms of guilt and sin 
the breaking of the original pact between Adam, the first man, and 
God. only in 1541, however, did he elaborate a full- fledged reflection 
on that theme in the treatise sent to sadoleto (Liber de Peccato Origi
nali, 1541). But he would not definitively clarify his thinking until the 
Summa doctrinae de peccato originali of 1550,174 written after the con-
ciliar discussions in which he had been seen as protagonist.175 In De 
peccato originali, republished the following year, in a version whose 
contents are almost identical to the original in his lyonnais Opuscula 
(1542),176 Politi maintained that with the sin of Adam man was not 
impaired in his essential gifts, nor was human nature corrupted by 
original sin, as the lutherans believed.177 After Adam’s transgression 
man was deprived solely of that which God had freely added to our 
state of nature,178 that is, that gift of wholeness which, although not 
constitutive and essential to human nature, is necessary in order to 
render it perfect or whole.179 What characterized Politi’s thought as 
original, however, was his personal and innovative theological pro-
posal on the question of the transmission of original sin from Adam to 
all of humanity. that proposal passed into history as “the theory of the 
covenant” and was to remain in the following decades indelibly associ-
ated with Politi. he spoke of a true and proper pact stipulated between 
two contracting parties, Adam and God, both perfectly consenting, 
according to which the latter was obliged to concede great prerogatives 
to Adam so that Adam might transmit them to all humanity, provided 
that he abstain from eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge. When 
Adam broke that pact, Politi maintained, all men were deprived of 
those gifts and instead inherited his sin.180

the fundamental assumption of this discourse was that every sin, 
as such, was voluntary, since it must have been a voluntary act. this 
was the aspect that would have most enthused sadoleto. he may not 
have shared the unofficial theory of Politi’s covenant, but certainly 
he fully adhered to the concept underlying the theory. the essence of 
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original sin for sadoleto was inherent in “the love of the world and of 
the flesh.” “the more people consent to [this love,] the more it may 
be called sin,”181 he wrote in his De peccato originali liber. he did not 
believe in a hereditary transmission in virtue of a random pact; for 
him sin was innate in human nature.182 yet he let it be clearly under-
stood that man certainly consents to sin, the consequence of Adam’s 
act. Man, although not endowed with special gifts, yet in the fullness 
of his free will, placed in the position of choosing between the supreme 
and true good and the transient good, chooses the latter. to this choice 
were connected death and the other infirmities of soul and body, aban-
doning the supreme and true good to which were conjoined immortal-
ity, grace, and felicity.183

the affinities between sadoleto and Politi did not end with the 
theme of original sin. the Speculum haereticorum that the friar had 
sent to him with the tract on original sin had also struck him posi-
tively.184 the only text of the three published together in the second 
edition of the Speculum (1541) that he had not yet been able to read was 
De perfecta iustificatione.185 he was to read it soon afterward.186 A few 
weeks earlier, in fact, the colloquies at Ratisbon between lutheran and 
Catholic theologians engaged their opposing sides in search of a dif-
ficult consensus on the most divisive doctrinal questions. sadoleto was 
continually kept up to date on the developments of these encounters, 
maintaining a direct channel with the Roman Curia: twice a day he 
received direct from Rome “note cards” containing the main points of 
discussion at Ratisbon and the respective positions of the two sides.187 
once they reached agreement on the question of justification, he did 
not conceal his disappointment. the Ratisbon formula, he wrote to 
ludovico Beccadelli on June 22, “inclines very much toward the 
lutheran opinion.” the devaluation of works, implicit in the formula-
tion just subscribed to by both parties, risked “making people more 
licentious in their lives,” whereas it was necessary to restate man’s 
capacity to cooperate with grace for his own salvation.188 A fresh read-
ing of his friend Politi’s De perfecta iustificatione had reinforced him 
in his opinions.189 no one, sadoleto wrote to Politi, could persuade 
him that faith alone, without good works, could lead to salvation, and 
De perfecta iustificatione demonstrated this in a “learned and explicit 
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manner.”190 he had had time to do some writing (perhaps a version of 
his little treatise De iustitia nobis inhaerente et de iustitia Christi impu
tata), he told Politi, letting him know that he would include it in the 
missive he was completing. sadoleto also sent him the “little cards” 
arriving from Rome, reminding Politi that despite his disagreement 
with the contents of the understanding that had been reached, there 
was utility and importance in a policy of colloquies with the Protes-
tants. this confrontation would permit, as did the “cards” he received 
from each side, knowledge of both positions.191 this last assumption of 
position, coherent also with his personal history and with the attitudes 
of a man of dialogue,192 marked a point of divergence with Politi, con-
trary to the reasons supporting an understanding between them. this, 
however, did not damage his substantial identity of views with Politi on 
the doctrinal level,193 or their common quarrel with the doctrinal posi-
tions defended by Gasparo Contarini. this quarrel would reemerge 
very clearly in the course of the Modenese affair of the Academics, 
during which the two would once again find themselves side by side.194

As we shall see in the following pages, that last writing on justifi-
cation so fully approved by sadoleto, the De perfecta iustificatione, is 
critical for understanding the development of the relationship between 
Politi and Contarini. on one side, there is the debt contracted by the 
dominican to the venetian cardinal; on the other, a mark of the dis-
tance that separated their theological positions. When Politi was called 
upon to express his opinion on the theme of double justification in 
the course of the conciliar debates, he did not hesitate to manifest his 
distance from a formula he thought to be useless.195

O n  P e r f e c t  Ju s t i f ic at ion  (15 4 1)

From lauchert (1912) on, Politi’s De perfecta iustificatione has usually 
been considered a purely polemical work. that reading is certainly 
accurate: the text is filled with obvious polemical points, and, although 
its objectives are never made explicit, it is clear that Politi was moti-
vated, as in almost all his works, by motives of a polemical nature. At 
the same time, the treatise makes room for ample exposition of his 
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theological positions and deserves more attention than interpreters 
have granted it in the past.

like his previous treatise, De eximia praedestinatione, the work was 
dedicated to Contarini. Politi edited it in the early months of 1541 and 
had it ready for publication before the opening of the colloquy that 
was to take place at Ratisbon between April 28 and May 22. two ele-
ments of the work, the dedication and the date of publication, have led 
to different interpretations of his intentions. on the one hand, it has 
been maintained that with his dedicatory letter Politi’s main purpose 
was to compromise the image Contarini wanted to project at Ratisbon, 
that is, as a man of peace, balanced and neutral.196 others argued, on 
the contrary, that with this work Politi intended to elaborate a theo-
logical proposal acceptable to the Protestants on the decisive theme of 
justification.197 neither interpretation seems to take account of some 
important considerations.

the first of these considerations emerges clearly in the dedicatory 
letter, which appears to be above all a sincere, renewed homage to Con-
tarini. Indeed this was not the first time, wrote Politi about the work 
he was about to undertake, that someone was attempting to defend the 
merits of good works from the attacks of the lutherans. of this he was 
perfectly aware. however, he was also convinced that no one had done 
it in such a way as to definitively clear the field of any possible dispute 
or discussion. to him, then, was left the delicate task of filling that 
need.198 Beyond this quarrel, the admiration and esteem Politi nour-
ished for Contarini was never in question. not for a moment did Con-
tarini appear to be an object of polemic. his orthodoxy and authority 
were never placed in doubt by anyone in the Roman Curia, at least not 
until the conclusion of the compromise reached at Ratisbon.199 When 
Politi took up his pen to write his work, concord had not been reached, 
and no one could have known the outcome of the discussions on the 
matter of justification. Certainly it would not have been his intention, 
fascinated as he was by the cardinal’s “science and modesty,” to mar 
Contarini’s image. Among other things Politi would never, and this 
is worth repeating, never have risked his own reputation in an effort 
to discredit Contarini’s image on the eve of the colloquies. such an 
attempt would invite the shadow of suspicion to be thrown on Politi 
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himself, compromising his career. It is also difficult to support the 
second hypothesis, that Politi offered a contribution to the search for 
a doctrinal compromise with the Protestant party. this is not only 
because of the obvious polemical and controversial views openly stated 
in the dedication of the text but also because, Politi’s repeated sojourns 
in France notwithstanding, his polemical horizon remained narrowly 
confined within the borders of Italy. his goal was to block the diffusion 
of the lutheran plague there.

the proper context for De perfecta iustificatione and the dedica-
tion to Contarini is rather the dialogue between Politi and the cardi-
nal that had begun some months earlier, probably in the halls of the 
palace on the quirinale in Rome. It continued with writings on the 
theme of prescience and predestination, one of which, not by chance, 
was dedicated to Contarini, and then with the question of justifica-
tion. on the first two themes—prescience and predestination—Politi 
had taken part in the arguments in the wake of the sienese polemics, 
supporting the positions of Contarini while at the same time offering 
his personal contributions.200 on the theme of justification his inter-
vention was perhaps owing to the imminent encounter at Ratisbon, in 
which the question would be at the center of the discussions, but espe-
cially to the wave of recent polemic raised by ochino’s preaching and 
by the diffusion of books suspected of heresy. In this regard, Politi’s 
stay in naples in the spring of 1540 must have left its mark. As pointed 
out earlier, it is highly probable that in naples, and in the months after, 
until early 1541, he had begun to form a more precise idea of his sienese 
rival Bernardino ochino by listening to his sermons or reading some 
of the printed editions in circulation. Just as there are indications that 
one of ochino’s Dialogi had already seen the light of day in 1536,201 it is 
certain that an anonymous Genovese edition was printed in 1539 as an 
appendix of an anonymous Dialogo del maestro e discepolo, reprinted at 
Asti the next year and at Florence in 1543, when it was attributed to the 
Capuchin Antonio da Pinerolo.202 Further, as is evident from Politi’s 
own words, a “testimony” drawn up by ochino was probably printed 
at naples in 1539, although no copy is known today.203 Moreover, by 
1539 ochino’s Dialogi had a modest circulation in manuscript. this 
is attested to by, among other things, the handwritten copy ochino 
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had prepared by tullio Crispoldi in response to a request of Federico 
II, duke of Mantua.204 two venetian editions of the Dialogi were then 
published by nicolo Zoppino, the first titled Dialogi quattro, the sec-
ond amplified to Dialogi sette.205 Meanwhile, on March 26, 1541, two 
editions were published of the Prediche predicate dal reverendo padre fra 
Bernardino da Siena dell’ordine de’ frati Capuccini,206 a work that joined 
the five lucchese sermons of 1538 with two sermons preached at ven-
ice the following year. only two months later, when Politi had already 
consigned to the press his De perfecta iustificatione, Zoppino published 
the Prediche nove containing eight sermons preached by ochino in 
venice in 1539 and a Perugian sermon of 1536 or 1539.207

Perhaps Politi did not see this last edition in time, but the previous 
writings could hardly have escaped his attention given his sensitivity 
to the odor of controversy. the first suspicions and the first denun ci-
ations ochino attracted to himself from 1539 have already been men-
tioned.208 After the accusations the theatines delivered to Cardinal 
Carafa, Paul III began, although discreetly, to watch ochino. When 
the city of venice invited ochino to present a cycle of sermons the pope 
appointed the nuncio Mignanelli to watch his movements. however, 
that year, 1541, ochino’s order fully reconfirmed its confidence in him 
by reelecting him to the generalship;209 and there were many to praise 
the frate’s complete orthodoxy. Indeed, some cited ochino’s preaching 
as one of the most effective instruments available to Rome for fight-
ing the spread of the lutheran heresy.210 since many still considered 
ochino orthodox, Politi in his De Perfecta iustificatione did not take 
direct aim at him; his presence in the tract is discreet. While Politi 
nourished strong suspicions of ochino, he did not permit himself to 
come out into the open. For the moment, allusions and general hints 
sufficed to put his readers on the lookout for certain dangerous posi-
tions in the matter of justification. In his treatise Politi exhorted his 
readers to keep in mind that everyone was naturally subject to sin. 
the weighty inheritance of sin from their progenitors made them alto-
gether incapable of any meritorious work. If not for divine intervention 
man would be destined to an unhappy, miserable life. only the grace of 
God “through Jesus Christ could raise him again from that sad natural 
condition.” on this point Politi did not mince his words: “to deny this 
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truth as Pelagius did in his time is to threaten the foundation of our 
faith.”211 Among the many biblical passages that support this position 
was a significant reference to Isaiah’s shocking comparison of human 
justice to a “menstrual cloth,”212 the same passage ochino used in his 
sermons, as discussed below.

Politi hammered home the following theme: it was impossible for 
man to perform meritorious works without divine grace.213 on this 
point saint Paul had been plain: “no one is able to justify himself 
through his own works.”214 to present his own thought unambiguously 
Politi drew three conclusions at the end of this first part of the treatise: 
man was unjust and sinful by nature;215 in this state he was unable to 
perform any good work “without special help from God,”216 and finally, 
for man to reconcile with God it was necessary to believe and have 
faith in God’s promise to free him from sin and lead him to eternal 
life through Jesus Christ.217 to believe in the promise of divine grace 
through Christ was all that God asked of man.218

up to this point the course Politi delineated seemed to agree with 
that of ochino. he faithfully followed the exhortation of the Capuchin 
constitutions of 1536 to preach “Christ crucified in which are all the 
treasures of the wisdom and knowledge of God”219 and to “imprint 
blessed Christ in the heart and give men peaceful possession of them-
selves, so that by repetition of love it is Christ who speaks in them.”220 
he invited his listeners to love “such a great benefit”: the son of God 
who has “taken death and given us his life,” who had made himself 
a sinner out of love for us,221 “taken our sins of the past, present and 
future of which God did not want to pardon us,” “and sanctified us.”222 
Finally there are the words, sometimes coincident with Politi’s, that 
ochino used for emphasis, such as, “we cannot do anything without 
God’s grace and our justice is sordid, stained and ugly.”223 thus it 
is probable that when Politi drafted De perfecta iustificatione he had 
before him the newly published text of those sermons of ochino, or 
at least the lenten sermons he had heard in naples in 1540 were still 
echoing in his ears. ochino and Politi had been a few hundred meters 
apart, each contending for an audience. It was also possible that he 
had had the opportunity to see an embryonic version of the Benefi
cio di Cristo. Although caution is necessary since there is no certainty 
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about the form and content of that early version, he probably would 
have found in it a trace of the doctrine he was to expound in the first 
part of his own treatise, just as he had drawn inspiration from other 
affirmations of ochino.224

there, then, in the first part of his De perfecta iustificatione the 
similarity of views between the Capuchin and the dominican was 
almost total. But in Politi’s theological construction justification by 
faith, that justice owed entirely to God’s grace, represented only the 
first of two phases, the first step of a more articulated route. For him 
the first justification was only the beginning, the “beginning in Christ,” 
an “entrance to Christ,” no more than that, of the journey that could 
take man to eternal salvation. “this first justification,” he was later to 
explain, “is the undertaking of . . . the struggle or of the journey.”225 
For that struggle or journey to be completed a final passage would be 
necessary, the so- called second justification. It was here that the role of 
man’s good works entered powerfully into the picture. only through 
them can man, already justified and launched on the road to salvation, 
reach eternal life.226

this is the point on which Politi registers his disagreement with his 
hypothetical interlocutors. the Gospel, he wrote, is not “a bare prom-
ise of eternal life,”227 as the heretics falsely tried to persuade us, but 
rather “a promise added to the mandate of fraternal charity,” to the ful-
fillment of which mandate many special mandates are implicit.228 Faith 
without works does not lead to salvation.229 to reach the final reward 
the Gospel requires from man good conduct and works of charity.230

It was true, Politi continued, that it was written in scripture that 
the tree is known by its fruit. But the apostle only meant by this that 
faith without works is useless exactly as a tree without fruit. God judges 
us by what we show, the fruit that our faith produces.231 this was not 
only a question of habitus, as some maintain, but also of actus; it might 
be simplified as a matter not of form but of substance.232

the grossest error committed by “these heretics” is their belief that 
after this first justification by faith nothing else is required of man to 
reach salvation—as if this first “grace” does not soon become “vain  
and vacuous” without the constant nourishment of good works.233 
While they are right when they emphasize the fundamental role of faith 
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in the process of justification, or the impossibility of man to achieve the 
good without the intervention of God’s grace, they do not distinguish 
between the first and the second justification. they confound man’s 
state of nature with his state of grace, that is, the state of man preceding 
and following what Politi called the first justification.234 he traces the 
origin of this confusion to an error committed by luther. Wishing to 
demonstrate that man the sinner can be redeemed with faith in Christ 
alone, without any works, luther invented an “unheard- of distinction 
between gospel and law.” he maintained that while the Mosaic law with 
its prohibitions and its precepts reduced man to desperation, the Gospel 
instead was pure grace, demanding nothing of man but to believe the 
words and promises of Christ.235 It was as if nothing was contained in 
the Gospel but this message of grace, Politi repeated, without any pre-
cept or solicitation to perform works with a view to salvation.

If it is true that Politi had an opportunity to read an early version 
of the Beneficio di Cristo it is likely that he was immediately convinced 
that he had found dangerous traces of that “lutheran error,” as well 
as passages with which he was in full agreement.236 the Beneficio, in 
its final version, teaches that “man . . . looking at this holy law as into 
a lucid mirror, soon recognizes his infirmity and his inability to obey 
God’s commandments or to render due honor and love to his creator.” 
thus the law reduces him to despair, but above all the Beneficio taught 
that this made it necessary that man go to Christ,237 and that Christ’s 
justice “will suffice” to make us just and children of grace without any 
of our good works.238 Politi could have found frightening signs of that 
“lutheran error” in ochino’s sermons as well. “And thus the weak 
man,” ochino had preached, “despaired of his works and his merits, 
and placed all his hope and faith in Christ, and dying with such lively 
faith was saved.”239 Certainly ochino had rightly emphasized that 
works without faith had no recompense in the eyes of God, 240 and in 
the same way the author of the Beneficio had specified that man’s works 
“cannot be good if before we do them we have not been made good and 
just through faith.”241 Politi could have subscribed to those words with-
out any difficulty if it had not been that the “heretics” were ignorant 
of the fundamental distinction on which he insisted. the true distinc-
tion to be made was not between gospel and law “which was unheard 
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of” but between Mosaic law (state of nature) and evangelical law (state 
of grace), between the law of fear and servitude and the law of love 
and liberty. Christ, like Moses, prescribed good works. the difference 
was that in the state of nature, or rather, before receiving the gift of 
faith, the works man performed “did not have any reward” because the 
reward of eternal life “is the faith of Jesus.” only after that first justifi-
cation coming from God did man emerge from the state of wickedness 
to enter into the kingdom of liberty and of love. here, having entered 
the state of grace, he was able to follow Christ’s precepts and gain eter-
nal life by completing good works (the second justification).242

It was not easy to give a name and cognomen to that “wretched” 
and “unhappy heretic”243 against whom Politi vented his polemical 
rage at numerous points of the treatise. his polemic, much less his 
textual citations, was never specific. In the Compendio d’ errori et 
inganni luterani and in the Rimedio (1544) his targets were entirely 
explicit, and already in the Trattato della giustificatione of 1543 it was 
possible to identify the passages of ochino’s sermons against which 
he aimed his invective.244 In this case, the objective of his polemic 
always remained implicit, hidden. the reasons for this seem evident. 
even if it is true that Politi wished to avoid an explicit break with his 
interlocutor, it is also true that his targets were hard to pin down: on 
the one hand a manuscript text still of very limited circulation (the 
proto- Beneficio); on the other a Capuchin friar only recently reelected 
general of his order. only a year separated the composition and pub-
lication of De perfecta iustificatione from ochino’s flight in 1542 and 
barely two since the first venetian edition of the Beneficio in 1543. 
At that moment, however, no one, not even the wise and suspicious 
Politi, was able to foresee the direction of events and the rapidity with 
which they would unfold.

C ata r i no  Pol i t i  a n d  t h e  E c c l e s i a  Vi t e r be n s i s

In the months during which Politi was writing his latin treatise and 
Contarini was facing the delicate challenge of Ratisbon, the spiritu-
ali were preparing the transfer of leadership following the death of 
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Juan de valdés. Cardinal Reginal Pole in viterbo would assume the 
inheritance of the valdésian circle of naples, in the so- called Eccle
sia Viterbensis. some months before the death of valdés in July 1541, 
the learned Marcantonio Flaminio, one of his most enthusiastic dis-
ciples, had left naples. he was followed by Pietro Carnesecchi, vit-
torio soranzo, donato Rullo, and Apollonio Merenda. the letters and 
writings of various nature that Flaminio addressed to Cardinal Pole 
and his secretary, Alvise Priuli, inaugurated a proselytizing campaign, 
explicitly intended to “insinuate . . . the new opinions . . . Flaminio 
acquired [in matters of justification] through the conversation of 
valdés,” as Carnesecchi, the Florentine protonotary, had testified in 
the course of his last Roman trial.245 during a journey taken between 
the end of April and the beginning of May 1541, Flaminio discussed 
with Carnesecchi “the confidence which one ought to have in God 
and justification by faith.” A long stop in Rome, where he was able 
to meet Bernardino ochino for the first time,246 was followed by a 
stay in Florence where, together with Carnesecchi, he stopped to read 
Calvin’s Institutio christianae religionis and he again encountered 
ochino. they continued “the previous conversation . . . at naples the 
preceding year” and discussed the printing of his sermons.247 Finally 
in the autumn of 1541 Flaminio reached viterbo, carrying with him a 
manuscript copy of the Beneficio di Cristo and a great many works of 
valdés, the major part of which he prepared to translate into Italian 
in the hope of reaching a larger readership.248 there in his residence 
in viterbo he awaited Pole, who had been nominated in september as 
legate to the Patrimony of saint Peter.

While Flaminio and the others were leaving naples, the ranks of 
the curialists in Rome split over the most authoritative cardinal of the 
Roman Curia, Gasparo Contarini. Rome’s immediate repudiation of 
the Ratisbon agreement on the problem of justification that Contarini 
had overseen earned isolation for him from both sides. on one side 
the agreement with Melanchthon had already attracted heavy accusa-
tions from the intransigents led by Gian Pietro Carafa. “the insane 
calumny” of being “in accord with the Protestants,” of subscribing to 
“some lutheran articles on faith and the merit of works,” guaranteed 
that he would be treated “as a lutheran” and contributed to the halo 
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of suspicions around him.249 on the other side Cardinal Pole, evidently 
now converted to the valdesian message by the tireless proselytizing 
of Flaminio and the mediation of the faithful Alvise Priuli, began to 
distance himself from Contarini’s moderate irenicism. this signaled 
a disagreement that, although it did not seem to mar the friendship 
and the profound esteem that had long united the two, nevertheless 
brought them to a divergence of interpretation.250 this new fracture 
seemed to repeat the terms of the confrontation that a few years earlier 
had seen Crispoldi and Flaminio opposed to seripando and, above all, 
to Contarini.251

thus, while at viterbo, Marcantonio Flaminio, abetted by Pole, 
ignited a new phase of Italian religious crisis, the broadest and most 
radical, as has been justly written,252 by the diffusion and propaganda 
of the valdésian message. Initially contained within the “prudent and 
reserved channels of manuscript circulation,” the message was soon 
made available to a wider public by means of the printing press. Mean-
while Cardinal Contarini spent the last months of his life attempt-
ing unsuccessfully to end the isolation in which, unforeseen and 
unplanned, he had found himself after the experience of Ratisbon.253 
Between May 1541 and August 1542 Contarini, by an incessant dis-
patch of letters and writings, made numerous efforts to find a channel 
through which he could reestablish his old understanding with Pole 
and convince him of the opportunity to relaunch their aspirations for 
orthodox reform. these efforts met with no response from Pole, who, 
though ambiguous and evasive by nature, was determined not to sac-
rifice on the altar of friendship and esteem the profound divergences 
now between them.254

the crucial point was again that of justification. Contarini’s posi-
tion was known. he himself had set it out clearly in his letter of May 
25 to Cardinal ercole Gonzaga explaining the content of the accord 
reached on May 3 at Ratisbon.255 the formula proposed by Contarini 
was that of double justification “by faith and charity” based on faith in 
the salvific value of Christ’s passion and the charity by means of which 
faith grows, and grows stronger.256 Justification, according to Conta-
rini, came from God by means of transfusion of his spirit, or rather, 
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through Christ’s divine gift to man, in virtue of the compassion of the 
son sacrificed for humanity. Man is thus justified through faith (and 
not through works) Contarini maintained, and not because he merited 
justification thanks to his faith but because through faith alone he is 
able to receive it.257 since, however, every motion that was not com-
pleted was imperfect, so also the motion of faith remained imperfect 
if it did not lead to charity. the faith that justified, then, was formed 
through charity; that is, it is made “efficacious” by means of charity. 
In other words, once transformed into a new creature in Christ, man 
must maintain that state and progress by means of good works (inter-
nal and external), which, coming from charity and from the spirit of 
God, would augment his faith as well.258 only this way would justifica-
tion reach completion.

We have no witnesses to Politi’s reaction to the Ratisbon agree-
ment, and few records of his reaction to the explanations offered by 
Cardinal Contarini in his long letter to Gonzaga. It is likely that Politi’s 
judgment was very similar to that of his friend sadoleto who, with-
out wasting words, judged the formula unbalanced in favor of the 
lutheran theses.259 It is reasonable to suppose that Contarini might 
have been in some degree influenced by reading Politi’s De perfecta 
iustificatione at Ratisbon,260 a hypothesis consistent with the doctri-
nal dialogue between the two that developed well before Ratisbon.261 
Although the theory of the two justifications set forth by Politi is miss-
ing from Contarini’s pages, in the concept of “faith formed by charity 
or made effective through charity” and in the idea of an imperfect 
motion that must be completed and perfected by charity (i.e., by good 
works), there is the trace of Politi’s designated path of salvation. At any 
rate, we can assume that Contarini had seen that text (dedicated to 
him) concerning such timely arguments and that he had contributed 
to their diffusion in the circle of his intimate friends. A hypothesis 
that Contarini and Politi influenced each other’s positions, despite the 
distance between them, allows us, among other things, to improve 
our comprehension of Contarini’s decision to bring Politi’s text to the 
attention of Pole and his Ecclesia Viterbensis. Perhaps it was another 
of his many attempts to provoke a reaction from his english friend, to 
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clarify his positions by offering material for discussion and confronta-
tion. In early March, during his trip to Bologna, Contarini stopped 
briefly in viterbo and left an unidentified “book” that Pole and Fla-
minio were able to read, although neither showed any particular 
enthusiasm. this was probably Politi’s De perfecta iustificatione.262 nor 
was this Contarini’s sole contribution to the doctrinal reflections that 
were developing within the viterbo circle.263 the reading of De perfecta 
iustificatione and Contarini’s appeals became part of an uninterrupted 
long- range dialogue. In that very week Flaminio prepared to under-
take a new edition of the Beneficio di Cristo. Contarini was probably 
not able to follow closely the developments of this operation, nor was 
he able to agree with its outcome.264 “this goes beyond limits,” he was 
soon to complain of a presumably complete version of the work.265 But 
the habit of dialogue with (and desire of proximity to) Reginald Pole 
and Marcantonio  Flaminio made him flavor his letters with sugges-
tions and proposals to enrich the thinking that was developing in vit-
erbo. And, at least once, Contarini’s attempts to shorten the distance 
between Bologna and viterbo must have been achieved. Responding 
to one of Contarini’s letters (now lost), Reginald Pole revived with 
great vividness the sentiment of agreement and mutual approval that 
Contarini’s suggestion had inspired. Again, if only briefly, Contarini 
must have felt he was part of a group animated by common religious 
feelings and shared interpretations of reading. “As for the passage in 
saint Bernard,” wrote Pole, “your Most Reverend lordship has noted 
the passage where he speaks so explicitly of the justice of Christ, we 
have found and read together with these our friends, to the very great 
satisfaction of all of us.”266 In that distant exchange between Bologna 
and viterbo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi occupied a place of honor, 
even if Pole avoided mentioning it. Prudence required that the most 
guarded information be sent by a parallel channel of communication 
between Alvise Priuli and Beccadelli, the secretaries of Pole and Con-
tarini respectively. “the passage in san Bernardo”—so goes a noted 
letter of Priuli to Beccadelli sent on the same day as the cited letter of 
Pole—“which his Most Reverend lordship [Contarini] has observed 
to [Pole] has greatly pleased messer Marco Antonio above the others, 
so that he has thought of inserting it in his little book. this alone ought 
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to serve by reply to that padre Polito if he has ears to listen, which are 
often stopped up by inordinate passion and zeal.”267

that reference to Politi was certainly not casual or fleeting. In the 
same letter Priuli expressed the fear that the letters “in the matter of fra 
Ambrosio Politi” some days ago entrusted to a messenger who was to 
consign them personally to Contarini had been lost.268 the embattled 
Politi, then, was also discussed at viterbo, where it was now known 
that he was ranged on the opposite side.

Concerning Priuli’s letter and in particular the expression “by 
reply to that padre Polito,” Italian historiography has allowed itself 
to go astray into as many diverse interpretations as possible: “a pal
estra of hypotheses,” as it has rightly been called.269 tommaso Bozza, 
among the first to indicate the importance of the letter, immediately 
identified in Flaminio’s “little book” the refashioning of the Benefi
cio, leaving partly untouched, however, questions regarding Politi. he 
wrote that “it is evident that Priuli and Pole meant to speak of the 
same thing, and that the ‘passage’ was the very one read in the Ben
eficio. We can therefore maintain that Flaminio executed his revision 
or reworking of the treatise at viterbo, and we may also be confident 
of the period.” he described vaguely and indirectly the “reply to that 
padre Polito,” indicating his suspicions about “the viterbese climate 
and ambience” and “the attitude and ideas of Pole and his friends” 
that “must not have been unknown.”270 Gigliola Fragnito has sug-
gested a radically different interpretation, proposing to read in the 
“little book” that Flaminio was writing not the second version of 
the Beneficio but the Apologia of the Beneficio di Cristo. this requires 
a return to the hypothesis of a circulation in manuscript of Politi’s 
Compendio already in the first part of 1542. “Priuli,” Fragnito wrote 
in 1971, “explained in the same letter that with the generic term ‘little 
book’ he intended explicitly the ‘reply to that padre Polito,’ or the Apo
logia Flaminio wrote to confute Politi’s book against the Beneficio.”271 
In taking up Bozza’s hypothesis Mario Rosa took an important step 
forward in the identification of the polemical target of Flaminio and 
the viterbo circle. “Whatever its great and immediate success,” Rosa 
states, “the Beneficio was elaborated in the early months of 1542 as a 
defense of Contarini and as a reply to a pamphlet of Politi also written 
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in haste, which appeared a year earlier, the De perfecta iustificatione a 
fide et operibus liber.”272

In their suggestive and innovative research in Giochi di pazienza, 
Carlo Ginzburg and Adriano Prosperi decided to exclude the possibil-
ity that the Beneficio had been conceived as a reply to De perfecta ius
tificatione because this hypothesis “inserted the volgare Beneficio in an 
obviously heterogenous context of theological treatises in latin.”273 to 
resolve the riddle of Priuli’s letter of May 1542, however, they were con-
strained to resort to the hypothesis (previously advanced with very dif-
ferent conclusions by Gigliola Fragnito) of a manuscript circulation of 
Politi’s Compendio (interpreted as a polemic against a proto- Beneficio 
manuscript), in reply to which Flaminio would “revise” the Beneficio 
in his second redaction.274 Ginzburg and Prosperi’s first hypothesis, 
that there had been a manuscript circulation of Politi’s Compendio, 
was presented in an essay of 1974, “le due redazioni del ‘Beneficio di 
Cristo.’ ” In Giochi di pazienza, published the next year, they hypothe-
sized circulation of certain manuscript “censures” that Politi had writ-
ten against the Beneficio in its first version, which came to be called the 
proto- Beneficio.275

Paolo simoncelli convincingly argued that the circulation of a 
manuscript version of the Compendio was unlikely.276 taking up the 
hypothesis of Mario Rosa, he demonstrated by way of a careful textual 
comparison the relation between the Beneficio di Cristo and the De per
fecta iustificatione of Politi.277 his analysis left open another possibility, 
that the De perfecta iustificatione was Politi’s reply to the first version of 
the Beneficio. “A first comparison supports the hypothesis,” he wrote.278 
to assume that the 1542 Beneficio was revised and “augmented” in 
response to Politi’s 1541 writing does not exclude, indeed it strength-
ens, the hypothesis that among the polemical targets of the De perfecta 
iustificatione was the first version of the Beneficio di Cristo already cir-
culating in 1540.279 But more difficult to demonstrate, as already indi-
cated above, is the other hypothesis advanced by Rosa and simoncelli 
of an attempt by Politi to compromise Contarini at Ratisbon with his 
treatise and his dedication and therefore of a Beneficio revised by Fla-
minio with the intention to defend Contarini’s positions. With regard 
to this hypothesis it is useful to take up the thread of the discussion 
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that showed Flaminio in full confrontation with Contarini, anticipat-
ing at the end of the 1530s many of the themes to be discussed in the 
spring of 1542. Well before “that passage in saint Bernard . . . where 
he speaks so explicitly of the justice of Christ” was “found and read 
together with our friends, to the great satisfaction of all,” the references 
to that church father had entered into the lively arena of theological 
discussion of 1538–39, in particular the very point at which Flaminio 
was seen opposing Contarini.280 At the end of a severe letter of Janu-
ary 1539 in which he had rebutted Contarini point by point,281 in some 
instances approaching the limits of irreverence, Flaminio had called 
upon a passage in saint Bernard’s best- known work:

you will see how excellent is this consensus and this removal of obsta-

cles of which san Bernardo speaks in his book de libero arbitrio, that all 

our merit consists in this act. And if this is true, how can we say that 

this consensus is casual and is not the effect of predestination? And so 

that human pride does not rise when it hears it said that all our merit 

consists in this act, immediately this most holy man adds that God 

works this effect together with us.282

It was a saint Bernard interpreted and used in a predestinatory mode 
that would be faithfully reproposed in the pages of the final (Flamin-
ian) version of the Beneficio di Cristo.

Following this last attack by Flaminio, Cardinal Contarini dis-
played an unequivocal rigidity, cutting short the conversation with a 
refined provocation.283 the message hit its mark, and Flaminio suc-
ceeded, with difficulty, in restraining his boldness.284 he understood 
that their positions were now far apart. In the following months he 
would continue to write to Contarini but in an altered tone and only 
seeking to obtain favors and personal recommendations in “business” 
matters of various kinds.285 For his part, instead of cultivating that 
sense of displeasure displayed in his letter of January 1539, Contarini 
continued to demonstrate in every way the affection and deep esteem 
that bound him to Flaminio, going so far as to propose him to Paul 
III as his possible companion to the diet of Worms.286 to Contarini’s 
repeated proposal Flaminio made embarrassed refusal. the scarcely 
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credible excuses that he had “little strength” and was ignorant of “the 
subjects that were to be discussed with lutherans” imperfectly masked 
religious choices that were moving in the opposite direction from Con-
tarini’s moderate irenicism.287 In fact, at that time Flaminio was pre-
paring to introduce the message from naples into the house of Pole. 
thus, provoked by the affectionate insistence of Contarini, Flaminio 
went so far as to harden his tone, although immediately afterward he 
was obliged to excuse himself yet again.288

epistolary relations between the two men were interrupted for 
many months. Contarini was at Ratisbon, and then in Rome, where 
he was upset by the many hostile responses to his actions; Flaminio 
was in Rome, Florence, and finally viterbo with Pole. Contarini’s 
intervention and his suggestion that Flaminio add “the passage in 
saint Bernard” to the contents of his “little book” (May 1542) thus 
came amidst this long silence between the two and in the context 
of Flaminio’s more secure and powerful position vis- à- vis Conta-
rini.289 With Contarini involved in trying to end his political and 
religious isolation, Flaminio meanwhile became the intellectual and 
religious leader of the group reuniting in the shadow of the powerful 
english cardinal.290 Pole’s satisfied reply to Contarini (“that passage 
alone will do as a reply to father Polito”) implied that Contarini had 
expressed, at least at first, appreciation or benevolence toward Politi 
(and his De perfecta iustificatione). now, with “that passage of san 
Bernardo” Contarini grasped the opportunity to redeem himself in 
the eyes of the viterbo group. Flaminio would endorse that sugges-
tion, inserting a passage—according to what can be deduced from 
Priuli’s letter—in his new edition of the Beneficio. the insertion was 
probably one of the two quotations in the printed version, either the 
one taken from a sermon on the Canticle291 or the other taken from a 
sermon della annunciazione del Signore.292 Both passages differ from 
the one Flaminio indicated in his letter of January 1539, passages 
that recalled a very strong tradition of texts such as that among the 
monks of saint Benedict, to whom Contarini was closely attached.293 
Contarini would not share the outcome of Flaminio’s labors, but that 
suggestion of spring 1542 disclosed his desire to resume, even after a 
year, an interrupted dialogue.
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A few weeks after this last exchange of letters, Contarini found 
himself involved in the noted affair of the Academicians of Modena. 
Asked for help by Morone at the end of May, he offered to contribute 
to the solution of the problem of religious dissent spreading among the 
city’s intellectuals, clerics, and patricians.294 on June 6 Morone went 
to Bologna to see Contarini and extracted a promise from him that he 
would draw up a formulary of faith in such a way that the Academi-
cians would not be able to avoid subscribing to it. Contarini redacted 
the well- known Articuli orthodoxae fidei, intending to submit it to other 
noted personages as well, “great lords both of doctrine and authority,” 
urging a broader discussion and involving other members of the Col-
lege of Cardinals, first of all Reginald Pole.295 Without going back over 
an event already fully reconstructed in nuance and wealth of detail, it is 
sufficient here to emphasize how this episode represented the ultimate 
proof of Contarini’s irenic position. the Academicians indignantly 
refused to subscribe to the document, and the signals arriving from the 
viterbo group were no better. Pole limited himself to responding to his 
old teacher with an invitation to caution and a warning regarding the 
oppressive measures being prepared in Rome in those same weeks.296 
the clear divergence of strategies that was developing between Bolo-
gna and viterbo was evident, as was the failure of Contarini’s attempt 
to “offer an acceptable response to the religious ferment boiling and 
pressing from below, to interpret its significance and find a possible 
solution within the bounds of orthodoxy and traditional ecclesiastical 
structures,”297 that is, to “reabsorb civic religious discontent painlessly 
with the weapons of dialogue and persuasion.”298 When other solutions 
failed, only the threat of an inquisitorial intervention set in motion 
with the bull Licet ab initio of Paul III for organizing the Roman holy 
office convinced the Modenese Academicians to support Contarini’s 
text. this was nothing more than a formal adherence, inaugurating 
a nicodemite choice that would allow the Modenese dissent to sur-
vive until the 1560s.299 the institution of the Roman holy office, Con-
tarini’s death in August 1542, and the flights of ochino and vermigli 
were to make compromise within the ecclesiastical structure impos-
sible and ensure the radicalization of choices and of political- religious 
strategies in the viterbo group.
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An appendix to the Modenese case, a few months later, would 
show Politi definitively establishing his distance from Contarini’s 
memory and heritage and establishing himself as the authoritative 
point of reference for the most faithful defenders of Roman ortho-
doxy, along with the young Company of Jesus, Alfonso salmerón 
in particular. At the conclusion of this complex matter Cardinal 
Morone had written to the general of the Company to request that he 
send one of his disciples, “so that in his bishopric, with the coopera-
tion of our lord, he might do something spiritually fruitful.”300 on 
April 15 Ignatius signed the letter of presentation of salmerón to the 
estense duke, and in May 1543 the young Jesuit had begun preaching 
in the Modenese diocese. the Jesuit experiment, however, did not 
produce the outcome for which Morone hoped. evidently irritated by 
salmerón’s homilies in which he did nothing but “preach justification 
against the lutheran interpretation,”301 Morone decided to remove 
him from his diocese.302

Well aware of the religious positions of Pole and Morone, in those 
same weeks Politi was writing his violent Compendio against the 
recently published Beneficio di Cristo.303 When salmerón turned to 
him for support, Politi had no difficulty comprehending the issues of 
the question.304 he entered the heart of the polemic immediately, with 
a vigorous letter addressed provocatively to all Modenese Catholics, 
exhorting them “to persist firmly in the Catholic faith against those 
presently ruling there.”305 But Politi did not limit his intervention to 
the dispatch of this letter. When Cardinal Cervini, Politi’s ally since 
the twenties,306 opened an inquest to ascertain whether salmerón had 
“preached Catholic or not,”307 once again Politi had to refashion an 
important mediatory role. salmerón had written the text of Articuli 
XXvI,308 which he finally brought himself to consign to Cervini per-
sonally, to remove any doubt of his own orthodoxy. It showed such 
a surprising doctrinal affinity with Politi’s views that it suggests the 
direct intervention of the latter in drawing up the document. In other 
words it is probable that Politi had participated directly in the choice 
and ordering of the themes in question. In the essential theological 
questions (original sin, justification, predestination, condition of babies 
dying unbaptized) Politi’s positions could easily be heard, summed up 
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in brief and efficient formulas, justifying the hypothesis that his hand 
was involved to some degree in its production.309

the Modenese episode revealed the different attitudes of Politi and 
Contarini toward heretical dissent but also displayed Politi’s sensibility 
with regard to power relations and the capacity to mediate in different 
situations, which would be proven in the course of the conciliar discus-
sions. not always, however, as we shall see, would his impetuous, iras-
cible, and instinctive nature allow for him to benefit from those gifts.
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C h a P t e r  3

Catarino Politi 
and the spirituali

Th e  At tac k  of  Ba rt ol om e o  Spi n i ,  F i r s t  Ac t

In the summer of 1542 Politi left France precipitously to return to Italy. 
during the dominicans’ last chapter meeting, held at the Church of 
the Minerva on May 27, 1542, after the death of dominican General 
Agostino Recuperato of Faenza, Bartolomeo spina had unleashed 
a harsh attack against Politi, constraining him to return to Italy to 
defend himself.1 some years later he recalled those difficulties in a 
letter to Cardinal Carafa.2 spina’s hostility to Politi was traceable to 
their profound divergence of opinion on the Immaculate Conception. 
Where Politi had strongly attacked Cajetan for not taking an explicit 
position in favor of that doctrine, Bartolomeo spina had written two 
tracts accusing Cajetan of exactly the opposite, insinuating an exces-
sive acquiescence to those Immaculist theses.3 In the early months of 
1542, Politi had sent to the press a new Disputatio pro immaculate divae 
Virginis conceptione,4 forcefully reaffirming his ideas on the subject, 
and spina decided at that point to open a broad offensive to expose the 
doctrinal deviations with which Politi had stained thomist orthodoxy.

Fifteen “principal errors of the books of Ambrosio Catarino on pre-
science, providence and predestination of God and the predestination 
of Christ” were set down in black and white by spina and most likely 
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presented to the general chapter of the order.5 In the accused work, the 
De praescientia, providentia, et praedestinatione Dei, published in Paris 
in 1541, Politi had set forth the theory that God has predestined few 
to salvation. the virgin, Christ, and some of the apostles are among 
the elect and for them salvation is certain. God has not predestined 
any of the rest, although he has foreseen their future. God wishes all 
to be saved, Politi had written, but not all the foreseen will be saved. 
some will reach eternal salvation; others will be saved or damned to 
the extent that they are able to receive divine grace and increase it with 
their good works. Bartolomeo spina, claiming also to be a tutor of 
thomist orthodoxy, fundamentally contested the basis and the thesis 
of Politi’s writing. to understand the sense of his objections we must 
take a step backward. saint thomas, as is known, had clearly distin-
guished two categories of men, the predestined and the reproved (i.e., 
damned). “Among men”—so we read in the pages of Aquinas’s Summa 
theologiae—“God wanted that some, predestined by him, be the object 
of his goodness as a function of his misericordia, and he treated them 
with misericordia; and that others he reproved [in his goodness] as 
a function of justice, and submitted them to punishment. this is the 
reason that God elects some and reproves others.”6

saint thomas had insisted on the certainty and the infallibility of 
divine predestination, thus leaving it to be understood that those pre-
destined to glory may not damn themselves, nor can those foreseen to 
damnation save themselves. despite his rigidly providentialist vision 
he left space for human free will: “the rule of predestination is certain 
and yet free will is not abolished, from which it follows that the effect 
of predestination is produced in a contingent mode.”7 this discourse 
is particularly valuable for the reproved (those foreseen as damned): 
while predestination (to salvation) is the cause of the conferment and 
perseverance of grace, the reproof (understood above all as nonelec-
tion) “is not the cause of the sin which those not predestined freely 
commit. eternal punishment, in fact, assumes the sin to have been 
freely and ostentatiously committed and God has decided to allow and 
not overcome it.”8

Above all, then, Politi’s deviation from orthodox thomism con-
cerned the fate of those foreseen, or of those who, excluded in Politi’s 
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vision of those of the narrow circle of the predestined to salvation, will 
be able to save themselves but will not necessarily be saved. the thomist 
spina was particularly worried by the element of uncertainty introduced 
by Politi by means of the category “the possible.” Conclusio 11, which 
spina extrapolated from Politi’s writing, synthesized this aspect:

these things that follow are neither true nor false, rather they are pos-

sible: that the non- predestined is saved, and that the non- predestined 

is damned. For if the second option is true the non- predestined 

would necessarily be damned which no one sustains except those new 

masters.9

Ignoring the Distinguo introduced by saint thomas to connect in 
a single vision the aspects of certainty and infallibility of predestina-
tion on one side and that of the non- necessity of its effects on the other, 
spina continued to hammer the same theme, singling out the passages in 
which Politi discussed the element of certainty. he emphasized in Con
clusio 8, in his customary way, “the number of predestined is certain to 
God but not the number saved. For not only the predestined are saved 
by the will of God, since God wishes all men to be saved. on the other 
hand, however, God has not prepared the non- predestined with the suit-
able means for salvation.”10 he continued until he hit the heart of Politi’s 
thinking: the difference between the predestined and the foreknown.

the reason for the difference between the predestination and the pre-

science of God is common sense because predestination involves a cer-

tain ordination and includes the means to be saved. But prescience, 

no. In fact he who is saved is not saved because it is foreknown. he is 

not saved, that is, as the predestined is saved who is saved because he 

is predestined. It is certain in fact that the object of prescience is saved 

only by supposition.11

We do not know if the clash between spina and Politi had more 
profound repercussions within the order, if Politi’s “heretical”  theses 
had met with support from some of the chapter, in sum, whether 
the personal polemic between spina and Politi had graduated into a 
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broader encounter. the question, it seems, was filed away. the render-
ing of accounts, however, was only put off for a few years. Four years 
later, in the midst of the council, when the promotion to bishop for 
Politi was in process, Bartolomeo spina returned to his task, lengthen-
ing his list of Politi’s “errors” in an effort to block the nomination of 
Politi to bishop.12

Be t w e e n  H e r e si e s  a n d  C on v e r sions

Politi’s journey from lyon to siena had been enlivened by a new friend-
ship. A letter from Cardinal Gambara to Alessandro Farnese indicates 
that on August 10 Politi was in Piacenza with Pietro Gelido: “this 
morning Pero [Pietro] arrived here with six or seven priests and fri-
ars, among whom is fra Ambrosio Catarino.”13 the two had probably 
met at lyon. Gelido was one of the dependents of Cardinal Farnese, at 
that time legate at Avignon, and often was obliged to attend the court 
that had been temporarily transferred to lyon to discharge his duties.14 
According to his own account, his meeting with Politi was decisive for 
his choice of religious path. A short time later Gelido admitted this to 
Farnese, asking him to “be so kind as to grant me four or six months’ 
time, during which I want . . . to do everything I can to acquire excel-
lent principles and the truest foundations in sacred letters and in the 
behavior of a true Christian.” he also disclosed that he was planning to 
become a priest: “I intend to say my first mass this Christmas and with 
the help of God on high to live a life altogether different from that of 
the past. this desire,” Gelido tried to explain, “came to me from several 
days of conversation with fra Ambrogio Pulito da siena and from the 
great help that I have from him. he has already begun to read the let-
ters of saint Paul to me and to recite the Psalms to my infinite satisfac-
tion and, I hope, with great fruit.”15 thus Politi had persuaded him to 
convert to a serious religious obligation, initiating him into the reading 
of sacred texts. some witnesses maintained that they had seen Gelido 
return to Rome “all contrite.”

But the relation between the two developed intermittently. An 
unusual seesaw between demonstrative rapprochements and sudden 
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breakups began a few months after both men had returned to Rome. 
Between 1542 and 1543 Gelido approached Cardinal Reginald Pole, 
perhaps through Carnesecchi, and was “seduced” by him. It was Politi 
himself who recounted the episode to Giovan Battista scotti, who, in 
one of his depositions against Morone, told the inquisitors that he “had 
understood from Monsignor Chaterino that Pero had been ‘seduced’ 
by Cardinal Pole. he told me that Pero, having parted company from 
this same Chaterino, at that time a simple frate, had drawn near to 
Pole, and wrote to Chaterino withdrawing and regretting the Catho-
lic doctrine he had learned from him, as if he had been deceived, and 
demonstrating that he had found the real light of truth at the side of 
Cardinal Pole.”16 Pero’s “seduction” by Pole and the regrettable letters 
“written to Ambrosium Chaterinum”17 must have annoyed Politi more 
than a little. “that Pero,” seduced by Pole and snatched out from under 
Catarino’s protective wing between 1542 and 1543, sounded almost 
like personal spite. Alfonso salmerón, Politi’s intimate friend, under-
took the responsibility to reply to Gelido’s accusations,18 but his words 
did not obtain the hoped- for effect. only some years later, in 1550, did 
Politi have the pleasure of tasting revenge. Pero would return “all con-
trite” to his former master and, according to the testimonies, “having 
returned to the Church and confessed his heresy, after denouncing Pole 
and his companions, was received back into the Catholic Church, prob-
ably by way of an absolution by salmerón himself.19 Again, however, 
Politi’s satisfaction was to have a brief life. during his long sojourn in 
venice, where between 1552 and 1561 he served as Florentine resident, 
Gelido matured. once again, with the inspiration of Pietro Carnesec-
chi, the ultimate, definitive choice of Calvinism crowned his tortuous 
biographical trajectory, and he took flight toward Geneva.20

As soon as he returned to siena at the end of the summer of 1542,21 
Politi found himself involved in the inquisitorial affair of his compa-
triot Federico orlandini, sienese noble, intimate friend of Aonio Pale-
ario, and a great admirer of Bernardino ochino.22 It seems that Pole had 
been working long and assiduously to convince orlandini of “lutheran 
matters,” inviting him to read texts that he recommended be kept 
secret. And so in the spring of 1542 orlandini was put on trial by Arch-
bishop Bandini of siena. orlandini himself reported the inquisitorial 
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proceeding against him, the documentation of which has been lost, in a 
letter from siena on May 25, 1542, to his friend luca Contile who at the 
time was in Rome. two noted sienese personages turned to the arch-
bishop following the rediscovery of some suspect “conclusions” affixed 
to the walls of the villa of orlandini. one of the two accusers was the 
philosopher Giovanni Battista Politi, brother of Ambrogio, who had 
already testified in the trial against Paleario. he had said that he had 
known since the end of 1540 that “Aonio is a heretic and a lutheran.” 
the trial was at first taken to Rome and soon afterward brought back 
to siena. until recently not much has been known about the means by 
which a positive outcome for orlandini was reached. It was known, 
although vaguely, that sadoleto had played the role of mediator, similar 
to the role he played in the case of Paleario. two elements had made it 
possible to infer that orlandini had obtained a sentence of absolution: 
the documentation regarding the discussion of his doctoral thesis that 
took place on october 28, 1542, and the absence of further indications 
of trial proceedings in orlandini’s subsequent letters.23 now, a docu-
ment in the Archivio of the former holy office allows us to add new 
bits to this slim reconstruction and to focus on the central role that 
Ambrogio Catarino Politi must have played in the affaire. In fact, it 
seems possible to identify this same orlandini as the “secular sienese 
youth” of whom Giovan Battista scotti spoke in a testimony of May 
1551 during the soranzo trial. In that testimony scotti referred to an 
enticement of the youth by Cardinal Pole. Pole “tried to persuade him 
of the lutheran cause and gave him writings, but told him not to show 
those writings to anyone and then to return them to him.” But together 
with this testimony scotti lost no time supplying additional informa-
tion: “the youth . . . did not trust this doctrine and showed the writ-
ings to a prelate who was his confidant and who persuaded him to have 
no faith in them.” the identity of this confidant was soon revealed. 
“this prelate,” scotti continued, “will reveal himself when necessary; 
he is Bishop Catarino.”24

the matter is the more interesting because it illustrates an aspect 
of Politi’s activity that in succeeding years took on increasingly defi-
nite features. next to, or rather parallel to, his incessant activity as a 
polemicist, Politi took the initiative in a series of attempts to resolve 
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noninquisitorial cases of heresy between 1542 and the beginning of the 
1550s. his institutional role, if he had one, remains to be determined. 
did he, for example, in successive years, enjoy powers granted to him 
by the Penitentiary as confessor or apostolic preacher, as did lorenzo 
davidico in 1550, due in fact to the mediation of Politi and Cardinal 
Bernardino Maffei?25 In other words, it is not clear whether he pos-
sessed the apostolic or episcopal powers of absolution in reserved cases, 
including heresy. But I shall return to this point.

orlandini’s “dissuasion” was probably the first step in a path of 
ambiguous sharp turns that in certain respects remain to be clarified. 
In the orlandini case, moreover, were certain emotional and familial 
elements that had little to do with inquisitorial suppression or the art of 
persuasion. A year later, in fact, orlandini was to marry Beatrice Politi, 
daughter of Catarino Politi’s brother ludovico. existing documenta-
tion does not establish whether the sentimental connection and the 
matrimonial agreement followed the involvement of Ambrogio Cata-
rino Politi. In other words, had the two future spouses met through 
his mediation, or had Politi made contact with orlandini through his 
niece Beatrice and his brother ludovico, or had the connection already 
existed before his intervention? the correspondence between Federico 
orlandini and Ambrogio Catarino Politi does not resolve this ques-
tion.26 the earliest surviving letter, dated october 18, 1543, was sent 
by Politi when he had just left siena to return to Rome. the subjects 
treated in it were principally private and testified to a recently con-
solidated familial intimacy. From the letters exchanged between the 
two emerges particularly Politi’s strong concern for the education and 
development of his nephew Paolo, son of his brother the late Giovanni 
Battista. Politi had sent a spanish student, tommaso Gómez, to siena 
to tutor Paolo in his study of law and asked orlandini to follow the 
matter.27 In any case, the correspondence, despite its poverty of infor-
mation and close attention to family matters, does testify to orlan-
dini’s definitive and irreversible break with his unorthodox past in one 
instance: a reference to the former general of the Capuchins to whom 
orlandini had been connected in the past by common religious inter-
ests. expressing his pleasure for the new book against ochino himself 
announced by Politi, he wrote asking to be informed of “some of your 
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thoughts against Bernardino ochino’s letter; as soon as they are made 
available I wish to see some examples of them. By giving them to me 
you will show that you still care for me.”28

Be r na r di no  O c h i n o  a n d  t h e  Tr at tat o 
de l l a  g i u s t i f ic at ion e  ( 15 43 )

Politi’s return to siena in August 1542 coincided with a notorious epi-
sode: the flight of Bernardino ochino. on July 21 Paul III had issued 
the bull Licet ab initio organizing the Roman Inquisition, but as in 
every grand project, the preparatory work was already under way. Col-
lection of denunciations and information on suspected heretics had 
been going on for some time; on July 4 six inquisitorial cardinals were 
chosen to direct the Roman holy office, and in the following days the 
first concrete measures were already undertaken.29 on July 15 Cardi-
nal Farnese wrote to ochino calling him to Rome for a first meeting. 
“I understand that Farnese says I have been summoned because I have 
preached heresy and scandalous things,” ochino wrote. the stages 
of his ultimate voyage in Italy are known. After vainly expecting an 
adjournment by the intercession of Giberti, he decided to obey the 
order he had received and left verona on August 15 in the direction 
of Rome. ochino’s meeting with Gasparo Contarini at Bologna must 
have reversed his already wavering decision. on Contarini’s deathbed 
the cardinal dissuaded him from following his intention. “he didn’t 
tell me not to go, but he gave me a signal,” ochino confessed to his old 
friend Giberti some days after his flight.30 Whether there really was a 
signal to flee, the fact remains that, having left Bologna, ochino met at  
Florence with the lateran canon Pietro Martire vermigli, prior of san 
Frediano. vermigli was returning from a final meeting with Cardinal 
Contarini, and he too took the irreversible step of fleeing across the 
Alps. Incited or not, it must have been evident to ochino that there was 
no room left for those “maskings” to which he had submitted in recent 
years, particularly after the reorganization of the Roman apparatus of 
suppression. For those who did not wish to accept Pole’s nicodemite 
stratagem, the only alternative to martyrdom was flight.
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For some of his spirituali friends, from Giberti, bishop of verona, 
to the marchesa di Pescara, ochino’s flight was the sudden shattering 
of the illusion they had long harbored: that of a possible compromise 
between measures of moral and doctrinal reform and the defense of 
ecclesiastical institutions. vittoria Colonna ought to have had some 
idea of what was about to happen. (“God keep him in such saintliness,” 
she had replied at the beginning of the forties to a friend who sang 
the praises of ochino.)31 she reacted furiously, refusing even to open 
 ochino’s letters (or at least so she wanted it to be believed). “I am very 
sorry that the more he thinks of excusing himself, the more he accuses 
himself, and the more he believes he is saving others from shipwreck, 
the more he exposes them to the deluge, since he is not in the ark that 
saves and protects,” she said angrily. she was well aware that this unex-
pected flight would leave a shadow over the head of anyone who had sup-
ported him in the past.32 Giberti, after detailing the profound human 
suffering that ochino’s flight had caused him (“one of those griefs of 
which I do not recall a worse in my life”),33 fell back on a disenchanted 
political realism. he would write after Contarini’s death, “since these 
spirituali of ours give us so little consolation, partly because they die, 
partly because they take flight, I believe it is better to leave their com-
pany.”34 For Claudio tolomei it was almost impossible “to believe that 
Bernardino ochino could have disobeyed his superior, . . . abandoning 
that holiest truth, which from the first apostles has been preserved in 
the Roman church, handed down until our own times.”35

If for his friends it was a surprise difficult to take in, for his adver-
saries, Politi among them, ochino’s flight only confirmed their sus-
picions. For some time Politi had observed the friar who preached 
“lutheran.” he had perhaps registered the earliest “murmurs” with 
which the neapolitan theatines had reacted to ochino’s preaching; he 
had listened in person to some of his celebrated homilies, probably at 
naples during lent of 1540; he had learned to read between the lines 
of his writing, collecting artifices and allusions; and as early as 1541 he 
had begun to attack him and his doctrines subtly and implicitly. now, 
at last, he could come out into the light. In part, at least. It did not 
take long to compose a list of the locales and the persons frequented 
by ochino. “some small thing was spoken of Flaminio and [of] the 
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others who are in viterbo with the cardinal of england,” nino ser-
nini wrote to ercole Gonzaga in a well- known letter of september 2, 
referring to what had taken place in the inquisitorial chambers, “about 
which good people are laughing; there is good reason for some doubt 
about the writings of valdés who died at naples, and these spaniards 
say that for this reason he fled from spain, but let them say what they 
want—[for example] that those at viterbo have a good reputation—
but notwithstanding these voices, the representatives of the inquisi-
tion will minutely investigate everything, and the Cardinal of Burgos 
[Juán Alvarez de toledo] will be very diligent.”36 And in the circle of 
Politi’s closest friends there was no hesitation in identifying in ochi-
no’s sermons one of the most effective instruments of diffusion of the 
lutheran “calamity.” “I don’t know if it’s seen and known,” wrote sad-
oleto to Farnese a little later, “the great wound that fra Bernardino has 
given to religious matters and to the holy see; a wound that grows 
every day and is becoming huge.”37 thus, when notice arrived of the 
publication of the Prediche by ochino, his first official publication as 
an apostate, hurriedly printed on october 10 in Geneva by the pub-
lisher Gérard, Politi was immediately involved. Among the first to give 
notice of ochino’s sermons and of their diffusion, scipione Bianchini 
had written in alarm on december 30, 1542, to Beccadelli, who was 
then in Reggio emilia as vicar to Bishop Marcello Cervini:

here there is much talk about some sermons of the former fra Ber-

nardino. . . . these sermons, which, I say, are described as a long invec-

tive against the Roman Church, extolling the customs and the church of 

Geneva by comparison. I have not yet been able to see or read [them] . . . 

but everyone says . . . that in many instances he openly places our mon-

signor [Gasparo Contarini] in his lineup, confirming many of ochino’s 

opinions by Contarini’s own authority.38 

the preoccupation that Bianchini felt the need to share with Con-
tarini’s old secretary was occasioned by the fear that ochino’s insinu-
ations might disfigure the memory of the venetian cardinal. evidently 
the reference was to that passage of the Prediche in which ochino 
recalled his Bolognese encounter with Contarini, revealing friendly 
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confidences that risked sullying the cardinal’s orthodox image, which 
his most faithful collaborators wanted to protect and pass on.39

one can imagine the speed with which the notice of the Genevan 
publication of ochino’s Prediche reached the ear of Cervini, then Bec-
cadelli’s direct superior. the friendship that had bound Cervini and 
Politi since the beginning of the 1520s, together with the esteem Politi 
felt for Contarini, suggests that Cervini himself, perhaps along with 
sadoleto, might have encouraged Politi to direct his polemical efforts 
on behalf of the good memory of Cardinal Contarini, in the name of 
and in defense of Roman orthodoxy. Politi’s Trattato della giustifica
tione, a work almost entirely dedicated to the confutation of ochino’s 
Prediche (although he never cited it), was published at Rome in the 
early months of 1543.40 We may hypothesize that behind the vague 
expression (“having been requested by many people”)41 that Politi used 
to justify the composition was the future pope Marcellus II.42

Politi himself published, barely a year later, his Epistola . . . a Fran
cesco Bandini Piccolomini arcivescovo di Siena of March 1544, as the 
dedicatory letter of Rimedio a la pestilente dottrina di frate Bernardino 
Ochino: Epistola responsiva diretta al magnifico magistrato de Siena.43 In 
it he cast new light on the objectives and background of that Trattato. 
In particular, he would tell how almost as soon as he received the news 
of ochino’s flight and of the impending publication of his Genevan ser-
mons, he lost no time in taking his pen in hand and tossing out a “brief 
compendium of sermons, directed at ochino, to clarify his true apos-
tasy and deadly doctrine.”44 he would recall having already “deliberated 
sending [ochino] the publication” if not for the intervention of “certain 
prudent people” that convinced him that “to refute such a man would 
be superfluous,” not only because the break by the former general of the 
Capuchins was irremediable,45 but above all because of the profound 
conviction that such a writing would have guaranteed ochino unde-
served publicity.46 the concern of “those prudent persons” was fully 
understood by Politi, who was evidently familiar with such cautions.47 
until then his sensibility and his concern to lessen the impact of reli-
gious messages and doctrinal controversies on “the ignorant populace” 
had induced him to avoid the use of the vernacular. now, however, the 
problem was posed differently. these same “prudent people” were the 
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first to indicate the need for a different strategy. “For some time now” 
these “modern heretics” had “by diabolic counsel” “astutely” used the 
vernacular, and Politi had obstinately insisted on using the learned lan-
guage, latin. As long as the break had not been completed, as long as 
the heretics had tried to hide their goals behind the veil of the Catholic 
habit, as long as the controversy remained an internal battle for Catholi-
cism, and as long as there was a concrete hope of returning its enemies 
to the right path, latin remained the best possible choice. Certainly, 
the “hidden heretics” spread their dangerous word by preaching and 
writing in the vernacular. But to choose the volgare meant assuming the 
responsibility of involving the “common, carnal, unstable and illiter-
ate” in a polemic that ought not and could not concern them, especially 
in a moment in which there was still hope that the heretical doctrines 
might be reabsorbed. now, however, the flight of ochino and the other 
“apostates” changed the terms of the question, calling for an adjustment 
in their own polemical strategy to suit the new direction of the times. 
now that the former general of the Capuchins continued to spread his 
argument for an explicit break with Rome, and he himself had revealed 
the “hypocritical masking” of his heresy, it was necessary to descend 
to the same battleground to defend the ears of the simple folk from his 
deceptions and lies. It was a still more difficult choice given that oth-
ers in response to the same text of ochino had decided to continue on 
traditional paths, with traditional instruments.48 But for him the choice 
had been made and was irreversible:

I have written in the Italian vernacular again, because for a long time 

they too have astutely made use of it, by diabolical counsel, building 

trust in the carnal, unstable and illiterate crowd, that is, those who are 

easily captivated by the carnal bait on offer and deceived by false colors 

and other adornments as already said, which we will better describe in 

due course. But because lies are revealed to be ugly if they are discov-

ered, and the truth to be beautiful if it is clarified: to the contempla-

tion of the lovers of that I have endured these labors for this result.49

Politi’s choice of the vernacular was only a first step within a 
more complex strategy of controversy. At the explicit suggestion of his 
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authoritative supporters (those aforementioned “prudent persons”) he 
gave up a direct and pointed attack, at least for the time. the reason-
ing behind these precise curial indications are not difficult to imag-
ine. Basically, it was only a single person who chose to flee, or at most 
a few, who from their refuges beyond the Alps would not have been 
able to hurt the cause of Rome very much. the Geneva publication of 
ochino’s sermons and the diffusion of the printed book containing 
them was limited. this could not preoccupy the Roman authorities as 
much as the publicity that a controversial tract dedicated explicitly to 
ochino might have received. Better, therefore, to continue concentrat-
ing attention on the theme of justification without explicit reference 
to authors or particular writings but in the important innovation of 
the vernacular, in the vein of earlier controversial strategy. these were 
considerations that, as we will soon see, only a few months afterward 
would be overthrown by the decision of the viterbo group finally to 
send the Beneficio di Cristo to press, the extraordinary editorial success 
of which would require a sudden change in the strategy of the Curia 
and, therefore, in Politi’s polemic.

In the meantime, Politi had said, “it was concluded . . . that as 
soon as possible I would compose a treatise on justification not only 
against ochino, who in his sermons was defending the lutheran posi-
tion, but against all of that sect, and respond to all of their sophisti-
cal and quibbling arguments.” Basically, Politi reasoned, ochino had 
said nothing new about these “modern heretics.” Concentrating on 
the theoretical premises of his Compendio published in March 1544, 
at the same time that a new anti- ochino script and another, a polemic 
directed against the Sommario della sacra Scrittura, Politi did not hesi-
tate to emphasize: 

so far as I know, for some time ochino has not known how to find 

new things by himself, not even a minor argument colored by those 

pestilent heresies. on the contrary, the things others have said more 

cleverly and with greater elegance, he then treated with so much con-

fusion, ostentation and vanity that in those parts he (as I understand) 

is very little esteemed.50
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thus the Trattato was a wide- ranging reply to the dramatic flight 
of ochino and other “apostates.” “Almost all these heretics,” Politi 
was quick to note, “are apostates of particular orders who broke their 
solemn and holy vows to God which obligated them to certain rules 
and constitutions, founded by most holy and most glorious patri-
archs, as saint Augustine, saint Francis, saint dominic, saint Bene-
dict, and other similar heads of particular congregations.”51 “some 
served ten years, some twenty, some thirty, some forty, all under 
similar rules or constitutions of saint Augustine, saint Francis, saint 
dominic or  others, and in these orders were prelates and masters.”52 
the Augustinians Agostino Mainardi and Giulio della Rovere; the 
Capuchin Bernardino ochino, naturally; the dominican Battista da 
Crema, probably, once censored by Paul III in 1536; the Benedictine 
Francesco negri da Bassano—all could easily retrace in these lines 
their identikit as “apostates.” these “three or four scucullati [with-
out habit],” he would call them a few lines later, were “men who 
reprove themselves and who gave plenty of proof of their own incon-
stancy.”53 the Trattato della giustificatione was thus transformed 
into a harangue against all those “modern heretics, adulterers of the 
word of God,”54 “new masters, already declared heretics, schismatics 
and apostates,”55 against all those “lowlifes,”56 “forgers,”57 “wretched 
pigs,”58 “ministers of satan,”59 “vilifiers of good works,”60 “confusers 
and perverters of scripture.”61

Indeed, the central point remained that of deception and lies. 
these “modern adulterers of God’s word” were skilled in “sweetening 
and coloring and adorning it so that they can circulate it not as a lie but 
as the truth.”62 “Always choosing something sweet, pleasing to animal- 
like and carnal men,”63 favoring the instincts of the “common herd,” 
which seems to demand words it likes, these heretics

preach their kind of justification; and a new Christian liberty, as 

they call it, which, breaking the saving yoke of Christ, liberates them 

from every law, divine and ecclesiastical. then they color these lies 

with calumnious arguments, full of fallacies and clever and rhetorical 

sophistries, abusing the authority of holy scripture, contaminating 
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and twisting it into their false sentiments. Finally they adorn these 

heresies of theirs with elegant words full of hypocrisy, simulating the 

piety and zeal of Christ and his flock, which they are as far from as 

Judas from the care of the poor.64

Beyond the attempt to make the Trattato a fuller, more complex 
reply to the problem begun by the flights over the Alps, Bernardino 
ochino remained the principal objective of Politi’s polemic. Politi 
makes frequent and entirely clear references to ochino’s situation and 
his writings. Clear, for example, in the insistence with which Politi 
emphasizes that ochino’s apostasy, an act grave in itself, assumes, if 
possible, an even greater seriousness when it is the Franciscan order 
that he decides to leave:

And in speaking of the rule of saint Francis in particular, not that it 

is not the same as the others, but because in it is a particular reason 

I speak against apostates from that rule, and I say that saint Francis, 

with words and with the stigmata and signs and wonders no less than 

those of a great apostle, gave witness that his rule was received from 

the mouth of Christ. If these apostates accepted that faith . . . then they 

have despised the rule of Christ which they had accepted with holy 

and solemn vows. If they discredited it, then they make a liar of saint 

Francis who declared he had received it from Christ.65

And Politi’s reference to ochino’s decision to write in the vernacu-
lar is obvious;66 yet more obvious is Politi’s reference to the nicodemite 
practice, adopted by ochino in the years before the flight.

From the beginning, when they were not openly anxious to invite souls 

to spiritual adultery and to their perfidy, they indicated with their 

adulterous eyes and full of fraud, giving signs of their hearts’ appe-

tite to commit spiritual fornication against the souls wed to Christ, 

as they have done, and to lead them into endless snares of schism and 

heresies. this they do before they are discovered and are constrained 

to act duplicitously, often saying one thing in the pulpit and another 

in the ear secretly, wherefore they still have to confess that they have 
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not openly preached the truth and purity of the gospel, more afraid of 

the tribunal of the Antichrist (as they blasphemously call it) than of 

the tribunal of God.67

the words ochino wrote after his flight were so recent and so 
sensational that they could hardly escape Politi’s attention. ochino 
admitted that “he had introduced the lutheran doctrine with oblique 
artifice and had never repudiated it,” affirming, “I certainly didn’t lie 
at all. since little by little, almost stealthily, digging underground and 
destroying the labyrinth of Antichrist, I proceeded to construct the 
reign of Christ. But this required great caution and moderation.”68

the very use of the expression “labyrinth of Antichrist,” or better, 
“tribunal of Antichrist,” with which Bernardino ochino had recently 
dedicated a work titled Imagine di Antechristo in the appendix of his 
Genevan Prediche,69 was immediately stigmatized by Politi after read-
ing those poisonous anti- Roman pages.70 And, again, where ochino 
had implicitly admitted the error of his prolonged residence in Catholic 
territory,71 Politi called ochino implicitly to account, holding the error 
up for public disparagement.72 Where ochino affirmed that “there are 
two tribunals of God, one of justice, the other of mercy, grace, pity, 
kindness, charity, sweetness and generosity,”73 Politi dismissed that 
“stupid and pernicious” distinction as a fearful “confusion, and mixup 
of everything.”74 ochino turned back upon Politi, without naming 
him, that provocative question about the force of Adam’s sin (“do you 
perhaps believe that Adam’s sin has been more powerful in our dam-
nation than the passion of Christ in our salvation?”).75 Politi was at no 
loss for a prompt reply, making explicit the incongruity in that provo-
cation.76 Finally, there were the pages in which ochino had nullified 
the sacramental and purifying value of baptism, thus reducing it to a 
simple stimulus to remember the benefit of Christ.77 Politi had pressed 
back by calling the attention of his readers to the lutheran origins of 
that doctrine according to which “the grace of Christ that we receive 
in baptism does not take away original sin,”78 spending a good many 
words to explain that “the carnal incitement that remains after bap-
tism . . . is not actually a sin, but it is called so because it comes from 
sin and still incites to sin.”79
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In short, there is enough to identify easily in Bernardino ochino 
and in his Geneva Prediche the principal target of the Trattato della 
giustificatione. Aside from the easy recognition of his polemical objec-
tives, reading Politi’s pages allows us to put the book in the context of 
a well- advanced polemical confrontation. In these pages, in fact, Politi 
argues with interlocutors whom he knows well, adversaries against 
whom he has already learned how to measure himself, and even whose 
objections he often foresees.80 It is a polemical confrontation that along 
its entire course featured the expressions “they say,” “I reply,” “they 
add,” “I say,” and again “they add,”81 and must have been nourished 
by heated personal discussions.82 this emerges in a fine image directly 
reproduced by the author in the last part of his treatise:

they . . . when they are pressed and you ask them: “tell me, what 

does that word only mean: does it mean ‘only without charity’?” 

they begin to laugh and on their own authority make you out to be a 

blockhead, and say they are speaking of living faith, roused by hope 

and love, as if there could be faith without charity, contradicting 

scripture and the saints.83

the tract is part of a long polemical discourse that began with the 
early anti- lutheran Apologia redacted by Politi in the early twenties. It 
is easy to find the particular thread that ties those youthful pages to the 
more mature pages of the early forties: the charge of deception and lies.

the pretext that “the modern heretics” employ is naturally that 
of the corruption of church actions and the vices of the clergy.84 Politi 
quickly explained that he did not intend to “defend the abuses or vices 
of anyone”;85 no one could accuse him, as had happened in the past, 
of being a papist adulator.86 In fact it was not difficult for him to agree 
with some of the accusations; he had already done so in some of his 
previous works,87 but the prelate, it was important to emphasize, must 
be obeyed in any case, even if his own conduct is not beyond reproach, 
is even corrupt.88 It was hardest for him to imagine the artifices (the 
colori) with which the modern heretics deceive the simple people: the 
shrewdness with which “they mix some truth in their writings”;89 
“ostentatiously basing themselves on scripture and relying on that”90 
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with an indiscriminate use of the sacred text with brief citations and 
careful selection as well as with omissions and carefully pondered 
silences;91 “the frequent references to Christ in their writings, as if the 
zeal of that name belonged to them”;92 the way in which they “assume 
excellent reputations and claim messages from God in various peculiar 
ways”;93 the “arrogance” and the “pertinacity” with which they glorify 
their doctrine,94 and with which they construct “a holy spirit and a . . . 
Christ” for their personal use and refreshment;95 above all, the confu-
sion and calumny with which they love to dilute every theological dis-
cussion, “insisting that we say what we don’t say and denying that they 
say what they do say.”96

Politi’s focus in that long involvement in the polemic against 
luther was ochino and his followers. the question, around which 
rotated the deception of deceptions, concerned justification. It was not 
only a controversial doctrinal theme to insist on the correct Catholic 
position in order to stigmatize one’s adversary, but it required great 
delicacy to expose the tricks and lies with which the lutherans had 
dishonestly appropriated a part of the truth. these “modern heretics” 
present “our justification by Christ” as “one of the principal articles of 
faith, the essential basis of the Christian life,”97 as if anyone had ever 
denied the centrality of this affirmation.98 toward “the foolish vanity” 
of those “who invent monsters to show how they overcome them,”99 
Politi sounded more sarcastic and provocative than ever:

they want to prove to us that we are justified by Christ, presupposing, 

in order to slander us, that like the sons of those who assume the name 

of calumny, we deny we are justified by Christ. We reply, then, that if 

they have no other charge to make against us, they may return to their 

place in the bosom of the holy Church, because she declares anathema 

to anyone who denies that we are justified by Christ.100

the most obvious target of this polemic was once again the 
ochino of the Genevan Prediche, but it is difficult not to detect in these 
lines the shadow of that little treatise still in manuscript that, begin-
ning with its title, exalts the Beneficio di Cristo. the “justification” [of 
man], ochino had declared, “depends solely on the great generosity, 
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commiseration and charity of God through Christ.”101 on almost every 
page of his writing ochino had done nothing but magnify “the great 
benefaction of justification by Christ,”102 “the great benefit of Christ,”103 
the “free justification by Christ.” As if this were not already the for-
mative and foundational element of the doctrine of “holy Church.” 
It was imperative to reappropriate the theme of justification through 
Christ that the adversaries of Rome, by a sort of hermeneutic monop-
oly, claimed in an entirely arbitrary way. this was the spirit with which 
Politi for the first time took up his theory of double justification in 
the vernacular for an uneducated public. After a necessary, prelimi-
nary attempt to offer a general definition of double justification,104 he 
immediately discussed its merits. “no one is naturally just before God 
except Christ.”105 “Man is by nature unjust, because he is still subject 
to original sin”;106 “anyone else who is just is just by grace and not by 
nature.”107 Grace is not a privilege reserved to the few: “every man of 
this world is subject to and has the material for justification, with no 
distinction.” of course it is up to every man to know how to accept and 
use (“if he wants to take them”) those “remedies for health” prepared 
by God, but there is no doubt that “Christ gives us all the capacity for 
justification.”108 to maintain a different view is to betray the word of 
saint thomas and of saint Paul, to affirm “a certain very dangerous 
opinion” that “maintains that the elect and the reprobate are already 
determined by God, without their own merits or demerits, but only by 
grace and by the sin of Adam.”109 our justification depends exclusively 
upon God, and our works do not determine in any way whether we 
reach it or not.110 “this,” Politi emphasized, “would be the Pelagian 
error, malignant, bad, and against the grace of Christ.”111 the attempt 
to reappropriate the theme of justification proceeded by means of an 
explicit return to the claim of the complete orthodoxy of “beneficio di 
Cristo” (“he has made us merit justification . . . because Christ made 
us merit our liberation from the devil and from sin, and our reconcili-
ation with God . . . with his own blood”)112 so at last we can reach an 
enthusiastic affirmation of the universal breadth of divine misericor-
dia. this is polemically opposed to the “restricted” and “attenuated” 
version offered to us by the lutherans, or those who “arrogantly” and 
“dishonestly” boast of it so as to magnify it. “I do not wish here to enter 
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into the ocean of predestination, I have already written a treatise . . . 
where the misericordia of God toward the whole world is amplified. 
Where they restrict it and attenuate it in many ways, they arrogantly 
and dishonestly boast of magnifying it.”113 the affirmation is perhaps 
surprising for those who think of Politi as the blindest adversary of the 
lutherans and Italian spirituali. It is less startling, perhaps, for those 
who have attended him on his doctrinal path in the footsteps of Cardi-
nal Gasparo Contarini. 

Th e  M a n us c r i p t  of  D e  m e r i t i s  b on oru m  ope ru m 
( 15 43 – 15 4 4 )

the lutherans’ misunderstanding, or rather their principal error, was 
due, as Politi had pointed out,114 to their failure to distinguish between 
the state of man before the (first) justification and his condition after 
receiving divine grace.115 on this question their paths completely sepa-
rated. ochino was speaking of the “good works” that arise in a natural 
way from “living faith,” and he sang the praises of “true infused faith, 
divine, living and supernatural.”116 Politi was talking about a (second) 
justification, or eternal salvation, that man can reach only with the 
help of good works.

on the question of the merits of good works, Politi set a limit 
beyond which the vernacular language could not go. he would deal 
with this problem later, having under way a latin treatise in which he 
was preparing to examine the question more deeply. the “marvelous 
subtlety” of scripture demanded that the (learned) Politi return to his 
old love, the latin language. “I wrote this in our booklet on perfect 
justification through faith and works,” he emphasized in his Trattato 
della giustificatione, referring to the theme of remission of sins, “and I 
explained it in the words of scripture, but some have not understood it 
well. But because scriptures speak with marvelous subtlety, this needs 
more discussion. I reserve for a latin treatise which I have in my hands 
a full declaration on this controversy.”117 the manuscript of this trea-
tise De meritis bonorum operum is conserved in the Biblioteca nazio-
nale of Florence in the collection Conventi soppressi together with other 
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Politi writings.118 the work was conceived by him as complementary 
to the Trattato della giustificatione, as if the painful decision to change 
to the vernacular might find in the latin treatise a sort of moral com-
pensation. Merely drafting these latin pages seemed enough to satisfy 
the ardent Politi, as if their publication might be a superfluous step, 
favorable certainly but not strictly necessary. “As to primary justifica-
tion and the merits of good works,” he wrote in another passage of the 
Trattato, “I have declared in our own vernacular book, and in other 
books in latin, published, and if God wills, to be published, how they 
destroy grace and dishonor Christ in all his parts.”119 to be sure, these 
words also bitterly acknowledge the steadily waning interest that a 
latin treatise such as he was writing was able to muster in the polemic 
of those years. Politi ended by becoming fond of those pages he had 
kept on his desk for some months. they reassured him, as if they were 
accompanying him on the successive stages of his polemical battles, 
without causing him much worry about the possible condemnation to 
oblivion that seemed to be their destiny. In fact, during the drafting 
of his Compendio, the latin treatise, perhaps still incomplete, had the 
function of a learned receptacle to which to refer the cultivated reader 
who wanted to follow the thread of those “difficult speculations” that 
could not be served to the ignorant crowd without danger of misun-
derstandings. “these are not things to be taken up with the people, 
nor can we simply explain these difficult speculations to them; they 
presuppose much knowledge. nor can we clearly demonstrate to these 
wretches their errors and their deceptions. But I leave this point for 
another latin treatise.”120 

Th e  B e n e f ic io  di  C r i s t o  
a n d  C ata r i n o  Pol i t i ’s  C om pe n dio

While Politi worked on the draft of his latin treatise in the quiet of 
the palazzo san silvestro into which he had moved in the spring of 
1543,121 Flaminio and Pole, strengthened by the recent nomination  
of Pole as conciliar legate, began to consider publication of the Ben
eficio di Cristo. to this end they cautiously verified, after the vigorous 
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circulation of the manuscript, the extent of agreement that it could 
obtain in a select circle of authoritative theologians and prelates.122 
then they decided to send it to press. As was perhaps foreseeable, the 
publication of the text provoked immediate negative reaction by the 
guardians of orthodoxy. even Cardinal Contarini, receiving a manu-
script copy from nicola Bargellesi, had opportunity before his death to 
observe that “it goes beyond the limits.”123 thus it cannot be surpris-
ing that immediately after a second edition was published in october 
1543, “not without some rumor and suspicion of novelty,”124 the text 
received the “condemnation” of the inquisitor of Reggio emilia. Car-
dinal Cervini, then bishop of Reggio, was first to forward the news 
from Rome to the vicar ludovico Beccadelli, cautioning him that “in 
our diocese it must not be distributed or read until the doctrine it 
contains is thoroughly clarified, because novelties and especially those 
suspected by the inquisitors must always be studied carefully.”125 Cer-
vini lost no time, passing at once from words to action. “I have taken 
a look at it,” he wrote to Beccadelli barely nine days later.126 Alongside 
“many good things” he had found “many not good in it”; so, he sug-
gested, “it is better that on no account should it be allowed to be read 
in our diocese.” Beccadelli did not succeed in hiding his embarrass-
ment. “three years ago” he had had this “little book” in his hands, and 
declared: “I liked it. . . . [I]t appeared to me that we ought to take this 
path in order to know the benefit of Jesus Christ and to be inflamed 
by him.”127 naturally, Beccadelli added, “if, spread through it, either 
from ignorance or malice, there are ambiguous or scandalous things, 
I don’t intend to give it my vote, such as it is, but refer to the judgment 
of your Most Reverend lordship and other learned and good persons. 
I want to live and die a good son of the holy Church.” only after this 
explicit act of submission and only after reassuring Cervini that “here 
it is not sold and there are very few people who are curious to read 
either one thing or the other,” did Contarini’s former secretary feel 
authorized to offer a suggestion about how to proceed. the inquisitor 
had told him of his intention to “post the prohibition of this and many 
others.” But Beccadelli thought differently. Better to avoid a public 
prohibition, he suggested, because this would be “like blowing on 
the fire and make it flame up. People are naturally curious, especially 
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about prohibited things.” “the book and all other such material draws 
little interest here; if it’s not talked of it will surely die,” he declared. 
Although this advice revealed the vicar’s desire to avoid an official 
condemnation of the work,128 in the end Cervini accepted it. “to the 
question which seems to arise from what I said, that is, whether you 
must rule by public edict to read that book or not[,] . . . I tell you no (if 
nothing else happens), for the prudent reasons you indicate.”129 Cer-
vini was aware of the value and efficacy of prudence in the interest of 
social control,130 supporter of mildness as substitute in all cases for the 
severity of inquisitorial repression. he closed his letter with an invita-
tion to Beccadelli to exercise a paternalist pastoral wisdom,131 making 
clear that “as to the inquisitor, we do not wish to impede him in his 
duty in what concerns his office, but to help him to do well, as I am 
sure you wish to do and have done.”

the decision not to proceed to a public prohibition and the con-
siderations that accompanied that decision did not, however, impede 
Cervini from emphasizing with extreme clarity the danger of cer-
tain doctrines in the book. the question of justification by faith, the 
devaluation of human works in achieving salvation, the superfluity of 
penance and satisfaction, the certainty of predestination: these were 
the controversial points identified by the cardinal of santa Croce (“the 
principle matters that do not please me”) in his rapid but lucid analy-
sis of the treatise. the “extreme confusion of the discussion of faith” 
troubled Cervini,132 but his attention turned above all to the Beneficio 
di Cristo’s “confused discussion” of the theme of “justification.” the 
“little book” does not distinguish “the beginning from the middle and 
from the end,” he observed in his long letter of January 10 to Becc-
adelli. “Justification has its degrees,”133 he insisted. It is one thing to 
speak of “how man receives grace,” it is another to determine “the 
mode in which he progresses and perseveres in it.” these are “distinct 
matters,” as “the sacred doctors have declared.” And then, he declared 
peremptorily, “those who understand this well,” offer “in all this mate-
rial” a view much different from the one that appears in the Benefi
cio: “A broad and open road from beginning to end: a road this little 
book does not show at all, except perhaps from a distance and in a con-
fused way.” even with a superficial glance through these observations 
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the reader will not miss the surprising agreement with the reflections 
developed clearly and insistently by Politi in his controversial writings 
of the early forties. the accusation of dealing with the question of jus-
tification confusedly and deceitfully, without distinguishing between 
a first phase in which man receives grace freely and a second in which 
the just man confirms and augments with his own works the efficacy of 
divine grace for eternal salvation, and the suggestion that the breadth 
of divine misericordia is restricted when there is a pretense of “mag-
nifying it” were matters that Politi had dealt with at length. Although 
we do not have explicit documented testimonies to this, we can assume 
that Cervini had read and valued the polemical work of Politi since it 
is very probable that Cervini himself commissioned Politi for that long 
and detailed refutation of the Beneficio, indicating in his long letter the 
track to follow. A few months later the work went to press with the title 
Compendio di errori et inganni luterani.

Many of the themes merely touched on by Cervini would be amply 
developed by Politi. While Cardinal Cervini had praised good works, 
he pointed out that, in contrast to the Beneficio, “the gospel is full of 
precepts and stricter in many things than the old law.”134 Politi did 
not hesitate to repeat the point, frequently emphasizing that the Ben
eficio confounded the prescriptions foreseen by the Mosaic law with 
those of the Gospel. Moses, wrote Politi, did not promise transgressors 
anything other than temporal curses, while “the curse of eternal pun-
ishment is from the evangelical law.”135 thus the Beneficio is mistaken 
“when it says that Christ has liberated us from the imperium of the law, 
meaning absolutely all law.” “only the Jews were liberated from the 
imperium of the Mosaic law and from its malediction, which belonged 
to temporal things,” while “we gentiles were never under that law and 
therefore couldn’t be liberated.” For this, emphasized Politi, turning to 
the question of the value of evangelical precepts that Cervini had force-
fully set forth, “from the evangelical law, even in so far as it commands 
good works to the faithful, Christ has liberated no one, indeed he has 
subjugated everyone to these precepts.”136 Cervini had observed criti-
cally that the author of the Beneficio considered as entirely superfluous 
the observance of “penitence and satisfaction” and the presence of pur-
gatory as a place of expiation of sins, intending “to send everyone who 
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has faith, dressed and shod, to paradise.”137 Politi immediately made 
use of the effective metaphor.138

Finally, the clear condemnation of “the certainty of being predes-
tined” formulated by the future pope Cervini139 emerged naturally 
from the harsh reproof of the doctrine of predestination formulated by 
Politi, who never lost an opportunity to reaffirm that very few are pre-
destined,140 that is, who could boast of a “special revelation” of God.141 
As he had many times explained with regard to prescience and justifi-
cation, “many are called who are not predestined, and many more jus-
tified who then lose that justice.”142 to maintain the opposite, in fact, 
is to signify that on one hand man is invited to sin,143 and on the other 
man is led to desperation.144

In the same months in which Cervini discussed with Beccadelli 
the strategy to adopt in his own diocese, and while Politi was getting 
close to sending out his Compendio, another act of that collective psy-
chodrama was unfolding in verona with the appearance of the Bene
ficio di Cristo on the publishing scene. Giberti himself had given his 
very warm praise to the text (which he might have read in manuscript) 
a few months earlier. now, shortly before its publication, he was forced, 
after the solicitation of a trusted collaborator, the dominican Regi-
naldo nerli, to take an abrupt step backward. the same nerli would 
record, in a trial deposition:

After some months, [while] he [Giberti] [was] ill and near death, I 

saw a printed copy and to my great displeasure [I] told the Bishop, and 

he required me to dig out the heresies and acquaint him with them. 

then he gave it to messer Bernardino [scotti], now Cardinal trani, if I 

remember correctly, to a canon regular [perhaps the veronese timoteo 

de Giusti] and to messer tullio Crispoldo. And all of us separately wrote 

in the same way, that the Bishop condemn it in his entire diocese.145

“Four . . . doctors,” then, were given the duty by Giberti of extend-
ing a censure of the Beneficio di Cristo in the same months in which 
Politi was appointed by (or, at least, had the request from) Cardinal 
Cervini to write his Compendio. In this Compendio is to be found 
the only surviving trace of those veronese censures that today are 
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irretrievable. “this work of ours was already finished and almost in 
the hands of the printer,” we read in the Aggionta al proemio, “when, I 
don’t know from where or from whom, I was served with four censures 
from, I believe, doctors, who also had seen the pernicious doctrine of 
this Trattato del benefizio di Cristo.”146 Politi found in those censures 
unexpected support, practically a legitimization a posteriori of his 
work.147 not that he had need of it. the authority of his patron basi-
cally guaranteed it to him. still, the sincerely relieved tone of his words 
suggests that the resolution of the question was probably not as certain 
at that time as it might appear today.

the publication of Politi’s Compendio was important not only in 
being the first valid, complete confutation of the “sweet little book.” 
the Compendio d’errori et inganni luterani came out in a volume in 
which two other controversialist works appeared: the Reprobatione de 
la dottrina di frate Bernardino Ochino, ristretta da lui in una sua epistola 
al magnifico magistrato di Balìa de la citta di Siena, and the Resolutione 
sommaria contra le conclusioni luterane estratte d’un simil libretto senza 
autore intitolato il Sommario de la sacra Scrittura, libretto scismatico 
heretico et pestilente. Politi, in other words, assured the publication of 
Beneficio di Cristo a wider context. It was an example, so his message 
seemed to say; it was not an isolated case. It was as if emphasizing the 
nonuniqueness or rather nonoriginality of the text could make it even 
more prominent and more central.

to fully grasp the reasons for the triple choice, and the strategic 
motives underlying it, we must pause a moment longer to consider 
the other two controversialist works Politi published with the Com
pendio d’errori et inganni luterani. the Reprobatione de la dottrina di 
frate Bernardino was, once again, a refutation of Bernardino ochino; 
the other work, the Resolutione sommaria contra le conclusioni luter
ane, was written as a refutation of the Sommario della Sacra Scrittura. 
the Reprobatione de la dottrina di frate Bernardino Ochino was, in all 
probability, the first of the three controversialist writings drafted by 
Politi. on January 5, 1544, he had already completed preparing the 
manuscript that he sent to the Balìa of siena, accompanied by a letter 
that in the printed version would appear as a dedication “to the high-
est magistrate, and all the people of the magnificent city of siena.”148 
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the ochino text to which Catarino replied, l’Epistola al magnifico 
magistrato di Balìa della città Siena, written at Geneva on november 1, 
1543, had marked a new phase of the recent Geneva exile of the former 
general of the Capuchins.149 If the publication of the Prediche barely 
a year earlier had represented the anxious moment of disclosure, the 
abandonment of secrecy, the possibility of making his true face known, 
the Epistola marked the beginning of ochino’s offensive, the attempt to 
spread the new lutheran word in the Italian peninsula, to convert his 
old fellow travelers to the new truth. For this occasion ochino chose 
his natal city, siena, and his civic magistracy, the Balìa, for a rueful 
appeal to understand the motives of his sudden decision to flee, and 
to accept his reasons for his break with Roman orthodoxy. Politi felt 
doubly accused: first, as the lead polemicist and controversialist on the 
Roman side; and second, as a citizen of siena. ochino’s propagandistic 
attempt also removed the remaining scruples that had held Politi back 
from disclosing the real polemical target of the Trattato della giustifi
catione. It was necessary to intervene immediately, responding blow 
for blow, and to turn directly to the Balìa of siena to put the city’s 
magistrates and citizens on guard against the danger that they were 
running.150 thus the challenge took on the features of a personal bat-
tle within a civic framework. this time not only was the definition of 
theological and doctrinal truth in play; the fate of the beloved city of 
siena was at risk.

once the draft was complete, between the end of 1543 and the 
beginning of 1544, the publication of the Reprobatione was delayed 
only a few months, just enough time to complete the Compendio.151 
the decision to publish the two texts in a bound edition (accompa-
nied by the Resolutione sommaria) in March 1544 was nothing but the 
translation in editorial terms of a profound and radical conviction of 
Politi. While in the naples of Juan de valdés in 1540 he had probably 
been able to read a first version of Beneficio di Cristo, and at the same 
time listen to the very well attended sermons of Bernardino ochino 
(also, no doubt, reading one of his printed “protests”).152 since that 
time Politi was convinced that the former general of the Capuchins and 
the unnamed authors of the Beneficio were men “confused by the same 
spirit.”153 now, after four years of polemic, allusions, and insinuations, 
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he was finally able to shout his truth, confronting in the same accu-
sation the names of ochino and the unnamed authors of the Benefi
cio. “Believe you are one of the elect and you will be one of them,” he 
summed up their common doctrine in the pages of the Reprobatione, 
“believe yourself to be absolved and you will be absolved. Believe that 
Christ has satisfied for you in all and for all your sins past, present, and 
future, and so it will be. And this is the great benefit of Christ that they 
are proposing.”154

But Politi’s controversial offensive launched in March 1544 did not 
stop there. his last polemical objective, the third piece in the edition, 
the Sommario della sacra Scrittura, dealt with the Italian translation 
of the French version of a famous dutch book printed anonymously  
at the beginning of the 1520s, the Summa der godliker Scrifturen, which 
in turn had been translated from a latin original, the Oeconomica 
christiana in rem christianam instituens, quidve creditum ingénue chris
tianum oportet, ex evangelicis literis eruta. the first Italian translation 
had appeared at Genoa, also anonymous and without typographic 
indications, presumably around 1534.155 there were many successive 
editions, at least six within a few years, a testimony to its immediate 
success with the public. “It has spread to almost all the cities of Italy,” 
the chronicler tommasino lancillotti noted.156 Already denounced in 
Modena in 1537, burned in Bologna, and banned in Milan the follow-
ing year, the Sommario soon appeared among the inquisitorial papers 
and on the lists of forbidden books, or found itself considered an 
object of censure by some forward- looking defender of orthodoxy.157 
the mixing of lutheran and erasmian elements often directed toward 
socially radical outcomes made it a dangerous vehicle of heresy and a 
frightening instrument in the hands of the faithful. While it is not sur-
prising that Politi turned his attention to this text, the question is why 
he waited ten years, the time between the first appearance of the work 
and the publication of his Resolutione sommaria, before putting pen to 
paper to refute it, or why he decided to do it just in those early months 
of 1544. even considering the hypothesis of a neapolitan reprint-
ing of the Sommario going back to 1542, a hypothesis not adequately 
documented,158 or more generally, Politi’s allusions to the numerous 
reprintings of the “little book,”159 it does not seem possible to trace 
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motives of urgency or polemical exigency for the publication of the 
Resolutione sommaria that prompted the publication of the other two 
controversial writings in March 1544. the polemic against the Som
mario seems strictly in the service of assuring greater success for his 
controversialist publication in its refutation of the Beneficio di Cristo. 
not that Politi had given up compiling the specifics of that version of 
the dutch text, or failed to point out the doctrinal nuances that made 
this text a unicum in the editorial panorama of those years. With his 
characteristic polemical discernment he had emphasized, for example, 
the dual origin (erasmian and lutheran) of the criticism leveled by the 
Sommario against ceremonies, vigils, fasts, and prayers,160 just as he 
had acutely described the danger of a radical subversion of the social 
order in some pages of the work.161

however, the principal reason for the presence of the Resolutione 
Sommaria alongside the Compendio d’errori et inganni luterani seems to 
be the aim of presenting the Beneficio di Cristo as the most important 
feature of a complex propagandistic design that, by diffusing anony-
mous vernacular texts with attractive and deceptive titles, aimed at 
spreading the heretical plague among the “ignorant crowd,” exploiting 
precisely “the sweet message” of Christ’s sacrifice. “they,” Politi had 
made clear in the very first pages of his Compendio, “. . . look for carnal 
and stupid people, prone to be deceived. they write in the vernacular 
and disseminate books through Italy without authors’ names but with 
egregious titles, such as Il Sommario de la sacra Scrittura or Trattato del 
benefizio di Cristo in order to lure the simple and careless and to stir 
up their human curiosity.”162 “how many volumes published and with 
how many pretty titles,” he repeated in his Resolutione sommaria, “how 
carefully decorated and printed, in order to deceive, among their other 
deceptions they use this, that is, they write in the vulgar language.”163 
Merely the idea of concealing the author’s identity was already in 
itself an evident symptom of bad conscience and therefore an implicit 
admission of guilt. Anticipating by a few years, and perhaps inspiring, 
the first Index of Forbidden Books and the appearance of an apposite 
category dedicated entirely to anonymous works, Politi did not hesitate 
to emphasize that “the author of this little book”—the reference was to 
the Beneficio but obviously applicable also to the Sommario—“. . . may 
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raise the suspicion of every prudent person for not having identified 
himself; because if he were a man of authority, as the Foreword says, 
and intended to speak the truth, a truth most useful to Christians as 
he claims, he should have favored the truth [revealing] his authorship.”

no particular wisdom was necessary, Politi explained, to under-
stand that “who goes to do evil hates the light because he may be recog-
nized and punished.”164 to find proof that the book was dangerous, he 
repeated in his Resolutione, it was enough to glance at “the frontispiece 
where the author shows that he fears the light, as one who is doing 
evil doesn’t want to identify himself.”165 the anonymous editorial form 
and the insidious propagandistic aims of the two texts were identical, 
therefore, and also practically coincident in their contents.166

It has been cogently proposed that most of the remarks empha-
sizing the importance of “the merits of the passion of Christ” were 
inserted by the Italian translator in his adaptation of the French ver-
sion of the Sommario for the Italian publishing market.167 If that is 
true, then Politi, even taking his obvious interpretive liberties, must 
not have strayed far from the truth where he seemed to identify again 
in the sweet doctrine of the benefit of Christ the dominant chord of 
the Sommario. Although the social radicalism and the decisive antimo-
nastic polemic of the Sommario did not agree with the complex valde-
sian spirituality of the Beneficio, many of the themes treated in the two 
works were identical: from the lutheran interpretation of the law to 
the centrality of faith to the condemnation of works that “distract man 
from faith in Christ” to the moral imitation of Christ. ultimately, we 
can identify common literary sources and even textual borrowings. 
Further, the two writings, often circulated together in a single edi-
tion or bound in the same volume, were generally perceived by read-
ers of the time as two related and complementary texts.168 Ambrogio 
Catarino Politi thus absorbed the feelings of the time, and from that 
perception created the argument of his controversial offensive. In his 
anti- ochino Rimedio, he would identify once and for all the thread 
that united the three works he refuted:

he who wrote that pestiferous little book called Sommario de la sacra 

Scrittura doesn’t sleep, nor does that other author of the one entitled 
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Beneficio di Christo crocifisso sleep. nor do the others sleep who spread 

similar works in vernacular, full of mortal poison, covered, however, 

with these sweet titles and other pleasing blessings, to ensnare incau-

tious readers and gently lead them to the blind gutter of death, because 

they have based it on the ignorance of the people and on their incapac-

ity, and above all on the sweetness of the doctrine they preach. . . . that 

spirit of liberty that they preach, that predestination of the elect, who 

are themselves, and all those who believe this, their so sweet Christ 

who assumes all their debts provided they believe it, who frees them 

from the inferno, purgatory, the efficacy of contrition, the pain of sat-

isfaction, and takes from them [the necessity] of fasting, vigils, praise 

of the divine, vows and sacraments, sacrifice, ecclesiastical rule, and 

finally reduces everything to faith, easily deceives the stubborn flesh.169

the apostate Bernardino ochino, the Sommario della sacra Scrit
tura, and the Beneficio di Cristo were thus presented by Politi as three 
moments of a single insidious design of religious propaganda that 
aimed to confuse the minds of the simpler people, involving them in 
doctrinal and theological sophistries,170 and deceiving them with the 
false sweetness of their propositions. the significance of this triple 
controversial offensive (against ochino, the Sommario, and the Bene
ficio) was synthesized by Politi in the words he had chosen to open his 
Compendio:

human curiosity and presumption, that today has come to many, so 

that each of you, no matter your condition, women as well as men, 

illiterate as well as educated, want to understand the most profound 

questions of sacred theology and divine scripture and to be informed 

of the modes and the causes of justification, of the faculty of free will 

and grace, of the abyss of the providence, prescience, and predestina-

tion of God, of the effects of faith and of works and many other simi-

lar things, about which even the great intellects by assiduous study of 

sacred letters, have barely arrived at full and certain resolution.171

In April 1544, barely a month after the publication of the three 
works of controversy, Politi produced his final work in the vernacular: 
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the Trattato nuovo utile, et necessario de l’institutione de la confessione sac
ramentale introdotta da Christo, et de la necessità, convenientia, et frutti 
di quella; et del modo di confessarsi con la sufficiente essaminatione (new, 
useful and necessary treatise on sacramental Confession Introduced 
by Christ, and Its necessity, Convenience, and Fruit; and of the Mode 
of Confessing yourself with sufficient examination).172 It was to be the 
last component of Politi’s offensive of the 1540s. In his view confession 
was the ultimate remedy by which man (already) justified (the first time) 
reconquered the divine grace lost “by mortal sin” and returned to take 
part in the second justification.173 Confession was composed of two 
phases: the first was subordinate to the will of man and his “desire to  
extricate himself from his bonds and reconcile himself with God,” 
while the second concentrated on “the consideration of the generosity 
of God the Father and his misericordia and clemency.”174 this was still 
far from the tridentine definition of a sacramental confession based 
on a succession of penitential acts: contrition; oral and secret confes-
sion; satisfaction and absolution by a priest, absolution as judgment, not 
merely declaratory, and preceding the fulfillment of satisfaction.175 the  
dominant mode of the Trattato is still that of controversy. In the affirma-
tion of “such ancient use” of confession and of “the common opinion of 
Catholic authors,”176 in the defense of the “preaching of John the Bap-
tist” as the original source of the confessional sacrament,177 the “diabolic 
arrogance” of the heretics always emerges as Politi’s chief polemical tar-
get.178 In the listing of “sins against God” set forth on the basis of the ten 
Commandments,179 in the targeting of sins “against one’s neighbor” and 
“against oneself,” which distance man from divine grace,180 Politi natu-
rally anticipated many of the acts that tridentine culture would codify 
fully in the next ten years; however, the features of Catholic confession 
took form in Politi’s pages in precise contrast to lutheran positions. 
“the heretic says that confession should be made to God,” Politi wrote, 
for example, in confirming the fundamental role of ecclesiastic interme-
diation, “and he speaks the truth, but he presumes that when it is made 
to the priest it is not made to God, and here he errs, because the opposite 
is true, that is, it is not made to God when it is not intended to be made to 
the priest, because God does not hear if you do not recognize that mode 
of confession because you have refuted the sacrament.”181
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thus, almost inevitably, the ideal tension of this short work ended 
in an extended heated defense of Catholic good works,182 as if remind-
ing the reader that before being able to dedicate oneself to a deeper 
reflection on this theme, one had to clearly demarcate the distance 
from the enemy.183

Th e  A p ol o g i a  of  t h e  B e n e f ic io  di  C r i s t o

It was not long before news of the publication of Politi’s Compendio 
reached viterbo. understandably, it immediately raised the question 
how to respond “to the book which he [Politi] recently published 
against the little book titled Del Beneficio di Cristo crocifisso.”184 no 
one but Flaminio, the recognized heir of valdés as well as author of 
the “revision” of the Beneficio, took the responsibility of replying to 
Politi’s invective. Between the end of 1544 and the beginning of 1545 
Flaminio decided to offer a “memorandum of those things that, as 
I see it, might be made in a response to this padre,”185 having first 
been solicited by a “very dear brother,”186 perhaps Reginald Pole or his 
secretary Alvise Priuli,187 or his intimate friend Pietro Carnesecchi. 
Carnesecchi had stood out in the first months of 1543 for the attention 
with which he followed the various phases of the publication of the 
Beneficio at the venetian printer Bindoni.188 Flaminio had probably 
had the opportunity to discuss with Carnesecchi the possibility of a 
reply to Politi’s Compendio during their joint venetian stay between 
summer and fall of 1544.189

that this would not be a proper response to the polemical argu-
ments advanced by Politi in his Compendio was immediately clear. 
Flaminio had already shown his hand to Politi, saying that he could 
“satisfy him [only] in part,”190 and in the conclusion of the work limit-
ing himself to saying he would delay to sometime in the hazy future the 
drafting of “the replies . . . to Politi’s objections,” “which, with God’s 
favor, I shall do separately.”191 needless to say, those “replies” never saw 
the light. If one reads carefully between the lines, it was Flaminio him-
self who furnished the explanation, announcing in advance, “I think I 
would be passing the limits of my vocation if from defender I became 
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accuser.”192 to descend to the same level as their great accuser, replying 
polemically step by step, citation after citation, to Politi’s provocations, 
would have meant he was renouncing the use of his own message “in 
favor of a propagandistic and dogmatic purpose” just on the eve of the 
new convocation of the Council.193 Better, therefore, “to discuss the 
mode of our justification . . . according to the true sense of holy scrip-
ture and the Catholic Church,”194 responding to Politi’s “cavils”195 but 
also trying to keep alive the religious and doctrinal proposals formu-
lated in the Beneficio di Cristo soon to be debated at trent. Basically, to 
achieve this end it was enough to stay within the more or less explicit 
guidelines of polemic of the viterbo group’s confrontations with Politi 
through his books, sermons, and latin treatises since the beginning  
of the 1540s. the consignment of the manuscript of the Beneficio di 
Cristo to the venetian printer Bindoni and Politi’s sharp and detailed 
invective in response were in the same register as the earlier exchanges. 
In other words, the true interlocutor of the Apologia would not have 
been the Politi of the Compendio but rather the author of De perfecta 
iustificatione, of the Trattato della giustificatione, and even of the unpub-
lished latin De meritis bonorum operum. In those texts the polemic,  
while violent, with clear objectives, had not escalated into a direct 
attack on an individual text or single author. Considered in this light 
it is not surprising that Flaminio made ample use in his Apologia of 
entire passages of the letters that he himself had written from naples 
to Priuli in 1540–41 in the successful attempt to convert Cardinal Pole 
and his secretary to the doctrine of valdés. It was a very personal form 
of literary borrowing that proved very useful for the purposeful and 
propagandistic character that, notwithstanding everything, the Apolo
gia was meant to maintain.196 no doubt Flaminio’s principal objective 
was to defend the doctrine in the “sweet little book,” given to the press 
in 1543.197 however, this did not change the terms of the question at 
all, since the manuscript version of this “little book” had, before the 
venetian publication of 1543, been Politi’s main point of polemical ref-
erence in those early years of the forties.

the thread of that polemic and of those writings was, as has been 
demonstrated, the theme of justification. Politi had centered the accu-
sation of deception and mystification of the truth that he flung at the 
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viterbo group on the question of faith and works. to such a defama-
tory accusation it was necessary to respond, beginning with return-
ing to the sender an updated list of accusations. Politi was the real 
deceiver,198 an ignorant deceiver who had fallen into error even before 
ensnaring his readers in the same mistakes. “the origin of his error,” 
emphasized Flaminio, “is that he doesn’t understand what justification 
by faith means.”199 the term “to justify,” Flaminio continued provoca-
tively, “is judicial language and signifies to absolve and to judge some-
one just and innocent and to oppose his condemnation.”200 But Politi, 
“having regard to the composition of the latin word,” was unable to 
imagine that this word might “signify other than having been made 
just and good, as if to say from intemperate to temperate, from miserly 
to generous.” In other words, he thought “that to be justified by faith 
meant only having been made good and just by the gift of charity God 
infused in our hearts by means of the disposition of faith.”201 Instead, 
faith cannot grow “by means of the frequent exercise of good works” 
until a “perfection” such that “man with his innocence and saintliness 
can expose himself to and satisfy God’s judgment,”202 and this for the 
simple reason that “the infirmity and imperfection of our flesh” does 
not allow it.203 to be “justified by faith” thus means only that “if not by 
the means of faith, which receives the justice and merits of Christ freely 
offered to us by the preaching of the gospel, we are absolved in God’s 
judgment for all our iniquities,” and consequently “we are accepted as 
just and innocent and made heirs of the eternal life.” All this, Flaminio 
emphasized, notwithstanding the fact that “in ourselves we are worthy 
of punishment, not rewards.”204 thus, it is “imputed justice,” that is, 
that justice “imputed to all the faithful by God’s misericordia,” not 
the “inherent justice” Politi defended in his writings, that guarantees 
eternal salvation.205

Flaminio continued provocatively, claiming that naturally the 
clarification of this distinction would not entirely unmask the decep-
tion with which Politi had obfuscated the minds of his readers, and 
perhaps also his own conscience before that. A great part of the Apo
logia was thus dedicated to the literal deconstruction of Politi’s theory 
of double justification. Flaminio’s effort was focused on demonstrating 
that all the scriptural and patristic citations attributed by Politi to his 
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very personal “first justification” (and in all those passages where he 
had arbitrarily referred to the state of man preceding the first justifica-
tion) should be instead to all “pious people.”206 thus a first justifica-
tion (which rendered man just) and a second justification (which with 
the accompaniment of good works conducts man to salvation) do not 
exist, nor is there a first inherent justice or perfection by the exercise of 
good human works but only a single divine intervention that by means 
of Christ’s sacrifice imputes justice to man and saves him for eternity.

however, even before the late Contarini’s theory of double jus-
tice (imputed and inherent) Politi’s theory of double justification 
came under Flaminio’s attack.207 the latter’s proposal consisted in 
demonstrating that the doctrinal construction, whose author even he 
never identified explicitly, was nothing but an artifice Politi invented, 
manipu lating a series of biblical passages to support his positions, 
which otherwise he would not have been able to justify.

If there is no doubt that the major difficulty along the way was 
that Flaminio had to confront the interpretation of saint James,208 it 
is also evident that the author most visited by Flaminio in the pages 
of the Apologia was saint Bernard. so often cited, attentively inter-
preted, proudly revindicated209 as at least to raise the suspicion that 
the famous passage of Priuli’s letter to Beccadelli of May 1, 1542 (“that 
single passage [of saint Bernard] would be enough response to padre 
Polito”), could have referred to a discussion whose outcomes merged 
with the draft of the Apologia of the Beneficio. the implications of this 
admittedly suggestive hypothesis, at one time put forward by Gigliola 
Fragnito,210 are too numerous and too difficult to demonstrate to ren-
der practicable a rereading of those polemics of the early 1540s that 
locate a first draft of the Apologia around mid- 1542. to a first impres-
sion the idea of predating the terms of the polemic that opposed Politi 
to the viterbo group and to ochino does not appear insurmountable. 
It would only be necessary to hypothesize that in the same months in 
which Politi was responding with his De perfecta iustificatione (at the 
beginning of 1541) to the first version of the Beneficio di Cristo (already 
in circulation in naples in 1540),211 Flaminio had “revised” the text 
originally redacted by Benedetto da Mantova without knowing Politi’s 
text. this hypothesis would validate a testimony of Beccadelli who in a 
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letter of January 1544 to Marcello Cervini recalled his appreciation of 
“that ‘little book’ . . . which I saw already three years ago.” “It seemed 
to me,” he continued, “that the doctrine of the benefit of Christ helped 
to make Christ known to us and to excite us about him, as we ought to 
be, also moved by the authority of the person who modified it, whom I 
regard to be learned and good.”212 one could then suppose that a year 
later, mid- 1542, Flaminio and the viterbo group decided to write an 
Apologia in reply to the De perfecta iustificatione of Politi. But here the 
difficulties would begin. even ignoring the negative result from a first, 
superficial, textual comparison of the two works that were thought to 
be in dialogue with each other, the problem is how to explain why Fla-
minio would be interested in replying to a text, De perfecta iustifica
tione, in which Politi had not even considered the “revised” version of 
the Beneficio. to continue, then, with the obstacle represented by the 
expression Priuli had used in his letter to Beccadelli (“that single pas-
sage would be enough response to padre Polito”), it is only with effort 
that it can be read literally to support the thesis of drafting a text of a 
reply to Politi.213 last, there is no trace in the Apologia, as there should 
be if we hypothesize the drafting of Flaminio’s text about mid- 1542, of 
the controversial writings Trattato della giustificatione and De meritis 
bonorum opera drafted by Politi after that date and before the publica-
tion of the Beneficio di Cristo.

Instead, more logical is a careful reading of the numerous and pas-
sionate citations of saint Bernard in the Apologia, bearing in mind the 
force and fruitfulness of Pole’s suggestion to Flaminio during the revi-
sion of Beneficio di Cristo.214 the suggestion was more amply developed 
in the Apologia, which lends itself to an instrumental and polemical 
use of the Bernardine passages better than the Beneficio di Cristo.

I limit myself, therefore, to a hypothesis that is feasible but difficult 
to prove, insisting on a small space for it, as a provocation, and recall-
ing attention to a passage from Flaminio that seems precisely cut to the 
measure of the citation from the letter of May 1542: “now we come to 
saint Bernard . . . with whom we celebrate so notably Christ’s imputed 
justice which alone should be sufficient to confute enemies of one’s own 
health who, blinded by self- love, ignorantly impugn it.”215
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Th e  Fa i l e d  P u bl ic at ion  of  t h e  A p ol o g i a  
a n d  t h e  C h i z z ol a  Tr i a l 

In identifying the ambiguous issues over which confrontation occurred, 
the question of the certitude of faith was much more important than 
the question of the merits of good works. turning the pages of Benefi
cio di Cristo, Politi had encountered a singular definition of the “most 
sweet predestination” of God: “his beloved son . . . is the most secure 
pledge that we who have accepted the grace of the gospel are the sons 
of God, elected for eternal life.”216 In view of that, he had called the 
reader’s attention to the very restricted number of the predestined,217 
and to the teaching of saint thomas and saint Augustine according to 
whom “no one in this world is certain of his salvation, unless he has a 
special revelation from God.”218 For Politi the frightening ambiguity of 
that position lay in the confusion generated between the certainty of 
justification and the certainty of salvation.

When wishing to persuade of the certitude of predestination, it is 

deceptive to cite saint hilary and saint Augustine and saint Bernard 

as if they . . . didn’t teach entirely the opposite. . . . Because from the 

certainty of justification, which can only be said to be certain for some 

people, the certainty of salvation and predestination is inferred, as if 

all the justified were predestined and cannot fall from justice. this is 

countered in innumerable places in scripture.219

It is one thing to maintain that, thanks to the intervention of Christ, 
some men can be certain they are justified before God; it is another 
to affirm that once justified, all men are predestined to eternal salva-
tion. to these themes Politi had occasion to turn repeatedly, even apart 
from the polemic he had directed against the spirituali.220 Compared 
to his attempt to make distinctions and clarifications in the Compen
dio, however, the Apologia does not pick up the challenge, maintaining 
the decisively neutral tone already used in the Benefico. Flaminio had 
spoken of a “hope of . . . salvation founded on the imputed justice of 
Christ,” and invited man to be “secure and certain to be loved by God 
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in Christ and for Christ,” assuring him “that no creature can separate 
from the love that God gives us out of respect for Christ,221 and that 
this “hope of God’s glory . . . cannot deceive him.”222 however, he had 
avoided the vagaries of the subtle but clear distinctions between the 
certainty of faith and the certainty of salvation described by Politi.

there seems to be no doubt about the distance between the two 
doctrinal positions. however, Flaminio’s decision not to discuss the 
merit of Politi’s observations left the question at least partially unre-
solved. Relations between Politi and the viterbo group of spirituali 
would play out in the following months around that which was not 
spoken, that is, around the question left unresolved by Flaminio. In 
particular a testimony made in the course of depositions by Ippolito 
Chizzola, lateran canon regular of Brescia, led to the suspicion that 
behind the decision of the viterbo group to renounce the publication 
of the Apologia, Flaminio and his companions discovered an unex-
pected consonance of views with the position of Politi at trent on the 
matter of the certitude of grace.

But let us proceed in order. In regard to the decision of Flaminio 
and Pole not to publish the Apologia del Beneficio di Cristo various 
hypotheses have been advanced. It was “impossible to reply in the 
same vein as the Beneficio itself, fleeing any anti- Roman polemic, 
any controversial discussion, any neat definition of the border line 
between truth and error, between orthodoxy and heresy.” the choice 
was instead for a new venetian edition of the Beneficio di Cristo, along 
with Flaminio’s letters and valdés’s Trattatelli, long ready for the press. 
this choice was basically “more coherent with the original design that 
had been to present spiritual liberation only positively, indicating it 
as legitimate and practicable, not outside and against, but inside the 
Church of Rome.”223 At the same time we must not overlook the rea-
sons for caution and prudence that inspired Cardinal Pole’s political 
analysis.224 All the available documentary testimonies point in this 
same direction, above all, the page of the Catalogo de’ libri (1549), in 
which the polemicist Pier Paolo vergerio, apostate from the Catholic 
religion, formerly bishop of Capodistria, fugitive to Protestant terri-
tory, accuses Pole of reluctance while clearly revealing the motives that 
underlay that reluctance:
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It was, then, another good mind and spirit who had chosen to defend 

him, and composed a fine book, and handed it over to a cardinal who 

is reputed to have the light to see the errors of the Church and to taste 

the sweetness of the Gospel. Certainly he has many excellent virtues. 

But I am resolved that if this cardinal doesn’t now come forth with 

the defense of that good book that he has in hand, and if he doesn’t 

reveal to others that he thinks it is good, that its reputation is false, 

then there is not in him that spirit that many have believed. he is 

accustomed to say it is necessary to be prudent and await the occasion  

and the opportune time: it is well said, but is not this the occasion and 

the opportune time when so many people in so many ways are try-

ing to extinguish and bury the benefit and glory of Christ? When will 

he come to declare and make himself known as Christ’s soldier, if he 

doesn’t do now that for which his Christ has fought so hard, labored, 

been afflicted? now let us see what this cardinal does. God give him 

ardor; and it would be a wonderful time if he declared himself [along] 

with his whole school.225

or, there is the well- known testimony of Pietro Carnesecchi, who 
declared to the judges of the holy Roman office that the Apologia had 
remained unpublished “because the said little book had been con-
demned and banned before its defense had been completed.”226 even if 
we were to doubt the accuracy of Carnesecchi’s recollection of the date 
of composition of the text, his vivid testimony conveys a decision con-
nected to the change of the political framework, of a choice made in 
the wake of considerations of opportunity and political caution. In July 
1546 when Galeazzo Florimonte, bishop of Aquino, pronounced his 
unsparing condemnation of the Beneficio di Cristo from the benches of 
trent, the Apologia had probably already been completed some months 
earlier.227 the fact remains, however, that those words, spoken a little 
before the tridentine deliberations on justification, again confirmed 
the change of climate registered a few weeks before by Pole with his 
clamorous departure from trent,228 and indicated to the viterbo group 
the path of caution and concealment.

the testimony in the trial of Ippolito Chizzola, referred to a lit-
tle earlier, adds an interesting element of novelty: “this book”—said 
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Chizzola again in August 1549, speaking of the Beneficio di Cristo—
“had had a great supporter, as I understood it; this was Flaminio: who 
as far as I understood it, had offered and did offer to Bishop Caterino to 
demonstrate how much that book contains of saint Bernard, and who 
had already started to write against Caterino. And if Caterino in coun-
cil had not defended the opinion of the certitude of grace, Flaminio 
was to bring forth his own book.”229

Chizzola, as indicated, seems to have let it be understood that the 
decision to suspend publication of Flaminio’s Apologia was strictly tied 
to the position assumed by Politi before the council in favor of the cer-
titude of grace.230 But who was Ippolito Chizzola? What relations did he 
have with Ambrogio Catarino Politi, and why did he refer to his doc-
trines with such nonchalance? A Brescian, at a very young age Chiz-
zola entered the Convent of lateran Canons Regular, taking orders in 
1539 shortly after Celso Martinengo made his profession there. Already 
censured during his lenten sermons in Cremona in 1548, the follow-
ing year, after preaching his lenten sermons in venice, he was accused 
of spreading heretical doctrines. In the summer of 1549 he was put to 
an inquisitorial trial in Rome. Found guilty, he abjured in 1551.231 the 
main points of the accusation against him can be deduced by reading 
the Roman cross- examinations of July and August 1549: from confes-
sion to Purgatory; then to the role attributed to the saints, the eucha-
rist; the negation of papal authority; on to an excessive anti- Pelagian 
emphasis;232 and, above all, to the question of justification and certitude 
of faith. these last two matters were a constant point of reference for 
the accused during the course of the trial. Politi, initially involved only 
implicitly, came to be an explicit, constant, reference point for Chizzola. 
When he was asked to illustrate to the judges his own positions on the 
matter of justification, don Ippolito replied by following quite faithfully 
the diverse parts of Politi’s reflection, just as they had been received in 
the Council’s decree on justification.233 “the law,” said Chizzola, “is 
impossible to be observed by anyone who does not have Christ and his 
grace, and therefore is found with only his natural forces subject to sin, 
but then with the grace of God and of Christ not only can we serve the 
law but yet, as I said then, we can be angels.”234 We had, then, to retrace 
in divine intervention the root of the merits of man’s good works;235 
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man, however, must contribute with a motion of acceptance to the per-
fection of that process of justification and to the winning of his own 
salvation.236 In other words man with his free will concurs both actively 
and passively with his own salvation.237 these first assertions, marked 
by the expectation of an accordant motion, almost coincident between 
divine intervention and human action, recalled more closely the letter 
of the tridentine decree than they did Politi’s theory of double justifica-
tion.238 Chizzola’s successive declarations, intended to define a “first jus-
tification” as quite distinct from a “second justification,” instead moved 
clearly in the direction of Politi. After speaking of the first, emphasiz-
ing that “our external works” contribute to man’s salvation only as “a 
distant disposition,”239 Chizzola declared that only actions conducted 
under the benefit of divine grace can contribute to (the second) jus-
tification of man, rendering the (already) just still “more just.”240 
Although the name Politi had never been spoken the consonance of 
views appeared almost total. When the discussion reached certitude of 
faith and grace, this time Politi was referred to directly and explicitly. 
questioned whether he had ever preached “that man can be certain of 
his own salvation with the absence of divine grace,”241 and whether he 
thinks this doctrine conforms to Catholic orthodoxy,242 at first Chiz-
zola replied, “Man can be certain of this[,] . . . and this by the revelation 
of God who, if he first doesn’t do it for everyone, at least he does it 
according to his divine pleasure.”243 the inquisitors, not satisfied with 
the reply, asked him if those to whom God does not wish to reveal “the 
state of salvation and of his . . . justice” are able to know if they are in 
grace. Chizzola cited Politi’s authority, recalling their attention to the 
distinction between “ultimate salvation,” of which man cannot be sure 
without a special revelation from God, and “present justification”:

speaking of final salvation I say that without a particular revelation 

one cannot know, but speaking of present justification [sic] for respect 

of the sacraments, as baptism and confession, I say that this is disput-

able as I have said above, and always saving the judgment of the holy 

Church, I am more pleased by the opinion of Caterino in this passage, 

although I happen not to have been very attentive in this matter, hav-

ing never dealt with it in a public place.244
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Gradually, as the interrogation proceeded, Chizzola identified ever 
more clearly the sources of his reflections on doctrine. “I remember 
only this,” he confessed to the insistent inquisitors, “that arguing one 
day and perhaps more than one time, about the work written by Bishop 
Caterino against Cioto [soto], I said many things in favor of his opin-
ion, lifted, thus, from Caterino’s book.”245

Chizzola, suspected of heresy, had, then, read with great atten-
tion, and it seems with great agreement, at least one of the works writ-
ten by Politi in reply to De natura et gratia of the theologian domingo 
de soto. A long and hot polemic between Caterino and soto centered 
on the correct interpretation of the ninth chapter of the decree on 
justification, recently approved at trent. It was dedicated to the cer-
tainty of grace, a polemic conducted in treatises and apologiae that 
had engaged the two combatants until the beginning of the 1550s.246 
As Politi himself maintained, the decree did not resolve every doubt 
on the matter, and the question was still “disputable.” “I considered 
this matter to be disputable,” repeated Chizzola, “however, I lean 
toward Bishop Caterino as of greater conformity to that theology, 
which is this: that man can know when he is justified and when he is 
in the state of salvation.”247

Although at certain moments, as when in this last deposition 
Chizzola seemed to confound the two terms, his line of defense clearly 
follows the positions of Caterino, distancing himself from a lutheran- 
style certainty of salvation and predestination and instead emphasiz-
ing full conformity of the doctrine of the certainty of grace with the 
tridentine deliberations:

I remember well that it has been determined against the vain faith of 

the lutherans, who want every true Christian to be certain about his 

salvation without mention either of sacraments or anything else, as the 

theologians say, they want only that that should be by the holy spirit 

which renders testimony to our spirit, and in this do not make a dif-

ference between Paul and any simple Christian, this is all I recall, in 

sum, of those sacred canons, and in speaking a great deal of the opin-

ion of Caterino in the way that the sacred theologians speak, as he in 

his book protests, I see no contradiction between this opinion and the 
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sacred council, and if I had seen it I would have certainly disliked it as 

strongly as I like it now.248

the trial came to a conclusion, and in February 1552, after his 
abjuration, Chizzola returned to venice where he publicly retracted his 
errors in the presence of the nuncio ludovico Beccadelli. From that 
moment, as if to redeem himself from the suspicion with which the 
inquisitors stained his past, he began an intense activity of contro-
versy, attested to, among other things, by the Discorsi per confutar le 
particolari heresie, published in venice in 1562,249 and the Risposta alle 
bestemmie et maledicenze contenute in tre scritti di Paolo Vergerio con
tra l’indittione del concilio pubblicata da papa Pio quarto (Reply to the 
Blasphemies and Curses in three Writings against the Indiction of the 
Council . . .), also published in venice in 1562.250 In the new trappings 
of a zealous Catholic controversialist, Chizzola was forced to adjust his 
target, at least in part. on the question of justification his preaching 
was in perfect continuity with the doctrines he had professed before 
the Roman trial. the existence of a first and a second justification, the 
gratuity of divine grace, the impossibility of purchasing meritorious 
works anterior to the (first) justification, and the merit of works com-
pleted successively, as well as the necessity of the same to reach eternal 
salvation, had received the tridentine imprimatur.251 on the question 
of the “certitude of salvation,” as on the theme of predestination on 
which in the course of the trial he had made perhaps a too ardent dec-
laration,252 he adopted a completely different tone from years past:

to make promises of our perseverance in the right path is not an obli-

gation of God to us, but rather is an obligation of us to God: because 

this is what has pleased that lord from whom perseverance arises, and 

therefore as long as we have not consumed the course of our life, we 

cannot know what he has of us: but we ought always to stand between 

fear and hope, not presuming, nor despairing, what our God wants, 

and in this way it is clear that hope never at any time loses fear.253

“We are unable to know what he will make of us”; the life of man, 
Chizzola clarified, should be guided by fear and by hope, the best 
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antidote to desperation. of the certainties shared only a few years ear-
lier with Politi no trace, then, appeared.

Without possessing the text of abjuration we are not able to know 
the terms in which Chizzola made his retraction of that delicate ques-
tion of the certainty of grace. surely, he understood that reasons of 
opportunity and caution counseled him to put it off. the Politi of jus-
tification already legitimized and accepted by the tridentine decrees 
could be used by Chizzola with great profit. the Politi of the certi-
tude of grace had instead to submit to oblivion, destined to be for-
gotten if not censured by the paladins of the Counter- Reformation of 
the late Cinquecento. the inquisitorial episode of Chizzola offered, in 
this sense, a clear anticipation of the crushing victory of the spanish 
dominican domingo de soto over the too eclectic sienese dominican 
Ambrogio Catarino Politi.

Beyond these considerations, however, there is irrefutable evidence 
of the strong attraction the invective Politi hurled against soto (one of 
the most noted defenders of thomist orthodoxy) exercised on figures 
like Chizzola, figures of the second half of the 1540s who moved in 
that uncertain zone between orthodoxy and heresy. We know too little 
of the relations between Chizzola, an associate of Martinengo,254 and 
the group of spirituali of viterbo, of Pole and Flaminio, to evaluate the 
trustworthiness of his claim that Flaminio had refused to publish the 
Apologia after the position Politi took on the theme of the certainty of 
grace at trent.255 It is possible that Politi’s positions and the violent dis-
pute that followed generated uncertainty in the group gathered around 
Pole and, even more, doubt as to who at that point was their real enemy, 
who to fight. Who was this Politi, they probably asked themselves, this 
dominican who had persecuted them with libels and invective since 
the beginning of the 1540s?
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C h a P t e r  4

the First Phase 
of the Council of trent

From  S i e na  t o  Tr e n t

In october 1544 Catarino Politi left the Convent of san silvestro on the 
quirinale1 to become governor of the Confraternity of san Girolamo 
della Carità.2 And at Rome in April 1545 he was named by Paul III to 
take part in the coming council as pontifical theologian.3 Politi left 
Rome early in May and arrived in trent on May 12.4 In the months that 
preceded the actual opening of the council,5 he received extraordinary 
support from the two pontifical legates Cervini and del Monte. on July 
4 they granted him cash assistance and asked that his name be included 
on the list of people to receive subventions as quickly as possible.6 A few 
weeks later, as soon as they heard the news of the death of the master 
of the sacred palace, the Brescian Pietro Martire, the two legates has-
tened to write to Cardinal Farnese requesting that “that position be 
given to fra Ambrosio Politi of siena.” “his doctrine, solid and stable,” 
insisted Cervini and del Monte, his “charity and zeal for the growth 
of the faith and Christian religion” and “reverence toward the apos-
tolic seat,” and his nature “in all ways alien to ambition and to hav-
ing cure of souls” surely made him the most suitable person to occupy 
this important institutional post. “In a hundred years we would not 
think of anything more fitting than this,” the two legates concluded 
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emphatically.7 unfortunately for Politi, the inevitable slowness of the 
correspondence rendered this warm recommendation irrelevant. the 
same day on which the legates signed and dispatched their letter from 
trent, August 26, the pope in Rome signed the nomination appointing 
Politi’s adversary, Bartolomeo spina,8 to the post.

In any case, from the beginning the episode served Politi as a mea-
sure of the benevolence and the hostility with which he would have to 
deal in the course of the tridentine debates. two days after the dispatch 
of the two legates’ letter, when the game was already over, the vicar 
general of the dominican order, Francesco Romeo da Castiglione, now 
at trent, turned directly to Paul III to dissuade him from accepting 
the proposal of Cervini and del Monte. “he is good and learned,” he 
said, “but he is not scholastic nor apt at theological disputes, since he 
is rather a jurist.”9

In the ill- concealed disdain with which Francesco Romeo da Cas-
tiglione reminded the pope of Politi’s judicial education and of his poor 
regard for “theological dispute” was contained all the hostility that the 
order had developed in the preceding years to the sienese polemicist.10 
As Politi would soon have reason to discover, that missive was only the 
first act of a long series of polemics and arguments that in the course 
of the tridentine debates would see authoritative fellow dominicans 
attack him.

Th e  F i r s t  Tr i de n t i n e  D is c us sions 

Meanwhile, in october 1545 while waiting for the labors of the Council 
of trent to begin, Politi decided to take himself to venice.11 there, at 
the end of november, news reached him of the official inauguration of 
the council, planned for the thirteenth of the following month,12 and 
so he hastened to return to trent. A few weeks after his arrival he was 
chosen to prepare the oration for the opening of the third session, which 
he delivered on February 4, 1546.13 his discourse, characterized by the 
customary rhetorical flourishes, for example, the attribution of “lust for 
glory” and “ambition” as the principal sources of heresy and human 
error, met with great success among the fathers.14 thanks also to his 
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privileged relations with the two pontifical legates, he was able to com-
mand ample attention. his doctrine was highly valued in two institu-
tional locations: the specialized congregations and the congregation of 
theologians. the questions to be debated in the general congregation 
were preliminarily discussed in the specialized congregations, exclusive 
commissions of which three had been established, each presided over by 
one of the legates. to these commissions Politi, the only one not possess-
ing the title of bishop, was admitted as an exception.15 the other loca-
tion, the congregation of theologians, was established ex novo by the 
legates on February 19, 1546, so that the numerous theologians who had 
come to trent might be heard.16 until these legates had regularized his 
position, naming him bishop of Minori, Politi divided his time between 
the specialized congregations and the congregation of theologians.

Among the first themes the council faced was the delicate ques-
tion of the vernacular translation of the Bible. In the course of the 
ardent general congregation of March 1546, two clearly opposing lines 
were drawn up from the beginning: one, guided by Cardinal Pacheco, 
archbishop of Jaén, strenuously opposed to the translation of the Bible 
into the vernacular; the other, headed by Cardinal Madruzzo, bishop 
of trent, clearly in favor.17 the clash was so inflamed that the legates 
thought it best not to mention the theme in the decree on the Vul
gate, approved on April 8 in session Iv, thus leaving the question unre-
solved. no trace has remained of Politi’s interventions, which, we can 
imagine, were not lacking.18 A work in latin, the Quaestio an expediat 
Scripturas in maternas linguas transferri,19 with all probability writ-
ten for precisely this occasion and published only a few years later in 
the Enarrationes, reveals Politi’s opinion on the matter. Politi began 
with the premise that the holy scriptures are the food and medicine 
of the soul, the testament by which we are made the heirs of the divine 
promise. therefore, after having affirmed that they should be acces-
sible to everyone, nobles and non- nobles, learned and ignorant,20 he 
dwelled at length on the dangers that could stem from an erroneous 
and presumptuous interpretation of the Bible, as well as, more gener-
ally, from uncontrolled use of the sacred text unmediated by authorita-
tive and competent theologians who are “proficient at drawing the true 
meaning from scriptures.”21 thus, when he found it was necessary to 
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translate his views into a concrete proposal, Politi opted for a com-
promise solution. In his view it was not opportune to prohibit already 
published translations, at least if they did not prove seriously defective 
in doctrine or result in manifestly heretical positions. A prohibition of 
this kind would nourish lutheran- inspired accusations against a pre-
sumed Catholic intention to hide “evangelical truths.” Indeed it was 
desirable that these translations continue to circulate, with the addi-
tion of a comment declaring their correct Catholic sense, especially of 
some passages erroneously interpreted by lutherans. In the same way 
Politi held that new translations ought not be permitted if they did 
not indicate clearly the name of the author and had not been carefully 
checked and approved by learned and “truly Catholic” men before 
publication.22 In the stark divisions that were forming in the triden-
tine halls, Politi offered a conciliatory speech in a last attempt to find a 
meeting between the opposing demands, a speech probably supported 
by the same pontifical legates involved for weeks in an arduous effort 
to find a unifying position. the attempt, as indicated, failed. however, 
with that speech Politi began to fashion an important role as mediator, 
presenting himself as a trustworthy ally capable of translating into very 
positive terms the instances of compromise that the legates were insti-
tutionally bound to assume.23 not always did his impetuous tempera-
ment and stubborn consistency permit him to be faithful to that role.

After some months dedicated to intense preaching activity,24 Politi 
took part in the tridentine discussions of the decree de lectoribus et 
praedicatoribus sacrae Scripturae. (concerning readers and preachers of 
holy scripture). Although we have no relevant documents, it is very 
likely that, as a member of the commission of “deputies of abuses,” 
Politi was called to offer his contribution.25 Between May 24 and June 
17 bishops and theologians were busy discussing the question of origi-
nal sin.26 Also in this case Politi’s interventions, like those of the other 
theologians, have left only isolated traces not sufficient to evaluate 
his contribution to the discussion of a theme that was very impor-
tant to him.27 on the other hand, the accounts of the discussions of 
the question of the Immaculate Conception during which Politi gave 
proof of his notable diplomatic sensibility are sufficiently detailed. It 
may be unnecessary to recall here how much Politi was bound to the 
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Immaculist tradition and to the Marian cult, a devotion that he had 
followed since his sienese childhood and that he would not have hesi-
tated to defend against the most authoritative exponents in his own 
order. In the course of the tridentine debates, just where he would have 
been expected to make a defense of the Immaculist theses with drawn 
sword, Politi demonstrated a thoughtful detachment, systematically 
refusing to intervene in the discussion.28 six years later, remember-
ing the reasons for that abstention, in the preface of yet another work 
dedicated to the Immaculate Conception, he vaguely alluded to the 
priority of fighting heresy rather than resolving “controversy among 
Catholics.”29 But even before those considerations were probably the 
opposing positions assumed by Cervini and del Monte: the first, 
strongly contrary to the Immaculate Conception; the second, favor-
able to the Marian privilege.30 this suggested to Politi, always attentive 
to the humors of his protectors, a prudent and guarded comportment. 
the reasons that he was cautious were in fact the same as those that 
led the congregation to suspend judgment. the fifth solemn session 
of June 17 reached the definitive approval of the decrees “super pec-
cato originalis” and “super lectione et praedicatione,” while only a very 
brief appendix was dedicated to the Immaculate Conception. It was 
just enough to recall to memory the constitutions issued by sixtus Iv 
on the matter, specifying, however, the intention of the council fathers 
to exclude from the tridentine decree the “blessed and immaculate 
virgin, Mother of God.”31 

Th e  D e bat e  on  Jus t i f ic at ion

the central question dealt with in that first phase of the council was 
naturally that of justification. Rome’s instructions to the legates were 
in fact very clear. distancing himself from the political line of Charles 
v, who wanted a council dedicated to promoting reform that would 
satisfy the German world rather than to the discussion of burning 
doctrinal issues, the pope continued to insist on the need to outline 
a clear distinction between orthodoxy and heresy.32 the theme of jus-
tification, therefore, had to be addressed immediately. Four days after 
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the fifth session, June 21, 1546, Cardinal Cervini presided over a new 
general congregation in which he emphasized that while deliberating 
on this subject was difficult the moment had arrived to decide “what 
man ought to do to protect the grace received with baptism and to be 
justified before God.”33 the congregation of theologians meeting apart 
from the general congregation between 22 and 28 June noted Politi’s 
absence.34 however, a few days later during the first general congrega-
tion officially dedicated to justification, when Cardinal del Monte read 
the three- part plan with which discussion should begin, many had the 
clear sense that it was Politi himself, faithful counselor of del Monte, 
the future pope Julius III, who inspired this text. del Monte, in fact, 
proposed that the tridentine fathers subdivide the discussion into three 
phases (or states) of justification: the first concerning the acquisition of 
faith at the moment of baptism, “when the faithful first comes to bap-
tism”; the second regarding the way someone already justified (“now 
justified”) could conserve and augment it; and the third concerning 
the possibility of someone already justified recovering faith after hav-
ing fallen into sin.35 the schema of the two justifications, as well as that 
third “state” of the sinner who redeems himself by the sacrament of 
confession, was often mentioned by Politi in his latin and vernacular 
writings of the early 1540s. Politi had many times referred to the third 
stage in these same writings and dealt with it more fully in the Trattato 
nuovo, utile et necessario della confessione of 1544.36 In other words, it 
was clear from the beginning of the discussion that Politi would play 
a critical role. he gave his first address, “on the first state of justifica-
tion,” during the general congregation on July 14.37 the first draft of a 
decree made during that month was followed by a second in september 
and a third in november, all composed under the direction of the leg-
ates. After contributing to the development of the september project,38 
Politi spoke during the general congregation of october 6.39 he was 
now able to participate legitimately in one of those general meetings in 
which only the bishops had the right to take part; a few weeks earlier, 
on August 27, he had been nominated bishop of Minori.

Before attempting to reconstruct the events that led to Politi’s 
nomination, it is important to briefly emphasize, despite the lacunae 
in the conciliar acts, the extent of his contribution to the discussion. 
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Politi began by presenting a list of twenty- eight lutheran propositions 
on justification.40 It was Politi who first recognized the need to con-
demn the lutheran doctrines on the theme of justification as quickly 
as possible, but he did not think it less urgent to redefine a doctrinal 
Catholic heritage. thus on that same october 6 he entered into the 
argument, maintaining that it was wrong to insist on the doctrine of 
double justification: there is only one justification by which man is jus-
tified by God through the merits of Christ. It is by this inherent “true” 
justice, not by imputed justice, that we are just and are justified.41 he 
was to reiterate these themes in the general congregation of novem-
ber 20–22: he who possesses inherent justice has no need of any other 
“imputation or application” of justice, because “he who has charity 
remains in God and God remains in him.” he then emphasized the 
need to turn turn away from the burden of those doctrines that had in 
the past divided hearts.42 And when between december 17 and 22 the 
theologians were called to express themselves on the passage in Paul 
(“man is justified by faith, without the works of the law”; Romans 3:28) 
that the lutherans had often used to demolish the Catholic doctrine 
of justification by faith and works, the bishop of Minori had only to 
open a page of his numerous writings to remind all those present of 
the difference between the first act of faith that is requested of man to 
receive the (first) justification and the faith formed (of charity) that 
contributes to augmenting the (second) justification. naturally, Politi 
observed, Paul was referring to the first instance.43 then returning to 
the same Pauline passage during the congregation of theologians on 
december 17, Politi dwelled on non- meritorious works before the first 
justification.44 Man can in no way be the artificer of his own justifica-
tion, he affirmed peremptorily. Politi clarified what he meant by these 
words on december 28, when together with the other theologians he 
was called to explain “whether faith ought to have some place among 
the causes of justification.”45 

the insistence on the impossibility of man completing meritori-
ous works before justification would not escape the attention and the 
criticism of Paolo sarpi, a venetian servite, author of the celebrated 
Istoria del concilio tridentino. he pointed to Politi as having laid out one 
of the most valuable doctrinal positions on the Catholic side. sarpi, 
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as we shall see, would pay special attention to Politi and his conciliar 
activity, owing in part to a true esteem and sincere consideration for 
him but also conforming to the logic (alla ratio) of his Istoria. the 
freedom and critical independence with which Politi moved beyond 
the rigid contrapositions of schools of theology received sarpi’s sincere 
applause, which he expressed many times. Among the many theolo-
gians assembled at trent according to sarpi were scholastics “tenacious 
in the opinions received . . . from the schools, annoyed to hear con-
trary positions expressed” (“and dominicans more than others”).46 
“[there are] despite all that, some with intelligence [ingegni], able to 
suspend judgment until the arguments have been considered. Among 
these was Ambrogio Catarino.”47 sarpi appreciated Politi’s antischolas-
tic sensibility, his doctrinal eclecticism, and, in the end, his openness 
of judgment:

he said it was better to follow the Fathers than the scholastics, who 

contradict each other, and he said that one should walk with scripture 

as foundation, from which true theology comes, not walk with the wit 

of philosophy as the scholastics have done. he said that he had been of 

that opinion but after studying scripture and the Fathers he had found 

the truth.48

In choosing to give greater attention and space to Politi than to 
many other protagonists of the conciliar debates, sarpi also served 
the basic objective of his Istoria: to demonstrate the divisions span-
ning the Catholic side, emphasizing the internal disputes that marked 
the successive phases of the council. this was a challenge to the image 
of unity and solidarity that the ecclesiastical hierarchies had wanted 
to convey in the decades following the council’s conclusion. With his 
flare, his always original and difficult to place doctrinal positions (we 
will see this better in reference to the theme of the certitude of grace), 
Politi represented an extraordinary resource in the hands of sarpi. For 
example, he reconstructed Politi’s conciliar intervention on the value 
of works that preceded the intervention of divine grace, underlining 
in a perhaps excessively emphatic way the asymmetry between Politi’s 
position and the positions prevalent in the discussion.49
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In reality, Politi’s position on justification proved to be much less 
isolated than sarpi wanted it to appear. the documents concerning 
the conciliar acts do not allow us to follow Politi’s actions in detail.50 
however, the documentary fragments that have reached us are suffi-
cient to delineate the substance of his contribution and, in addition to 
verifying the absolute fidelity to and coherence with his own precon-
ciliar thought, indicate the welcome that his doctrines received. the 
reading of the final text of the decree solemnly approved on January 
13, 1547,51 reveals the strong influence that Politi’s doctrine had on 
the conclusions reached by the tridentine assembly, beginning with 
the condemned doctrinal errors collected by the canons and ending 
with the explanation of the causes of justification.52 the entire tripar-
tite structure that the decree had inherited from del Monte’s initial 
schema evokes Politi’s thought. Chapters 1 through 9 referred to the 
first state, or first justification, emphasizing the incapacity of man the 
sinner to contribute to his own justification. In this first state, there-
fore, with the exception of the necessary predisposition of the faithful, 
it is the free gift of God.53 Chapters 10 through 13 dealt with the sec-
ond justification, or the augmentation of justifying grace by observing 
God’s commandments, interpreted as the reply to a divine precept and 
not only as a sign of the arrival of justification.54 the last part of the 
decree, chapters 14 and 16, concerned the third state, when man’s fall 
into mortal sin causes the loss of the grace of justification, and shows 
how this may be regained by means of the sacrament of penitence.55 
this, then, was the substance of Politi’s thinking reflected in the tri-
dentine decree, testifying to a debt that in some cases went as far as 
literal transcriptions from his writings. “the finale,” Politi had written 
in his Trattato della giustificatione, “is why man is justified, and this is 
God and life eternal.”56 the text of the decree reads “the final cause is 
the glory of God and of Christ and of life eternal.”57 And again, “the 
efficient cause,” Politi says, “. . . is this, that God alone justifies merely 
by his grace.”58 this in the tridentine decree is rendered as “God work-
ing in his pity, gratuitously cleanses and sanctifies.”59

Both Politi’s souls seemed to meet with the approval of the tri-
dentine fathers: one, the embattled adversary of the heretics, among 
the first to oppose luther’s ideas at the beginning of the 1520s, among 
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the most incisive and prolific polemicists at the beginning of the 1540s 
against the diffusion of heresy in the Italian peninsula; the other, the 
cultivated eclectic, free from the confining loyalties of the schools of 
theology, at the same time capable of adapting himself to the exigencies 
of the moment and to the priorities of the Roman Curia. Matters would 
go very differently when the conciliar assembly reconvened to discuss 
the question of the certitude of grace.60

Th e  E pis c opa l  Nom i n e e

some months earlier Politi had obtained important official recogni-
tion for the role he had performed in the service of Rome. on August 
14, 1546, the legates had written to Cardinal Chamberlain Guido 
Ascanio sforza di santafiora to promote his nomination to the epis-
copate. As the authors of the letter emphasized, this was a request 
that came spontaneously from the tridentine assembly. naturally, 
Cervini and del Monte supported it if only to counterbalance some 
earlier unfortunate choices.61 until that moment Politi had been able 
to participate in the specialized congregations (other than those of 
the theologians) only by permission from Cardinal del Monte. With 
this nomination he would be able to participate with full rights, espe-
cially with the right to vote, in all general congregations. Barely four 
days later the consistorial attorney, Achille de Grassi, responded to the 
legates, assuring them that he would speak personally with the pope 
“about the matter . . . of fra Ambrosio.”62 on August 27 the cardinal 
chamberlain was able to announce the good news:63 Ambrogio Cata-
rino had been named bishop of Minori.64 “I have understood from 
the most cherished letters of your Most Reverend lordship”—Politi 
the new bishop wrote gratefully to Cardinal Camerlengo sforza a few 
days later—“the grace that our lord’s holiness has done me by choos-
ing me for this episcopal dignity. Be assured that there is nothing in 
this action for which I have been more grateful, after my service to 
God . . . than to have such a sign of the goodwill of the highest vicar 
on earth.”65
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the notice had barely reached trent before the legates responded: 
“We have . . . learned with the greatest pleasure of the promotion of 
Monsignor Pighino and frate Ambrosio, honored by your holiness and 
of the greatest satisfaction to the whole synod and of no small aid to us.”66

Ba rt ol om e o  Spi na’s  At tac k,  Se c on d  Ac t

not everyone had been satisfied by Politi’s nomination. nor had every-
one reacted favorably to the legates’ proposal of mid- August that Politi 
be nominated the master of the sacred palace. In particular, Bartolo-
meo spina, in his usual fashion, had rushed to the pope to prevent a 
successful outcome as soon as he received notice of the letter sent to 
Rome by Cervini and del Monte. spina, perhaps not satisfied by his 
success of the preceding year when he had been nominated master of 
the sacred palace, thus blocking Politi’s candidacy for the time being, 
had continued to collect evidence against him, ready to produce it on 
the first useful occasion. What better occasion than the likelihood of 
the episcopal promotion of his bitter adversary and from what bet-
ter position than the censor, the master of the sacred palace, official 
provost for the doctrinal control of writings published in the city of 
Rome?67 he consigned into the hands of the pope a long list of fifty 
“errors” taken from the works published by Politi in recent years.68 
spina’s hostility, as already indicated, was rooted in the question of 
the Immaculate Conception.69 the personal Immaculist dispute was 
in addition to the tensions and hostility to Politi that in various ways 
had accumulated within the dominican order on account of his poor 
discipline and disobedience to its precepts. And then in 1545 had 
come the professional competition over the position of master of the 
sacred palace. After the 1542 attack, which in fact had had no result, 
spina had continued to study Politi’s numerous works looking for any 
mistaken affirmation to incriminate him. Aside from De praescientia, 
which he had used extensively in 1542, he had on his desk copies of 
Politi’s treatise on original sin, De casu hominis, De perfecta iustifi
catione, De eximia praedestinatione, and even the Compendio d’errori 
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et inganni luterani, written by Politi in response to the Beneficio di 
Cristo. one of the criteria used by spina in 1542 in the selection of 
“errors” was how congruent Politi’s texts were with those of thomist 
fundamentals.70 he now continued in the same way. In Conclusio 17, 
for example, he emphasized the concept of prescience used by Politi, 
giving as evidence of its unacceptability an affirmation in which Politi 
feared the possibility that those who were not predestined (i.e., the 
majority of the foreseen) were not destined, by the very fact of not 
belonging to the category of the predestined, to eternal damnation.71 
this time, however, spina increased the range of errors: on his list he 
specified Politi’s theses that identified in the virgin, in Christ, and in 
a few other apostles the members of that very restricted circle who 
were certain of predestination to salvation;72 and also Politi’s original 
theory of a covenant according to which the transmission of Adam’s 
sin to all humanity was to be traced back to Adam’s transgression of 
the strict covenant between God and Adam;73 and further, Politi’s 
affirmation on the transmission of the sin.74

not content, however, spina went on to examine critically what 
may have been Politi’s most noted and esteemed work: the Compendio 
d’errori et inganni luterani. Probably already considered the most inci-
sive anti- lutheran invective, spina found in it, or at least gave it to be 
believed that he had found in it, traces of lutheran heresy. In particular 
the censor paused at the propositions of the Compendio that reflected 
Politi’s opinion that man could not perform good works before (the 
first) justification, “because under the written law good works cannot 
be performed,” wrote spina in Conclusio 20.75 he was referring to that 
sentence by which “it is easily understood that in that state it was not 
possible to perform good works, since the root is evil.”76 he continued 
in Conclusio 21, “because the observance of that law has no merit for 
achieving the goal of eternal life,”77 taking his cue from Politi’s affirma-
tion according to which “already they confess that the works preceding 
grace cannot merit either justification or eternal life.”78 In those decla-
rations on the inutility (or lack of merit) of works hoping to achieve sal-
vation spina probably detected the same dangerous germ that he found 
in the insistence on the inseparability of faith and charity.79
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Politi defended himself against those insinuations with good argu-
ments. As soon as he received spina’s text of the errors he determined 
to reply directly, certain of his innocence:

I have been sent the errors noted by your Reverence and presented to 

the pope. I have considered them and don’t recognize a single one of 

them, seeing that some of them have been imputed to me and some 

I do not consider errors; whoever wishes to maintain the opposite I 

think is either a Pelagian or a Jew.80

he rejected spina’s accusation. If anyone it was spina who fell into 
Pelagian heresy where he denied the validity of his affirmations:

I marvel greatly that you damn me in the matter of prescience, although 

I do not part from the doctrine of saint thomas, our teacher. And as 

to predestination and other articles, I marvel no less, since [my] books 

on those subjects have been examined and approved by the university 

of Paris and published there quickly with great praise, and already it is 

about ten years that they have spread through Christendom, and [my] 

doctrine is approved and preached by learned and true Catholics as 

Christian, and Catholic, and pious, according to the plain sense of the 

scriptures and not against any interpretation of the Church.81

Politi defended the complete orthodoxy of his doctrines, appealing to 
the authority of the Parisian censors, as well as to the teachings of “our 
doctor saint thomas” from which he asserted he had not distanced 
himself.82 on the other hand, he understood very well the true object 
of contention, the theme that had unleashed the presumptuous ire of 
his adversary:

I understand from many religious persons worthy of belief, that you 

have boasted that disputing with me over the conception of the virgin, 

some argument of yours has left me confused. o my honorable father, 

with what brazenness can you say such a lie? When was this? What 

evidence can you now produce?
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once more the specter of the Immaculate Conception drew the 
arrows of his authoritative fellow friar and of the whole dominican 
order against him.83 he would have willingly engaged in yet another 
dispute over the privileges of the virgin, but reasons of opportunity 
counseled him to await better times and situations more favorable to 
the definition of the problem.84 It only remained to reprove his inter-
locutor for the choice of public defamation,85 yet inviting him to send 
him the list of the errors “by his own hand,” indicating “the places in 
our books from which you have extracted them.”86

to yet another provocation by spina,87 Politi replied with a long let-
ter vigorously repeating his views, showing himself to be preoccupied 
above all with the blow that the attack gave to his reputation as a “good 
Catholic and theologian.”88 But Politi had already begun the defense of 
his reputation, composing three days earlier a Defensio contra quendam 
magistrum falso et calumniose ipsius doctrinae detrahentem, in which he 
reviewed all the errors attributed to him by spina and demonstrated the 
baselessness of the accusations.89 Politi sent the Defensio to the pope, but 
he had to wait some weeks before receiving a reply. An affectionate inter-
vention by the cardinal legates probably encouraged a solution of the dis-
pute.90 A few days later the expected response of the pope arrived. Paul 
III had much appreciated the Defensio, and, as the cardinal chamberlain 
told them, he invited both antagonists to put an end to their dispute, 
dedicating themselves to “matters more useful and of greater service to 
God and his Church.”91 In reality, the real reply to spina’s accusations 
had been Politi’s nomination as bishop, which, notwithstanding spina’s 
efforts, had ended well some weeks earlier.92 to spina nothing remained 
but to renew his forces toward the only battle left to fight. Profiting on 
the occasion offered to him by the tridentine debate on the Immacu-
late Conception, he fished out of his library a manuscript of the spanish 
dominican Juan de torquemada against the thesis of the Immaculate 
Conception of the virgin, written more than a hundred years earlier on 
the occasion of the Council of Basel, and he hurriedly began revising it 
for publication.93 his death at the beginning of 1547 prevented him the 
satisfaction of completing the revision, a task he was forced to leave to 
someone else.94 For his part, Politi did not lose any opportunity in the 
years to follow to return to the theme of the Immaculate Conception.95
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Be t w e e n  Be n e dic t i n e s  a n d  D om i n ic a ns 

spina’s implicit accusations of lutheranism against Politi were in the 
same register used by the theologian domingo de soto. “this opinion,” 
sarpi would recount, referring to the doctrine of the absence of merit 
in works preceding justification that Politi defended before the coun-
cil, “was impugned by soto with much acrimony. he went on to cry 
heresy because it inferred that man was not free to do good and could 
not follow his natural objective, [and] thus, with the lutherans, denied 
free will.”96 By a kind of historical retribution, the most noted Catholic 
controversialist, the most praised adversary of the “lutheran plague,” 
found himself for the second time the object of the same accusations 
that for decades he had hurled from the pulpits.

the paradox was only apparent. In the “inexorable logic of the 
final encounter”97 that soon would be imposed at trent, anyone who 
pronounced the word faith too emphatically would be silenced for con-
niving with the enemy. Anyone carrying a doctrinal patrimony diverg-
ing from that of the traditional theological schools, anyone who had 
ever employed a vocabulary dissonant from scholastic language, risked 
being accused at the criminal bench. In the course of that first phase 
of the tridentine debates the accusation of lutheranism had fallen on 
the heads of prelates close to reform ideas, such as tommaso sanfelice, 
bishop of Cava, but also on religious who had nothing in common with 
the reform vision, the Benedictine luciano degli ottoni above all. the 
Mantovan pupil of Gregorio Cortese, ottoni was the oldest of the three 
representatives chosen in June 1545 by the general chapter of the order 
to participate in the council’s labors.98 thus, when, during the general 
congregation of november 23, 1546, he publicly defended the thesis 
according to which anyone who believed in Christ cannot fall into sin 
because faith and sin exclude each other, the suspicion of lutheran-
ism immediately arose from the tridentine benches. the secretary of 
the council, Angelo Massarelli, Cardinal Cervini’s trusted man, who 
among his duties had the responsibility of registering the humors and 
sympathies of the tridentine fathers, noted in his diary that those 
were “lutheran arguments.”99 In truth, ottoni had no sympathy for 
lutheran positions, and if his statement is read correctly, between the 
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lines, his doctrine took a very different direction. not by chance, a 
few months earlier he had been incriminated by domingo de soto for 
defending Pelagian views, as Massarelli himself recounted in a passage 
of his diary:

I was at san lorenzo to speak to doctor soto, a spaniard, about the 

book of don luciano about the errors etc., and since he was not there, 

I met with fra hieronimo de oleastro, delegate of the king of Por-

tugal to the council, who after further discussions told me that the 

aforementioned sotto [sic] was seriously thinking about the book by 

a certain abbot who, as far as he could tell, is not Catholic, having 

noted there three great errors; that is, one, speaking of the epistle to 

the Romans, said these words: some doubt that there is fire in hell. 

the second error is that he says that infants who die without baptism 

suffer no torment. the third is that God has predestined us because of 

our good works.100

leaving aside the first, perhaps less relevant accusation,101 and 
not forgetting the second of the three accusations, which surprisingly 
reflects one of the theses most dear to Politi,102 the third proposition 
censored by soto is without doubt the most important. As soto would 
make more precise in his comment on saint Paul’s Letter to the Romans 
published a few years later, what irritated him about ottoni’s doctrine 
was the conviction that “good acts foreseen were the cause of predes-
tination,” and in no way could predestination present itself “absque 
operum praevisione et causa,” as the scholastics say.103

the accusations on the theme of predestination that soto made 
against the elderly Benedictine abbot sounded like censures that Bar-
tolomeo spina would make a little later against Politi’s writings of the 
early 1540s.104 It is not difficult to find analogies and affinities in these 
two cases. Foremost was the similarity already shown in the positions 
of the two dominican theologian accusers (soto and spina) on the 
theme of the lack of merit in works before justification.105 But there was 
also the similarity between Politi and ottoni, the two accused. on the 
theme of predestination ottoni, in his comment on the work of Chrys-
ostom,106 had affirmed, in a way very like Politi, that predestination 
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was part of the prescience of God, who, seeing from eternity the actions 
of men, consequently predestines them either to salvation or to dam-
nation. divine predestination is then not the sole cause of the salva-
tion of man, who contributes with his works to his own destiny, to 
the extent that these are foreseen from eternity by God.107 Certainly, 
Politi and ottoni approached thomist doctrine differently. the clear 
and explicit distance from thomist doctrine maintained by the Bene-
dictine was counterposed to the more ambiguous and subtler mode of 
Politi the dominican, evidently occasioned by a greater allegiance to 
his order, which, notwithstanding his acclaimed neutrality, induced in 
him a greater respect for its theological tradition.108 In fact, however, 
both had drawn substantially on the texts of duns scotus, and on the 
basis of these readings had reached very similar conclusions.109 Both, 
for example, parted from explicitly anti- lutheran positions, coming 
to hold (although with different emphasis) that divine grace is offered 
to all humanity and awaits only the sign of free acceptance and knowl-
edgeable assent on man’s part.110

It is difficult to know whether the two also found the time to meet 
and compare their positions. Certainly, each knew the other’s work 
and met with the same authoritative people, in particular, Iacopo sad-
oleto and Gregorio Cortese. Cortese, formerly teacher of ottoni in 
Mantova and among the most authoritative in the Benedictine order, 
knew Ambrogio Catarino from the time when the latter frequented 
Contarini. And it was sadoleto himself, longtime friend of Politi, who 
asked Cortese to meet with Politi to compare their opinions regard-
ing the tract on original sin that sadoleto had recently composed.111 
After all, sadoleto enjoyed relations with the Benedictine order that 
were founded on reciprocal esteem and significant doctrinal affinity. 
ottoni himself had employed sadoleto’s comment on Paul’s epistle to 
the Romans as a model while he labored on his latin translation of 
the homilies of Chrysostom. In addition, close friendship united sad-
oleto and Isidoro Cucchi da Chiari, called il Clario, second of the three 
Benedictines sent to trent by the general chapter.112 Chiari was author 
of the commentary on the Pauline epistle In Pauli ad Romanos ed ad 
Galatas epistolas commentarii, published at venice two years earlier by 
the sons of Aldus, and now published at lyon by sadoleto with the 
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printer sébastien Gryphe, editor in 1535 of his comment on Paul’s let-
ter to the Romans. It was Iacopo sadoleto himself who was the contact 
between Politi and Chiari. the two probably had a means of getting in 
touch with each other on the occasion of those first tridentine debates. 
on January 20, 1546, a letter from sadoleto exhorted Chiari to present 
himself to Politi, certain that the two would find many points of agree-
ment.113 In effect, as sadoleto had well intuited, Isidoro Clario shared 
doctrinal and theological sensibilities with Politi. Already in the sec-
ond half of the 1520s Chiari had demonstrated precocious attention 
to the theme of predestination with his De libertate nostra et praedes
tinatione, a small tract probably written following the intense polemic 
between erasmus and luther.114 that this involved a sensibility derived 
from anti- lutheranism would be shown, among other things, by Chi-
ari’s dedication to a version of the Oratio de his qui in fide dormierunt, 
a work attributed to saint John of damascus, which he published in 
venice a decade later, in 1541, and sent to the apostolic nuncio at ven-
ice, Giorgio Andreasi, in which he declared explicitly that he wanted 
to contribute to battle “the diffusion of the new opinions against the 
ancient church of Christ, almost discord in the field of the lord.”115

then, in 1542 in venice, an anonymous comment on the Pau-
line epistles to the Romans and Galatians published by the heirs of 
Aldo Manuzio appeared. this was a comment that years later an acute 
censor would attribute to the hand of Chiari.116 In this comment the 
author, after having emphasized that justification is obtained by faith 
alone without the observance of the precepts of the law, launched a 
severe attack against predestination. saint Paul’s denial of the value of 
works, it maintained, was in reference to the observance of the hebraic 
law. In other words, it was under the law of Moses that man could not 
complete meritorious works, not under the law of the Gospel. With the 
redemption of Christ and the universal regeneration of humankind, 
in fact, man has been liberated from the bonds of those precepts and 
contributed with his works to his own salvation. From the faith of the 
regenerated, free to choose between good and evil, in other terms, the 
works of salvation descend.117 It is not difficult to perceive in the posi-
tions of this anonymous commentator precise echoes of the theory of 
double justification professed in those same months by Politi, where 
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he invited the distinction between the Mosaic and evangelical law, 
maintaining the impossibility for man to complete good works before 
regeneration in Christ, or rather before passing from Mosaic law to 
evangelical law, as well as the importance of doing good works toward 
salvation only after obtaining justification, thanks to the intercession 
of the son of God.118

Perhaps the author of that anonymous comment was not Chiari, 
although at trent during the conciliar discussions on justification 
the Benedictine offered theories very close to those here summarily 
described.119 on the day after the approval of the decree (April 8, 1546) 
on the authenticity of the vetus et vulgata editio of the Bible of saint 
Jerome, which implicitly condemned the edition he prepared only four 
years earlier, he battled vigorously in defense of the tradition of biblical 
studies in a monastic setting, clashing with domingo de soto, strenu-
ous defender of scholasticism.120 during the sixth session on justifica-
tion, opened on June 22, Chiari continued to extend the boundaries 
of the battle, stopping at length on the early state of man, that is, on 
the first justification. he insisted on the gratuity of divine justification 
and the application of the merits of Christ by means of faith and bap-
tism. naturally, the Benedictine emphasized, man should give a sign 
of assent at receiving divine grace. turning to the Pauline passage that 
denied the merit of doing works aimed at salvation, he explained in 
terms entirely identical to those of the anonymous commentator of 
1542 that the apostle in that case referred to those truly useless works 
performed under the Mosaic law and not to the works completed after 
the passage of evangelical law, thanks to regeneration in Christ.121

What brought Politi into harmony with the Benedictines was a 
common, profound aversion to rigid schemes of scholasticism and a 
common attitude of freedom in the study of theological questions, as 
well as strong admiration for the works of the theologian duns sco-
tus, and, not least, a sincere aversion to lutheran doctrine. In vari-
ous times and ways these attitudes drew the censure of such strenuous 
defenders of scholastic theology and thomist language as Bartolomeo 
spina against Politi and domingo de soto against the representatives 
of the Benedictine order at trent and against Politi as well. the charges 
shifted in character. sometimes their writings and remarks were taxed 
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with Pelagian error; other times, with lutheran deviations. this is 
because the object of the censors was not to comprehend the coherence 
and the complexity of their doctrinal thought in order to criticize its 
theological basis or dominant register. the censors instead chose sin-
gle instances, sentences, or affirmations to determine their dissonance 
from thomist orthodoxy.

Th e  Q u e s t ion  of  t h e  C e rt i t u de  of  G r ac e 
a n d  S o t o’s  Pol e m ic

events must have unfolded the same way in the latter part of June, in 
the course of the tormented second council sittings on the certitude of 
grace. this was parallel to the discussions of the question of justifica-
tion. during the first general congregation in which Politi took part 
as bishop, he spoke in favor of the certitude of grace and insisted that 
the council express itself on that point.122 using the method he had by 
now perfected in the lively controversies, he offered his personal inter-
pretations of those biblical passages usually adopted by the enemies of 
the certitude of grace to support their theses.123 he let it be understood 
that he would return to the subject with a written text on the first use-
ful occasion.124

When between october 15 and 26 theologians were asked to 
express themselves on the theme, Politi must have had the sensation 
of being anything but isolated: a good twenty- one of them sustained 
“that man, already justified, can, certainly in some cases, know with 
the certitude of faith that he is the state of grace,” while only fourteen 
said altogether the contrary about the certitude of grace.125 the matter 
soon grew more complicated. In the general congregations of novem-
ber 20–22, the bishop of the Canary Islands, Antonio de la Cruz, dis-
tinguished himself as the principal adversary of the certitude of grace. 
listening to his words, it was suddenly clear to Politi that in contrast 
to what he had earlier hoped, it would not be easy to remain faithful 
to Cardinal del Monte’s intention. A few days earlier, with the con-
sensus of the tridentine fathers, del Monte had proposed condemn-
ing the article of the certitude of grace (and of imputed justice) only 
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according to “the definition that the lutherans give it.”126 la Cruz had 
declared peremptorily that the just man cannot know with the cer-
titude of Catholic faith if he is in grace and that whoever maintains 
the opposite “tastes of heresy.”127 Facing real accusations of heresy,128 
Politi could not remain impassive. In his next speech Politi seemed 
to say that before launching insinuations and accusations of heresy, it 
was necessary to reflect and distinguish. In some cases man was able to 
have a certitude of faith through his grace and, unlike the assertion of 
Cardinal Pacheco, was able to have it without any special revelation.129 
It was a special certitude, different from the certitude of the articles 
of faith, a certitude that issued from the divine grace granted to all 
men.130 With arguments very similar to those used by ottoni,131 Politi 
concluded his intervention with a provocative question: “In receiving 
baptism, do you not receive the certitude of grace?”132 the course of 
the discussion seemed, for a moment, to justify his preoccupations. 
Between december 31, 1546, and the following January 9 the theolo-
gians reunited to settle the still unresolved questions, among which 
was the certitude of grace. Juan de salazar, bishop of lanciano, follow-
ing Cervini’s suggestion that it was opportune to accept the censure 
formulated by the university of Paris against the certitude of lutheran 
grace, proposed to insert in the final decree the formula “concerning 
certitude, that is, the certitude of Catholic faith.” this cleared the field 
of the risk of accepting in the text the lutheran certitude of faith. Was 
this not, perhaps, what Politi had maintained when he spoke in favor of 
a certitude of “particular” faith? he could only consent; together with 
tommaso stella, bishop of salpi, he gave notice that he approved the 
new formulation.133 It was Cervini himself, however, who, assailed by 
doubts after having promoted it, urgently put it up for debate. the risk 
looming on the horizon was that the lutherans would have been able 
to infer from the reading of this article that their certitude of faith, the 
certitude of the lutheran faith, would not be included in the text of the 
decree and therefore would not be explicitly condemned. the cardinal 
legate proposed to add the lutheran faith along with the “certitude of 
Catholic faith,” in order to avoid any ambiguity.134 the discussion con-
tinued animatedly, and at the end a compromise formula was reached 
that saw the word Catholic elaborated by the expression, “[A Catholic] 
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is one who is unable to live in falsehood: for no one is able to be firm in 
the certitude of faith who is unable to exist in the grace of God.”135 In 
this way, Cervini agreed, the certitude of the lutheran faith was also 
condemned. “All agreed,” say the conciliar acts, “however, minds were 
anything but placated.” Barely a day later, in the general congregation 
of January 10, Politi, evidently not satisfied by the formula that he had 
approved before his fellow theologians, proposed together with stella 
a slight but significant modification of the text. In place of that valeat 
(means) Politi requested that they insert the more accommodating 
tenetur (let it be held that). It is not difficult to perceive the sense of that 
request: Politi’s evident goal was to leave room, the more the better, 
for further discussion among Catholics. twenty- four hours had been 
enough for him to notice that with a decree on this matter he would 
have had serious difficulty continuing to profess his own position. A 
lengthy polemic opened among the tridentine benches, evidence that 
Politi’s fears were well founded. Cardinal del Monte’s address, how-
ever, calmed feelings, imposing silence on everyone.136 A day later, on 
the eve of the session that sanctioned the final approval of the decree, 
Politi tried to repeat his request,137 but his address did not achieve the 
desired results. on January 13 chapter 9 of the decree on justification 
was approved in the formula already agreed on.

Politi was not accustomed to accepting defeat. the tridentine ses-
sion had just concluded when he circulated an Interpretatio noni capitoli 
synodalis decreti de iustificatione (Interpretation of the nine Chapters 
of the synodal decree on Justification).138 As he had foreseen the day 
after the approval of the decree, there were those who inferred from 
these words that “man cannot know for certain whether he is in the 
light of faith.”139 the council’s intention, he began, in this as in other 
doctrinal questions facing them was certainly not to put finis on the 
controversies among Catholics as much as it was to condemn lutheran 
errors.140 this consideration alone would be enough to legitimize the 
position he supported in the council, particularly since no one had 
openly contested his opinions.141 But he now proposed to demonstrate, 
with observations based less on theological evidence than on reason 
and logic, that the words of the decree really allowed the possibility of 
the certitude of grace. he argued that if it is admitted that man’s will 
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played a role in the reception of received divine grace, it was difficult to 
deny that he knew he received it.142 In the same way, if it was established 
that no one could know if he had attained the grace of the certitude of 
faith “in a way that could not be false,” it followed that the certitude of 
faith “could not be false.”143 therefore the possibility is accepted that 
there is a certitude of grace.

Almost simultaneously with the printing of Politi’s Interpretatio 
an impressive work of the spanish theologian domingo de soto, titled 
De natura et gratia, was published in venice.144 It consisted of three 
books, entirely dedicated to the analysis of the decrees approved in the 
last two tridentine sessions.145 the theme of the certitude of grace was 
dealt with in the last chapters (10–13) of the third book. A dominican 
jurist and theologian, doctor of the university of salamanca, soto was 
at trent as an imperial theologian and presided over the conciliar com-
mission appointed to examine religious works and prepare material for 
the Index of Prohibited Books.146 As the case of the Benedictine ottoni 
demonstrated, this was not the first time that soto accused some of the 
participants in the tridentine sessions,147 nor was it the first time that 
Politi became the object of his censorial attentions. As Politi himself 
recorded, since his arrival at trent the spanish theologian had begun 
to spread malevolent comments about him, tracing heretical tenden-
cies in his writings. Politi had at that time tried to clear up these mis-
understandings: he addressed soto personally on numerous occasions 
but only after repeated efforts succeeded in demonstrating his good 
faith.148 however, soto would not let himself be convinced entirely. In 
the course of the council discussions he had lost no occasion to reprove 
Politi’s addresses, and now with proceedings halted he prepared to 
unleash a heavy attack. Politi’s name never appears in the pages of De 
natura et gratia; however, it is not difficult to put a face (and a name) 
on those “Catholics” whom the spanish theologian castigated in the 
concluding chapters of his treatise. After having condemned the cer-
titude of faith professed by the lutherans,149 he observed “how even 
many Catholics assert that there is as much certitude of grace in par-
ticular persons as there is faith.”150 Politi was certainly not isolated at 
the council: his views had found agreement with all the members of the 
Carmelite order, in addition to the Benedictines,151 as well as with other 
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authoritative ecclesiastical personalities such as tommaso stella and 
Marco vigerio della Rovere.152 With the Interpretatio, however, Politi 
had definitively placed himself at the head of the battle, assuming a 
role that no one else among his colleagues had cared to embrace. And 
when, from his learned pages, soto intimated that no one without the 
privilege of a special revelation might legitimately reach such a level 
of certitude of his own state of grace as to be able to compare him-
self to the certitude with which the Christian believes in the articles 
of faith,153 Politi immediately felt called to defend himself. thus, he 
promptly penned a Defensio, which he gave to the press a few months 
later, that is, a few weeks after the appearance of De natura et gracia.154 
soto, he asserted, had chosen the wrong target. no one in the course 
of the conciliar discussions had asked the question about the certitude 
of grace in the terms in which soto had done. no one, not even he 
himself, had spoken of a catholic, that is, a universal, certitude of faith, 
although he had spoken of “a faith of individual feelings in one’s own 
light.”155 Politi, however, was not looking for a confrontation. Basi-
cally, he wrote, there were many points on which there was agreement 
between them.156 soto himself admitted that there could be a certitude 
of faith of grace following a special revelation, although he did not wish 
to be grist for Politi’s mill. despite the points of contrast that certainly 
remained, which naturally Politi did not forget to emphasize, the tone 
of the writing was decidedly conciliatory.157

domingo de soto was not of the same point of view. As formerly he 
reacted to the hand extended by Politi in increasingly offensive tones. 
only a few weeks passed before the spanish theologian replied to Poli-
ti’s Defensio with the Apologia qua reverendo patre Ambrosio Catha
rino episcopo minoriensi de certitudine gratiae respondet.158 this time 
soto came into the open, launching a ruthless personal attack against 
his sienese colleague, accusing him of everything from weak theo-
logical training to an innate litigiousness, of a profound irreverence 
with respect to his masters of the dominican order, and of intellec-
tual arrogance. the spanish theologian put his adversary in a bad light 
before refuting his thesis yet again.159 In particular, he took aim at the 
insistence with which Politi cited the “the testimony of the holy spirit, 
the element that could certify in the soul of the believer the presence 
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of a state of grace.160 In no way, according to soto, could the special 
revelation referred to in De natura et gratia be extended to the entire 
human race as Politi seemed to maintain, and above all Politi’s cap-
tious attempts to interpret the formula of the decree to his advantage 
were useless.161

As predictable, Politi was unable to remain silent in the face of such 
a personal affront. In the early months of 1548 he sent to the publisher 
Expurgatio adversus apologium fratris Dominici Soto, ordinis praedica
torum et sacrae theologiae magistri (vindication against the apology 
of brother domenico soto of the order of Preachers and Magister of 
sacred theology), a title that in reality corresponded only to the first 
of the three parts into which the work was divided. the second part 
was titled Confirmatio defensionis catholicorum pro possibili certitudine 
gratiae (Confirmation of the defense of Catholics on Behalf of the Cer-
titude of Grace), and the third part was devoted to the question of the 
residence of bishops.162 As we have already observed,163 the first part, 
the Expurgatio, was an autobiographical piece, intended to deny the 
accusations of a personal nature that had been aimed by soto at Politi. 
Politi reviewed in these pages the principal stages of his career: from 
his juridical studies to his decision to enter the dominican order to the 
beginnings of controversial activity up to the internal controversies of 
the order to the work of a polemicist between the end of the 1530s and the 
beginning of the 1540s, trying to offer an image of a man of the church, 
faithful to the ecclesiastical hierarchies and intellectually coherent.164 
the defense of his doctrinal positions on the certitude of grace were 
entrusted entirely to the second part of the work, the long Confirmatio, 
in which once again he tried to demonstrate that the council had not 
condemned the possibility of a certitude of grace around which Catho-
lics had animatedly disputed. Politi tried to get out of the corner into 
which his adversary had forced him. not only was it false to sustain that 
he was the only one to defend the thesis of the possibility of a certitude 
of grace during the tridentine discussions, but the contrary was in fact 
true; that is, some who were at first doubtful were now convinced of 
the reasonableness of their positions on the certitude of grace.165 After 
explaining his theses again, Politi, perhaps intimidated by the aggres-
siveness and authoritarianism of his adversary but nevertheless firm in 
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his own ideas, launched yet another appeal for concord.166 he would 
quickly understand, in the face of yet another provocation by soto, that 
these appeals were useless. he would then take up the pen, ignoring the 
solemn promise with which he had closed his Expurgatio.167

domingo de soto limited himself to publishing two new editions 
of De natura et gratia: the first in 1549 in Paris in which he chose to 
insert the anti- Politi Apologia,168 the second the next year at Antwerp 
adding the In epistolam divi Pauli ad Romanos commentarii written 
for the occasion.169 the meaning of that editorial effort, maliciously 
seasoned by some small provocative additions in the margin, did not 
escape Politi: “What should I do? shall I remain silent? should you 
exult over a triumph against truth?” he exclaimed.170 notwithstanding 
the good suggestion that he embrace the cause of silence and absten-
tion, truth recalled him to his duty. In addition, he could now boast 
an authoritative new champion, the Franciscan spanish theologian 
Andrés de vega, author of Tridentini decreti de iustificatione expositio 
et defensio libris XV distincta, totam doctrinam iustificationis complec
tentibus (the exposition and defense of the Fifteen separate Books of 
the tridentine decrees of Justification, embracing the entire doctrine 
of Justification), published in venice in 1548,171 a work, as Politi had 
written to Cervini, that he had had the opportunity to read in advance:

I have had part of the comment de iustificatione of vega, since it is not 

yet entirely printed. . . . I scanned almost all that he wrote de incertitu

dine gratiae (as the ninth book is entitled) and . . . it pleased me to see 

how little by little the author departing from the thesis of uncertainty 

[of grace] lets himself be convinced by the force of argument and the 

[textual] authority cited to embrace the certainty [of grace] and con-

cluded again in more things with me and against soto. Finally, I can 

only say that it ends in certainty [of grace].172

Passing over the contrary arguments that even vega had put for-
ward in his attempt to find a compromise between opposing posi-
tions,173 on March 9, 1551, Politi decided to publish his Disceptationum 
ad R.P. et sacrae theologiae professsorem Dominicum Soto ordinis praedi
catorum super quinque articulis . . . liber, dedicating the first pages to De 
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certitudine gratiae and from the first lines vindicating the authorita-
tive legitimation vega had offered him.174 What Politi was most inter-
ested in, however, much more than the outcomes of the dispute with 
soto, was to maintain the esteem and the reputation he had laboriously 
earned at the Roman Curia over the course of the years. It is unlikely 
that behind his action, behind the obstinacy with which he had rebut-
ted blow by blow the provocations of the spanish theologian, was the 
hand of Cervini or del Monte. Although they had shown their sub-
stantial accord with Politi’s theses in the council and had often incited 
him to many of his polemical writings, it is unlikely that the two leg-
ates had incited him to a polemic that would have created controversy 
within the Catholic world and that would soon have been used by the 
enemies of Rome as a device to discredit the tridentine decisions. Politi 
very probably chose the times and means for his controversy with soto 
independently. this is not to say, however, that he was not sensitive 
to curial humors and did not try to temper his own vehemence and 
polemical instinct as befitted a man who aspired to the respect of the 
Curia. We may therefore suppose that the counsels and cautions of 
authoritative friends were behind the conciliatory tone that character-
ized many of his replies to soto, the last in the Disceptationum liber. We 
may also suppose that the ultimate act of that controversy was aimed 
precisely at recovering his role as loyal and sober servant of the Curia: 
the publication of Assertiones quattuordecim circa articulum de certi
tudines inhaerentes gratiae (Fourteeen Assertions about the Article on 
the Inherent Certitude of Grace) in november 1551, on the occasion of 
the reopening of the council. substantially renouncing the polemical 
tones of the dispute, in these pages Politi was preoccupied to expound 
his doctrines in as clear and extensive a manner as possible, so that—it 
is easy to intuit—the new pontifical legates, to whom the work was 
dedicated, might appreciate his ingenuity and confirm the flattering 
judgment of their predecessors.175

the question of the certitude of grace was not the first or the last 
of the questions on which Politi and soto confronted each other. In 
the course of the long contest, the first phase of the council had pitted 
emperor against pope. the former was favorable to a preventive reso-
lution of disciplinary questions; the latter was a convinced supporter 
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of the necessity for a fundamental redefinition of the doctrinal appa-
ratus of the Catholic Church. the council fathers, in the first months 
of 1546, had begun to discuss original sin, works, and faith, together 
with the preaching and obligatory residence of bishops.176 the urgency 
of the question regarding bishops’ residence was dictated by the need 
to correct abuses linked to the absenteeism of bishops from their 
di oceses. From the first arguments, the discussion was harsh. It con-
centrated on the problem of whether the obligation of residence was 
to be considered “divine law” or less. supporters of the first possibility 
were the spanish bishops who aimed to “cut to the roots every pos-
sibility that the Roman ministries might legitimately concede dispen-
sation in the matter.”177 In fact, “if the bishop’s priestly power and his 
jurisdictional power over his church were conferred directly by God 
at the act of consecration, no power would remain to the papacy in 
such matters.”178 the political interests of the spanish episcopacy were 
entirely evident: the reduction of the papal sphere of influence would 
have allowed them much greater room for action in the areas within 
spanish jurisdiction.179 At the head of the spanish bishops was the 
archbishop of toledo, Bartolomé Carranza de Miranda, protagonist 
(or, better, victim) a few years earlier in one of the bitterest jurisdic-
tional disputes between the Roman and spanish Inquisitions.180 And 
at his side, once more in the first row, was domingo de soto.181 on the 
opposite side, against his fellow dominicans, or at any rate against the 
spanish dominicans, but in harmony with the majority of the Ital-
ian episcopacy, Ambrogio Catarino Politi made his contribution.182 
“Fra Ambrosio Catarino,” sarpi would summarize some years later, 
although a good dominican, “was contrary to the others; he said that 
the episcopacy as an institution of Christ, is one alone: that there is a 
single bishop who has been instituted by Christ and this is the pope, the 
other bishops have been instituted [nominated] by the pope.”183 now, 
as it was easy to foresee given the real power relations, the supporters 
of the divine right of episcopal residence were defeated.184 When Car-
ranza decided to return to the theme with the Controversia de neces
saria residentia personali episcoporum et aliorum inferiorum pastorum 
(Controversy Concerning the Required Personal Residence of the Bish-
ops and other lesser Pastors), published in venice in April 1547, Politi 
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felt fully authorized to take up pen and paper to respond to the spanish 
bishop.185 Moreover, in the same weeks in which Carranza’s work had 
appeared, he had sent to press a Tractatio quaestionis quo iure episco
porum residentia debeatur (treatise on the question by What law the 
Residence of Bishops ought to Be determined), to clarify his thought, 
as he explained in his dedication to Cardinal del Monte.186 thus, as 
soon as he saw Carranza’s Controversia he did not hesitate to write a 
Censura in libellum quendam inscriptum Controversia de necessaria resi
dentia episcoporum.187 the plot grew complicated because domingo de 
soto, in the pages of his anti- Politi Apologia, supported the spanish 
bishop and therefore opposed Politi on two counts. the controversy on 
the certitude of grace thus overlapped the dispute on the divine right 
of episcopal residence. Politi adjusted rapidly, and as indicated above, 
he added to his Expurgatio a part expressly dedicated to confuting 
soto’s affirmations on the question of residence. Finally, he published 
Resolutio obiectorum adversus tractionem quo iure episcoporum residen
tia debeatur (Resolution of objections against the treatise on Which 
Bishops Base their Right of Residence), in which he insisted on the 
distinction many times affirmed by the papal episcopacy that it, being 
the only one instituted by Christ, was to be considered so by divine 
right; whereas the power of individual bishops derived from the inves-
titure of the pope, this by ecclesiastical and canonical law. Certainly, 
Politi specified, pastoral care as instituted was necessary and was of 
divine right, but not for this did it require the continual presence of the 
bishop, who might have various good reasons for being absent from the 
diocese without violating a divine order.188

Politi intended to defend the outcome of the conciliar discussions, 
but he had no intention of taking sides with those who, even indi-
rectly, favored absenteeism of bishops.189 Perhaps it was also to avert 
this dangerous misunderstanding that in the same year, 1547, a year 
heavy with labor for him,190 he published the De consideratione et iudi
cio praesentium temporum a supersatis zizaniis in agro Domini, libri III 
(three Books on the Consideration and Judgment of Present times 
by the excessive discord in the Field of the lord).191 In this treatise he 
exalted the role of the bishop, to whom he attributed, among other fun-
damental powers, the control of matters of heresy. he severely attacked 
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the degeneration and abuses that the episcopal institution had suffered 
in the past decade. he sarcastically denounced the practice of distin-
guishing a “good” bishop from a “bad” bishop solely on the basis of 
the income gained by the office rather than on the moral values of its 
incumbent. Many bishops, Politi continued, did not know even the 
faces of the “flock” entrusted to them because they had never set foot 
in their dioceses.192

It is possible that during the drafting of these reflections Politi had 
to come to terms with his own personal impediments to fulfilling his 
pastoral obligations. It is known, in fact, that he did not pass much 
time in the diocese of Minori, or in that of Conza, to which he was to 
be named archbishop in 1551. First the council, then the intense activ-
ity of the Curia did not allow him to fully honor his duties. the charges 
of absenteeism that derive from the difficulties Politi had being pres-
ent in his dioceses have recently found confirmation in the judgment 
of some historians who have described Politi as an absentee bishop.193

Be yon d  t h e  I nqu is i t ion 

during the long months in trent, caught up in the rhythm of the ses-
sions, Politi did not occupy himself solely with doctrinal and disciplin-
ary questions. Beside, or better, parallel, to his incessant activity as a 
tridentine theologian and polemicist, he was involved in a series of 
attempts to resolve noninquisitorial cases of heresy. these dealt with 
parts of an effort carried on with the strong support of the Company of 
Jesus and restored an image of its antiheretical obligations more com-
plex than that with which it had been credited until then. It remains to 
ascertain Politi’s institutional role if there was one, for example, if he 
enjoyed powers granted to him by the Penitentiary as confessor or apos-
tolic preacher, as was the case with lorenzo davidico in 1550, thanks 
to the mediation of Politi and Cardinal Bernardino Maffei.194 In other 
words, it is not clear if the apostolic or episcopal faculties of absolution 
he possessed also extended to reserved heresy cases. the rediscovered 
documentation discussed in chapter 3 in the case of orlandini provides 
at least the outlines of this activity and identifies the far from marginal 
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role of salmerón, and the Company of Jesus with him. Federico orland-
ini, sienese noble, friend of Aonio Paleario “seduced” by Pole, and tried 
in 1542 by Archbishop Bandini of siena, had finally been “dissuaded” 
by Politi, and was acquitted of the accusations of heresy in circum-
stances not yet well explained.195 three years later, in december 1545, 
the Jesuits, headed by their general, were involved in a startling attempt 
at conversion of the former general of the Capuchin order, Bernardino 
ochino, who had fled Italy in August 1542. “A very charitable person, 
familiar and above all who knows fra Bernardino,” had turned directly 
to Ignatius of loyola to obtain the help of the Company. the general 
wrote a careful letter to Claude le Jay, at that moment in dillingen in 
the service of the cardinal of Augsburg, otto von truchsess, inviting 
him to contact ochino, then at Augsburg, personally, to persuade him 
to write “some kind of letter” to the pope as a tangible sign of his wish 
for reconciliation.196 As it happened the letter reached le Jay when he 
had already left for trent.197 the absence of traces of the ochino case in 
le Jay’s correspondence leaves us to suppose that all must have resolved 
itself without consequence.198 In his testimony the seventeenth- century 
Catholic polemicist Florimond de Raemond has ochino leaving Basel 
before heading for Augsburg, where he joined the cardinal of lorrain 
on his return from trent to beg him to intercede with the holy see 
with the aim of obtaining the pope’s pardon and reconciliation with 
Rome. there is no verification of this: Florimond de Raemond does not 
cite a source,199 nor is there independent corroboration in documen-
tation available to modern historians. there remains the dilemma of 
the identity of that “very charitable person, familiar and above all who 
knows fra Bernardino,” who called upon loyola, involving him person-
ally. It is possible that this was Ambrogio Catarino himself, someone 
who was certainly close to the Company, who for some years, probably 
since his sojourn in siena in 1537, was well known to ochino.200 he was 
a favored target of ochino’s polemics and immediately after ochino’s 
flight, his bitterest enemy. Politi was also perhaps so emotionally close 
to the ochino case as to think that he could “write there to get his let-
ters,” that he could follow an irremediable rupture three years earlier 
with a resounding personal victory, at the end of a battle of ideas that 
had been fought over several years by means of inflammatory books.201 
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last, Politi was personally bound to the Jesuit Claude le Jay, who was 
a partially unknowing protagonist of that episode, as shown by the 
rapidity with which le Jay sent his friend Cochlaeus notice of Politi’s 
arrival at trent and of his good health.202 this is too little evidence to 
confidently identify the mysterious personage but enough to be able to 
advance the Politi hypothesis, especially if we focus on the collaboration 
that matured in those months between Politi and some of the first Jesu-
its over the “middle way” of the “satisfatión misericordiosa,”203 which a 
year later was to produce its first concrete results.

Particularly relevant to that collaboration is the episode already 
cited of Giovan Battista scotti, central figure of Italian religious dis-
sent.204 since the years 1536–38 he had spread his heterodox doctrines 
within the “sects and congregations” involving “women, men, frati, 
suore, and of every kind” in a radical critique of the doctrinal and 
hierarchical structure of the church, even identifying the Roman pope 
not as the “vicar of Christ, but indeed, the Antichrist.” After having 
abjured in 1543 at the end of a first heresy trial, the Bolognese heretic 
was again arrested for possession of prohibited books, then freed by 
intercession of Reginald Pole in the early months of 1547. “evidence 
against him having accumulated, he retired and stayed for some time 
with signor Ascanio Colonna in Abruzzo.” during that Abruzzese 
sojourn, according to inquisitorial sources, he entered into contact 
with Politi, who persuaded him to follow him to Bologna to abjure his 
errors. thus goes on the inquisitorial document:

from [there] persuaded by frate Ambrosio Catharino and recogniz-

ing his errors, [scotti], parting [from Colonna], presented himself to 

the Cardinal of santa Croce[,] . . . inquisitor and legate to the Council 

of Bologna, by means of whom he was prepared for abjuration, and 

having made full confession of his errors and having accused all his 

accomplices, was allowed to abjure and the punishment of his relapse 

being pardoned due to his spontaneous appearance, and for the great 

signs of penitence that he gave.205

scotti himself told the inquisitors that it was the Jesuit Alfonso 
salmerón who gave him “absolution and performed the abjuration” 
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as ordered by Cervini and del Monte.206 It was, then, a cooperative 
effort, with Politi as the trailblazer, the cardinal legates as directors of 
the operation, and salmerón as the practical executor.207 As has been 
written, “the reconciliation of scotti to the Catholic Church took place 
in clear violation of the norm on relapses, by way of a sort of extrajudi-
cial procedure culminating in the absolution given him in Bologna.”208 
the difficulty remains to determine in the name of what power of 
secret absolution and reconciliation salmerón had been able to absolve 
scotti, a “relapsed heretic.”209 In december 1547, a few months after 
this event, salmerón would write to Ignatius from Bologna, relating 
that he had absolved “some anonymous people who were in heresy or 
reading lutheran books” and who had requested absolution after hav-
ing heard “how punishment of some suspected of heresy took place in 
Rome.”210 Also noted were the “conversions” that the spanish Jesuit 
carried out in the circle of the Giberti group when called to verona by 
Bishop lippomano between 1548 and 1549.211
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C h a P t e r  5

From Anti- savonarolism 
to Anti- Machiavellianism

Th e  Tr a nsf e r  of  t h e  C ou nc i l  t o  B ol o g na  
a n d  t h e  Rol e  of  Pol i t i

In the first months of 1547 the conflict between pope and emperor that 
had accompanied, sometimes by implication, sometimes more openly, 
the tormented beginning and first phase of the tridentine council 
exploded onto the international scene, profoundly affecting the prog-
ress of the assembly. Already in summer 1546, facing the outbreak of 
the war of Charles v against the schmalkaldic league, the papal leg-
ates had concerned themselves with the possibility of transferring the 
council to Rome or to some city more easily controllable by the pope. 
however, following the violent opposition of the emperor in the person 
of his combative ambassador, diego hurtado de Mendoza, the project 
was at least temporarily suspended. Charles v’s crushing military vic-
tory over his Protestant opponents rekindled Rome’s old fears of the 
empire’s excessive political power. In the pontifical chambers the specter 
of the “universal monarchy” of the hapsburgs reappeared. thus, while 
savoring the victory, Charles v prepared to impose his conciliar line on 
the Protestant princes, reinvigorating the ancient project of traslatione. 
the official pretext for an already determined political decision was 
furnished by the council’s medical officer, Girolamo Fracastoro. A few 
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days after the death of enrico loffredi, bishop of Capaccio, on March 
6, 1547, Fracastoro diagnosed loffredi’s malady and expressed his fears 
that a typhus epidemic would spread throughout the city of trent. on 
the emotive wave of this medical diagnosis, on March 11, the day of the 
opening of the eighth conciliar session, the pontifical legates voted for 
the decree to move the assembly to Bologna.1

In the events that followed the tridentine decision Ambrogio 
 Catarino Politi had a role of the first importance. Called upon to 
defend the difficult decision of the pontifical legates and legitimated 
by conciliar vote, he responded promptly, seizing the opportunity to 
strengthen the bond with Cervini and del Monte even more than he 
had done heretofore. After accompanying the legates from trent to 
Bologna,2 Politi was designated official preacher of the first Bolognese 
session. on April 21, 1547, Politi delivered his oratio in the Church of 
san Petronio before the council fathers who had followed the legates to 
Bologna.3 Beyond the rhetorical ability with which he presented some 
of his traditional arguments, as, for example, the invocation of the vir-
gin for protection of the new conciliar session or the stern recall to 
the bonitas pastorum, the most relevant aspect was the caution with 
which he treated the question of the transfer. he did not cease to justify 
it,4 but because he made no reference to disobedient prelates or to the 
bishops who had remained at trent bowing to the wishes of the impe-
rial party, the legates described his discourse as “very circumspect” in 
a letter to Cardinal Farnese. they expressed satisfaction that the doors 
were left open to a diplomatic revisit of the matter.5

While the conciliar fathers were discussing the delicate arguments 
about the eucharist, penitence, anointing of the sick, and matrimony,6 
political events were moving away from reconciliation. on septem-
ber 11, 1547, news arrived in Rome of the assassination of Pier luigi 
Farnese, son of Paul III and duke of Parma and Piacenza, and of the 
conquest of Piacenza by the governor of Milan, Ferrante Gonzaga. this 
was the emperor’s reply to the rupture of the alliance by the pope who, 
fearing strengthened hapsburg power, had moved closer to France. 
the event also shipwrecked the final hopes of a much desired return 
of the council to trent. the drama of the moment was fully cultivated 
by Politi. Aware of the wound this latest exacerbation of curial hostility 
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would cause in relations between Rome and the emperor, he tried to 
persuade del Monte to consider returning the assembly to trent.7 
however, notwithstanding the insistence of the trusted Politi, the leg-
ates did not appear to be disposed to second thoughts. When Charles 
v ordered two spanish jurists, Francisco vargas and Martin velasco, 
to present a formal protest in the course of the general congregation 
of January 16, 1548,8 Politi had to realize that there was no alterna-
tive to a frontal encounter.9 In the next few days Politi composed a 
brief treatise titled Causae et rationes translationis concilii intended to 
demolish the imperial arguments.10 the protest of the emissaries of 
Charles v, he maintained, lacked any historical or juridical founda-
tion. the reasons on the basis of which the transfer to Bologna had 
been voted were entirely valid and well founded (the allusion was to the 
typhus epidemic), and before advancing any arguments the emperor 
had to recognize the complete legitimacy of the Bologna meetings. In 
any case, the bishops obedient to the emperor remaining at trent had 
to go to Bologna to deliberate with the other prelates about the possible 
return to the original tridentine location.11

With the drafting of this work the aims of Politi and the two pon-
tifical legates were once more in full harmony. It was Cervini, then in 
Rome, who informed del Monte of Politi’s most recent literary effort.12 
del Monte expressed his enthusiasm for the short piece, an earlier ver-
sion of which he had read, correcting some of its “imperfections.”13 so 
great was his approval of the final version shown him by Cervini that 
he considered publishing it, as he wrote to his correspondent, asking 
him only that he help him shed his residual reservations.14 After having 
received Cervini’s suggestion that he await the outcome of the work of 
the designated commission of cardinals charged with examining the 
question to supply any necessary final modifications to Politi’s text,15 
del Monte decided to give Politi’s work official recognition, proposing 
to publish it together with “the entire process of the council’s trans-
fer.”16 Finally, on october 13 of the next year he was able to announce 
the publication of Politi’s work to Cervini. It was printed at Bologna in 
two hundred copies, titled De optimis vel ineundi vel prosequendi con
cilii rationibus liber (Book on the Best Reasons either for entering or 
leaving the Council). del Monte elaborated in his letter to Cervini: 
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“they have published two hundred, which they are keeping hidden, 
and they expect to give them out at that right time (if it please God 
that it comes) and here I end.”17 this limited distribution is likely evi-
dence that the delay in publication (and the further small modifica-
tions to the text)18 had not completely allayed del Monte’s concerns. he 
was probably fearful that publications containing specific accusations 
against the imperial side would compromise the slow and tiring dip-
lomatic work of whoever was searching for a peaceful solution to the 
increasingly paralyzing conciliar situation.

notwithstanding the shrewdness of the pontifical legate, the stale-
mate continued. Charles v, for his part, desirous of reaping the political 
fruits of the reported military victory over the schmalkaldic league, 
had decided to act independently of pontifical decisions. In the spring 
of 1548, with the Augsburg Interim, he had assumed direct control of 
the doctrinal questions in German territory with a compromise solu-
tion that accepted some of the Protestant requests, such as the offering 
of the cup to the laity and priestly marriage, but conceded nothing on 
the doctrinal level.19

Foreseeably, the pontifical reception was not positive. When the 
council legates learned on April 27 of the text circulated by the emperor, 
they immediately called Politi for a first evaluation.20 Although we lack 
evidence,21 it is not difficult to imagine Politi’s indignation.22 A few 
weeks later, apprised by the Jesuit Bobadilla that the promulgation of 
the Interim had arrived, he would express his feelings:

having learned from Bobadilla, who had come from court, that  Caesar’s 

Interim had already been pronounced, I was happy, not because of the 

evil I see in such patchwork, but because of the disgust for the greater 

evil and danger of besmirching ourselves. Beyond that I see the arrival 

of a fine opportunity to straighten out the matters of the council, pro-

vided that it is seized.

the discussion of the Augsburg Interim was the occasion for rein-
vigorating some collaborative relationships initiated in previous years. 
on April 25 Politi replied to the German Catholic theologian Cardinal 
Johannes Cochlaeus, who only a few weeks earlier had turned to him.23 
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Cochlaeus had in press the De Interim brevis Responsio that would 
come out the following year;24 now he had asked Politi for permission 
to publish an anthology containing some of Politi’s writings on this 
subject. their old connection, going back to the 1520s, at the time of 
the first anti- lutheran controversies, was thus reinvigorated. Although 
Politi gave his assent to the editorial enterprise of his German friend,25 
Cochlaeus soon informed him that the publication of the anthology 
was encountering difficulties in Germany.26 he also informed him of 
the accusations against Politi by John Calvin in a work written against 
the council that he himself was about to refute.27 It is in these months 
that the Ioannis Calvini in acta synodi tridentinae censura et eiusdem 
brevis confutatio circa duas precipue calumnias (John Calvin’s Cen-
sure of the Acts of the tridentine synod and a Brief Confutation of It, 
especially of two Calumnies) appeared. the work was published by 
Cochlaeus at san vittore in Magonza in reply to Calvin’s Antidoto, and 
in it Cochlaeus praised Politi, responding point by point to Calvin’s 
insinuations.28

Politi did not immediately respond to the praise. A reference to 
Calvin’s insinuations was not to appear until four years later in the 
pages of his Enarrationes.29 For the moment, Politi seemed to want to 
distance himself from the unfruitful conciliar polemic that had kept 
him busy in recent months. From his residence in the Bolognese Con-
vent of san domenico he maintained contact with the two pontifical 
legates,30 but he was about to dedicate himself to an entirely different 
matter, and he needed to close accounts with the ghosts of the past.

Savona rol a ,  M a s t e r  of  D e c e i t

In 1517, as a young and promising jurist, Politi had decided to abandon 
the amenities of the worldly life to follow the teaching of Girolamo 
savonarola by joining the dominican order.31 some years after com-
pleting his novitiate he had begun a gradual process of separation from 
those savonarolan teachings, a process illuminated by self- critical 
reflections and serious consideration of the fundamentals of savonaro-
la’s prophetic message.32 In the course of thirty years these had brought 
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him to radically anti- savonarolan positions, with the publication, in 
1548, of his Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie di fra Girolamo 
Savonarola. despite Politi’s efforts in some cases to make it seem other-
wise, this was a journey of reflection that occupied him for many years; 
only in the 1540s did it reach complete maturity. Attempting to assign 
his growing distance from savonarola’s thought to the first years of his 
novitiate, he wrote in his Discorso:

After I began to be somewhat proficient in the study of the holy scrip-

tures through its holy interpreters, and looked at the frate’s method of 

interpretation, I knew clearly (thanks to God) the insolence and the 

strangeness of his doctrine, both for the unusual prohibited mode of 

interpretation which is not found in any ecclesiastic doctor; and also 

because it is the allegorical mode and prohibited in the constitutions 

of the order of Friars Preachers.33

In reality, as other of his affirmations attested,34 his savonarolan 
faith still held firm in 1524 and only in the second half of the twenties 
began to vacillate.35 the reasons for this gradual but irreversible break 
from the savonarolan message can be traced, in a way only apparently 
paradoxical, to the very same motivations that made him enthusiastic 
about the promises in savonarola’s sermons and writings.36 the disap-
pointment of his spiritual ambitions; his realization that he did not 
belong to the group of elect that would conduct Rome and all Chris-
tianity to universal regeneration, of being unable, as he had for a time 
believed, to play a role as protagonist in savonarola’s magnified divine 
design;37 the sensation of having been deceived and frustrated in his 
aspirations—all led him (along with considerations of another nature, 
as we shall see) to clear rejection of savonarolan thought.

Again in 1541 Politi profited from a stopover in Florence to collect 
still another example of a savonarolan prophecy that failed to mate-
rialize.38 In the successive years in which Politi had the confrontation 
with the spirituali, his anti- savonarolan reflections assumed definite 
outlines and features.39 Recent historians who have written on Politi’s 
Discorso have maintained that its most relevant novelty is the nexus 
formulated between savonarola and luther.40 It is probable after all 
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that the reading of the lyonnais miscellany containing savonarola 
writings mixed with works of a lutheran inspiration, reprinted many 
times in the first half of the 1530s, had alerted Politi at the time of his 
French sojourn to the possible doctrinal contamination of savonaro-
lan thought with the lutheran message.41 It is also documented that 
Paul Iv himself made the comparison between the Ferrarese prophet 
and the saxon reformer, inviting the inquisitors to take steps concern-
ing the savonarolan writings. “this is Martin luther,” he is claimed to 
have said after hearing the letter of censures that had been presented 
to him, “this doctrine of his is pestiferous; what are you doing Most 
Reverend Monsignori, what are you waiting for?”42 less certain, on 
the other hand, is the question of the censures of savonarolan writings 
by the Roman inquisitors and another question, tied to the first, of 
their reception of Politi’s comments. It is true that many of the savona-
rolan sermons and writings mentioned by Politi ended up on the list 
of the Index of 1559, demonstrating the indisputable influence of his 
denunciation. however, the doctrinal similarities between savonaro-
lan reflection and lutheran thought does not seem to have played a 
fundamental role in determining those prohibitions, nor was it that 
same element in Politi’s anti- savonarolan Discorso that induced Paul 
Iv to join the name of savonarola to that of luther. this much can be 
deduced from reading the complete passage of the dominican Bernar-
dini partially cited above;43 but much more can be gained from a letter 
of the Cassino Benedictine teofilo della Rocca Imperiale to the Jesuit 
laínez, who was then engaged in the commission’s work of drawing up 
the first Roman Index, concerning Politi’s writing and the possibility 
of a prohibition of the works of savonarola:

From the censure of many, joined to that of Catarino, and for what 

I have seen in the little book Catarino wrote against the works of fra 

Geronimo of Ferrara, seem in some places scandalous, unfortunately 

excessive and presumptious as he was, who did not obey anyone, not 

even the Pope. since his holiness at that time prohibited [savonarola] 

from preaching, he, nevertheless, orated against him very shamelessly, 

with arguments that have been able to and continue to be grist for 

the lutheran mill. to books of this kind we need to be attentive, and 
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in order to do it in a way that your Reverence has greater knowledge 

[of the savonarola question] (if by chance it happens that your Rev-

erence has not been a student of such reading), read that little book 

of the aforesaid Monsignor Catarino which will give you light in the 

darkness.44

It was, then, the matter of disobedience to papal authority, the dis-
respect for excommunication, that likened savonarola to luther in the 
eyes of the guardians of Catholic orthodoxy. In Roman circles Politi’s 
invective was read with this predisposition. he had retraced in savona-
rola’s writings dangerous disparagement of good works,45 intemperate 
criticisms of the superficiality of ecclesiastical ceremonies,46 and insidi-
ous affirmations on the predestination of the “elect.”47 But Politi’s doc-
trinal observations never went beyond the occasional polemical point. 
on the contrary, it might be argued that the doctrinal rudiments he 
learned in his youth by reading savonarola’s works—particularly, as he 
himself maintained, from the Trionfo della croce—were precisely those 
that best characterized his later ideas, beginning with the centrality  
of the benefit of Christ. More marginal were issues of the fate of unbap-
tized infants and the theme of lost innocence and original sin, although 
they were no less important for the evolution of his thought.48 In the 
course of ten years Politi continued to propagandize and especially to 
defend these themes from the dishonest and deceptive attempts by the 
followers of luther to appropriate them.

not that Politi was insensible of the problem of lutheran infil-
tration in the religious literature of the time. on the contrary, it was 
evident that his anti- savonarolan invective originated precisely in 
the long antiheretical polemic of recent years. however, Politi had 
matured during the preceding years, and his reflections began not 
with strictly theological considerations but with considerations con-
cerning the reception of savonarolan doctrines and the impact they 
could have on the ignorant crowd. the element that had alarmed Politi 
most was savonarola’s ability to influence the people, to capture the 
mass of the uneducated and the naive. Politi also saw it as the point 
of major affinity between savonarola and Bernardino ochino, the 
real co- protagonist of his Discorso. the Discorso contra la dottrina et le 
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profetie di fra Girolamo Savonarola was the climax of Politi’s reflection 
that saw in savonarola’s message the same deceits and dangers that he 
had seen in the heretical message of his enemy ochino. In particular, 
he criticized the element of novitas introduced in ochino’s thought, 
as well as in the message of savonarola, reducing the reasons of suc-
cess encountered by their preaching to the curiosity that these “new 
doctrines” aroused among the common folk. the savonarola- ochino 
connection came to be defined in these terms. Referring to the public 
success of the first, Politi wrote that

this was no miracle . . . because this whole effect was born of the 

novelty of the matters preached, and of the curiosity of auditors, the 

predilections of the states and sects, and not of any new gift of holy 

spirit. A few years ago we saw fra Bernardino ochino before he was 

a Capuchin, when he preached the common and customary doctrine 

of the Church and had almost no credit. But when he began to say 

new, pleasing things, preaching a new Christ, sweet in the flesh, the 

people began by running about as if enchanted, until it pleased God to 

disclose and confound the hypocrite, putting a lot of fear in his heart 

like a man of disturbed and very bad conscience, never again feeling 

secure nor ever turning his back until he reached asylum, that is, a 

place of refuge for apostates, where almost all the scum and dregs of 

evil Christians drained.49

And he concluded, “What effect this curiosity had on people, and espe-
cially hearing about the future and new prophecies of states and realms, 
experience itself demonstrates all too well.”50 that “new Christ, sweet 
in the flesh,” that Politi had been preoccupied to refute in the many 
controversial writings of the first half of the 1540s appeared to him to 
reflect exactly the “new and singular . . . and therefore presumptuous” 
doctrine of savonarola.51

that “new light,” the “interior light” to which ochino had repeat-
edly appealed to give force and vigor to his doctrinal proposal, Politi 
rediscovered in the pages of savonarola where he had vaunted possess-
ing a “celestial doctrine, a new light from heaven,” attributing to him-
self “the power to give new articles of faith,” which he did not hesitate to 
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“compare to holy scripture and Catholic faith.”52 the same arrogance 
and presumption to affirm the validity of his own doctrine over the 
teaching of the church for which he had repeatedly reproved ochino 
Politi now retraced between those lines of savonarola’s sermons in 
which he boasted of having “exalted his doctrine over the doctrine  
of the church,” insisting that “salvation consists in believing this.”53 
Referring in polemical terms to savonarolan thought, he wrote that 
two faiths are necessary to salvation, one is in Christ, and the other 
is in this friar himself. And since the doctrine of the church was not 
enough to produce a complete Christian outcome, he wanted to prove 
that his doctrine was superior to that of the church.54 thus the “spirit 
of pride . . . common to all heretics and schismatics”55 made every doc-
trine of ochino (and of the “lutherans”) and of savonarola equally 
perilous. Moreover, emphasized Politi, it was nothing but “presump-
tion” that induced fra Girolamo to “ridicule the canons of the high 
pontiffs, from which luther derived his audacity to burn them.”56

Aside from the fundamental question of the Immaculate Concep-
tion, again a determining element in Politi’s choices of position,57 the 
main points of accusation against savonarola were inspired by that 
same presumption. In expounding “the reasons that understandably 
revolted me and constrained me to change my decision, and return to 
the high road, secure and free of every superstition,” Politi ran through 
the list of the “properties . . . of fra Girolamo’s doctrine”: presump-
tious, insolent, and curious; wrong, vain, and lying, inconstant and 
contrary to themselves; cunning, fawning, and sophistical, brazen, 
audacious, and insolent; contumacious and quarrelsome; conten-
tious, outrageous, and seditious; full of mean spirit, and cruel. And 
finally self- assured, damned, and put to shame, by those who are not 
totally blinded by passion.58 he reproached savonarola for his “carnal  
promises” and claims “of the spirit” made over the course of the years,59 
accusing him of malice and deceit,60 noting the use of intentionally 
ambiguous language,61 accusing him of using ridiculous  stories to 
attract the most ingenuous,62 and often contradicting himself.63

It seemed not at all accidental, in light of these considerations, that 
Politi edited a first draft of the Discorso immediately after the publi-
cation of the anti- ochino Rimedio, presumably about mid- 1545. he 
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described a previous redaction in latin in the Proemio of his Discorso: 
“I am inclined for their [the frate’s followers’] love to let this our dis-
course be published in our maternal language, which I wrote many 
years ago in latin, almost as a commentary and memorial of many 
things about this subject that happened.”64 It is to this earlier latin ver-
sion, perhaps received from Politi, that Bernardino duretti, Cosimo 
I’s agent at trent, alluded when in november 1545 he told the ducal 
secretary Cristiano Pagni that “Ambrosio Catherino de’ Puliti of siena, 
a very great friend of mine, of many years, considering that he was 
among the friars of san Marco and who became a friar in that Con-
vent, is nevertheless not very friendly with them . . . has written a great 
deal against them about the matter of the Conception and against fra 
Girolamo, for which reasons he has been much persecuted by them.”65

In addition to providing support to the hypothesis of an early cir-
culation of Politi’s anti- savonarolan works, duretti’s testimony intro-
duces the still unresolved question of the commissioning of the Discorso 
and, more generally, of the relationship between Politi and political 
power. these were months of harsh encounters between Cosimo I and 
the dominican friars of san Marco in Florence. Weary of being opposed 
politically by savonarola’s republican followers, the duke had decided 
to dedicate all his forces to free the duchy of their wicked presence. the 
difficult and sometimes bitter relations with Paul III since the 1530s 
did not prevent Cosimo from searching for support among the mem-
bers of the Roman Curia, where the duke’s involvement in matters con-
sidered to be exclusively ecclesiastical was not well received.66 Cosimo 
lost no opportunity to discredit the Florentine Piagnoni in the eyes 
of the pope. In october, for example, he had encouraged his Roman 
ambassador, Alessandro del Caccia, to defend the argument that the 
lutherans descended from the dominicans of san Marco: “they,” he 
told him, “descend from a heretic called Aurora in Germany, and con-
sidered a martyr by all.”67 the motive for such insinuations was soon 
evident. Familiarity with lutheran doctrine in Florence had come very 
early. lutheran texts and controversial writings rich in literal citations 
of Reformed works, among them Politi’s Apologia and Excusatio, had 
been printed at Florence by Giunti at the beginning of the 1520s. the 
Dialogo della mutatione di Firenze written by Bartolomeo Cerretani in 
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1521 had testified to the early knowledge and adhesion to lutheran 
doctrines in Florence, describing the journey of two Piagnoni toward 
“la Magna, laden with hopes and expectations, and drawn by the fame 
of a venerable religious, called fra’ Martino luter.”68 the adherence to 
lutheran doctrine by the physician Girolamo Buonagrazia, republican 
and Piagnone, prosecuted at the end of 1531, goes back to the early 
1520s.69 nothing, however, justified the claim of unequivocal connec-
tions between savonarolism and heresy. on the contrary, after the first 
enthusiasm registered by Cerretani, as has recently been emphasized, 
“the same Piagnoni feared and rejected thoughtless heretical contami-
nation, which would risk betraying the original inspiration and facili-
tate political marginalization.”70 the keenest adversaries of luther 
were the Piagnoni Girolamo Benivieni, author of the preface to Politi’s 
Apologia; Iacopo Guicciardini; Giovanfrancesco Pico; vincenzo Mai-
nardi; the notary lorenzo violi, strenuous defender of fra Girolamo’s 
orthodoxy; fra Benedetto da Foiano; fra Zaccaria di lunigiana; and 
Matteo lachi, inquisitor of Perugia, all persons easily recognizable as 
in the savonarolan mold.71 In a few decades the dominicans of san 
Marco had constructed an intransigent defensive bastion against all 
heterodox ferment.72

Cosimo’s aversion to the persistent anti- Medicean activity of these 
“devils disguised as friars,” strongly bound by their radical republi-
canism, appeared perfectly comprehensible. But the tie between Pia-
gnoni and the German reformer that Cosimo portrays in his letter 
to del Caccia appears notably forced, the more one thinks about the 
religious politics Cosimo conducted in those years and the known 
religious orientation of his former Roman ambassador. In those years, 
in fact, the duke had offered protection and welcome to personages 
decidedly less orthodox, making valdesianism “a sort of preferred if 
not official culture, welcomed and promoted all the way to the sum-
mit of the Medici court,” eventually celebrated by the frescoes of Pon-
tormo at san lorenzo commissioned by Cosimo himself in 1545–46. 
It is not surprising, then, that the duke had chosen as his ambassador 
to Rome a Florentine academic like del Caccia, who “holds lutheran 
opinions,” as Giambattista Busini would write to varchi in 1549. del 
Caccia had been strongly connected to Marcantonio Flaminio from 
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the early 1540s and inspirer with Pietro Carnesecchi and others of the 
flight of Pietro Perna, the future Basilean printer, to Reformed terri-
tory.73 In other words, it is difficult to believe that Cosimo was unaware 
of the “early counter- reformist outcome” of the religious experience of 
the friars of san Marco, or rather, that he could imagine the supposed 
lutheran descent of the Piagnoni as a real danger to his own power. It 
is more probable, then, that the duke had chosen that disturbing doc-
trinal equation savonarola- luther to use as an instrument to convince 
the pope to support his project of expelling the friars of san Marco.

now we know that Cosimo I became interested in Politi by way of 
Ambassador duretti, but we do not know his precise intentions. It is 
possible that in his project of expelling the friars of san Marco he had 
looked favorably on the involvement of a well- known anti- lutheran, 
a former savonarolan controversialist now in opposition to his Flo-
rentine fellow friars. Perhaps, Politi would have been able to offer a 
historical and theological legitimization to the connection between 
savonarolan heresy and lutheran heresy with which the duke aimed to 
soften the pope’s hostility. It is certain, in any case, that Politi decided 
to postpone publication of the first latin version of the Discorso. At the 
moment of greatest conflict between Paul III and Cosimo I, in fact, his 
writing might have been read as taking an antipapal position, and he, 
perhaps with the counsel of del Monte and Cervini, neither would nor 
could permit himself such an attitude.

three years later, however, external conditions were substantially 
altered. After Cosimo’s latest, failed effort to expel the friars of san 
Marco in november 1547, the conflict seemed to have calmed down. 
In February 1548, in fact, the duke agreed to leave the question “in 
silentio,” ordering Averardo serristori, his ambassador at Rome, to give 
the impression that “on our part, we are not so preoccupied with these 
friars as some people believe.”74 Political and personal tension between 
Paul III and Cosimo gave no sign of fading, but at least the question 
of the friars of san Marco found a solution. At this point Politi must 
have felt free to act. In August 1548 he decided to publish the Discorso, 
choosing to dedicate the work to Cardinal del Monte. In the course 
of the Bologna phase of the council, the latter, moreover, had formed 
a close friendship with Pietro Camaiani, a delegate of Cosimo to the 
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council.75 More generally, he had strengthened his relations with the 
Medicean court,76 thus representing a solid guarantee for Politi’s edito-
rial operation.77

lacking further documentation, however, it remains difficult to 
evaluate Politi’s actual involvement in Cosimo’s political projects and, 
more important, the possible degree of Medicean control over the con-
tent of his writing. only a rediscovery of that first latin version of the 
Discorso would allow us to evaluate, for example, any variations added 
by the author in those three years. A single, final consideration of the 
genesis and content of the work seems possible in the light of another 
letter also written in 1545 by the duke to Pandolfini, his ambassador 
to venice. Constrained to admit the uselessness of the efforts made 
until then, the duke reiterated at the end of december the arguments 
advanced in the preceding months to convince the pope to take his 
part, as if searching for comfort from his ambassador:

Fra Girolamo savonarola . . . decided to oppose the pope’s authority, 

publicly preaching against the power of the Roman Church. . . . From 

him all the friars of san Marco then had their beginning, who, follow-

ing entirely the tracks of their master, have always strived to interfere 

in matters of state. . . . We thought that his holiness (as was his duty) 

would have been happy that we have driven out of our city those who 

were teaching not to take any account of the Roman Church. But the 

bad predisposition that the Pope had toward us had greater weight 

than zeal of religion and the quiet of our state.78

A few months before, Paul III had protested the involvement of 
the duke in ecclesiastical affairs. now, reflectively, Cosimo I recalled in 
this letter his profound displeasure at the intromission of the Floren-
tine friars “in matters of the state.” Without establishing rigid causal 
connections, one notes how Politi in the Discorso had grappled with 
the theme of relations between political authority and ecclesiastical 
involvement, in terms perfectly consonent with Cosmian humors. 
tracing the friars’ attitudes to undeniable savonarolan sources, Politi 
had furnished a historical interpretation if not a theoretical legitima-
tion of the duke’s accusations. speaking of the political dimension of 
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savonarola’s thought (of the “matter of the state then present”), he 
had written, “he wanted a popular state, as he himself described it, a 
state which many rejected, some for one reason, and some for another; 
either good or bad, it is not necessary to specify now.” expressing his 
preference for a republican state, savonarola had, however, commit-
ted, according to Politi, a grave error;79 religious men ought not occupy 
themselves with these arguments. “We don’t want to dispute,” con-
cluded Politi, “what sort of state is suitable for that city, because it is 
not our responsibility to specify such things.”80

Politi had continued to follow the analysis of savonarolan political 
thought, insisting on the same idea:

I only point out a place where, positing three just kinds of government, 

that is, of a prince, of ottimati, and of the people, he argued from the 

pulpit in this manner: “Come forward: of these three which do you 

want? do you want the first? no, because we would be slaves. do you 

want the second? no, because the people don’t want it.” And then he 

added: “do you want a popular state? no, because the ottimati don’t 

want it”; he could conclude similarly: “then it is necessary that you 

accept that of a prince.” And you see that at the end there was concord 

on this, and God has favored it.81

some have read in this passage, particularly in the last sentence, a testi-
mony of Politi’s political preference for having a prince, thus a proof of 
his political alignment with Medici power.82 In reality, Politi, perhaps 
himself aware of the inferences his rhetorical argument might have 
generated, hastened immediately to clarify his position: “however, I 
don’t want anyone to think I’m a partisan of any state. I want to remain 
in a state of holy baptism and of the other professions and promises I 
have made to God with the help of his grace. As for the states of others, 
I would always be pleased either by that state, either in Florence, or in 
another city, as long as it is just and does justice.”83

Men of the church, such as himself or savonarola, should not occupy 
themselves with political matters. If they commit that error—his refer-
ence to friars of san Marco was implicit but obvious—it is permissible 
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to reproach them. not that he was insensible of the fascination of power, 
not at all. he was well aware of the political options in the field and 
conscious of his own political preferences, but he perceived the explicit 
choice of a political party as potentially damaging for his career ambi-
tions, especially in years in which the play of alliances and political strate-
gies seemed so mutable and untrustworthy. Politi also quickly rejected 
the accusations of sienese partisanship by a Florentine Piagnone who 
was particularly wounded by his anti- savonarolan invective, following 
publication of the Discorso.84 he would also be careful to refrain from 
taking a definite political position in a much more dramatic matter that 
hit him personally and emotionally: in March 1549, his brother tom-
maso, together with his son, was arrested and imprisoned on a charge 
of high treason.85 Imperial ambassador diego hurtado de Mendoza had 
discovered some letters in which tommaso Politi accused the ambas-
sador of tyranny and political duplicity and had immediately taken 
restrictive precautions against him.86 Politi, arriving in siena, presum-
ably tried to intercede with the imperial ambassador; if so, he had no 
success. the only testimony we have regarding Politi’s attitude consists 
of two letters he was allowed to write to his brother, now condemned to 
death. Moreover, in these two missives there was not the least reference 
to the political situation that made up the background of that tragic 
event, or to tommaso’s republican militancy. the single preoccupation 
he expressed was spiritual. Altogether in his role as pastor of souls, he 
recommended that his brother be “grateful to God” and empty his head 
of “worldly and temporal things, retaining a clear hope of your most 
certain eternal salvation.”87

Caution obviously demanded that Politi remain silent about the 
political reasons for the condemnation. however, it is difficult not to 
read in that silence a deliberate choice by Politi, obstinately determined 
to remain out of the political game. If Politi fully recognized himself 
in the arguments of “the popular party,” as the ambassador Mendoza 
would insinuate a little later,88 certainly he never showed it; nor, we 
may add, did it seem he ever gave any weight to political persuasion in 
deciding his life choices, whether public or private. As the Medici duke 
taught, “the frati” should not involve themselves in “matters of state.”
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Be t w e e n  Je su i t s ,  P roph e t s ,  a n d  I n f or m e r s

on March 27, the day after the execution of his brother tommaso, 
Politi left siena to spend some weeks in Rome. From there on April 13 
he sent a letter to the Balìa of siena expressing his gratitude for choos-
ing him as the “legitimate administrator” of his nephews’ property but 
adding, “although it is a great burden to me, unfamiliar and disturber of 
the peace I need for my studies of sacred literature.”89 After settling some 
financial questions important to him,90 and arranging for a substitute 
for the pastoral duties that he would be unable to fulfill in the diocese of 
Minori near Amalfi, of which he was titular bishop,91 Politi returned to 
Bologna at the end of May.92 the final Bolognese sojourn, marked by 
preoccupation with the unresolved question of the move of the coun-
cil,93 was the occasion for further strengthening his already solid con-
nection with del Monte.94 At the conclusion of the Bolognese council 
on september, 17 1549, Politi remained in the city for several weeks to 
fulfill a request by the pontifical legate regarding some Jesuit friends 
Politi and del Monte had in common. At the beginning of october 
Alfonso salmerón, Pietro Canisio, and Claude le Jay received the title 
of doctor from a commission presided over by Politi himself.95

Paul III died on november 10, 1549. the maneuvers for his succes-
sion began in Rome immediately. Although there are no precise testi-
monies, it is not difficult to imagine Politi on a journey to Rome at the 
side of del Monte, the cardinal who shortly afterward would be elected 
pope with the name Julius III.96 With the election to the papal seat of 
Giovanni Maria del Monte, Politi seemed to have crowned his career 
aspirations. As the sienese ambassador scipione Gabbrielli remarked, 
the pope “had ordered that some rooms in the palace be prepared for 
Politi and wanted them close to his own; both for the long service and 
for the endearments the Pope demonstrated to him, it was thought that 
he had to be rewarded according to his virtues.”97 Although he was 
assigned no official role in the Curia, Politi’s intimacy with the pope 
was publicly known.98 so, as the days passed, voices for his promo-
tion grew ever more insistent. naturally the sienese government was 
very interested in supporting the ascent of Politi, convinced that his 
intimate friendship with Julius III was their city’s best guarantee that 
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Rome would listen to it and protect it.99 on June 15 a delegation was 
appointed to press the pope to name three sienese prelates as cardinals, 
among them Ambrogio Catarino Politi.100 the select group of fourteen 
names elevated to the cardinal’s purple by Julius III on november 20 
included, however, only one of the three sienese candidates, and it was 
not Politi but Mignanelli who donned the cardinal’s hat that day.101 
the veto of Politi and Bandini Piccolomini, archbishop of siena, by the 
imperial ambassador diego hurtado de Mendoza had been decisive.102 
“Going further in the procedure,” Julius III gave the sienese delegation 
to understand, “was not always in the Pope’s hands, because the Pope 
had to attend to many interests.”103 Politi would have to wait two years 
to see himself finally “rewarded according to his virtues.”104

the election of Giovanni Maria del Monte to the pontifical chair 
ended one of the most heated and litigious conclaves in the history 
of the Catholic Church. It was a conclave that had seen Reginald Pole 
within a step of final victory. It had also seen a young ecclesiastical 
institution, the Roman holy office, powerfully insert itself into that 
political struggle owing to the work of its recognized head, Gian Pietro 
Carafa. Carafa did not hesitate to play on the specter of heresy to block 
the english cardinal’s ascent.105 In the contest between reform and 
inquisitorial parties, between imperial and pro- French factions, the 
name del Monte finally seemed to satisfy everyone. Actually, as his 
actions proved, the new pontiff showed himself to be less maneuverable 
than many had hoped. on the one hand, the holy office immediately 
realized that it had an inconvenient rival, engaging with the pontiff 
in a long, difficult jurisdictional contest and finding itself constrained 
by strongly opposed policies. on the other hand, the exponents of the 
party that had put all its hopes on the candidacy of Pole were no less 
disappointed. Julius III’s violent opposition to the Roman Inquisition 
in the soranzo case (recently reconstructed in great detail by Massimo 
Firpo and sergio Pagano)106 was probably the most bitter of the epi-
sodes of subtle but profound opposition chosen by the pope from the 
beginning. the promulgation of the edicts of Grace of 1550 demon-
strated an antiheretical strategy radically alternative to Carafa’s (the 
future Paul Iv), a political line distinctly milder but no less efficacious 
and incisive.107 thus shortly after his election on April 29, 1550, Julius 
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III issued the two decrees that really constituted a “general edict of 
grace,” an indulgence that in a general way reinforced the confessions 
and abjurations, extra-  and pre- judicial, conceded by medieval inquisi-
tors in their edict of grace, explicitly legitimizing the use of penitents 
as informers.108 this line would be quickly disavowed by Gian Pietro 
Carafa after he ascended to the papal throne.109

Pole had seemed at first to invest great hopes in del Monte; it was 
to him he dedicated his dialogue on the duties of the pope written 
during the conclave, when the outcome of the conflict was uncertain. 
After the election he seemed to renew his faith in del Monte, tak-
ing up the work again, intending to amplify it and inserting the new 
pope’s cardinal- nephew and Pole’s faithful secretary, Alvise Priuli, 
into the dialogue, almost as if he wanted to show a community of 
intentions and familiarity between the two.110 those hopes had been 
raised by Cardinal del Monte’s intervention the preceding year in 
favor of the imprisoned don Benedetto da Mantova.111 only two years 
later, however, that sentiment of hope that Pole had shared with his 
disciples was replaced in the memory of the last of the spirituali by a 
sentiment of recrimination, tinged with Joachimite prophetic visions, 
toward the recent conclave. “there are two popes, one is elected by 
God and by men and has recused, the other has been elected only by 
men and accepts the papacy: Which of these two popes seems to you 
legitimate?” According to the account of davidico this question was 
put to him sometime between 1552 and 1553 by Alvise Priuli, allud-
ing to the now- distant events of the conclave. to davidico’s reply, “I 
think he is pope on whom the electors’ voice remains united,” Priuli 
countered, “you do not have the spirit that I thought you had.”112 
From these words emerged “a secret awareness of themselves as mem-
bers . . . of an exclusive church of the elect, encapsulated within the 
ecclesiastic institution, a keeper of a privileged illumination that 
guaranteed to it access to the most authentic truths.”113 Priuli made 
himself spokesman of a spiritualism that was nourished by prophe-
cies and astral conjunctions, by “revelations and constellations,” 
by ancient volumes, by all those signs that together announce the 
coming of “a papa angelico who would have the quality of Reginald 
Pole.”114 this spiritualism was distant from the ruling pope; Julius III 
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remained a pope “elected only by men.” no comparison, then, to the 
“papa angelico” in pectore.

the biography of Ambrogio Catarino Politi fit perfectly into the 
frame just described here. Politi was a faithful interpreter of Julius III’s 
strategic and political choices, ever ready to stand by him and defend 
him. It seems safe to hypothesize, for example, that in August 1550 
when he decided to publish his De veritate enunciationum, dedicated 
to Bishop Filippo Archinto, vicar of the diocese of Rome,115 Politi 
intended to return to the antiprophetic polemic begun some time past 
and recently set forth with an anti- savonarolan purpose but also to 
offer a reply to those prophecies and messianic expectations that he 
saw flourishing around the figure of Cardinal Pole and his failed elec-
tion. And, indeed, soon after Julius III’s ascent to the throne, he put 
friends and collaborators of the pope on guard against the “heretical 
opinions” of Morone, “of monsignor of england and of monsignor 
 Priuli,” the latter introduced to davidico as “a man who shares the 
opinion of the suspect Flaminio.”116

on the other hand, Julius III’s edicts of Grace seemed the perfect 
normative transposition, if not the posthumous formal anticlerical 
legitimation, of that antiheretical strategy that Politi had coherently 
followed in recent years, often voluntarily in close collaboration with 
then- Cardinal del Monte. I have already dwelled on the episodes of 
conversion, or, better, of the noninquisitorial resolution of cases of 
heresy conducted by Politi, privately, as in the case of orlandini, or 
with the aid of the Company of Jesus and, in the case of scotti, the 
backing of the cardinal legates. As already pointed out, it is not clear 
whether Politi enjoyed the powers of confessor or apostolic preacher 
conceded to him by the Penitentiary, or whether he employed apos-
tolic or episcopal powers of absolution in reserved cases, extending to 
heresy. surely however, in the system erected by the pontiff, Politi was 
regarded not only as a convinced inspirer but also as a collaborator. 
thanks to his mediation (and that of Cardinal Bernardino Maffei) 
lorenzo davidico was nominated apostolic preacher on september 
12, 1550, thus obtaining authorization to preach everywhere in public 
and private “without asking for episcopal permission, and, above all, 
the faculty of absolving in the forum of all consciences, and in any 
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episcopal reserved case.”117 In those same months Politi himself had 
achieved, although not definitively, the return of Pietro Gelido into the 
fold of the Catholic Church.118 Again, it is not clear whether the absolu-
tion was granted him by Politi or if this came about by the intervention 
of someone else, perhaps his friend salmerón who already had shown 
himself a precious collaborator of del Monte.119 Politi had a long- 
standing relationship with the Company of Jesus. From the middle of 
the 1540s the Jesuits were known as the most convinced interpreters of 
that para- inquisitorial line that promoted the art of persuasion rather 
than the use of weapons of suppression to return heretics to Catholic 
orthodoxy. From their common tridentine experience, salmerón and 
laínez in particular, Politi, del Monte himself, and others had cre-
ated a harmony of intentions and views, as well as a collaboration that 
peaked right after the election of Julius III. Politi’s tireless collabora-
tion with salmerón and with del Monte, then pontifical legate in non-
inquisitorial reconciliation during the whole of the 1540s, found its 
natural confirmation at the beginning of del Monte’s pontificate. on 
May 6, 1551, the Company of Jesus attained the power to absolve all 
the cases of heresy in foro coscientiae, the privilege that Paul III in 1545 
had conceded only for cases of heresy “in the lands of the infidels.”120 
All this, naturally, was with the fundamental mediation of Ambrogio 
Catarino Politi, confidant of del Monte and his pupil at the studio 
of siena at the beginning of the century. “on the day of March 6, on 
the eve of the Ascension of the lord 1551,” can be read in a vivae vocis 
oraculum conserved in the Roman Archive of the Jesuits, “I, m. salm-
erone, priest of the Company of Jesus visited our most holy father, pope 
Julius III, and having found the opportunity after supper to speak to 
his holiness, after other matters, I humbly kneeled and asked him for 
the following graces . . . that m. Ignatius or the temporary leader of the 
Company of Jesus, may for himself and for other priests of the Com-
pany whom he considers suitable, give absolution in cases of heresy in 
the forum of conscience.”121 “All this,” according to salmerón, “was in 
the presence of the Most Reverend . . . fra Ambruogio Catherino most 
worthy Bishop of Minori [who] . . . in testimony of the truth of these 
things here places his hand.”122 this privilege accorded by Julius III 
to the Company of Jesus was the formal recognition of a role actually 
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acquired in the 1540s; it would give the Company considerable room 
for maneuver, often in ways that would impede or prejudice the work 
of the holy office.123

M ac h i av e l l i ,  M a s t e r  of  D is s i m u l at ion

the scarcity of documentation for the early 1550s allows only an outline 
of Politi’s activity. While awaiting professional gratification he contin-
ued to occupy himself with the tutoring of his nephews, entrusted to 
him by the Balìa of siena,124 and, above all, with a return to study and 
meditation.125 Politi’s literary production between mid- 1550 and the 
first part of 1552 was truly remarkable. In August 1550 he sent to press 
a Summa doctrinae de praedestinatione, publishing it with two other 
tracts, the cited De veritate enunciationum and the Summa doctrinae 
de natura peccati originalis, and including in an appendix Dialogus de 
iustificatione. 126 In March 1551 he published his Disceptionum ad rever
endum patrem et sacrae theologiae professorem fratrem Dominicum Soto 
ordinis praedicatorum super quinque articulis. this was Politi’s response 
to soto’s most recent comment on saint Paul’s letter to the Romans 
concerning the principal points of their controversy, from the certitude 
of grace to the nature of original sin, to divine predestination and the 
“potency” of free will.127 As is easy to infer from the titles alone it treats 
themes Politi had amply touched upon in recent years and to which he 
now returned more systematically, although without introducing any 
significant new doctrine. Almost all the writings cited seem to respond 
to an understandable need to synthesize in coherent and structured 
texts the doctrines professed in the course of the past ten years. often 
they were elaborated following the impulse of an occasional polemic, 
conditioned by controversial intentions that guided the drawing up of 
the works.128 In April 1551 Politi published his first exegetical work, 
the Commentaria in omnes divi Pauli et alias septem canonicas epistolas, 
dedicating it in gratitude to Pope Julius III.129 In november of the same 
year he began publication of his Enarrationes.130

one of the more relevant novelties in this imposing miscellany is 
the reflection on niccolò Machiavelli and Machiavellianism, Quam 
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execrandi Macchiavelli discursus et institutio principis, which Politi 
took up at the end of a paragraph dedicated to harmful and danger-
ous works titled De libro christiano detestandis et a christianismo peni
tus eliminandis (on Books that a Christian ought to detest and on 
Books that ought to Be entirely eliminated from Christianity).131 
this was not the first time that Machiavelli’s work was an object of 
public censure. In 1529 Juan Ginés de sepúlveda had published his 
Exortatio, followed a few years later by Democrates primus (1535), and 
the Portuguese Jerónimo osorio had published at lisbon in 1542 a 
work probably written some years earlier, titled De nobilitate civili et 
christiana, in which he severely attacked Machiavelli’s impiety and 
blindness.132 In the meantime, another anti- Machiavellian work, des-
tined to remain in manuscript for several decades, had been written 
and disseminated by Cardinal Reginald Pole, the Apologia ad Caro
lum V Caesarem super libro De unitate in 1539.133 notwithstanding 
that osorio had probably edited his composition during his Italian 
sojourn in the 1530s and notwithstanding that the english Reginald 
Pole had experience and knowledge of the political and religious 
 reality of the peninsula, their works had a point of view preeminently 
non- Italian; in other words they referred to realities and situations 
different from the political and religious Italian context.134 Politi’s 
brief composition was in a certain sense the first complete reflection 
on the influence of Machiavellian doctrine in actual Italian politics of 
the first half of the sixteenth century. yet it seems difficult to argue, 
although it has been authoritatively claimed, that the first edition of 
Politi’s writing on Machiavelli goes back to the tridentine debates 
of 1546.135 true, Politi’s pages on Machiavelli and more generally his 
reflections on books to be eliminated appeared in his volume of mis-
cellanies, Enarrationes, in a piece on the question of holy scriptures 
and their translation into vernacular, drafted, in all probability, dur-
ing the conciliar debates.136 this does not exclude the possibility that 
the Machiavellian pages were later redacted and added at the time 
of publication of the Quaestio (and even earlier in the appendix to 
the reprinting of the Disputatio on the Immaculate Conception),137 
just at the beginning of the 1550s. In fact, there is no trace of a tri-
dentine discussion on the prohibition of “detestable” books, or on 
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the doctrines of Machiavelli, and no reason to argue that Politi had 
written those pages at trent in 1546 under the personal influence of 
Reginald Pole.138 It is very plausible that Politi had in mind the con-
tents of Pole’s Apologia as he drafted his anti- Machiavelli tract, but it 
is also probable that he redacted his pages only in view of publication, 
following a work habit that in the past had seen him republish works 
with the addition of new reflections.

only at the end of the 1540s did news of an imminent ban on the 
works of Machiavelli begin to circulate. As Busini informed Bene-
detto varchi in a letter of 1549, “here the sale of all the works of our 
Machiavelli has been forbidden and banned and they want to excom-
municate anyone who has them in his house.”139 the change of climate 
with regard to the works of the Florentine was immediately brought to 
the attention of Girolamo Muzio,“zealous secular” recently enlisted by 
the Roman holy office as a private informer following the discovery 
of a steady contraband in forbidden books coming from Germany.140 
In the first of his “Catholic letters” to the “cardinal inquisitors” sent 
from Milan in november 1550 (while waiting for permission to read 
prohibited books “of the heretics”),141 Muzio spoke of having concen-
trated his attention on “books of baptized persons who teach infidel-
ity.” he had discovered the deceits of “men of letters” who, under the 
“name of Christian,” and with much ecclesiastical approval “remove 
the authority of the Church, damn traditions, reprove councils, scorn 
the saints.” And among these Machiavelli appeared to him truly as the 
most terrible:

In his writings—emphasized Muzio—he does openly things that 

others do under the mask of Christ, which, he, with no respect at all, 

teaches, not to serve either faith, or charity, or religion. he says men 

need to serve these things in order to appear good, and for worldly 

greatness, but when they don’t serve you, you needn’t trouble your-

self about them. Is this not worse than heretical doctrine? And given 

that these things are written by a man who is in name Christian, and 

they are printed and sold and read, and, seen to be suitable, they are 

accepted as works approved by the holy Mother Church. And such 

things are read willingly and embraced by great men.142
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“God help Boccaccio, dante, Morgante, and Burchiello,” Busini con-
cluded in his letter to varchi. Muzio’s offensive against Machiavelli and 
the other “baptized men of letters” was only the point of departure 
for a long battle that the ecclesiastical hierarchies had opened against 
entire sectors of Italian vernacular literature. shortly after this the first 
Indexes of Forbidden Books were to record explicit condemnations.143

Ambrogio Catarino, sensitive as usual to the humors of the time, 
entered into the polemic already in progress, contributing his expe-
rience as heretic hunter to consolidate and better define the connec-
tion between Machiavellianism and heresy that Muzio had scarcely 
touched on. Politi introduced his treatise on Machiavelli with his 
familiar thoughts on the vernacular traditions of the sacred text and 
with a more general polemical offensive against all those “narrators of 
various fables and libidinous loves,” among whom he explicitly named 
Petrarch and Bocaccio.144 he intended to make clear once again that 
the aversion to the vernacular and the struggle against heresy were two 
sides of the same coin. the attempt to extirpate heretics from the Ital-
ian peninsula implied that force would be necessary to eliminate the 
books of those Catholic men of letters who by using the vernacular 
spread impiety and wickedness. the case of Machiavelli, then, Politi 
added, makes possible a step forward in comprehending the dynamics 
of the diffusion and planting of heretical doctrines. the Discourses and 
The Prince had certainly taught kings and princes how to consolidate 
their political power, practicing the arts of betrayal and simu la tion, 
but especially had put into the hands of the “new heretics” the means 
for continuing to profess their heterodox doctrines while escaping 
inquisitorial suppression. Machiavellian teaching according to which 
the prince can profess the cult that he thinks most opportune, attribu-
ting to religion nothing but the value of an instrument of persuasion 
of human credibility, risked convincing Catholic princes in Refor-
mation countries to abandon their own religious convictions in the 
name of peace and the welfare of the realm. What is most terrible, it 
taught the “impious and atheists” to exclude God from human affairs, 
to disparage exterior practices of worship, inducing them to simulate 
adhesion to the practices only so that they do not scandalize the weak-
est.145 In other words, Italian heretics, according to Politi, had learned 
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from Machiavelli the arts of religious simulation.146 It is difficult to say 
whether Politi had had occasion to read the Italian translation of Cal-
vin’s Excuse à messieurs les nicodémites in which the Genevan reformer 
had bitingly stigmatized the nicodemite practice adopted by many 
crypto- Protestants in the Italian peninsula. ludovico domenichi had 
secretly done a translation in Florence in 1551 with the title Nicodemi
ana, or Book of Fleeing from Superstitions (De vitandis superstitionibus 
was the title of the latin translation published in 1549), paying person-
ally for that risky decision with prison. In the pages just translated by 
domenichi, Politi may have read (and found a starting point for a new 
polemical intervention) of the “many who . . . often ask how they ought 
to comport themselves among papists where it is not allowed to adore 
God in a pure way: on the contrary they are rather forced to celebrate 
many ceremonies which fight against the teachings of Christ and are 
full of superstitions.”147 After all, as had often happened, his reflection 
arose from an acute observation of Italian reality, seasoned with a keen 
sense of political opportunity. his denunciation was not unheard. the 
writings of niccolò Machiavelli were put on the Index of 1559 and in 
the following decades continued to fall victim to the arrows of the 
Roman censors.148 At the end of the eighteenth century there were still 
those who attributed to Politi the responsibility for the prohibition of 
Machiavelli’s works.149

A l mo s t  C a r di na l

While he continued his prolific activity as writer and polemicist at the 
court of Julius III, Politi began to harvest the fruits of his faithful col-
laboration. In the consistory of June 3, 1552, he was promoted to the 
seat of archbishop of Conza.150 As the sienese ambassador at Rome 
observed, “the archbishopric is partway to cardinalate and as soon as 
the Pope nominates some cardinals he will be among them, and this 
the whole court holds to be certain.”151 that this nomination was the 
prelude to the purple was not only the opinion of his friend Massaini; 
Politi himself began to believe it seriously. thus, after the expulsion of 
the spaniards from siena,152 just when the Balìa noted his committed 
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support and requested his help navigating the difficult waters, Politi 
instead decided to go to Conza to honor his pastoral duties.153 After 
staying in Conza a year, in the fall of 1553 he was recalled to Rome by 
Julius III; the moment Politi had awaited for some time had arrived. 
With the fall of Mendoza’s sienese government the ultimate obstacle to 
his creation as cardinal had disappeared.154 Politi was expected in the 
eternal City for the ceremony of december 22.155 however, he would 
never arrive for the coveted appointment with glory. As Ambassador 
Massaini wrote, “the Archbishop of Conza has been close to death 
in naples.”156 on the way to Rome, during a stop in naples, Politi was 
stricken by a grave illness and despite signs of improvement promptly 
signaled by a sienese friend,157 he died on november 8, 1553.158 With 
the cardinal’s purple just an arm’s length away there was no possibility 
of finally donning it. “We hope he receives a better hat from the highest 
pontiff Christ, than he could have from Christ’s vicar.” so Ignatius of 
loyola wished for him when he had the news of his death.159
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C h a P t e r  6

A Controversial Memory

As often emphasized in these pages, the bond between Politi and the 
young Company of Jesus was solid and durable. A few days after Politi’s 
death, Ignatius loyola wrote comforting words to Alfonso salmerón, 
Politi’s most intimate Jesuit friend, remembering Politi with feeling 
and appreciation.1 notwithstanding that close connection, the legacies 
of his thought in the Jesuit history of the decades following his death 
are varied and complex. In the course of his long career as a polemicist, 
Politi never missed an occasion for a debate, attracting much antipathy. 
thus Ignatius and his companions must have quickly become aware 
that despite the solid rapport they had with Politi over the decades, 
it would not be easy when the time came to defend his memory. In 
1549 the general found he had to reassure Broët “that the book of fra 
Ambrosio is not prohibited,”2 and in 1553 he had to intervene in a 
more delicate contest. In the very year of Politi’s death, the archbishop 
of toledo, silíceo, opened a series of inquests regarding the spanish 
 Jesuits. After receiving Melchior Cano’s annotations on the parts of the 
Esercizi Spirituali he considered heretical and scandalous, among other 
measures he named a commission guided by the dominican tomás 
de Pedroche to examine Ignatius’s text. despite those previous mea-
sures, silíceo did not follow up the judgment of heresy that Pedroche 
formulated at the end of his examination, and thanks to villanueva 
and Araoz, who showed the archbishop that Paul III had approved 
the Esercizi in 1547, the controversy calmed.3 there was one point in 
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Pedroche’s censures destined to leave a mark. the fourteenth of the 
“rules for thinking with the Church” was a text Ignatius had placed 
in an appendix to the Esercizi, and so it was examined by the com-
mission along with the Esercizi. It prescribed great caution in preach-
ing on the theme of predestination: “Although it is in great part true 
that no one can save himself without being predestined and without 
having faith and grace,” according to the definitive text, “it is neces-
sary to use much caution in the mode of speaking and reasoning about 
these things.” Pedroche had the latin translation of Andrea de Freux 
(Andreas Frusio) in front of him. he halted in alarm at the subjunctive 
esset in “etiamsi certum definitumque esset neminem, nisi praedesti-
natum, salvari” (even were it true that no one can save himself who is 
not predestined), continuing, “it is necessary to use great caution in 
the manner of speaking and reasoning on all these things.” From the 
use of the subjunctive Pedroche had deduced that Ignatius rejected this 
affirmation, that is, that no one can save himself if not predestined, 
a sentence that thomist tradition endorsed fully. In consequence, he 
accused Ignatius of approaching dangerously near to the doctrine of 
Politi in the matter of predestination.4 the reply that arrived from the 
spanish Jesuits signaled the possibility of a compromise. Araoz in par-
ticular justified the incriminating sentence, saying that this was due to 
an error by Frusio in the translation of the spanish. Frusio, according 
to Araoz’s version of the facts, had used an esset in place of a sit, thus 
changing the sense of the sentence, and he therefore proposed to Igna-
tius to declare that it had been a printing error and to close the matter 
in this way.5 But Ignatius was not convinced by this proposal. After 
having personally verified with Frusio that in his translation there was 
no implicit intent either to adhere or not to adhere to Catarino’s doc-
trines, he replied that even if the sentence had been read in the sense 
Pedroche maliciously attributed to him, there was nothing scandalous 
in it. Among other things, Politi had after all presented his doctrine to 
the Council of trent without receiving any censure.6

that was incontestable, without any doubt. And yet some months 
after the polemic had begun Ignatius began showing signs of surren-
der. Appealed to once again on the matter, the general of the Com-
pany felt for the first time the need to make distinctions. If someone 
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in the Company defended, or had defended, some of Politi’s positions 
this was not to say that he shared all his thought;7 moreover, Ignatius 
added allusively, “many of them have nothing to lose and so they fight 
more violently.”8 Ignatius had grown uncomfortable with the role of 
official defender of Politi ascribed to him by the spanish enemies of the 
Company, even more because this polemic had taken an unforeseen 
and misleading turn: Frusio himself, Ignatius did not tire of repeat-
ing, had had no intention of referring to Politi’s opinion.9 this was the 
last time Ignatius intervened in the question. It was now evident that 
the spanish dominicans, strongly hostile to Politi since the severe tri-
dentine polemic that had set him against domingo de soto and other 
spanish members of the order,10 had succeeded in using the friendship 
of some Jesuits with Politi to throw discredit on the entire Company. 
Ignatius understood that he had to keep his distance from someone 
whose legacy might become inconvenient for the order. thus, in April 
of that year, called to account on a new question concerning Politi, he 
invited Canisius to reply to his interlocutors that the Jesuits “will do 
what is necessary,” stating, however, that “we are not obliged to defend 
the opinion of Caterino.”11

Just a few months earlier another Jesuit, niccolò Bobadilla, had 
found himself playing a leading role in the denunciation of sisto of 
siena, a Franciscan preacher and the future author of the celebrated 
Bibliotheca sancta who professed himself a pupil and follower of Politi. 
In his monumental Counter- Reformation text sisto, now a dominican, 
would record his debt to the sienese polemicist, “my teacher,” affirm-
ing that he had preached in various cities of Italy between the ages of 
twenty and thirty, from 1540 to 1550, using Politi’s doctrine of predes-
tination to combat the impious teachings of the heretics “not without 
the applause of his audiences and profit to their worried minds.” sisto 
had convinced himself to abandon that doctrine only when it became 
evident that it was opposed “by many learned and pious theologians.”12 
the final determination was the inevitable reckoning of a long inquisi-
torial process that had seen sisto as protagonist in at least three trials in 
naples, venice, and Rome, drawn out for more than two years, in part 
owing to doctrines learned from Politi.13 In the remaining trial extracts 
the name of Politi never appeared, nor is it possible, lacking the final 
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judgment, to establish with precision the main points of the charges 
hanging over the head of fra sisto. still, it is not difficult to make out the 
traces of some of Politi’s doctrinal positions from the accusations that 
have reached us, as well as some parts of the interrogatories received by 
the accused. during sisto’s neapolitan trial of March 1552,14 his supe-
rior, Girolamo nichesola, interrogated in the Convent of santa Caterina 
a Formello, denounced the content of a sermon in which, speaking of 
free will, he had declared that man without grace was unable to per-
form good works.15 “Man is so imperfect,” he repeated in a subsequent 
interrogation of April 6, again recounting the thought of fra sisto, “that 
there is no work in him so perfect that he has no fault to correct and 
condemn.”16 then, referring to another sermon by fra sisto on justi-
fication, he pointed to sisto’s affirmation that it “is a birth from the 
state of sin to the state of justice,” that “Jesus Christ our advocate brings 
about this justification,” and that “his suffering he has done for us and 
by this suffering reconciles all our sins and thus justifies them in the 
sight of the Father.”17 during the interrogation of March 26 that took 
place in the palace of the archbishop of naples in the presence of scipi-
one Rebiba, sisto of siena had tried to better explain his meaning. After 
firmly denying that he had maintained “that just as in sinning Adam 
loses his faith, hope and charity, so for any sin he commits, man loses 
faith, hope and charity,” he admitted candidly, “It may be that because I 
was thinking about the three states of human nature . . . I said that man 
in the state of nature . . . before he is justified, is stripped of all his free 
graces, faith, hope and charity.” Immediately afterward, asked to bet-
ter illustrate the affirmation that “man without grace cannot perform 
Christian works,” being able in this condition to perform only “good 
moral works,” fra sisto took more time to detail the differences between 
“good works in general, the moral works, and the spiritual works.” In 
sum, the future author of the Bibliotheca sancta confirmed the major 
part of nichesola’s accusations against him while implicitly maintain-
ing the orthodoxy of his statements. “questioned, for example, whether 
he had said that justification is movement from the state of sin to the 
state of justice,” he repeated faithfully the terms used by his accuser: 
since “we are sinners in two ways, first in the sight of God and then in 
our own sight . . . it is necessary to be justified first in the sight of God, 
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and then in our own . . . and the justification in God’s sight is done by 
Jesus Christ as our advocate, defending our cause by demonstrating that 
we are sinners and guilty, and on the other hand demonstrating to the 
Father that he has suffered and made satisfaction for all our sins.”18

We do not know, lacking further documentation, which of these 
positions the inquisitors judged worthy of condemnation. surely sisto 
of siena’s nonchalance in affirming “that now the simple ones do not 
know what to believe: some hold with works only, others with grace 
alone, some for free will and some for faith and works,” responding with 
an evasive “wait” to anyone who asks, “what . . . ought we to believe 
among so many different views?,”19 reflected his almost noncommittal 
attitude. But those who celebrated the approval of the decree on justi-
fication could not consent to this. nonetheless, the similarity of sisto’s 
declarations to the positions defended successfully by Politi during the 
council discussions was obvious. the idea that man could not accom-
plish good works before divine grace and that man’s justification was to 
be imputed to the salvific sacrifice of Christ corresponded faithfully to 
the terms with which Politi had explained his first justification. Politi, 
however, had always endeavored to make clear that this was the first 
step of the salvific path, which could reach its fulfillment only through 
the performance of good works (the second justification). the emphasis 
that sisto of siena had given to the first of the two phases probably had 
alarmed the Roman inquisitors, who were not satisfied with the distinc-
tion he had proposed between the “final and meritorious cause” of jus-
tification, which “is the passion of Jesus Christ”; the material, which is 
“our free will which receives grace as does a vase”; and the “instrumen-
tal,” which “is faith, the holy sacraments of the Church and all the other 
good works without which man cannot be justified.”20 In the absence 
of a text of the final condemnation, any conclusions remain altogether 
hypothetical. however, as clearly seen in the case of Ippolito Chizzola,21 
Politi’s thought lent itself to diverse, opposing interpretations, available 
for use by preachers who, maneuvering in ambiguous terrain bordering 
on heterodoxy, searched for orthodox support for their own message, 
hoping by this to keep themselves out of the sights of the inquisitors.

on the other hand, Politi’s refusal to identify himself with a well- 
defined school of thought, his attempt to advance original proposals 
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outside of fixed schemes, and his sometimes incoherent dialogues 
among the thomist elements and doctrinal leavings from scotist 
thought exposed him to severe criticisms and personal attacks. Bar-
tolomeo spina, tommaso de vio, and domingo de soto testified to 
this in their writings and polemical invectives. Moreover, two of Poli-
ti’s works ended up on the Roman Index of Forbidden Books. these 
were short tracts on the sacrament of the eucharist: the Quaestio qui
busnam verbis Christus confecit divinum eucharistiae sacramentum 
(the question with Which Words Christ Created the sacrament of 
the eucharist) and the Tractatio secunda illius quaestionis quibus verbis 
Christus sacramentum confecerit (second treatise on the question by 
Which Words Christ Created the sacrament), published in 1552 in the 
miscellaneous volume of Enarrationes.22 In these writings Politi had 
struggled with a subtle linguistic question: the definition of the words 
with which Christ had consecrated his body and his blood. But this 
really concealed a much more delicate question, that of the institu-
tion and the origin of the sacrament of the eucharist. Contradicting 
yet again Cardinal de vio’s position, and thereby the entire thomist 
tradition on which it rested, Politi had written that in the moment in 
which the words “hoc est corpus meum” (this is my body) and “hic 
est calix sanguinis mei” (this is the chalice of my blood) were pro-
nounced, the true consecration should be considered as having already 
happened. the act of transubstantiation, in other terms, coincides 
with the blessing of the bread and wine pronounced by Christ, and 
the words of consecration for this purpose have only a demonstrative 
value.23 As Politi himself had foreseen, his innovative interpretation 
did not meet with the favor of the scholastic theologians,24 and the 
two brief Italian treatises would be inserted in the second class of Pope 
Clementine’s Index of 1596.25

during the second phase of the council, Politi had already received 
proof that his positions on the theme of the sacraments would not be 
warmly received. the ideas he presented for general consideration in 
the tridentine discussions between 1551 and 1552 were those he had 
formerly elaborated in the polemic with domingo de soto. In April 
1552 he published them in a work titled De intentione ministri sacramen
torum (on the Intention of he Who Administers the sacraments).26 
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Politi had contested the prevalent opinion according to which in the 
administration of the sacrament “the true intention of the ministering 
priest is necessary, either actually or virtually, and that with a contrary 
interior intention, notwithstanding any other exterior intention, the 
sacrament is invalid.”27 Politi had admitted that there was no doubt 
that in order for “the true sacrament to be conferred,”28 the intention 
of the minister of the sacrament was necessary. Politi had declared that 
the internal predisposition of the minister remained always inscruta-
ble, and that the only way to verify his true intention was to observe 
the conformity of his external attitude with the ceremonies and rites 
prescribed by the church.29

the tridentine decree rejected Politi’s views and accepted the 
dominant thesis.30 not until the eighteenth century did his work find a 
worthy defender. In 1727 the French Jansenist Jacques serry published 
his Vindiciae vindiciarum Ambrosii Catharini, seu de necessaria in per
ficiendis sacramentis intentione theologica dissertatio, contra domesti
cum impugnatorem vindicata defensa confirmata, magnaeque rerum 
accessione, novissime aucta et illustrata (vindication of vindications of 
Ambrosio Catarino, or dissertation on the necessity of Performing the 
sacraments with theological Intention against the local opponent, 
newly enlarged and Illustrated, emphasizing the Absolute validity of 
Politi’s theses).31 serry’s Jansenist cry, beyond partly restoring Politi 
from his tridentine defeat after centuries, can be imagined as a reply to 
a harsh letter sent by the anti- Jansenist Bossuët to Pope Innocent XII at 
the end of the seventeenth century in which he had requested the pope 
to expunge from the memory of the Roman Church that “soft heart” 
of Politi who had dared to deny that unbaptized children go to hell.32

It was not Ignatius loyola alone who was disturbed by Politi’s tri-
dentine misadventures and especially by the events of toledo and the 
near- contemporary neapolitan and Roman trials of fra sisto. those 
episodes were destined to have a lasting impact on the memory of the 
Jesuit order and after Politi’s death undermined the bond he had had 
with the order during his life. In his renowned Istoria del concilio tri
dentino, Pallavicino would speak of Politi as a man “celebrated in the 
schools [of theology], but more reputed for his intelligence than he was 
followed in his doctrine”;33 “a man of highest reputation in his time,” 
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he would add, “less so in his works, [which were] perhaps not favored 
with universal esteem because in his work he had less esteem for the 
opinion of others.”34 Antonio Possevino in his Apparatus sacer had 
emphasized the presence of Politi’s quaestiones duae on the Clementine 
Index, expressing also his strong reservations on the frequent citations 
of Politi to be found in the writings of sisto of siena.35 It would be Rob-
ert Bellarmine, however, who would put his fellow Jesuits on guard, 
breaking the thread that had bound the Jesuit order to the memory 
of Politi. until then many Jesuits had remembered Politi with affec-
tion. But from Bellarmine’s later perspective, the suspicions and the 
controversies that had accompanied Politi’s doctrines in life and after 
death could no longer be ignored. the idea of predestination according 
to the foreknowledge of merits, wrote the author of the Disputationes, 
“seems to me not only false and dangerous, but also it could be right-
fully condemned as near to Pelagianism.” Certainly, he continued, that 
position “did not seem to have undergone any condemnation before 
then, having been tolerated by the Church . . . for three hundred years, 
and supported by many men of great learning, among them cardinal 
toledo of our order when . . . he taught theology in Rome.”36 never-
theless, Bellarmine warned, the writings of Politi that disseminated 
that position “should be read with caution.”37 Politi the anti- lutheran 
combatant was the only Politi the Jesuits thought worthy to be remem-
bered. As an eclectic and controversial theologian he was forgotten by 
them. thus in Jesuit libraries the Politi texts most in demand and most 
carefully preserved would be just those that were anti- lutheran, from 
the Apologia of the 1520s to the polemical works of the early 1540s.38

In particular, one of these controversialist works was destined for 
great fortune beyond the confines of Jesuit memory. this was the Com
pendio d’errori et inganni luterani, written in 1544 in reply to the well- 
known Beneficio di Cristo, and soon adopted by Counter- Reformation 
culture as emblematic of Catholic reaction against the diffusion of 
the lutheran scourge in the peninsula. When, in 1569–70, almost 
twenty years after the death of Politi, Pius v and the Roman Inqui-
sition were planning to reopen the trial against Cardinal Morone by 
collecting new documentary proof against him, they again insisted 
that the emblematic text of the Italian Reformation was the Beneficio 
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di Cristo and that it had been esteemed by Cardinal Morone.39 Appar-
ently, in the investigations by the Roman inquisitors, old scenarios 
were repeated. once more (according to the four questions directed to 
a group of jurisconsults and Bolognese theologians, of which the first 
and most important centered on the “sweet little book”) evidence was 
brought that attempted to show that Morone had adhered to heretical 
doctrines in that “pernicious book” and that, considering the cultural 
breadth and the theological education of a churchman of his caliber, 
the hypothesis of doctrinal ignorance could be easily ignored as a mere 
defensive artifice of the accused. In the spectacle that followed, among 
the usual methods and investigative procedures, an interesting element 
of novelty appeared. simultaneously with the question posed to the 
Bolognese jurisconsults and theologians, the Roman authorities com-
missioned a detailed censure of the incriminated text, the Beneficio di 
Cristo, with the implicit request to highlight the passages of evident 
lutheran imprint. With the intent of demonstrating that Morone, 
who at the moment of reading and praising this book that he himself 
defined as “spiritual,” could not have been unaware of the doctrinal 
error into which it fell, the censor set to work to line up the passages 
in which it most evidently rendered an interpretation of the doctrine 
of justification in a lutheran sense. thus, in the course of his often 
hasty and superficial work, this anonymous censor merely kept open 
on his desk a copy of Politi’s Compendio d’errori et inganni luterani, 
following the text practically to the letter. he let himself be guided by  
Politi’s headings “he errs and deceives,” which introduced every new 
annotation, drawing fully from Politi’s censorious observations to 
offer a brief and faithful résumé at the end of each incriminating pas-
sage. naturally, the differences between the two works leap to the eye. 
What distinguished the anonymous censor from Politi was not only  
his mediocre theological culture, but an even more inferior analytical 
capacity; even a first reading soon shows that the censor had a funda-
mentally different approach to the text in question. In order to disas-
semble piece by piece the doctrinal structure of the Beneficio, Politi had 
had to use all his biblical and Patristic knowledge and all his philologi-
cal sensibility, this in a historical religious context before the produc-
tion of definite doctrinal standards at trent, official and institutional. 
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Instead, the anonymous censor worked with his “shoulders covered,” 
the tridentine deliberations having left very little room for maneuver. 
Beyond such considerations, however, the Censurae in Librum Beneficio 
Christi, today to be found in a long series of Censurae in librorum Ben
eficio Christi of the Congregation of the Inquisition, remain an impor-
tant testimony of Politi’s fortunes in the inquisitorial culture of the 
second half of the sixteenth century. notwithstanding the initiatives 
taken by Pius v, the Morone trial was never to be reopened; those cen-
sures remained firmly on the record as a decisive indication of Politi’s 
destiny. Putting aside the more inconvenient and cumbersome aspects 
of his thought—from the concept of predestination to the defense of 
the certitude of grace—Politi was to be remembered as the intransi-
gent hunter of heretics, author of ferocious anti- lutheran invectives. 
And, in the end, the oblivion to which Italian historiography has con-
demned him appears to the historian today as a legacy of those selec-
tive politics of memory.

Politi was, rather, very far from the monolithic and simplistic per-
sonage passed down to us until now. next to the facile polemicist capa-
ble of violent anti- lutheran invectives there was the eclectic theologian 
impatient with the rigid arguments of the schools of theology; adversary 
of the scholasticism that proposed original doctrinal solutions often 
opposed by the most scrupulous tutors of Catholic orthodoxy. side by 
side with the zealous executor of the repressive goals of the intransigent 
wing of the Roman Curia and the newborn Congregation of the holy 
office was the admirer of vittoria Colonna and Gasparo Contarini; 
the supporter of the amplitude of God’s compassion and of a catholic 
“beneficio di Cristo”; protagonist of a para- inquisitorial activity whose 
best weapon was voluntary conviction and conversion of an adversary. 
he was a proud opponent of Italian nonconformists but frequented the 
same places and shared influential friendships and religious doctrines 
with many of them. the reconstruction of his erratic relations with the 
spirituali in the first half of the 1540s allows us to better appreciate 
the extraordinary fluidity of positions in the matter of justification in 
the years preceding the tridentine decree, even putting in question the 
solidity of the historiographical categories hitherto used to describe the 
religious crisis of those years. Moreover, the role he played as pontifical 
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theologian and as bishop in the first phase of the council provides us 
with the image of another Counter- Reformation, different from that 
which triumphed at trent and in the post- tridentine decades. this 
possible and practical alternative Counter- Reformation was not real-
ized. While still engaging in a vigorous fight with lutheranism, such a 
Counter- Reformation would not subject itself to scholastic arguments 
and would not renounce out of hand doctrines close to lutheran posi-
tions and might even share them. Politi’s experience united positions 
that historiography has traditionally set against each other, insisting on 
the conflict between a line of Catholics preoccupied only with contro-
versy (for which scholasticism furnished the instruments for defense 
against Protestants) and a line more open to conciliation and positions 
on dogma often not clearly defined. Assuming apparently irreconcil-
able positions, Politi distinguished himself in the tridentine panorama 
for the originality of his doctrines and his positions, a figure whose 
role was irreducible to historical divisions and the historiographical 
discussion of those years. Although his battle against soto and against 
scholasticism was destined to defeat, his proposal of a new orthodoxy 
remained testimony to an alternative that was impossible in the years 
of the nascent Counter- Reformation.

thus, for what only appears a paradox, the complexity of Politi’s 
biographical path and the originality of his reflections on doctrine 
were, in time, to be recalled only by men at the frontier like Paolo 
sarpi, Jacques serry, or Francesco Pucci, who, in the best known of his 
writings, was to celebrate him in a list of “great and holy” men together 
with Girolamo savonarola, Giorgio siculo, Francesco Zorzi, and oth-
ers.40 In sum, a fuller, more nuanced understanding of the most noted 
Catholic controversialist of the sixteenth century was conserved and 
cultivated only outside the boundaries of Roman orthodoxy.
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degne di scriversi alla posterità, ma etiamdio quelli che chome attesta Plinio, 

scrivano cose degne di leggersi per loro propria elegantia et aptitudine). Politi, 

La sconficta di Monte Aperto, fol. A2r.

 8. “As a result of this, some will perhaps think that I have taken on a 

hard task by selecting such a lamentable history, but (may peace be with them) 

they will be totally wrong, and will be far removed from the truth, because 

I am not so distant from reason and so unaware of my paltry eloquence that 

I would make this mistake so easily” (Crederanno forse alcuni per questo io 

havere preso la dura provincia in designare si lamentabile historia, ma [con loro 
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pace sia decto] erreranno gravemente, et saranno al tutto dalla verità distanti, 

peroch’io non sono tanto alieno dalla ragione et tanto della mia poca facundia 

non conoscente, che io fussi in questo errore sì facilmente involuto’). Ibid.

 9. Ibid.; see also fol. G3v for another strong call to Marian worship.

 10. A. duval, “Politi, lancellotto,” in Dictionnaire de spiritualité, vol. 12, 

pt. 2 (Paris, 1986), cols. 1844–48, esp. col. 1845. see the references to his wan-

derings in Politi, Tractatus substitutionum, fol. A2r; and Politi, Commentaria 

super difficillima, fol. A2 (see below for the full titles); but also in I. ugurgieri 

Azzolini, Le pompe Sanesi, 2 vols. (Pistoia, nella stamperia di P. A. Fortunati, 

1649), vol. I, p. 560.

 11. Per symionem nicolai senensem. see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catha

rinus Politus, 287.

 12. lugduni, per Ioannem david, 1529. Regarding this treatise, see 

A. Padovani, Studi storici sulla dottrina delle sostituzioni, 424, which links the 

polemical nature of the work and its lack of originality to a generational trait 

shared by jurists between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, such as Bar-

tolomeo socini, Filippo decio, Giason del Maino, and Carlo Ruini, who stood 

out for their pronounced litigiousness (424 n. 7). on Politi’s writing, which 

earned him a teaching post at sapienza university in Rome, see also G. Barni, 

“Andrea Alciato, giureconsulto milanese e le idee della Riforma protestante,” 

Rivista di storia del diritto italiano 21 (1948): 198 n. 91. Regarding the uncer-

tain dating of the work, see P. Preston, “Catharinus versus luther,” in History 

88 (2003): 365 n. 7; A. duval, Politi, col. 1845; l. Faldi, “una conversione 

savonaroliana. Ambrogio Catarino Politi: Il suo ingresso e i primi anni 

nell’ordine domenicano,” Vivens homo 5 (1994): 553–74, esp. 554 and nn. 4–5; 

and J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 286, which refers to a 1513 

first edition dedicated to sisto della Rovere, his pupil from siena and relative 

of Cardinal leonardo Grosso della Rovere, the son of one of Pope sixtus Iv’s 

sisters, and to a second edition in the following year.

 13. For magistrum Bernardinum de Garaldis. see J. schweizer, Ambro

sius Catharinus Politus, 288.

 14. see J. P. niceron, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire des hommes illustres 

dans la république des lettres, vol. 34 (Paris, 1736), 359.

 15. l. von Pastor, Storia dei papi dalla fine del medio evo, 16 vols. (Rome: 

desclée & C., 1910–55), Iv/1, 83–85; l. Faldi, “una conversione savona-

roliana,” 554.

 16. the consistorial lawyers had the task of examining civil and crimi-

nal affairs that were pertinent to the consistory. Regarding the appointment 
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of Politi, see C. Cartari, Advocatorum sacri consistorii syllabum Carolus Car

tharius ex urbe veteri eorundem decanus et archivi apostolici molis hadrianae 

praefectus exarabat, alma in urbe superiorum assensu, anno 1656 ab orbe 

redempto (Romae: Zenobius Masottus typis cameralibus imprimebat, 1656), 

99. see also I. ugurgieri Azzolini, Le pompe Sanesi, 456; and G. Panziroli, De 

claris legum interpretibus libri quatuor (venetiis, 1637), 343.

 17. Politi, De officio advocati, fol. A1r et seq.

 18. “de avaritiae soldibus eiiciendis; de superbia, atque ambitione 

fugienda . . . ; de servili timore, ac potentiorum potestate contemnenda.” 

Ibid., fol. A3r.

 19. Regarding the beginnings of Giberti’s career as the cardinal’s secre-

tary, a notary at the Apostolic Chancellory and privy chamberlain to Pope leo 

X, see A. Prosperi, Tra evangelismo e Controriforma. G. M. Giberti (1495–1543) 

(Rome: edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1969), 10 et seq.

 20. M. tavuzzi, Prierias: The Life and Works of Silvestro Mazzolini da Pri

ero, 1456–1527 (durham, nC: duke university Press, 1997), 84.

 21. von schömberg held the chair of theology at the sapienza at the 

same time that Politi taught there; see P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 366–67; and 

A. Franzen, Introduction to Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, o.Pr., Apologia 

pro veritate catholicae et apostolicae fidei ac doctrinae adversus impia ac valde 

pestifera Martini Lutheri dogmata (1520), herausgegeben von J. schweizer 

(Corpus Catholicorum, 27) (Münster in Westfalen: Aschendorffsche verlags-

buchhandlung, 1956) (henceforth Politi, Apologia), XIv.

 22. see below.

 23. see the autobiographical quotation a few lines below in the text and 

note 24. on schömberg’s pro- savonarolan past, see B. segni, Istorie fioren

tine dall’anno MDXXVII al MDLV (Florence: Barbera- Bianchi, 1857), 107, 

217; F. Guicciardini, Storia d’Italia, 5 vols. (Bari: laterza, 1929), Iv:330; A. F. 

verde, “Il movimento savonaroliano della Congregazione di san Marco nella 

prima metà del Cinquecento attraverso alcuni suoi rappresentanti,” in Studi 

savonaroliani: Verso il V centenario (Florence: sismel- Galluzzo, 1996), 245–

56, esp. 248–49. on his transfer to the anti- savonarolan side and the assign-

ment he received from the Medici in 1530 to take control of the Convent of 

san Marco, see l. Polizzotto, The Elect Nation: The Savonarolan Movement in 

Florence 1494–1545 (oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 403.

 24. Politi, Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie di fra Girolamo Savo

narola (venice: Gabriele Giolito de’ Ferrari, 1548), fol. 2v.

 25. Regarding the works of a “potential savonarolan library in which 

Politi’s reading must have taken place” (potenziale biblioteca savonaroliana 
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all’interno della quale devono essere avvenute le letture del Politi), see l. Faldi, 

“una conversione savonaroliana,” 555–57. the most important savonarolan 

works that Politi read must have included the Trionfo della croce, from which 

he gleaned many of the ideas that he then developed over the following years; 

to this end, see also ch. 5, below. the latin edition of Triumphus crucis de 

veritate fidei came out in the second half of 1497, while the vernacular version 

was edited for publication by domenico Benivieni, Girolamo’s brother, on the 

basis of a manuscript prepared by savonarola before his death (see G. savo-

narola, Triumphus crucis de veritate fidei. Libro della verità della fede cristiana 

sopra el glorioso trionfo della croce di Cristo, ed. M. Ferrara [Rome: Belardetti, 

1961], esp. “nota critica,” 553 et seq.). Regarding Girolamo and domenico 

Benivieni, see below, notes 26 and 29.

 26. Along with Giovanfrancesco Pico della Mirandola, Benivieni was 

the main representative of what was defined as “the intellectual elite of the 

Piagnoni” (l’èlite intellettuale della storia piagnona); l. Polizzotto, The Elect 

Nation, 139. With regard to him signing the letter of disagreement about the 

1497 bull of excommunication, see A. Pellizzari, Un asceta del Rinascimento: 

Della vita e delle opere di Gerolamo Benivieni (Genoa: tipografia della gio-

ventù, 1906), 24. More generally on Benivieni, in addition to the previously 

quoted works and vasoli’s entry in DBI, vol. 8 (Rome, 1966), 550–55, see the 

bio- bibliographical note in B. luschino, Vulnera diligentis, ed. s. dall’Aglio 

(Florence: sismel- edizioni del Galluzzo, 2002), n. 128, pp. 329–31; and 

o. Zorzi Pugliese, “Girolamo Benivieni, amico e collaboratore di Giovanni 

Pico della Mirandola: la sua traduzione inedita del commento al Pater nos-

ter,” Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renaissance 65.2 (2003): 347–69.

 27. see the letter in Politi, Apologia, 1.

 28. the only proof of the relationship between Catarino and Benivi-

eni dates back to a time after the death of the latter and is contained in  

the Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie di fra Girolamo Savonarola, 

where Politi cited him as an example of the blindness which faith in savo-

narola could instil in his “sectaries” (settatori), venting all of his personal 

bitterness and rancor on his old friend (fol. 6r). For the hypothesis that 

Benivieni converted to an anti- savonarolan stance at the last minute, an 

idea that is at odds with what Politi stated, see l. Faldi, “una conversione 

savonaroliana,” 554.

 29. Regarding him, see C. vasoli, DBI, vol. 8, pp. 547–50; and G. C. Gar-

fagnini, “domenico Benivieni e l’ ‘epistola’ in difesa del savonarola,” in Studi 

in onore di Arnaldo D’Addario (lecce: Conte, 1995), 889–906; and G. C. Gar-

gagnini, “Il messaggio profetico di savonarola e la sua ricezione: domenico 
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Benivieni e Gianfrancesco Pico,” in Studi savonaroliani: Verso il V centenario, 

197–211.

 30. Regarding the different results following the integration of savo na-

rolans into the restored Medici regime, see l. Polizzotto, The Elect Nation, 

246–59.

 31. see A. Pellizzari, Un asceta del Rinascimento, 53. on the Frottola, see 

also s. dall’Aglio, Savonarola e il savonarolismo (Bari: Cacucci, 2005), 105, 

which also underlines Giulio de’ Medici’s amazed reaction.

 32. Regarding the cardinal’s reformist and pro- popular stance, in par-

ticular between 1519 and 1522, see F. de’ nerli, Commentari dei fatti civili 

occorsi dentro la città di Firenze dall’anno 1215 al 1537, 2 vols. (trieste: Coen, 

1859), vol. II, pp. 10–12; I. nardi, Istorie della città di Firenze, 2 vols. (Florence: 

le Monnier, 1888), vol. II, pp. 69–70; I. Pitti, “Istoria fiorentina,” Archivio 

storico italiano’ I (1842): 1–203, esp. 121–25.

 33. It is enough to see, for example, how by taking advantage of his 

absence from Florence when the pope, his cousin, died, sudden action by 

the Medici led to the arrest of tosinghi, valori, and fifteen other Piagnoni 

opponents, who were then duly released by the cardinal when he returned to 

the city (G. Cambi, Istorie, 4 vols., in Delizie degli eruditi toscani, vols. 20–23 

(Florence: Cambiagi, 1785–86, III, pp. 189–90; l. Polizzotto, The Elect Nation, 

315–16).

 34. I. Pitti, Istoria fiorentina, 123.

 35. l. Polizzotto, The Elect Nation, 316–18.

 36. Epistola di Girolamo Benivieni cittadino fiorentino mandata a Papa 

Clemente VII a dì primo di Novembre, poiché egli ebbe dopo lungo assedio 

ridotta la città e patria sua in sua podestà, e avanti che avesse ancora delib

erato pienamente che governo volesse introdurre in quella (1 novembre 1530), in 

B. varchi, Storia fiorentina (Florence: le Monnier, 1858), vol. III, pp. 307–30, 

quotation on 308. on the Epistola, see o. Zorzi Pugliese, “Girolamo Beni vieni, 

seguace e difensore del savonarola: Considerazioni sul problema testuale 

dell’epistola a Clemente vII,” in Studi savonaroliani: Verso il V centenario, 

pp. 309–18; o. Zorzi Pugliese, “Girolamo Benivieni: umanista riformatore 

(dalla corrispondenza inedita),” in La Bibliofilía 72 (1970): 253–88, esp. 255, 

260; P. simoncelli and M. Firpo, “I processi inquisitoriali contro savonarola 

(1558) e Carnesecchi (1566–67): una proposta di interpretazione,” Rivista di 

storia e letteratura religiosa 18 (1982): 200–252, esp. 208; l. Polizzotto, The 

Elect Nation, 413; A. Pellizzari, Un asceta del Rinascimento, 54–55.

 37. l. Faldi, “una conversione savonaroliana,” 557.
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 38. Regarding teodoro di Giovanni, a monk of Greek origin who was 

born in Florence and was a tailor and soldier before becoming a preacher and 

settling in the Camaldolese Convent of san Felice in Piazza in Florence, see 

A. Prosperi, “Il monaco teodoro: note su un processo fiorentino del 1515,” 

Critica storica 12 (1975): 71–101 (now also in A. Prosperi, Eresie e devozioni: 

La religione italiana in età moderna, 3 vols. [Rome: edizioni di storia e let-

teratura, 2010], vol. I, pp. 19–47): in the Appendix, on pp. 90–100, see his 

edition of the “Processo di don theodoro monacho che si faceva chiamare 

papa Angelicho”; see also C. vasoli, “l’attesa della nuova èra in ambienti e 

gruppi fiorentini del quattrocento,” in L’attesa dell’età nuova nella spiritualità 

della fine del Medioevo, Convegni del centro di studi sulla spiritualità medi-

evale, III (todi: Accademia tudertina, 1962), 370–432, esp. 425–29; C. vasoli, 

“la profezia di Francesco da Meleto,” Umanesimo e ermeneutica 2 (1963): 

27–80, esp. 36–37; and especially I. Piersanti, “Il monaco teodoro e Firenze: 

un episodio paradigmatico di politica ecclesiastica,” Rinascimento 29 (1989): 

359–79; and more recently, A. Matucci, “l’abiura di don teodoro: diverti-

mento novellistico o calcolo politico?,” in Storiografia repubblicana fiorentina 

(1494–1570), ed. J. J. Marchand and J. C. Zancarini (Florence: Franco Cesati, 

2003), 197–207; and s. dall’Aglio, L’eremita e il sinodo: Paolo Giustiniani e 

l’offensiva medicea contro Girolamo Savonarola (1516–17) (Florence: edizioni 

del Galluzzo per la Fondazione ezio Franceschini, 2006), 87–98.

 39. the papal bulls in question are Regimini universalis ecclesiae and Inter 

sollecitudines. see Bullarum diplomatum et privilegiorum: Sanctorum romano

rum pontificum, ed. A. tomassetti (turin: Franco, Fory and dalmazzo, 1842–

72), vol. 5 (1860), pp. 617–21, 623–24. “If anyone claims to have ashes or bones 

or teeth (or effigies or prints) or other relics of scriptures already prohibited 

by the aforementioned Friar Jeronimo, they should take them to the vicar 

of the Archbishop, otherwise after a number of days they will be considered 

to be guilty and will be punished etc.” (qualunque persona dicessi d’havere 

in casa cenere o ossa o denti [o effigie o impronte] o altre reliquie di scrip-

ture già prohibite del detto frate Jeronimo, le portassi al vicario dello arci-

vescovo, altrimenti dopo tanti dì s’intenderebbe in colpa et sarebbe gastigato 

etc.); P. Parenti, “Istorie fiorentine,” in J. schnitzer, Quellen und Forschungen 

zur Geschichte Savonarolas, Iv (leipzig: duncker und humblot, 1910), 307; 

see d. di Agresti, Sviluppi della riforma monastica savonaroliana (Florence: 

olschki, 1980), 33.

 40. d. Weinstein, Savonarola and Florence: Prophecy and Patriotism in 

the Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1970), 357–58.
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 41. on Francesco da Meleto, see s. Bongi, “Francesco da Meleto un 

profeta fiorentino a’tempi del Machiavello,” Archivio storico italiano, s. v, III 

(1889): 62–70; e. Garin, “Paolo orlandini e il profeta Francesco da Meleto,” 

in s. Bongi, La cultura filosofica del Rinascimento italiano (Florence: san-

soni, 1961), 213–23; C. vasoli, “la profezia di Francesco da Meleto,” 27–80; 

C. vasoli, “l’attesa della nuova èra,” 411–25, 429–31; d. Weinstein, Savonarola 

and Florence, 353–57, 368–71; A. Aubert, Eterodossia e Controriforma nell’Italia 

del Cinquecento (Bari: Cacucci, 2003), ad indicem; and more recently, 

s. dall’Aglio, “l’altra faccia dello pseudoprofeta: Francesco da Meleto scriv-

ano della ss. Annunziata di Firenze,” in Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renais

sance, lXvII (2005), 343–51; and s. dall’ Aglio, L’eremita e il sinodo, 77–87. 

Girolamo Benivieni chose him as the interlocutor in his Dialogo di Antonio 

Manetti circa al sito, forma et misure dello Inferno di Dante Alighieri of 1506 

(see C. vasoli, “Benivieni,” 553; l. Polizzotto, The Elect Nation, 292 and note), 

and his links to the world of the Piagnoni and friars are also indirectly dem-

onstrated by his decision to include two noted Piagnoni (Benedetto Manetti 

and Francesco Baroncini) as the main interlocutors in his first written work, 

the Convivio de’segreti della scriptura santa, drafted not long before 1513.

 42. Politi, Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie di Girolamo Savonarola, 

fol. 6r.

 43. on Bettini, see at least C. vasoli, sub voce, in DBI, vol. IX (1967), 

pp. 752–54; G. schnitzer, Savonarola, 2 vols. (Milan: Fratelli treves, 1931), 

vol. II, pp. 476–79; R. Ridolfi, Vita di Girolamo Savonarola, 2 vols. (Rome: 

Belardetti, 1952), vol. II, pp. 40–41.

 44. Regarding him, see C. vasoli, “la difesa del savonarola di fra Zac-

caria da lunigiana,” in Studi in onore di Arnaldo D’Addario, ed. l. Borgia, 

F. de luca, P. viti, and R. M. Zaccaria (lecce, 1995), vol. III, pp. 843–88; now 

also in C. vasoli, Civitas mundi: Studi sulla cultura del Cinquecento (Rome: 

edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1996), 43–67.

 45. letter from Politi to Marcello Cervini, Florence, 5 May 1520, AsF, 

Carte Cervini 49, fols. 32r et seq., cited in J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus 

Politus, 245–48, esp. 247; there is a brief mention of this letter in W. hudon, 

Marcello Cervini and Ecclesiastical Government in Tridentine Italy (de Kalb: 

northern Illinois university Press, 1992), 24; see also A. Prosperi, Intro-

duzione to Papa Marcello II Cervini e la Chiesa della prima metà del ’500, ed. 

C. Prezzolini and v. novembri (Montepulciano: le Balze, 2003), 15–23, esp. 

20–21. on the close ties between Cervini and Catarino’s brother, Giovanni 

Battista, with whom he studied dialectics and mathematics at the studio 
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of siena, see P. Piacentini scarcia, “la giovinezza di Marcello Cervini nelle 

lettere al padre (1519–1524),” in Filologia umanistica per Gianvito Resta, ed. 

v. Fera and G. Ferraù, vol. II (Padua: editrice Antenore, 1997), 1421–61, esp. 

1426 and n. 12; see also 1431–32, 1435–36, 1442, and 1439–40 about the advice 

he asked from his father when replying to Ambrogio Catarino’s letters. see 

now also C. quaranta, Marcello II Cervini (1501–1555): Riforma della Chiesa, 

concilio, Inquisizione (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2010), 41, 55.

 46. letter from Politi to Marcello Cervini, Florence, 5 May 1520, AsF, 

Carte Cervini 49, fols. 32r ff., cited in J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Poli

tus, 245–48, esp. 247.

 47. Ibid.

 48. Politi, Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie, fol. 6v.

 49. Ibid., “Proemio,” fol. A2r.

 50. Ibid., fols. 1–25r–v.

 51. Ibid., fol. 24r.

 52. Ibid., fol. 25r.

 53. “thanks be to God . . . who liberated me from that superstitious and 

fearful spirit, and the servitude of men and not of God, and of the holy Gos-

pel, which truly makes us free” (sieno gratie a dio . . . che m’ha liberato da 

quello spirito superstitioso et timoroso, et servo de gli huomini et non di dio, 

et del santo evangelio, che ci fa liberi veramente); ibid., fol. 25r.

 54. Ibid., fol. 2r; he added: “Which were nevertheless more artificial 

semblances than solid reasons” (le quali nondimeno erano più presto appar-

entie sofistiche, che ragioni solide).

 55. Ibid., fol. 2v.

 56. Ibid., fol. 3v.

 57. Regarding the “many of his sectaries” (molti de settatori suoi) referred 

to by Politi, see Politi, Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie, fol. 5v.

 58. Ibid., fol. 3v.

 59. Ibid., fols. 6r–v.

 60. Ibid., fol. 6v.

 61. see above.

 62. Politi, Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie, fol. 8v.

 63. Ibid., fol. 16v.

 64. “First of all they have something of the Pharisee about them, a pre-

sumption about themselves, reputing themselves to be good, and through 

their judgment they discern and separate and limit the Christian name and the 

number of elect and good people to those few who believe in the friar, among 
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whom they include themselves, and call each other brothers” (In prima hanno 

un non so che di phariseo, cioè un presumere di se stessi, riputarsi buoni, 

et per proprio giudicio discernere, et far separatione, et restringere il nome 

christiano, et il numero degli eletti et de buoni, in quei pochi che credono al 

frate, fra quali mettono se stessi, et chiamansi fratelli); ibid., fol. 17v.

 65. Ibid., fol. 6v.

 66. see, e.g., above, the warnings that Politi addressed to his colleagues 

in De officio advocati.

 67. Politi, Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie, fol. 7r.

 68. Ibid., fol. 17r.

 69. Ibid., fol. 19r.

 70. Ibid.

 71. “But I was convinced that he was certain about what he preached, 

reasoning that if it were not so, he would have to be either utterly impious or 

totally mad; and I could not think either one thing or the other about him, 

since he did not seem to be like that when I read his works. And I did not 

remember a sentence by a philosopher that it is one thing to speak carefully 

and another to act carefully. Many people do one, but few do the other. Christ 

said: they say and do not. But I put myself in his place and said: I am certain 

that I would never incur such danger or ruin” (Ma a me persuadeva ch’egli 

n’havesse quella certezza che esso predicava: argomentando io, che se ciò non 

fusse stato così, era necessario che quell’huomo fusse o sommamente impio 

o eccellentemente pazzo; et non potevo di lui credere né l’uno né l’altro. Però 

che nel leggere l’opere sue egli non mi pareva tale. et non mi ricordavo d’una 

sententia d’un filosofo che altra cosa è prudentemente parlare, altra è pru-

dentemente operare. quello è di molti, questo è di pochi. Cristo disse: dicunt 

et non faciunt. Ma io mettevo me in luogo di lui, et dicevo: io so certo che non 

sarei mai incorso in tanto pericolo et precipitio); ibid.; my emphasis.

 72. Ibid., fol. 23r; see also fols. 17v–18r.

 73. “It was inevitable that the fact that I had believed [in savonarola] 

for so long contributed to the continuation of my mistake, since the idea of 

distancing myself from that belief caused me to feel shame and at the same 

time generated within me a fear of seeming shallow” (et anchora non puó far 

che non aiutasse a mantenermi nello errore l’haver fatto assai longa profes-

sione di credere dal che m’incresceva partire, essendo vergogna, et parendomi 

mostrare leggerezza); ibid., fols. 23r–v.

 74. this is the sensation that the following passage, for example, gives: 

“Although I saw mistakes, contradictions and many false prophecies in his 
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doctrine, my intellect was nevertheless captured at my own volition, and 

because of that foolish fear, I wanted to believe what did not seem to be true” 

(Benché io vedessi poi nella sua dottrina errori, et contradittioni et molte fal-

sità di profetie, non di meno cattivavo l’intelletto per propria volontà, et volevo 

per quella stolta paura, creder quel che non mi pareva vero); ibid., fol. 23r.

 75. Ibid., fol. 7v; my emphasis.

 76. Politi dedicated his work to the dominican third order, so that 

from “the admirable life of our saint you can . . . easily obtain many excellent 

examples about true religious saintly living and sound deeply effective doc-

trine” (mirabil vita della sancta nostra potrete . . . facilmente guadagnarne 

circa el vero et religioso et sancto vivere, molti et egregi exempli et sana et viva 

efficace dottrina), looking at it like “into a very clear mirror” (in chiarissimo 

specchio); ibid., fol. A1v. l. Faldi, “una conversione savonaroliana,” 565, infers 

from these words that Politi worked for a religious community from 1523 to 

1524. on the success of the work, see the observations by G. Zarri, Le sante 

vive: Profezie di corte e devozione femminile tra ’400 e ’500 (turin: Rosenberg 

& sellier, 1990), 130 n. 29, 145 n. 117. on the Blessed Raymond of Capua, the 

fourteenth- century dominican, see M. h. laurent, o.P., “santa Caterina da 

siena e il beato Raimondo da Capua, ambasciatore della s. sede presso Carlo 

v,” Studi cateriniani: Bullettino della Società internazionale di studi cateriniani 

12 (1936), n. 1, pp. 1–51 (offprint); G. Cormier, Il beato Raimondo da Capua 

XXIII maestro generale dell’ordine dei frati predicatori: Sua vita, sue virtù, sua 

azione nella chiesa e nell’ordine di san Domenico (Rome: tip. vaticana, 1900).

 77. “I have found out that some of the things that he writes are not per-

tinent to history” (Alcune cose . . . di quello che egli scrive ho conosciuto non 

essere pertinenti alla hystoria), he stated quite explicitly; Politi, Vita miraco

losa della seraphica Santa Catherina da Siena, fol. 4.

 78. Ibid., 4–5.

 79. Ibid., 67–71.

 80. Ibid., 158 et seq.

 81. Ibid., 158. here are some examples: “the first reason is because there 

is now so much darkness in the world that many men mock matters of faith, 

and are repelled not only by the modern prophecies, but also by the old ones 

contained in the holy scriptures and confirmed in the precious blood of Jesus 

Christ” (la prima cagione è perché hoggi son tante tenebre nel mondo che 

buona parte de gli huomini si rideno delle cose della fede, et non solo repug-

nano alle moderne, ma ancora all’antique profetie contenute nelle scritture 

sante et verificate nel pretioso sangue di Giesù Christo’) (158); “the fifth is 
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because many used their imagination in accordance with the meaning that 

secret passion offers them to interpret the prophecies either in terms of the 

time or the way in which they will happen. And because they were deceived 

most of the time, they have therefore lost their faith and fallen into an infinite 

number of other traps and labyrinths, and they say: it said this, and then it did 

not come to pass. But they do not say: I interpreted it in this way and I did not 

oppose it, because I had passion” (la quinta è perché molti con l’ingegno loro, 

et secondo il senso che alcuna secreta passione gli porge, hanno interpretato 

le profetie o quanto al tempo o quanto al modo nel qual debbono verificarsi. 

et perché il più delle volte sono restati ingannati, però hanno perduta la fede 

et sono incorsi in altri infiniti lacci et laberinthi, et dicono. essa disse così, et 

poi non fu. et non dicono io la intesi così et non mi apposi, perché io haveva 

passione) (160). “the seventh is because in truth man, who is subject to the 

time and burden of the flesh, measures time differently from God” (la set-

tima è perché in verità l’huomo, che è sottoposto al tempo et alla gravezza 

della carne, altrimenti misura il tempo che non fa dio) (161).

 82. Ibid., 158.

 83. Ibid., 159.

 84. Without reaching the erudite thomistic distinction between divina-

tion (fraudulent) and prophecy (as divine revelation) developed by the friar 

from Ferrara, Politi was in line with savonarola, by making an effort to clear 

the field of “false prophets” (falsi profeti), who were ready “to justify the even-

tual success of their predictions like the fruit of diabolic inspiration, to appear 

as the only legitimate custodian of the truth about future events” (a giustificare 

l’eventuale riuscita dei loro pronostici come il frutto di suggerimento diabolico, per 

apparire solo lui il legittimo depositario della verità sugli eventi futuri). G. savo-

na rola, Contro gli astrologi, ed. C. Gigante (Rome: salerno editrice, 2000), 18.

 85. Politi, Discorso contra la dottrina et le profetie, fols. 14r–v; see also 

below.

 86. Ibid., fol. 2v.

 87. Politi did not miss the chance to recall that he became “his advo-

cate and defender, against all those who were challenging him” (partigiano 

et difensore suo, contra tutti coloro che lo impugnavano); ibid., fol. 2v; see 

also above.

 88. Florence, Archivio del convento di s. Marco, Liber vestitionum con

ventus Sancti Marci de Florentia, fol. 9r: “Fratrus Ambrosius Bernardini de 

Politis de senis, prius dominus lancilottus in seculo dictus, accepit habitum 

clericorum a reverendo priore fratre Philippo stroza, nostro generali, 5 aprilis 
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circa horam vigesimam quartam.” see also l. Faldi, “una conversione savon-

aroliana,” 562 n. 51. on Fra Filippo strozzi, see A. verde, “la congregazione di 

san Marco dell’ordine dei frati predicatori. Il ‘reale’ della predicazione savon-

aroliana,” Memorie domenicane, n.s. 14 (1983): 181; F. ughelli, Italia sacra 

(venice, 1720), vol. vI, pp. 620–21.

 89. For the characteristics of the novitiate in the dominican order, see 

G. schnitzer, Savonarola, vol. I, p. 36.

 90. “Professus est peractis sex mensibus et quatuor diebus, breve apos-

tolico obtecto, 19 die octobris 1517,” Liber vestitionum conventus Sancti Marci 

de Florentia, fol. 9r; and see l. Faldi, “una conversione savonaroliana,” 562 

n. 51. Faldi points out that when Politi joined the dominican order, the prior 

at the Convent of san Marco was Fra Girolamo de’ Rossi (and not niccolò de 

Petra da Perugia, as wrongfully claimed by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Cathari

nus Politus, 17), who, however, was elected vicar general of the congregation 

after just a month and replaced by Jacopo di sicilia; see Faldi, “una conver-

sione savonaroliana,” 562 n. 52. see also R. Creytens, “les actes capitulaires 

de la congrégation toscano- Romaine o.P. (1496–1530),” Archivum Fratrum 

Praedicatorum 40 (1970): 125–30, esp. 166, 171, 175.

 91. the name Ambrogio Catarino was chosen in honor of two famous 

dominicans from siena, saint Catherine and the Blessed Ambrose sansedoni.

 92. l. Faldi, “una conversione savonaroliana,” 563.

 93. therefore, Politi did not obtain any academic qualification in this area 

of study. the role of theologus that Paul III gave him when he was summoned to 

the Council of trent was earned in the field, as a result of his indefatigable work 

as a controversialist (l. Faldi, “una conversione savonaroliana,” 563).

 94. Politi, Expurgatio fratris Ambrosii Catharini Politi episcopi minorien

sis adversus apologiam fratris Dominici Soto ordinis praedicatorum, et sacrae 

theologiae magistri (venetiis, 1548), fol. 14. For the dedication to Charles v, 

see below.

 95. J. Wicks, “Roman Reactions to luther: the First year (1518),” Catho

lic Historical Review 69.4 (1983): 12; M. lienhard, Martin Luther: Un temps, 

une vie, un message (Paris: le Centurion; Geneva: labor et Fides, 1983), 402.

 96. on the trial and the initial reactions of Rome against luther, see 

P. Kalkhoff, “Forschungen zu luthers römische urteile über luther und 

erasmus, 1521,” Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 3 (1905–6): 65–83; K. Mül-

ler, “luthers Römischer Prozess,” Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte 24 (1903): 

46–85. tavuzzi speculates, without providing any bibliographical sources, 

that the trial might have started following requests from the General Chapter 
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of the dominican order, which was held in Rome between 23 and 31 May, 

chaired by hermann Rab, provincial of the province of saxony and a friend 

and associate of Johann tetzel (M. tavuzzi, Prierias, 105).

 97. to this end, tavuzzi writes that Prierias was waiting for another job 

at the time and undertook the appointment unwillingly (ibid., 105).

 98. Ibid., 106.

 99. see C. Morerod, o.P., “la controverse entre Cajétan et luther à pro-

pos de l’excommunication, à Augsbourg, en 1518,” in Rationalisme analogique 

et humanisme théologique: La culture de Thomas de Vio ‘Il Gaetano’ (naples: 

vivarium, 1993), 253–82, esp. 255. on Cajetan’s dispute with luther, see 

above all J. Wicks, Cajetan Responds (Washington, dC: Catholic university of 

America Press, 1978); J. Wicks, “Roman Reactions to luther: the First year 

(1518)”; J. Wicks, “thomism between Renaissance and Reformation: the 

Case of Cajetan,” Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 68 (1977): 9–32.

 100. In addition to M. tavuzzi, Prierias, 107, see e. Gregorich Gleason, 

“sixteenth- Century Italian Interpretations of luther,” Archiv für Reforma

tionsgeschichte 60 (1969): 160–73, esp. 161.

 101. P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 366; and M. tavuzzi, Prierias, 105–9. there 

is conflicting assessment of the impact of Prierias’s works: unlike Preston, 

tavuzzi writes that luther himself remembered Mazzolini’s attack as the only 

time when he felt really shaken (Prierias, 166).

 102. As done by P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 367.

 103. on Johann eck, see e. Iserloh, Johannes Eck (1486–1543): Scholastiker 

Humanist Kontroverstheologe (Münster: Aschendorff, 1981); and e. Iserloh, 

Johannes Eck (1486–1543), im Streit der Jahrhunderte, herausgegeben von e. Iser-

loh (Münster: Aschendorff, 1988). eck had taken part in the leipzig debate in 

1519, revealing luther’s rejection of the concept of Church; in 1520 he wrote De 

primatu Petri adversus Ludderum, which he presented in Rome, when he was 

working there for the conviction of the Augustinian. In his Enchiridion locorum 

communium adversus Ludderanos, written in 1525 in response to Melanchthon’s 

Loci communes, he made ample use of Catarino’s Apologia; see s. Cavazza, 

“ ‘luthero fedelissimo inimico de messer Jesu Cristo’: la polemica contro 

lutero nella letteratura religiosa in volgare della prima metà del Cinquecento,” 

in Lutero in Italia, ed. l. Perrone, Introd. G. Miccoli (Casale Monferrato: Mari-

etti, 1983), 67–94, esp. 70.

 104. “oblatum sibi nomine summi pontificis—avrebbe ricordato qual-

che anno dopo il Politi—ab apostolico nuntio domino leandro, qui post 

modo cardinalis creatus est” (Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 14). 
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 105. P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 366, with reference to A. Franzen, “Intro-

duction,” in Politi, Apologia, XIv, puts forward a similar hypothesis, claiming 

that the work had been commissioned from him by Giulio de’ Medici and 

schömberg.

 106. As schweizer also emphasizes, Catarino’s discussions were not par-

ticularly original in terms of the theological arguments used: he often had 

recourse to arguments previously used in the debate in progress by eck and 

Prierias, above all following the latter’s Errata et argumenta (J. schweizer, 

Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 28; P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 368 and n. 23).

 107. Preston’s mention of spring should be corrected (see “Catharinus,” 

369), given that Aleandro was chosen as a nuncio in July 1520.

 108. Politi, Apologia.

 109. see A. Franzen, “Introduction,” XIv; and P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 367.

 110. D. Martin Luthers Werke: Kritische Gesamtausgabe, vols. 1–61 (Wei-

mar: Böhlau, 1883–1983) (henceforth WA), vol. 6, p. 501; quoted by e. Iserloh, 

“Gli oppositori letterari di lutero di parte cattolica e la Riforma,” in Storia 

della Chiesa, dir. h. Jedin, vI, Riforma e Controriforma: Crisi consolidamento 

diffusione missionaria (XVI–XVII sec.), ed. e. Iserloh, J. Glazik, and h. Jedin 

(Milan: Jaca Book, 1975), 229–50, esp. 231.

 111. A. Franzen, “Introduction,” XIv; and P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 367, 

recall the self- assurance with which Politi responded to the appeal. there is 

also some nonsystematic analysis of the Apologia by d. Bagchi, Luther’s Ear

liest Opponents: Catholic Controversialists, 1518–1525 (Minneapolis: Fortress 

Press, 1991).

 112. Without providing any decisive arguments, P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 

368, speculates that the first chapter was added when the work was already at 

an advanced draft stage.

 113. see, e.g., P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 304–5.

 114. the novelty of the method introduced by Politi about the question of 

using scriptural sources was underlined by Polman, who also highlighted that 

Politi’s insistence on the need to break away from scholasticism was at least 

partly due to his poor knowledge of it (P. Polman, L’élément historique dans la 

controverse religieuse du XVI e siècle [Gembloux: Imprimerie J. duculot edit-

eur, 1932], 361).

 115. Politi, Apologia, 3–4. on this issue, see also e. Iserloh, “Gli opposi-

tori letterari di lutero,” 232.

 116. on the importance that Catarino attributed to “change” in the reli-

gious field as an instrument for attracting the attention of ordinary people, see 
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below my considerations on the passage in the Discorso where he speaks about 

ochino. In contrast to the originality of the early chapters of the Apologia, 

the last four chapters, while scrupulously executed, contain nothing new; to 

this end, see the still valid assessment by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus 

Politus, 28; and above n. 106).

 117. Maximo Imperatori et Catholico Regi Carolo humilis pauper frater 

Ambrosius Ord. Praed. foelicitatem sempiternam (Politi, Apologia, 1).

 118. Ibid., 3.

 119. “Primus dolus, in quo mendax, imperitus, pertinax sibique ipsi con-

trarius ex suis verbis facile deprehenditur” (ibid., 11 et seq.).

 120. Ibid., 16–17.

 121. Ibid., 26 et seq.

 122. Ibid., 31 et seq.

 123. Ibid., 36.

 124. Ibid., 40 et seq.; see also P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 371–72.

 125. to this end, Ralph Keen emphasized that, like other controversialists 

at the time, Politi “saw a distortion of the catholic tradition in the exclusive use 

of one Father,” that is, luther’s exclusive reference to saint Augustine. R. Keen, 

“the Fathers in Counter- Reformation theology in the Pre- tridentine Period,” 

in The Reception of the Church Fathers in the West from the Carolingians to the 

Maurists, ed. I. Backus, 2 vols. (leiden: Brill, 2001), 2:701–73, esp. 710.

 126. Politi, Apologia, 51 et seq.

 127. Ibid., 100–119. to this end, see also the considerations by R. Keen, 

“the Fathers in Counter- Reformation theology,” 721, underlining the cen-

trality of the Petrine authority of the papacy in Roman ecclesiology.

 128. Politi, Apologia, 72–73.

 129. Ibid., 77; for the last form of deceit, see P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 367.

 130. P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 368.

 131. Ibid., 368–69. see infra the same technique used in the Compendio 

d’inganni et errori luterani (1544).

 132. see l. von Pastor, Storia dei papi, vol. 4, pt. 1, p. 301; P. Kalkoff, 

Forschungen zu Luthers römischen Prozess (Rome: loescher, 1905), 47–48; 

F. lauchert, Die italienischen literarischen Gegner Luthers (nieuwkoop: B. de 

Graaf, 1972; 1st ed. 1912), 42. on 25 March 1521, the pope issued an apostolic 

brief to thank him officially (AGoP, XvI, lib. Z, fol. 105r).

 133. letter from vice- Chancellor Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici to Aleandro, 

Florence, 6 February 1521, in P. Balan, Monumenta Reformationis Lutheranae, 

ex tabulis secretioribus S. Sedis, 1521–1525 (Regensburg, 1884) (henceforth 
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Monumenta), 46–47; see also P. simoncelli, “Preludi e primi echi di lutero a 

Firenze,” Storia e politica 22 (1983): 674–744, esp. 692.

 134. “I received it from your Most Reverend lordship on the sixth of this 

month along with Friar Ambrosio’s book” (ho receputo le de vostra signoria 

Reverendissima del sei del presente insieme col libro di frate Ambrosio); let-

ter from Aleandro to Giulio de’ Medici, Worms, 18 February 1521, in Monu

menta, 61.

 135. M. luther, Ad librum eximii magistri nostri magistri Ambrosii Catha

rini, defensoris Silvestri Prieratis acerrimi, responsio, in WA, vol. 7, p. 699. this 

was not the only copy in circulation in the German- speaking world: on 27 

April 1521 in vienna, a hungarian nobleman, stephan de Werbeucz, had a 

new edition ready for printing (F. lauchert, Die italienischen literarischen Geg

ner Luthers, 42–43).

 136. on this work, see the Italian edition edited by l. Ronchi de Michelis: 

M. lutero, L’Anticristo: Replica ad Ambrogio Catarino (1521) (turin: Clau-

diana, 1989), and the historical introduction by the same editor for further 

details (17 et seq.). see also the observations by P. Preston, “Catharinus,” 373–

77; and K. hammann, Ecclesia spiritualis: Luthers Kirchenverständnis in den 

Kontroversen mit Augustin von Abveldt und Ambrosius Catharinus (Göttingen: 

vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1989), esp. 125 et seq.

 137. Florentiae, per haeredes Philippi Iuntae, anno domini MdXXI, die 

ultimo Aprilis, on which, see F. lauchert, Die italienischen literarischen Gegner 

Luthers, 44.

 138. “deinde quia video illis ocium et chartas abundare, dabo operam 

ut negocium scribendi habeant copiosum. Praecurram enim, ut dum glorio-

sissimi victores de una aliqua mea haeresi (ut eis videtur) triumphant, ego 

iterum novam moliar” (Politi, Excusatio, fol. 4r).

 139. Politi, Excusatio, fol. 61r.

 140. Ibid., fols. 13r–v.

 141. Ibid., fols. 33v–34r.

 142. Ibid., fol. 105r.

 143. “We are sending you two examples of another book by Friar Ambro-

sio; show them to the father confessor and the official” (v[i] . . . mandiamo 

dui [exempi] d’un altro libro de frate Ambrosio; comunicatili con Padre con-

fessore et con lo officiale’); letter from Florence, 14 May 1521, in Monumenta, 

216–17; P. simoncelli, “Preludi e primi echi,” 695.

 144. Cardinal de’ Medici wrote: “We received your letter of the 9th of 

this month with the book against Friar Ambrosio. his holiness commends 
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all your study, diligence and work as he has always done. We are sending you 

another two books by Friar Ambrosio as you requested, and the one that you 

sent has been given to him” (havemo la vostra de 9 del mese—scrisse il cardi-

nal de’ Medici—col libro contro frate Ambrosio. nostro signore commenda 

in tutto il studio, diligentia et opera vostra come ha fatto sempre. vi si man-

dano due altri libri di frate Ambrosio come chiedete, et quello havete man-

dato si è dato a lui); letter from Florence, 27 July 1521, in Monumenta, 277; 

P. simoncelli, “Preludi,” 695.

 145. see above.

 146. “Alium quoque libellum—avrebbe scritto qualche decennio dopo—

in eundem virum exaravi magnorum iussu dominorum, qui et similiter 

iterum a catholicis excussus fuit: de quo per literas ab apostolica sede actae 

gratiae mihi sunt” (Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 9).

 147. this is the hypothesis put forward by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catha

rinus Politus, 37.

 148. In Florence, on 22 February 1519, he was a signatory of the “Chapter 

Act regarding the de novo construction of the church of san Marco” (Episto

lario di fra Vincenzo Mainardi da San Gimignano domenicano 1481–1527, ed. 

A. F. verde, o.P., and e. Giaconi, 2 vols., Memorie domenicane, n.s., 1992, 

no. 23, II, part B: “documenti relativi alla presenza dei frati nei diversi con-

venti della Congregazione di san Marco di Firenze,” p. 583). In spring 1521 

he was still in Florence: on 28 May he appears in the list of those “convened” 

(convocati) in the Convent of san Marco (Epistolario, 585–86). Faldi stresses 

the importance of this source for Catarino’s movements, reporting some of 

the dates discovered without any great precision (l. Faldi, “una conversione 

savonaroliana,” 571 n. 80).

 149. Epistolario, 654–55.

 150. In siena, on 5 June 1522, he took part in the chapter of the Convent 

of the order of Preachers of santo spirito (Epistolario, 706–7); on 2 January 

1523 he attended the chapter at the same convent, where he was appointed 

prosecutor (708); and took part once again in the santo spirito Chapter on 24 

May 1524 in siena (709).

 151. see above. It is probable that he stayed in siena at least until the end 

of the year, if it is true that he had to prepare a second edition of the work to 

be printed in september, after it had been printed in May (see J. schweizer, 

Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 290).

 152. on 3 May 1525 Politi was in Florence (see La vita del beato Jeronimo 

Savonarola scritta da un anonimo del sec. XVI e già attribuita a fra Pacifico 
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Burlamacchi, pubblicata secondo il Codice Ginoriano, ed. P. Ginori Conti [Flor-

ence, 1937], 180 n. 1).

 153. Epistolario, 635.

 154. Ibid., 656.

 155. In 1519 de vio (Cajetan) wrote a work on the subject of indulgences, 

the De indulgentia plenaria concessa defunctis, and two years later, in 1521, 

he published the De divina institutione Pontificatus Romani in response to 

luther’s Resolutio . . . de potestate papae (1519; WA, 2, pp. 183–240; see e. Iser-

loh, “Gli oppositori,” 238). In the autobiographical pages of his Expurgatio, 

Politi remembered his teaching debt to Cajetan, the respect that he felt for 

him and the honors that he bestowed on him in his first anti- lutheran work: 

“ego, antequam ille aederet postrema opera, quae in multis et a multis min-

ime probantur, in libro meo primo adversus lutherum non vulgaribus illum 

laudibus honoravi, et eius doctrina pene in coelum extuli. . . . Illud tamen 

non ut adulator feci, sed quod videbatur illud mereri propter multa quae inge-

niosa explanavit, et in multis etiam me erudivit, qui pene eius cuncta perlegi 

commentaria” (Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 13). there is a brief summary of the 

elements that characterized the dispute about the Immaculate Conception 

between Politi and Cajetan up to the last work by the former in the 1550s, in 

P. Preston, “Cardinal Cajetan and Fra Ambrosius Catharinus in the Contro-

versy over the Immaculate Conception of the virgin in Italy, 1515–51,” Studies 

in Church History (special issue “the Church and Mary,” ed. R. n. swanson) 

39 (2004): 181–90. 

 156. t. de vio (Cajetan), Ientacula Novi Testamenti. Praeclarissima sex

agintaquatuor notabilium sententiarum Novi Testamenti literalis expositio 

(Romae, 1525).

 157. “erasmus interdum pupigi, idque obiter ac parce, quod in quibus-

dam quasi eodem spiritu acti ipse et reverendissimus consentire videantur” 

(Politi, Annotationes in commentaria Caietani denuo multo locupletiores et cas

tigatiores redditae: Quod ex eiusdem subiecta praefatione, et indice copioso facile 

patebit [lugduni, apud Mathiam Bonhomme, 1542], dedica, fol. A6r).

 158. Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 14.

 159. “Frati Ambrosio Polito senensi praecipitur . . . ne personaliter vel per 

alium . . . edat et edi permittat quaecumque scripta sua, praesertim contra 

Ientacula sancti sixti sine licentia reverendissimi expressa” (AGoP, Iv, 22, fol. 

40r; 9 september 1525).

 160. For an overview of discussions about the Immaculate Conception 

within the dominican order, see u. horst, Die Diskussion um die Immaculata 
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Conceptio im Dominikanerorden. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der theologischen 

Methode (Paderborn- Munich- vienna- Zurich: schöningh, 1987); and now 

t. M. Izbicki, “the Immaculate Conception and ecclesiastical Politics from 

the Council of Basel to the Council of trent: the dominicans and their 

Foes,” Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 96 (2005): 145–70; on Politi’s contri-

bution, see 165–67.

 161. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio inedito di Ambrogio Caterino,” in 

Memorie domenicane (1950): 103–20, 137–66, 233–66, esp. 116–17. the details 

of this episode are not known; it is only mentioned in a letter that Catarino 

sent to Zenobio Pieri (siena, 24 February 1529, BnFi, Conv. soppr. I.Iv.36, 

fol. 43v; G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 117), although the passage is not 

cited: “you know that a man was healed in Pistoia and was brought back to life 

from the throes of death in a certain way; it was a man who could no longer 

be saved, according to doctors and all who saw him, and only this is proof of 

the truth of the Immaculate Conception” (voi sapete bene come per essere 

sanato uno hor in Pistoia et quodammodo revocato da morte ad vita, essendo 

in tutto desperate la salute sua dali medici et da ogni persona, come appare 

per publico instrumento, et questo solo ad pruova dela verità dela Immaculata 

Conceptione).

 162. “Also at almost every step I had threats of prison and being excom-

municated” (Item quasi ad ogni passo havevo allhora minacce di carcere et di 

levarmi l’habito); see BnFi, Conv. soppr. I.Iv.36, fol. 43v; G. Bosco, “Intorno 

a un carteggio inedito,” 117.

 163. “I will not say how much I was monitored during the year and a few 

months that I spent in Fiesole, without being able to speak about the Concep-

tion or other matters without special licences, as the secular men who came 

know well. And many times it was necessary to give a special warning not to 

discuss the Conception or what happened in Pistoia” (lasso stare con quanta 

guardia poi son stato ad Fesule più di uno anno qualche mese senza poter 

parlare de conceptione né di altro senza licentie particulari, come è notissimo 

ali seculari che venivano. et molte volte bisognava darne cautela spetiale di 

non tractare de conceptione o di cosa advenuta a Pistoia); ibid.

 164. on his scotist readings, see his autobiographical notes: “hoc enim 

iam patet, heu!, plus satis, ut qualem quisquam religionis habitum, talem 

etiam confestim doctrinam induat, ut si ex nostris sit, illico iuret in verba 

thomae, si ex minorum ordine, piaculum illi sit si quid a scoti traditione 

declinet. . . . quod si quis forte benignitate naturae, vi ipsa veritatis compul-

sus illuc feratur, ut contra authorem sentiat, hic iam continuo hostis publicus, 
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et perduellionis reus, et tamquam destructor ordinis ab omnibus exturbatur 

exigitur, ut nec fas sit eum vivere” (Politi, Disputatio pro veritate Immaculatae 

Conceptionis Beatae Virginis Mariae. Ad patres ac fratres ordinis praedicato

rum. Eiusdem expositio controversiae inter ipsum et quosdam de patribus eius 

ordinis exortae super eiusdem Immaculatae Virginis coelebratione [senis, per 

Michael Angelum Bernardini Castanei, 1532], fol. A6v; see also fol. d2r). on 

this work, see also below.

 165. Catarino remembered this himself in Disputatio, fol. A1r: “qui rem 

in longum ducentes interim quo se a excusarent colore, ostenderunt quod a 

magistro ordinis praeceptum acceperant, quo eo ritu celebrare etiam adiec-

tis censuri prohibebantur.” see also AGoP, Iv, 20, fol. 53v (12 August 1526): 

“omnibus et singulis fratribus conventuum sancti dominici Campi Regii 

et sancti spiritus de senis praecipitur in virtute spiritus sancti et sanctae 

oboedientiae ac sub poena excommunicationis latae sentientiae, quae unica 

pro trina canonica monitione praemissa in his scriptis fertur, ne quis ipsorum 

praesumat cum aliquo quovismodo pacisci aut convenire alias celebrare offi-

cium aut missas, quam sub modo sanctificationis, prout in ordine nostro fieri 

consuevit, et non sub modo Conceptionis.”

 166. see above.

 167. on the events that follow, see also the reconstruction by M. Mus-

solin, “Il convento di santo spirito di siena e i regolari osservanti di san 

domenico,” Bullettino senese di storia patria 104 (1997): 7–193, esp. 138–57; 

and M. Mussolin, “Il culto dell’Immacolata Concezione nella cultura senese 

del Rinascimento: tradizione e iconografia,” in Quaderni dell’Opera (opera 

della Metropolitana di siena), 7–9, ed. M. lorenzoni and R. Guerrini (2003–

5), 131–307.

 168. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 108–9. the Balìa approved the 

conditions established by Bichi on 26 July 1526, with the order to have the vow 

carried out “in omnibus et per omnia prout in eo continetur omni meliori 

modo” (109). on this controversy, see also d. scaramuzzi, “le idee scotiste 

di un grande teologo domenicano del ’500: Ambrogio Catarino,” Studi fran

cescani 4 (1932): 297–319; 5 (1933): 197–217, esp. 4, pp. 314–19, which was 

the first to indicate the Florentine correspondence on which Bosco’s detailed 

reconstruction is based. More recently, the episode has been the subject of a 

thorough reconstruction by J. C. d’Amico, “Margherita Bichi et la bataille 

de Porta Camollia,” in Les guerres d’Italie: Histoire, pratiques, représentations, 

Actes du Colloque International (Paris, 1999), ed. d. Boillet and M. F. Piejus 

(Paris: université Paris III sorbonne nouvelle, 2002), 73–87.
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 169. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 111.

 170. on these censures, see above.

 171. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 112.

 172. however, the mandate of the Congregation established that the two 

mediators would have to leave the convent in the hands of the siena magis-

trates if they did not assure the dominicans that they would observe their 

rites and habits (R. Creytens, o.P., “les actes capitulaires de la Congrégation 

toscano- romaine,” 192).

 173. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 113.

 174. Ibid., 119.

 175. It is not impossible that on that occasion Catarino spoke personally 

to the pope, or to somebody very close to him; this can be inferred from a let-

ter from salimbeni, the ambassador of siena in Rome, to the Balìa, dated 30 

october, which was therefore after the papal brief of 13 october but still proof 

of a privileged channel exploited by Politi: “I received the letters for Reverend 

Friar Ambrosio Politi the day before yesterday, and he spoke to his holiness 

and gave strong hope about it” (heri l’altro hebbi le lettere per il reverendo 

frate Ambrosio Politi, et hebbi parlato a sua santità et ne ha dato buona spe-

ranza); Ass, Balìa 584, n. 91; see also G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 139 

and n. 59, although it quotes according to the old number system 554 and 

gives the wrong indication of fol. 96.

 176. letter from Jano Calvo salimbeni to the Balìa of siena, Rome, 13 

october 1528, Ass, Balìa 584, n. 14; see G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 

137–38 and n. 53, with the same indications as in the previous note.

 177. having just become aware of the papal brief, Pieri lost no time send-

ing letters to the friars of santo spirito, saying that he would not revoke his 

prohibition “sive venerit breve sive non venerit” (G. Bosco, “Intorno a un 

carteggio,” 140).

 178. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 140–41, and Appendix, doc. II, 

pp. 236–40.

 179. Politi said that in the event of refusal he would leave the convent 

and the city; in this way, he concluded: “hence I am determined, if it is not 

celebrated, to stay here no longer, because I do not want to be foolish enough 

to chase opprobrium and continual blatant disrespect without any profit, 

indeed with the offence of God” (onde io son determinato, non celebrandosi, 

non stare più qua, perché non vogl[i]o esser tanto stolto che corra dietro ali 

approbrii et continui dispecti gratis et senza fructo, anzi con offese di dio); 

G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” Appendix, doc. II, pp. 236–40. Catarino 
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showed the same level of determination in his letter of 28 november sent 

directly to vicar General Zenobio Pieri, in which he nevertheless revealed his 

intention to stay in the city and contribute to the celebrations, despite opposi-

tion from the top echelons of the order: “therefore the necessary conclusion 

is to leave the convent or celebrate. . . . now (as I have written before) I do 

not wish to stay here without celebrating” (sì che conclude di necessità che 

bisogna qua lassare el convento o celebrare. . . . hora io [come ho scripto altre 

volte] non mi voglio trovare qua senza celebrare); letter from siena, BnFi, 

Conv. soppr. I.v.36, fol. 45r; G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” Appendix, 

pp. 241 et seq.

 180. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 142–44.

 181. Ibid., 144–45.

 182. In 1528 the Cronaca, fol. 27r, has a record of “Prior fratrus Ambrosius 

de Politis de senis [post 3 giugno 1528] . . . permansit . . . usque ad diem . . . 

1529” (Epistolario, 711). In 1529, on fol. 27r, it again has record of “prior frat-

rus Ambrosius de Politis” (711).

 183. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 145.

 184. Ibid., 151.

 185. he wrote in a letter: “now that my cause is joined with that of God 

and the Madonna, and I am knee deep in mendacious persecution, I can 

rightly say: what shall I dissimulate and what shall I reserve for the future? 

Will I not now legitimately be able to defend myself with the truth? I hope to 

God that I will. And therefore I have decided to go to the highest court, where 

such questions about divine worship and the authority of the Apostolic see 

are determined” (hora che la causa mia—avrebbe scritto in una lettera—è 

congionta con quella di dio e de la Madonna, et mi abundano tante perse-

cutioni in mendacio, ben posso iustamente dire: nam quid dissimulem aut 

quid me ad maiora reservem? hor non mi sarà lecito con verità defendermi? 

spero in dio che sì. et però ho determinato andare al iudicio grande, dove si 

determinano tali quistioni attinenti al culto divino et a la autorità de la sedia 

apostolica); BnFi cit., fol. 43v; G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 265–66.

 186. Catarino wrote: “quidem pontificis valitudo, qua non satis firma, 

nulli mortalium negociorum gratia ad eum patebat accessus” (Politi, Dispu

tatio, fol. Aiv).

 187. “et cum tanta asservarer ab eis custodia, ut non solum omnis mihi 

libere disceptandi facultas eriperetur, sed vel quemquam mortalium allo-

quendi sine arbitro, vix iam quinque mensibus elapsis” (Politi, Disputatio, 

fol. A1v).
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 188. “non prospicere se in eorum litteris [del Pieri e del Michelozzi] 

ullum in haereticum, erroneum aut quod posset schisma inferre, licet viderit 

eos parum docte ac minus erudite locutos esse” (Politi, Disputatio, fol. A1v; 

G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 153).

 189. Ibid.

 190. on the divergences between the positions of Catarino and savonaro-

lan Mariology, see, for example, l. Faldi, “una conversione savonaroliana,” 

571, which for the latter refers to G. Pala, La mariologia di fra Girolamo Savo

na rola (Cagliari: Pontificia Facoltà teologica, 1975).

 191. on this text, see F. A. von Gunten, “la contribution des ‘hébreux’ à 

l’oeuvre exégétique de Cajétan,” in Histoire de l’exégèse au XVI e siècle (Geneva: 

librairie droz, 1978), 46–85. von Gunten gives a different title: Psalmi David

ici ad hebraicam veritatem castigati, et iuxta sensum quem literalem dicunt enar

rati . . . nuper editi (venetiis in aedibus luceantonii Iuntae Florentini, 1530).

 192. there is a list of all the writings, treatises, and Quaestiones by 

Cajetan in J. F. Groner, Kardinal Cajetan: Eine Gestalt aus der Reformationszeit 

(Fribourg: societé Philosophique- louvain, editions e. nauwelaerts, 1951), 

66–73.

 193. Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 13.

 194. BCs, cod. K. vIII. 36, fols. 75r–88r; see G. Bosco, “Intorno a un 

carteggio,” 153 n. 116; v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi (1484–1553) teo

logo e padre al concilio di Trento, excerpta ex dissertatione ad doctoratum 

in facultate historiae ecclesiasticae Pontificiae universitatis Gregorianae 

(Rome, 1985), Appendix, p. 67; J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 

291, indicates the cataloging of the manuscript in siena with a small mistake.

 195. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 154 and note 118.

 196. Ibid., 154.

 197. on the second edition of the text in 1542 against spina (and the third 

at the beginning of the 1550s), see G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 159 et 

seq.; and d. scaramuzzi, “le idee scotiste di un grande teologo domenicano,” 

305 et seq.

 198. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 157. the work was probably 

inspired by his brother, Giovan Battista Politi, the author of a preface in 

which he presented his version of the facts, exonerating his brother from any 

shadow of guilt (Politi, Disputatio, cc. nn., Io. Baptista Politus Senensis, Art. 

et Medicinae Doctor Pio et Candido Lectori). the Disputatio is followed by an 

Explanatio intended to confute Father Michelozzi, who supported the thesis 

according to which the pope is not infallible in approving liturgical feasts and 
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canonizing saints. Michelozzi’s name does not appear in the work because 

he was present at the chapter during which Catarino presented his text in his 

capacity as definitor of the province of Rome. Bosco also mentions the mis-

take made in this case by schweizer (“Intorno a un carteggio,” n. 127).

 199. on these doctrines, see l. scarinci, Giustizia primitiva e peccato orig

inale secondo Ambrogio Catarino (vatican City: libreria vaticana, 1947); and 

below, ch. 2.

 200. G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 157.

 201. d. A. Mortier, Histoire des Maîtres Généraux de l’Ordre des Frères Pre

cheurs, 7 vols. (Paris: Alphonse Picard, 1903–14), vol. v, p. 299.

 202. Catarino remembered this some years later: “Coepi etiam scriber 

privatim, et cum metuerent ne publicarentur, subornarunt magistrum ordi-

nis Ioannem de Fenario, qui ne quid adversum illum aederem, praecipit” 

(Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 14). Fenario confirmed the publishing ban despite his 

personal aversion to de vio’s work. A few years later in radically different 

circumstances, Politi nevertheless showed his gratitude through a dedication 

to him in his Parisian Annotationes, remembering his personal stance toward 

Cajetan (Politi, Annotationes, fols. A5r–A5v). Catarino subsequently returned 

to the subject of Fenario’s Immaculatist sympathies (Politi, Disputatio pro 

veritate immaculatae conceptionis Beatissimae Virginis et eius celebranda a 

cunctis fidelibus festivitate ad sanctam synodum tridentinam [Romae, 1551], in 

Politi, Enarrationes in quinque priora capita libri Geneseos. Adduntur plerique 

alii tractatus et quaestiones rerum variarum ac scitu dignissimarum, quarum 

catalogum versa pagina indicabit [Romae, apud Antonium Bladum Camerae 

apostolicae typographum, 1552], col. 66; see also G. Bosco, “Intorno a un 

carteggio,” n. 122, pp. 154–55).

 203. According to schweizer, Politi left siena in the spring of 1532. 

however, this statement is based on an extremely weak documentary 

basis. Indeed, the evidence is provided by Politi himself at the beginning of  

his Expurgatio, recalling his first experiences in lyon at a distance of fifteen 

years, without offering any time references: “unde et lugdunum profectus 

sum, ubi et aliud praeceptum vicarii ordinis habui” (Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 

14; cf. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 63). First of all, we need 

to correct the interpretation that says that the “vicar general of the order” 

(vicario generale dell’ordine) referred to by Politi in this passage was Giovanni 

Fenario, who was actually only elected on 19 May. It is much more probable 

that the “praeceptum” received by Catarino in lyon, which he mentions in 

the autobiographical page cited above, was sent by the new vicar general of the 
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order after Fenario was elected general on 19 May. It is difficult to believe that 

Politi was not waiting for developments in the General Chapter, as he seems 

to have invested a lot of his hopes in the election of Fenario, marking a real 

turning point in the history of the order.

 204. “Fratrus Ambrosius de senis habet licentiam transeundi in provin-

ciam gallicanam et est assignatus in conventu lugdunensi. Romae, 6 martii 

[1534]”; AGoP, ms Iv, 24, fol. 30v; see also s. dall’Aglio, Savonarola in Fran

cia: Circolazione di un’eredità politico religiosa nell’Europa del Cinquecento 

(turin: Aragno, 2006), 136.

 205. It is not known what he did or where he stayed prior to March. the 

only certain date is that some months previously he had obtained a brief from 

Clement vII that released him from ties of obedience to his provincial supe-

riors, placing him under the direct jurisdiction of the general of the order 

(G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio,” 155).

 206. It cannot be excluded—in the light of the situation at the time and 

the solid relationship between the two maintained over the following months 

and years—that the decision to leave Italy was planned together with Fenario.

 207. A. Clerval, Registre des procès verbaux de la Faculté de théologie de 

Paris (1505 à 1523), I (Paris, 1917), 117–18, nn. 18 and 27; 137, n. 3; 212, n. 2.

 208. Regarding Beda, the best- known professor at the Faculty of theol-

ogy, see J. K. Farge, Biographical Register of Paris Doctors of Theology 1500–

1536 (toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medieval studies, 1980), 31–36.

 209. Registre des procès verbaux de la Faculté de théologie de l’Université de 

Paris de janvier 1524 à novembre 1533, edité et annoté par J. K. Farge, préface 

d’A. tuilier (Paris: Aux amateurs de livres, 1990), 266–67. see also the subse-

quent document of 2 January 1533, in Registre des procès verbaux, 281.

 210. J. K. Farge, Orthodoxy and Reform in Early Reformation France: The 

Faculty of Theology of Paris, 1500–1543 (leiden, Brill, 1985), 231; the text of 

Clement vII’s letter in Asv, Arm. Xl, 39, fol. 299r, is quoted in M. h. lau-

rent, “quelques documents des Archives vaticanes concernant Cajétan (1517–

1534),” Révue thomiste, n.s., 17 (november 1934–February 1935): 121–22.

 211. 1 April 1533, Registre des procès verbaux, I, sess. n. 378 d, p. 286. six 

more weeks were needed for everything to be ready to send the letters; see 

sess. n. 387 d, of 15 May 1533, p. 293. the text of the censures on Cajetan’s 

work, not kept in the archives of the Faculty of theology in Paris, is known 

thanks to a single printed copy published in Wittenberg in 1534, without the 

authorization of the Parisian doctors: Epistola theologorum parisiensium, ad 

cardinalem Caietanum reprehensoria (Wittenberg: nicolaus schirlentz, 1534); 

see J. K. Farge, Orthodoxy and Reform, 231–32.
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 212. Beda partly disregarded the pope’s warning during his German exile 

by informing a number of German theologians like Johann eck and Johannes 

Cochlaeus about the sorbonne’s intentions and decisions (J. K. Farge, Ortho

doxy and Reform, 232; M. h. laurent, “quelques documents,” 117–21).

 213. “Aliud praeceptum vicarii ordinis habui, qui Romae tunc erat, 

nomine pontificis maximi Clementis, superstite adhuc et vivo Caietano, sed 

iustum ac temperatum, ut erat apostolica illa sede dignum. Adiuncta enim 

fuit ex illius ore appendix haec: nolumus quicquam ab illo aedi contra virum 

illum non prius recognitum atque probatum” (Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 14).

 214. the reconstruction continued as follows: “Cum igitur ego certus 

essem de voluntate nostri generalis, et ab ore ipsius pontificis data esset mihi 

illa facultas” (Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 14). on the latter aspect of the pontiff ’s 

consent, there are, however, strong doubts about the accuracy of Politi’s 

reconstruction, which was probably vitiated by excessive optimism. Indeed, 

in the light of the pope’s rigid stance toward the Parisian doctors, it seems 

plausible that he instead gave Politi a further precautionary warning, inviting 

him to do what he had just ordered the Parisian doctors to do, namely, send 

anything produced against the learned dominican theologian to Rome before 

publication.

 215. “Ad urbem Parisios profectus sum, urbem bonarum omnium lit-

erarum matrem, atque alumnam. Ibi primum cum his qui nostri ordinis ac loci 

videbantur primariae columnae, seorsum quae scripsi contuli, thoma videlicet 

laurentii, ac Ioannem Benedicti. quid autem eisvisum fuerit, ipsi ore proprio 

testari possunt. Certe eorum hortatu atque opera, sacratissimae facultati sor-

bonicae oblata sunt, ut illa censeret, utrum haec nostra studia vita digna essent. 

deo gratia est, faverunt christianae veritati. nam ut maius quoque testimonium 

accederet nostrae causae, stephanus Paris Aurelianensis, nostri ordinis Magis-

ter, et concionator egregius, cui inter caeteros clarissimos viros, probandi nostri 

operis negocium demandatum est, candido iudicio, et albo calculo, catholicae, 

quam defendimus, veritati subscripsit, nihilfaciens quod quibusdam videri 

posset, nonnullam ordini nostro notam inuri, quod tanti viri doctrina, qui erat 

ex ordine, nigro denotaretur lapillo” (Politi, Annotationes, fols. A4v–A5r).

 216. on thomas laurent, see J. K. Farge, Biographical Register, 242–43.

 217. Paris, Claude Chevallon, 1534; J. K. Farge, Biographical Register, 40.

 218. Paris, Jean Foucher. on Benoist, see J. K. Farge, Biographical Register, 

39–40.

 219. Regarding him, see J. K. Farge, Biographical Register, 356–57.

 220. on ory, in addition to h. Bernard- Maître, s.J., “l’inquisiteur 

dominicain Mathieu ory et son Alexipharmacon contre les hérétiques 
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(1544),” Révue des sciences religieuses 30 (1956): 241–60, see J. K. Farge, Bio

graphical Register, 353–56. on the Parisian inquiry conducted by ory follow-

ing a denunciation against Ignatius by a third party in 1530, see J. l. González 

novalin, “la Inquisición y la Compañía de Jesús,” Anthologica annua 37 

(1990): 11–55, esp. 17–19. Besides his Alexipharmacon, it is worth mention-

ing a manuscript text titled De cultu imaginum, composed in 1552 and dedi-

cated to the future pope Marcellus II (Asv, Concilium tridentinum, 7, fols. 

279r–301v; see J. K. Farge, Orthodoxy and Reform, 233 and n. 67).

 221. Regarding contacts between Politi and the first Jesuits in Paris, see G. 

Caravale, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi e i primi gesuiti,” Rivista storica italiana 

117 (2005), I, 80–109, esp. 82–83.

 222. on the publishing permit and censorship practices, see F. higman, 

Censorship and the Sorbonne (Geneva: droz, 1979).

 223. Registre des conclusions de la Faculté de théologie de l’Université de 

Paris, tome II, du 26 novembre 1533 au 1er mars 1550, edité et annoté, avec 

introduction, par J. K. Farge (Paris: Klincksieck, 1994), 47.

 224. on the controversy, see u. horst, “der streit um die heilige schrift 

zwischen Kardinal Cajetan und Ambrosius Catharinus,” in Wahrheit und 

Verkündigung: Festschrift für Michael Schmaus, Bd. I (1967), 551–77; and 

the entry by M. M. Gorce, “Politi, lancellotto,” in Dictionnaire de théologie 

catholique (1935), cols. 2420 et seq. Regarding the support given to Catarino 

by the Faculty of theology, see also A. Allgeier, “les commentaires de Cajétan 

sur les Psaumes,” Révue thomiste, n.s., 18 (February 1935): 410–43.

 225. In particular, the question was posed in the sessions on 12 and 13 

August 1544; see Registre, 278–79.

 226. see the sessions on 5, 15, and 20 January 1547; Registre, respectively, 

sess. no. 377B, pp. 363–64; sess. no. 379A, p. 366; sess. no. 381A, p. 367.

 227. J. K. Farge, Orthodoxy and Reform, 244 n. 128, which emphasizes 

that the dominicans were trying to preempt a formal censure by the Faculty.

 228. Following the session on 20 January 1547, Cardinal tournon wrote 

a letter to the Faculty to dissuade it from censoring the works “d’un docteur 

cardinal qui a longuement esté approuvé et estimé, mesmes au concistoire 

du pape et colliege des cardinaulx. et quant vous y trouveriez quelque  

chose de maulvays il ne fauldroit censurer le bon avec le maulvais. . . . et aussi 

que vous en advertissiez le roy pour sçavoir la façon qu’il luy plaira qu’on 

tienne en tel cas” (Paris, Archives nationales, Ms 71, fol. 148). For the nuncio’s 

explicit request, see J. lestocquoy, ed., Correspondance des nonces en France 

(1546–1551), Acta nuntiaturae Gallicae, 6 (Rome and Paris, 1966), 357, 428, 
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431. Cajetan’s works are instead present in the Portuguese Index of 1581 and 

the spanish Indexes of 1559 and 1583 (see Index des livres interdits, 11 vols., 

ed. J. M. de Bujanda [sherbrooke- Geneva: Centre d’Études de la Renaissance, 

Éditions de l’université de sherbrooke–librairie droz, 1984–2002], vol. Iv, 

p. 530; vol. v, pp. 542–43; vol. vI, pp. 632–33). on the posthumous attempts 

to expurgate de vio’s works in Rome, see C. Arnold, “die postume expur-

gation der Werke Cajetans und Contarinis und das theologische Profil der 

römischen Kongregationen von Index und Inquisition (1571–1600),” in Inqui

sition, Index, Zensur: Wissenskulturen der Neuzeit im Widerstreit, ed. h. Wolf 

(Paderborn: F. schöningh, 2001), 293–304; and, more at length, also with ref-

erence to Catarino’s polemical writings, C. Arnold, Die römische Zensur der 

Werke Cajetans und Contarinis (1558–1601): Grenzen der theologischen Konfes

sionalisierung (Paderborn: F. schöningh, 2008).

 229. see the broad overviews by F. higman, La diffusion de la Réforme en 

France, 1520–1565 (Geneva: labor et Fides, 1992); and d. Crouzet, La genèse 

de la Réforme française 1520–1562 (Paris: sedes, 1996); see also M. veissière, 

L’évêque Guillaume Briçonnet (1470–1534) (Provins: société d’histoire et 

d’Archéologie, 1986).

 230. on the affair of the placards, in addition to the essays by l. Feb-

vre, “l’origine des placards de 1534,” in Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renais

sance 7 (1945): 62–75; and “une date: 1534. la Messe et les placards,” in Au 

coeur religieux du XVIe siècle (Paris, 1957), 170 et seq.; see R. hari, “les plac-

ards de 1534,” in Aspects de la propagande religieuse (Geneva: droz, 1954), 

79–142; G. Berthoud, Antoine Marcourt réformateur et pamphlétaire du ‘Livre 

des Marchans’ aux placards de 1534 (Geneva: droz, 1973), esp. 171 et seq.; 

F. higman, “de l’affaire des placards aux nicodémites: le mouvements évan-

géliques français sous François I er,” Études Théologiques et Religieuses 70.3 

(1995): 359–66. on the burnings at the stake, the arrests, and the convictions 

that followed the affair of the placards, see the previously mentioned studies 

by R. hari, 96 et seq.; and G. Berthoud, 183–87; as well as l. Aguesse, Histoire 

de l’établissement du protestantisme en France contenant l’histoire politique et 

religieuse de la nation depuis François I er jusqu’à l’édit de Nantes, vol. I, 1516–

1560 (Paris: libraire Fischbacher, 1886), 177 et seq.

 231. For the relationship between the two, in addition to the extensive 

correspondence referred to by C. longeon, “Étienne dolet,” in Bibliotheca 

Dissidentium: Répertoire des non conformistes religieux des siezième et dix 

septième siècle, ed. A. séguenny, textes revues par Jean Rott, vol. Iv, Jacques 

de Bourgogne, seigneur de Falais, Étienne Dolet, Casiodoro de Reina, Camillo 
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Renato (Baden- Baden: Éditions valentin Koerner, 1984), 53–98, esp. 93 et 

seq., see J. Cl. Margolin, “le cercle humaniste lyonnais d’après l’édition des 

‘epigrammata’ (1537) de Jean visagier,” in Actes du colloque sur l’humanisme 

lyonnais au XVIe siècle, mai 1972 (Grenoble: Presses universitaires de Greno-

ble, 1974), 151–83, esp. 153–54; and J. Cl. Margolin, “le cercle de Jean de 

Boyssoné d’après sa correspondance et ses poèmes,” in L’humanisme à Tou

louse (1480–1596), Actes du colloque international de toulouse, mai 2004, 

réunis par n. dauvois (Paris: honoré Champion Éditeur, 2006), 223–45.

 232. Regarding the dispute, see the summary by B. de la Roche- Flavin, 

Arrests notables du Parlement de Tolose (lyon, 1619), 354–55. there is also 

information about this dispute in e. Picot, Les Italiens en France au XVI e 

siècle, extrait du Bulletin italien de 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1917 et 1918 (Bor-

deaux: Imprimeries Gounouilhou, 1901–18), 268–69. Picot claims (n. 1, 

p. 269) that the text of the dispute, put together by the rector Mathieu du 

Pac, was reprinted several times, referring to R. Gadave, Les documents sur 

l’Université de Toulouse (toulouse: Impr. et libr. edouard Privat, 1910), 140, 

no. 327. see also R. Copley Christie, Étienne Dolet: Le martyr de la Renaissance. 

Sa vie et sa mort (Geneva: slatkine Reprints [réimpression de l’édition de Paris 

1886], 1969), 208; and C. Cartari, Advocatorum sacri Concistorii, CCCIX cit. 

More generally on toulouse, see J. C. dawson, Toulouse in the Renaissance: 

The Floral Games,University and Student Life. Étienne Dolet (1532–1534) (new 

york: Columbia university Press, 1921).

 233. “et magisterium, quo vos estis insigniti, aliquando mihi tolosae 

oblatum, etiam cum regentia sancti saturnini ex favore primarii praesidentiis 

d. Jacobi Minutii (cuius ossibus multum debeo) recusavi, et ne cogerer inde 

recessi” (Politi, Expurgatio, fol. 20).

 234. R. Cooper, “humanism and Politics in lyon in 1533,” in Intellectual 

Life in Renaissance Lyon, Proceedings of the Cambridge lyon Colloquium, 

14–16 April 1991 (Cambridge: Cambridge French Colloquia, 1993), 1–31; 

J. Cl. Margolin, “le cercle humaniste lyonnais d’après l’édition des ‘epigram-

mata’ (1537) de Jean visagier,” in Actes du colloque sur l’humanisme lyonnais, 

esp. 151–54; G. Parguez, “l’imprimerie a lyon au temps de dolet,” in Étienne 

Dolet (1509–1546), Cahiers v. l. saulnier, 3, Collection de l’École normale 

supérieure de Jeunes Filles no. 31 (1986), 63–77.

 235. on Rabelais, in addition to the classic work by l. Febvre, Le problème 

de l’incroyance au XVIe siècle: La religion de Rabelais (Paris, Albin Michel, 

1942), see M. A. screech, L’evangélisme de Rabelais (Geneva: droz, 1959); 

the english translation of Rabelais’s works, donald M. Frame, trans., The 
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Complete Works of François Rabelais (Berkeley: university of California Press, 

1991); and the entry by M. tetel, in Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, 

ed. h. J. hillerbrand, 4 vols. (oxford: oxford university Press, 1996), vol. 3, 

p. 373.

 236. on dolet, see at least C. longeon, “Étienne dolet,” in Bibliotheca 

Dissidentium, 53–98, esp. 54–56. there are two coincidences here. When 

dolet was arrested in March 1534 following a virulent speech about religious 

superstitions in Gascony, he was only released thanks to the intercession of 

Jacques de Minut, the first president of the toulouse Parliament. this was the 

same Minut who had tried to make Politi stay in toulouse by offering him 

saint sernin (see above). the leading player in his second arrest in August 

1542 was instead Matthieu ory, who accused him of being the author of an 

injurious work and of not believing in the immortality of the soul.

 237. lando worked in Gryphe’s print shop from the second half of 1534 

to March 1535. his Cicero relegatus et Cicero revocatus was printed during 

this time. In his Forcianae Quaestiones, published in naples in 1535, lando 

described Gryphe’s world in lyon with a wealth of detail through the voices 

of those who had shared the experience with him, such as Jacopo sadoleto 

and Étienne dolet; see u. Rozzo, “la cultura italiana nelle edizioni lionesi 

di sébastien Gryphe (1531–1541),” in Du Pô à la Garonne: Recherches sur les 

échanges culturels entre l’Italie et la France à la Renaissance, Actes du Colloque 

International d’Agen (26–28 septembre 1986) organisé par le Centre Mat-

teo Bandello d’Agen réunis par J. Cubelier de Beynac et M. simonin, Avant- 

propos de Michel simonin, Préface d’Adelin- Charles Fiorato, Postface d’Alain 

Michel (Agen: Centre Matteo Bandello d’Agen, 1990), 13–47, esp. 28–29. on 

lando’s stay in lyon, see also C. Fahy, “Per la vita di ortensio lando,” Gior

nale storico della letteratura italiana 142 (1965): 243–61, esp. 251–55.

 238. on Agrippa’s stay in lyon in 1535, see A. Prost, Les sciences et les arts 

occultes au 16. siècle: Corneille Agrippa, sa vie et ses oeuvres, 2 vols. (nieuw koop, 

1965; lst ed. Paris: Champion, 1881–82), vol. II, pp. 400–406; and C. nauert, 

Agrippa and the Crisis of Renaissance Thought (urbana: university of Illinois 

Press, 1965), 113–15.

 239. u. Rozzo, “la cultura italiana,” 35–36.

 240. see the Italian translation in J. sadoleto and G. Calvino, Aggiorna

mento o riforma della Chiesa? Lettere tra un cardinale e un riformatore del ’500, 

introd. and notes by G. tourn (turin: Claudiana, 1989). Rozzo also focuses 

on the funeral eulogy that sadoleto wrote for Federico Fregoso in 1541, also 

published in lyon (u. Rozzo, “la cultura italiana,” 23 and n. 55).
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 241. u. Rozzo, “la cultura italiana,” 38, which recalls that in 1546, dur-

ing the meetings linked to the conciliar debate, the dominican domingo de 

soto asked for the Cosmopoeia to be banned, together with the notes made by 

luciano degli ottoni of Cassino on John Chrysostom’s commentary on the 

epistle to the Romans (see A. Rotondò, “la censura ecclesiastica e la cultura,” 

in Storia d’Italia, vol. v [turin: einaudi, 1974], 1427).

 242. R. Cooper, “humanism and Politics in lyon in 1533,” 9.

 243. G. Fragnito, La Bibbia al rogo: La censura ecclesiastica e i volgarizza

menti della Scrittura (1471–1605) (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1997), 30.

 244. Ibid., 29, 33. on sante Pagnini, see at least A. Morisi Guerra, “santi 

Pagnini traducteur de la Bible,” in Théorie et pratique de l’exégèse, Actes du 

troisième colloque international sur l’histoire de l’exégèse biblique au XvIe 

siècle (Genève, 31 août–2 septembre 1988), textes réunis par I. Backus et 

F. higman (Geneva: droz, 1990), 191–98.

 245. It continued as follows: “I shall not bother to name this author: I 

will just say Bruciolo” (non mi curo di nominare questo autore: basta dire il 

Bruciolo); Politi, Compendio d’errori et inganni luterani contenuti in un libretto 

senza nome de l’autore, intitolato “Trattato utilissimo del benefitio di Christo cru

cifisso” (Rome: ne la contrada del Pellegrino, 1544) (henceforth Compendio), 

ed. M. Firpo, in Benedetto da Mantova, Il beneficio di Cristo: Con le versioni del 

secolo XVI, documenti e testimonianze, ed. s. Caponetto (henceforth Beneficio) 

(Florence: sansoni; Chicago: newberry library, 1972), 347–422, quotation on 

20; J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 135; G. spini, Tra Rinascimento 

e Riforma: Antonio Brucioli (Florence: la nuova Italia, 1940), 97–98.

 246. G. Fragnito, La Bibbia al rogo, 37. A few years later Politi was still on 

Brucioli’s trail. this was revealed by tommaso stella, who wrote to Cervini in 

a letter of october 1548 that he had found “in Ferrara,” together with Catarino, 

“that Brucioli, banished from venice for heresy, was staying with Madame” 

(che il Brucciolo, bandito da venetia per heretico, stesse appresso Madama); 

letter of 8 october 1548, in G. Buschbell, Reformation und Inquisition in Italien 

um die Mitte des XVI. Jahrhunderts (Paderborn: F. schöningh, 1910), 275–76; 

G. spini, Tra Rinascimento e Riforma, 106–7. It was probably after this that 

the cardinal of santa Croce complained to the este’s ambassador in Rome, 

Bonifazio Ruggeri, about the duchess’s heterodox attitude, also mentioning 

“a certain Brucioli, a Florentine, who used to live in venice” (un certo Bru-

cioli, fiorentino, che solea stare a vinegia) and who “went to Ferrara and has 

taken refuge with her excellency” (si è ridotto a Ferrara et si ripara con sua 

excellentia); letter from the Ambassador to duke ercole II, 17 october 1548, 
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in B. Fontana, Renata di Francia duchessa di Ferrara sui documenti dell’Archivio 

estense, del mediceo, del Gonzaga e dell’Archivio segreto vaticano (1537–1560), 3 

vols. (Rome, 1893), vol. II, p. 248; G. spini, Tra Rinascimento e Riforma, 107. In 

reply to the solicitations from Rome, the duke promised that he would satisfy 

the papal requests but specified that he wanted to do so without causing any 

scandal and without people talking about his wife as a heretic (ibid.). the other 

“heretic” tracked down by stella and Politi—“another who is a great follower 

of the Greek language and literature, and was in Modena for a long time, and is 

extremely well versed in the subject” (un altro che fa molta professione de let-

tere grece, et è stato molto tempo in Modena, et è fracidissimo in tal materia); 

letter from tommaso stella—was probably Francesco Porto, about whom, in 

addition to M. I. Manoussakas and n. M. Panagiotakes, “the Pro- Protestant 

Activity of Francesco Porto in Modena and Ferrara and his trial by the ven-

ice Inquisition (1536–1559)” [trans. from Greek], Thesaurismata tou Helle

nikou Institoutou Vyzantinon Kai Metavyzantinon Spoudon 18 (1981): 7–118, 

with a transcription of the venetian inquisitorial documents about Porto in 

the Appendix (1558), 81 et seq., see M. I. Manoussakas, “l’aventure vénitienne 

de François Portus,” Bulletin de la Societé d’histoire et d’archéologie de Genève 

17 (1982): 299–314; e. Belligni, “Francesco Porto da Ferrara a Ginevra,” in 

Ludovico Calstelvetro: Letterati e grammatici nella crisi religiosa del ’500 (Flor-

ence: olschki, 2008), 357–89; and e. Belligni, Renata di Francia (1510–1575): 

Un’eresia di corte (turin: utet, 2011).

 247. For the verdict of the sorbonne, see R. M. douglas, Jacopo Sadoleto, 

1477–1547: Humanist and Reformer (Cambridge, MA: harvard university 

Press, 1959), 52; and u. Rozzo, “la cultura italiana,” 22.

 248. B. Roussel, “Martin Bucer et Jacques sadolet: la Concorde possible 

(automne 1535)?,” Bulletin de la Société de l’histoire du protestantisme français 

(janvier–mars 1976): 507–24.

 249. Catarino’s earliest known letter to sadoleto dates to 1538, but this 

letter suggests a friendship that was already established and thriving; see 

below, ch. 2.

 250. on him, see DBI, sub voce, and above all the still valid h. hauvette, Un 

exilé florentin à la Cour de France au XVI siècle: Luigi Alamanni (1495–1556). Sa 

vie et son oeuvre (Paris: librairie hachette, 1903), 105–7. see also more recent 

works by P. Cosentino, “luigi Alamanni e la monarchia francese,” in Cultura 

e potere nel Rinascimento, Atti del IX Convegno internazionale (Chianciano- 

Pienza, 21–24 July 1997), ed. l. secchi tarugi (Florence: Casati, 1999), 389–404; 

P. Cosentino and l. de los santos, “un nuovo documento sul fuoriuscitismo 
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fiorentino: undici lettere inedite di luigi Alamanni a Filippo strozzi (aprile 

1536–febbraio 1537),” Laboratoire italien, Politique et société 1 (2001): 141–67; 

and F. tomasi, “Appunti sulla tradizione delle satire di luigi Alamanni,” in 

Italique, Iv (2002): 1–26; more generally, on Florentine fuoriuscitismo at the 

time, see l. de los santos, “Guicciardini e la questione della libertà: la que-

rela dei fuorusciti fiorentini davanti a Carlo v (1535–1536),” in Bologna nell’età 

di Carlo V e Guicciardini, ed. e. Pasquini and P. Prodi (Bologna: Il Mulino, 

2002), 383–95; and with particular reference to the negotiations undertaken 

with Charles v by the Florentine fuoriusciti in naples, accompanied by the 

anti- Medici cardinals Ridolfi and salviati, see t. Piquet, “un exilé florentin au 

temps des Médicis: Jacopo nardi,” in Hommage à Jacqueline Brunet, I, Besan-

çon, 1997, 421–36; and also G. Rebecchini, “Fonti mantovane sul conflitto fra 

Alessandro de’ Medici e i fuoriusciti fiorentini durante la visita a napoli di 

Carlo v nel 1536,” Archivio storico italiano, 156.3 (1998): 517–28.

 251. see C. dionisotti, Machiavellerie (turin: einaudi, 1980), 152–53.

 252. vergerio’s letter to Alamanni, which, as ugo Rozzo recalls, indicated 

the religious sympathies of the tuscan scholar somewhat clearly (u. Rozzo, 

“la cultura italiana,” 23–24) is in Lettere del Cinquecento, ed. G. G. Ferrero 

(turin: utet, 1977), 526–27.

 253. l. Polizzotto and C. elam, “la unione de’gigli con gigli: two docu-

ments on Florence, France, and the savonarolan Millenarian tradition,” 

Rinascimento 31 (1991): 239–59, esp. 251–54.

 254. Meditatio pia et erudita Hieronimi Savonarolae a papa exusti super 

psalmos Miserere mei et in te Domine speravi, in WA, 12, pp. 245–48.

 255. see P. simoncelli and M. Firpo, “I processi inquisitoriali contro 

savonarola (1558) e Carnesecchi (1566–67)”; G. Fragnito, “Girolamo savo na-

rola e la censura ecclesiastica,” Rivista di storia e letteratura religiosa 35 (1999): 

525–27.

 256. Politi must have forged a strong bond of friendship in particular with 

Gaddi and Ridolfi, shown by the dedications with which he paid homage to 

them; see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 292. on the central role 

played by the three cardinals, see now P. simoncelli, Fuoriuscitismo repub

blicano fiorentino 1530–54 (volume primo: 1530–37) (Milan: Franco Angeli, 

2006), 246 et seq. on Gaddi, see the entry by v. Arrighi, in DBI, vol. 51 (1998), 

161–64. on Politi’s friendship with another Florentine nobleman, Gondi, at 

the time the owner of a bank in lyon, see instead Politi, De officio advocati, 5.

 257. M. François, Le cardinal François de Tournon: Homme d’État, diplo

mate, mécène et humaniste (1489–1562) (Paris, 1951), 152–53. on tournon, 
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see now also the entry by F. J. Baumgartner, in Oxford Encyclopedia of the 

Reformation, vol. 4, p. 164.

 258. G. spini, Cosimo I e l’indipendenza del principato mediceo (Florence: 

vallecchi, 1980; 1st ed. 1945), 90–91.

 259. It is worth remembering that tournon met Cardinal Reginald Pole 

in lyon in 1537 (see Pole’s letter to Contarini, lyon, 23 March 1537, in The 

Correspondence of Reginald Pole, 1, A Calendar, 1518–1546: Beginnings to Leg

ate of Viterbo, ed. t. F. Mayer [Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002], 148–49).

 260. v. l. Bourrilly, “François Ier et les Protestants: les essais de concorde 

en 1535,” Bulletin de la Société de l’histoire du protestantisme français, tome 

XlIX, quatrième série, neuvième année (1900): 337–65, 477–95.

 261. It was in July 1535, on his return from Ferrara, that Calvin stopped 

in lyon to contact the publisher Frellon, who undertook to sell works by 

the Reformers; see eug. Moutarde, Étude historique sur la Réforme a Lyon: 

Ses débuts, son développement, son apogée (1520–1563) (Geneva: Imprimerie 

Charles schuchardt, 1881), 17, 19, 22, 29, 33, 43, 44.

 262. M. François, Le cardinal François de Tournon, 455 et seq.

 263. Oratio fratris Ambrosii Catharini Politi senensis, de officio et dignitate 

sacerdotum, christianique gregis pastorum, in synodo lugdunensi habita (lug-

duni, apud haeredes simonis vincentii, 1537). on this work, see J. schweizer, 

Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 292; and see now P. Preston, “Ambrosius Cath-

arinus on Papacy and episcopacy 1521–52,” International Journal for the Study 

of the Christian Church 2.2 (2002): 67–78, esp. 72–75. Instead, Politi’s dedica-

tion to the chancellor of France, Antoine du Bourg, seems less sincere and 

disinterested, written for the publication of a new edition of his De officio 

advocati at the same time as the Oratio in January that year (lugduni, apud 

haeredes simonis vincentii); see also J. schweizer, Ambrosius, 288–89.

 264. Politi, Oratio, fol. 2.

 265. the Brevis dissertatio is found at the end of the Oratio, in fols. 21–29.

 266. see the dedication, Politi, Oratio, fol. 4. he confirmed his indigna-

tion a few pages further on (fol. 18).

 267. Politi, Oratio, fol. 6.

 268. Ibid., fols. 7–8.

 269. Ibid., fol. 11.

 270. Ibid., fol. 14.

 271. Ibid., fols. 14–15.

 272. Ibid., fols. 15–16.

 273. Ibid., fol. 16.
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 274. Ibid., fols. 16–17.

 275. Ibid., fol. 17.

 276. Ibid., fols. 17–18.

 277. Ibid., fols. 18, 20.

 278. Regarding this text, see the research underway by Alberto Aubert. 

see also below, ch. 2.

 279. Politi, Oratio, fol. 21.

 280. Ibid.

 281. Politi, Brevis dissertatio, fol. 21. Politi’s reflection focused in particu-

lar on a passage from Matthew (15:7), which had been widely used until  

then to deny the existence of an obligation exerted by the human laws on a 

believer’s conscience; for a reflection on “radical Christianity” (cristianesimo 

radicale) along these lines, see P. Prodi, Una storia della giustizia: Dal plural

ismo dei fori al moderno dualismo tra coscienza e diritto (Bologna: Il Mulino, 

2000), 223 et seq.

 282. Politi, Brevis dissertatio, fol. 22.

 283. Ibid. Politi continued by recalling that the same “mitius loquentes” 

claimed that Christ taught these things in the passage in the Gospel where he 

reproached the Pharisees for having introduced the laws of men in such a way 

that they were placed before divine laws (ibid.).

 284. Ibid., fol. 23.

 285. Ibid., fol. 24. on the theory of the two justifications, see below.

 286. Ibid., fol. 25.

 287. Ibid., fol. 27.

 288. see also J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 77.

 289. Politi, Brevis dissertatio, fol. 28.

 290. Regarding him, see the entry by P. Paschini in Enciclopedia cattolica, 

vol. 9, 1952, cols. 1490–91; J. Wicki, s.I., “Rodolfo Pio da Carpi erster und 

einziger Kardinalprotektor der Gesellschaft Jesu,” in Saggi storici intorno al 

Papato dei professori della Facoltà di Storia Ecclesiastica (Miscellanea historiae 

pontificiae, vol. 21) (Rome: Pontificia università Gregoriana, 1959), 243–67; 

C. hoffmann, Kardinal Rodolfo Pio da Carpi und seine Reform der aegidianischen 

Konstitutionen (Berlin: duncker & humblot, 1989); F. Capanni, Rodolfo Pio da 

Carpi (1500–1564), diplomatico, cardinale, collezionista: Appunti bio bibliografici 

(Meldola: Accademia degli Imperfetti, 2001); and the volume Correspondance 

des nonces en France Carpi et Ferrerio 1535–1540, ed. J. lestocquoy (Rome and 

Paris: Presses de l’université Gregorienne and Éditions e. de Boccard, 1961), 

esp. “Introduction,” vols. 33–36. on the dates of Carpi’s stay in lyon, see Corre

spondance, “Introduction,” vols. 33–36: he was definitely there from 15 January 
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(letter to Ricalcato, in Correspondance, 122–23) to 17 March 1536 (letter to 

Ricalcato, in Correspondance, 148) from 20 to 23 April (letter to Ricalcato, in 

Correspondance, 158–60 and 162), from 24 May (in Correspondance, 175) to 25 

July (in Correspondance, 191), from 4 to 14 october (in Correspondance, 197 and 

198–200), and finally from 29 May to 2 June 1537, the date on which he wrote his 

last letter from France (in Correspondance, 259 and 259–260).

 291. Regarding Alberto Pio da Carpi, in addition to Società politica e cul

tura a Carpi ai tempi di Alberto III Pio (Padua: Antenore, 1981), and the entry 

by n. h. Minnich, sub voce, in Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, vol. 3, 

pp. 274–76, see the recent edition by F. Forner: Alberto Pio da Carpi, Ad Erasmi 

Roterodami expostulationem responsio accurata et paraenetica, I, Edizione e 

traduzione, II, commento, appendice e indici (Florence: olschki, 2002). For 

a biographical profile of the author, see “Introduzione,” Xv–XXX, in which 

Forner underlines that Ambrogio Catarino’s thinking, along with tommaso 

de vio’s, had a great influence on Carpi (231 and n. 907). on Carpi, see also 

M. A. Marogna, ed., Alberto Pio da Carpi contro Erasmo da Rotterdam nell’età 

della Riforma (Pisa: edizioni ets, 2005). It is worth remembering that Politi’s 

anti- erasmian streak found a controversial outlet in a booklet on the subject 

of celibacy published posthumously by his nephew Clemente in 1581 (Opus

culum de coelibatu, adversus impium Erasmum, quod nunc primum in lucem 

profert, Clemens Politus nepos [senis, apud lucam Bonettum, 1581]); on this 

work, see Giovanni da vigolo, o.P., “un opuscolo di Ambrogio Politi Catarino 

o.P. (†1553) sul celibato contro erasmo,” Rivista di ascetica e mistica (1969), 

fasc. 5–6, pp. 573–82; and e. v. telle, “la digamie de thomas More, erasme et 

Catarino Politi,” in Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renaissance, lII (1990), 323–

32. For a more general overview of Politi’s anti- erasmian criticism, an essential 

reference is e. Rummel, Erasmus and His Catholic Critics, 2 vols. (nieuwkoop: 

de Graaf, 1989), vol. II, 1523–36, esp. 128–34; for a more specific reflection on 

the subject of images, see instead G. scavizzi, Arte e architettura sacra: Cronache 

e documenti sulla controversia tra riformati e cattolici (1500–1550) (Reggio Cal-

abria: Casa del libro editrice, 1981), 186–201; and G. scavizzi, The Controversy 

on Images from Calvin to Baronius (new york: P. lang, 1992).

Chapter 2. origins of the Polemic against heresy

 1. Ass, Conventi 3617, fols. 84v–85r. this was not the first time that 

Politi had come into contact with the monastery, as in 1529 he was referred 

to as “our spiritual father” (nostro padre spirituale); fol. 46v. together with 
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the archbishop of siena, Francesco Bandini Piccolomini, and lattanzio tolo-

mei, Politi raised the matter with Paul III so that the Benedictine monastery 

was brought back to observance, asking for the Jesuits to intervene directly 

for this purpose. the pope agreed and sent two of them, Pascasio Broët and 

simon Rodriguez, to siena on 19 March (see M. del Piazzo and C. de dal-

mases, “Il processo sull’ortodossia di s. Ignazio e dei suoi compagni svoltosi  

a Roma nel 1538,” Archivum Historicum Societatis Iesu 38 [1969]: 443 n. 13; 

on the Roman trial, see now also s. Pavone, “A saint under trial: Ignatius 

of loyola between Alcalà and Rome,” in A Companion to Ignatius of Loyola. 

Life, Writings, Spirituality, Influence, ed. R. A. Maryks [leiden: Brill, 2014], 

45–64). More generally, on Politi’s relationship with the Jesuits, see G. Cara-

vale, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi e i primi gesuiti,” and below.

 2. Mostly because of the special legal position that Clement vII had 

granted him some years before—which released him from any tie of obedi-

ence to his superiors, placing him under the direct jurisdiction of the general 

of the order—he had cut any remaining ties with the Congregation of siena; 

see above, ch. 1.

 3. Ass, Conventi 3617, fols. 84v–85r. there is also evidence of the dona-

tion in G. Gigli, Diario Sanese, vol. II, p. 213; and in “Monumenta antiqua: 

de primo conventu fratrum minorum capuccinorum apud senas,” Analecta 

Ordinis Fratrum Minorum Capuccinorum 19 (1903): 91–94.

 4. Ass, Conventi 3617, fol. 85r.

 5. Regarding Ripanti, see C. Cargnoni, “Fonti, tendenze e sviluppi della 

letteratura spirituale cappuccina primitiva,” Collectanea franciscana 48.3–4 

(1978): 311–98, esp. 340–42; C. Cargnoni, “Introduzione,” in I Frati Cap

puccini: Documenti e testimonianze del primo secolo, III/1, Letteratura spiri

tuale ascetico mistica (1535–1628), III/1, Letteratura spirituale ascetico mistica 

(1535–1628), 46 et seq., ed. C. Cargnoni (Perugia: eFI, 1988–93), III/1, Letter

atura spirituale ascetico mistica (1535–1628), 46 et seq.; G. Caravale, Forbid

den Prayer: Church Censorship and Devotional Literature in Renaissance Italy 

(Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 110–11, 120–21, 124–25.

 6. It was Girolamo da Molfetta, a brilliant speaker and follower of 

ochino, who published a second edition of Cordoni’s Dialogo in Milan in 

1539, adding the anonymous text Circolo del divino amore, recently attributed 

to Ripanti by Cargnoni (G. Caravale, Forbidden Prayer, 110).

 7. on Giovanni da Fano, see optatus a veghel, “Jean de Fano,” in Dic

tionnaire de spiritualité, vII (Paris, 1974), 506–9, with corresponding bibliog-

raphy. his clear antiheretical positions had been known since the publication 
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of his Opera utilissima vulgare contra le pernitiosissime heresie lutherane per li 

simplici in Bologna in 1532; see also below.

 8. v. Marchetti, Gruppi ereticali senesi del Cinquecento (Florence: la 

nuova Italia, 1975), 18–19; M. Rosa, “Agostino da treviso,” in DBI, vol. I 

(1960), 489–91; h. Jedin, “ein streit um den Augustinismus vor dem tridenti-

num (1537–1543),” Römische Quartalschrift für christliche Altertumskunde und 

für Kirchengeschichte 35 (1927): 351–68. the documents were published by 

B. Fontana, “documenti vaticani contro l’eresia luterana in Italia,” Archivio 

della Regia Società romana di storia patria 15 (1892): 155, 365–70.

 9. letter from Rome, 19 January 1538, in A. stella, “la lettera del cardi-

nale Contarini sulla predestinazione,” Rivista di storia della chiesa in Italia 15 

(1961): 420.

 10. the detached philosophizing tones used just a few months pre-

viously to debate the issue of free will together with vittoria Colonna now 

seemed far off. For a sample of this spiritual dialogue, see at least his letter to 

Colonna of 13 november 1536, in v. Colonna, Carteggio, 2nd ed., ed. e. Fer-

rero and G. Müller (turin: loescher, 1892), 449, 553–54; F. dittrich, Regesten 

und Briefe des Cardinals Gasparo Contarini (1483–1542) (Braunsberg: von 

huye’s Buchhandlung, 1881), 92 (n. 304); M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo a 

San Lorenzo. Eresia, politica e cultura nella Firenze di Cosimo I (turin: einaudi, 

1997), 230.

 11. letter from Rome, 12 June 1537, in F. dittrich, Regesten und Briefe, 270; 

see also A. stella, “la lettera del cardinal Contarini,” 412; P. simoncelli, Evange

lismo, 74 and n. 125, 178–79. For the identification of the recipient of the letter, 

see G. Fragnito, Il cardinale Gregorio Cortese nella crisi religiosa del Cinquecento 

(Rome: Abbazia di s. Paolo) (taken from Benedictina 30 [1983]: 67–68 n. 228), 

who is inclined toward the vicar to the patriarch of venice, rejecting hypotheses 

by stella (Giberti) and simoncelli (the Abbot of santa Giustina). For the identi-

fication of Grechetto as the Benedictine friar’s main accuser, see Cortese’s letter 

to Contarini, in G. Cortesii, Opera, I, 120–21, quoted by P. simoncelli, Evange

lismo, 179, and by G. Fragnito, Il cardinale Gregorio Cortese, 67–68. on the same 

episode, see also B. Collett, Italian Benedictine Scholars and the Reformation: 

The Congregation of Santa Giustina of Padua (oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 

48–49, 111–12; and now M. Zaggia, Tra Mantova e la Sicilia nel Cinquecento, 3 

vols. (Florence: olschki, 2003), vol. II, pp. 487 et seq.

 12. see G. Fragnito, Il cardinale Gregorio Cortese, 68–70.

 13. the letter was approved in advance by Badia and Pole: “I showed 

my letter to the Master of the sacred Palace and to the Most Reverend Pole; 
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they exhorted me to send it in order to obtain some good results” (Monstrai 

la letera mia al Maestro del sacro Palazzo, al reverendissimo Polo; mi exhor-

torono che io la mandassi, perché potria fare qualche buon fructo); Contarini 

to ercole Gonzaga, in A. stella, “la lettera del cardinal Contarini,” 420–21.

 14. A. stella, “la lettera del cardinal Contarini,” 422; see also 428.

 15. e. Gleason, Gasparo Contarini: Venice, Rome, and Reform (Berkeley: 

university of California Press, 1993), 262.

 16. A. stella, “la lettera del cardinal Contarini,” 427.

 17. Ibid., 425–26.

 18. the manuscript conserved at the Archiepiscopal library in Bologna 

was indicated by A. Prosperi, Tra evangelismo e Controriforma, 189, and subse-

quently analyzed by P. Pavignani, “tullio Crispoldi da Rieti e il suo ‘sommario’ 

di Prediche,” Rivista di storia della chiesa in Italia 28 (1974): 536–62; and more 

recently by P. salvetto, Tullio Crispoldi nella crisi religiosa del Cinquecento: Le 

difficili “pratiche del viver christiano” (Brescia: Morcelliana, 2009), 192–205.

 19. P. Pavignani, “tullio Crispoldi da Rieti,” 536–62; P. simoncelli, 

Evangelismo, 60–62; P. salvetto, Tullio Crispoldi, 192 et seq.

 20. A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande: Storia di Giorgio Siculo e della 

sua setta (Milan: Feltrinelli, 2000), 83; A. Prosperi, “Michelangelo e gli ‘spiri-

tuali,’ ” Introduction to A. Forcellino, Michelangelo Buonarroti: Storia di una 

passione eretica (turin: einaudi, 2002), XIX.

 21. e. Gleason, Gasparo Contarini, 264.

 22. A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 45.

 23. this aspect of Chiari’s work is focused on by e. Gleason, Gasparo 

Contarini, 264–65.

 24. on Chiari, see B. ulianich, “scrittura e azione pastorale nelle prime 

omelie episcopali di Isidoro Chiari,” in Reformata reformanda: Festgabe für 

H. Jedin, ed. e. Iserloh and K. Repgen (Münster in Westfalen: Aschendorff, 

1965), vol. I, pp. 610–34; B. ulianich, “Isidoro Chiari nella diocesi di Foligno 

(1547–1555),” in Storia e cultura in Umbria nell’età moderna: Secoli XV–XVIII 

(Perugia, 1972), 147–270, now in B. ulianich, Riforma e riforme: Momenti di 

storia e storiografia (naples, 1995), 129–237; A. Prosperi, “una cripto- ristampa 

dell’epistola di Giorgio siculo,” Bollettino della Società di studi valdesi 94 

(1973): 52–68; A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 81–86.

 25. “quod si libertas ulla arbitrii reliqua sit, vel superfluum, vel exiguae 

ac longe vilissimae partis faciemus redemptorem, cum praecipua sit haec nos-

tri pars” (Isidori Clarii brixiani monachi casinensis ad eos, qui a communi eccle

siae sententia discesse, adhortatio ad concordiam [Mediolani apud Calvum, 
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1540]; for convenience, the quotations are taken from the eighteenth- century 

edition of Chiari’s works, I. Chiari, Epistolae ad amicos [Mutinae, 1705], 111).

 26. “Inane esse liberi arbitrii nomen, fixa lege stare omnia, nullam esse 

posse, neque in homine, neque in angelo, ulla ne creata natura arbitrii liber-

tatem. quid ita? Cum credamus deum praescire, ac decernere omnia, tum 

neque falli, neque impediri posse sua praescientia, et praedestinatione, deinde 

nihil [nisi] ipso volente fieri, et id ipsum fieri necessario. quam ob causam 

id nisi credatur, in periculo est salus? ne Christi imminuatur gloria, quem 

cum redimisse hominem suo sanguine confiteamur toto profecto hominem 

fateri cogimur fuisse perditum” (I. Chiari, Adhortatio, fols. 664v–665r; see 

also P. simoncelli, Evangelismo, 102). on this work, see also M. Zaggia, Tra 

Mantova e la Sicilia, vol. II, pp. 498–502.

 27. A. stella, “la lettera del cardinal Contarini,” 435.

 28. Ibid., 436.

 29. “this is the important point” (Questo è il punto che importa), he 

underlined powerfully, to avoid instilling the false belief that “as the elect and 

reprobate are determined by God, and as even the wretched works of the elect 

are welcome to God and even the good works of the reprobate are unwelcome 

to God, we can also devote ourselves to pleasure and live with total freedom, 

because if we are elect we will be saved in any case and everything that we do 

is welcome to God, and if we are reprobate, we will be damned in any case and 

everything that we do is unwelcome to God regardless of whether it is good 

or bad” (essendo da dio determinati li electi et li reprobi, et essendo le opere 

quantunque triste de li electi grate a dio et quelle de li reprobi, quantunque 

buone, ingrate a dio, potia etiam darci alle voluptà et vivere cum ogni licen-

tia, perché se siamo electi ad ogni modo ci salveremo et tutto quello che fac-

ciamo è grato a dio, et se siamo reprobi ci danneremo ad ogni modo et tutto 

quello che facciamo, o bene o male che sia, è ingrate a dio); ibid., 437.

 30. Ibid., 441. “the way that our preachers should act, when they have 

to say something to the people about these lofty and deep matters” is that 

“they drop their eyes to the ground with reverence, exclaiming like Paul with 

respect and stupefaction for divine greatness: ‘oh, how noble is the science 

of God! how incomprehensible are its judgments and how open to investiga-

tion are its ways!’ ” (Il modo il quale voria che tenessino li nostri predicatori, 

quando li occorre di dire qualche cosa al populo di queste materie cusì alte 

et profunde; clinati li occhi in terra reverentemente, exclameno cum Paulo 

admirati et stupefacti della grandezza divina: ‘o altitudo scientiae dei, quam 

incomprehensibilia sunt iuditia eius et investigabiles viae eius!’); ibid., 436.
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 31. “Itaque cum viderem in re proposita eruditorum animos plane non 

quiescere in his quae hactenus a veteribus conclusa sunt, eo quod non depel-

lerentur absurda, quae cuius sane cogitanti facile occurrunt, coepi re exigente 

(praesertim cum haec quaestio male a quibusdam concionatoribus tractare-

tur in subversionem plebium) atque ad hoc ipsum me hortante reverendissimo 

domino cardinali senensi (cuius ossa precor cum pace cubent) quaestionem 

hanc multo maiore quam unquam fecerim meditatione tractare, quod faciens, 

iuvante deo, visus sum mihi agnoscere hinc ortam esse tantam illius obscuri-

tatem quod aliquid quasi certum et in scripturis compertum admittitur, quod 

non solum non certum sit, sed nec verum” (Ad reverendissimum et illustris

simum Dominum Rodolphum Pium Carpensem S. Ro. Eccle. Card. F. Ambrosii 

Catharinii Politi in libros de Praescientia, Providentia et Praedestinatione Dei, 

Praefatio, in Opuscula F. Ambrosii Catharinii Politi Senen. Ord. Praed. magna 

ex parte iam aedita, et ab eodem recognita ac repurgata, et a Catholicis doctisque 

viris diligenter expensa atque probata, ut quae ad resolutionem claram multa

rum quaestionum, quae ab haereticis ingeruntur. . . . Quorum indicem conversa 

pagina videre licet [lugduni, apud Mathiam Bonhomme, 1542] (anastatic edi-

tion, Gregg Press, Ridgewood, nJ, 1964), fols. 4–5.

 32. For Politi’s expression, faithfully translated from Contarini’s ver-

nacular, see the passage quoted in the previous note. on the relationship 

between the two in general, see below.

 33. “Maximo tu mihi aiumento fuisti, cuius liberalitate interim pas-

cebar tuae domi cum sociis meis, et perfruebar ocio, quo possem iis com-

modissime vacare studiis” (Politi, De peccato originali liber [lugduni, apud 

Antonium vicentium, 1541], fol. 107). on the period spent with the cardinal 

of Carpi, see M. del Piazzo and C. de dalmases, “Il processo sull’ortodossia 

di s. Ignazio,” 443, which quotes from a document of the court of the gov-

ernor of Rome: “In eius camera solite residentie, in domo Reverendissimi 

Charpensis.” during his stay in Rome, probably after the period spent with 

the former nuncio in France, Politi also enjoyed the hospitality of Cardinal 

niccolò Ridolfi, with whom he stayed for some time (“ut per illam testarer 

tibi animum erga te non ingratum, qui tuo beneficio habui Romae ubi cum 

pauperculis meis sociis habitarem, et haec meditarer”; Politi, De statu futuro 

puerorum, qui sine sacramento, et in antiquo peccato defunti sunt, Parisiis, ex 

officina Carolae Guillard, sub sole aureo, via ad divum Iacobum, 1541, dedi-

cation to Ridolfi).

 34. A. Reumont, Vittoria Colonna marchesa di Pescara: Vita, fede e poesia 

nel secolo XVI (turin: loescher, 1892), 189. lo Re feels that there is a mistake 
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in the date 13 october 1538, which is indicated in the edition of I dialoghi 

michelangioleschi di Francisco D’Olanda, ed. A. M. Bessone Aurelj (Rome: 

Fratelli Palombi editori, 1953), 35 (s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 46); 

see also the 1926 edition quoted by A. Forcellino, Michelangelo Buonarroti, 4, 

with the indication of p. 52, from which the date 13 october 1538 is taken; on 

these Dialoghi in general, see the bibliography cited by the same Forcellino, on 

p. 40, note 22. on this point, see also below.

 35. After lent, Catarino moved to the Church of sant’Agostino and con-

tinued his Pauline readings (on 28 April 1539, Maffei wrote to Beccadelli: “In 

the church of saint Augustine, Friar Ambrosio started reading saint Paul”—

“In santo Augustino un frate Ambrosio ha cominciato a leggere san Paulo”; 

see s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 39 and n. 123).

 36. lo Re rejects the idea that Catarino was the histrionic “preacher of 

the Minerva church” whose sermons were sometimes attended by Colonna 

and Carafa, a hypothesis put forward in the past by G. Fragnito, “vittoria Col-

onna e l’Inquisizione,” Benedictina 37 (1990): 163 n. 11; see s. lo Re, Ambrogio 

Catarino Politi, 38 n. 120, for the claim that it is difficult to imagine Cata-

rino being entrusted with lenten preaching at the Convent of the Minerva 

at a time when he was being ostracized by almost all of his order. neverthe-

less, we must carefully consider what Contarini wrote about the new general 

of the dominicans’ desire to welcome Catarino back into the convent and 

Contarini’s own desire to intervene on behalf of Politi with the leaders of the 

dominican order, as well as the circumstance whereby he urged him “to stay 

in the convent” and Politi expressed his firm intention to do so; for this letter, 

see below.

 37. see F. de hollanda, Vier Gespräche uber die Malerei, Geführt zu Rom 

1538, originaltext mit Übersetzung, einleitung, Beilagen und erläuterungen 

von J. de vasconcellos (vienna: Graeser, 1899), 14, where it speaks of “frate 

Ambrosio sennes, dos nomeados prégadores do papa.” Without any specific 

documentation available, we can limit ourselves to speculating that the pope 

might have appointed him as an apostolic preacher during his stay in Rome.

 38. see M. del Piazzo and C. de dalmases, “Il processo sull’ortodossia 

di s. Ignazio,” 443. For biographies of the Jesuits mentioned, but also more 

generally for biographies of all the original members who gathered around 

Ignatius loyola, including Pierre Favre, diego laínez, Jean Codure, nicolas 

Bobadilla, Alfonso salmerón, and Pascasio Broët, see the monograph issue of 

Archivum Historicum Societatis Iesu 59 (1990).

 39. see above, ch. 1.
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 40. see above, ch. 1.

 41. Registre des conclusions de la Faculté de théologie de l’Université de 

Paris, tome II, du 26 novembre 1533 au 1er mars 1550, edité et annoté, avec 

introduction, par J. K. Farge (Paris: Klincksieck, 1994), 47. see also above.

 42. Ibid.

 43. Regarding him, see above, ch. 1, n. 220.

 44. Regarding the two theological advisers through whom Catarino 

obtained a permit to publish his Annotationes against Cardinal Cajetan’s bib-

lical commentaries in February 1535, see above. on the period that Ignatius 

of loyola and some of his companions spent in Paris, in addition to the over-

view offered by J. W. o’Malley, The First Jesuits (Cambridge, MA: harvard 

university Press, 1993), 28–33, see h. Bernard- Maître, s.J., “les fondateurs 

de la Compagnie de Jésus et l’humanisme parisien de la Renaissance (1525–

1536),” Nouvelle Revue théologique 72 (september–october 1950): 811–33; 

h. Bernard- Maître, s.J., “les ‘théologastres’ de l’université de Paris au temps 

d’erasme et de Rabelais (1496–1536),” Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renais

sance, 27 (1965), 248–64; h. Bernard- Maître, s.J., “Calvin et loyola,” Bulletin 

de l’Association Guillame Budé, no. 2 (June 1953): 74–85; I. Rodriguez- Grahit, 

“Ignace de loyola et le collège Montaigu. l’influence de standonk sur Ignace,” 

in Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renaissance, 20 (1958), 388–401.

 45. Regarding tournon, see the bibliographical references above, ch. 1, 

n. 257, which can be supplemented by his correspondence, edited by M. Fran-

çois, Correspondance du cardinal François de Tournon 1521–1562 (Paris: 

Champion, 1946).

 46. M. François, Le cardinal François de Tournon, 465–66.

 47. tournon placed his signature together with that of the bishop of 

Paris on the Act of Admission of the Company. on 13 February the following 

year, Parliament recognized the presence of the Company in the kingdom. 

the Jesuits were grateful to him for this act, as shown, among other things, 

by the animated account of the last moments of the French cardinal’s life 

given by Polanco to General laínez. see M. François, Le cardinal François de 

Tournon, 466–67.

 48. M. del Piazzo and C. de dalmases, “Il processo sull’ortodossia di s. 

Ignazio,” 443.

 49. In the distribution of cities ordered by Ignatius, Broët and salm-

erón were given siena. At the beginning, the designated place for preaching 

was the loggia degli ufficiali della Mercanzia, the current Casino dei nobili. 

however, when their audience started to grow, they went down to the famous 
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Piazza del Campo, known as the Banchetti; see P. tacchi venturi, Storia della 

Compagnia di Gesù in Italia, 2 vols. in 4 pts. (Rome: società editrice dante 

Alighieri; Milan: la Civiltà cattolica, 1910–51), vol. II, pt. I, pp. 130–32.

 50. on the suspect lenten preaching conducted by Fra Agostino Museo 

and the controversy that this led to, see above.

 51. on Carpi, see above, ch. 1, n. 290.

 52. Regarding his role as Cardinal Protector of the order, see esp. 

J. Wicki, s.I., “Rodolfo Pio da Carpi.”

 53. M. del Piazzo and C. de dalmases, “Il processo sull’ortodossia di s. 

Ignazio,” 443. Catarino dedicated his De praescientia ac providentia Dei quod 

rerum contingentiam non tollat to Carpi in 1541, on which see above.

 54. Politi, Rimedio a la pestilente dottrina di frate Bernardino Ochino: 

Epistola responsiva diretta al magnifico magistrato de Siena, in Roma, ne la 

contrada del Pellegrino, 1544, fols. 2r–3v, esp. fol. 2v. the text of Ambrogio 

Catarino Politi’s Epistola to Archbishop Francesco Bandini Piccolomini was 

also published in the appendix of v. Marchetti, Gruppi ereticali, 255–57.

 55. P. tacchi venturi, Storia della Compagnia di Gesù, vol. II, pt. I, p. 106. 

there does not seem to be a complete study of tolomei; for a few initial con-

siderations, see v. Marchetti, Gruppi ereticali, 19–24.

 56. P. tacchi venturi, Storia della Compagnia di Gesù, vol. II, pt. I, pp. 

118–19.

 57. see below.

 58. J. W. o’Malley, The First Jesuits, 217.

 59. Ibid., 248. o’Malley rightly emphasizes that the Jesuits had a scho-

lastic formation, and although they pronounced harsh words against specula-

tive theology in a few cases, they never rejected it. What the first Jesuits were 

trying to do is effectively summarized by a fitting formula expressed by nadal 

and mentioned by o’Malley: “to join speculation with devotion and with 

spiritual understanding. . . . this is our desire. this is the underlying premise 

of the plan of studies in the society” (ibid., 244).

 60. see d. scaramuzzi, “le idee scotiste di un grande teologo domeni-

cano del ‘500,’ ” esp. 301–4.

 61. to this end, it is worth briefly mentioning an important letter written 

by Ignatius from Rome on 19 december 1538 to the benefactress Isabella Roser, 

in which he confided, “I devoted myself completely to telling others about the 

spiritual exercises, both in and out of Rome[,] . . . to get some scholars or 

important men on our side” (in tutto mi diedi a comunicare con altri gli eser-

cizi spirituali, così fuori come dentro di Roma . . . per avere alcuni letterati o 
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uomini principali dalla nostra parte); before immediately correcting his state-

ment: “or to put it better, on the side of the honour and glory of our lord 

God” (o per dire meglio da quella dell’onore e gloria di dio nostro signore). 

these concerns were definitely dictated by the worry about escaping from the 

shadow of suspicion that was enveloping them but were also meaningful in 

showing how the early Jesuits acted. For the extracts from the letter quoted 

here, see P. tacchi venturi, Storia della Compagnia di Gesù, 104.

 62. on the accusations against Ignatius and his companions, and 

the events that led to a denunciation and the preliminary stages of a trial 

against them, in addition to M. del Piazzo and C. de dalmases, “Il pro-

cesso sull’ortodossia di s. Ignazio,” 432 et seq., see P. tacchi venturi, Sto

ria della Compagnia di Gesù, 148 et seq.; and P. Paschini, “episodi di lotta 

contro l’eresia nell’Italia del primo Cinquecento,” in P. Paschini, Venezia e 

l’Inquisizione romana da Giulio III a Pio IV (Padua: editrice Antenore, 1959), 

3–29, esp. 9–10. on Carafa’s hostility to Ignatius, see G. Bottereau, s.I., “la 

‘lettre’ d’Ignace de loyola à Gian Pietro Carafa,” Archivum Historicum Soci

etatis Iesu 44 (1975): 139–52, to be used in conjunction with the essay by 

P. A. quinn, “Ignatius loyola and Gian Pietro Carafa: Catholic Reformers 

at odds,” Catholic Historical Review 57 (July 1981): 386–400. In light of the 

observations made here, there seems to be no substance to the hypothesis put 

forward by R. de Maio, “teologia e riformatori nella disputa di Raffaello,” 

in R. de Maio, Riforme e miti nella Chiesa del Cinquecento (naples: Guida, 

1992; 1st ed. 1973), 78–79 n. 40, according to which Politi and another wit-

ness at the Roman trial in 1538, daimo necio, were assigned by Carafa to 

spy on Ignatius and his companions in order to collect potential traces of 

lutheranism.

 63. Coincidentally, in 1538 Matthieu ory was in Rome, probably to 

obtain confirmation of his powers from the pope. on 18 november 1538, he 

testified in the Roman trial against Ignatius loyola and his Jesuit companions, 

and on 15 July 1539 he was appointed an apostolic penitentiary by Paul III, a 

role subsequently confirmed by Julius III and Marcellus II (see J. K. Farge, 

Biographical Register of Paris Doctors of Theology 1500–1536, 355; h. Bernard- 

Maître, s.J., “l’inquisiteur dominicain Mathieu ory,” 246).

 64. there is evidence of this three- way affective tie in the short note sent 

to loyola on 3 september 1539, in which the venetian cardinal asked him 

to greet “our Messer lattanzio” (messer Lattanzio nostro); P. tacchi venturi, 

Storia della Compagnia di Gesù, vol. II, pt. I, p. 107.

 65. on Contarini’s close relationship with Ignatius loyola, see 

A. suquìa, “las reglas para sentir con la iglesia en la vida y en las obras del 
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cardenal Gaspar Contarini (1483–1542),” Archivum Historicum Societatis 

Iesu 25 (1956): 380–95, which provides an interesting parallel between the 

venetian patrician’s thinking and the “Rules for thinking with the Church,” 

which Ignatius put at the end of the Spiritual Exercises.

 66. there are some initial considerations about the relationship between 

Catarino and Contarini in J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 82. 

Politi dedicated two works to him at the beginning of the next decade. the 

first one was the introductory dedication in De eximia praedestinatione 

Christi, published in Paris in 1541, together with De praescentia, providen

tia, et praedestinatione Dei, Libri duo, and De statu futuro puerorum, qui sine 

sacramento, et in antique peccato defuncti sunt, by the printer Carolae Guil-

lard, “sub sole aureo”; ibid., 293. the dedication to Contarini is published 

in the appendix of J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 251–52. the 

second dedication is in De perfecta iustificatione a fide et operibus, lugduni, 

apud Antonium vincentium, 1541; ibid., 293. their first meeting definitely 

took place before June 1539, which we can take to be the latest possible date. 

Contarini speaks of Politi in a letter to Cardinal Rodolfo Pio da Carpi, at the 

time legate of the March, dated 15 June 1539, referring to a dialogue that was 

already under way: “he told me all the reasons that had made him stay away 

from the Convent of the Minerva, and he told me that their new General was 

trying to get him to stay in the convent. Although his reasons did not seem 

to be without foundation, nevertheless, all things considered, I urged him, 

for every good respect, to stay in the convent, which he will do. I will not fail 

to help him with their General, who is a good friend of mine” (egli mi narrò 

tutte le cause che lo havevano indutto a star fuor dal convent della Minerva, 

et mi disse che il loro generale nuovo cercava che egli stesse nel convento. 

Io anchora che le cause sue non mi paressero nihilpendendae, nondimeno 

considerata ogni cosa, lo ho eshortato, per ogni buon rispetto, a starsi nel 

convento, il che egli farà. Io non mancherò d’aiutarlo col generale loro il quale 

mi è molto amico); s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 39.

 67. this was the introductory dedication in De eximia praedestinatione 

Christi; see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 293.

 68. Ibid.

 69. “Probavi et vere de te praedicatur, videlicet duas praeclaras res in te 

unum perquam mirifice convenisse, quas non temere coire simul quisquam per-

spexerit, scientiam scilicet et modestiam, utranque autem singularem” (ibid.).

 70. “At in te nihil horum prorsus, qui cum tanta divinarum humana-

rumque notitia praefulgeas ut eorum, quae humanum captum non effugiunt, 

vix sciat quisquam, quod ipse nescias, ita tamen te modeste geras ut nemo 
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minus quam tumetipse tuae scientiae praestantiam consideret et hinc nimi-

rum pulchrum illud ac vehementer admirandum prodit, ut illa quidem (de 

scientia loquor) per hanc modestiam longe illustrior, per charitatem vero, 

quoniam tu eius fructus in communem utilitatem impertis multo etiam util-

ior ac sine invidia cunctis appareat” (ibid.).

 71. “nam scientia ipsa quidem cum plerunque a prudentia et charitate 

disiungitur, in plerisque tumorem animi atque elationem et stultam quan-

dam sui ipsius admirationem atque iactantiam, aliorum vero contemptum et 

derisionem parit” (ibid.).

 72. “hoc enim tanquam mihi gloriosum et prae me fero atque etiam 

praedico, scilicet in quibusdam, quae de providentia et praedestinatione dei 

elucubravi, subiisse censuram tuam. nam et ego illam sedulo ac mea sponte 

quaesivi; etenim nec sine fructu. nam quae ibi abs te non satis probata sunt, 

vel ut ipse modeste aiebas, non satis aures tuas implebant, non piguit vel cir-

cunscribere vel mutare vel denique reddere pleniora, ut sic denique in lucem 

exirent facilius ab aliis comprobanda” (ibid.).

 73. see the letter to Carpi of 15 June 1539 quoted above, n. 66.

 74. on this letter and the siena controversy, see above.

 75. letter from Contarini to Crispoldi, undated, in F. dittrich, Gasparo 

Contarini: Eine Monographie (1483–1542) (Braunschweig, 1885), 866; P. simon-

celli, Evangelismo, 76; A. Pastore, Marcantonio Flaminio: Fortune e sfortune di 

un chierico nell’Italia del Cinquecento (Milan: Franco Angeli, 1981), 98–99.

 76. Flaminio added: “the lord’s grace is like the sun, which by itself 

illuminates everyone equally, and in this way either not placing or placing 

an obstacle in front of this supercelestial light is simply the operation of our 

free will” (la gratia del signore sia come il sole, il quale quanto è in sé illu-

mina egualmente ognuno, et così il non por come il porre obstacolo a questo 

superceleste lume è mera operatione del nostro libero arbitrio); M. Flaminio, 

Lettere, ed. A. Pastore (Rome: edizioni dell’Ateneo, 1978), 63 et seq.; P. simon-

celli, Evangelismo, 77; A. Pastore, Marcantonio Flaminio, 95.

 77. “It seems to me that if the reprobates did not get any help or special 

assistance from God, then much is removed from divine goodness, and the 

damned are placed in a condition of deserving great commiseration, and in 

this way the preacher leads those who listen either to desperation or a state of 

presumption” (A me pare che se alli reprobi ha mancato qualche aiuto et ausi-

lio particolare da dio, il quale sia necessario alla salute, dicesi qualsivoglia, 

che molto si deroghi alla bontà divina, et li dannati sieno degni di grande 

commiserazioni, et che il predicare in questo modo ponga li auditori in dis-

peratione da una parte et in presontione dall’altra); ibid.
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 78. P. simoncelli, Evangelismo, 76–77.

 79. see M. Flaminio, Lettere, 67.

 80. dispositions and occasionals are two categories referring to the 

actions of man: “All the dispositions are said to be caused by predestination, 

while the occasional and those actions without which man might not be saved 

are very often not caused by predestination, because they are not ‘also’ dispo-

sitions; otherwise it would have to be said that many sins, which have given 

many the chance to convert, come from God and are caused by predestina-

tion” (tutte le dispositioni et unigenee alla salute se domandano esser effetto 

della predestinatione, ma le occasionali et le sine quibus quispiam fortasse 

non venisset ad salutem, non sono molte fiate effetto della predestinatione, 

perché non sono etiam dispositione; altramente bisogneria dire che molti 

peccati, dalli quali si è data occasione alla conversione di molti, sono da dio 

et sono effetto della predestinatione); ibid., 79.

 81. Moreover, Contarini also showed notable sensitivity toward the 

preacher’s closely held beliefs: “If you tell me no preaching so as not to scan-

dalize the people, then I will not be with you, because you must not preach 

falsehood or go against the feeling of the heart” (si me direte di no, ma così 

predicate per non scandalizare il popolo, io non sarò con voi al’hora, perché 

non si debbe predicare falsità né contra il sentimento del core); ibid.; and see 

e. Gleason, Gasparo Contarini, 267–68; P. simoncelli, Evangelismo, 80.

 82. For these texts by Contarini, see also above.

 83. Politi, De praescientia ac providentia Dei quod rerum contingentiam 

non tollat, in Politi, Opuscula, 7.

 84. “Ita se habere dei praedestinationem, ut ab initio nullis inspectis 

vel meritis vel demeritis cuiusquam propriis, partem modicam quandam 

humani generis ordinarit ad vitam, partem vero, et incomparabiliter numero-

siorem, in massa perditionis dereliquerit” (Politi, De praedestinatione Dei, in 

Opuscula, 83; where there is an Italian translation, it is from the version by 

C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, Giochi di pazienza: Un seminario sul “Beneficio 

di Cristo” [turin: einaudi, 1975], 156).

 85. “quae miserationes dei Patris super omnia opera eius extollit, 

quem et misericordiarum patrem, et deum totius consolationis praedicat . . . 

et quod omnium miseretur et parcit omnibus, et neminem vult perire, sed 

omnes salvos fieri” (Politi, Opuscula, 83).

 86. “qui vivit in aeternum creavit omnia simul, quoniam per unicam 

eius, quae ab aeterno fuit, productionem emanarunt cuncta, suis tamen illa 

distincta naturis et temporibus, ita deus illa simul in sua aeternitate vidit, 

distincta tamen in semetipsis iuxta naturas varias et varia tempora, sicut bene 
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placuit voluntati suae, et mirificae providentiae suae” (Politi, Opuscula, 14). 

“visio dei est elevata super omne tempus et excussa ab omni tempore (ut 

dictum est) quia aeternitas supereminet omne tempus” (15).

 87. Ibid., 19. on this point, see also M. M. Gorce, “Politi, lancellotto,” in 

Dictionnaire de théologie catholique, 1935, cols. 2424–25.

 88. Politi, Opuscula, 112; C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, Giochi di 

pazienza, 158.

 89. “therefore, no one must attribute these vices of his to an ancient sin 

or an ancient reproach from God, as if he had been elected by Christ himself 

(I am horrified even to think it) to perpetrate such a major evil. With regard 

to what Augustine writes about him, namely that he had been damned before 

birth, I cannot find this written in the scriptures and I do not believe it to 

be true: it is an opinion that is not right, not pious, not true and not cred-

ible” (nessuno, dunque, deve attribuire questi suoi vizi a un peccato antico, 

a un’antica riprovazione di dio, come se a ciò egli fosse stato eletto da Cristo 

stesso (inorridisco perfino a pensarlo) perché perpetrasse un così enorme 

delitto. quanto a ciò che di lui scrive Agostino, e cioè che era stato dannato 

prima di nascere, non lo trovo scritto nella scrittura, né lo ritengo vero: si 

tratta di un’opinione che non è giusta, non è pia, non è vera, non è verosimile); 

Politi, Opuscula, 100; C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, Giochi di pazienza, 157.

 90. According to Catarino, God did not “inevitably” (inevitabiliter) pro-

vide for all contingent events, as Cajetan claimed in a similar vein to saint 

thomas, but rather foresaw them (Politi, De praescentia, in Opuscula, 26–29). 

this seems to correct what Gorce writes about the congruity of Catarino’s and 

Cajetan’s positions (M. M. Gorce, “Politi, lancellotto,” col. 2424).

 91. “however, I am aware that Augustine and others abused this word 

by also speaking about divine predestination to punishment. But in keeping 

with general current usage, we use this term to designate predestination to 

eternal life” (e tuttavia non mi sfugge che Agostino e altri hanno abusato di 

questo vocabolo, parlando anche di una predestinazione divina alla pena. Ma 

noi, secondo l’uso attuale dei più, ci serviamo di questo termine per desig-

nare la predestinazione alla vita eterna); Politi, Opuscula, 30; C. Ginzburg and 

A. Prosperi, Giochi di pazienza, 157.

 92. “My use of ‘precognito’ here is necessarily not only restricted to 

those who are damned, but in general, in keeping with the meaning of the 

term, also those who are saved” (Con ‘precognito’ intendo qui, com’è neces-

sario, non soltanto, restrittivamente, coloro che vengono dannati, ma in 

generale, come il termine stesso significa, anche coloro che vengono salvati); 
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Politi, Opuscula, 112; C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, Giochi di pazienza, 157. In 

the Opuscula collection, Catarino’s two works were followed by the treatise De 

eximia praedestinatione Christi, which is analyzed in detail by d. scaramuzzi, 

“le idee scotiste di un grande teologo domenicano,” 311 et seq.

 93. A. Prosperi, “un processo per eresia a verona verso la metà del 

Cinquecento,” Quaderni storici 5.3 (september–december 1970): 773–94, 

esp. 775 et seq.

 94. I Frati cappuccini. Documenti e testimonianze del primo secolo, II, 

p. 2149; see also other similar expressions: “the more learned and wise he is, 

the more ignorant he is” (quello è più e dotto e sapiente, quanto è più igno-

rante); ibid., 2129; “the unlearned, simple and good Christian believes in 

them by faith [‘the power, goodness and wisdom of God’] more solidly than if 

they were present” (l’indotto, semplice e buono cristiano per fede le crede [‘la 

potenza, la bontà e sapienza di dio’] più certe che selli fusseno presenti); ibid., 

2149. the quotes are taken from the Capuchin Constitutions of 1536, on which 

more generally, see G. Miccoli, “Problemi e aspetti della vita religiosa nell’Italia 

del primo Cinquecento e le origini dei cappuccini,” in Ludovico da Fossombrone 

e l’ordine dei cappuccini, ed. v. Criscuolo (Rome: Istituto storico dei cappuc-

cini, 1994), 9–48, esp. 25–26; R. h. Bainton, Bernardino Ochino esule e riforma

tore senese del Cinquecento 1487–1563 (Florence: sansoni, 1940), 24–25.

 95. quoted in G. Miccoli, “Problemi e aspetti,” 25.

 96. on the bonds of friendship between Politi and lattanzio tolomei, 

see above. there is sufficient evidence of the ties between tolomei and ochino 

in a letter written on 4 June 1537 by Carlo Gualteruzzi to vittoria Colonna, in 

which he told her that he had written to lattanzio tolomei in siena, as Giberti 

wanted ochino in verona (letter in I Frati cappuccini, vol. II, pt. II, first sec-

tion, “epistolario cappuccino di vittoria Colonna,” 231; see also v. Colonna, 

Carteggio, 142 et seq., n. lXXXIv.

 97. Although there is no certain documentation on the matter, we can 

speculate that Politi and ochino had already met between 1505 and 1515 

at the court of Giulio de’ Medici, the future Clement vII, with whom the 

then- practicing ochino forged a “close friendship” (stretta amicizia); see 

Z. Boverio, o.F.M. Cap., Annali de’ Frati Minori Cappuccini . . . , I (turin, 

1641), 287; G. l. Betti, “Bernardino ochino francescano osservante,” Bul

lettino senese di storia patria 98 (1991): 102–8, esp. 102; on the time spent 

by ochino among the observants, see also B. nicolini, “Bernardino ochino 

frate dell’osservanza di san Francesco,” Atti dell’Accademia pontaniana di 

Napoli, vol. II (1949): 87–100.
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 98. P. tacchi venturi, Storia della Compagnia di Gesù, vol. I, pt. I, p. 467; 

R. h. Bainton, Bernardino Ochino, 47; G. Fragnito, “Gli ‘spirituali’ e la fuga di 

Bernardino ochino,” Rivista storica italiana 84 (1972): 777–813, esp. 778 and 

n. 7, now also in Fragnito, Gasparo Contarini: Un magistrato veneziano al ser

vizio della cristianità (Florence: olschki, 1988), 251–306; P. simoncelli, Evan

gelismo, 171 n. 25; u. Rozzo, “Introduzione,” in B. ochino, I ‘Dialogi sette’ e 

altri scritti del tempo della fuga (turin: Claudiana, 1985), 10.

 99. the theatines were convinced that he had said that “God saves us 

without our doing any work to cooperate with God” (Iddio ci salva senza 

che noi facciamo opera alcuna per cooperar con dio); A. Caracciolo, Vita di 

Paolo IV, quoted in C. Cantù, Gli eretici d’Italia: Discorsi storici, 3 vols. (turin: 

unione tipografico- editrice, 1865–67), vol. II, p. 41; R. h. Bainton, Bernardino 

Ochino, 47. new aspects of the denunciations that led to ochino being sum-

moned to Rome and then escaping emerge from Grechetto’s testimony about 

Grimani: “I heard that because of his public reputation, when Bernardino 

preached in venice and got a big audience, which I found out, I heard that 

the Patriarch said: ‘I am not for doing anything for any man, except for Fra 

Bernardino, the Capuchin’ . . . and I know that the Cardinal invited Fra Ber-

nardino, the Patriarch’s sister and the Patriarch, so that Fra Bernardino could 

persuade the Patriarch to do what they wanted” (ho ben inteso per fama pub-

blica, che quando fra Bernardino predicò in venetia et che pigliò una gran 

gente, et che da me fu scoperto, intesi che ‘l Patriarcha diceva: “Io non son per 

fare cosa alcuna del mondo per huomo, se non per fra Bernardino cappuc-

cino” . . . et so che il cardinale invitò fra Bernardino et la sorella del patriarca, 

et il patriarca, acciò che fra Bernardino inducesse il patriarca a fare quello che 

volevano); ACdF, st. st., I 4–b, fasc. 18, fols. 230r–309v, esp. fol. 275r, inter-

rogation of 7 october 1561. Grechetto went on to reveal the role he played in 

ochino’s summons to Rome: “I will tell you, he preached the lenten sermons 

at the church of santi Apostoli in venice, then obtained a brief to preach on 

a permanent basis in venice. At this point I wrote to the theatine Cardinal, 

who became Paul Iv, warning him as head of the Inquisition that if he let him 

preach in venice, he would ruin the whole city and the March of treviso. As 

his Worship and many prelates and clergymen had written in favor of the 

aforementioned Fra Bernardino, I wrote to the Most Reverend theatine that 

these were mendacious letters, and that if his Worship knew as I did that he 

was a heretic, he would not have written so. I told him to make him come to 

Rome along with me, so that I could show him that he was a heretic, and so 

I went to Rome, and he took flight” (vi dirò, costui predicò la quaresima in 
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sancto Apostolo in venetia, poi ottenne un breve di predicare continuamente 

in venetia et io all’hora scrissi al cardinale theatino, che fu poi Paolo quarto, 

che avvertisse nostro signore come capo dell’Inquisizione, che se lo lascia-

vano predicare in venetia ruinarebbe tutta venetia, et la marca trevisana; et 

per che era stato scritto in favore del detto fra Bernardino dalla ss.ria et da 

molti prelati et gentilhuomini, io scrissi al detto reverendissimo theatino, che 

quelle erano lettere mendicate, et se la signoria sapesse come io, che egli era 

heretico, non haveria scritto, et che lo facessero venire a Roma, et me ancora, 

che lo faria conoscere ch’era heretico, et io venni a Roma, et lui se ne fuggì); 

ibid., fols. 275r–v. see also the testimonies about Grimani by the dominican 

preacher Giovan Battista da Crema and the bishop of Capodistria, tommaso 

stella (ibid., fols. 274r–278v). on Grimani’s trial, see M. Firpo, “le ambigu-

ità della porpora e i ‘diavoli’ del sant’ufficio. Identità e storia nei ritratti di 

Giovanni Grimani,” Rivista storica italiana 117 (2005): 825–71; M. Firpo, La 

presa di potere dell’Inquisizione romana 1550–1553 (Rome and Bari: laterza, 

2014); and the essay by A. del Col, “le vicende inquisitoriali di Giovanni 

Grimani, patriarca di Aquileia e la sua lettera sulla doppia predestinazione,” 

Metodi e ricerche, n.s., 27.2 (2008): 81–100.

 100. see the letter from Grillenzone to Morone, 3 July 1542, in K. Ben-

rath, Bernardino Ochino von Siena: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Reformation 

(Braunschweig: C. A. schwetschke und sohn, 1892), 69.

 101. At the time Contarini was a member of the commission appointed by 

Paul III to evaluate the possibility of letting the Capuchins rejoin the obser-

vants; to this end, see Colonna’s letter to Contarini about the accusations of 

lutheranism against them “because they preached the freedom of the spirit” 

(perché predica[va]no la libertà del spirito), quoted in G. Miccoli, “Problemi 

e aspetti,” 44; see the complete text of the letter in I Frati Cappuccini, “episto-

lario cappuccino di vittoria Colonna,” 214 et seq.

 102. After hearing of the fresh troubles experienced by the Capuchins, she 

wrote: “Alas, is it not known that your holiness does not act out of ignorance? 

If you want to ruin them, do it yourself and not through others, because in 

that case I will be forced to go around calling for help to see that the good 

leave Italy, since they cannot stay here because the goodness of your holiness 

does not act to impede the wretched” (oimè, non se sa che vostra santità non 

fa cosa per ignorantia? se vol ruinarli, faccialo de sua mano et non per altri; 

ché in tal caso serrò constretta andar gridando che me aiutino a procurar che 

li boni vadano for de Italia, poiché qui non ponno stare perché la bontà de 

vostra santità non opera per l’impedimento de tristi); letter to Paul III of 16 
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september 1538; P. tacchi venturi, “vittoria Colonna e la riforma cappuc-

cina,” 54–55; G. Miccoli, “Problemi e aspetti,” 46.

 103. since 1536 Colonna had been receiving special papal briefs that autho-

rized her in that sense; see s. deswarte- Rosa, “vittoria Colonna und Michel-

angelo in san silvestro al quirinale,” in Vittoria Colonna Dichterin und Muse 

Michelangelos, ed. s. Ferino Pagden (Geneva: skira, 1997), 349–73; A. Prosperi, 

“Michelangelo e gli ‘spirituali,’ ” XvII–XvIII. More generally on these issues, 

see G. Fragnito, “vittoria Colonna e il dissenso religioso,” in Vittoria Colonna 

e Michelangelo, ed. P. Ragionieri (Florence: Mandragora, 2005), 97–105.

 104. A. Prosperi, “Michelangelo e gli ‘spirituali,’ ” XvIII.

 105. v. Colonna, Carteggio, 193; A. Prosperi, “Michelangelo e gli ‘spiri-

tuali,’ ” Xv.

 106. Another perfect reconstruction of the group was provided by 

ludovico Beccadelli, who had a collective portrait painted in his villa some 

years later (“the others include the most reverend gentlemen Contarini, 

Bembo, Fracastoro, sannazzaro, and navaiero in venice, among whom our 

Messer Michelangelo” [fra gli altri vi sono li nostri reverendissimi signori 

Contarini et Bembo et Fracastoro et sannazzaro, et navaiero, con vinetia 

appresso, fra quali il nostro messer Michelagnolo]). he planned to fill the 

remaining space on the canvas with a portrait of “our most illustrious Pole 

and Monsignor sadoletto” (nostro illustrissimo Polo et di monsignor sad-

oletto); ludovico Beccadelli to Carlo Gualteruzzi, 26 october 1559, quoted 

by G. Fragnito, In museo e in villa. Saggi sul Rinascimento perduto (venice: 

Arsenale, 1988), 111; see also 21. the work was by the painter Pellegrino Bro-

cardo; see A. Prosperi, “Michelangelo e gli ‘spirituali,’ ” XvII.

 107. see A. Forcellino, “Michelangelo Buonarroti,” 3–4.

 108. A. Reumont, Vittoria Colonna marchesa di Pescara, 189. see also 

above. there is also information about Politi’s presence in san silvestro in 

A. Assonitis, “Art and savonarolan Reform at san silvestro a Monte Cavallo in 

Rome (1507–1540),” Archivum Fratrum Praedicatorum 73 (2003): 205–89, esp. 

pp. 206–7.

 109. As testified by the painter F. de hollanda, Dialoghi, ed. A. M. Bessone 

Aurelj (Rome: Fratelli Palombi editori, 1953), 35.

 110. see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 292.

 111. “Meministi, sancta vidua et decus et gloria foeminarum nostri sae-

culi, cum hoc anno ante divi Petri sacras aedes et in ipso vestibulo populo 

ferina ederentur spectacula—erat autem dominicus ille dies atque, ut bene 

congruent omnia indicta, satior—in ipsis aedibus, ut domus esset orationis, 
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qua tamen videre licuit caveam bestiarum; meministi, inquam, illo die te 

quirinalem ascendisse montem et nos una in sacrum convenisse spiritualium 

gratia colloquiorum” (the dedication is published in J. schweizer, Ambrosius 

Catharinus Politus, 250).

 112. “Aderat enim et lactantius Ptolomaeus, scilicet ipsummet sal ad 

condiendum omnem studiosorum ac piorum conventum. tunc e re illa tam 

absona natus est sermo inter nos, quo quisque nostrum pro modo fidei zelum 

suum protestabatur” (J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 250).

 113. see the letter from ottaviano lotti to ercole Gonzaga, from Rome, 

18 november 1538, mentioned and published in part by A. luzio, “vittoria 

Colonna,” Rivista storica mantovana I (1885): 1–52, esp. 46; instead, the text 

is transcribed in full by e. solmi, “la fuga di Bernardino ochino secondo 

i documenti dell’Archivio Gonzaga di Mantova,” Bullettino senese di storia 

patria 15 (1908): 23–98; esp. 33. Just drafted, the text was effectively banned 

and removed from circulation, as it was said that the criticism it contained was 

too harsh and that the enemy could take advantage of it, which duly happened, 

despite the care taken by the Roman Curia (R. M. douglas, Jacopo Sadoleto 

1477–1547: Humanist and Reformer [Cambridge, MA: harvard university 

Press, 1959], 131 et seq.; see also A. Prosperi, “Michelangelo e gli ‘spirituali,’ ” 

XvIII–XIX).

 114. “Merito haec ab haereticis patimur et iure laceramur ab illis, quando 

non cessamus tam amplam illis praebere materiam oblatrandi et emovendi 

blasphemias et, quicquid volunt, etiam persuadendi adversus petram. quid 

autem mirum (inquit), si nonnulli etiam, qui pietatem ex animo colant, suis 

ipsorum partibus faveant atque adhaereant?” ( J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catha

rinus Politus, 250).

 115. see above, ch. 1.

 116. “tunc ego hoc verbum miratus (ut semper soleo, cum quid affertur, 

quod rei veritatem laedere videatur) libere coepi resistere ac ob certam verita-

tis notitiam confidenter asserere vix ullum dari posse, qui adhaereat horum 

impiae factioni ac diabolicae conspirationi et sit inculpabilis aut praetextu 

quorumcunque abusuum ulla dignus excusatione” ( J. schweizer, Ambrosius 

Catharinus Politus, 250).

 117. Ibid.

 118. the quotations are taken from the 1541 edition (lugduni, apud 

Antonium vincentium), p. 17.

 119. “non aperto marte et in propria luporum specie venturi essent, sed 

quasi oves, vestimentis ovium contecti” (Politi, Speculum haereticorum, 17).
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 120. Ibid.

 121. “tenentur ergo in huiusmodi indoctae plebes pastorum suorum 

sequi iudicium, et eos existimare alienos et hostes, quos ipsi pastores tales 

esse pronunciaverint’ (ibid., 21). Politi continued that following the pastors’ 

judgment, it would have been their duty to run away ‘has feras’: ‘quod datur 

pastoribus, si attendant, has feras depraehendere, etiam datur ipsis ovibus ab 

eis cavere et illos fugere, quos iam pastores iudicaverunt esse lupos et hostes 

gregis’ (ibid.).

 122. Ibid., 47.

 123. Ibid., 21–22.

 124. Ibid., 22.

 125. “Frequens est enim in eorum labiis et literis benedictio Christi, gra-

tia Christi, Iesu nomen venerandum, evangelii ac verae pietatis promissio: ut 

audias unumquenque eorum dicentem: venite, hic est Christum. et hoc est 

ovinum vestimentum, quo se contegunt, et insanias suas” (ibid., 51).

 126. Ibid., 52.

 127. Ibid., 68.

 128. Ibid., 51.

 129. Ibid., 23.

 130. however, the presence of a dedication to the marchioness of Pescara 

supports the hypothesis that the work was ready for publication.

 131. to this end, it is feasible that the work might have seemed particu-

larly suitable to him in terms of his pastoral needs.

 132. “Reverendissimo in Christo Patri et d. domino Petro de Gamratis 

divina providentia episcopo cracoviensi. Frater Martinus sporn sacrae theo-

logiae professor: Prior provincialis provinciae Poloniae, ordinis praedica-

torum, salutem et sempiternam felicitatem deprecatur,” in Politi, Speculum 

haereticorum (Cracoviae, per Ioannem haeliz neochristianum, 1540), fols. 

A2r–A3r.

 133. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 293.

 134. A. Prosperi, “Michelangelo,” XXII; G. Fragnito, “vittoria Colonna e 

il dissenso religioso,” 103.

 135. on Colonna’s spiritual path, see among the most recent contribu-

tions, A. Aubert, “Misticismo, valdesianesimo e riforma della Chiesa in 

vittoria Colonna,” Rivista di storia della Chiesa in Italia 46 (1992): 143–66; 

G. Fragnito, “die religiöse heterodoxie in Italien und vittoria Colonna,” 

in Vittoria Colonna Dichterin und Muse Michelangelos, ed. von s. Ferino- 

Pagden (vienna: Kunsthistorisches Museum–skira, 1997), 225–34; Fragnito, 
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“vittoria Colonna e il dissenso religioso”; and A. Prosperi, “Zwischen Mys-

tikern und Malern: uberlegungen zur Bilderfrage in Italien zur zeit vittoria 

Colonna,” in Vittoria Colonna Dichterin, 283–92, also in Italian: “tra mistici 

e pittori: vittoria Colonna,” in A Prosperi, America e Apocalisse e altri saggi 

(Pisa and Rome: Istituti editoriali e poligrafici internazionali, 1999), 367–80.

 136. Most notably the third one “de providentia dei circa certum iudi-

cium causarum fidei, positum verbo Christi in apostolica Petri sede” (Politi, 

Speculum haereticorum, 27 et seq.) and the fourth one “de providentia dei, 

circa ea quae non aperte, a sede apostolica damnata, manifestantur; contro-

versa tamen sunt, ut aliter catholici, aliter haeretici doceant” (Politi, Speculum 

haereticorum, 42 et seq.).

 137. Politi, Speculum haereticorum, 17.

 138. Ibid., 43–44.

 139. Ibid., 43.

 140. Ibid., 44.

 141. Ibid. In his words about true prophets written for the pages of the 

Speculum, just as in his tirades against pseudo- prophets, he seems to echo 

the anti- astrological polemic of his old master savonarola: “non hinc voco 

prophetas secundum eum modum qui dicebantur prophetae pronunciantes 

futura ac praecipue de adventu iusti sed eos qui dono quodam recte interpre-

tandi scripturam, quae prophetica est, donantur” (44).

 142. Ibid.

 143. Ibid., 42.

 144. Catarino concluded his additions to the second edition of the 

Speculum (1541)—introducing, albeit indirectly, two subsequent writings 

on justification and the original sin—by recalling the promise made by the 

“dominus” to his disciples to teach what was necessary and beneficial for 

salvation (ibid., 45).

 145. Politi, Expurgatio adversus apologiam fratris Dominici Soto ordinis 

praedicatorum, et sacrae theologiae magistri. Confirmatio defensionis catholi

corum pro possibili certitudine gratiae. Resolutio obiectorum adversus tracta

tionem, quo iure episcoporum residentia debeatur (lugduni, apud Mathiam 

Bonhomme, 1551), fols. 17–18.

 146. however, it is difficult to define the Speculum as a piece of writing 

against ochino, as has been done in the wake of the ambiguous and con-

troversial autobiographical passage, to the point of cataloging it as Speculum 

haereticorum contra Ochinum (see F. lauchert, Die italienischen Literarischen 

gegner Luthers, 70).
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 147. s. seidel Menchi, “le traduzioni italiane di lutero nella prima metà 

del Cinquecento,” Rinascimento, n.s., 17 (1977): 31–108, esp. 40 et seq.; and 
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 148. Opera utilissima vulgare contra le pernitiosissime heresie lutherane per 

li simplici (Bologna, 1532), c. 1v; s. Cavazza, “luthero fedelissimo inimico de 

messer Jesu Christo. la polemica contro lutero nella letteratura religiosa in 
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v centenario della nascita, ed. l. Perrone, Introd. G. Miccoli (Casale Monfer-

rato: Marietti, 1983), 67–94, esp. 69–70; more specifically on Pili’s text, see 
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della Biblioteca Comunale di Bologna 82 (1987): 235–43; and also sebastiano 

da Potenza, o.F.M. Cap., “l’incendio di zizanie lutherane di p. Giovanni da 

Fano,” Italia francescana 36 (1961): 188–96, 426–31.

 149. see the critical edition of this work, published for the first time in 

1525 and frequently reprinted since then, also in Italy: J. eck, Enchiridion loco

rum communium adversus Lutherum et alios hostes ecclesiae (1525–1543), ed. 

P. Fraenkel (Münster W., 1979) (“Corpus Catholicorum,” 34). Giovanni Pili 

of Fano faithfully copied both eck’s overall structure (although illustrating 

the “common- places” in the original edition from 27 to 12) and the subdivi-

sion of individual chapters; s. Cavazza, “luthero fidelissimo inimico,” 70.

 150. From which he took the heated arguments in defense of Roman lead-

ership and the ecclesiastical tradition, and the dizzying genealogy of the Ger-

man reformer’s nearest precursors (ibid., 71).

 151. s. Cavazza, “luthero fidelissimo inimico,” 81.

 152. G. Miccoli, “la storia religiosa,” in Storia d’Italia, vol. II (turin: ein-

audi, 1974), 429–1079, esp. 987; M. Firpo, “Riforma religiosa e lingua volgare 

nell’Italia del Cinquecento,” Belfagor 57 (2002): 517–39, also in M. Firpo, “Dis

putar di cose pertinente alla fede”: Studi sulla vita religiosa del Cinquecento ital

iano (Milan: unicopli, 2003), 121–40, esp. 136, and more generally on Catholic 

reactions to the spread of heterodox texts in the vernacular, see 134–40.

 153. M. Firpo, “Juan de valdés e l’evangelismo italiano,” in M. Firpo, Tra 

alumbrados e ‘spirituali’: Studi su Juan de Valdes e il valdesianesimo nella crisi 

religiosa del ’500 italiano, studi e testi per la storia religiosa del Cinquecento, 3 

(Florence: olschki, 1990), 133–34.
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 154. M. Firpo and d. Marcatto, I processi inquisitoriali di Pietro Carnesec

chi (1557–1567), Critical ed., 2 vols. (vatican City: Archivio segreto vaticano, 

1998–2000), II, t. 3, p. 1363.

 155. M. Firpo, “Introduzione,” in J. de valdés, Alfabeto cristiano: Domande 

e risposte. Della predestinazione. Catechismo (turin: einaudi, 1994), CII–CIII. 

Pasquale lopez’s use of the term “workshop” (officina) to describe the work 

of Mario Galeota, one of the spanish exile’s most loyal followers, is very effec-

tive in this respect. he organized a system of transcribing manuscript texts 

in order to distribute the highest possible number of copies; see P. lopez, 

“l’ ‘officina’ napoletana del valdesiano Galeota,” in Doce consideraciones sobre 

el mundo hispano italiano en tiempo de Alfonso y Juan de Valdés, Actas del 

coloquio interdisciplinar (Bolonia, abril de 1976) (Rome: Instituto español de 

lengua y literatura, 1979), 209–23; P. lopez, Il movimento valdesiano a Nap

oli: Mario Galeota e le sue vicende col Sant’Uffizio (naples: Fiorentino, 1976),  

27 et seq.

 156. “And for this reason I liked the aforementioned booklet, which I saw 

three years ago, as it seemed to me that it followed the path of letting us learn 

the benefit of Jesus Christ and arousing passion about him, just as we should 

do, and I was prompted to like it by the authority of the person who partially 

rewrote it, who I consider to be a learned and decent person . . . ; if it is pub-

licly prohibited, it will be like blowing on fire and igniting it, as people are 

extremely curious by nature about prohibited things” (et per questo a me 

piacque il libretto detto di sopra, lo qual vidi già tre anni sono, parendomi 

che andasse a questa via di farci conoscere il beneficio di Iesu Christo et infi-

ammarci di lui, si come dovressimo fare, movendomi ancho l’autorità della 

persona che lo abbreviò, la quale ho per dotta et da bene . . . se si fa qualche 

pubblica prohibitione serà proprio un soffiare nel foco et farlo accendere, per 

esser le persone di natura curiose maxime delle cose prohibite); Beneficio, 

434–35; t. Bozza, La Riforma cattolica: Il Beneficio di Cristo (Rome: libreria 

tombolini, 1972), 104 et seq., quotation on 105.

 157. M. Firpo and d. Marcatto, I processi inquisitoriali di Pietro Carnesec

chi, 196; M. Firpo, “Introduction,” in J. de valdés, Alfabeto cristiano, CIII.

 158. Nicolai Bobadilla autobiographia, in Monumenta Ignatiana, Fontes 

narrativi, Iv, Mon. 14, p. 330.

 159. A document held in the General dominican Archive in Rome allows 

us to identify the contingent reasons for going back to lyon: “venerabilis 

pater frater Ambrosius de senis instituitur commissarius et vicarius conven-

tus lugdunensis ad componendam quandam controversiam subortam inter 

fratres illius conventus et nobiles mercatores florentinos. et habet omnes 
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auctoritates, etiam si maior requireretur ac magis speciale mandatum pro 

huiusmodi dumtaxat causa. durat haec sua auctoritas postquam applicuerit 

per duos menses” (AGoP, Iv, 25, fol. 103v; 2a octobris 1540; the document is 

also mentioned by A. Assonitis, “Art and savonarolan Reform,” 207 n. 5; and 

by s. dall’Aglio, Savonarola in Francia, 136).

 160. the stay in Florence mentioned by the dominican in Discorso contra 

la dottrina et la profetia di Girolamo Savonarola, fol. 14r, can be dated to the 

beginning of 1541. once again, he focused on ascertaining the reliability of 

one of savonarola’s prophecies; see also below, ch. 5.

 161. “Roboratae sunt ac ratificatae die XXI dicti mensis [aprilis] litterae 

patentes concessae a reverendissimo magistro Augustino Recuperato fratri 
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illustres florentinorum natione et fratres conventus lugdunensis. Insuper assig-
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verit” (AGoP, Iv, 26, fol. 67r; s. dall’Aglio, Savonarola in Francia, 136–37).

 162. the document is preserved in AdR, 3 h 40, 1 maggio 1541, n. 2.

 163. the reference is naturally to the aforementioned lyon Opuscula of 

1542.

 164. see also above, ch. 1.

 165. “non potui perferre diutius desiderium tui, quin sciscitarem ex te 

per literas quid ageres rerum quomodove valeres: quod tamen aequius fuerat 

me cognoscere ex tuis literis tuaeque in illis erga me benevolentiae habere 

testimonium” (Jacopo sadoleto to Ambrogio Catarino Polito, Carpentras, 30 

november 1538, in Jacobi Sadoleti S. R. E. cardinalis epistolae quotquot extant 

proprio nomine scriptae nunc primum duplo auctiores in lucem editae. Pars ter

tia et ultima adjectis indicibus necessariis et opportunis [Romae, 1764], letter 

CCCXIv, pp. 56–58; quotation on 56–57).

 166. “etsi enim habes patronum eiusmodi, prae cuius ingenio, virtute, 

elegantia, nos tibi forte sordere videamur: tamen ut ille praestantia et gravi-

tate dignitatis suae superbum te adversum nos reddere potuit” (ibid.).

 167. “docere te debui, non esse absentium amicorum memoriam depo-

nendam” (ibid.).

 168. Ibid., 57.

 169. “volumenque contexo quod si deo bene iuvante ex sententia proces-

serit, nonnihil certe arbitrabor esse auctum. habeo autem propositum argu-

mentum, ut scias, de ordinibus et constructione catholicae ecclesiae” (ibid., 

57–58). In a letter that sadoleto wrote to Contarini in March 1539 from Car-

pentras, he reiterated his promise to send the first book of his De extructione 
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catholicae Ecclesiae to the dominican from siena, as well as to the Master of 

the sacred Palace, so that it could be corrected (BPP, Ms Beccadelli 1019; 

C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, Giochi di pazienza, 208 n. 44).
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 171. sadoleto to Catarino, Carpentras, 25 April 1541, in Jacobi Sadoleti, 
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mirabiliter placebant. sed ego ad aliam accuratiorem et attentiorem lectio-
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logo. Jacopo Sadoleto 1477–1547 [Rome: libreria editrice religiosa Francesco 

Ferrari, 1912], 139–79, esp. 141–42). Regarding the common friendship with 

Cardinal Gaddi, see also the letter in which sadoleto thanked Politi for the 

news about the cardinal’s health (Jacobi Sadoleti, 269).

 173. ‘sed ut solent qui vincti sunt habere quidem conscrictum corpus, et 

ad eius nutum necessario paratum qui eos constrinxerint, quosdam tamen 

motus inchoatos et imperfectos eiusdem corporis sibi retinere, quibus frus-

tra et inaniter nitantur, sic mihi, cum mea mens et cogitatio tuis argumentis 

capta et colligata esset, restabat tamen adhuc in animo nescio quid dubitatio-

nis et scrupuli’ (sadoleto to Catarino, 13 June 1541, in Jacobi Sadoleti, 265; 

also in J. sadoleto, Opera, vol. II, p. 79; see s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi,” 41 and n. 133).

 174. Romae, apud vincentium valgrisium, 1550.

 175. see below, ch. 4.

 176. With the title De lapsu hominis et peccato originali liber unus.

 177. It is worth remembering that the lutheran concept of original sin 

consisted of the hereditary corruption of human nature, manifesting itself 

above all in concupiscence, whose vehemence extinguished free will in man.

 178. therefore, he had not been impaired in terms of essential skills, 

namely his natural forces; the dominican claimed that if this had happened, 
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se stessa (B. nicolini, “d’una sconosciuta edizione d’un dialogo dell’ochino,” 

in B. nicolini, Studi cinquecenteschi, II, Aspetti della vita religiosa, politica e 

letteraria [Bologna, 1974], 25–33; u. Rozzo, “Introduzione,” in B. ochino, 

I “Dialogi sette,” 22). the date 1536 (4 september) also appears at the end of 

Dyalogo della divina professione, which was issued in Asti in 1540, the sev-

enth of the Dialogi sette. the hypothesis put forward by ugo Rozzo is not 

only that the work can be attributed to that date but also that there might 

have been a printed edition in the same year (u. Rozzo, “nuovi contributi su 

Bernardino ochino,” Bollettino della Società di studi valdesi, no. 146 [1979]: 

51–83, esp. 55–56).

 202. For a possible attribution of the work to ochino, see u. Rozzo, 

“Antonio da Pinerolo e Bernardino ochino,” Rivista di storia e letteratura reli

giosa 16 (1980): 223–56; but see also the critical considerations by G. Miccoli, 

“Problemi e aspetti della vita religiosa nell’Italia del primo Cinquecento,” esp. 

31 n. 57, who writes with regard to the choice to leave the work anonymous 

that “there is no reason why ochino should have opted for that in this case, as 

he had not resorted to it at all for the numerous printed editions of his works 

in those years” (non si vede perché l’ochino avrebbe dovuto adottarl[a] in 

questo caso dal momento che non aveva affatto ritenuto di ricorrervi per le 

non poche edizioni a stampa dei suoi scritti di quegli anni).

 203. u. Rozzo, “Introduzione,” 23; B. nicolini, Il pensiero di Bernardino 

Ochino (naples, 1939), 94. the reference is to the mention Politi makes in 

Remedio a la pestilente dottrina di frate Bernardino Ochino, 1544, fol. 44r: 

“I read a printed profession in naples that he taught men to pray to God in 

this way: ‘lord God, I profess that I am yours and I give myself to you in 

everything; and from now on I do not want to sin any more, and I annul even 

my future sins, and I profess to you that it will not be me, but the evil spirit 

that is inside me’ ” (lessi un protesto in napoli stampato, che lui insegnava a 

gli huomini che facesseno a dio, di questo tenore: ‘signore dio io ti protesto 

che io son tuo, et mi ti dono in tutto; et da hora inanzi non voglio più peccare, 
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et se pure io peccarò exnunc lo casso et annullo, et ti protesto, che non sarò io, 

ma lo spirito maligno, che è in me’).

 204. u. Rozzo, “nuovi contributi,” 55 and n. 16; u. Rozzo, “Introduzi-

one,” 23.

 205. Both editions bear the same final date of 1539 inside. In the sec-

ond edition, the “four” dialogues from the previous edition come last in the 

collection.

 206. Ristampate novamente. Et giontovi un’altra predicha, per Bernardino 

de Viano de Lexona Vercellese, MdXXXXI. this rare example was discov-

ered by Ph. Mcnair and J. tedeschi, “new light on ochino,” Bibliothèque 

d’Humanisme et Renaissance 23 (1973): 289–301. the text of the sermons, 

about which, see also P. simoncelli, Evangelismo, 93 et seq., has recently been 

published together with the Prediche nove, in I Frati Cappuccini: Documenti e 

testimonianze del primo secolo, vol. III, pt. III, sec. II/1, pp. 2115–2306.

 207. Prediche nove predicate dal reverendo padre frate Bernardino Ochino 

nella inclita città di Vinegia del MDXXXIX, in vinegia, per nicolò d’Aristotele 

da Ferrara, detto il Zoppino, negli anni del nostro signore MdXlI, del mese 

di maggio. there is an edition from december in the same year: Prediche del 

reverendo padre frate Bernardino Ochino senese generale dell’ordine di frati 

capuzzini, predicate nella inclita citta di Vinegia, del MDXXXIX, in vinegia, 

MdXlI, per Francesco di Alesandro Bindoni et Mapheo Pasini compagni, del 

mese di dicembrio (see now the edition of the text in I Frati Cappuccini, 2115 

et seq.).

 208. see above.

 209. R. h. Bainton, Bernardino Ochino, 43.

 210. to this end, there was important testimony by sigibaldi, Morone’s 

vicar in Modena, the protagonist of a hard- hitting anti- lutheran initiative 

in the city, which concluded an animated account of a sermon by ochino on 

“what Christ was” (che cosa era Christo) with the following judgment, “I am 

sure that the lord God would eradicate these heresies when that Capuchin 

preached” (tengo certo ch’el signor dio estirparebbe queste heresie quando 

detto scapucino predicasse); G. Miccoli, “Problemi e aspetti,” 47; M. Firpo 

and d. Marcatto, Il processo inquisitoriale del cardinal Giovanni Morone, nuova 

edizione critica, con la collaborazione di l. Addante e G. Mongini, vol. I, 

Processo d’accusa (Rome: libreria editrice vaticana, 2011); vol. II, La difesa 

(Rome: libreria editrice vaticana, 2013); vol. III, La sentenza e appendici 

(Rome: libreria editrice vaticana, 2015) (henceforth cited as Processo Morone 

2), vol. I, 917–18; M. Firpo, Inquisizione romana e Controriforma: Studi sul 
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cardinal Giovanni Morone (1509–1580) e il suo processo d’eresia (Bologna: 

Il Mulino, 1992), 40–41; see the new revised and enlarged edition, Brescia: 

Morcelliana, 2005. Given the impossibility of having ochino in Modena, 

sigibaldi petitioned Morone’s Roman representative so that the Cardinal 

Protector of the Minor orders “at least gives me one of the best Capuchins” 

(almen mi conceda uno de li scapucini che sia excellente); Processo Morone 2, 

vol. I, p. 966; on sigibaldi and his work in Modena, see A. Rotondò, “Anti-

cristo e Chiesa romana: diffusione e metamorforsi d’un libello antiromano 

del Cinquecento,” in Forme e destinazione del messaggio religioso: Aspetti della 

propaganda religiosa nel Cinquecento, ed. A. Rotondò (Florence: olschki, 

1991), 104 et seq. 

 211. Politi, De perfecta iustificatione, 180–81.

 212. Ibid., 182.

 213. Ibid., 187.

 214. the most obvious example adopted by saint Paul, used in the same 

way both by ochino and the author of the Beneficio, was that of Abraham, 

who for his meritorious works would have been justified only “apud homines” 

but not “apud deum” (ibid., 187–88).

 215. Ibid., 189.

 216. the dominican added that any “opus,” even one that might appear 

“bonum” to the eyes of men, nevertheless turned out to be “maculosum et 

peccatum coram deo, quoniam non veniret ex principio iustitiae, quod est 

charitas et amor dei purus” (ibid.).

 217. “nam haec est fides quae sine ullis operibus acceptatur a deo, quum 

credit homo deum facturum quod gratiose promisit” (ibid., 189–90).

 218. “non aliud requirit in primis deus ab homine, nisi ut credat promis-

sionibus suis de gratia sua per Iesum Christum” (ibid., 190).

 219. G. Miccoli, “Problemi e aspetti,” 25.

 220. Ibid., 26.

 221. I Frati cappuccini, 2169.

 222. Ibid. Further on, he spoke about the “many infinite benefits received 

from God for the infinite merits of Christ” (tanti infiniti benefici ricevuti da 

Dio per i meriti di Cristo infiniti) and the “infinite wealth of Christ’s merits” 

(infinito tesoro de’ meriti di Cristo); ibid., 2175.

 223. Ibid., 2168. As suggested in the text above, this is identical to the fit-

ting quotation from Isaiah 64:6: “you will not be presumptuous about your 

virtues, but you will say like Isaiah that all our righteous acts are like men-

strual rags, all soiled, dirty and filthy” (non ti presumerai delle proprie virtù, 
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ma dirai con Isaia che tutte le operazion nostre sono tamquam pannis men-

struarum, tutte imbrattate, lorde e sporche); ibid., 2185.

 224. Chapter III of the printed edition (1543) contained the following pas-

sage: “And, if the sin of Adam was sufficient enough to make all men sinners 

and children of wrath, without any misdeed of our own, Christ’s righteous-

ness will be of even greater force to make us all righteous, and the children of 

grace, without any of our own good works; which cannot be good, unless we 

are made good before we do them” (se il peccato di Adamo fu bastante a costi-

tuirci peccatori e figlioli d’ira senza alcuna colpa nostra attuale, molto mag-

giormente sarà bastante la giustizia di Cristo a farci giusti e figlioli di grazia 

senza alcune nostre opere buone, le quali non possono essere buone, se, prima 

che le facciamo, non siamo noi fatti buoni e giusti per la fede); Beneficio, ch. 

III, p. 21, lines 68–74; on the futility of works before the gift of faith, see also 

p. 21, lines 68–74; ch. Iv, p. 35, lines 215–19, and pp. 39–40, lines 320–27. 

the example of Abraham, taken from saint Paul and widely used by Politi, 

also played an important role in the pages of the Beneficio: “this is the holy 

faith, ‘without which it is impossible for any man to please God,’ and whereby 

all the holy men (of both the old and new testaments) have been saved, as 

st. Paul testifies about Abraham, about whom scripture says that: ‘Abraham 

believed God; and it was imputed to him for righteousness.’ And therefore 

he says a little before, ‘We believe that a man is justified by faith without the 

deeds of the law’ ” (questa è quella santa fede, senza la quale è impossible 

che alcuno possa piacer a dio, e per la quale tutti i santi del vecchio e novo 

testamento si sono salvati, come testifica san Paulo di Abraamo, del quale la 

scrittura dice: ‘Abraamo credette a dio e gli fu imputato a giustizia’. e perciò 

dice puoco innanzi: ‘Crediamo adunque l’uomo giustificarsi per la fede senza 

le opere della legge’ ”); ch. Iv, p. 33.

 225. Politi, De perfecta iustificatione, 201.

 226. “Post haec vero de iam iustificato hoc homine per fidem, si quaeri-

mus an oporteat eum ultra iustificari ad salutem et vitam aeternam per aliqua 

opera bona, ut sic recipiat coronam: audacter et breviter hoc in loco respon-

dendum est, quod ab hoc homine iam iustificato per ingressum in Christum 

per fidem, exiguntur opera per quae acquirat vitam aeternam” (ibid., 191).

 227. Ibid.

 228. Ibid.

 229. “Fidem sine operibus non conferre salutem” (ibid., 193).

 230. Ibid. According to Politi, faith without works of charity was a dead 

faith: “Mortua est enim in semetipsa, quia vitam quae est a charitate non 
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recipit. omnis enim virtus a charitate vitam nascitur, alioqui est sicut ossua 

mortua” (ibid.). see, by contrast, the pages of the Beneficio dedicated to the 

“effects of lively faith, and of the union of man’s soul with Jesus Christ” (effetti 

della viva fede e della unione dell’anima con Cristo), ch. Iv, pp. 27 et seq. For 

ochino’s position on this issue, see below.

 231. Politi, De perfecta iustificatione, 194.

 232. Indeed, Politi wrote: “non enim coronat habitus, sed actus, nec 

solum fidei actus sed charitatis, sine qua omnis actus despicitur a deo” (ibid.).

 233. Ibid., 197.

 234. Ibid., 199.

 235. Ibid., 208–9.

 236. see above.

 237. Beneficio, ch. I, 16 et seq.

 238. Ibid., ch. III, 21.

 239. I Frati cappuccini, 2172.

 240. Ibid., 2170–71.

 241. Beneficio, 27 et seq.

 242. Politi, De perfecta iustificatione, 224–25.

 243. Ibid., 206.

 244. on these treatises, see below, ch. 3.

 245. M. Firpo, Tra alumbrados e “spirituali,” 135.

 246. Ibid., 162–63.

 247. Ibid., 180.

 248. Ibid., 137.

 249. Ibid., 159–60. Regarding the Roman reactions to the agreement 

reached by Contarini in Regensburg, see above.

 250. Massimo Firpo writes of an “irreparable doctrinal divergence” 

between Pole and Contarini (Tra alumbrados e “spirituali,” 161 et seq.). eliza-

beth Gleason gave a different interpretation based on their “different political 

aims” and “temperaments,” although admitting that the two men “spoke dif-

ferent theological languages” (see below, n. 254) thomas Mayer also rejects 

the idea of a doctrinal divergence, arguing that in the main Pole accepted Con-

tarini’s efforts, which must mean that he did believe in “double justification.” 

he explains Pole’s failure to defend Contarini’s formula in Rome as a matter 

of “personality,” more specifically in terms of his “way to avoid conflict.” Regi

nald Pole, Prince and Prophet (Cambridge: Cambridge university Press, 2000), 

105–11. neither Gleason nor Mayer pays sufficient attention to the picture that 

emerges of Pole from the inquisitorial trials against many prominent members 
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of the Roman Curia in the 1550s and 1560s. I must add, however, that one of 

the main problems concerning Pole is that there is not much textual evidence 

about his convictions on the matter of justification by faith in those very years. 

An attempt in this direction has recently been made by davide Romano, “Reg-

inald Pole tra erasmo e valdés: dal de unitate ecclesiae alle Meditazioni sui 

salmi (1536–41),” Rivista storica italiana 124 (2012): 831–75.

 251. M. Firpo, Tra alumbrados e “spirituali,” 161.

 252. Ibid., 150.

 253. despite the different interpretation offered (see nn. 199 and 254), 

Gleason points out that “appointing him to Bologna was a shrewd tactical 

move by Paul III, who thereby avoided the semblance of dropping Contarini” 

(e. Gleason, Gasparo Contarini, 278).

 254. see P. simoncelli, Evangelismo; M. Firpo, “Gli ‘spirituali’, l’Accademia 

di Modena e il formulario di fede del 1542: Controllo del dissenso religioso e 

nicodemismo,” Rivista di storia e letteratura religiosa 20 (1984): 40–111, also 

in M. Firpo, Inquisizione romana e Controriforma, 67 et seq. (1st ed.); Glea-

son is inclined to explain the disagreement in terms of a character difference 

between the two (Gasparo Contarini, 297).

 255. G. Contarini to ercole Gonzaga, Regensburg, 25 May 1541, in Monu

menti di varia letteratura tratti dai manoscritti originali di monsignor Lodovico 

Beccadelli, arcivescovo di Ragusa, vol. I, pt. 2 (Bologna: Istituto delle scienze, 

1799), 149–50.

 256. Articuli orthodoxae fidei, in Processo Morone 2, vol. II, pp. 392–93; 

M. Firpo, “Gli ‘spirituali’, l’Accademia di Modena,” 63.

 257. to this end, Contarini spoke about two forms of justice that God 

gives man at the same time, which he can draw on through faith: inherent jus-

tice through which men start to be righteous and are made “consortes divinae 

naturae,” and imputed justice, given to man through Christ, which is there-

fore Christ’s justice, inextricably linked to Christ’s merits.

 258. According to the venetian cardinal, charity “inhaerens spiritus 

Christi, gratia, quae ab eo semper fovetur et emanat a plenitudine gratiae eius, 

Christi inquam,” could not be idle: it had to be practiced through internal 

meditation and prayer or through external pious works: exercising charity 

in this way could even lead to an increase in faith (letter from Contarini to 

ercole Gonzaga).

 259. see above.

 260. As mentioned above, it is probable that Contarini read the treatise 

that Politi had dedicated to him just before going to Regensburg (see above).
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 261. on which, see above.

 262. letter from Priuli to Beccadelli, viterbo, 13 March 1542, oxford, 

Bodleian library (oBl), Ms It. C. 25, fols. 182r–183v; quoted in M. Firpo, Vit

tore Soranzo vescovo ed eretico: Riforma della Chiesa e Inquisizione nell’Italia 

del ’500 (Rome and Bari: laterza, 2006), 104.

 263. In the same letter of 13 March, for example, Priuli asked Beccadelli 

to send a (now lost) “brief exposition . . . about the epistles of st. Paul” (expo-

sitione breve . . . sopra le epistole di san Paulo); ibid.

 264. M. Firpo, “Gli ‘spirituali’, l’Accademia di Modena,” 68.

 265. “the said Marco Antonio Flaminio sent me a handwritten copy 

of the book The Benefit of Christ Crucified, which I transcribed, but it was 

always a struggle here and there, where I disliked it. I showed it to the Most 

Reverend Monsignor Contarini, and his Most Reverend Worship told me 

that I had done well, because in effect he was overstepping the limits. so 

he said to me, repeating several times to the same end: ‘oh, poor Flaminio, 

he has gone too far!’ ” (Il detto Marco Antonio Flaminio mi mandò copia 

del libro del beneficio de Cristo scripta a mano, la quale io trascripsi, ma 

sempre facendo de sforsi in qua et in là dove mi dispiaceva. et io lo mostrai  

a monsignore reverendissimo Contarino, così sforzato, et sua reverendis-

sima signoria me rispose che io havevo facto bene perché in effecto el pas-

sava li termini. Accosì me disse, et più volte replicò in pari proposito: ‘oh 

povero Flaminio, el passa troppo’); deposition of nicola Bargellesi, in Pro

cesso Carnesecchi, vol. I, p. 5.

 266. letter from Pole to Contarini, viterbo, 1 May 1542; A. M. quirini, 

Epistolarum Reginaldi Poli S. R. E. Cardinalis. Et aliorum ad ipsum collectio, 5 

vols. (Brescia, 1744–52), vol. III, pp. 53–54.

 267. letter from Priuli to Beccadelli, viterbo, 1 May 1542, oBl, Ms 

It. C. 25, fols. 182r–183v; quoted by G. Fragnito, “Ancora sul ‘Beneficio di 

Cristo,’ ” Studi urbinati 40 (1971–72), p. 8 of the extract; see also the transcrip-

tion by t. Bozza, La Riforma cattolica: Il Beneficio di Cristo, 116 et seq.

 268. G. Fragnito, “Ancora sul ‘Beneficio di Cristo,’ ” 8–9 (offprint).

 269. P. simoncelli, “nuove ipotesi,” 336.

 270. t. Bozza, La Riforma cattolica: Il Beneficio di Cristo, 117–18.

 271. the passage concluded as follows: “that is the Compendium of 

lutheran errors and deceits, contained in a booklet, without the name of the 

author, entitled useful treatise of the Benefit of Christ Crucified, in Rome in 

the Pellegrino quarter, 1544” (ossia il Compendio d’errori et inganni luther-

ani, contenuti in un libretto, senza nome de l’Autore intitolato, trattato 
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utilissimo del benefitio di Christo crocifisso, in Roma ne la contrada del Pel-

legrino, 1544); G. Fragnito, “Ancora sul ‘Beneficio di Cristo,’ ” 8–9 [offprint]).

 272. M. Rosa, “In margine al ‘trattato del Beneficio di Cristo,’ ” 286.

 273. C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, Giochi di pazienza, 64.

 274. C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, “le due redazioni del ‘Beneficio di 

Cristo,’ ” in Eresia e Riforma nell’Italia del Cinquecento, Miscellanea I, Corpus 

Reformatorum Italicorum (Florence and Chicago, 1974), 135–204, esp. 143.

 275. C. Ginzburg and A. Prosperi, Giochi di pazienza, 69, 122.

 276. P. simoncelli, “nuove ipotesi,” 345–46.

 277. Ibid., 356 et seq.

 278. Ibid., 374.

 279. see above. More recently thomas Mayer supported the thesis, which 

is admittedly difficult to share on the basis of the existing documentation, 

of an “agreement” between Politi and Pole, writing that “Pole would prob-

ably have agreed with much of Catarino’s attack [Politi’s Compendio], from 

its broadsides against idle speculation in matters theological, to insistence on 

the distinction between the two kinds of faith that justified” (see t. Mayer, 

Reginald Pole, Prince and Prophet, 121–23, on which more generally, see the 

critical observations by M. Firpo, “note su una biografia di Reginald Pole,” 

Rivista storica italiana 113 [2001]: fasc. III, pp. 859–74).

 280. Regarding these discussions, see above. Contarini’s positions were in 

line with the Concilium Coloniense and the Enchiridion Christianae Institutio

nis by Gropper, texts published in Cologne in 1538 and republished in 1541 

in verona at the behest of Giberti (A. Prosperi, Tra evangelismo e Controri

forma, 254). It therefore seems natural that these positions did not meet with 

Flaminio’s approval: in 1538 he had distanced himself from Giberti, leaving 

verona for the naples of Juan de valdés.

 281. on this letter written by Contarini, see above.

 282. M. A. Flaminio, Lettere, 69.

 283. “I think that through the height of their intelligence those great men 

and you that satisfy yourself comprehend where I do not. therefore, the lack 

of intelligence must be attributed to me and not to you. I hope that God will 

want me to understand this question, so that I can agree with you about this 

article” (Credo che quelli grandi huomini per l’altezza del suo ingegno et voi 

che vi satisfacete, penetriate dove io non penetro. et però la grossezza del 

ingegno deve essere attribuita a me et non a voi. dio volesse che io la pen-

etrasse acciò insieme con voi mi acquetassi in questo articolo); P. simoncelli, 

Evangelismo, 79.
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 284. “I have received the reply from your Most Reverend. . . . And 

although I should perhaps calm down for the reasons it gives and follow its 

viewpoint, even remaining still in doubt, I replied to what your Most Rever-

end Worship wrote. however, then considering that I had little discretion by 

causing bother to read and reply to letters with my tittle- tattle, I did not want 

to send the letter, setting it aside to be shown at our meeting” (ho ricevuto la 

risposta di vostra signoria reverendissima. . . . et benché doverei forse acqu-

etarmi alle ragioni di quella et seguire la sua opinione, nientedimeno restando 

anchora dubioso, ho risposto a quello che scrive vostra signoria reverendis-

sima, ma considerando poi ch’io haveva poca discretione a dar molestia a 

quella di legere et rispondere con letere a mie ciancia, non ho voluto mandar 

la letera, riservandomi a mostrarla alla venuta nostra); letter to Gasparo Con-

tarini, sessa, 25 January 1539, in M. A. Flaminio, Lettere, 74.

 285. Ibid.

 286. Ibid., 98.

 287. Flaminio wrote: “your Most Reverend Worship wrote me a long 

letter, which to tell the honest truth gave me the most distress I have ever 

experienced in my life, and deservedly so, because I see that your holiness is 

asking me, and I must obey you more than the whole world; and I see that you 

are commanding me to do what I cannot do without my evident death, and 

what heightens my pain is that I am absolutely certain that I am not the right 

person for this undertaking (vostra signoria reverendissima mi ha scritto 

una lunghissima lettera, la quale, per dire ingenuamente il vero, mi ha data 

la maggiore afflittione ch’io mai habbia provato in vita mia, et meritamente, 

perché veggo che sua santità mi domanda, alla quale debbo ubidire più che 

a tutto il mondo insieme; et veggo che ella mi comanda cosa ch’io non posso 

fare senza la mia morte manifesta, et quello che mi accresce il dolore è ch’io 

son certissimo che la persona mia non è punto idonea a tanta impresa); ibid.

 288. “And through the compassion of your Worship it is better to accept 

this fragility of mine and see to it that things do not go from bad to worse, 

which will happen if your holiness remains offended about this necessary 

deliberation of mine. I know that I have overstepped the mark in writing, but 

I deserve to be forgiven, as I believe it to be a matter of life or death for me” 

(et alla benignità di vostra signoria si conviene condescendere a questa mia 

fragilità, et procurare che non si aggiunga male a male, il che seguiria se sua 

santità rimanesse offesa di questa mia necessitata deliberatione. Conosco di 

haver passato la misura nello scrivere, ma merito perdono trattandosi sec-

ondo il parer mio della vita et della morte mia); letter from naples, 25 sep-

tember 1540, in M. A. Flaminio, Lettere, 99–100.
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 289. this silence was only interrupted before Contarini’s death (August 

1542) by yet another request for help for his “extremely dear relative” (parente 

carissimo) Geronimo Morozzo; letter from viterbo, 8 July 1542, in M. A. Fla-

minio, Lettere, 123.

 290. to this end, see Pole’s letter to Contarini, in which he recounted, “I 

spend the rest of the day in the holy and valuable company of Messer Carne-

secchi and our Messer Marcantonio Flaminio. I say valuable, because then in 

the evening Messer Marcantonio gives me sustenance and nourishes most of 

my familiares with food that never perishes, in such a way that I do not know 

when I have felt greater consolation or edification” (il resto del giorno passo 

con questa santa et utile compagnia del signor Carnesecchi et messer Marco 

Antonio Flaminio nostro. utile io chiamo, perché la sera poi messer Marco 

Antonio dà pasto a me et alla miglior parte della famiglia de illo cibo qui non 

perit, in tal maniera che io non so quando abbia sentito maggior consolatione 

né maggior edificatione); letter from viterbo, 9 december 1541; A. Pastore, 

Marcantonio Flaminio, 119. there is also Priuli’s testimony about Flaminio’s 

lessons: “Messer Marco Antonio provided explanations of saint Matthew and 

started on saint John too” (Messer Marco Antonio ha fornito di exponer san 

Matteo et ha incominciato san Giovanni pure); Priuli to Beccadelli, 7 April 

1542, oBl, C. 25, fol. 191v; A. Pastore, Marcantonio Flaminio, 119.

 291. “And st. Bernard confirms the same thing in his seventy- seventh 

sermon on the song of songs, saying that our own merits bear no sway at all 

in making us righteous, which must be attributed wholly unto grace, which 

makes us righteous freely, and likewise discharges us from the bondage of 

sin. And he adds that Jesus Christ marries the soul, and couples himself into 

it by faith, without any merit of our works playing any part” (e san Bernardo, 

sopra la Cantica, nel sermone lXXvII, conferma il medesimo, affermando 

che i meriti nostri non hanno parte alcuna nella giustificazione, la quale si 

dee tutta attribuire alla grazia, la qual ci fa giusti gratis, e in questo modo ci 

libera dalla servitù del peccato; e soggionge che Cristo sposa l’anima e seco 

la unisce per la fede, non intervenendo alcun merito delle opere nostre); Ben

eficio, 37; and t. Bozza, La Riforma cattolica, 116, who identifies this as the 

passage about saint Bernard spoken about in viterbo.

 292. “In his first sermon about the Annunciation, st. Bernard says most 

clearly that ‘it is not enough to believe that you cannot have forgiveness for 

your sins except through God’s mercy, or that you cannot have any good desire 

or do any good work unless God gives it to you, or that you cannot deserve 

eternal life through your works unless it is given to you as a gift. But, besides 

all these things (says st. Bernard), which ought instead to be considered as a 
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beginning and foundation of our faith, you need to believe that your sins are 

also forgiven for him’ ” (santo Bernardo, della annunciazione del signore, al 

sermone primo, dice apertissimamente che non basta credere che tu non puoi 

avere la remissione delli peccati se non per la indulgenza di dio, né basta cre-

dere che tu non puoi avere alcun buon desiderio, né alcuna buona operazione, 

s’egli non la dona, né basta credere che tu non puoi meritare la vita eternale con 

le tue opere, s’anche essa non ti è data in dono: ma, oltre a queste cose [dice san 

Bernardo], le quali più tosto si debbono giudicare un certo principio e fonda-

mento della fede, è necessario che tu creda che per lui ancora ti sono rimessi i 

peccati); Beneficio, 80; the passage is not indicated by Bozza.

 293. A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 53; for Contarini’s ties with 

the Benedictine world, see 45. others also felt the need to provide their inter-

pretations of saint Bernard in those years. see, for example, don Giovanni 

evangelista of Antwerp, the abbot at santi severino e sossi in naples—the 

author between 1543 and 1545 of a treatise on what contributes to justifi-

cation, dedicated to Giovanna d’Aragona, Ascanio Colonna’s wife—who 

replied to his noble interlocutor who had asked him “if the doctrine of some 

newly composed treatises in the vernacular deviates from the holy Church” 

(se devia della santa Chiesa la dottrina di alcuni trattati volgari nuovamente 

composti) by underlining, among other things, that in saint Bernard’s sixty- 

seventh sermon “about the song of songs” (sopra la Cantica), cited by the 

authors of the Beneficio to support the thesis of the worthlessness of human 

merits for justification, it was necessary to read it alongside the next sermon 

(no. 68), which corrected and supplemented the previous statement by show-

ing the importance of good works; see A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 

53 et seq., esp. 57, which indicates, among other things, the existence of two 

versions of the treatise, both manuscripts, of different lengths: the shorter 

one undated and the longer one dated 1545 (54).

 294. on the relationship between Contarini and Morone, dating back 

to their shared experience in Regensburg, see M. Firpo, “Gli ‘spirituali’, 

l’Accademia di Modena.”

 295. Ibid., 65–67.

 296. Pole warned Contarini through Priuli in June that when speaking 

to Carafa, Álvarez, and Cervini in Rome, he had had a strong inkling of the 

preparations made for the issue of severe measures against the spread of the 

heresy (M. Firpo, “Gli ‘spirituali’, l’Accademia di Modena,” 69).

 297. Ibid., 102.

 298. Ibid., 101.
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 299. on the whole episode, see the reconstruction by M. Firpo, “Gli ‘spiri-

tuali’, l’Accademia di Modena,” 29–118; and also the effective summary by 

l. Felici, “Introduzione,” in Filippo valentini, Il Principe fanciullo: Trattato 

inedito dedicato a Renata ed Ercole II d’Este, text, introduction, and notes by 

l. Felici (Florence: olschki, 2000), 63 et seq.

 300. Processo Morone 2, vol. I, pp. 193–94.

 301. these words were pronounced by salmerón in his testimony during 

the Morone trial (ibid.).

 302. Ibid.

 303. Politi, Compendio. Regarding Catarino’s full awareness of the iden-

tity and doctrinal positions of the spirituali, see the considerations by s. lo 

Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 25 et seq. on this theme, see also below, ch. 3.

 304. Furthermore, salmerón showed him a dozen lutheran conclusions 

attributed to Morone (testimony by the dominican Gabriel Martinet, Pro

cesso Morone 2, vol. I, pp. 591–92; s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 47).

 305. Processo Morone 2, vol. I, p. 591; s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi,” 48.

 306. see above, ch. 1.

 307. Processo Morone 2, vol. I, pp. 193–94. In the letter that Cervini sent to 

Ignatius loyola, he regretted “that his [salmerón’s] matter became so wide-

spread among the common people” (che la cosa sua sia andata tanto nel volgo), 

causing a “scandal” (scandalo) that “it will not be so easy to put right” (non si 

potrà già così facilmente rimediare); ibid.

 308. the text of the twenty- five articles (of which the eleventh is missing) 

was published by Firpo and Marcatto in Processo Morone 2, vol. I, pp. 199–201.

 309. see, as examples, the following articles, which on the question of 

justification and predestination closely resembled Catarino’s distinction 

between the first and second justification, as well as the concept of grace 

granted mercifully to all men, destined, however, to disappear in the event of 

man resisting divine will: “ninth article. I taught in a sermon that the first 

justification, through which the sinner becomes righteous, works by faith 

alone, without any previous works, but according to st. Jacob and st. John 

this justification is increased, fulfilled and made perfect for good works” 

(nono articolo. ho insegnato in una predica che la prima giustificatione per 

la qual el peccator diviene e si fa giusto procede per la sola fede senza alc-

hune opere prece denti, ma detta giustificatione essere accresciuta, adempiuta 

e fatta perfetta per le buone opere, secondo santo Iacobo et santo Gioanne); 

ibid., 199–200; and “eighteenth article. Although I have spoken very little 
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about predestination, nevertheless everything that I have touched on lightly 

meant that I was saying like Paul the apostle that our most clement father 

God wants all men to be saved and come into knowledge of the truth, if 

these men do not resist divine will and if they obey the voice of God, if they 

observe the commandments of God through his grace, which does not deny 

anyone” (decimo ottavo articolo. quantuncha habia parlato pochissimo de 

la predestinatione, nondimeno tutto quello che leggermente ho tochato sig-

nificava ch’io diceva cum Paolo apostolo el clementissimo patre nostro dio 

volere che tutti li huomini si salvano e vengano a la cognitione de la verità, se 

pur essi huomini non faciano resistenza a la divina voluntà et se obedisseno 

a la voce de dio, se osservino li commandamenti de dio mediante la gratia 

sua, la qual non niega ad alchuno); ibid., 200. there were also observations 

like those contained in the “twenty- first article” (vigesimoprimo articolo) 

about “heretics . . . who deceive the innocent and simple with their sweet . . . 

talk and adulation” (heretici . . . li quali ingannano li innocenti et semplici 

cum el suo dolce . . . parlare et adulatione’) (ibid., 201), which clearly echoed 

the themes of Politi’s antiheretical polemic. 

Chapter 3. Catarino Politi and the spirituali

 1. d. A. Mortier, Histoire des maîtres généraux de l’Ordre des frères 

prêcheurs, 8 vols. (Paris: A. Picard, 1903[1902]–20), vol. v, pp. 372–74.

 2. “quidam enim ex fratibus nostris (obscuri tamen nominis), cum 

eorum Romae agerentur comitia, ut defuncto Faventino generali ordinis 

magistro, quem tu novisti, novum crearent, detulit ad patres nescio quae in 

nostris libris a se notata ut falsa et rectae fidei adversantia. ego tunc in Galliis 

agebam, mox tamen Romam profectus, quo antequam pervenissem, solutis 

iam comitiis, magno silentio transactam rem invenio” (this letter of 1549 was 

published by J. schweizer, “Ambrosius Catharinus Politus und Bartolomeo 

spina,” Römische Quartalschrift 22 [1908]: 8–9).

 3. this was the De universali corruptione generis humani ab Adam semi

naliter propagati (1525) and the Tractatus contra opusculum Caietani de con

ceptione Beatae Virginis (1533); both were republished in 1535, in Opuscula 

edita per reverendum Magistrum Bartholomeum de Spina pisanum (venetiis, 

in aedibus stephani sabiensis, 1535), on 58v–88v.

 4. the complete title is Disputationis pro immaculata divae Virginis con

ceptione libri tres, similiter hac nova editione recogniti ab illo ac reconcinnati, 

published in Opuscula; see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 294.
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 5. the fifteen errores were published by Politi in his Enarrationes as part 

of a list that also included the errors added by spina in 1546 and subsequently 

republished by schweizer in an appendix of his monograph; see below.

 6. Summa, I, q. 23, art. 5. the version of the Summa used here is an 

Italian translation by the dominicans from the mid- twentieth century: 

s. tommaso d’Aquino, La Somma teologica: Traduzione e commento a cura dei 

domenicani italiani. Testo latino dell’edizione leonina, vol. II: Vita e operazioni 

di Dio (I, qq. 14–26) (salani, 1951) (henceforth Somma), quotation on p. 268.

 7. I, q. 23, art. 6, Somma, p. 270.

 8. I, q. 23, art. 3.

 9. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 274. It is useful to quote 

here the passage from the De praescientia from which the observation was 

taken, also to show, as far as possible, spina’s work methods as a censor: 

“non concedo ut veram: non praedestinatus salvabitur, nec tamen ut falsam, 

similiter hanc: non praedestinatus damnabitur, nec ut veram nec ut falsam 

admitto, sed ut possibilem utramque, ita ut vera sit: non praedestinatus pot-

erit salvari, et similiter vera: non praedestinatus poterit damnari; salvabitur 

autem aut damnabitur divisim, non item composite vero absque dubio. nam 

de quovis non praedestinato verum est, quod aut salvabitur aut damnabi-

tur. nam si vera esset illa: non praedestinatus damnabitur, etiam vera esset: 

necessario damnabitur ex conclusis per Aristotelem. hanc autem iam nul-

lus concedit praeter hoc novitios magistros, ergo nec prior concedenda est” 

(Politi, De praescientia et providentia Dei, 1541, fol. h7r, in Opuscula, vol. I, 

p. 112; J. schwei zer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 274).

 10. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 273. It was just the same 

in Conclusio 12: “Reprobatus necessario simpliciter damnabitur neque poterit 

salvari, praescitus tamen salvari salvabitur, non tamen necessario simpliciter, 

ut non possit non salvari” (274–75).

 11. Ibid., 275.

 12. see below, ch. 4.

 13. s. Pagano, Il cardinale Uberto Gambara vescovo di Tortona (1489–1549) 

(Florence: olschki, 1995), 69 n. 278; s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 42; 

G. dall’olio, “Pietro Gelido dalla Corte di Roma alla legazione di Avignone 

(1496–1545),” in Circolazione di uomini e d’idee tra Italia ed Europa nell’età della 

Controriforma, ed. s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Bollettino della Società di studi valdesi, 

no. 181 (1997): 79–106, esp. 92. on Gelido, see also the DBI entry by G. dall’olio.

 14. G. Jalla, “Pietro Gelido, riformato italiano del secolo XvI,” Rivista 

cristiana, n.s., 1 (1899): 179–89, 215–21, 270–76, 289–96, esp. 183; s. lo Re, 

“Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 29; G. dall’olio, “Pietro Gelido,” 90.
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 15. letter from Pietro Gelido to Alessandro Farnese, lyon, 27 septem-

ber 1541, AsP, Cart. Farn. est., Francia, b. 8; quoted in G. dall’olio, “Pietro 

Gelido,” 90–91.

 16. deposition of 25–28 July 1555, in Processo Morone 2, vol. I, p. 216; 

s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 29. For scotti’s stay at Politi’s Roman resi-

dence, see the letter that salmerón sent him from trent using the dominican’s 

address (MhsI, salmeronis epistolae, vol. I, p. 99). there is also confirmation 

of scotti’s presence in Rome at that time in Processo Carnesecchi, vol. II, p. 1116. 

 17. during the Morone trial, the dominican Gabriel Martinet stated 

that he had heard about Pole’s heresy from the mouth of Pietro Gelido and had 

some of his letters “propria manu illius scriptas ad Ambrosium Chaterinum 

tunc episcopum, a quo doctrinam catholicam doctus fuerat, postmodum 

per cardinalem Polum seductus, ad lumen veritatis rediens; in hunc modum 

incipit: ‘erravit, sicut ovis quae periit: require servum tuum domine’ ” (Pro

cesso Morone 2, vol. I, p. 592; s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 29–30). 

on these issues, see now M. Firpo, La presa di potere dell’Inquisizione romana 

1550–1553 (Rome and Bari: laterza, 2014), esp. 214–28.

 18. A previously unknown inquisitorial document from the soranzo 

trial informs us of the dispute between Gelido and salmerón on that occa-

sion: “We must remember to examine don Alphonso salmeron about the 

clashes that he had with the aforementioned Pero when he was seduced, 

because it is expected that he will be able to tell us some useful informa-

tion” (Bisogna recordarse d’esaminare domino Alphonso sa[l]meron sopra li 

contrasti ch’egli hebbe col detto Pero quando fu sedutto, perché si stima che 

saperà dire qualche bona cosa in particolare); M. Firpo and s. Pagano, I pro

cessi inquisitoriali di Vittore Soranzo (1550–1558): Edizione critica (henceforth 

Processo Soranzo), 2 vols. (vatican City: Archivio segreto vaticano, 2004), 612 

n. 2; on this document, see also below.

 19. on this point, in addition to s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 

33, see G. Caravale, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi e i primi gesuiti,” 102.

 20. G. dall’olio, “Pietro Gelido,” 105–6.

 21. there is also evidence of a long stay in siena starting in the late sum-

mer of 1542 in the letter written by Politi to orlandini from Rome on septem-

ber 17, 1543, on which, see below n. 334.

 22. For the eulogies of ochino pronounced by orlandini between the 

end of 1540 and the beginning of 1541, see l. Kosuta, “Aonio Paleario et son 

groupe humaniste et réformateur à sienne (1530–1546),” Lias 7.1 (1980): 3–59, 

esp. 57 n. 217.
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 23. Ibid., 32–33.

 24. ACdF, st. st., s 4–g; the document, mentioned by d. Marcatto, 

“Questo passo dell’heresia”: Pietro Antonio di Capua tra valdesiani, ‘spirituali’ e 

Inquisizione (naples: Bibliopolis, 2003), 40 n. 90, is now published in Processo 

Soranzo, vol. II, pp. 610–12 n. 2, quotation on p. 612.

 25. through a brief issued on 12 september 1550, lorenzo davidico was 

appointed an apostolic preacher and authorized to preach anywhere, in pub-

lic or in private, “even without requesting a license from diocesan bishops or 

their vicars” (anche senza chiedere la licenza degli ordinari), as well as to absolve 

“from all sins in the court of the conscience, including any cases reserved for 

bishops” (nel foro della coscienza da tutti e qualunque caso episcopale riservato); 

see e. Brambilla, Alle origini del Sant’Uffizio: Penitenza, confessione e giustizia 

spirituale dal medioevo al XVI secolo (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2000), 388. on 

davidico, see M. Firpo, Nel labirinto del mondo: Lorenzo Davidico tra santi, ere

tici, inquisitori (Florence: olschki, 1992); d. Marcatto, Il processo inquisitoriale 

di Lorenzo Davidico (1555–1560): Edizione critica (Florence: olschki, 1992).

 26. the correspondence is held in siena at the Biblioteca Comunale 

(BCs, cod. h.IX.46). the codex of letters, held under the title Epistolae Fed

erici Rolandini, is mentioned by l. Kosuta, “Aonio Paleario,” 57 n. 215. the 

correspondence consists of ten letters: Politi to orlandini, Rome, 18 octo-

ber 1543, fols. 152v–153v; orlandini to Politi, siena, 25 october 1543, fols. 

153v–154v; Politi to orlandini, Rome, 5 november 1543, fol. 155r; orlandini 

to Politi, siena, 15 november 1543, fols. 155r–v; Politi to orlandini, Rome, 17 

december 1543, fols. 157v–158r; orlandini to Politi, siena, 21 december 1543, 

fols. 158r–159r; orlandini to Politi, siena, 17 January 1544, fols. 159v–160v; 

orlandini to Politi, siena, 19 March 1544, fols. 161r–162r; orlandini to Politi, 

siena, 18 november 1546, fols. 236v–237v.

 27. Catarino was then forced to follow the events concerning Beatrice’s 

wedding dowry from Rome with some apprehension, as his brother turned 

out to be unwilling to give it to orlandini.

 28. letter from siena, 17 January 1544, BCs, cod. h.IX.46, fols. 160r–v.

 29. l. von Pastor, Storia dei papi, vol. v, p. 673, on the appointment of 

the six cardinals; see also A. Prosperi, Tribunali della coscienza: Inquisitori, 

confessori, missionari (turin: einaudi, 1996), 38 et seq. For the first steps 

toward the reorganization of the Inquisition, dating to July of the previous 

year, see h. Jedin, Storia del concilio di Trento, 4 vols. (Brescia: Morcelliana, 

1949–79), vol. I, p. 367; see also G. Fragnito, “Gli ‘spirituali’ e la fuga di Ber-

nardino ochino,” esp. 777–78 n. 3, now also in Fragnito, Gasparo Contarini.
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 30. letter from ochino to Giberti, Morbegno, 31 August 1542, pub-

lished by K. Benrath, Bernardino Ochino von Siena, 283; see also A. Prosperi, 

Tra evangelismo e Controriforma, 315; G. Fragnito, “Gli ‘spirituali’ e la fuga 

di Bernardino ochino,” 782–83; the letter has recently been republished in 

B. ochino, I “Dialogi sette,” 124–25.

 31. v. Colonna, Carteggio, 2nd ed., ed. e. Ferrero and G. Müller, with 

suppl. ed. d. tordi (turin: loescher, 1892), 139.

 32. v. Colonna, Carteggio, 257; R. h. Bainton, Bernardino Ochino, 56.

 33. P. tacchi venturi, “Il vescovo Gianmatteo Giberti nella fuga di Ber-

nardino ochino,” Civiltà cattolica 4 (1913): 325; R. h. Bainton, Bernardino 

Ochino, 57.

 34. letter from Giberti to Cardinal ercole Gonzaga, 28 August 1542, 

published by e. solmi, “la fuga di Bernardino ochino secondo i documenti 

dell’Archivio Gonzaga di Mantova,” 76; see also G. Fragnito, “Gli ‘spirituali’ e 

la fuga di Bernardino ochino,” 777.

 35. Claudio tolomei, Delle lettere . . . libri sette: Con nuova aggiunta ris

tampate et con somma diligentia corrette (vinetia, appresso Gabriel Giolito de’ 

Ferrari, 1549), 234; R. h. Bainton, Bernardino Ochino, 57. With regard to lat-

tanzio tolomei, a close relative of Claudio, his great friend (he defined him 

as “a part of my soul” [una parte de l’anima mia]) Catarino did not fail to 

emphasize that “he was such a lover of the truth that he was not ashamed to 

confess his error or that he had exalted and favoured such a great enemy of the 

faith and of the holy Catholic Church” (era sí amator de la verità che non si 

vergognava confessar l’error suo ne l’haver magnificato et favorito sí grande 

inimico de la fede et de la santa Chiesa catholica); Epistola di Ambrogio Cata

rino Politi, in Politi, Rimedio a la pestilente dottrina di frate Bernardino Ochino 

(Rome, 1544), fol. 2v; on this text, see below.

 36. nino sernini (diplomatic envoy) to ercole Gonzaga, Rome, 2 sep-

tember 1542, in e. solmi, “la fuga di Bernardino ochino secondo i docu-

menti dell’Archivio Gonzaga di Mantova,” 51.

 37. sadoleto to Cardinal Alessandro Farnese, san Felice, 21 Janu-

ary 1543, in A. Ronchini, “lettere del card. Jacopo sadoleto e di Paolo suo 

nipote,” Atti e memorie della Regia Deputazione di storia patria per le provincie 

modenesi e parmensi 6 (1872): 110–24.

 38. G. Fragnito, “Gli ‘spirituali’ e la fuga di Bernardino ochino,” 799 

and appendix, p. 810; see the letter also in t. Bozza, “Calvino in Italia,” taken 

from Miscellanea in memoria di Giorgio Cencetti (Rome, 1971), 13–14.

 39. Prediche di Bernardino Ochino da Siena: Si me persequuti sunt, et vos 

persequentur sed omnia, vincit veritas, published in Geneva by Gérard on 10 
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october 1542, sermon no. X; see G. Fragnito, “Gli ‘spirituali’ e la fuga di Ber-

nardino ochino,” 792. Also worth mentioning here is a later reference to the 

similar positions to those of Contarini taken by ochino in his Risposta alle 

false calumnie, et impie biastemmie di frate Ambrosio Catharino (1546), where 

he put his name alongside lattanzio tolomei, Federico Fregoso, and Gian 

Matteo Giberti, as some of those who “confessed justification through Christ” 

(confessarono la giustificatione per Christo) to him (ochino, Risposta, fol. 

8r). the other testimonies about the circulation of ochino’s Prediche include 

one by Girolamo Papino, the duke of este’s trusted theologian, according to 

whom the volume of the Geneva sermons had reached “the hands of many 

noblemen” (ad multorum nobilium manus) and the opinions of the former 

general of the Capuchins, which were shared by “many people, both clergy 

and secular” (quamplurimos, et ecclesiasticos et seculares); letter from 

Girolamo Papino to Cardinal Giovanni salviati, bishop of Ferrara, 5 February 

1543, in Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Ms B 201 suss., fols. 2v and 3r; quoted 

by A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 72, 399 n. 5; see also A. Prosperi, 

“Girolamo Papino e Bernardino ochino: documenti per la biografia di un 

inquisitore,” in L’aquila bianca: Studi di storia estense per Luciano Chiappini, 

ed. A. samaritani and R. varese (Ferrara: Corbo editore, 2000), 283–306, now 

also A. Prosperi, L’Inquisizione romana: Letture e ricerche (Rome: edizioni di 

storia e letteratura, 2003), 99–123.

 40. Although there is no indication of the date, it is possible to position 

the drafting of the treatise in the same few months; it was previously errone-

ously dated to 1544; see s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 44; and below.

 41. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione de l’huomo nel conspetto di Dio, 

secondo la pura dottrina de lo evangelio, composto da frate Ambrosio Catha

rino Polito da Siena de l’ordine de predicatori a contemplatione de li amatori de 

la catholica verità (Rome: Girolama Cartolari, n.d. [1543]), fol. A3r; on this 

work, see below.

 42. For Cervini’s role in the drafting of the Compendio, see below. on 

Cervini’s role in collecting information about people suspected of heresy even 

before being appointed as a member of the holy office, see G. Caravale, “Cer-

vini contro vergerio: un intervento previdente dell’Inquisizione romana,” in 

Pier Paolo Vergerio: Un polemista nell’Europa del Cinquecento, ed. u. Rozzo 

(udine: Forum, 2000), 33–52, 335–60.

 43. In Roma, ne la contrada del Pellegrino per M. Girolama de Cartolari. 

a instantia di M. Michele tramezino, 1544, nel mese di Marzo. the Epistola 

is on fols. 2r–3v and was fully transcribed by v. Marchetti, Gruppi ereticali, 

255–57. on the Rimedio, see also below.
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 44. Politi, Epistola, fol. 2r.

 45. “since trying to emend it was a task like wanting to whiten an ethi-

opian’s skin (as they are similar men, as st. Paul testifies, led astray and damned  

by themselves); and in terms of refuting his positions, little could be added to 

what he had already achieved on his own (having publicly declared himself to 

be an excellent apostate and solemn hypocrite)”; (Imperoché se si cercava la 

sua emendatione era impresa come di volere imbiancare la pelle de l’ethiope 

[essendo simili huomini, come testifica san Paulo, già subversi et per proprio 

giuditio condennati]; et se si cercava la sua confusione poco si poteva aggiog-

nere a quella che da se stesso s’haveva guadagnata [essendosi dichiarato pub-

licamente uno eccellente apostata et un solenne hipocrita]); ibid., fols. 2r–v.

 46. “they also added that writing against him gave him a reputation 

among uninformed people because, as saint Augustine says, heretics who 

have established their objective as achieving worldly glory always want to be 

contradicted, so that it can at least be said of them that they fought, although 

they are certain that they will be contested” (Aggiognevano anchora che lo 

scriverli contra era un darli riputatione appresso il volgo ignorante perché, 

come dice santo Agostino, gli heretici che hanno posto il fin suo ne la gloria 

mondana, cercan sempre che li sia contradetto, accioché si dica di loro almeno 

che hanno combattuto benché sian certi d’esser confusi); ibid., fol. 2v.

 47. “I liked that advice then” (Mi piacque allhora quel consiglio), wrote 

Politi (ibid.).

 48. the reference is to the latin treatise by Raffaele da Como, a canon 

regular, who in the same year published his Raphaelis comensis canonici regu

laris congregationis lateranensis confutatio haeresis fratris Bernardini Ochini 

senensis de iustificatione (venetiis, per venturinum de Ruffinellis, 1543) (the 

juxtaposed title of the work is Malleus haereticorum), a work that, as far as I 

know, is yet to be studied in detail.

 49. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fols. A2v–A3r.

 50. Politi, Epistola, fols. 2v–3r.

 51. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 15r.

 52. Ibid., fol. 15v.

 53. Ibid., fol. 19r.

 54. Ibid., fol. A2r. “Mendacious adulterators of the word of God” (Men-

daci adulteratori della parola di dio), he added; fol. 63r.

 55. Ibid., fol. 6v.

 56. Ibid., fol. 7v.

 57. Ibid., fol. 149r.
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 58. Ibid., fol. 22r.

 59. Ibid., fol. 53v.

 60. Ibid., fol. 60v.

 61. Ibid., fols. 110r–v.

 62. Ibid., fol. A2r.

 63. Ibid., fols. A2r–v. “As all of us are naturally, knowing that in this way 

he tacitly tells the people (as revealed in Isaiah 30)” (Come siam tutti natural-

mente, sapendo che così tacitamente gli dice el vulgo [come revela Isaia 30]); 

ibid. Further on, he returned to the concept of sweetness, which also played 

a central role in the Compendio: “And in this way like sirens . . . they invite 

others to the same adultery with their sweet song, saying: come, come all of 

you . . . break the yoke for once, unload the burden as we have done, and we 

live in this way. Come here, so that you will have Christian freedom, you will 

be able to get married and do a thousand wonderful things. here you will 

learn the purity of the Gospel. And every man will be able to speak accord-

ing to what the spirit suggests to him. here it seems that I have discovered 

the religious dimension, here I find the spirit of the primitive Church” (et 

così come sirene . . . invitano con dolce canto li altri al medesimo adulterio, 

dicendo: venite, venite tutti . . . rompete una volta il giogo, scaricatevi il peso 

come habbiam fatto noi, et pur viviamo. venite di qua che harete la libertà 

christiana, potrete far nozze et mille belle cose. qui intenderete la purità de 

l’evangelio. et ogni huomo potrà parlare secondo che lo spirito gli sugger-

isce. qui mi par esser fatto religioso, qui mi truovo lo spirito de la primitiva 

chiesa); fols. 24v–25r.

 64. Ibid., fols. A2v–A3r. 

 65. Ibid., fols. 16r–v.

 66. to this end, when referring to “my Italy” (Italia mia) in his Geneva 

sermons, ochino specified that “then . . . I will no longer be able to preach to 

you live for now, I will make an effort to write in the vernacular, so that it is 

more accessible, and I think that Christ wanted it this way, so that I only have 

respect for the truth” (dapoi . . . che con la viva voce non posso per hora più 

predicarti, mi sforzarò scrivere, et in lingua volgare, aciò sia più comune, et 

pensarò che Christo habi così voluto, aciò che io non habi altro respecto che 

alla verità); Prediche di Bernardino Ochino da Siena. Si me persequuti sunt, et 

vos persequentur, fol. A2v.

 67. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fols. 23r–v.

 68. R. h. Bainton, Bernardino Ochino, 50; P. simoncelli, Evangelismo, 92; 

u. Rozzo, “Introduzione,” in B. ochino, I “Dialogi sette,” 30.
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 69. see the transcription of the text in B. ochino, I “Dialogi sette,” 147–

52. the term “Antichrist” was also used by ochino in Responsio ad Marcum 

Brixiensem (1543); R. Bainton, Bernardino Ochino, 50. on the theme of the 

Antichrist in religious literature and sixteenth- century publications, see the 

important essay by A. Rotondò, “Anticristo e Chiesa romana: diffusione e 

metamorfosi d’un libello antiromano del Cinquecento,” especially his reflec-

tions on ochino and the Antichrist, 61–62.

 70. “the court that silences them and from where they and all heretics 

have always returned home with the sentence of their condemnation, I mean 

the court (note this, reader) to which Christ said: ‘thou art Peter, and upon 

this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against 

it,’ they have dared to call it the court of the Antichrist” (quel tribunale che li 

chiude la boccha et d’onde loro et tutti li heretici hanno sempre riportato la 

sententia de la lor condennatione a casa loro, dico quel tribunale [nota questa, 

lettore] al qual disse Christo: ‘tu es Petrus, et super hanc petram aedific-

abo ecclesiam meam: et portae inferi non praevalebunt adversus eam’, hanno 

ardire di chiamarlo tribunale d’antichristo); Politi, Trattato della giustifica

tione, fols. 7v–8v; my emphasis.

 71. “Indeed, if I have sinned, I must account for this to God, for the fact 

that I did not say the truth openly, but hid it” (Imo se ho errato, di questo 

ho a rendere ragione a dio, di non haver dicto el vero apertamente, ma in 

mascara); Prediche, fol. F5v. he was then quick to justify himself: “But I did 

so successfully, as it could not be said otherwise” (Però a buon fine, poi che in 

altro modo non si poteva dire); ibid.

 72. “And . . . not bothering to condemn themselves for all that time in 

the past, when they and others confessed it, and submitting to that court as 

the court of Christ, as it is his vicar, as it has always been considered by true 

Catholics without any dispute” (et . . . non curano di condennare se stessi per 

tutto quel tempo adietro, nel quale loro insieme con li altri l’hanno confes-

sato, et sottopostosi a quel tribunale come tribunal di Christo essendo del 

vicario suo, come senza alcuna controversia è sempre stato reputato da e’ veri 

catholici); Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 8v.

 73. the first court is supported by God and “does not have . . . any juris-

diction . . . in us” (non ha . . . in noi . . . iurisdictione alchuna), while the sec-

ond one is presided over by Christ and to which all “sinners must go, if they 

want to be saved[,] . . . to ask for mercy and not justice, grace or reason” (li 

peccatori, se vogliano salvarsi, debano andar . . . a domandar pietà et non 

iustitia, gratia et non ragione); Prediche, fols. F1v–F2v.
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 74. A doctrine that did not distinguish “between a justified man and a 

sinner, and between mercy and mercy, . . . as if all men were equally worthy 

of condemnation through the law, and thus worthy of mercy through Christ” 

(tra ’l giusto et el peccatore, et tra misericordia et misericordia, . . . come se 

tutti li huomini fusseno egualmente degni di condemnatione per la legge, et 

così degni di misericordia per Christo); Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, 

fols. 128r–v.

 75. Prediche, fol. d4r.

 76. “the argument according to which Christ could not save man any less 

than Adam was able to damn him is not a good argument in formal terms to 

infer that in the same way in which Adam damned us without us having done 

any works, Christ must restore us to our original state without our carrying 

out any works. If the argument were valid, it would follow that as Adam took 

away our grace without our consent, so Christ would have to give it back to us 

without our consent. yet even this is false in their opinion” (non è dunque buon 

argomento secondo la forma, perché Christo non hebbi men potuto a salvarci 

ch’Adam a dannarci, per inferire, che se Adam ci dannò senza nostre opere, 

così ci debbe restituir Christo senza opere nostre, perché se l’argomento valesse 

seguitarebbe ancora che come Adam ci tolse la gratia senza consenso nostro, 

così ci deverebbe Christo restituircela senza consenso nostro. et nondimeno 

questo è falso ancor secondo loro); Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 120v.

 77. ochino stated that “baptism . . . was ordered by Christ so that it 

would inspire you and make you remember that you were washed with the 

blood of Christ, and that you died and were reborn in the presence of God, 

and so that you would find confirmation and strengthen your belief that you 

are saved thanks to Christ, and not because it gives you grace through its own 

virtues. For this reason, you cannot actually be baptized unless you first have 

faith and have been justified” (el baptesmo . . . fu ordinato da Christo acciò ti 

excitasse et inducesse a ricordarti che se’ lavato col sangue di Christo: et che 

se’ morto al mondo et renato a dio, per confirmarti et augumentarti in questa 

fede, che per se’ salvo, non perché ’l baptismo per virtù sua ti da la gratia, 

imo non ti puoi debitamente baptizare, se imprima non hai fede et seiusto); 

Prediche, fol. I4v.

 78. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 112r. on this point of the 

treatise, see also l. lazzerini, Nessuno è innocente: Le tre morti di Pietro Pagolo 

Boscoli (Florence: olschki, 2002), 250–52.

 79. “Just as st. Augustine says in many places [Come in più luoghi dichi-

ara santo Augustino],” he concluded by saying that “this incitement and other 
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miseries that remain cannot be considered as punishment deriving from sin, 

which is completely canceled, but as exercises that God has left for man to 

do, so that he can fight and beat sin and earn merits” (questo fomite et altre 

miserie che restano, non sono più considerabili come pena di peccato che è 

tolto via in tutto, ma come exercitii che dio ci ha lassato a battaglia et vittoria 

et merito nostro); Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 112r.

 80. see, e.g., this passage: “the foolish interpretations that they give 

to these passages are not unknown to me. . . . In short, they say that after 

a believer has committed a new sin, God does not want the priest to inflict 

any punishment to satify the sin, because Christ satisfied all guilt and every 

punishment that was due to sin. they admit that God leaves or inflicts some 

punishments and torment on those who have already been justified, but 

they maintain that he does not do this for redemption or the satisfaction of 

sins that have already been pardoned, but for instruction and as a warning. 

they say that in antiquity the holy Fathers acted in this way by imposing 

penance, and that this is what happened to david, since when God imposed 

a punishment on him, he did not do it to avenge the sin he had committed, 

but to correct him. oh, how many liars and adulterators of the word of God 

there are” (non mi son nascoste le stolte risposte loro a questi luoghi. . . . 

dicono in somma che dio non vuole che doppo el peccato nuovo, de già 

fedeli sia data dal sacerdote alcuna opera o pena satisfattoria, perché Christo 

ha in tutto satisfatto per ogni colpa et pena debita per el peccato. Confessan 

però, che dio al giustificato lassa o inferisce alcune pene et supplicii non 

già per redemptione o satisfattione de peccati già rimessi, ma per instrut-

tione et ammonitione. et così dicono che antiquamente facevano e santi 

Padri, che imponevano le penitentie, et che così intervenne a david, che 

quello che dio gli impose di pena, lo fece non per vendetta del peccato, ma 

per sua correttione. o mendaci et adulteratori de la parola di dio); ibid.,  

fols. 62v–63r.

 81. see, e.g., Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fols. 66v et seq.

 82. see above, ch. 2, for the hypothesis that Politi knew his opponents 

personally, probably since less difficult times, or at least from a time when the 

debate had not yet turned into a head- on clash.

 83. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 103v; see also fols. 149r–v.

 84. “the only pretext for their lie is the bad life of priests, inferring that 

they are bearers of bad doctrine from their improper behaviour, and in turn 

deducing from this that the authority they received from God needs to be 

denied” (non danno altro colore a questa bugia, che la mala vita de pastori, 
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inferendo da la mala vita ancor la mala doctrina, et da quella, negando ancor 

la potestà che hanno da dio); ibid., fols. 8v–9r.

 85. Ibid., fol. 9r.

 86. “therefore, none of them (as they are in the habit of doing) can 

rightfully reprove me as a papist, papist, that is (by which they mean) flat-

terer, flatterer.” Ibid.

 87. Ibid., fols. 25v, 26r.

 88. “the lord has already given the proper remedy by saying: do not 

do what they do, but do what they say” (Il signore ha già dato el remedio 

conveniente, dicendo. non fate quel che fanno, ma fate quel che dicono); 

ibid., fol. 11v.

 89. Ibid., fol. 27r. “But it should be noted—he added—the truth they 

tell, they don’t tell simply to tell the truth, and therefore these are not theirs, 

since they are the children of the lie” (Ma è da notare—aggiungeva—che le 

verità che dicono, non le dicono puramente per dir verità, et però non sono 

sue di loro, essendo loro figliuoli de la bugia).

 90. Ibid., fol. 28r.

 91. Ibid., fols. 30v–31r; and again, further on: “they fall silent and some 

of them omit parts and move on” (diventan muti, alcuni saltano et trapas-

sano via); fol. 31v.

 92. Ibid., fol. 31v.

 93. Ibid., fol. 32v.

 94. Ibid., fol. 33r.

 95. “they say that the spirit of Christ has illuminated them with the 

truth” (dicon che lo spirito di Christo gli ha illuminati de la verità); ibid., 

fol. 34v.

 96. Ibid., fol. 40r.

 97. Ibid., fol. 40v. ochino had written as follows: “Because justification 

through Christ is absolutely essential to a Christian, and the first source of 

all the other gifts, virtues and graces” (Perché la iustificatione per Christo è 

essentialissima al christiano, et primo fonte di tutti li altri nostri doni, virtù 

et gratie); Prediche, fol. A3r.

 98. “It is as if someone denied that we are justified before God thanks 

to Christ, as if one of us had ever dared to preach the opposite, as if we did 

not profess and preach so expressly and clearly in our public orations, duties, 

Masses and sermons, and as if our doctors, including the scholars, did not 

write and bear testament to precisely this concept” (Come se quasi negasse o 

come se alcun ardisse di predicarli contra, o vero come se non si confessasse 
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et predicasse ancor per tutto expresso et chiaro ne le publiche orationi, ne 

li offitii, ne le misse et ecclesiastiche concioni o finalmente come se e nostri 

dottori, etiam li scholastici che costor perseguitano, non scrivesseno et pro-

vasseno questo medesimo, cioè che noi siam giustificati per Christo dinanzi a 

dio); Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 40v.

 99. Ibid.

 100. Ibid., fol. 61r.

 101. Prediche, fol. A7r.

 102. Ibid., fols. B1r.

 103. Ibid., fols. B2r, B3r, C7v, d3r.

 104. Politi wrote that justification “is an operation through which some 

become justified, and being justified is no more than having a certain quality 

within, or a disposition in one’s will, by which man is honest with God and 

with his neighbour to repay his debt to everybody. this certain quality or dis-

position, which we say because there is no other more suitable word, is called 

justice” (è una operatione per la quale alcuno si fa giusto, et esser giusto non è 

altro che havere in se una tal qualità o dispositione ne la volontà, per la quale 

l’huomo è retto con dio et con el proximo a rendere el suo debito a ciascuno. 

questa tal qualità o dispositione, come voliam dire perché non troviamo più 

atto vocabulo, si chiama giustitia); Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 43r.

 105. Ibid., fol. 44r.

 106. Ibid., fol. 44v.

 107. Ibid., fols. 44r–v.

 108. Ibid., fol. 46v.

 109. Ibid., fol. 47v. the passage continued as follows: “But we believe st. 

Paul who says: ‘God wants every man to be saved and learn the news of the 

truth,’ that is that God prepares sufficient remedies for the salvation of every-

one if they want to take them. And st. thomas proves this true and merciful 

sentence in his elegant book contra Gentiles, 3. c. 194” (Ma noi crediamo a san 

Paulo che disse: ‘dio vuol che si salvi ogni huomo et che venghi a la notitia 

de la verità,’ cioè dio a ciascuno prepara sufficienti rimedii a la salute se li 

vuol pigliare. et questa vera et pietosa sententia pruova santo thomaso nel 

libro elegantissimo suo contra gentes. li 3. c. 194); ibid. on this point, Politi 

referred the reader to his De eximia praedestinatione, published in 1541: “And 

I have written my own long predestination treatise about this” (et io di questo 

ho fatto proprio et longo trattato de predestinatione); ibid.

 110. “It is only God who justifies through his grace alone and does not 

need any instrument to justify us, ‘deus est qui iustificat,’ and none of our 
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works contribute as worthy of justification” (dio solo è che giustifica per sua 

mera gratia, né ha bisogno di alcuno instrumento per giustificarci, ‘deus est 

qui iustificat,’ né concorreno opere nostre alcune come meritorie de la giusti-

ficatione); ibid., fols. 47v–48r.

 111. “And against clear reason, why does the unjustified man find him-

self before God, when he can only do wicked and unrighteous works? Just as 

the lord said, a bad tree can only produce bad fruit. so how can bad works 

deserve grace and justification? And therefore it was written. All of our jus-

tices are like a menstrual rag” (et contra evidente ragione, perché trovandosi 

l’huomo ingiusto dinanzi a dio, che opere può fare se non male et ingiuste? 

Come l’arbor cattiva, disse el signore, non può fare se non cattivi frutti. 

Come possono dunque le cattive opere meritar gratia et giustificatione? et 

però fu scritto. tutte le nostre giustitie son come el panno de la menstruata); 

ibid., fol. 48r. so far, as ochino himself underlined in his 1546 Reply, there 

was almost complete congruity with his opponent: “But if there is someone 

who wants to show his great ignorance and inconstancy openly, and who 

does not know what he is saying, considers that he is reciting my words, 

except that in the end the man who for Christ is not regenerated is a servant 

of sin, so much so that he is not free either partially or fully to act in the glory 

of God, and having faith is not in any way in his power . . . , he cannot in any 

way have divine grace, indeed he sins in all the works that he does. he con-

fesses all this, but it is evident that in everything that he has written he strives 

only to contest this truth. . . . But this is not surprising, because there are 

more concepts running through his brain than pieces of hay in a barn” (Ma 

se è alcuno il quale voglia apertamente vedere la sua grande ignorantia et 

inconstantia, et che non sa quello si dica, consideri che egli recitando le mie 

parole accetta che l’huomo infin che per Christo non è regenerato, è servo 

del peccato, tal che non è in sua libertà, né in parte né in tutto di operare in 

gloria di dio, et non è in modo alcuno in sua potestà lo haver fede . . . , non 

può in modo alcuno disporsi alla divina gratia, anzi pecca in tutte le opere 

che fa. questo tutto confessa et d’altra parte, come è più chiaro, in tutto 

quello che ha scritto non s’ingegna di reprovare se non questa verità. . . . Ma 

non è da maravigliarsi, perché il suo cervello ha più concetti traversi che un 

pagliaio pagli); B. ochino, Risposta alle false calumnie, fol. 35r; see also s. lo 

Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 55.

 112. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fols. 48v–49r.

 113. Ibid., fols. 126v–127r (my emphasis).

 114. see above, ch. 2.
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 115. “here the heretics err seriously, as they want it indiscriminately 

that nobody can be justified through works. Also, they do not consider two 

types of justification, one of which is when an unjustified man becomes 

justified, which is like being born again. this is the form of justification 

that cannot be earned through our works, because an unjustified man can-

not do meritorious works. however, an already justified man can increase 

his justification, or rather deserve to have it increased by God, because as 

he is already justified, he can do good and meritorious works. similarly, 

although a man cannot be born by himself, he can nevertheless develop 

and grow through his works and thereby become a better man and reach 

perfection” (qui gravemente errano li heretici, volendo indistintamente che 

nissuno per opere si possi giustificare, et non considerano due sorte di gius-

tificatione, una quando di ingiusto l’huomo si fa giusto, che è come nascere 

di nuovo, et questa è quella giustificatione che non si pò meritare per opere 

nostre, perché non può fare l’huomo ingiusto opere meritorie, ma già fatto 

giusto l’huomo può accrescere la sua giustitia, cioè può meritare che dio 

gl’e l’accresca, per che può fare opere buone et meritorie, essendo già giusto, 

come benché uno huomo inanzi che sia non possi nascere da se stesso per 

opera sua, può non dimeno già nato per sua operatione nutrirsi, et accresc-

ersi, et così farsi huomo maggiore, et perfetto); Politi, Trattato della giustifi

catione, fols. 54v–55r.

 116. “through which the great goodness of God is felt profoundly in the 

heart, and where there is this deep feeling, there must also be love, because 

this light cannot exist without passion: and where there is love, it is natural 

that there are works” (Mediante la quale si sente vivamente col core la gran 

bontà di dio, et dove è questo vivo sentimento è necessario sia amore, per che 

tal lume non può esser senza ardore: et dove è amore, è forza sieno opere); 

Prediche, fol. B5v.

 117. Politi, Trattato della giustificazione, fol. 129v.

 118. BnFi, Conv. soppr. I.Iv.14. It is an apograph of 87 folios, of which 

the first 6 are blank. the scribe signs himself “Chr.s henricus,” and the fol-

lowing annotation appears on fol. 87v: “Perfectus scribi die sancti Antonii 17 

ian. 1564.” the codex, which was unknown to schweizer, was indicated by 

v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 64.

 119. Rimedio a la pestilente dottrina de frate Bernardino Ochino, fol. 41r; 

s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 44.

 120. Compendio, 393. Recently Marco Iacovella has identified Cardinals 

Federico Fregoso and Reginald Pole as two hidden targets of this manuscript 
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treatise in a fragmentary article titled “dall’Alfabeto cristiano al Beneficio di 

Cristo: Ricerche su Juan de valdés e il valdesianesimo (1536–1544),” Rivista 

storica italiana 128 (2016): 177–215, which does not always use primary 

sources properly, sometimes quoting them without acknowledging the schol-

ars who have previously cited and commented on them.

 121. see below, ch. 4.

 122. see M. Firpo, “Il Beneficio di Christo e il concilio di trento,” 52 et seq.

 123. see also above.

 124. see the letter from scipione Bianchini to Beccadelli, venice, 28 octo-

ber 1543: “I found the Benefit of Christ Crucified, already printed for the sec-

ond time, but not without some new rumours and suspicions: I will send you 

a copy” (ho ritrovato il Beneficio di Christo stampato già la seconda volta, 

ma non senza qualche rumore e suspicione di novità: ve ne mando uno); BPP, 

Ms Pal. 1022, fasc. 11; quoted in t. Bozza, La Riforma cattolica, 109. no trace 

of this second edition has been found, and there are no details about its sup-

posed new features that were different from the first edition.

 125. letter from Marcello Cervini to ludovico Beccadelli, Rome, 10 

Janu ary 1544, in Beneficio, 432. In any case, the news dated to a few weeks 

earlier, as on 4 January Beccadelli drafted a note in which he said that he had 

replied to a letter from Cervini of 28 december, informing him, among other 

things, “about our Inquisitor and his procedures and about the book the Ben-

efit of Christ Crucified” (dell’inquisitor nostro et del suo proceder et del libro 

de beneficio Christi); BPP, Ms Pal. 1009, fol. 26v; quoted by M. Firpo, “Il 

Beneficio di Christo,” 48 n. 10.

 126. letter from Cervini to Beccadelli, Rome, 19 January 1544, BPP, Ms 

Pal. 1020, fasc. 3, in t. Bozza, La Riforma cattolica, 100–103, already published 

in t. Bozza, L’illuminazione dello Spirito Santo (Rome, 1968); see the text of 

the letter also in Beneficio, 432–34.

 127. Beneficio, 434–36; t. Bozza, La Riforma cattolica, 105–7.

 128. the observation is made by M. Firpo, “Il Beneficio di Christo,” 49.

 129. letter from Cervini to Beccadelli, Rome, 5 February 1544, in Benefi

cio, 436.

 130. Cervini was well aware of this aspect, as he had started to collect 

secret evidence about the unreliability and compromising doctrinal propen-

sities of the nuncio Pier Paolo vergerio. he used this evidence effectively in 

the courtroom just a few years later as a member of the holy office. on this 

point, see G. Caravale, “Cervini contro vergerio: un intervento previdente 

dell’Inquisizione romana.”
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 131. “When you heard that some were in possession of it, you should have 

acted deftly either to get a copy or clarify once and for all the things in that 

booklet that are dubious or too vague and convoluted, so that it was not a 

cause of inducing others into error” (quando intendeste che si trovasse in 

mano de alcuno, devete con destrezza o farvelo dare o chiarirli bene le cose 

dubie e troppo sottili et involute di quel libretto, accioché non fusse causa da 

indurre altrui in errore). letter from Cervini to Beccadelli, Rome, 5 February 

1544, in Beneficio, 436.

 132. “It seems on one hand that by faith he means something that is very 

different from what is usually understood by the term; and on the other hand 

he never states explicitly what the faith that he means consists of and he never 

gives a definition of it” (Parendo da una parte ch’egli per fede voglia intendere 

cosa molto diversa da quell che communemente si suole per il nome appre-

hendere; et da altra non dichiara mai bene come sia fatta quella fede di che egli 

intende et non gli da mai la sua diffinitione); letter from Cervini, 432.

 133. he continued as follows: “As st. John writes, qui iustus est iustifice-

tur adhuc” (Come scrive san Giovanni, qui iustus est iustificetur adhuc); ibid.

 134. “And nevertheless it seems that this book only wants good works to 

be done in order to comply with the example of the life of the lord and because 

your neighbour is one of his members, and not because we are otherwise 

obliged to observe anything through faith” (et non dimeno pare che questo 

libro vogli solo che l’opere buone si faccino per conformarsi all’exemplo de 

la vita del signore et perché il proximo è membro suo, et non perché siamo 

altrimenti obligati ad osservare cosa alcuna con la fede); ibid.

 135. Compendio, 356.

 136. Ibid., 372.

 137. Ibid. the same insinuation was made toward ochino, which can be 

understood from the words that he used to complain about how he had been 

accused of “making the way to heaven easy and wide” (far la via del paradiso 

facile et larga) by those who believed that “the faith of justification through 

Christ throws good works to the ground” (la fede della iustificatione per 

Christo gitti per terra le opera bone); Prediche, fol. B5r.

 138. Compendio, 413.

 139. “Finally, as his certainty of being predestined does not place any con-

ditions on us, I do not believe that it is in accordance with the terms stated by 

the Church in the common sense” (ultimo quella sua certezza d’essere pre-

destinato non ci mettendo conditione alcuna non credo a senso commune che 

sia secondo la terminatione dela Chiesa); letter from Cervini to Beccadelli.
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 140. “the number of the predestined is a minimal number compared to 

the others, who are innumerable. I say that it is not prudent for anyone to 

consider himself to be one of them in his heart” (Il numero de’ predestinati a 

comparazione degli altri che sono innumerabili, non sia quasi numero, dico 

che nissuno prudentemente può reputare nel suo cuore esser uno de quelli); 

Compendio, 401. Catarino had already made several contributions regarding 

the extremely limited number of the predestined, including the virgin Mary 

and some of the apostles; see above, ch. 2.

 141. “no one in this world is certain of his salvation unless he has a spe-

cial revelation from God. this is taught by st. Augustine and st. thomas” 

(nissuno in questo mondo è certo de la sua salute, se non n’avesse speziale 

revelazione da dio. questo insegna sant’Agostino, san tomasso); Compen

dio, 403. While for all the others “it is also an error and deceit to say that 

a predestined man (as this person teaches) has interior confirmation of his 

predestination from the holy Ghost, and therefore does not believe in it reck-

lessly through being certain of his salvation even if he sins a thousand times” 

(è ancora errore e inganno il dire che l’uomo predestinato [come costui 

insegna] è certificato interiormente da lo spirito santo de la sua predestinazi-

one, e però non temerariamente lo crede, essendo certo de la sua salute, ancor 

che mille volte peccasse); 402. the reference is to pp. 73–75 of the Beneficio.

 142. Compendio, 405.

 143. According to Catarino, this is what happens when the fear of punish-

ment comes into play: “the fear of punishment does much to cause us not to 

sin” (Molto fa in noi il timore della pena a non peccare); ibid., 409.

 144. this is the case of many who abandon themselves to desperation, as 

they cannot find any signs of their predestination (ibid., 410).

 145. Processo Morone 2, vol. I, pp. 720–21; see M. Firpo, “Il Beneficio di 

Christo,” 62, who puts forward the hypothesis of identifying the canon regu-

lar as timoteo de Giusti of verona.

 146. Compendio, 350.

 147. “It was extremely heartening to me when I saw that I had also per-

ceived and noted everything that they note learnedly and elegantly: it is a 

sign that the same spirit of truth teaches us, thanks be to the lord. It pains 

me that I do not know these people, above all in order to call them as wit-

nesses to confirm what we are writing, for having seen in those censures the 

acumen of intelligence, true judgement and fervent zeal” (Mi rallegrai molto 

quando viddi che tutto quello che lor notano dottamente et elegantemente 

ancor io avevo avvertito e notato: è segno che un medesimo spirito di verità 
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ci ammaestra, grazia sia al signore. dogliomi di non conoscere questi tali 

particolarmente per poterli chiamar testimonii a confirmazione di quel che 

scriviamo, per aver veduto in quelle censure acume di ingegno, dottrina sana, 

vero giudicio e fervente zelo); ibid.

 148. “to the supreme magistrate and all the people of the magnificent city 

of siena, Friar Ambrogio Catarino Politi of siena, the true light to know the true 

Christ crucified, and the virtue of the resurrection” (Al sommo magistrato et a 

tutto il popolo de la magnifica città di siena, frate Ambrosio Catharino Polito 

senese, la vera luce a conoscere il vero Christo crucifisso, et la virtù de la resur-

retione); Politi, Rimedio, fol. 4r; see v. Marchetti, Gruppi ereticali, 7–8.

 149. For an analysis of the Epistola, see v. Marchetti, Gruppi ereticali, 1 et 

seq. I feel that this new phase also includes ochino’s written challenge, pub-

lished by M. Gotor, “tradizione inquisitoriale e memoria eterodossa: un car-

tello di sfida di Bernardino ochino al cardinale Carafa (1543–1628),” Archivio 

italiano per la storia della pietà 12 (2000): 89–142.

 150. “this freedom, oh siena, is of the type that many of your people have 

already liked, and therefore things went without the fear of God and without 

justice, and you were like a den, not of thieves but of murderers. the same 

thing also happened among the heretics, since in their spiritual state every-

thing is chaos, a jumble, a mish- mash, where devils are in their element. . . . 

oh dirty, brutal and damned freedom, only those who want to be blind do not 

see it” (questa libertà, o siena, è di quella sorte che già piaceva a molti de tuoi, 

et perciò le cose andavano senza timor di dio, senza giustitia, et eri fatta come 

una spelonca non già di ladri ma d’assassini, così è anchora accaduto tra gli 

heretici quanto a lo stato spirituale ogni cosa una confusione, un meschuglio, 

un guazzabuglio, dove e diavoli sguazzano a lor modo. . . . o libertà sporcha, 

bestiale, et maladetta, che sol non la vede chi vuole esser cieco); Politi, Rime

dio, fols. 18v–19r.

 151. It is not clear whether the work written against ochino was printed 

by Politi even single- handedly. the letter of 7 March 1544, in which Cata-

rino sent the printed text to the Balìa of siena, does not resolve the doubt: 

“I am sending you a printed copy of my booklet in the vernacular against the 

pestilent doctrine of Friar Bernardino ochino, with the great desire that . . . 

they are vigilant against this malignant spiritual plague” (Mando alle signorie 

vostre il libretto vulgare già impresso contro la pestilente dottrina di frate 

Bernardino ochino, con molto desiderio che quelle . . . sien vigilanti contro 

questa spirituale e maligna peste); C. Cantù, Gli eretici d’Italia, vol. II, p. 60; 

v. Marchetti, Gruppi ereticali, 8 n. 10.
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 152. Politi, Rimedio, fol. 44r; but see also above, ch. 2.

 153. Politi, Rimedio, fol. 44v.

 154. Ibid., fols. 36v–37r (my emphasis); see also v. Marchetti, Gruppi eret

icali, 14–15.

 155. on the text and its genealogy, see J. trapman, De Summa der god

liker Scrifturen (1523) (leiden: nRP, 1978), 89–105; J. trapman, “Introduzi-

one,” in Il Sommario della santa Scrittura e l’ordinario dei cristiani, ed. Cesare 

Bianco (turin: Claudiana, 1988); and especially, s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Dai 

Paesi Bassi all’Italia: ‘Il Sommario della sacra Scrittura’: Un libro proibito nella 

società italiana del Cinquecento (Florence: olschki, 1997).

 156. s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Dai Paesi Bassi all’Italia, 129, and “nota crit-

ica,” 388–94.

 157. Politi’s writings refer to these censures explicitly: “In particular, 

several places have been noted and elegantly amended by someone” (da 

qualch’uno particularmente sono stati più luoghi notati, et elegantemente 

emendati); Politi, Resolutione, fol. A3v. As susanna Peyronel Rambaldi points 

out, it cannot be excluded that the censures referred to by Politi are the same 

as those mentioned in the trial records regarding Giovanni Ravalico, the 

parish priest at Momiano castle in Istria who was involved in the investiga-

tion of Pier Paolo vergerio: in 1548, “by turning all [his] books inside out” 

(rivoltando tutti [suoi] libri), the “summary of the holy scripture” (Suma

rio della Scrittura sacra) had been found at his house, a book that he might 

have bought in Pirano “from a bookseller who sold books at the bell tower 

used on feast days, from whom I also bought the annotations about that” 

(de uno libraro qual vendeva libri apresso il rologio de festa, con il quale 

etiam io comprai le annotation sopra di quello); Asve, sant’ufficio, b. 4, 

fasc. 28, “Ravalico Giovanni prete et altri,” deposition of 28 February 1548; 

my emphasis. the list of books owned by Ravalico drawn up by the inquisi-

tor also included the note: “sumarium scripturae cum annotationibus loco-

rum prohibitorum” (Asve, sant’ufficio, b. 8, fasc. 31, “Pirano,” deposition 

of Giovanni Ravalico, 3 February 1549). on this point, see s. Peyronel Ram-

baldi, “nota critica,” in Dai Paesi Bassi all’Italia, 396. there is confirmation 

that these were printed annotations in a copy of the Dechiarationi d’alcuni 

luochi sopra il Sommario della sacra Scrittura sent by the bishop of Modena to 

the Congregation of the Index in April 1597 (G. Fragnito, La Bibbia al rogo, 

250 and note).

 158. see s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Dai Paesi Bassi all’Italia, 137, who also 

quite rightly voices her doubts.
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 159. “And all this does not stop the incredible shameless presumption of 

the heretics who assiduously reprint it and drum it into the common people, 

seeing that it bears fruit in accordance with their wicked will” (et con tutto 

questo anchora non cessa la incredibile et sfacciata presuntione de gli heretici 

assiduamente ristamparlo et inculcarlo ne le plebi vedendo che fruttifica sec-

ondo la lor pessima voluntà); Politi, Resolutione, fols. A3v–A4r.

 160. they want to “destroy all ecclesiastical observances and all decent 

rites” (distrugger tutte le osservanze ecclesiastiche e tutti li decenti riti), stressed 

Catarino, showing the author “to be a disciple of erasmus here” (ben qui esser 

discepolo d’Erasmo); “and therefore what he dares to say is blasphemy, that 

monastic life is an archaic and leftover Jewish superstition. nothing different 

can be expected from the apostates erasmus and luther, and those who follow 

them” (et però è biastema quel che ardisce dire che la vita monachale è una 

relegatione et soggettione superstitiosa et giudaica. né già pon dir altrimenti 

li apostati erasmo e lutero et chi gli seguita); Politi, Resolutione, fols. 44v, 45r, 

47r; see also s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Dai Paesi Bassi all’Italia, 3. For an analysis 

of Catarino’s rebuttal and a comparison with the counterargument made by 

the theologian from louvain Jacques Masson against the Oeconomica Chris

tiana, the latin original of the dutch version of the Sommario, see J. trapman, 

De Summa der godliker Scrifturen, 89–105.

 161. “It removes every distinction between orders and different states, 

wanting everyone to have the same rules and the same obligations; it is false 

and obnoxious, because it removes the distinction between monks and secu lar 

clergy, clergy and laity, priests and laymen, and prelates and subjects” (toglie 

ogni differenza di ordeni et di stati diversi, volendo che tutti habbino una 

medesima regola et medesime ubligationi; è falso et pestifero, perché toglie la 

differenza de monachi et secolari, chierici et laici, sacerdoti et profani, prelati 

et sudditi); Politi, Resolutione, fol. 54v; the passage is highlighted by s. Pey-

ronel Rambaldi, Dai Paesi Bassi all’Italia, 4.

 162. Compendio, 348–49.

 163. Politi, Resolutione, fol. A3v.

 164. Compendio, 350.

 165. Politi, Resolutione, fol. A3v.

 166. Also in the case of the Sommario, for example, Catarino repeated the 

accusation that it did not distinguish between the different levels and times of 

justification and between the different “states” (stati) of man: “this is there-

fore where their error lies, in the fact that they do not distinguish time from 

time and state from state, that is, the time and the state of nature, in which 
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every act of justice of ours is a stain before God. however, this is not the same 

time and state of grace as when we are reborn and are children of God; by 

maintaining ourselves in this time and in this state, we do good works, like 

good trees” (ecco dunque dove sta l’error loro, in ciò che non distinguano 

tempo da tempo et stato da stato, cioè il tempo et il stato de la natura, nel qual 

tempo et stato ogni nostra giustitia è macchia dinanzi a dio; ma non tale è 

il tempo et stato de la gratia quando siamo rinati et siamo figliuoli d’Iddio, 

nel qual tempo et stato, servandoci noi, faciamo opere buone, come buone 

arbori); Politi, Resolutione, fols. 8r–v.

 167. s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Dai Paesi Bassi all’Italia, 388, refers to the 

work done in the notes of the text for more precise identification of individual 

censures. In any case, see more generally pp. 384–88 for an interesting over-

view of the censorship carried out by the Italian translator.

 168. For these considerations, see s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Dai Paesi Bassi 

all’Italia, 137–43.

 169. Politi, Rimedio, fols. 36v–37r.

 170. “Contrived arguments and false allegations” (argomenti sofistichi e 

fallaci allegazioni), Politi wrote in his Compendio (349).

 171. Compendio, 347.

 172. In Roma. ne la contrada del Pellegrino, per M. Girolama de’ Carto-

lari, a instantia di M. Michele tramezino. 1544. nel mese di Aprile.

 173. “Confession is not necessary in absolute terms, but is necessary to 

the sinner who has profaned baptism and lost the grace of God for his mortal 

sin. hence we say that it is necessary to this end of returning to grace” (la 

confessione esser necessaria non assolutamente, ma al peccatore che per haver 

violato il battesmo ha perduto la gratia di dio per il peccato mortale. onde 

diciam esser necessaria a questo effetto di tornare in gratia); Politi, Trattato 

nuovo utile, et necessario, fol. 6v.

 174. Ibid., fols. 11v–12r.

 175. d. Borobio, “Il modello tridentino di confessione dei peccati nel suo 

contesto storico,” Concilium 23 (1987): 42–64 n. 2.

 176. Politi, Trattato nuovo utile, et necessario, fol. 5r.

 177. Ibid., fol. 3r.

 178. A similar path seems to be followed by the considerations on Cata-

rino’s treatise by M. turrini, La coscienza e le leggi: Morale e diritto nei testi per 

la confessione della prima età moderna (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1991), 90–92.

 179. Politi, Trattato nuovo utile, et necessario, fols. 15r et seq.

 180. Ibid.
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 181. Ibid., fol. 9r.

 182. “the works of mercy are well known, giving food to the hungry and 

drink to the thirsty, hosting pilgrims, clothing the naked, and visiting the sick 

and the imprisoned, offering charitable help according to one’s means. Add 

to this burying the dead. And also it must be noted that we are obliged to help 

our neighbors not only when they lack temporal goods, but also when they 

lack spiritual goods, because there is also spiritual food” (l’opere de la miseri-

cordia son note, dar mangiar a l’affamato, dar bevere a l’assetato, albergar il 

peregrino, rivestir lo ignudo, visitar l’infermo et l’incarcerato, con caritativi 

sussidi secondo le proprie facultà. Aggiognesi il sepelir il morto. et anchor 

si debbe notare che siamo obligati a dar sussidio a nostri prossimi non sola-

mente quando mancano de beni temporali, ma quando anchor de beni spiri-

tuali, perché è anchora il cibo spirituale); ibid., fol. 24v.

 183. Ibid., fol. 24v.

 184. M. Flaminio, Apologia del Beneficio di Christo e altri scritti inediti, ed. 

d. Marcatto (Florence: olschki, 1996) (henceforth Apologia), 83.

 185. Ibid., 122.

 186. Ibid.

 187. these are the hypotheses put forward by d. Marcatto, “Introduzi-

one” to Apologia, 28.

 188. M. Firpo, “Il Beneficio di Christo,” 63 et seq.; d. Marcatto, “Intro-

duzione,” 15.

 189. on their concurrent stay in venice, see A. Pastore, Marcantonio Fla

minio, 136; d. Marcatto, “Introduzione,” 37, who nevertheless does not make 

a connection between the stay and the events of the Apologia. In support of 

this hypothesis, namely, identifying Carnesecchi as the interlocutor in Fla-

minio’s text, it is perhaps useful to remember that the only surviving copy of 

the Apologia was found among the prothonotary’s documents (see Processo 

Morone 2, vol. III, p. 853; d. Marcatto, “nota critica,” in Apologia, 52). how-

ever, the Sommario delle prove d’eresia contro Vittoria Colonna, Marcantonio 

Flaminio, Alvise Priuli, Pietro Carnesecchi e Reginald Pole (undated but Rome 

ca. 1570) also added that another copy had in turn been found in the posses-

sion of toffetti, who was long in the service of Cardinal Pole (Processo Morone 

2, vol. III, p. 853).

 190. Apologia, 122.

 191. Ibid., 142. see also p. 84: “Before I start replying point by point to the 

objections that Catarino made to the booklet” (Prima che mi metta a rispon-

dere partitamente alle oppositioni fatte al libretto dal C[atarino]).
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 192. Ibid., 142.

 193. d. Marcatto, “Introduzione,” 41.

 194. Apologia, 84.

 195. Flaminio defined them as follows: “Cavillations administered by 

human prudence and by the enemy of the glory of God” (Cavillationi som-

ministrate dalla prudenza humana et dallo adversario della gloria di dio); 

ibid., 84.

 196. the transliteration of whole passages of Flaminio’s letters to Priuli 

in the Apologia is highlighted, with much precise textual collation, by d. Mar-

catto, “Introduzione,” 41 et seq. (see in any case the text of Flaminio’s letters to 

Priuli in Apologia, 195 et seq.), as well as through the notes on 127, 135–36, 165.

 197. “And although the booklet challenged by this Father speaks about 

this subject extremely widely and explicitly, our reasoning will not be exces-

sive, because you can never reflect enough about such a divine matter, and I 

hope that the things that we deal with will confirm and state more accurately 

what is contained in the booklet” (et quantunche il libretto impugnato da 

questo padre parli di questa materia assai diffusamente et esplicatamente, non 

per ciò questo nostro ragionamento sarà di soverchio, percioché di così divina 

materia non si può mai ragionare a suffitientia, et le cose che tratteremo noi 

spero che confermeranno et meglio dichiareranno quelle che nel libretto si 

contengono); Apologia, 85.

 198. Ibid., 84.

 199. Ibid.

 200. Ibid., 85.

 201. Ibid., 86. see Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fols. 127r–v; Com

pendio, 368.

 202. the reference here is naturally to the second level of justification 

identified by Politi.

 203. Apologia, 86. Flaminio emphasized that, theoretically, infused char-

ity could lead man to justification before God: “It is not denied that we will be 

justified in the judgment of God for charity if we love God with all our heart 

and with all of our soul and with all of our forces, and love our neighbour as 

ourselves, as we are obliged to do by natural law and the scriptures” (non si 

niega che saremo giusti nel giudicio di dio per la carità se amassimo dio con 

tutto il cor et con tutta l’anima et con tutte le forze nostre et il prossimo come 

noi medesimi, come siamo obligati a fare per la legge naturale et per la scrit-

tura). however, as he had already stressed, “as st. Augustine says, no one in 

this fleeting mortal life reaches such perfection, as he is impeded by his own 
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flesh” (nessuno in questa vita passibile et mortale perviene a tanta perfet-

tione, essendo impedito dalla propria carne); p. 98.

 204. Ibid., 85. the condition laid down by Flaminio was naturally the 

acceptance of this gift by man through faith in God and the benefit of Christ 

(100).

 205. the objective that Flaminio put forward several times was to ensure 

that “everyone can see and experience first hand that Catarino and certain 

others, by challenging the article of justification through faith and imputa-

tive justice, do not challenge the heretics in the world, but the saints of God 

and the doctrine of Christ in his members” (ognuno possa vedere et toccare 

con mano che il C[atarino] et alcuni altri, impugnando l’articolo della gius-

tificatione per la fede et la giustitia imputativa, non impugnano gl’heretici 

del mondo ma i santi di dio et la doctrina di Christo nei membri suoi); ibid., 

92. there was also the objective of making it “clearly seen that according to 

the doctrine of the divine scripture and the holy doctors, no one must be 

so reckless and foolish that he presumes that he has to justify himself in the 

court of God for the merits of inherent justice” (chiaramente vedere che sec-

ondo la doctrina della divina scrittura et de santi dottori nessuno dee essere 

così temerario et mentecatto che presuma di doversi giustificare per li meriti 

della giustitia inherente al tribunal di dio); ibid., 95. see also pp. 98, 99, 101, 

102, 103.

 206. Referring to saint Paul’s sententia saying that “non est homo iustus 

in terra, qui faciat bonum et non peccet; et facti sumus ut immundus omnes 

nos, et quasi pannus mentruatae universae iustitiae nostrae,” Flaminio wrote 

that “it is not only about profane and impious men, as Catarino imagines” 

(non s’intende solamente degl’huomini profani et impii, come s’imagina il 

C[atarino]), but also about “religious and pious men” (religiosi et pii); ibid., 

87. In the same way, where saint Bernard wrote that “non intres in iudicium 

cum servo tuo, quia non iustificabitur in conspectu tuo omnis vivens,” the 

passage could not only refer to those who lived in the state of sin that Politi 

identified as preceding the first justification, all the more so given that “while 

he was saying these words, david was not outside the grace of God or a ser-

vant of sin, but a servant of God” (david mentre dice queste parole non era 

fuor della gratia di dio né servo del peccato ma di dio); this passage instead 

meant that “everyone who lives on this earth, however good a servant of God 

he may be, will be condemned in the court of God if he wants to judge him 

according to the rules of his justice” (chiunche vive in terra, per buon servo di 

dio ch’egli si sia, sarà condannato al tribunal di dio se egli vorrà giudicarlo 
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secondo la regola della sua giustitia), in other words, if divine justice does not 

intervene (88).

 207. on the lack of coincidence between the two theories, see above, ch. 2.

 208. Flaminio was quite explicit in his admission: “I confess freely that 

those who challenge the fact that faith is justified freely, by claiming that faith 

alone is not enough to obtain justification from God, do not have a weapon 

equal to the authority of st. James” (Confesso liberamente che [coloro che] 

impugnano la giustitia gratuita della fede, non volendo che ella per sè medes-

ima basti alla giustificatione, non hanno arma pari a questa authorità di san 

Giacomo); Apologia, 135. Indeed, despite the author’s firm intentions, the 

following pages, dedicated to the attempt to bring saint James to his side, 

are among the least clear and perhaps least successful in the Apologia (see 

pp. 135–39).

 209. see especially Apologia, 112–13, 124 et seq.

 210. see also above, for a brief reconstruction of the historiographical 

debate about the passage from saint Bernard in question.

 211. on the plausibility of this hypothesis, see above, ch. 2.

 212. Compendio, 435; d. Marcatto, “Introduzione,” 11–12.

 213. see above, ch. 2.

 214. For the quotations from saint Bernard in the Beneficio di Cristo, see 

above, ch. 2.

 215. Apologia, 112 (my emphasis). Among other things, it was through 

saint Bernard that Flaminio started to deal with the delicate question of the 

merits of good works: in the wake of a passage from the Tractatus de gratia et 

libero arbitrio, he wrote that “through good works one earns the inheritance 

of the glory and immortality that God prepared before the creation of the 

world” (per la via delle buone opere si va a prendere la heredità della gloria et 

dell’immortalità che dio ha preparata loro innanzi la creatione del mondo);  

p. 129. he went on to establish that “this inheritance is the remuneration and 

the reward that God promised for good works” (questa heredità è la remu-

neration et la mercede che ha promesso dio alle buone opere); p. 130. It is 

difficult to say in this case whether Flaminio had had the chance to read the 

unpublished manuscript recently completed by Politi. the terminology used 

by Flaminio certainly closely echoes that of the De meritis bonorum operum 

and even offers the illusion in this case that there was concordance between the 

two viewpoints. For the avoidance of doubt, however, the author of the Apo

logia was quick to specify a few lines below that “though the eternal life is the 

remuneration for good works, it is not given through their merits but simply 
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through the grace of God” (quantunque la vita eterna remuneri le buone opere, 

non si dà però per li meriti loro ma per mera gratia di dio). In other words, 

“the beatitude promised for good works all depends on the imputative justice 

that the booklet celebrates” (la beatitudine promessa alle buone opere depende 

tutta dalla giustitia imputativa che celebra il libretto); p. 131.

 216. the passage continued as follows: “this holy predestination main-

tains the true Christian in a continual spiritual joy. It increases his endeavor 

for good works. It stirs his love of God. It makes him an enemy to the world 

and sin” (questa santa predestinazione mantiene il vero cristiano in una 

continova allegrezza spirituale. Accresce in lui lo studio delle buone opere. 

l’infiamma dell’amore di dio. Il fa nemico del mondo e del peccato); Benefi

cio, 69.

 217. Compendio, 401; for this passage, see also above. Politi had already 

focused on the very limited number of those predestined for salvation in a 

number of his previous works. see above, ch. 2.

 218. Compendio, 403. For the same passage, see also above.

 219. Compendio, 415.

 220. see below, ch. 4.

 221. Apologia, 120–21.

 222. Ibid., 121; see also p. 122.

 223. M. Firpo, “Il Beneficio di Christo,” 67.

 224. this is done incisively by s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 46, 57.

 225. Compendio, 444.

 226. Processo Carnesecchi (ed. Manzoni), 193; M. Firpo, “Il Beneficio di 

Christo,” 46 et seq.; d. Marcatto, “Introduzione,” 47.

 227. “deinde confutavit libellum de beneficio Christi, in quo in summa 

continetur quod pro peccatis nulla debetur poena temporalis.” there is more 

information about Florimonte’s speech (published in Beneficio, 439–40) in 

M. Firpo, “Il Beneficio di Christo,” 45–46.

 228. on Pole’s departure, which occurred on 28 June and was accounted 

for officially by his poor health, see, in addition to h. Jedin, Il concilio di 

Trento, vol. II, pp. 320–21; d. Fenlon, Heresy and Obedience in Tridentine Italy: 

Cardinal Pole and the Counter Reformation (Cambridge: Cambridge univer-

sity Press, 1972), 68 et seq.; and P. simoncelli, Il caso Reginald Pole: Eresia e 

santità nelle polemiche religiose del Cinquecento (Rome: edizioni di storia e 

letteratura, 1977), 32 et seq.

 229. Constitutum Domini Hippoliti de Chizolis (Brescia: Biblioteca querin-

iana, legato Martinengo, I.II.11). now published in G. Caravale, Preaching and 
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Inquisition in Renaissance Italy: Words on Trial (leiden: Brill, 2016), Appendix, 

192–257; deposition, 1 August 1549, fol. 32r, on 244–45.

 230. For Politi’s positions and the bitter conflict that saw him oppose 

domingo de soto, see below, ch. 4.

 231. on him, see Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition.

 232. Regarding his preaching against Pelagius, see, e.g., the following pas-

sage: “It is certainly true that I have warned on numerous occasions that many 

fall into the heresies of Pelagius since they hate the lutheran heresy. . . . In par-

ticular, I clashed with some who claimed that in any case we could use our will 

without the grace of God, stating that otherwise we would be denying free will. 

While arguing with many people in venice, I found many who defended the 

opinion of Pelagius, presenting it as Catholic opinion, rather than defending 

the true one” (Bene è vero che ho avertito assai come per odiare molti la her-

esia lutherana cascano poi nelle heresie de Pelagii, . . . et in specialità mi trovo 

havere contrastato con alcuni quali volevano in ogni modo che da noi stessi 

senza la grazia di dio po[folio is cut] disporre affermando che altramente 

haveressimo negato il libero arbitrio et per me contendendo con molti in vene-

tia ho ritrovato molti che più difendevano l’opinione di Pelagio sotto il nome 

d’opinione catolica che l’opinione vera). later in his deposition, Chizzola was 

questioned about the identity of the Pelagians he was haranguing. he alluded 

to the readers of a well- known work by Cardinal sadoleto and an unidentified 

venetian astrologer: “I think that many defended it, and in their defense they 

frequently referred to the exposition by the Most Reverend Cardinal about 

Romans and Galatians. Among others, there was one whose name will be easy 

to find in venice, who is an astrologer and mapmaker by profession. Besides 

this, he professes to have seen all of the holy scripture without any exposition 

and explains everything in his own personal way, and is followed by many” 

(Penso che molti la difendano, et per scuto loro hanno più volte allegato la 

expositione del reverendissimo cardinal sopra li Romani et Galati et tra gl’altri 

uno il cui nome sarà facile a ritrovare in vinegia qual fa professione di astrolo-

gia et da far mappamundi, et oltra di questo fa professione di haver vista tutta 

la scrittura sacra senza expositore alcuno et expone ogni cosa a suo modo per-

sona seguitata da molti); Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 254–57.

 233. see also below, ch. 4.

 234. Chizzola trial, deposition of 15 July 1549, fol. 20v; Caravale, Preach

ing and Inquisition, 222–23.

 235. Chizzola told his judges: “Augustine finds that the root of Paul’s 

merit was the grace of God and Jesus Christ. here, I referred to the opinion 
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of st. thomas, who believes that grace is the root of merit. to this end, I also 

quoted scotus, who believes that acceptance of God is the cause of our merit” 

(Agostino ritrova la radice del merito di Paulo esser stata la gratia di dio et 

di Giesù Christo, et qua allegai l’opinione di santo thomaso qual tiene la 

radice del merito esser la gratia, et allegai scoto a questo proposito, qual tiene 

che l’accettatione di dio è causa del nostro merito); ibid., fol. 22v; Caravale, 

Preaching and Inquisition, 226–27.

 236. “I therefore concluded that if he does not predestine us through 

works, in accordance with Augustine and st. thomas and others, he does not 

justify us without the involvement of our free will. thus, although man is first 

remittent, God wants his consent in justification” (Io conclusi che se già non ci 

predestina per le opere secondo Agostino et santo thomaso et altri non però ci 

giustifica senza concorso del nostro libero arbitrio, perciò che se bene l’huomo 

prima è remittente non dimanco nella giustificatione Iddio vole che consenta); 

Chizzola trial, deposition, 1 August 1549, fol. 29v; Caravale, Preaching and 

Inquisition, 238–39.

 237. “Passively, because it needs to be moved by the grace of God, and 

actively, because man needs to receive the justice that God offers him” (Pas-

sivamente perché bisognia che sia mosso dalla gratia di dio, et attivamente 

perché bisogna che faccia ricevere all’huomo la giustitia che Iddio gli offer-

isce); Chizzola trial, deposition, 1 August 1549, fol. 30r; Caravale, Preaching 

and Inquisition, 242–43.

 238. during the tridentine debates, Politi actually made progress in his 

reflection on the need for man to consent to God acting freely, taking on 

board the “moods” of the assembly. he claimed that acceptance of this was 

comparable to the word faith, an “actus fidei”—not to be confused, however, 

with “fides formata,” in the sense of “habitus fidei”— which is only conveyed 

through baptism. For these reflections, see the Dialogus de iustificatione, pub-

lished in 1550 but most probably composed in trent during the conciliar 

debates, esp. fol. 61v. on this text, see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Poli

tus, 298.

 239. “And, as the theologians say, they contribute as adequate merit” (et, 

come dicano i theologi, concorrano, come merito di congruo); Chizzola trial, 

fol. 31r; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 242–43. he then added: “If these 

works are considered to be without any grace from God, but only as natural 

things produced by us alone, I say that they are distant dispositions. however, 

if weeping is considered, along with other similar actions of ours produced 

by us through the grace of God, I say that they are immediate dispositions, 
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because things like these lead immediately to justification” (se queste opere 

sono considerate senza alcuna gratia di dio, ma solo come cose naturali 

produtte sol da noi, io dico che sono dispositioni lontane, ma se si considera 

questo pianto, et simili altre attioni nostre produtte da noi mediante la gratia 

di dio, io dico che sono dispositioni immediate, percioché a queste tali cose 

subito ne riesce la iustificatione); ibid.

 240. When questioned about the meaning to be attributed to the well- 

known passage from James about Abraham’s justification through works, 

Chizzola promptly replied: “I much prefer to say that he was speaking about 

the second justification, by which man becomes more justified” (A me piace 

più assai dire che parlasse della iustificatione seconda, per la quale l’huomo 

diventa più giusto); Chizzola trial, fol. 30v; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisi

tion, 242–43.

 241. Chizzola trial, fol. 27r; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 234–35.

 242. “And whether he believed that this position is Catholic” (et si ipse 

tenet hoc dictum esse catholicum); Chizzola trial, fols. 27r–v; Caravale, 

Preaching and Inquisition, 234–35.

 243. Ibid.

 244. Chizzola trial, fols. 27v–28r; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 

234–37.

 245. “Amongst other things, I remember that I grounded my reasoning 

in the explanation that he gives, namely that justification contributes along 

with free will. As it contributes, we need to know when God justifies with 

his grace” (et tra l’altro mi ricordo che io fondai il ragionamento mio sopra 

quella ragione che fa, cioè che la iustificatione concorre con il libero arbitrio, 

come concorre dunque, bisogna quando dio giustifica con la gratia che noi il 

sapiamo); Chizzola trial, fol. 28r; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 236–37. 

Chizzola supplemented this argument with another taken from the thinking 

of duns scotus, who, as we know, was one of Catarino’s biggest sources of 

inspiration: “I then added scotus’s explanation that confession absolves us of 

sins as long as it is not impeded, and as we know this, we know that we are in a 

state of salvation. I remember explaining this and giving many other reasons 

in this respect while arguing and debating” (Poi, agiunsi la ragione di scoto 

che se la confessione pur che non gli sia posto ostacolo ci absolve de peccato, 

et noi il sappiamo, dunque sapiamo che all’hor siamo in stato di salute, queste 

et altre ragioni assai a tal proposito mi ricordo haver dette disputando et con-

ferendo); ibid.

 246. on this important controversy, see below, ch. 4.
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 247. Chizzola trial, fol. 28v; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 236–37. 

And see also shortly afterward, where, despite confirming his previous argu-

ment about the need for the person receiving grace to be aware of it, he mel-

lowed his haughtiness on the question of the “special revelation” (rivelazione 

particolare): “If this person knows that he has not put obstacles in the way of 

receiving the sacraments, as far as I am concerned, he knows equally that he 

is in God’s grace. however, as to whether it can be known without a special 

revelation, I confess that I have never perceived this difficulty. therefore, I 

defer entirely to the judgment of the Church” (se costui sa che non ha posto 

ostacolo nel ricevere de sacramenti io dico per quanto mi pare che costui sa 

parimente che è in gratia di dio, ma se si possa sapere senza revelatione par-

ticolare, io confesso che mai più non ho avvertita tal difficultà però in tutto 

et per tutto mi rimetto al giudicio della Chiesa); Chizzola trial, fols. 28v–29r; 

Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 236–39.

 248. Chizzola trial, fols. 29r–v; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 

238–39.

 249. Discorsi del reverendo padre donn’Hippolito Chizzuola, canonico rego

lare lateranense, per confutar le particolari heresie. Con privilegio del sommo 

pontefice Pio IIII, dell’illustrissima Signoria di Venetia, et d’altri principi d’Italia 

(in venetia, appresso Andrea Arrivabene, MdlXII); Caravale, Preaching and 

Inquisition, ch. 10, pp. 131–37.

 250. Appresso Andrea Arrivabene. the text was a Risposta to vergerio’s 

booklet Della indittione del concilio di Trento, pubblicata da Pio Quarto (n.p.), 

published the year before. vergerio promptly replied to Chizzola’s Risposta 

with his Di un libro di fra Ippolito Chizzuola da Brescia (tübingen: Morhard, 

1563); see Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, ch. 13, pp. 176–90.

 251. For the tridentine debate, see below, ch. 4. In his Discorsi, Chizzola 

could put them forward again without any fear; Discorsi, fol. 146r; see also fol. 

130r; or where he mentioned the two justifications, offering an interpretation 

of the Pauline steps that was extremely similar to the one given by Catarino 

on several occasions, fol. 141v; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 131–37.

 252. “the opinion of st. Augustine and st. thomas that I have followed 

is the one whereby God predestines by will alone, although one effect is the 

cause of another; God’s will is the cause of predestination, vocation is the 

cause of justification, justification leads to meritorious works and meritori-

ous works lead to the eternal life” (l’opinione di santo Augustino et di santo 

thomaso quale io seguito è tale che dio per sola voluntà predestina, benché 

uno effetto senza dell’altro, la volontà di dio è causa della predestinatione, la 
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vocatione è causa della iustificatione, la iustificatione causa l’opera meritoria 

et l’opera meritoria causa la vita eterna); Chizzola trial, deposition of 1 August 

1549, fol. 34r; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 248–49.

 253. Discorsi, fol. 175v; Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 137. For Poli-

ti’s thinking on the importance of the role of fear, see Compendio, 409 et seq.

 254. the letter that Celso Martinengo wrote to him from Milan on 15 

February 1551 is well known; see Caravale, Preaching and Inquisition, 61–62, 

119–120.

 255. see above.

Chapter 4. the First Phase of the Council of trent

 1. Politi sent the letter about ochino to the Balìa of siena on 5 January 

1544 from Rome “in san silvestro on Monte Cavallo,” regarding which, see 

below. In all probability, he drafted his most famous controversialist works in 

the same convent.

 2. Politi was called to the Roman office in via Monserrato and given a 

monthly allowance of ten ecus, as shown by the decrees of the confraternity; 

AsR, s. Girolamo 220, decreti di nostra congregatione, book 1 from 1528 to 

1565, fol. 74v; die 30 octobris 1544. the decree is also transcribed in a histori-

cal account of the confraternity; AsR, s. Girolamo 294, Raccolta istorica dei 

preti di san Girolamo, fols. 44–45. the same document says that “in the fol-

lowing year he was appointed a deputy and they elected him to visit the sick” 

(l’anno seguente fu ammesso tra deputati e l’elessero a visitare l’infermi); AsR, 

s. Girolamo 294, fol. 45; see also AsR, s. Girolamo 220, fol. 75v, die quarta 

januarii 1545. After he left for trent, ludovico Mendoza replaced him at the 

helm of the confraternity, although Politi retained his title (AsR, s. Girolamo 

294, fol. 45; AsR, s. Girolamo 220, fol. 86v); the presence of Mendoza as a sub-

stitute for Politi is attested until the beginning of 1549 (AsR, s. Girolamo 220, 

fol. 89r, 13 January 1549; see also AsR, s. Girolamo 294, fols. 1–2). on the Con-

fraternity of san Girolamo, see at least A. Carlino, “l’arciconfraternita di san 

Girolamo della Carità: l’origine e l’ideologia assistenziale,” Archivio della Soci

età romana di storia patria 107 (1984): 275–306; and A Carlino, “s. Girolamo 

della carità, arciconfraternita,” in Storiografie e archivio delle confraternite 

romane, ed. l. Fiorani, Ricerche per la storia religiosa di Roma 6 (1985): 300–305.

 3. Although there is no offical deed of appointment, a document of 

April 1545 certifies that fifty ecus were allocated for travel expenses by the 
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papal treasurer Giulio de Grandis: “April 1545 . . . to Friar Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi of siena from the order of Preachers, theologian and member of the 

Council, fifty gold ecus for his journey to go to the Council” (Aprilis 1545 . . . 

A frate Ambrosio Catharino Polito da siena de l’ordine de predicatori teologo 

deputato al concilio scuti cinquanta d’oro in oro per suo viatico de andare al 

concilio); BAv, vat. lat. 10603, fol. 103v; see v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi (1484–1553): Teologo e padre al concilio di Trento (Rome, 1985), 13 n. 12.

 4. on 7 May, after a short stop in Bologna, Politi set off again towards 

trent. on 11 May a letter from the legates to Cardinal Farnese announced, 

among other things, that Politi was about to arrive (trent, 11 May 1545, Ct, 

X, 78 and n. 2), while on the next day it was announced that “Fra Ambrogio of 

siena came to trent . . . a learned man with a fine reputation” (venne in trento 

fra Ambrogio sanese . . . huomo dotto et di reputatione); Ct, I, 187, where 

Politi is wrongly said to belong to the “order of servites” (ordine de’ servi); for 

the announcement of Catarino’s arrival, see also the letter from the cardinal 

legates to the cardinal chamberlain of santa Fiora, trent, 12 May 1545, Ct, X, 

81. on the day after his arrival, 13 May, Politi took part in the solemn vespers 

held in the duomo with the legates (Ct, I, 187, where the dominican is again 

called “General of the servites” [generale de servi]).

 5. the official opening finally took place on 13 december that year. on 

the political and religious reasons that delayed the opening of the council, see 

h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. I, pp. 561–603.

 6. letter from the cardinal legates to Cardinal Farnese, trent, 4 July 

1545, Ct, X, 135; v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 15.

 7. the original letter is in Asv, Cart. Farn. 6, fol. 142r; but see also 

J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 165; and v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio 

Catarino Politi, 15.

 8. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 140; v. Criscuolo, Ambro

gio Catarino Politi, 16.

 9. AsP, Cart. Farn. est. 488, fasc. 34, fols. 11r–12v; P. tacchi venturi, 

Storia della Compagnia di Gesù in Italia, I/2, pp. 59–60; J. schweizer, Ambro

sius Catharinus Politus, 140.

 10. on this point, see above, ch. 1.

 11. Regarding Politi’s stay in venice, see v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Cata

rino Politi, 16–17 and n. 31. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 

140, speculates about Catarino doing anti- lutheran work during his short 

sojourn. significant testimony of his presence in venice is provided by Ber-

nardino duretti, at the time a Medici agent in venice (AsF, Mediceo del 
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Principato 374, cc. 302r–v; the letter is partially quoted by M. Firpo, Gli affre

schi di Pontormo a San Lorenzo, 347 n. 181. on the importance of this letter, 

see also below, ch. 5).

 12. the letter sent “to Friar Ambrogio Catarino” (al frate Ambrogio 

Catherino) in venice to inform him of the news is dated 26 november (see 

the news in Ct, I, p. 335).

 13. the text of the oration is in Ct, Iv, 582–86; see J. schweizer, Ambro

sius Catharinus Politus, 141; v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 18, men-

tions a manuscript copy held at the BnF, Ms lat. 1525, fols. 86r–92v.

 14. even the most critical observers of the problematic early stages of the 

council, such as the Medici informer Pier Filippo Pandolfini, spoke highly of 

him. “he spoke freely, but without hitting out at anyone in particular, reas-

suring everyone about the fact that the Council is a place of freedom, where 

one can speak bluntly” (ha detto liberamente non toccando però nessuno, 

confortando tutti alla libertà del concilio che si parli senza rispetto), Pandol-

fini wrote in a letter to the duke, then concluding with a note of pessimism: 

“Which, however, cannot happen until a greater number of bishops come 

to the Council, along with those who want to reach the crux of the ques-

tions” (Il che però non si potrà mai fare, se prima non vengono più numero et 

huiusmodi che voglino la gatta); AsF, Mediceo del Principato 2966, fol. 154; 

h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, pp. 53–54 n. 27.

 15. Catarino took part in the special congregations chaired by del 

Monte; see the letter from the Jesuit Claude le Jay, procurator of the cardinal 

of Augsburg otto von truchsess, to Ignatius di loyola of February–March 

1546, in which he observed that “at these special congregations, there are only 

those who can be found at the general congregation, except for Friar Ambro-

gio” (in queste congregatione particolare non se trova, se non chi se trova 

nella generale, salvo frate Ambrosio); MhsI, Epp. Broeti . . . Rodericii, 303. In 

this early phase, the special congregations met on several occasions between 

11 February and 16 April, but it seems that no record was kept of the work 

carried out (see Ct, I, 434 et seq., 478, 481, 489, 500, 521, 533; v, 4–7, 76–82).

 16. several parties observed: ‘Indecens . . . de religione et fidei articulis 

in concilio agi et theologorum sententias non audiri’ (Ct, I, 486).

 17. there is an accurate summary of the opposing positions on that 

occasion in G. Fragnito, La Bibbia al rogo, 75–81, where there is also a rich 

bibliography on the subject: pp. 75–76 n. 2. For a general overview of the 

matter, a useful reference is always h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, 

pp. 67–118.
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 18. there are no minutes for the congregations (theological and general) 

that discussed the issue.

 19. the text is in Politi, Enarrationes, 330–39.

 20. Politi, Quaestio, 329.

 21. Ibid.

 22. Ibid., 338–39. on this text, see v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi, 29–30, who corrects schweizer’s opinion on his total opposition to the 

translation of the holy text, which was also taken up by G. Alberigo, I vescovi 

italiani al concilio di Trento, 1545–1547 (Florence: sansoni, 1959), 46. on the 

Quaestio, see also the important considerations in A. Rotondò, “la censura 

ecclesiastica e la cultura,” 1434–35.

 23. on the institutional role of mediator played by Cervini, see 

W. hudon, Marcello Cervini, 52–55, but see also v. Criscuolo, Marcello Cervini 

legato pontificio al concilio di Trento, in Papa Marcello II Cervini, 103–25, esp. 

116 et seq.; and C. quaranta, Marcello II Cervini.

 24. he was given the task of preaching the lent cycle in trent (v. Cris-

cuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 31).

 25. see v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 35–37.

 26. For a general overview of the question, see h. Jedin, Il concilio  

di Trento, vol. II, pp. 155 et seq.; see also the bibliography listed, pp. 

155–56 n. 7.

 27. Regarding Politi’s participation in the congregations of theologians 

on 24 and 25 May and on 10 and 11 June, see Ct, v, 162, 217; see also v. Cris-

cuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 37–40, who retraces Politi’s main reflections 

in his writings on original sin. Criscuolo contradicts Paolo sarpi’s later claims 

by underlining the fact that Politi’s thinking broadly coincided with what the 

tridentine fathers established on the matter (38–39).

 28. see v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 43.

 29. Politi, Disputatio pro veritate Immaculatae Conceptionis (1551), c. 2; 

the passage is conveniently highlighted by v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi, 43.

 30. For Cervini’s attitude, see h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, p. 183; 

and regarding del Monte, see p. 184.

 31. h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, 178; v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi, 45. For the fleeting reference to the Immaculate Conception in the 

decree “on the original sin” (super peccato originali), see Ct, v, 240.

 32. see A. Prosperi, Il concilio di Trento: Un’introduzione storica (turin: 

einaudi, 2000), 57–58; A. tallon, Il concilio di Trento (Milan: edizioni san 
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Paolo, 2004; 1st French ed. 2000), 18 et seq.; A. Aubert, Eterodossia e Controri

forma, 113 et seq.

 33. “quid faciendum sit, ut gratiam, quam accepimus in baptismo, con-

servemus et iustificemur coram deo” (Ct, v, 257; v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio 

Catarino Politi, 45).

 34. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 46.

 35. Ct, I, 442; v. Criscuolo, Ambrogio Catarino Politi, 47. For a general 

overview of this first phase of the discussions about justification, see h. Jedin, 

Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, pp. 193 et seq.

 36. on the Trattato nuovo, see above, ch. 3.

 37. Ct, I, 560. the dominican Carranza also spoke with Politi; accord-

ing to the council proceedings, both spoke “in a learned, accurate and erudite 

way” (docte sane et erudite); Ct, I, 89; elsewhere, it is said that “they spoke 

in a pious and Catholic way” (pie catholiceque locuti sunt); Ct, v, 336. how-

ever, we do not know the content of Politi’s speech or his vote. Regarding the 

political tensions between the pope and the emperor about the schmalkaldic 

War that slowed the work of the assembly during these months, see h. Jedin, 

Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, pp. 227 et seq.

 38. Massarelli saw Politi on 18 september to discuss the new project (Ct, 

I, 574). Politi also contributed to the november project as one of del Monte’s 

small working group of theologians (Ct, I, 583; II, 430). there is also evidence 

of the harmony between del Monte and Politi in the latter’s agreement to the 

former’s proposal to condemn the two articles of imputed justice and the cer-

titude of grace only “according to what heretics say” (secundum assertionem 

haereticorum); Ct, v, 634.

 39. Although he was now considered a council veteran, in a certain sense 

this was the first time for him: “When today he spoke in the council for the 

first time,” accurately reciting the conciliar acts. Ct, v, 471.

 40. Ct, v, 471; see the text of the articles on pp. 472–73. the appreciation 

shown by the legates and the attention given to his speech by the fathers who 

were present were not surprising. the legates praised Politi’s work in a letter 

to the cardinal chamberlain that same day (Ct, X, 673). For the reactions of 

those present, see the words pronounced by Girolamo seripando on 8 october: 

“the Reverend Father Ambrogio, now a bishop, but worthy of being a bishop 

for a long time, reminds us with his ardent and divine zeal of the many errors 

that the human soul usually shudders to remember” (Collegit reverendus pater 

Ambrosius nunc episcopus, sed longe ante episcopate dignus, divino illo suo et 

ardenti zelo, errores multos, quos animus meminisse horret); Ct, v, 487.
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 41. Ct, v, 471.

 42. “qui habet inhaerentem non indiget alia imputatione vel applica-

tione iustitiae, quoniam qui habet caritatem, in deo manet et deus in eo” 

(Ct, v, 656).

 43. “Fide iustificari dicimur, id est fidei actu, et de hoc intelligit Paulus, 

cum dicit: Per fide iustificamur, quia ille actus primum a deo requiritur et 

est sine caritate infusa; neque potest intelligi de fide formata, quia illa auget 

iustificationem, non meretur” (Ct, v, 725; see also 731).

 44. Ct, v, 735; see also 736: “Minoriensi non placet addi quia fides gratis 

datur, sed debet dici quia non meretur, et non distinguantur opera praeceden-

tia et sequentia, sed dicatur generaliter omnia opera a iustificatione excludan-

tur, quia opera iustificationem praecedunt.”

 45. “Posset fides,” he recounted, “numerari in causa materiali quae 

reducitur ad dispositivam, neque posset dici instrumentalis, etiam passive, 

quia instrumentum semper intelligitur ex parte efficientis, quo ipse effectus 

utitur; itaque sequeretur quod homo esset aliquo modo effector suae iustifi-

cationis, quod falsum est” (Ct, v, 741).

 46. P. sarpi, Istoria del concilio tridentino, ed. C. vivanti, 2 vols. (turin: 

einaudi, 1974), vol. I, pp. 327–28.

 47. sarpi placed Politi alongside “a spanish Franciscan, Andrea de vega, 

and a Carmelite, Antonio Marinari” (un francescano spagnolo, Andrea de 

vega, [e] un carmelitano, Antonio Marinari); ibid., 328.

 48. Ibid., 331.

 49. “With regard to the articles that speak about works preceding grace, 

all of which luther damned as sin, the theologians, more in the form of invec-

tive than anything else, censored them all as heretical, damning equally with 

heresy the general sentence that all human works without faith are sins. . . . 

But Catarino claimed that without special help from God, man cannot do 

any works that could really be called good, or moral, only sins[,] . . . and 

with regard to this, luther should not have been condemned” (Per quanto 

s’aspetta agli articoli che parlano delle opere precedenti la grazia, che lutero 

dannò tutte di peccato, i teologi, più in forma d’invettiva che in altra maniera, 

gli censurarono per eretici tutti, dannando parimente d’eresia la sentenzia 

presa in generale, che tutte le opere umane senza la fede sono peccati. . . . 

Ma il Catarino sostenne che, senza speciale aiuto di dio, l’uomo non può 

fare alcuna opera, quale si possi chiamare veramente buone, eziandio moral-

mente, ma solo peccato . . . e quanto a questo non era da condannare lutero); 

ibid., 330–31.
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 50. For example, there is only a fleeting trace of the last speeches of 5–7 

January 1547 (see Ct, v, 758, 759, 760, 761, 762).

 51. the text of the decree is in Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Decreta, 

ed. G. Alberigo, G. dossetti, P. Joannou, C. leonardi, and P. Prodi (Bologna: 

Istituto per le scienze religiose, 1973; lst ed. 1962), 671–81; and also in Ct, v, 

791–99. For a first approach to the decree, see h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, 

vol. II, pp. 354–56; and F. hünermann, Wesen und Notwendigkeit der aktuel

len Gnade nach dem Konzil von Trient (Paderborn: F. schöningh, 1926), 77–85.

 52. Politi listed among his 28 “assertiones lutheranorum”: “nihil est 

praeceptum a deo in evangelio,” “opera nihil omnino ad salutem aut ad 

iustitiam valent. sola fides Christi necessaria est quod iusti simus; caetera 

autem liberrima sunt, neque praecepta, neque prohibita” (Ct, v, 472); 

Canon 19 of the tridentine decree echoed: “nihil praeceptum esse in evan-

gelio praeter fidem, caetera esse indifferentia, neque praecepta, neque pro-

hibita, sed libera” (799). Politi also stigmatized: “decem praecepta non 

pertinere ad christianos, sed ad solos iudaeos” (472), which was almost 

identical to the same tridentine Canon: “aut decem praecepta nihil per-

tinere ad christianos” (799). this reliance is focused on by e. stakemeier, 

Die Konzilskonstitution über die göttliche, Offenbarung, Werden, Inhalt und 

theologische Bedeutung, lateinischer und deutscher Text mit Kommentar (Pad-

erborn: Bonifacius, 1937), 26.

 53. h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, pp. 354–55.

 54. Ibid., 355.

 55. Ibid., 355–56. the final chapter, the sixteenth, focused on the wor-

thiness of works.

 56. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 45v.

 57. Ct, v, 793.

 58. Politi, Trattato della giustificatione, fol. 47v.

 59. Ct, v, 793. Again, in reference to the loss of grace following mortal 

sin, Politi had written as follows: “As it happens sometimes, or rather fre-

quently, that many lose this gift, the most benevolent Father made provi-

sions through Christ and through his love, so that believers can be recovered 

by means of the sacrament of penance” (Accadendo che pur tal volta, anzi 

frequentemente, si perde da molti questo dono, el clementissimo padre ha 

proveduto per Christo, et per suo amore, che si possi ricuperare da e fedeli 

per mezzo del sacramento de la penitentia); Politi, Trattato della giustifica

tione, fol. 57r. the text of chapter 14 was duly inspired by his words: “qui vero 

ab accepta iustificationis gratia per peccatum exciderunt, rursus iustificari 
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poterunt, cum excitante deo per poenitentiae sacramentum merito Christi 

amissam gratiam recuperare procuraverint” (Ct, v, 796).

 60. see below.

 61. “All the prelates around us, first and foremost his Reverence of Jaén, 

said in unison that Friar Ambrogio Catarino had to be made a bishop. We also 

share the same opinion and desire, as he is a rare and extremely well qualified 

person, and hates all heretics, just as he loves all Catholics, and because there 

is much grumbling in the Council about past appointments, and it would 

only be a positive thing if, in a situation where there is a great need for good 

bishops, one thought of the good of the dioceses and not of individual careers. 

this is said with all reverence, only to do our duty” (tutti quelli prelati che 

erano intorno a noi, et il Reverendissimo de Giaen il primo, a una voce dice-

vano che si doveva far vescovo frate Ambrosio Catherino. noi ancora concor-

remo nel medesimo parere et desiderio, per essere la persona tanto rara et 

tanto ben qualificata, et havere l’odio di tutti li heretici, come l’amore di tutti 

li catholici, et perché il synodo murmura pur’assai delle promotioni passate, 

et non sarebbe se non bene che in tanta necessità de buoni vescovi si prove-

desse alle chiese et non alle persone. sia detto con ogni riverentia, solamente 

per fare il debito nostro); AsF, Cart. Cerv. 7, fols. 231r–233r; Ct, X, 607.

 62. Ct, X, 617.

 63. “this morning his holiness promoted Monsignor Pighini to 

Bishop of Alife and Friar Ambrogio to Bishop of Minori; . . . as his holiness 

has increased their dignity, he will also not fail to provide for them so that 

they can maintain it. For now, your Reverences can give them up to one 

hundred ecus each, so that they can put their wardrobe in order and gradu-

ally meet their needs” (questa mattina nostro signore ha promossi monsi-

gnor Pighino alla chiesa d’Aliphi et frate Ambrogio a quella de Minori; . . . 

sicome sua santità l’ha accresciuti di dignità, così anche non mancherà di 

provederli in modo che la possino mantenere. et in tanto vostre signorie 

reverendissime li potranno dare fino a cento scudi per uno, accioché si met-

tano in ordine di vesti et di mano in mano si provederà al bisogno); AsF, 

Cart. Cerv. 9, fol. 220r; there is a copy of the same letter in AsF, Cart. Cerv. 

10, fol. 165r; Ct, X, 627.

 64. the text of the bull of appointment is in Asv, Reg. vat. 1697, fols. 

174r–175v.

 65. the rest of the letter also revealed the financial difficulties that his 

appointment resolved (letter from trent, 1 september 1546, AsP, Cart. Farn. 

est. 488, fasc. 40, fol. 25r). on the same day, Politi wrote directly to Paul III 
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to thank him personally for the appointment (letter from trent, 1 september 

1546, AsP, Cart. Farn. est. 488, fasc. 40, fol. 16r).

 66. letter from the legates to the cardinal of santa Fiora, trent, 1–2 sep-

tember 1546, AsF, Cart. Cerv. 13, fol. 105v; Ct, X, p. 636, 19–23. the same ref-

erence to the council’s satisfaction with Politi’s appointment is in a letter from 

the legates to Cardinal Alessandro Farnese: “the Council felt great pleasure 

about it” (Il sinodo n’ha sentito piacer grandissimo); AsP, Cart. Farn. est. 

488, fasc. 40, fol. 23r. other expressions of happiness about Politi’s appoint-

ment include a conciliar speech on 8 october by Girolamo seripando, general 

of the Augustinians, who referred to Politi with the following words: “now he 

has become a bishop, but he was worthy of being one for a long time” (nunc 

episcopus, sed longe ante episcopatu dignus); Ct, v, 487; and the best wishes 

message that Ignatius of loyola, general of the Jesuits, sent him in trent 

(MhsI, Mon. Ign., Fontes narr., III, p. 737).

 67. on the institutional duties of the master of the sacred palace, see 

G. Fragnito, La Bibbia al rogo.

 68. the list of the errores published by Politi in his Defensio doctrinae 

auctoris in quondam magistrum falso et calumniose deferentem ad S.D.N. Pau

lum III pontificem maximum [1546], in Politi, Enarrationes, 353–64, was 

republished by J. schweizer in the appendix of his book, Ambrosius Catharinus 

Politus, 271 et seq., without the text of Politi’s defensive comments. there is a 

manuscript copy of the same list in BnFi, Conv. soppr. I.Iv.14, unnumbered 

pp.; and another in Asv, Cart. Farn. est. 14, fols. 95r–105r. on the Defensio, 

see also below and n. 88. on the first fifteen errores, already drafted in 1542, 

see above, ch. 3.

 69. on a comparison of the differences between the two—spina was a 

fierce opponent of the Immaculatist thesis according to which the virgin was 

conceived without original sin, which Politi supported passionately and loy-

ally—see above, ch. 3.

 70. this was the same criterion used for the first fifteen errores presented 

by spina in 1542; see above, ch. 3.

 71. “hi, qui non sunt praedestinati non propterea reprobati intelliguntur, 

sed minore favore digni” (he noted scrupulously, reporting the content of a 

page of the De praescientia) (J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 276).

 72. “Praeter Christum et beatam virginem,” he gleaned from reading 

the De eximia praedestinatione, “immunes fuerunt et alii ab actuali peccato, 

quod specialiter affirmat de beato Ioanne Baptista, sine assertione tamen vult 

haec esse dicta contra communem opinionem ecclesiae” (Conclusio 18, ibid.).
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 73. “Incurrimus poenas Adae peccato debitas, quod nostrum est, in 

quantum in eo eramus ex pacto lucri vel amissionis donorum gratiae et origi-

nalis iustitiae, quae pacta non erant circa alia peccata sequentia vel filiorum” 

(Conclusio 33, ibid., 280).

 74. “si parentes primi nostri stetissent, etiam filii stetissent et nullus 

peccasset, ut probabiliter credere licet” (Conclusio 37, ibid., 280–81); see also 

Conclusio 26 (ibid., 278).

 75. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 277.

 76. Compendio, fol. 16r.

 77. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 277.

 78. Compendio, fol. 16v. Conclusio 22 and Conclusio 23 are of the same 

tone (J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 277).

 79. see, e.g., Conclusio 24: “the justice through which we are justified is 

no more than charity” (quod iustitia, qua iustificamur, non est aliud quam 

charitas); J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 278; referring to the 

Compendio, where it was written, “In faith, whose justice is nothing but char-

ity” (In fede, la quale giustitia non è altro che carità); Compendio, fol. 18r; and 

Conclusio 25: “quod ex fide necessario procedat charitas” (278), taken this 

time from Politi, De perfecta iustitificatione, 221.

 80. the letter is published in J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 

254–56. there is also a copy of the letter in BnFi, Conv. soppr. I.Iv.14, fols. 

not numbered (but 1r–2r).

 81. Ibid.

 82. It was seen above that although the doctrine of prescience professed 

by Politi did not coincide with saint thomas’s doctrine, it did not go against 

his Summa, as spina claimed; see above.

 83. Politi continued in a challenging tone, “In this dispute about the 

Conception, I could have easily and still can use reason to point out your 

scandalous position, which tends to dishonor the Roman Church and all the 

other churches of Christianity, as you claim that the position of the Immacu-

late Conception, which is celebrated all over, is heretical and against the scrip-

tures and the resolutions of the holy councils; it is really sad that this is not 

known (as it should be)” (Potevo ben io, et posso,—continuava il Politi con 

tono di sfida—in questa disputatione de Conceptione notarvi con molta rag-

gione de la scandalosa position vostra, che tende in dishonore de la Chiesa 

romana et di tutte l’altre del christianesimo, volendo voi che la positione de 

Immaculata Conceptione, che per tutto si celebra, sia heretica et contra le 

scritture et determinationi de santi concilii, cosa certo da dolersi, che non sia 

[come si doveva] conosciuta); ibid.
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 84. “But now is not the time to deal with this. I believe that it will come, 

though, and soon” (Ma non è tempo hora trattare di questo. Ben credo che 

verrà, et presto); ibid. these were the same reasons for caution that would 

shortly lead to the polemicist from siena being advised not to make any com-

ment on the subject while the tridentine debates were still in progress. on 

this point, see above.

 85. “I think you would have been a better father and more in keep-

ing with fraternal charity if you had warned me first and not spoken out 

here and there so disparagingly, as I have been informed by loyal friends” 

(Credo ch’havereste fatto più da buon padre et secondo la charità fraterna se 

m’havesse prima avisato et non portato per bocca con tanta detrattione qua 

et là, come sono stato informato per amici fedeli); J. schweizer, Ambrosius 

Catharinus Politus, 256.

 86. Ibid.

 87. spina wrote a reply to him from Rome on 7 september: “I received 

a letter from you, but only after you had ordered it to be taken to all the car-

dinals and only after they had judged it to be an affront that is unworthy not 

only of a reply but even of being read. therefore, following their judgment and 

learned advice, I will only say that they regretted that I had not warned them 

about your singular doctrine” (ho ricevuto una vostra lettera, dapoi però che 

per vostro ordine, come credo, è stata portata a tutti li cardinali et giudicata 

da loro un cartello et indegna per questo non sol di risposta ma d’esser letta. 

sequitando adunque il suo giudicio et sapiente conseglio non dirò altro, se 

non che si son doluti meco che non gl’habbi premoniti da la vostra singolar 

dottrina); ibid.

 88. “you say that all of the cardinals judged our letter an affront, and 

therefore that it was unworthy not only of a reply but even of being read. I do 

not believe that all the cardinals are of this opinion, or that any man capable 

of reason would be. As far as the cardinals are concerned, I found out more 

about which ones saw it and they judged it to be fully righteous, praiseworthy 

and a necessary defence, as your writing was so false and unjust. I am forced 

to reply as you are pretending not to hear” (dite che tutti e cardinali hanno 

giudicato quella nostra lettera esse[re] un cartello, et per questo indegna non 

solo di risposta, ma d’essere letta. questo giuditio non solo non credo che sia de 

tutti e cardinali, ma di nessun huomo capace di raggione. et quanto a i cardi-

nali son certificato di più, i quali l’hanno veduta, che l’hanno giudicata piena 

di giusta et lodabile, anzi necessaria defensione, havendomi voi imposto tanta 

nota falsamente et ingiustamente, come son constretto a replicare, perché qui 

voi fate del surdo); letter from Politi, trent, 20 september 1546, published in  
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J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 256–59; there is also another copy 

in BnFi, Conv. soppr. I.Iv.14, fols. not numbered (but 2r–6r).

 89. For a detailed analysis of this Defensio, see J. schweizer, Ambrosius 

Catharinus Politus, 153–57.

 90. Cervini and del Monte wrote to the cardinal chamberlain: “some 

days ago the Reverend- elect of Minori gave us the enclosed quintern in reply 

to certain notes in your writings done by the Master of the sacred Palace. We 

would advise his Paternity to leave in peace this good prelate, whose doc-

trine and life are approved by everybody, and think about how to remedy 

all the lies and heresies that are printed every day in many different places, 

especially in venice. We ask your Most Reverend and Most Illustrious Wor-

ship to present it to his holiness and put in some words of support for him 

[Catarino]” (sono parecchi giorni che il Reverendo eletto de Minori ci dette 

l’alligato quinterno in risposta di certe annotationi in li scritti suoi fatte del 

Maestro sacri Palatii. Consigliaremmo sua Paternità a lassare stare questo 

buon prelato, la dottrina et vita del quale è approvata da tutti, et occupare 

in pensare di rimediare a tante falsità et heresie che ogni dì si stampano in 

più luoghi et maximamente in venetia. Pregamo vostra Reverendissima et 

Illustrissima signoria in nome d’esso eletto, che si degni presentarlo a nostro 

signore); letter, trent, 16 october 1546, in J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus 

Politus, 259; the original is in AsP, Cart. Farn. est. 488, fasc. 61, fol. 23r; a copy 

is also held in AsF, Cart. Cerv. 7, fols. 291r–v.

 91. letter from the cardinal chamberlain to the cardinal legates, Rome, 

22 october 1546, in AsF, Cart. Cerv. 9, fol. 247r; J. schweizer, Ambrosius Cath

arinus Politus, 259–60.

 92. see above.

 93. Regarding this, see also G. Bosco, “Intorno a un carteggio inedito,” 164.

 94. the dominican Alberto duimio of Cattaro recalled in the preface to 

the book he printed, dated “Romae pridiae calendas aprilis 1547,” the funda-

mental contribution made by spina, his premature death, and the decision to 

complete the publication of the work (J. de torquemada, Tractatus de veritate 

Conceptionis Beatissime Virginis [Romae, 1547], fols. not numbered).

 95. see the writings from the years 1550–51, on which see below, ch. 5.

 96. P. sarpi, Istoria del concilio Tridentino, 332.

 97. the expression is used by A. Prosperi, Il concilio di Trento, 65.

 98. on ottoni, in addition to the entry by G. Fragnito, “degli ottoni, 

luciano,” in DBI, vol. 36 (1988), and the essay by C. Faralli, “Per una biografia di 

luciano degli ottoni,” Bollettino della Società di studi valdesi 134 (1973): 34–51, 
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see A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 79 et seq.; more generally, on the Bene-

dictines at the council, see the important essay by h. o. evennett, “three Bene-

dictine Abbots at the Council of trent, 1545–1547,” Studia monastica I (1959): 

343–77; and B. Collett, Italian Benedictine Scholars and the Reformation; more 

recently, A. Concari, “Il contributo dei benedettini cassinesi al primo periodo 

del concilio di trento (1545–1547),” Benedictina 40 (2002): 105–46, 401–20.

 99. Ct, I, 659: “Per peccata tamen fides amittitur et fides non potest 

stare cum peccato, quod probare conatus est per argumenta lutheranorum. 

Fides igitur non potest stare cum peccatis. et cum a reverendissimo cardi-

nale de Monte praesidente interrogaretur, ut diceret quid in eo in veritate ipse 

sentiret, respondit quod fides christiana non potest stare in peccatore et qui 

peccat, fidem amittet, cum fides non possit stare cum peccatis”; see, among 

others, B. Collett, Italian Benedictine Scholars, 201; and A. Prosperi, L’eresia 

del Libro Grande, 86–87.

 100. Ct, I, 380; C. Faralli, “una polemica all’epoca del concilio di trento: 

Il teologo e giurista domingo de soto censura un’opera del benedettino luci-

ano degli ottoni,” Studi senesi 87 (1975): 400–419, quotation on p. 400.

 101. According to Massarelli’s account, he replied to ottoni’s accusa-

tion as follows: “In reply to the question asked by the Cardinal of Jaén about 

how he could answer the many passages in the holy scriptures in which the 

existence of fire in hell is proved, the Abbot said that in that passage there 

was a word missing, corporeum, and that it therefore had to be interpreted 

as ‘someone doubts that there is bodily fire in hell’ ” (sopra il quale passo 

domandato esso abbate dal cardinale di Geena come potea rispondere a tanti 

luoghi delle sacre scritture, dove si prova il fuoco essere nel inferno . . . rispose 

l’abbate che vi mancava una parola in quel luogo, cioè corporeum, id est aliqui 

dubitant ignem esse in inferno corporeum); Ct, I, 380.

 102. For Politi’s theories on the destiny of children who died before bap-

tism, see the recent work by A. Prosperi, Dare l’anima: Storia di un infanticidio 

(turin: einaudi, 2005), 190–91.

 103. d. de soto, In epistolam divi Paulii ad Romanos commentarii (Antuer-

piae, 1550), 270; quoted by C. Faralli, “una polemica,” 414–15, who also indi-

cates other passages of the commentary in which soto continued his polemic 

with ottoni on the issue of predestination.

 104. see above.

 105. see above.

 106. this was the Divi Ioannis Chrisostomi in apostoli Pauli epistolam ad 

Romanos commentaria Luciano Mantuano divi Benedicti monacho interprete, 
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et in eos, qui eundem Chrisostomum divinam extenuasse gratiam arbitriique 

libertatem supra modum extulisse suspicantur et accusant, defensore, a latin 

translation of the thirty- two homilies by st. John Chrysostom on saint Paul’s 

letter to the Romans, with a new extensive commentary, published in 1538 in 

Brescia by ludovico Britannico.

 107. “deus elegit servandos igitur aliquid in eis praevidit cuius gratia 

eos elegit prae caeteris ac dignos duxit quos felicitate donaret” (Divi Ioannis 

Chrisostomi in apostoli Pauli epistolam ad Romanos commentaria, fol. 67v; see 

also fols. 17v–19r, 23v, 40r–v; C. Faralli, “una polemica,” 415). the unspeci-

fied aliquid is explained in these terms: “ex parte nostri futura probitas elec-

torum cum ope tunc divina, quae necessaria et communis omnibus est” (Divi 

Ioannis Chrisostomi, fol. 74v; C. Faralli, “una polemica,” 416). For the same 

outlook in the works of Ambrogio Catarino, see above.

 108. As suggested above with regard to the clash between spina and Cata-

rino, on the issue of predestination the theses supported by the latter, and to a 

large extent also by ottoni, were not as far removed from the thinking of saint 

thomas as the two staunch defenders of thomist orthodoxy, soto and spina, 

led people to believe; see above.

 109. on Politi’s debts to the work of duns scotus, see d. scaramuzzi, “le 

idee scotiste di un grande teologo”; on the extensive presence of scotus’s works 

in the Benedictine tradition, see B. Collett, Italian Benedictine Scholars, passim.

 110. A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 80, speaks in this respect of 

“universalist religion” (religione universalistica). It is worth quoting at least 

one of the passages cited by Prosperi in his analysis: “Benign Grace offers 

everything freely to those who want it. everyone has been given maximum 

power, if only they accept the Will: the mystery of free will is held together 

by the Will and collapses according to the Will” (la benigna Grazia, gratu-

itamente, tutto dispensa a chi lo vuole. A ciascuno ha dato il massimo del 

potere, se solo assentisce al volere: sul volere si regge il mistero dell’arbitrio, 

sul volere esso crolla); Divi Ioannis Chrisostomi, fol. 1v; Italian translation by 

A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 400 n. 19). For the assertion of the uni-

versal nature of the grace offered to the human race in the work of Ambrogio 

Catarino, see above.

 111. “Fac hoc quoque mihi gratum, ut cum Ambrosio Catharino meum 

hunc libellum [the De peccato originali] conferas” (letter from sadoleto to 

Gregorio Cortese, in s. Ritter, Un umanista teologo, 84).

 112. on Chiari, in addition to the works already quoted above, n. 24, see 

the previously mentioned book by B. Collett, Italian Benedectine Scholars; and 
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more recently, M. Zaggia, Tra Mantova e la Sicilia nel Cinquecento, vol. II, 

pp. 494 et seq.; on Chiari’s preaching as bishop of Foligno, see also s. Giombi, 

Libri e pulpiti: Letteratura, sapienza e storia religiosa nel Rinascimento (Rome: 

Carocci, 2001), 273–74, 288; and more generally, see A. Buoncristiani, “la 

diocesi di Foligno nella metà del Cinquecento durante l’episcopato di Isidoro 

Chiari (1547–1555),” Bollettino storico della città di Foligno 6 (1982): 85–106.

 113. “I ask you to make the best use of Ambrogio Catarino by commu-

nicating and having discussions with him” (In conferendo autem et commu-

nicando, rogo te uti habeas potissimum Ambrosium Catharinum); Epistolae, 

III, n. CCCCXXvIII, in J. sadoleto, Opera quae extant omnia (veronae, 1738), 

vol. II, p. 132. this was a letter to Chiari in which he enclosed a copy of his 

treatise De peccato originis [sic], which he had started to work on again during 

his last two years in Rome; see R. M. douglas, Jacopo Sadoleto, 216. s. Ritter, 

Un umanista teologo, 141 n. 1, speculates that the copy sent to Chiari with 

this letter in 1546 was different from the text he found and published in the 

appendix of his work, as the copy sent to Chiari made reference to the question 

of predestination, which instead never appears in the published text: “In this 

book of mine you will be able to find what I affirm on the subject of predes-

tination, a matter on which I agree with luciano” (de praedestinatione quid 

statuam, et quam cum luciano mea mens consentiat, ex hoc meo quoque 

libro poteris habere compertum); Ep. 428, 20 January 1546, p. 423. M. Zaggia, 

Tra Mantova e la Sicilia, vol. II, p. 502, indicates two letters from sadoleto to 

Clario, dated 1 september 1545 and 1 February 1546, in I. sadoleto, Opera 

omnia (verona: J. A. tudermann, 1737–38), vol. II, pp. 130–32.

 114. this can be deduced from some letters from the late 1520s, as the 

short treatise has never been found (see B. Collett, Italian Benedectine Schol

ars, 92; M. Zaggia, Tra Mantova e la Sicilia, vol. II, p. 499). on the Italian 

repercussions of the polemic between erasmus and luther in the mid- 1520s, 

see F. Graiff, “echi italiani della polemica tra erasmo e lutero sul libero arbi-

trio,” Quellen und Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken 58 

(1978): 441–65, who, however, does not mention Clario’s work; and, more 

generally, F. de Michelis Pintacuda, Tra Erasmo e Lutero (Rome: edizioni di 

storia e letteratura, 2001); and R. torzini, I labirinti del libero arbitrio: La 

discussione tra Erasmo e Lutero (Florence: olschki, 2000).

 115. the title of the rare twelve- page booklet about purgatory is Adver

sus eos qui negant sacrificia et elemosinas prodesse defunctis opusculum; see 

M. Zaggia, Tra Mantova e la Sicilia, vol. II, p. 503 and n. 151. evidence of 

passionate anti- lutheranism also emerges from his pastoral work in Foligno 
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between 1547 and 1555, on which see the already quoted essay by B. ulianich, 

“Isidoro Clario e la sua attività riformatrice.”

 116. the complete title of the work is In Pauli ad Romanos, et ad Gala

tas epistolas commentarii, apud Aldi filios, venice, March 1542. For the attri-

bution of the text by the censor, see P. simoncelli, “documenti interni alla 

Congregazione dell’Indice 1571–1590: logica e ideologia dell’intervento cen-

sorio,” Annuario dell’Istituto storico italiano per l’età moderna e contemporanea 

35–36 (1983–84): 189–215, esp. 198–201; see, however, finally W. McCuaig, 

“Cardinal Marino Grimani (c. 1488–1545) and the ‘Index librorum prohibi-

torum,’ ” in Il piacere del testo: Saggi e studi per Albano Biondi, 2 vols., ed. 

A. Prosperi and M. donattini (Rome: Bulzoni, 2001), 141–48, who is inclined 

to attribute the commentary to Cardinal Marino Grimani.

 117. A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 84; and M. Zaggia, Tra Man

tova e la Sicilia, vol. II, pp. 503–4.

 118. see above.

 119. there is a little mystery about Chiari’s speeches at the council. the 

two main sources are writings published by the Benedictine after leaving 

trent for Foligno: the Orationes quatuor habitae in concilio Tridentino and the 

Isidori Clarii Fulginatensis episcopi sententia de imputatione iustitiae et certi

tudine gratiae ad patres concilii Tridentini. As there are no specific references 

to these speeches in the council proceedings, or in letters and documents 

regarding the tridentine discussions, historians are split between two differ-

ent hypotheses: that the orationes and the sententia were read out at the coun-

cil or simply sent to the conciliar legates at the time of the discussion; or that 

they were drafted at the time of the discussion but then for various reasons 

not actually read out before the conciliar fathers and therefore subsequently 

published by Chiari in Foligno. on these discussions, which involved above 

all the historians hefner and ehses, see h. o. evennett, “three Benedictine 

Abbots,” 350–51, 366–67. In any case, there is agreement about the fact that 

these texts faithfully embody Chiari’s opinions as he expressed them at the 

time of the first conciliar discussions.

 120. h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, pp. 139–41; h. o. evennett, 

“three Benedictine Abbots,” 353–56; A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 86.

 121. h. o. evennett, “three Benedictine Abbots,” 358–59. Chiari’s out-

look on the subject of the second and third state of justification also seems to 

be very close to Politi’s, see p. 359.

 122. Ct, v, 471.

 123. Ibid.
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 124. Ibid.

 125. Ibid., 632, 633.

 126. Ibid., 633.

 127. “homo iustus non potest certitudine fidei catholicae scire, se esse 

in gratia, et qui contrarium dicit, haeresim sapit, quia illa opinio, quae con-

tradicit sanctorum et scripturarum dictis, haeretica est censenda” (ibid., 654).

 128. the spanish bishop insinuated, “Propositio contraria potest 

tamquam haeretica damnari” (ibid., 655).

 129. Ibid., 657.

 130. the General Congregation stated on 22 november, “Iustus potest 

habere in aliqui casu certitudinem fidei suae gratiae, quae fides non est cath-

olica quae habetur de articulis fidei, sed particularis quam habet ex divina 

gratia” (ibid., 656; on this point and more generally, see J. schweizer, Ambro

sius Catharinus Politus, 162–64).

 131. “the Benedictine maintained that if we did not believe that we could 

acquire justification through faith and baptism, we could not in fact be justi-

fied, which is why we have to believe in it. he continued by saying that if a 

man died immediately after baptism before committing any sins, he should 

believe that he will be saved by belonging to the group of predestined people” 

(h. o. evennett, “three Benedictine Abbots,” 363).

 132. “quid dicent alii? synodus determinavit neminem posse scire se 

esse in gratia? Baptismum accipiens non accipit certitudinem gratiae?” (Ct, 

v, 657).

 133. “Recipiatur censura parisiensis . . . et placet canon ut iacet, et caput” 

(ibid., 772).

 134. Ibid., 772–73: “video, inquit, quod omnibus placet doctrina et 

canon; restat, an sit addendum certitudine fidei catholicae. videndum est, 

quae sit fides lutheranorum, prout dixit censura parisiensis, inquiens: fide 

de qua intelliquit scribens. diversa enim est fides lutheranorum a nostra 

catholica.”

 135. Ibid., 773. Paolo sarpi summarized the meaning of the discussion, 

identifying the solution of a compromise as the origin of the future divisions 

within the Catholic front (P. sarpi, Istoria del concilio tridentino, 359).

 136. “deinde [the Bishop of Bitonto] legit nonum caput, ubi damnatur 

assertio lutheranorum circa certitudinem gratiae; in quo cum diceretur, quod 

nemo valeat scire certitudine fidei, cui non potest subesse falsum, se esse in 

gratia, domini salpensis et Minorensis reclamarunt petentes quod dicerentur 

tenetur loco valeat, et cum omnes alii theologi contra sentirent, asserentes verba 
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decreti bene manere, resque in maximam contentionem verteretur, silentium a 

domino praesidente rei huic impositum est, cum esser acta agere” (Ct, v, 779).

 137. “Minoriensi non placet quod dicitur in nono capite quod nemo 

valeat scire certitudine fidei, cui non potest subesse falsum, se esse in gra-

tia, sed dicatur nemo tenetur credere etc. decretum in aliis omnibus placet” 

(ibid., 785).

 138. the work is dedicated to Cervini and del Monte, “legates of the sac-

rosanct Council of Bologna” (sacrosanti concilii bononiensis legatos); Politi, 

Interpretatio noni capitoli synodalis decreti de iustificatione (venetiis, apud 

Gabrielem Jolitum de Ferraris, 1547), fol. A2r. As the dedication suggests, the 

book was published when the council had already been transferred to Bolo-

gna; the composition and publication of the work can therefore presumably 

be dated to around April–May 1547.

 139. Politi, Interpretatio, fol. A2r.

 140. v. Beltrán de heredia, Domingo de Soto: Estudio biográfico documen

tado (salamanca: 1960), 180; Politi, Interpretatio, fol. A3r.

 141. Politi, Interpretatio, fols. A3v–A4v.

 142. sarpi also remembered this speech by Politi (P. sarpi, Istoria, 345; see 

also 382).

 143. “si verba canonis subtiliter consyderentur, locum dant ut servent hanc 

certitudinem, quam nos defendimus. eo enim ipso quod ait: neminem scire 

posse se gratiam consequutum certitudine fidei, cui non possit subesse falsum, 

satis permittit scire hoc posse hominem certitudine fidei, cui tamen possit 

subesse falsum. et hoc permittens, etiam illud admittit, quod eidem fidei possit 

etiam non subesse falsum. nihil enim prohibet esse fidem, cui etsi possit subesse 

falsum, possit etiam non subesse, et ita dari quod non subsit. unde relinquitur 

posse hominem certum esse se in gratia esse certitudine fidei, cui etsi possit 

subesse falsum, non subsit tamen” (Politi, Interpretatio, fols. e1v–e2r).

 144. venetiis, niccolo Bascarini, apud Iuntas, 1547.

 145. v. Beltrán de heredia, Domingo de Soto, 178 et seq.

 146. C. Faralli, “una polemica,” 401; more generally, see v. Beltrán de 

heredia, Domingo de Soto, chs. 1–3.

 147. But see also soto’s accusations of heresy against Antonio Marinari, 

Carmelite provincial of Puglia, and Agostino Bonucci, general of the ser-

vites of Mary, after their speeches in trent on 4 and 8 April 1546 respectively 

(v. Beltrán de heredia, Domingo de Soto, 149 et seq.); and also the accusations 

against the spaniard Francisco herrera a few months later (on the episode 

and the defense by diego hurtado de Mendoza, see e. spivakovsky, Son of the 
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Alhambra: Don Diego Hurtado de Mendoza 1504–1575 [Austin: university of 

texas Press, 1970], 141).

 148. he said at the beginning of the 1550s, “quare tu hoc certo videns, 

remisisti aliquid de censura tua, et a periculo haeresis liberates sum.” the 

point of disagreement was once again the fact that it was impossible for man 

to carry out good works without special divine intervention; see Politi, Dis

ceptationum ad R. P. et sacrae theologiae professorem fratrem Dominicum Soto 

ordinis praedicatorum super quinque articulis . . . liber (Romae, apud vincen-

tium valgrisium, 1551), fol. 52v.

 149. d. de soto, De natura et gratia, fols. 234v et seq.

 150. Ibid., fols. 241r et seq.

 151. Jedin classed the Benedictines as exponents of the scotist school that 

believed in the possibility (and not the necessity) of awareness of the certitude 

of grace deriving from faith; he also put Catarino in the same school and 

claimed that del Monte sympathized with it (h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, 

vol. II, p. 333; see also h. o. evennett, “three Benedictine Abbots,” 369).

 152. see, e.g., what is said to this end by P. sarpi, Istoria, 346.

 153. “ut aequo assensu iudicet se esse in gratia, illi quo christianus assen-

titur articulis fidei” (d. de soto, De natura et gratia, fol. 242r).

 154. the full title is Defensio catholicorum qui pro possibili certitudine 

praesentis gratiae disseru[e]runt (venetiis, 1547); see also above. the Defen

sio was printed together with the reprint of the Interpretatio, probably in late 

summer (see Interpretatio, on fols. e4v–n5v). on this work, see v. Beltrán de 

heredia, Domingo de Soto, 192 et seq., who, however, inverts the order of 

the publication of the texts that make up the long dispute between the two 

dominicans. the lack of specific indications regarding the months when the 

writings were published means that the question cannot be resolved once and 

for all. nevertheless, correspondence in the texts gives the clear idea that the 

right sequence has been identified.

 155. Politi, Defensio, fol. F2v; J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Poli

tus, 298.

 156. Politi, Defensio, fols. F4v et seq. After listing the points of conver-

gence, however, Politi moved on to examine the points of divergence and 

conflict. nevertheless, the overall tone of the work seems measured (see also 

v. Beltrán de heredia, Domingo de Soto, 193).

 157. “Post nonnulla quae hactenus adduximus, etiam illa in calce opus-

culi subnectam, si quo modo conciliationem nobis et concordiam in hac 

quaestione parare possint cum contendente” (Politi, Defensio, fols. Mi–v).
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 158. Also published in venice in 1547, probably in the last months of 

the year.

 159. v. Beltrán de heredia, Domingo de Soto, 188; and d. de soto, Apolo

gia, fols. 1r–6v.

 160. the reference was to Politi’s discussion of true and false martyrs, 

Intepretatio, fol. Fiir.

 161. v. Beltrán de heredia, Domingo de Soto, 189–91; see d. de soto, Apo

logia, fols. 21v–32v.

 162. Respectively on pp. 40–179 and 180–99 of the volume; v. Beltrán de 

heredia, Domingo de Soto, 194 et seq.; J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus 

Politus, 297.

 163. see above.

 164. As previously underlined, beyond the vaguely apologetic intent of 

the work, its autobiographical references are extremely useful in the absence 

of complete documentation on certain stages of his career (see above).

 165. see the part where Politi placed the cardinal legates on his side, along 

with the other bishops, also referred to by sarpi (see above) and the general 

of the Minor observants Giovanni da Calvi, the general of the Conventu-

als Bonaventura Pio da Costacciaro, the Franciscan vincenzo lunel, and the 

Jesuit Giacomo laínez, as well as ludovico Carvajal and Martino tiresio de 

Ayala (see Politi, Confirmatio, fols. 42, 43, 51, 52, 87).

 166. Politi, Resolutio obiectorum adversus tractationem quo iure episcopo

rum residentia debeatur, in Politi, Expurgatio, fols. 180–99, esp. 198–99.

 167. “sicut a pace sermonem meum sum exorditus, ita in pace illi finem 

placet imponere, quam de intimis praecordiis et tibi offero, et abs te peto, 

nihil ulterius cogitans si quid mihi detraxeris, aut famam meam laeseris quo-

vis modo” (ibid., fol. 198).

 168. In Paris, published by Giovanni Foucher.

 169. Antwerp, 1550. For the numerous subsequent editions of the De 

natura et gratia, see v. Beltrán de heredia, Domingo de Soto, 197.

 170. Politi, Disceptationum, fol. 2r.

 171. Recalling that vega’s treatise was published immediately after the 

publication of soto’s De natura et gratia, sarpi made a point of underlining 

the profound differences in interpretation between the two authors (P. sarpi, 

Istoria, 359–60). on vega’s work, see M. oltra hernández, “la certeza del 

estado de gracia según Andrés de la vega: Aportación científica al decreto de 

la justificación del concilio de trento,” Verdad y Vida 3 (1945): 340–43; and, 

more generally, J. olazarán, “la controversia soto- Catarino- vega sobre la 
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certeza de la gracia,” Estudios Eclesiásticos 16 (1942): 145–83; and J. Alazarán, 

“escritos de la controversia ‘soto- Catarino- vega’ sobre la certeza de la gracia,” 

Estudios Eclesiásticos 39 (1964): 93–131.

 172. AsF, Cart. Cerv. 43, fol. 111r; J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus 

Politus, 263.

 173. Another attempt at compromise was made by Bartolomeo Carranza 

in a manuscript text, reworking the content of his conciliar vote by claiming 

that although no one can be sure of his state of grace or an absolute certi-

tude, man can obtain a degree of certitude even outside of a special revela-

tion, which, however, “may be false” (potest subesse falsum). the text of this 

manuscript, titled Articulus de certitudine gratiae examinatus in generali con

gregatione Patrum Tridenti anno salutis 1546 per Fr. Bartholomaeum Carran

zam de Miranda et ab eodem recognitus et auctus, was analyzed and published 

by J. I. tellechea Idígoras, “dos textos teológicos de Carranza: Articulus de 

certitudine gratiae. tractatus de mysticis nuptiis verbi divini cum ecclesia 

et animabus iustorum,” Anthologica annua 3 (1955): 621–707; the text is on 

pp. 637–72.

 174. “Conclusio ergo nostra in quam mecum convenit ille vega contra 

te, haec est: ‘Posse in hominem, praeter specialem revelationem tot et tanta 

suae gratiae argumenta concurrere, ut non solum possit, sed etiam debeat (ut 

eius verbis loquar) certo credere se esse in gratia, neque vel tantillam de hoc 

admittere trepidationem aut formidinem’ ” (Politi, Disceptationum, fol. 6v).

 175. this seems to be the sense of this publication (Romae, in offici-

nal Antonii Bladi typographi apostolici), dedicated to Marcello Crescenzi, 

sebastiano Pighino, and luigi lippomano, the successors of Cervini and 

del Monte. the subsequent partial recomposition of the elements of dissent 

between soto and Catarino by the spanish theologian fray luis de león is 

discussed by d. Ferraro, Itinerari del volontarismo: Teologia e politica al tempo 

di Luis de León (Milan: Franco Angeli, 1995), 179–80, 255–57.

 176. For a definition of the question, an important reference is always 

h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, pp. 367 et seq.

 177. A. Prosperi, Il concilio di Trento, 81.

 178. Ibid.

 179. For the political- religious context surrounding these events, see 

s. Pastore, Il vangelo e la spada: L’Inquisizione di Castiglia e i suoi critici (1460–

1598) (Rome: edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2003).

 180. Regarding the inquisitorial processes suffered by Carranza and the 

jurisdictional conflicts between spain and the holy see related to his trials, 
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see the numerous studies by tellechea Idígoras, above all the immense collec-

tion of documents: Bartolomé de Carranza, Documentos Históricos, 8 vols., 

ed. J. I. tellechea Idígoras (Madrid, 1962–94), as well as the complete collec-

tion of his essays, El arzobispo Carranza “Tiempos recios,” 2 vols. (salamanca: 

Publicaciones universitad Pontificia–Fundación universitaria española, 

2003–4); see also s. Pastore, Il vangelo e la spada, 229 et seq.

 181. For an effective overview of spanish attitudes, see also P. sarpi, Isto

ria, 363–64.

 182. on Politi’s council speeches, see Ct, v, 102.

 183. “And as he decides the size of the dioceses and therefore the num-

ber of lambs to pasture, he also prescribes the method and the quality of the 

pasturing. For this reason, the Pope orders each bishop to look after his flock 

himself or through a substitute, and even deprive(s) him of the power to pas-

ture” (Il quale, sì come egli parte la quantità et il numero delle pecorelle da 

pascere, così egli prescrive anco il modo e la qualità. Perilché al papa sta ordi-

nare a ciascun vescovo che per se stesso o per sostituto attenda al gregge, . . . e 

privarlo anco della potestà del pascere); P. sarpi, Istoria, 364.

 184. A. Prosperi, Il concilio di Trento, 82.

 185. on the whole dispute, which is only mentioned briefly here, see 

P. Preston, “Carranza and Catharinus in the Controversy over the Bishops’ 

obligation of Residence,” in Reforming Catholicism in the England of Mary 

Tudor: The Achievement of Friar Bartolomé Carranza, ed. J. edwards and 

R. truman (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 99–114.

 186. venetiis, apud Gabrielem Jolitum de Ferrariis, 1547.

 187. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 297. With probable pro-

vocative intent, the Censura was dedicated to the bishop of Badajoz, Francisco 

de navarra, to whom Carranza had dedicated his Controversia.

 188. For example, Politi included participating in a council as one of the 

reasons for his absence; see Politi, Resolutio, fols. 193–94; and Politi, Tractatio, 

fols. C1r–C2v. As he had already done in the Censura, he used the Resolutio to 

put forward polemical considerations against Cardinal Cajetan, a longtime sup-

porter of the thesis of the divine right of residence (see Politi, Resolutio, fol. 194).

 189. this was the subtle insinuation that Politi observed a few years later 

in the writing of the spanish theologian Francisco de torres, De residen

tia pastorum iure divino scripto sancita (Florence, 1551), which he promptly 

answered with his Confirmatio doctrinae de personali residentia episcoporum 

contra quendam novitium oppugnatorem, published in 1552 as part of his 

Enarrationes (cols. 353–82; for the reference to the malevolent rumors about 
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him, see cols. 357–58). see also Politi, De summi pontificis auctoritate, de 

episcoporum residentia, et beneficiorum pluralitate, gravissimorum auctorum 

complurium opuscula ad apostolicae sedis dignitatem maiestatemque tuendam 

spectantia (venetiis, ex officina Iordani Zileti, 1552), fols. 170 et seq.

 190. Moreover, the drafting of most of the works published during 1547 

benefited from the interruption to the work of the council, which had been 

moved to Bologna (on Politi’s sojourn in Bologna, see also below, ch. 5).

 191. venetiis apud Gabrielem Iolitum de Ferrariis, 1547.

 192. Politi, De consideratione, fol. 107r; see A. Prosperi, “la figura del 

vescovo fra quattro e Cinquecento,” in Storia d’Italia, Annali 9, La Chiesa 

e il potere politico dal Medioevo all’età contemporanea, ed. G. Chittolini and 

G. Miccoli (turin: einaudi, 1986), 219–62, quotation on p. 253 and n. 10.

 193. G. Alberigo, I vescovi italiani, 46.

 194. on davidico and his role as an apostolic preacher, see above, ch. 3.

 195. see above, ch. 3.

 196. Ignatius loyola to Claude le Jay, Rome, 12 december 1545, in 

Monumenta Ignatiana, epist. 102, pp. 343–44. there is a translation of the 

letter, although it is not always reliable, by Father Fredegando of Antwerp, 

Bernardino Ochino (Isola del liri, 1931), 27–28, quoted by R. h. Bainton, Ber

nardino Ochino, 80–81. the episode is also mentioned in o’Malley, The First 

Jesuits, 343–44.

 197. on 16 december, four days after the date of Ignatius’s letter, the French 

Jesuit was already in trent (see the letter from Cochlaeus to le Jay, quoted below, 

n. 198). Considering the delivery time and the traveling time from dillingen  

to trent, le Jay cannot have read or received the text of the letter. the same 

opinion seems to be shared by W. v. Bangert, Claude Jay and Alfonso Salmerón: 

Two Early Jesuits (Chicago: loyola university Press, 1985), 61.

 198. despite Ignatius’s reference to a previous letter from le Jay (“so that, 

taking advantage of this, without him knowing anything, but as if he were 

on your side, given that, as you have written, he is extremely close” [Así que, 

aprovechándoos desto, sin que él sepa nada, sino como de vuestro, pues, como 

escrivís, está tan cerca]; my emphasis; see letter quoted in n. 193 above), there 

is no trace of ochino in le Jay’s previous correspondence. nevertheless, it is 

worth highlighting a few things mentioned by le Jay in his last letter written 

to Ignatius from dillingen before leaving for trent; after indirectly asking his 

general to “tell” (comunicate) Bobadilla and him (“as we are with lutherans” 

[che semo con lutherani]) the “graces” (gratie) contained in the “bull” (bulla) 

and the “brief” (breve) of the fellowship, he spoke in general about “some 
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people” (alchuni) he had met in Bavaria “who with great earnestness and tears 

asked to be restored by way of penance from lutheranism to the holy Mother 

Church” (li quali con grande instantia et lachryme domandavano esser res-

tituiti per via de penitentia da lo lutheranesimo a la sancta madre chiesa); 

le Jay to Ignatius, dillingen, 21 september 1545, in Epp. PP. Broetii, Jaii . . . , 

292–97, quoted on 292–93. there is no explicit mention of the case of ochino, 

but there are certainly some interesting indications, especially in the light of 

subsequent developments in the matter.

 199. F. de Raemond, Histoire de la naissance, progrez et decadence de 

l’heresie de ce siècle (Rouen:estienne vereul, 1622), 294; quoted by A. tallon, 

“le concile de trente et l’Inquisition romaine: À propos des procès en matière 

de foi au concile,” Mélanges de l’École française de Rome. Italie et Méditerranée 

106.1 (1994): 129–59, esp. 133. on ochino’s short stay in Basel before moving 

on to Augsburg, see K. Benrath, Bernardino Ochino von Siena, 158 et seq.

 200. on the long controversy between Catarino and ochino, see above, 

chs. 2 and 3.

 201. the final act in the long battle was the Risposta alle false calumnie, 

written by the former general of the Capuchins during his stay in Augs-

burg (see fol. 7v), just after receiving a copy of Catarino’s Rimedio (fol. 2r). 

In his anti- savonarolan Discorso, Politi only replied indirectly to ochi-

no’s biting polemical tone: “you are more heretical than Pelagius” (sei più 

heretico de Pelagio); “coarser and more foolish than macaroni without cacio 

cheese” (più grosso et sciocco che un macarone senza cascio); “coarser than 

all the berlingozzo cakes in Maremma” (più grosso che tutti li berlingozzi 

di Maremma); “our Messer lanciarotta” (il nostro messer Lanciarotta [lit., 

“broken lance,” a pun on lancillotto, Politi’s birth name]); fols. 16v, 34r–v, 

17v; see below, ch. 5.

 202. “ex literis Reverendi domini Ambrosii Catharini, 16 dic. tridenti 

datis, intellexi te incolumen istuc pervenisse, id quod mihi auditu iucundissi-

mum merito fuit” (Cochlaeus to le Jay, Regensburg, 31 January 1546, in Epp. 

PP. Broetii, Jaii, Coduri et Roderici, 386–88, quotation on 386). Further evi-

dence of the bond between Catarino and le Jay can be found in the aforemen-

tioned letter (see above) in which the Jesuit told Ignatius loyola that Politi was 

in trent in February–March 1546.

 203. see the previously quoted letter from Ignatius to le Jay (see above).

 204. on scotti, in addition to Processo Morone 2, vol. I, pp. 3–7, see 

G. dall’olio, Eretici e inquisitori nella Bologna del Cinquecento (Bologna: Isti-

tuto per la storia di Bologna, 1999), 111 et seq.
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 205. Inquisitorial dossier on Giovan Battista scotti (Rome, ca. 1569–70); 

Processo Morone 2, vol. I, pp. 6–7; s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 26. 

the hypothesis that Catarino stayed on Colonna’s estate in Abruzzo, sug-

gested by the inquisitorial document, becomes even more suggestive when 

we consider that Colonna was closely linked to ochino at the time; Calandra 

told the inquisitors, “he believed everything that Fra Bernardino believed . . . 

except that he defended the Pope’s authority” (credeva tutto quello che cre-

deva fra Bernardino . . . eccetto che difendeva l’autorità del papa); s. Pagano, Il 

processo di Endimio Calandra e l’Inquisizione a Mantova nel 1567–68 (vatican 

City: Biblioteca Apostolica vaticana, 1991), 120–21. Colonna frequently sent 

ochino “money” (dinari) and “messengers back and forth” (messi innanzi et 

indietro); ibid.; and welcomed “lutherans” (lutherani) who had fled Rome 

onto his estates, along with heterodox suspects such as scotti (see F. Gui, “Il 

papato e i Colonna al tempo di Filippo II,” in Sardegna, Spagna e Stati italiani 

nell’età di Filippo II, ed. B. Anatra and F. Manconi [Cagliari, AM&d, 1999], 

extract p. 48). Following the line of this hypothesis, it cannot be excluded 

that Catarino might have played a role in Colonna’s religious “emendation” 

(emendatione), which seems to be datable to those years (regarding which, see 

F. Gui, “Il papato e i Colonna al tempo di Filippo II,” 48–49).

 206. Processo Morone 2, vol. I, p. 244–45.

 207. It is worth mentioning here a letter written two years later by del 

Monte to Cervini, which seems to feature the emergence, although not clearly 

defined, of Politi’s supposed power to “absolve” (assolvere) or “punish” 

(punire) recognized by the two legates in reference to the case of Fra lucio of 

Piacenza: “there are Monsignors Armacano, Minori, lavello, and some oth-

ers, who I am sure will not lack any diligence, and if he deserves to be absolved, 

he will be absolved, and if he deserves to be punished, he will be punished” 

(C’è monsignor Armacano, Minori, lavello, et degli altri, li quali so certo che 

non mancarebbero d’ogni diligentia, et si veniret absolvendus, absolveretur, 

si puniendus, puniretur); Bologna, 11 August 1548, in AsF, Cart. Cerv. 21, 

fol. 129r; G. Buschbell, Reformation und Inquisition, 188–91). see also a let-

ter shortly afterward, in which del Monte referred to action taken by Politi 

(and stella) against a supposed apostolic preacher who flaunted false apostolic 

privileges (del Monte to Cervini, 20 october 1548, in AsF, Cart. Cerv. 21, fol. 

146r; also in Ct, I, 805; XI, 478).

 208. s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 27.

 209. In 1543 Paul III granted the Jesuits the right to absolve in Christian 

lands from all reserved cases except those assigned to papal authority by the 
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bull In coena Domini (including absolution in foro coscientiae from heresy, the 

authority for which was moreover granted by Paul III for cases of heresy in 

partibus infidelium; see s. Pastore, Il vangelo e la spada, 287; e. Brambilla, Alle 

origini del Sant’Uffizio, 401 n. 51, who, following on from lea’s work, dates the 

bull to 1545). however, Brambilla rightly stresses that in everyday practice 

“the limits of their powers of secret absolution and reconciliation nevertheless 

seem to be controversial” (appaiono comunque controversi i limiti dei loro 

poteri di assoluzione e riconciliazione segreta in utroque foro); Alle origini del 

Sant’Uffizio, 401 n. 51.

 210. salmerón to Ignatius, Bologna, 17 december 1547, in MhsI, Episto

lae P. Alphonsi Salmeronis, vol. I (Matriti, 1906), 63; see Processo Morone 2, vol. 

I, p. 4; A. Prosperi, Tribunali della coscienza, 570 n. 48.

 211. see, e.g., the “sudden conversion” (conversione improvvisa) of don 

vincenzo Cicogna recalled by s. Peyronel Rambaldi, Dai Paesi Bassi all’Italia, 

158–59. on the hypothesis that salmerón was also involved in events sur-

rounding Gelido’s return to the fold in 1550 and the final outcome of the col-

laboration between Catarino and the Company of Jesus, see below, ch. 5.

Chapter 5. From Anti- savonarolism to Anti- Machiavellianism

 1. the decree established that the first session in Bologna would take 

place on 21 April and that if the pope and the council fathers deemed it appro-

priate, in agreement with the emperor, the council would be moved back 

to trent after the end of the epidemic emergency. the text of the approved 

decree is in Ct, v, 1032; and in Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Decreta, 690. 

For a full discussion of the events related to the transfer of the council, the 

essential point of reference is still h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, pp. 457 

et seq.; see also l. Carcereri, Il concilio di Trento dalla traslazione a Bologna 

alla sospensione: Marzo–settembre 1547 (Bologna, 1910), 131; P. de leturia, 

“Paolo III e la traslazione del concilio di trento a Bologna nelle ‘Memorie’ di 

Carlo v,” La Civiltà cattolica 9.2 (1946): 429–42; as well as the considerations 

by A. Prosperi, Il concilio di Trento, 41–47. on Fracastoro’s expert opinion, see 

A. Pastore, “Il consulto di Girolamo Fracastoro sul tifo petecchiale (trento, 

1547),” in Girolamo Fracastoro: Fra medicina, filosofia e scienze della natura, 

ed. A. Pastore and e. Peruzzi, Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi in 

occasione del 450 anniversario della morte, verona- Padua, 9–11 october 

2003 (Florence: olschki, 2006), 91–101.
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 2. h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. II, p. 502. the council proceedings 

faithfully observe that he arrived in Bologna together with Cardinal Cervini 

on 22 March (Ct, I, 631).

 3. the text of the oration is in Ct, vI/1, 63–68; see also J. schweizer, 

Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 169 et seq.; and h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, 

vol. III, pp. 41–43.

 4. h. Jedin emphasizes that Politi’s point of view was consistent with 

Cervini’s outlook (Il concilio di Trento, 42).

 5. Ct, XI, 177; h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, III, p. 43 n. 23.

 6. For a first comprehensive overview of these doctrinal questions, 

and more besides, see h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. III, pp. 49 et seq. 

For Politi’s speeches on the sacramental questions discussed in the Bologna 

sessions, see, in addition to the observations by Jedin (Il concilio di Trento, 

vol. III, pp. 208 et seq.), the inaugural speech of the ninth session, which 

is in Ct, vI/1, 63–68, as well as his contributions on the question of the 

eucharist (139–40), penance (208, 217–22, 236–38, 264), extreme unction 

(317–18, 329, 347–48, 360), the priesthood (379–80, 385–86, 395, 397–400), 

marriage (428–30, 432, 473, 482, 524), and abuse committed in the admin-

istration of the sacraments (544, 565; with particular reference to baptism, 

see 518).

 7. the future Julius III wrote to Cervini on 11 november 1547: “the 

Bishop of Minori was with me all yesterday evening, raising his hands to the 

sky and telling me a hundred times: go back to trent now, go back to trent 

now, the Council needs to go back to trent” (Il vescovo de Minori mi stette 

tutto hiersera intorno alzando le mani al cielo et dicendomi cento volte: 

Andate hora a trento, andate hora a trento, se vol andar’a trento); letter from 

Bologna, in Ct, XI, 302.

 8. In addition to h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. III, pp. 227 et seq., 

with regard to the imperial protest, see also l. Carcereri, “la dieta di Augusta 

e le proteste imperiali a Bologna e a Roma. settembre 1547–febbraio 1548,” 

in Il concilio di Trento: Rivista commemorativa del IV centenario 2 (1943): 

106–22, 176–91.

 9. the council proceedings contain the following: “Minoriensis censet 

omnino respondendum Caesari et maxime instandum, quod hic sit verum 

et legitimum concilium, pro quo defendendo etiam mortem et martyrium 

quisquis subire debet” (Ct, vI/1, 703).

 10. see the complete edition of the treatise in Ct, XIII/1, 15–29.

 11. Ct, XIII/1, 27, 52–53.
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 12. he wrote on 9 June 1548: “you will do well to use this period of free 

time to have a good reply prepared to the protest against the Council. In this, 

the efforts of the Bishop of Minori should be useful to you” (la farà bene a 

mettar in ordine in questo tempo vacuo una bella resposta alla protestatione 

fatta al concilio. In che le fatighe del vescovo di Minori dovaranno portarli 

qualche commodità); Ct, XI, 429.

 13. “I saw a draft of some parts while he was writing it, and it was imper-

fect and I did not like some of it. I finally read through all of it today to do 

what your Most Reverend Worship asked of me in your letter of the 9th and 

I found it to be commendable” (Io n’havevo vedute certe clausule troncate, 

mentre che la fabricava, et era imperfetta et alcune non mi piacevano. l’ho 

finalmente letta hoggi tutta a un fiato per obedire vostra signoria Reverendis-

sima di quanto m’impone per la sua di 9 et m’è piaciuta mirabilmente); letter 

from del Monte to Cervini, Bologna, 16 June 1548, in Ct, XI, 432.

 14. “With a few parts amended, I think (unless I change my mind) that I 

will have it printed when the time is right. And as I have not made up my mind 

yet, I am not writing about it your Most Reverend Worship with resolution” 

(Mutati certi pochi luoghi, penso [si non mi pento] di farla andare a ogni 

modo in luce con qualche buon occasione. et perché non me ne so ancor reso-

luto, non ne scrivo resolutamente a vostra signoria Reverendissima); ibid.

 15. “I would like your Most Reverend Worship to see the doubts about 

the transfer [of the Council] and the reply that these six men apponted by the 

Council will give you, which they tell me will be sent to you in three or four days 

so that you can correct it and then send it back” (desiderarei che vostra signo-

ria Reverenda vedesse li dubbi fatti circa la translatione et la risposta che questi 

sei signori deputati dal concilio vi faranno, quale se li mandarà, che sarà per 

quanto loro mi dicano fra tre o quatro giorni, accioché la corregga et rimandi); 

letter from Cervini to del Monte, Rome, 23 June 1548, Ct, XI, 435–436.

 16. Angelo Massarelli to Cervini, Bologna, 3 october 1548, Ct, XI, 474. 

Massarelli collaborated closely with del Monte in the preparation of this edi-

tion, as shown by his subsequent letters to and from Cervini (see letter of 10 

october from Massarelli to Cervini; ibid., 476; but also the letter of the same 

day from Cervini to Massarelli, Ct, I, 803–4; as well as the subsequent letters 

from the council secretary to the papal legate sent from Bologna on 17 octo-

ber 1548, Ct, XI, 476–477, and on 1 november 1548, Ct, XI, 480).

 17. letter, 13 october 1549, Ct, XI, 519.

 18. For example, the new printed edition of the work was no longer dedi-

cated to the emperor but to Cardinal Pacheco and the prelates who stayed 
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with him in trent. In other words, the subject of the controversy was no lon-

ger directly Charles v’s policy but rather the responsibilities of the imperial 

ambassadors who had submitted the protest, and above all those of the bish-

ops with imperial loyalty, who had caused a rift that was difficult to heal by 

refusing to move to Bologna (see De optimis vel ineundi vel prosequendi concilii 

rationibus liber [Bologna, apud Anselmum Giacarellum, 1549], fol. 2v).

 19. on the Interim, in addition to h. Jedin, Il concilio di Trento, vol. III, pp. 

277–303, and A. Prosperi, Il concilio di Trento, 43, see h. Wolter, Das Interim von 

1548 und die Reichsstadt Frankfurt am Main, in Konzil und Papst, historische 

Beiträge zur Frage der höchsten Gewalt in der Kirche. Festgabe für hermann 

tüchle, ed. G. schwaiger (Munich- Paderborn- vienna, 1975), 343–56.

 20. “Reverendissimi domini legati scripserunt ad cardinalem Farne-

sium . . . miserunt notulas multas, in quibus ille libellus a catholica veritate 

discordat. quae notulae excerptae fuerunt ab episcopo minoriensi et generali 

heremitarum sancti Augustini [Girolamo seripando]” (Ct, I, 765; see also 

Ct, vI/1, 50 n. 1).

 21. the attribution to Politi of the document on the Interim published 

by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 282–86, which he had already 

tentatively suggested (see schweizer, 181–82 n. 5), was seriously questioned by 

the editors of one of the last volumes in the collection of council documents 

(see Ct, XIII/1, 88 n. 6; and 92–98 for the text of the document).

 22. letter from Politi to Cervini, Bologna, 23 May 1548, in AsF, Cart. 

Cerv. 43, fol. 38r, published by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 

262–63.

 23. Without Cochlaeus’s first letter, the date of dispatch (22 March) is 

inferred from the text of Catarino’s letter of 22 April 1548, in J. Cochlaeus, 

D. Conradi Bruni de legationibus, s. victorem, prope Moguntiam, 1548, fol. 

10r, published by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 261.

 24. J. Cochlaeus, De Interim brevis responsio ad prolixum comi

tiorum et calumniarum librum Iohannis Calvini, apud s. victorem, prope 

Moguntiam, 1549.

 25. the reference is to the aforementioned letter of 22 April. While 

in Bologna, Politi also sent a letter a few months later to the bishop of Pis-

toia and answered his request, with the bishop of Fiesole Braccio Martelli as 

intermediary, by providing information about the “probity” (probità) of the 

preacher don ercole of Mantua; see the letter of 29 september 1548 published 

by A. F. verde, “Il movimento spirituale savonaroliano,” Memorie domeni

cane, n.s., 25 (1994): 5–206, esp. 54, 59–60.
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 26. “ex libris tuis excerpsi quaedam et hic imprimi curavi. At longa haec 

contentionis et protestationis inter summa ecclesiae et reipublicae christianae 

capita mora ita resuscitat et adauget (proh dolor) favorem et falsam laudem 

lutheri, ut dubitet typographus adhuc de libri tui aeditione, timens ne forte 

publicum in se per totam Germaniam concitet odium” (Cochlaeus to Politi, 

st. victor bei Mainz, 28 April 1548, AsF, Cart. Cerv. 43, fols. 45r–46r, pub-

lished in G. Buschbell, “ein unbekannter Brief von Cochläus,” Historische 

Jahrbuch 30 [1909]: 814–17).

 27. “Ceterum novus insurgit in reverendissimam dominationem tuam 

hostis, Ioannes Calvinus, cuius non multa verba (si forte nondum vidisti) 

hisce ad te litteris adiungo. totus liber eius impressus creditur fuisse Geneve, 

ut ipse ait, aut tigure, quia tigurinus typographus Francfordiae nuper ven-

alem habuit istum librum Calvini” (Cochlaeus to Politi, 28 April 1548). the 

reference is to Calvin’s work Acta synodi tridentinae cum antidoto, published 

in I. Calvinus, Opera quae supersunt omnia, vII, Corpus Reformatorum, 35 

(Brunsvigae, 1868), 365–506; now partly available also with an Italian trans-

lation in G. Calvino, Opere scelte, I, Le dispute con Roma (turin: Claudiana, 

2004), 173 et seq. on this work, see the considerations by t. W. Casteel, “Cal-

vin and trent: Calvin’s Reaction to the Council of trent in the Context of his 

Conciliar thought,” Harvard Theological Review 63 (1970): 91–117.

 28. Cochlaeus underlined the “fama et spectata eruditio per omnem 

Italiam Galliamque et hispaniam notissima est et tot aeditis ab eo libris lug-

duni venetiisque et Florentiae, in omni disciplinarum genere, praesertim in 

rebus theologicis, evidenter declarata et comprobata est” (I. Cochlaeus, Ioan

nis Calvini in acta synodi tridentinae censura et eiusdem brevis confutatio, fol. 

A6r). the German theologian then defended the Marian assertions made by 

Politi, which were targeted by Calvin in reference to the official opening ora-

tion at the third session of the council in February 1546 (fol. A7v).

 29. Politi, Enarrationes, 390–94.

 30. In particular, on 30 May 1548 he wrote a letter to Cervini, asking 

him to see the pope in person regarding the solution to the problem of the 

successor to the recently deceased conventual prior (see letter from Bologna, 

in AsF, Cart. Cerv. 43, fol. 39r, published in J. schweizer, Ambrosius Cathari

nus Politus, 263).

 31. see above, ch. 1.

 32. see also above, ch. 1.

 33. Politi, Discorso, fol. 30r. on the Discorso, see also G. ernst, “ ‘l’alba 

colomba scaccia i corbi neri’: Profezia e riforma,” in G. ernst, Il carcere il 
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politico il profeta: Saggi su Tommaso Campanella (Pisa and Rome: Istituti edi-

toriali e poligrafici internazionali, 2002), 81–102, esp. 93 et seq.

 34. see above, e.g., the statements about the “long time” (longo tempo) it 

took to become aware of the misleading aspects of savonarolan thinking.

 35. his translation of Vita di santa Catherina is from 1524, on which see 

above, ch. 1.

 36. this passage was highlighted in the first chapter, above.

 37. see, for example, the irony with which he described savonarola’s 

amazing promises: “he sometimes made out that he had the support of the 

whole world, saying that his fire and his light had already spread and lit up 

all Italy and outside Italy, and entered all religious orders and religions and 

houses, and divided the good from the bad, and had also incredibly already 

come into contact with cardinals, other prelates and princes, who wrote to 

him and commended him on his doctrine” (talvolta si faceva il mondo favor-

evole, dicendo che quel suo fuoco et quel suo lume era già sparso et acceso per 

tutta l’Italia, et fuori d’Italia, et entrava in tutti gli ordini et in tutte le reli-

gioni et nelle case, et divideva i buoni da cattivi, et era già miracolosamente 

entrato anchor tra cardinali et altri prelati et principi, li quali gli scrivevano, 

et commendavano la dottrina sua); Politi, Discorso, fol. 43r. this led to sure 

statements of victory that he had clearly believed in firmly: “the prophecy 

that he made about himself, clearly explained and frequently reiterated, was 

that he would win in any case, that his objective was victory and that his work 

would continue at any cost; and that all of these things would be clear to the 

whole world” (la profetia chiara et sopra modo quasi ad ogni passo inculcata 

di se stesso fu che egli haveva a vincere per ogni modo, et il fin suo sarebbe 

la vettoria, et l’opera sua andrebbe inanzi per ogni modo; et che ciò sarebbe 

manifesto a tutto il mondo); fol. 62v.

 38. see Politi, Discorso, fols. 14r–v. on the other hand, much of the 

rebuttal is devoted to demolishing his prophecies, thereby demonstrating that 

he was a false prophet, not a true one: “When someone announces something 

on behalf of God, and then it does not happen, it is a certain sign that God did 

not speak to him and that it came from his head and the pride of his heart. 

therefore, this person must not be feared and there is no need to humiliate 

oneself in a superstitious manner in front of him” (quando da parte di dio, 

una persona annuncia qualche cosa, et poi non viene, è segno certo che Iddio 

non gli haveva parlato: ma che egli l’ha detta di suo capo, per superbia del 

cuor suo; et però non si debba temere, cioè superstitiosamente humiliarsi a 

lui); fol. 44v.
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 39. the first explicit reference to savonarola as a misleading prophet 

comes with a barely veiled autobiographical reference in 1543 in his Claves 

duae, ad aperiendas intelligendasve Scripturas sacras per quam necessariae, 

quod opus nunc primum in lucem prodiit, lugduni, excudebat Petrus a sancta 

lucia, fol. 136. For general analysis of this exegetic work, see G. Bedouelle, 

“l’introduction à l’ecriture sainte du dominicain Ambrosio Catharino Politi 

(1543),” in Studi in onore del prof. Jean Gonnet, ed. F. Giacone, Protestantesimo 

54 (1999): 273–84.

 40. see, in particular, P. simoncelli, Evangelismo, 19 et seq.; and 

P. simoncelli and M. Firpo, “I processi inquisitoriali contro savonarola (1558) 

e Carnesecchi (1566–1567),” esp. 202–32.

 41. see above, ch. 1.

 42. the quotation comes from a report by Paolino Bernardini, a domini-

can from lucca; see P. simoncelli and M. Firpo, “I processi inquisitoriali,” 

216; and G. Fragnito, “Girolamo savonarola e la censura ecclesiastica,” 506.

 43. Bernardini wrote: “And reading this censure in the presence of the 

Pope and the Consistory, the Pope was badly disposed towards Fra hieron-

ymo as he was very bold in rebuking the vices of the Court of Rome, and also 

because he had effectively discovered the sins and scandals of prelates of the 

Church, and effectively shown that the excommunication by Pope Alexander 

vI was invalid and against charity, and that prelates should not only have been 

ignored in this respect but resisted, and also (which was the main reason) 

because Fra hieronymo had made an effort to persuade the princes that it was 

necessary to have a general council to reform the Church . . . , for these and 

other reasons the Pope became extremely angry with Fra hieronymo, and as 

he is stubborn and does what he wants, it was impossible to dispute or reply 

to what he said, as it seemed faultless to him: he addressed the Consistory and 

almost started shouting, saying: this is Martin luther” (et leggendosi in pre-

sentia del papa et concistoro tal censure, il papa—scrisse il Bernardini—che 

per altro era mal volto contro a fra hieronymo sì per esser lui molto ardito 

nel riprendere i vitii della corte di Roma, sì anco per havere efficacemente 

scoperto li errori e scandali de prelati della Chiesa, sì per haer dimostro effi-

cacemente che la excommunica di papa Alexandro vI era nulla et contro alla 

carità, et che non solo non si doveva ubbidire in tal conto alli prelati, ma far 

resistenza, sì ancora [che era la precipua causa] essendosi sforzato fra hieron-

ymo persuadere alli principi che era necessario far un concilio generale per 

riformar la chiesa . . . , per queste et altre cagioni il papa venne molto in collera 

contro a fra hieronymo, et sì come duro et di suo capo, non si poteva contra a 
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quello che diceva disputare, né replicare, parendoli essere senza alcun defetto: 

voltosi al concistoro et cominciò quasi a gridare dicendo: questo è Martin 

lutero); see previous note.

 44. letter sent from the neapolitan abbey of san severino, 19 novem-

ber 1557, quoted in M. scaduto, “laínez e l’Indice del 1559: lullo, sabunde, 

savonarola, erasmo,” Archivum Historicum Societatis Iesu 24 (1955): 7–8; 

u. Rozzo, “savonarola nell’Indice dei libri proibiti,” in Girolamo Savonarola 

da Ferrara all’Europa, ed. G. Fragnito and M. Miegge (Florence: sismel–

edizioni del Galluzzo, 2001), 239–68, esp. 248.

 45. “In the second treatise of the oration, while speaking about our good 

works, he makes God their author and operator, so much so that it seems 

that all of our desires and efforts are totally excluded, making men meaning-

less instruments; and he says that all of our works are sins, a view shared by 

luther, who was deservedly condemned at the holy Council of trent” (nel 

secondo trattato dell’oratione, parlando dell’opere nostre buone, talmente 

ne fa autore et operatore dio che par che al tutto escluda ogni nostro volere 

et sforzo, et faccia gli huomini come insensati instrumenti; et dice che tutte 

l’opere nostre sono peccati, come poi ha detto lutero, il che meritamente è 

stato condennato nel sacro santo concilio di trento). Immediately afterward, 

however, he was forced to admit that savonarola’s position seemed different 

in other places: “And although the friar speaks differently elsewhere, it is nev-

ertheless bad to speak in such an inconsiderate way, especially in these times” 

(et benché il frate, altrove parli altramente, non di meno non è se non male, 

et massimamente in questi tempi, parlare così inconsiderato); Politi, Discorso, 

fols. 36v–37r.

 46. “he was too bold, and overstepped the limits without measure” (Fu 

troppo ardito, et trapassò i termini fuor di modo); ibid., fol. 39v.

 47. “And with him frequently saying that all those who believed him 

were good and the elect of God and had the sign of their predestination, like 

the lutherans and other modern heretics also say” (et di quel tanto suo dire 

che tutti quelli che gli credevano erano buoni et eletti di dio et havevano il 

segno della loro predestinatione, come anchor dicono i lutherani et altri here-

tici moderni); ibid., fol. 67v.

 48. G. savonarola, Triumphus crucis de veritate fidei, esp. 295 et seq., 440 

et seq.

 49. Politi, Discorso, fols. 31v–32r.

 50. Ibid., fol. 32r.

 51. Ibid., fol. 27v.
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 52. “And we say—insisted Politi—that this light is fallible without the 

authority of the Church, and it deceived you and deceives modern heretics, 

who base themselves around this talk: and when confronted about it, they can 

say no more about it except that the spirit told them thus” (et noi diciamo che 

questo lume, senza l’autorità della Chiesa è fallibile, et ingannò te et inganna 

gli heretici moderni, li quali solo in questo dire si fondano: et quando con esso 

loro si viene alle strette non sanno all’ultimo dire altro, se non che lo spirito 

gli detta così); ibid., fol. 39v; see also fol. 39r.

 53. Ibid., fol. 26r.

 54. Ibid., fols. 27r–v. And also, “from this new [savonarolan] doctrine” 

(da questa nuova dottrina) it had to be deduced “that if it ruined the faith of 

Fra Girolamo, it would ruin that of Christ, as if the latter were built on the faith 

of Fra Girolamo, or on the same foundations, and also had the same proof. 

oh, intolerable presumption; oh the incredibile stolidity of those who do not 

know it” (che se ruinasse la fede di fra Girolamo, ruinerebbe quella di Christo, 

come se ella fusse edificata sopra quella di fra Girolamo, o sopra i medesimi 

fondamenti, et havesse ancho le medesime prove. o presuntione intollerabile; 

o stolidità incredibile, di quelli che non la conoscono); ibid., fol. 29r.

 55. Ibid., fol. 4r.

 56. Ibid., fols. 18r–v. the dominican continued to stress the question 

of papal power and the attacks launched against it, whether veiled or explicit, 

by savonarola (fol. 72r), who he thought had come dangerously close to the 

thinking of Gerson and the decrees of the Council of Basel (fol. 39r), by first 

devaluing the office of bishops and then the papal office in the manner of the 

“modern heretics” (heretici moderni); fols. 38r–v.

 57. the discovery that savonarola did not recognize the Immaculate 

Conception of the virgin in his writings was a hard blow to shoulder (ibid., 

fols. 35v–36r). some years later the matter was highlighted with notable 

emphasis by Benedetto luschino, who went as far as writing to Politi in his 

Apologia that “if Friar Girolamo savonarola had defended the Immaculate 

Conception and not the sanctification of the virgin Mary, I think that you 

might never have written against him in the way that you did” (quando frate 

Girolamo savonarola havessi tenuto la conceptione et non la santificatione di 

Maria vergine, io mi penso che tu non haresti forse mai compostogli contro 

nel modo che hai fatto); see B. luschino, Apologia contra la prima parte del 

Discorso fatto da frate Ambrosio Catharino Polito, fol. 18v; in s. dall’Aglio, 

“Catarino contro savonarola: reazioni e polemiche,” Archivio storico italiano 

164.1 (2006): 55–127, esp. 116.
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 58. Politi, Discorso, fol. 25v.

 59. “he started from the spirit in which God created his people, and 

then moved on to the flesh, that is, to the carnal promises of wealth and public 

power to the people of Florence” (egli cominciò dallo spirito nel quale Iddio 

ha constituito il popolo suo, et indi passò alla carne, cioè alle promesse car-

nali, di ricchezze, et d’imperio al popolo fiorentino); ibid., fol. 30r.

 60. “however, the friar was not so foolish that he did not see that his way 

of applying the scriptures to the vanities was insolent and absurd, and there-

fore cleverly tried to cover over his error in a few places” (non era però il frate 

tanto sciocco che non vedesse questo suo modo d’applicare le scritture alle 

vanità essere insolente et absurdo, et perciò in qualche luogo sofisticamente 

s’ingegna di coprire l’errore). And also, after quoting a passage from savo-

narola, he commented on it with these words: “And with this reply he sent the 

fools and simpletons home” (e con questa risposta ne mandava i babbioni et 

sempliciotti a casa); ibid., c. 31r.

 61. “his shrewdness was to compose his prophecies cautiously when he 

could, so that he was not then caught and reprimanded. And also in saying 

some highly ambiguous things” (l’astutia sua et nel tessere le profetie cau-

tamente quanto poteva, per non esser poi colto et rinfacciato. et nel dire 

anchora molte cose ambigue); ibid., fol. 65v.

 62. “he frequently puts forward and makes use of apocryphal stories, 

which are sometimes ridiculous and unworthy of being put forward by a 

prophet” (sovente allega et si vale delle historie apocriphe, et talvolta ridicole, 

et indegne d’essere allegate da un profeta); ibid., fol. 33v.

 63. “there is no doubt that Fra Girolamo spoke in various ways and con-

tradicted himself in many matters” (Che fra Girolamo habbia parlato varia-

mente, et contra se medesimo in molte cose, non è alcuna dubitatione); ibid., 

fol. 64r. the only praise that seems to outlast Politi’s polemical rage refers to 

the savonarola of the Trattato contro gli astrologi: “And in this part I praise the 

friar, who, after Pico della Mirandola, wrote and concluded perfectly against 

this art [divinatory astrology]” (et in questa parte lodo il frate, il quale, dopo 

il Pico della Mirandola, scrisse et concluse egregiamente contra essa arte); 

ibid., fol. 35r.

 64. Ibid., fol. 2r (my emphasis).

 65. letter from Bernardino duretti to Cristiano Pagni, secretary to 

Cosimo I, venice, 15 november 1545, in AsF, Mediceo del Principato 374, 

fols. 300r–v; also quoted in M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 347 n. 181; see 

also above.
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 66. on the whole matter, in addition to A. Amati, “Cosimo I e i frati di 

s. Marco,” Archivio storico italiano 81 (1923): 227–77, and M. lupo Gentile, La 

politica di Paolo III nelle sue relazioni colla corte medicea (sarzana: tipografia 

lunense, 1906), see M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 317 et seq.

 67. In the same letter, the duke urged his ambassador, among other 

things, to point out to his interlocutors in the Curia “how much it matters 

to the government and to the maintenance of a state to have devils disguised 

as friars in their midst” (quanto importi al governo e mantenimento di uno 

stato haver in casa diavoli travestiti da frati), requesting papal support to 

“remove this scorge from Florence” (levar questa peste di Fiorenza); Cosimo 

I to Alessandro del Caccia, 14 october 1545, in A. Gherardi, Nuovi documenti 

e studi intorno a Girolamo Savonarola (Florence: sansoni, 1887), 344; see also 

M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 318.

 68. Cerretani’s manuscript work has only recently been issued by two 

different publishers, the first one edited by Raul Mordenti: B. Cerretani, Dia

logo della mutatione di Firenze, edizione critica secondo l’apografo magliabe-

chiano (Rome: edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1990); the second one edited 

by Giuliana Berti (Florence: olschki, 1993).

 69. on these issues, see P. simoncelli, “Preludi e primi echi di lutero 

a Firenze,” 674–744; M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 339–41; A. Aubert, 

Eterodossia e Controriforma, 38 et seq.

 70. M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 343.

 71. Ibid., 343–44.

 72. Ibid., 345. on some very similar positions, see also l. Polizzotto, The 

Elect Nation, 434 et seq.

 73. M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 193. del Caccia’s mandate was 

revoked by Cosimo in december 1545 in opposition to the pope (320–21). 

Regarding his role in Perna’s escape, see also l. Perini, La vita e i tempi di 

Pietro Perna (Rome: edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2002), 13, 18.

 74. In March Cosimo had not yet obtained what he was aiming for, 

namely, the confirmation of the decima tax to finance the studio of Florence 

(M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 325).

 75. the idea of a friendship between the two was put forward convinc-

ingly by h. Jedin, “la politica conciliare di Cosimo I,” Rivista storica italiana 

62 (1950): fasc. I–II, pp. 345–74, 477–96, esp. pp. 347–48.

 76. It should be remembered that Cosimo I provided fundamental sup-

port in the papal election of del Monte just three years later (see l. von Pastor, 

Storia dei papi, vol. vI, p. 33. For a more general overview of the improved 
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relations between the duchy and the holy see during Julius III’s papacy, see 

M. Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 379 et seq.).

 77. It is reasonable to suppose that Juán Alvarez de toledo, the cardinal 

of Burgos and cardinal protector of the dominican order, might have also 

played a role as an adviser or diplomatic mediator in this triangle of Politi, 

Cosimo I, and Paul III. Politi had dedicated a work to him a few years earlier 

and was also heavily involved in the difficult task of mediating between the 

pope and the Medici duke (see A. Amati, “Cosimo I,” 243–44; the reference 

to Politi’s work is to the manuscript De meritis bonorum operum of 1544, on 

which see above, ch. 3).

 78. letter from Cosimo I to Pier Filippo Pandolfini, his ambassador 

in venice, dated 31 december 1545, in A. Amati, “Cosimo I,” 260–61 (my 

emphasis).

 79. “We cannot rightly justify Fra Girolamo, who arrogantly attributed 

what was not up to him: namely, imposing the political model of government 

on the people, and wanting them to receive it in any way, either by force or 

love” (non potiamo giustamente scusare fra Girolamo, che s’attribuì arrogan-

temente quello che non stava a lui: cioè il dare il modello del reggimento ad un 

popolo, et volere che per ogni modo il ricevessero, o per forza, o per amore); 

Politi, Discorso, c. 43r.

 80. Ibid., c. 43v.

 81. Ibid., cc. 43v–44r (my emphasis).

 82. on this, see P. simoncelli, Evangelismo, 401–2 n. 79; P. simoncelli 

and M. Firpo, “I processi inquisitoriali,” 212.

 83. Politi, Discorso, c. 44r.

 84. see Politi’s letter to an unidentified cardinal, Bologna, 6 decem-

ber 1548, partially published in R. Ridolfi, Gli archivi delle famiglie fioren

tine (Florence, 1934), 70. on the reactions of the savonarolan faction and the 

controversies following the publication of the Discorso, see now s. dall’Aglio, 

“Catarino contro savonarola,” passim.

 85. on 19 March, Politi left Bologna and went straight to siena. see Ct, 

I, 830: “scripsi . . . de discessu episcopi minoriensis, qui heri mane recessit 

ex Bononia senas versus ob capturam d. thomae sui fratris et cuiusdam sui 

nepotis de Politis.”

 86. on the role played by Mendoza in the Republic of siena, see the biogra-

phy by e. spivakovsky, Son of the Alhambra; and, more generally, on his Italian 

sojourn and his political and religious role, see s. Pastore, “una spagna anti- 

papale: Gli anni italiani di diego hurtado de Mendoza,” Dimensioni e problemi 
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della ricerca storica 15.1–3 (2007): 63–94. the news about tommaso Politi and 

his imprisonment by the imperial ambassador is dealt with by A. sozzini, “dia-

rio delle cose avvenute in siena dai 20 luglio 1550 ai 28 giugno 1555,” Archivio 

storico italiano, 1 (1842): II, 1–624, esp. 31–32. see also J. schweizer, Ambro

sius Catharinus Politus, 183–84; but above all the account provided by diego 

hurtado de Mendoza in a letter to Rodrigo de Mendoza, Rome, 6 May 1549, 

in “Algunas Cartas de don diego hurtado de Mendoza,” ed. A. vázquez and 

R. selden Rose, Yale Romanic Studies 10 (1935): 123–35, esp. 126.

 87. the two letters, the first of 26 March and the second written shortly 

afterwards but undated, were published by A. sozzini, “diario delle cose 

avvenute in siena,” 435–39. there is no trace of the originals in the collec-

tions of the state Archive in siena that I consulted. there is a manuscript 

copy, but not an autograph copy, of the two letters in BCs, cod. A.Iv.11, fols. 

215r–218v. there are also two unpublished letters to his brother in BCs, cod. 

A.vIII.42, fols. 561r–562v, 562v–563v (“two letters from Messer lancillotto 

Politi, Bishop of Minori, written to tommaso, his brother, while he was in 

prison at the behest of don diego hurtado de Mendoza, an agent of his impe-

rial majesty, and sent to him in prison” [due epistole di misser lancellotto 

Politi vescovo di Minori, scritte a tommaso suo fratello mentre era prigione 

ad istanza di don diego urtado di Mendozza agente di sua maestà cesarea, e 

mandategliele in prigione]). the tone of these two letters is extremely similar 

to those published by sozzini; the only part worth mentioning, for its refer-

ence to defending “the freedom of siena” (libertà sanese), is the following: 

“If the goodness of God, the supreme good, wanted you to end up in chains 

to pay the homage that every one of us must offer our country with your 

blood, interpret it as a sign of his benevolence and not as a sign of the malevo-

lent will of someone who is trying to take the dear freedom of our sienese 

homeland away from us” (ora se la bontà di dio sommo bene v’ha posto per 

questo mezzo fra ceppi e catene per pagare in contante di sangue il tributo 

ch’ogn’uno deve alla patria sua, conoscetelo per benevolenza di quello [ch’a 

pochi tal grazia concede] e non già dalla malignità di chi cerca toglierci la cara 

libertà della nostra patria sanese); BCs, cod. A.vIII.42, fols. 561v–562r.

 88. the statement by diego hurtado de Mendoza, published by 

G. A. Pecci, Memorie storico critiche della città di Siena, rist. anast. dell’ed. 

di v. Pazzini Carli (siena, 1755–60), 5 vols. (siena: Cantagalli, 1988), vol. III, 

p. 256, was in reference to his opposition to the idea of appointing Politi a 

cardinal: “don diego was particularly opposed to two of them: one was Arch-

bishop Francesco Baldini and the other was the dominican friar Ambrogio 
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Catarino Politi, both of whom are popular; [the latter] saw him as an enemy as 

he had his brother tommaso’s head cut off” (don diego s’oppose, e particolar-

mente a due, de’ quali uno era l’arcivescovo Francesco Bandini, e l’altro frate 

Ambruogio Caterino Politi domenicano, e tutti dui popolari; [quest’ultimo] 

lo riputava per nemico per esser stata fatta mozzare la testa al di lui fratello 

tomasso); my emphasis. see also A. d’Addario, Il problema senese nella storia 

italiana della prima metà del Cinquecento: La guerra di Siena (Florence: le 

Monnier, 1958), 87.

 89. letter from Rome, 13 April 1549, published in J. schweizer, Ambro

sius Catharinus Politus, 264–65.

 90. the cardinal chamberlain Guido Ascanio sforza of santa Fiora 

granted a request from Politi and signed a brief on 1 July 1549 that gave him 

the goods left by the previous bishop of Minori, establishing a maximum sum 

of three hundred ducats and excluding any goods that the Apostolic Chamber 

had already appropriated. see the text of the Apostolic Brief in Asv, Arm. 41, 

vol. 46, fols. 4r–v, published in J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 265.

 91. on Politi’s request to Ignatius loyola and the choice of nicolas 

 Bobadilla as a replacement, see G. Caravale, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi e i 

primi gesuiti,” 104.

 92. this is taken from Ct, I, 843: “24 maii, veneris. reverendus dominus 

episcopus minoriensis reversus est Bononiam nudius tertius ex urbe.”

 93. on 11 september 1549, del Monte sent a letter to Cervini in which he 

recounted that “the Bishop of Minori says that the cause must not be taken up 

by someone that does not want to bring it to a conclusion, and it is impossible 

to imagine greater damage to the ecclesia dei than this delay in the sentence 

about the validity of the transfer of the Council” (il vescovo de Minori dice 

che non deve pigliar la causa in sé un che non la vol terminare, et che non 

si può imaginar maggior ruina in ecclesia dei che questa protelation della 

sententia della validità della translation del concilio); AsF, Cart. Cerv. 21, fol. 

1855; Ct, XI, 511.

 94. the testimony of the secretary Massarelli seems to indicate a certain 

closeness and a common working practice between the two. he recounted that 

“we spoke about the letters to be written in Rome together with the Most Rever-

end Cardinal del Monte and the Bishop of Minori” (cum reverendissimo dom-

ino cardinale de Monte et episcopo minoriensi . . . de litteris Romam scribendis 

loquutus); Ct, I, 853; and also, shortly afterward: “discussions about the prob-

lems of the church were held with the Bishop of Minori” (et cum domino epis-

copo minoriensi de tempestatibus ecclesiae loquutus); ibid., 856.
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 95. on this matter, see G. Caravale, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi e i primi 

gesuiti,” 105.

 96. Regarding the long conclave that lasted from 29 november 1549 to 8 

February 1550 and saw Julius III emerge victorious at the end of bitter clashes 

and political- diplomatic tension, in addition to l. von Pastor, Storia dei papi, 

vol. vI, pp. 3–34, see t. Mayer, “Il fallimento di una candidatura: Il partito 

della riforma, Reginald Pole e il conclave di Julius III,” Annali dell’Istituto 

storico italo germanico in Trento 21 (1995): 41–67; see also the considerations 

by A. Aubert, Eterodossia e Controriforma, 116–17.

 97. letter from Rome to the Balìa of siena, 12 February 1550 (Ass, Balìa 

721, n. 51). the day before, Gabbrielli had written that “it is thought that 

Bishop Politi will be extremely well received” (il vescovo de Puliti si fa giudi-

tio sarà molto accetto); letter dated 11 February, ibid., n. 50. he reiterated the 

same concept a few weeks later with different words, underlining that “the 

pope has taken on many servants for the satisfaction of cardinals and others, 

most of whom have no expenses or rooms” (il papa ha presi tanti servidori a 

compiacentia di cardinali et altri, che la maggior parte non hanno né spese né 

stanze); letter from Rome, 28 February 1550, ibid., n. 73.

 98. see, e.g., the letter from Gabbrielli, which referred to a private con-

versation with the pope in the presence of Politi: “I spoke to his holiness on 

Friday evening, beseeching him to consent to declaring precedence for us and 

urbino. he told me that he would do so. I asked him again to consent to it, 

and Bishop Politi was present throughout all of this. I left him alone in the 

room with his holiness” (Parlai venerdì a sera a sua santità pregandola si 

degnasse far la declaratione della precedentia nostra e d’urbino. Mi disse che 

lo farebbe. le replicai di nuovo che si degnasse farlo, et a tutto era presente il 

vescovo de Puliti, il quale lassai solo in camera con sua santità); letter from 

Rome to Balìa, 16 April 1550, Ass, Balìa 722, n. 25.

 99. see, e.g., the instructions given by the Balìa to Alessandro sansedoni, 

secretary of the republic, to Ambassador Mendoza: “Consult the Most Rever-

ends Mignanello and Politi about the question of the three fountains, urging 

their Most Reverend Worships, as good citizens and lovers of their homeland, 

to liase with his holiness so that it can be finished in one of the aforemen-

tioned ways” (Conferirete con li Reverendissimi Mignanello e Puliti sopra la 

causa delle tre fontane, esortando lor signorie reverendissime che come buoni 

cittadini et amorevoli dela patria sian mezi con la santità di nostro signore 

a terminarla in un de suddetti modi); letter from siena, 15 october 1550, in 

Ass, Balìa 463, fol. 94v. or the letter from Ambassador Carlo Massaini to the 
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Balìa, from Rome, 7 March 1551 [1552], which recounts the failed attempt 

by Politi and Mignanelli to guarantee siena wheat trading from Rome (Ass, 

Balìa 725, n. 88).

 100. the instructions given to the members of the delegation read as fol-

lows: “Recommend our Monsignor Archbishop highly to his holiness, along 

with the other bishops and prelates of the city, strongly beseeching his holi-

ness at the time to remember this Republic that is so devoted to the Apostolic 

holy see, given that our nation has been without cardinals for many years 

and we would like to have some and hope to be gratified, as we have some 

very suitable candidates and as we consider that his holiness almost belongs 

to this country” (Raccomanderete a sua Beatitudine caldamente monsignor 

arcivescovo nostro insieme con li altri vescovi e prelati dela città, supplicando 

vivamente sua santità che al tempo si vogli ricordare di questa republica devo-

tissima alla santa sede apostolica, atteso che siamo stati per molti anni senza 

cardinali dela natione e ne desideriamo e speriamo dover essere gratificati, 

havendoci massime suggetti tanto proportionati et essendo sua Beatitudine 

reputata quasi di questa patria); letter from the Balìa of siena, 13 June 1550, 

in Ass, Balìa 463, fols. 68r–70v, quotation fol. 69v. together with Politi, the 

government of siena proposed nominating the archbishop of siena, Francesco 

Bandini Piccolomini, and the bishop of lucera, Fabio Mignanelli.

 101. there is more on the nomination of cardinals on 20 november 1550, 

in l. von Pastor, Storia dei papi, vol. vI, pp. 119–22.

 102. on the veto placed by Mendoza, see supra.

 103. Rome, 22 June 1550, Ass, Balìa 722, n. 95.

 104. For the quotation, see above in the text at n. 97.

 105. see t. Mayer, “Il fallimento di una candidatura.”

 106. M. Firpo and s. Pagano, I processi inquisitoriali di Vittore Soranzo; 

and M. Firpo, Vittore Soranzo vescovo ed eretico.

 107. on the edicts of grace, see e. Brambilla, Alle origini del Sant’Uffizio, 

381 et seq.; for considerations about the effectiveness of Julius III’s “merciful” 

line, see p. 398.

 108. A. Prosperi, Tribunali della coscienza, 95. e. Brambilla, Alle origini del 

Sant’Uffizio, 401, underlines that Julius III’s two briefs “do not make it clear 

whether or not they have to confess first” (lasciano nel vago se possano pas-

sare o meno dalla confessione sacramentale).

 109. A. Prosperi, Tribunali della coscienza, 230. Instead, elena Brambilla 

tends to play down the terms of the contrast highlighted, reducing it to the 

difference between the “Franciscan solution of indulgence for reserved cases” 
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(soluzione indulgenziale francescana per i casi riservati) pursued by Julius III 

and the “rigorous dominican practice of divided confession” (pratica rigorista 

e domenicana della confessione divisa) adopted by Paul Iv (ibid., 405–6).

 110. A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 183. the work in question is 

the De summo pontefice Christi in terris vicario, eiusque officio et potestate, liber 

vere singularis, et eruditionis, et puri sermonis nomine, in modum dialogi con

scriptus olim, nunquam vero antehac editus, destined to remain unpublished 

for several years, perhaps as a consequence of Pole’s defeat in the conclave. 

It was eventually published in 1569 in leuven “apud Ioannem Foulerum 

anglum.” For a detailed analysis of the treatise, see A. Prosperi, L’eresia del 

Libro Grande, 180 et seq.; and A. Prosperi, “Il principe, il cardinale, il papa: 

Reginald Pole lettore di Machiavelli,” in Cultura e scrittura di Machiavelli 

(Rome: salerno editrice, 1998), 241–62, esp. 250 et seq.

 111. on the episode, see C. Ginzburg, Il nicodemismo: Simulazione e dis

simulazione religiosa nell’Europa del ’500 (turin: einaudi, 1970), 178; A. Pros-

peri, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 210. Regarding the hypothesis of an attempt to 

convert Julius III to Anabaptism by the mysterious figure tiziano, put forward 

by C. Ginzburg, I costituti di don Pietro Manelfi (Florence and Chicago: san-

soni and newberry library, 1970), 64–65; and C. Ginzburg, Il nicodemismo, 

176–78, and recently developed along fictional lines in the fascinating work 

Q, written by four young authors from Bologna under the pseudonym luther 

Blisset (einaudi, 2000), see the considerations by M. Firpo, Tra alumbrados e 

“spirituali,” 100 n. 469. the information that was allegedly supplied to david-

ico by Cardinal Maffei and then passed on to the inquisitors seems somewhat 

unreliable; it concerned an immoral Julius III, “half lutheran” (mezo luther-

ano), in correspondence with heretics and a friend of “three great lutherans” 

(tre grandi lutherani), dominated by a “German woman, an effective speaker, 

learned in latin, who deals with visions and revelations by profession” (donna 

todescha, efficace nel parlare, docta in latino, che fa professione de visioni et 

revelationi); d. Marcatto, Il processo inquisitoriale di Lorenzo Davidico (1555–

1560): Edizione critica (henceforth Processo Davidico) (Florence: olschki, 

1992), 115–17; M. Firpo, Nel labirinto del mondo, 116. In my opinion, this 

information was indicative of the hopes that the spirituali had harbored for 

the newly elected pope, at least at the beginning.

 112. the extract from Processo Davidico (p. 131) is quoted by M. Firpo, 

Nel labirinto del mondo, 112.

 113. M. Firpo, Nel labirinto del mondo, 113.

 114. Processo Davidico, 117; M. Firpo, Nel labirinto del mondo, 113.
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 115. the work is published in Politi, Summa doctrinae de praedestinatione 

(Romae, apud vincentium valgrisium, 1550); it was probably a reworking of 

a manuscript (autograph) work titled De futuris contingentibus circa veritatem 

et falsitatem ex doctrina philosophi, held in BCs with the shelf mark K.vIII.36, 

fols. 89r–101r. According to fra Geronimo Vittorino Veneto, theologian of the 
Order of Preachers, Catarino discredited the Blessed Amadeus as an “ignorant 
person” who entered religious life after a romantic setback; see Nova Apoca
lipse, ed. by D. L. Dias (Coimbra: Coimbra University Press, 2014), 28, 46–47.
 116. this is what davidico recounted during an interrogation regard-

ing the time of his arrival in Rome in 1550 (see Processo Davidico, 49–50; 

M. Firpo, Nel labirinto del mondo, 114–15; s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino 

Politi,” 22). those denounced by Politi also include tullio Crispoldi, “very 

close to Flaminio” (molto familiar del Flaminio) and “imbued with these 

opinions” (imbeverato de tale oppinione), always ready to express himself in 

a language “of some freedom under the pretext of faith in God” (de qualche 

libertà sotto pretesto de confidentia in dio). Regarding the heterodox ideas 

still cultivated by this ambiguous figure in the middle of the century, some 

interesting elements for reflection are added by A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro 

Grande, 176–78. on Crispoldi, see above.

 117. see e. Brambilla, Alle origini del Sant’Uffizio, 388.

 118. on the episode, see above, ch. 3.

 119. When analyzing the case of Gelido, lo Re rightly refers to the bull 

of 29 April 1550, in which the pope ordered the absolution of those who had 

fallen into heresy on condition that they appeared before the inquisitors in 

their city within three months, abjured their errors in private, and accepted a 

secret penance (s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 33). this was the brief 

Illius qui misericors, issued by Julius III together with another decree, the Cum 

meditatio cordis nostri, which annulled all previously granted dispensations 

for reading heretical or suspect books and established a time limit of two 

months, within which the owners of such books could hand them over to the 

inquisitor and in return receive absolution from the confessor, even without 

abjuring, as long as they were not “heretical or suspects of the faith for any-

thing other than the retention of such books” (eretici o sospetti di fede per 

altro che per la ritenzione di tali libri); on these two edicts of Grace issued by 

Julius III, see e. Brambilla, Alle origini del Sant’Uffizio, 381 et seq. however, it 

is not completely clear in the case of Gelido whether or to what extent Julius 

III’s first brief was respected to the letter.

 120. see above.
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 121. ARsI, Institutum 190, Antiqua vivae vocis oracula 1539–1579, fol. 

4. In addition to this fundamental privilege, salmerón’s requests included 

“dispensations about fasting, and prohibited food with those who are in his 

obedience that as a result of bodily indisposition will be judged unable to 

fast or practice abstinence” (dispensare circa li digiuni, et cibi prohibiti con 

quelli che sono a sua obedientia quali per indispositione corporale giodicarà 

non debbino digiunare, né fare abstinenza) and permission to support “our 

protector the Cardinal of Carpi” (cardinale di Carpi protector nostro) with 

“Cardinal verallo to see some spiritual graces, which the Company needs to 

serve God better” (cardinal verallo per vedere alcune gratie spirituali, dele 

quali ha bisogno la compagnia per maggior servitio di dio); ibid.

 122. Indeed, Politi’s signature appeared at the foot of salmerón’s letter: 

“I, Friar Ambrogio Catarino, confess that everything that the above deposi-

tion contains is true, and, out of loyalty to the truth, I have signed by hand 

and sealed with my seal” (Io frate Ambruogio Catherino confesso esser vero 

tutto quello ne la sopradetta memoria si contiene et per fede de la verità ho 

sottoscritta per propria manu et proprio sigillo sigillato); ibid.

 123. G. Romeo, “note sull’Inquisizione romana tra il 1557 e il 1561,” 

Rivista di storia e letteratura religiosa 36 (2000): 115–41, esp. 133.

 124. see the letters sent to the Balìa of siena between March 1551 and 

April 1552, published by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 266–68.

 125. “In curia degens, cogitatione extra curiam sum et peregrinus pene 

solus in hierusalem, ita a teneris intentus studiis ac meditationi et circa ea 

quae extra hunc mundum sunt versans” (Politi, Enarrationes, fol. vIv).

 126. Romae, apud vincentium valgrisium; see J. schweizer, Ambrosius 

Catharinus Politus, 298–99.

 127. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 299.

 128. In the case of the Disceptationum against soto, his polemical intent 

naturally remained a priority, but the presentation of the arguments was much 

more systematic and consistent than in his previous controversialist works.

 129. venetiis, in officina erasmiana vincentii valgrisii; see J. schweizer, 

Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 299, no. 46. saint Paul’s letters had been one of 

his favorite topics since his sermons at san silvestro al quirinale in the late 

1530s in the presence of vittoria Colonna, on which see above, ch. 2. on Cata-

rino’s commentary on the Epistola Iudae Apostoli, see P. Preston, “Ambrosius 

Catharinus’ Commentary on the General epistle of st Jude,” Reformation and 

Renaissance Review 4.2 (2002): 217–29. At the end of the Commentaria, Politi 

inserted his well- known dedication to Michelangelo, “illustrious painter and 

sculptor of our time” (pictor et sculptor nostra aetate egregius), although he 
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nevertheless criticized him heavily for his copious use of nude images; see 

R. de Maio, Michelangelo e la Controriforma (Bari: laterza, 1978), 19–21.

 130. the complete title is Enarrationes in quinque priora capita libri Geneseos; 

see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 299–302. Among the numerous 

works included in the substantial volume of the Enarrationes, it is opportune 

to mention at least De pueris Iudeorum sua sponte ad baptismum venientibus, in 

which he defended the possibility to administer baptism to Jewish children who 

had asked for it of their own volition, even if their parents were opposed to it 

(Enarrationes, fols. 405–14), and above all the brief treatise Quo iure quave poena 

puniendi sint haeretici, in which, after establishing that the punishment of her-

etics was neither encouraged nor prohibited in the holy scriptures, he affirmed 

the full legitimacy of the secular laws that punished heretics with death, both on 

the basis of legal arguments (legitimation by canonical law) and from a histori-

cal point of view (the tradition of ecclesiastical observances and the disciplinary 

social function of the punishments); ibid., fols. 343–52.

 131. Politi, Enarrationes, vol. II, fols. 340–44. A first printed version of 

Catarino’s work had been issued a few months before in the appendix of a 

reprint of his Disputatio pro veritate immaculatae conceptionis beatissimae 

virginis et eius celebranda a cunctis fidelibus festivitate ad sanctam synodum 

tridentinam (Romae, 1551), which was in turn also included in the edition of 

the Enarrationes (see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 300).

 132. there is more on these precedents in M. d’Addio, Il pensiero politico 

di Gaspare Scioppio e il machiavellismo del ’600 (Milan, 1962), 257–80; and 

l. Firpo, “la prima condanna di Machiavelli” (speech given on 5 novem-

ber 1966 for the opening of the academic year 1966–67 at the university 

of turin), taken from the Annuario dell’Università degli Studi di Torino per 

l’anno accademico 1966–67—Anno 563 dalla fondazione, 3–24; and see esp. 

A. Prosperi, “la religione, il potere, le élites: Incontri italo- spagnoli nell’età 

della Controriforma,” Annuario dell’Istituto storico italiano per l’età moderna 

e contemporanea 29–30 (1977–78): 499–529. More recently, see A. Coroleu, 

“Il ‘democrates Primus’ di Juan Ginés de sepúlveda: una nuova prima con-

danna contro il Machiavelli,” Il Pensiero politico 25 (1992): 263–68.

 133. the work is published in Epistolarum Reginaldi Poli S. R. E. Cardina

lis et aliorum ad ipsum pars I quae scripta, complectitur ab anno MDXX usque 

ad annum MDXXXVI (Brixiae, excudebat Joannes Maria Rizzardi, 1744), 151 

et seq. there is much more on Pole’s Apologia in P. s. donaldson, Machiavelli 

and Mystery of State (new york: Cambridge university Press, 1988), 1–35; and 

A. Prosperi, “Il principe, il cardinale, il papa: Reginald Pole lettore di Machi-

avelli,” 241–62; and A. Prosperi, L’eresia del Libro Grande, 184 et seq.
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 134. G. Procacci, Machiavelli nella cultura europea dell’età moderna 

(Rome- Bari: laterza, 1995), 88. on the english context referred to in Pole’s 

Apologia, see A. Panella, Gli antimachiavellici (Florence: sansoni, 1943), 21 et 

seq.; l. Firpo, “la prima condanna di Machiavelli,” 9 et seq.; A. Prosperi, “la 

religione, il potere, le élites,” 515.

 135. l. Firpo, “la prima condanna di Machiavelli,” 6.

 136. the reference is to Quaestio an expediat Scripturas in maternas linguas 

transferri, published for the first time in the Enarrationes but most probably 

written on the occasion of the tridentine debate on vernacular translations of 

the Bible (see above).

 137. see above, n. 131.

 138. this is what luigi Firpo claimed by stating that Politi was one of the 

english cardinal’s closest theological consultants at the council (“la prima 

condanna di Machiavelli,” 6), a statement that has not been supported by evi-

dence during the course of my research.

 139. G. Procacci, Machiavelli nella cultura europea dell’età moderna, 95.

 140. Ibid.

 141. the request for the license was made to Cardinal Carafa in August 

1548 “to be able to read and keep prohibited books” (poter leggere et tenere 

libri prohibiti) so that he could use them in the “Christian duel” (duello 

christiano) that he intended to engage the heretics in (letter from urbino, 15 

August 1548, in G. Procacci, Machiavelli nella cultura europea dell’età mod

erna, 94).

 142. letter to the dominican teofilo scullica, General Commissioner 

of the Inquisition, Milan, 11 november 1550, in G. Muzio, Lettere catholiche 

(1571), 100–102; G. Procacci, Machiavelli nella cultura europea dell’età mod

erna, 94–95.

 143. on the massive inquisitorial onslaught against huge sectors of Ital-

ian literature, see at least G. Fragnito, La Bibbia al rogo, passim; and G. Frag-

nito, Proibito capire: Chiesa e volgare nella prima età moderna (Bologna: Il 

Mulino, 2005).

 144. In reference to literary texts, these pages of Catarino’s work include 

one of the first references to the option of introducing expurgation, at least for 

those parts “that lead us into temptation and are indecent” (qua sunt illecebri 

et impudici); Politi, Enarrationes, 338–39.

 145. Ibid. there is a penetrating analysis of Catarino’s work by 

A. Rotondò, “la censura ecclesiastica e la cultura,” in Storia d’Italia, vol. 5, 

par. 2, I Documenti (turin: einaudi, 1974), 1399–1492, esp. 1470–71. see also 
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the detailed discussion in M. d’Addio, Il pensiero politico di Gaspare Sciop

pio, 271–75. there is a reflection on the points of contact between heretical 

doctrines that were widespread in the Italian peninsula and the Florentine 

secretary’s thinking in l. Perini, “Gli eretici italiani e Machiavelli,” Studi 

storici 10 (1969): 877–918.

 146. As Adriano Prosperi underlined, the accusation fomulated by Politi 

shows both his perspicacity and his professional bias (“Intellettuali e Chiesa 

all’inizio dell’età moderna,” in Storia d’Italia, Annali 4, Intellettuali e potere, 

ed. C. vivanti [turin: einaudi, 1981], 161–252, esp. 192).

 147. to this end, see the considerations by Antonio Rotondò, who stressed 

that it was “neither useful nor necessary to presume that Catarino had read 

Calvin’s writings against dissimulation” (né utile né necessario supporre 

che Catarino avesse letto gli scritti di Calvino contro la dissimulazione); 

A. Rotondò, “la censura ecclesiastica e la cultura,” 1471 n. 1. on domenichi 

and the Nicodemiana, see e. Garavelli, Lodovico Domenichi e i ‘Nicodemi

ana’ di Calvino: Storia di un libro perduto e ritrovato, with a presentation by   

J.- F. Gilmont (Manziana: vecchiarelli editore, 2004), which has the complete 

text of the Italian translation in the appendix, pp. 189–274. For an overview 

of the context in which domenichi was arrested in Florence, see M. Firpo, Gli 

affreschi di Pontormo, 363–66.

 148. there is more on the censorship of Machiavelli’s works in G. Pro-

cacci, Machiavelli, 97 et seq.; see also P. Godman, “Machiavelli, l’Inquisizione 

e l’Indice,” in L’apertura degli archivi del Sant’Uffizio romano (Rome: Acca-

demia nazionale dei lincei, 1998), 47–72, on which see the critical remarks 

by e. Cutinelli Rendina, “Machiavelli (contro)riformato,” Belfagor 54 

(1999): 215–26.

 149. the reference is to Abbot Reginaldo tanzini and Abbot Bartolomeo 

Follini, who promoted a monumental six- volume edition of Machiavelli’s 

works at the end of the eighteenth century under the guidance of Grand duke 

leopold I and under the patronage of the Jansenist Bishop of Pistoia, scipione 

de’ Ricci (see l. Perini, “editori e potere dalla fine del secolo Xv all’unità,” in 

Storia d’Italia, Annali 4, Intellettuali e potere, 765–853, esp. 834–35).

 150. Asv, Arch. Concist., Acta misc. 19, fol. 79v; J. schweizer, Ambrosius 

Catharinus Politus, 199. Politi received permission to move to his new residence 

through a brief issued on 11 June 1552; see Asv, Arm. 41, vol. 64, fols. 359r–v.

 151. the sienese ambassador Carlo Massaini hastened to announce the 

news: “the Pope has made Monsignor Politi the Archbishop of Conza, which 

is worth 1500 ducats, and has also given him two castles, which were empty 
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following the death of Cardinal Crescenzio” (Il papa ha fatto arcivescovo de 

Consa monsignore de Puliti che vale ducati 1500, et di più li ha donate due 

castella a vita sua, che erano vacate per la morte del cardinale Crescentio); let-

ter from Rome, 4 June 1552, Ass, Balìa 727, n. 36.

 152. on the War of siena, see at least A. d’Addario, “Il problema sen-

ese,” 75–116; and R. Cantagalli, La guerra di Siena, 1552–1559; i termini della 

questione senese nella lotta tra Francia e Asburgo nel ’500 e il suo risolversi 

nell’ambito del principato mediceo (siena: Accademia senese degli Intronati, 

1962). on Julius III’s stance of detached neutrality and the rapprochement 

between the holy see and France following the events in siena, see l. von Pas-

tor, Storia dei papi, vol. vI, pp. 100–101. With regard to Politi’s attitude during 

this period, see the letters sent to the Balìa in August of that year, published 

by J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 268–71; as well as the testimony 

of the sienese ambassador, who said that “there is no lack of help and sup-

port from Cardinal Mignanello and the Archbishop of Conza in serving the 

country” (il cardinale Mignanello et il arcivescovo di Consa non manchano 

di aiuto et favore per servitio della patria); Carlo Massaini to the Balìa, Rome, 

6 August 1552, Ass, Balìa 729, n. 94.

 153. on 11 August, Antonio neroni informed Cosimo I “that the Most 

Reverend Mignanello, Bishop Politi, Messer Claudio tolomei and Messer 

Marcantonio Borghesi are delegated to assemble and organize the govern-

ment of the city and are expected in siena at any moment” (che il Rev.mo 

Mignanello, il vescovo de’ Puliti, messer Claudio tolomei et messer Marcan-

tonio Borghesi sono deputati sopra al comporre et ordinare il governo della 

città et si attendano ogni hora a siena); letter from Montepulciano, 11 August 

1552, AsF, Mediceo del Principato 410, fol. 466r. however, in a letter written 

a few days later, Politi used his pastoral duties to justify turning down their 

requests: “I have to look after my Archbishopric, where I wish to go in any 

case (if the lord allows), as soon as things calm down, as I feel it is my duty, 

which prevents me from doing anything else” (ho la cura de l’arcivescovado 

proprio, dove sentendo l’obligation mia, desidero andar per ogni modo [con-

cedendo il signore], quanto prima si quietaranno e tempi, che mi prohibisce 

ogni altra impresa); letter to the Balìa, Rome, 15 August 1552, published in 

J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 270). A papal brief of 6 october 

granted plenary indulgence to diocesans who had attended his first Mass 

(Asv, Arm. 42, vol. 3, fols. 58r–v). then, on 30 november of the same year, 

another brief granted Politi the power to assign secular or regular benefits to 

whoever he deemed worthy, with only the need for subsequent papal approval 
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and payment of rights to the Apostolic Camera (Asv, Arm. 41, vol. 66, fols. 

275r–276r).

 154. on Mendoza’s opposition to Politi being nominated a cardinal, 

see above.

 155. see l. von Pastor, Storia dei papi, vol. vI, p. 122; J. schweizer, Ambro

sius Catharinus Politus, 201.

 156. Carlo Massaini to Balìa, Rome, 11 november 1553, Ass, Balìa 758, 

n. 12; J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 200.

 157. In the same letter of 11 november, Massaini wrote the following, 

clearly unaware that Politi had died three days before: “the latest news 

last sunday was that his condition had improved, so I believe he will pull 

through and I think he will become a cardinal by Carnival” (Per l’ultime di 

domenicha passata era megliorato, di modo che lo tengo campato et credo 

che non passerà carnovale che serà cardinale); ibid. the news of Politi’s death 

reached Massaini two hours after finishing his letter, leading him to add a 

“post scriptum” (post scritta): “two hours ago I was told of the death of the 

Archbishop of Conza, who was certain to become a cardinal before Carnival, 

as the Pope had said to several cardinals. For this reason the city and all of us 

have suffered a great loss: have patience, for this is what God wanted” (due 

hore sono è venuto adviso de la morte de lo arcivescovo di Consa, el quale 

al fermo era cardinale avanti carnovale, che così el papa lo haveva detto a 

più cardinali, per il che la città e tutti noi habbiamo fatta grandissima per-

dita: patientia, da che così è piaciuto a dio); and then he continued: “It is 

thought that his Worship will now do something for Messer Clemente Politi 

by giving him a good pension of many ducats for the aforementioned Arch-

bishopric of Conza” (si pensa che la sua Beatitudine ora farà bona parte a 

messer Clemente Politi con darli bona pensione di parechi . . . ducati sopra il 

detto arcivescovado di Consa); Ass, Balìa 758, n. 12; J. schweizer, Ambrosius 

Catharinus Politus, 201.

 158. J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 230. on pp. 270–71, 

 schweizer published the text of the epitaph that was placed in the family cha-

pel in the Church of san Francesco in siena in 1606 by Catarino’s nephew Cle-

mente Politi, who was then bishop of Grosseto. there is also news of Politi’s 

death in a touching letter that Ignatius loyola wrote to Alfonso salmerón on 

12 november 1553 (MhsI, Mon. Ign., epp. v, p. 698).

 159. Ignatius to salmerón, Rome, 26 november 1553, in MhsI, Ignatii, 

I, 5, 1553, pp. 734–35; the letter, like the one mentioned in the previous note, 

was quoted in G. Caravale, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi e i primi gesuiti.”
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Chapter 6. A Controversial Memory

 1. see above, ch. 5, n. 158.

 2. Ignatius to Paschasio Broët, Rome, 16 February 1549, in MI, epp., 

2, p. 343.

 3. see J. o’Malley, The First Jesuits, 324.

 4. A. Astrain, Historia de la Compañía de Jesús en la asistencia de 

España, vol. 1, San Ignacio de Loyola 1540–1556 (Madrid: est. tip. “sucesores 

de Rivadeneyra,” 1902), 373; and I. Iparraguirre, s.I., Historia de la práctica 

de los Ejercicios espirituales de san Ignacio de Loyola, I: Práctica de los Ejercicios 

de San Ignacio de Loyola en vida de su autor (1522–1556) (Bilbao- Rome, 1946), 

100–102, 117; see the text of Pedroche’s censure in MhsI, Pol. Chron., III, 

p. 336 n. 2 and p. 524. nadal was Pedroche’s most forceful opponent; he not 

only opposed bringing the Esercizi to the attention of the spanish Inquisition 

but also drafted his own Apologia for the Esercizi, in which he rejected all 

accusations of heterodoxy; see “Censura in exercitio refutatio,” in MhsI, Pol. 

Chron., III, pp. 572–73; MhsI, epp. nadal, 4, pp. 831–32; J. o’Malley, The 

First Jesuits, 279–80, 324.

 5. Araoz to Borgia and nadal, Alcalá, 20 december 1553, in MhsI, epp. 

Mixtae, 3, pp. 665–71, esp. p. 669.

 6. “the printed translation which, as your Reverence knows, was done 

by Maestro André of Freux, does not contain anything that could be said to 

be false, even if it were a resolute and well- defined truth, and there is nothing 

about salvation, as we can see from the same context. And the translation is 

even better if we take account of those who currently claim that ‘some of the 

non- predestined can be saved.’ this work was presented at the last council 

along with Catarino’s work and nothing was decided against the two works. 

And for this reason the following expression is extremely common: ‘even 

though it is fully defined and demonstrated, etc.’ ” (la tradución estampada, 

que, como v. R. sabe, hizo Mtro. Andrés de Frusio, non tiene cosa que se pud-

iese dezir falsa, aunque fuese verdad determinada y definida, quod nemini 

contingit salus, nisi praedestinatis, como se vee en el mesmo contexto. y tanto 

más está bien aquella tradutión, por non faltar en nuestros tiempos quien 

tenga esta opinión: quod aliqui, non praedestinati, salvari possunt. y en el 

último concilio fué presentada esta obra y otra del Catherino, y non se deter-

minó nada en contra; y por esto tiene más lugar aquel modo de hablar: etiam 

si plane compertum definitumque esset, etc.); Ignatius to nadal, Rome, 12 

April 1554, in MI, epp., 6, pp. 597–99, quotation on p. 598. he returned to 
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the subject using the same terms in a letter to Francesco Borgia (letter from 

Rome, 6 January 1555, in MI, epp., 8, pp. 258–59). different members of the 

Company besides Ignatius of loyola defended Catarino regarding the accu-

sations of heresy linked to the statement “quod aliqui non praedestinati sal-

vari possint” (that some who are not predestined can be saved); MI, exerc., 

137–38; MI, epp., 8, p. 258; MI, epp., 9, pp. 62, 330.

 7. “quod vero de opinionibus Chaterini aliquis retulit fieri posset ab 

uno vel altero de societate aliquam illius auctoris opinionem pro re nata 

defendi, non tamen omnes eius opiniones continuo defendet” (Ignatius to 

Adriano Adriani, Rome, 12 February 1555, MI, epp., 8, pp. 411–15, quotation 

on p. 413).

 8. “Multi sunt qui nullam tueantur, quin potius acriter oppugnent” 

(ibid.).

 9. “Percontati sumus etiam P. Andream Frusium, cuius est versio quae 

circunfertur, an rationem habuerit illius oppinionis Catherini in vertendo illo 

loco: qui afirmavit numquam sibi in mentem venise” (ibid.).

 10. see s. lo Re, “Ambrogio Catarino Politi,” 55–57. the resentment 

of the spanish dominicans toward Politi was duly recorded by Polanco in 

his Chronicon: “the opinions of Ambrogio Catarino are badly received in 

spain by the religious men of his order” (opiniones fratris Ambrosii Cath-

erini in hispania apud religiosos sui ordinis male audiebant); MhsI, Pol. 

Chron., III, p. 337.

 11. “that letter from the theologian of leuven which argues against 

Catarino . . . has not reached Rome; if your Reverence does not give us more 

information, we do not know what to say, other than that Father lanoy or 

your Reverence answer that you will do what is necessary, although we are not 

obliged to defend Catarino’s opinions” (quella letera del theologo lovaniense, 

il quale disputa contro il Caterino . . . non si era visto in Roma: si v. R. no ci 

dà più lume in questa parte, non habbiamo che dire, massime respondendo il 

P. lanoy o v. R., che farano il bisogno, benché non siamo obligati noi a difend-

ere l’oppenioni del Caterino); Ignatius to Canisio, Rome, 21 April 1555, in MI, 

epp., 9, pp. 61–63, quotation on p. 62. Ignatius returned to the same question, 

which is still difficult to decipher, in another letter from Rome of 16 July 1555, 

in MI, epp., 9, pp. 327–31: “We have not seen the letter from the theologian of 

leuven that argues against Catarino. . . . over there it is probable that it will 

not be a difficult task to do our part” (la lettera di quel theologo lovaniense, 

il quale disputa contra il Catherino . . . , non l’habbiamo qua visto. di là è da 

credere sarà facile bisogno per la parte che ci tocca); MI, epp., 9, p. 330.
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 12. sisto da siena, Biblioteca sancta, venetiis, apud Franciscum senen-

sem, MdlXvI, Annotatio CCXlvIII al libro vI, pp. 313, 844, both published 

in J. quétif and J. echard, Scriptores Ordinis Praedicatorum recensiti, II/1, lute-

tiae Parisiorum 1721, p. 206. It is difficult to establish precisely when the two 

might have met. In the eighteenth century, quétif and echard speculated about 

a meeting on French land, in lyon or toulouse, in the period between 1533 and 

1543 (ibid., II/1, p. 216), feeling that contact between the two was inconceiv-

able before 1533, given that fra sisto was fourteen years old at the time (he was 

born in siena in 1520). Instead, Paola Zambelli leans more toward the idea of a 

meeting in siena (P. Zambelli, “Cornelio Agrippa, sisto da siena e gli inquisi-

tori, I: Congetture su un’opera agrippiniana perduta,” in Motivi di Riforma tra 

’400 e ’500, Memorie domenicane, n.s., 3 [1972]: 146–64, esp. 151 n. 7; A. del 

Col is of the same opinion: “note sull’eterodossia di fra sisto da siena e i suoi 

rapporti con orazio Brunetto e un gruppo veneziano di ‘spirituali,’ ” Collec

tanea franciscana 47.1–2 [1977]: 27–64, esp. 60). on the imposing work by the 

Franciscan, see J. W. Montgomery, “sixtus of siena and Roman Catholic Bibli-

cal scholarship in the Reformation Period,” Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 

54 (1963): 214–34, to be supplemented, however, with the critical observations 

by A. Rotondò, in Rivista storica italiana 77 (1965): 249–51.

 13. on the inquisitorial affairs of fra sisto of siena, in addition to the 

essays by Zambelli and del Col cited in the previous note, see A. Mercati, 

“dubbio su un episodio della vita di fra sisto da siena,” Rivista di storia della 

chiesa in Italia 5 (1951): 374–80; and especially the recent reconstruction by 

u. Parente, “sul preteso giudaismo di fra sisto da siena davanti all’Inquisizione 

romana (1551–1553),” in Le Inquisizioni cristiane e gli ebrei (Rome: Accademia 

dei lincei, 2003), 375–405.

 14. the neapolitan inquest took place from 16 to 28 March 1552. the 

venetian papers studied by Andrea del Col (see above, n. 12) most prob-

ably refer to a period between the end of March and the beginning of June 

1552, while the Roman trial documents cover a period from 2 June 1552 to 

28 november 1553, when the accused abjured. (see u. Parente, “sul preteso 

giudaismo,” 391 et seq., who contradicts the previous belief that the trial ended 

in a death sentence, which he was only saved from by the timely intervention 

of Michele Ghislieri. the dedication of his Bibliotheca sancta to Ghislieri, who 

had become Pope Pius v, thereby assumes the meaning of a simple homage to 

the new pope and not, as historiography previously interpreted, as a mark of 

the author’s profound gratitude for his salvific intervention a few years before; 

cf. ibid., 404.)
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 15. ACdF, st. st., R 4–f, fol. 311r; u. Parente, “sul preteso giudaismo,” 393.

 16. ACdF, st. st., R 4–f, fol. 323v; u. Parente, “sul preteso giudaismo,” 396.

 17. ACdF, st. st., R 4–f, fol. 311r; u. Parente, “sul preteso giudaismo,” 393.

 18. ACdF, st. st., R 4–f, fols. 315v–316r.

 19. Ibid., fol. 315v.

 20. Ibid., fol. 316v.

 21. see above.

 22. see J. schweizer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 300, 302.

 23. “haec verba profecta iuxta vim sermonis, ordinem temporis nobis 

indicant, videlicet quod prius dominus accepit panem, tum gratias egit, id 

est, consecratum fecit. . . . Fuit ergo haec proculdubio benedictio et grati-

arum actio, per quam intelligitur consacratio antequam frangeret et daret 

discipulis suis” (Politi, Quaestio quibusnam verbis Christus confecit, 185). see 

also the following passage from the Tractatio secunda illius quaestionis, p. 365, 

in which Politi reiterated the same concept: “Manifeste hic apparet series et 

ordo facti, et perspicuum redditur prius illum benedixisse, idest, consecrasse, 

quam fregerit, et prius fregisse quam dederit discipulis, quibus dando procul 

dubio dixit illa verba: ‘Accipite et manducate, hoc est corpus meum.’ ”

 24. Politi, Tractatio, 368. For the different interpretation in saint 

thomas, see Somma, par. III, q. 78, art. 1.

 25. Index des livres interdits, IX, p. 458. see also ACdF, Indice, XI (vols. 

1–5), vol. 2, fol. 916. According to Reusch, it was the publication of a work 

by Christophe de Cheffontaines (1512–95), a Franciscan from Brittany who 

explicitly referred to Politi’s writings and took his interpretations to extreme 

consequences, which attracted the attention of the Roman censors to Poli-

ti’s works; see h. F. Reusch, Der Index der verbotenen Bücher: Ein Beitrag zur 

Kirchen  und Literaturgeschichte, I (Bonn: Cohen & sohn, 1883), 569. on 

Cheffontaines, see the entries by e. d’Alençon in Dictionnaire de théologie 

catholique, vol. II (Paris, 1910), 2352–53, and by A. Piolanti, in Enciclopedia 

cattolica, vol. III (vatican City, 1949), 1404–5.

 26. the work was published in the volume of his Enarrationes; see 

J. schwei zer, Ambrosius Catharinus Politus, 301.

 27. the words used here as a summary were by P. sarpi, Istoria del con

cilio tridentino, 399. there is detailed information on sarpi’s attitude toward 

Politi above, ch. 3.

 28. Politi, De intentione ministri, 205.

 29. “non enim alia intentio ministri requiritur, nisi ut intendat exterius 

facere quod facit ecclesia, quamvis ipse neque credat esse ecclesiam neque 
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ullum baptismi spirituale effectum, sed satis est ut intendat facere quod 

ecclesia iubet per ministros fieri” (Politi, De intentione ministri, 208). to 

give his theses more impetus, it seems that Politi gave the council fathers the 

following provocative example: “there is a wretched priest who feigns and 

has no intention of baptizing a boy properly; as a man, he then becomes the 

bishop of a big city and stays in this office for many years, so that he ordains a 

large number of priests. It must be said that as he was not baptized, he was not 

ordained and neither were those promoted by him. therefore, in that big city 

there will not be the sacraments of the eucharist or confession, which cannot 

exist unless administered by an ordained priest, or unless this priest has been 

ordained by a true bishop, and he who is not baptized cannot be ordained. In 

this way, there are millions of invalid sacraments as a result of one single act of 

malice by a minister” (sia un tristo prete che finga, e non abbia intenzione di 

ministrare il vero battesmo ad un fanciullo; questo poi, fatto uomo, sia creato 

vescovo d’una gran città e vivi in quel carico molti anni, sì che abbia ordinato 

gran parte de’ preti; bisogna dire che quello, come non battezato, non è ordi-

nato, né meno sono ordinati i promossi da lui, onde in quella gran città non 

vi sarà il sacramento dell’eucaristia, né della confessione, che non può esser 

senza il vero sacramento dell’ordine, né questo senza il vero vescovo, né può 

ricevere l’ordine chi non è battezzato; ecco per malizia d’un ministro in un 

solo atto milioni di nullità de’ sacramenti); recounted by P. sarpi, Istoria del 

concilio tridentino, 398.

 30. sarpi wrote: “this doctrine was not approved by the other theolo-

gians. . . . nevertheless, this prelate remained of the same opinion. Indeed, 

a year later he wrote a booklet about this subject, where he stated that the 

Council of trent was of his opinion and that the resolution of the Council 

must be interpreted in accordance with the sense of his [Politi’s] doctrine” 

(questa dottrina non fu approvata dagli altri teologi. . . . questo prelato non-

dimeno restò nel suo parere, anzi un anno dopo scrisse un libretto di questa 

materia, dove afferma che la sinodo tridentina fu del suo parere e che secondo 

il senso suo si debbe intender la determinazione del concilio); Istoria del con

cilio tridentino, 399. see also Politi, De intentione ministri sacramenti, 206. It is 

interesting to note in this respect that in the copy of the Enarrationes owned 

by the Biblioteca Casanatense in Rome, the pages containing the De intentione 

have been removed and replaced by a blank sheet.

 31. Patavii, 1727. on serry, see at least d. Fiorot, “nota sul giansenismo 

veneto nei primi decenni del secolo XvIII,” Nuova Rivista storica 35 (1951), 

fasc. III–Iv, pp. 199–236; and A. vecchi, Correnti religiose nel sei settecento 
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veneto (venice- Rome: Istituto per la collaborazione culturale, 1962), 227 

et seq. Another Jansenist follower of Politi’s sacramental doctrines was the 

dominican François Mellet, who was repeatedly accused for this reason; see 

P. stella, Il Giansenismo in Italia, vol. 1, I preludi tra Seicento e primo Settecento 

(Rome: edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2006), 254.

 32. letter dated 25 February 1697, in Jacques- Bénigne Bossuet, Cor

respondance, vol. vIII (Paris, 1914), 158, quoted by s. Zen, Monarchia della 

verità: Moduli culturali e pedagogia della Controriforma (naples: vivarium, 

2002), 72. For Catarino’s theories about unbaptized babies, see above.

 33. s. Pallavicino, Istoria del concilio di Trento, 2 vols., In Roma, nella 

stamperia d’Angelo Bernabo dal verme erede del Manelfi, per Giovanni 

Casoni libraro all’insegna di san Paolo, 1656–57, vol. II, p. 37.

 34. Ibid., bk. XIII, ch. vIII, p. 296.

 35. A. Possevino, Apparatus sacer, vol. III (venetiis, 1606), 228.

 36. R. Bellarmino, De novis controversiis, 110; see F. Motta, Bellarmino: 

Una teologia politica della Controriforma (Brescia: Morcelliana, 2005), 495–

96, from which the Italian translation of the passage is taken.

 37. R. Bellarmino, De scriptoribus ecclesiasticis liber unus. Cum adiunctis 

indicibus undecim, et brevi chronologia ab orbe condito usque ad annum 1612 

(Romae, ex typographia Bartholomaei Zannetti, 1613), 257.

 38. the general frequently urged his disciples to find and read Politi’s 

writings over the following months and years. the Jesuit Andrea Gualuanello 

replied to the instructions received from his general: “We will find some of 

Catarino’s books” (Ritrovaremo delli libri de Catherino); Andrea Gualu-

anello to Ignatius, Morbegno, 9 January 1554, in MhsI, epp. Mixtae, 4 (1555–

56), pp. 26–29, esp. p. 28; or the letter from Polanco to salmerón, Rome, 10 

May 1561, in which he reported that Ignatius’s orders were to “make copies 

of these writings [by Politi] there, which are said to have little writing, and 

send them to him” (faccia copiare costà questi scritti [del Politi], che dice non 

è molta scrittura, et glie la mandi); see above, n. 47. the circulation of Cata-

rino’s works within the order is also shown by other sources such as the letter 

from desiderio Gerardino, who told Ignatius on 3 december 1553 that he had 

“also received another booklet, which contradicts and refutes the errors of 

lutherans, an extremely Catholic work by Friar Ambrogio Catarino” (rice-

vuto anchora un altro libretto, contradicente et refutante gli errori de luther-

ani, molto catholico, authore frate Ambrosio Catharino); MhsI, epp. Mixtae, 

3, pp. 654–56; or the letter from laínez in which he reminded lentolo that 

“the book of letters from the Indies, the martyrology and Catarino’s works 
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can be brought by those who come to the Congregation, because it would 

be too much to send them by post” (il libro delle lettere dell’Indie, et mar-

tirologio, et l’opere del Catherino potranno portare quelli che verranno alla 

congregatione, che saria troppo gran porto mandarli con le lettere); laínez to 

tommaso lentolo, Rome, 9 January 1557, MhsI, lainii, 2, 1557, pp. 38–40, 

quotation on p. 40.

 39. Following the lines of the reconstruction provided in G. Caravale, 

“Il Beneficio di Cristo e l’Inquisizione romana: un caso di censure tardive,” 

in Cinquant’anni di storiografia italiana sulla Riforma e i movimenti ereticali in 

Italia 1950–2000, ed. s. Peyronel Rambaldi (turin: Claudiana, 2002), 151–73.

 40. on sarpi and serry, see above. For the reference to Francesco Pucci, 

a Florentine religious exile sentenced to burn at the stake in 1597, see the best 

known and most widespread of his texts, the De Christi servatoris efficacitate, 

published in 1592 to spread his passionate defense of the “universal benefit 

of all believers” (beneficio universale di tutti i credenti) and his radical stance 

against predestination, in which he included Politi’s name in a list of “illus-

trious and holy men” (uomini insigni e santi) that also featured Girolamo 

savonarola, Pico della Mirandola, Agostino steuco, Cardinal de vio, Giorgio 

siculo, Francesco Zorzi, Alberto Pighio, and Gerolamo osorio (see the Ital-

ian translation of the text, F. Pucci, L’efficacia salvifica del Cristo, ed. G. Isonzo 

[tirrenia: edizioni del Cerro, 1991], 72). on Pucci, see G. Caravale, The Ital

ian Reformation Outside Italy: Francesco Pucci’s Heresy in Sixteenth Century 

Europe (leiden: Brill, 2015).
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